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Preface

This volume embodies, in part, the proceedings of the 13th International
Symposium on Surfactants in Solution (SIS) held in Gainesville, Florida,
June 11–16, 2000. The theme of this particular SIS was ‘‘Surfactant Science
and Technology for the New Millennium.’’ The ﬁnal technical program comprised 360 papers, including 96 poster presentations, which was a testimonial
to the brisk research activity in the arena of surfactants in solution. In light
of the legion of papers, to chronicle the total account of this event would
have been impractical, so we decided to document only the plenary and
invited presentations. The contributors were asked to cover their topics in a
general manner; concomitantly, this book reﬂects many excellent reviews of
a number of important ramiﬁcations of surfactants in solution.
Chapters 1–4 document the plenary lectures, including the written account of the special ‘‘Host Lecture’’ by one of us (DOS) and Prof. Brij
Moudgil. Chapters 5–32 embody the text of 28 invited presentations covering many aspects of surfactants in solution. Among the topics covered are:
surfactant-stabilized particles; solid particles at liquid interfaces; nanocapsules; aggregation behavior of surfactants; micellar catalysis; vesicles and
liposomes; the clouding phenomenon; viscoelasticity of micellar solutions;
phase behavior of microemulsions; reactions in microemulsions; viscosity
index improvers; foams, foam ﬁlms, and monolayers; principles of emulsion
formulation engineering; nano-emulsions; liposome gene delivery; polymeric surfactants; and combinatorial surface chemistry.
As surfactants play an important role in many and diverse technologies,
ranging from high-tech (microelectronics) to low-tech (washing clothes) applications, an understanding of their behavior in solution is of paramount
iii
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importance. Also, as we learn more about surfactants and devise new surfactant formulations, novel and exciting applications will emerge.
The present compendium of excellent overviews and research papers provides a bounty of up-to-date information on the many and varied aspects of
surfactants in solution. It also offers a commentary on current research activity regarding the behavior of surfactants in solution. We hope that anyone
involved or interested—centrally or tangentially—in surfactants will ﬁnd
this book useful. Further, we trust that both veteran researchers and those
embarking on their maiden voyage in the wonderful world of surfactants
will ﬁnd this treatise valuable.
To put together a symposium of this magnitude and quality requires dedication and unﬂinching help from a battalion of people, and now it is our
pleasure and duty to acknowledge those who helped in many and varied
manners in this endeavor. First and foremost, we express our heartfelt and
most sincere thanks to Prof. Brij Moudgil, Director of the Engineering Research Center for Particle Science and Technology, University of Florida,
for helping in more ways than one. He wore many different hats—as cochairman, as troubleshooter, as local host—and he was always ready and
willing to help with a smile. Next we are thankful to faculty members,
postdoctoral associates, graduate students, and administrative staff of both
the Center for Surface Science and Engineering and the Engineering Research Center for Particle Science and Technology, University of Florida.
We acknowledge the generous support of the following organizations: the
Florida Institute of Phosphate Research, the National Science Foundation,
and the University of Florida. Many individual industrial corporations helped
us by providing generous ﬁnancial support and we are grateful to them. We
also thank the exhibitors of scientiﬁc instruments and books for their contribution and support.
We are grateful to the authors for their interest, enthusiasm, and contribution without which this book would not have seen the light of day. Last,
we are appreciative of the efforts of the staff at Marcel Dekker, Inc. for
giving this book a body form.
K. L. Mittal
Dinesh O. Shah
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ABSTRACT
An overview of research highlights of the past three decades from the University of Florida on molecular interactions at interfaces and in micelles is
presented. This overview includes work on (1) the kinetic stability of micelles in relation to technological processes, (2) molecular packing in mixed
monolayers and phase transition in monolayers, (3) microemulsions and their
technological applications including enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes
and preparation of nanoparticles of advanced materials, (4) adsorption of
polymers at solid–liquid interfaces and selective ﬂocculation, and (5) the
mechanical strength of surfactant ﬁlms at the solid–liquid interface and its
correlation with dispersion stability as well as the interfacial phenomena in
chemical–mechanical polishing (CMP) of silicon wafers. Detailed results
explaining the role of molecular interactions at interfaces and in micelles as
well as pertinent references are given for each phenomenon discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is a great pleasure and privilege for us to summarize the highlights of
research on molecular interactions at interfaces from the University of
Florida on this 13th International Symposium on Surfactants in Solution
(SIS-2000). During the past 30 years at the University of Florida, we have
had an ongoing research program on fundamental aspects as well as technological applications of interfacial processes. Speciﬁcally, this overview
1
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includes the kinetic stability of micelles in relation to technological processes, molecular packing in mixed monolayers and phase transition in monolayers, microemulsions and their technological applications including enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes and preparation of nanoparticles of
advanced materials, adsorption of polymers at solid–liquid interface and
selective ﬂocculation, the mechanical strength of surfactant ﬁlms at the
solid–liquid interface and dispersion stability, and the interfacial phenomena
in chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) of silicon wafers.

II. MONOLAYERS
During the past quarter century, considerable studies have been carried out
on the reactions in monomolecular ﬁlms of surfactant, or monolayers. Figure
1 shows the surface pressure–area curves for dioleoyl, soybean, egg, and
dipalmitoyl lecithins [1]. For these four lecithins, the fatty acid composition
was determined by gas chromatography. The dioleoyl lecithin has both
chains unsaturated, soybean lecithin has polyunsaturated fatty acid chains,
egg lecithin has 50% saturated and 50% unsaturated chains, and dipalmitoyl
lecithin has both chains fully saturated. It is evident that, at any ﬁxed surface
pressure, the area per molecule is in the following order:
Dioleoyl lecithin > soybean lecithin > egg lecithin > dipalmitoyl lecithin
It can be assumed that the area per molecule represents the area of a square
at the interface. Thus, the square root of the area per molecule gives the
length of one side of the square, which represents the intermolecular distance. Figure 2 schematically illustrates the area per molecule and intermolecular distance in these four lecithins. The corresponding intermolecular
distances were calculated to be 9.5, 8.8, 7.1, and 6.5 Å, respectively, at a
surface pressure of 20 mN/m [2]. Thus, one can conclude that a change in
the saturation of the fatty acid chains produces subangstrom changes in the
intermolecular distance in the monolayer.
In addition, it was desired to explore the effects that these small changes
in intermolecular distance had on the enzymatic susceptibility of these lecithins to hydrolytic enzymes such as phospholipase A [3–5], a potent hydrolytic enzyme found in cobra venom. Thus, microgram quantities of enzyme were injected under this monolayer. By measuring the rate of change
of surface potential, one can indirectly measure the rate of reaction in the
monolayer. It is assumed that these quantities [i.e., change in surface potential ⌬(⌬V) and the extent of reaction] are proportional to each other. The
kinetics of hydrolysis, as measured by a decrease in surface potential, were
studied for each lecithin monolayer as a function of initial surface pressure
and are shown in Fig. 3 [6]. It was found that initially the reaction rate
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FIG. 1 Surface pressure–area curves of dipalmitoyl, egg, soybean, and dioleoyl
lecithins.

increased as the surface pressure increased. Subsequently, as the surface
pressure increased further, the reaction rate decreased until a critical surface
pressure was reached at which no reaction occurred. The critical surface
pressure required to block the hydrolysis of lecithin monolayer increased
with the degree of unsaturation of fatty acid chains (Fig. 3). Thus, it appears
that as the intermolecular distance increases because of the unsaturated fatty
acid chains, a higher surface pressure is required to clock the penetration of
the active site of the enzyme into the monolayer to cause hydrolysis. This
also led to a suggestion that subangstrom changes in the intermolecular
distance in the monolayer were signiﬁcant for the enzymatic hydrolysis of
the monolayers.
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FIG. 2 Schematic representation of the area per molecule and intermolecular distance in dioleoyl, soybean, egg, and dipalmitoyl lecithin monolayers based on the
data plotted in Fig. 1.

In addition to hydrolysis reactions, the enzymatic synthesis in monolayers
was studied [7]. In this case, a steric acid monolayer was formed on an
aqueous solution containing glycerol. After compression to a desired surface
pressure, a small amount of enzyme lipase was injected under the monolayer.
The lipase facilitated the linkage of glycerol with fatty acid and produced
monoglycerides, diglycerides, and triglycerides in the monolayer [8–10],
which could be detected by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) or high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).
Because the amount of product that can be synthesized using a monolayer
is in microgram quantities, this method is not attractive for large-scale enzymatic synthesis. Therefore, studies of enzymatic reactions in monolayers
were extended to studies of enzymatic reactions in a foam. A foam provides
a large interfacial area, and by continuous aeration one can generate an even
larger interfacial area. A soap bubble is stabilized by monolayers on both
inside and outside surfaces of the bubble (Fig. 4). The glycerol and enzyme
can be added into the aqueous phase before producing the foam. Thus, it
was shown that almost 88% of free steric acid could be converted to di- and
triglycerides in 2 h by reactions in foams (Fig. 5). For surface-active substrates (or reactants) and enzymes, reactions in foams offer a very interesting
possibility to produce large-scale synthesis of biochemicals using a foam as
a reactor.
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FIG. 3 Hydrolysis rate (as measured by surface potential) versus initial surface
pressure of various lecithin monolayers.

Another interesting investigation at the Center for Surface Science and
Engineering (CSSE) was focused on the possible existence of phase transitions in mixed monolayers of surfactants. Figure 6 shows the rate of evaporation from pure and mixed monolayers of cholesterol and arachidyl (C20)
alcohol, as well as their mixed monolayers [11]. It is evident that the pure
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FIG. 4 Schematic diagram of a lipase-catalyzed reaction in a foam vessel.

FIG. 5 Decrease in free fatty acids and synthesis of di- and triglycerides by lipase
in foam.
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FIG. 6 Rate of evaporation from pure and mixed monolayers of cholesterol and
arachidyl (C20) alcohol.

C20 alcohol monolayer allows only one third of the water loss related to
evaporation of the pure cholesterol monolayer. This is presumably due to
the fact that the C20 alcohol forms monolayers that are in the two-dimensional solid state. In contrast, the cholesterol monolayers are in the twodimensional liquid state. However, when cholesterol is incorporated into a
C20 alcohol monolayer, the cholesterol mole fraction needs to be only about
20% to liquefy the solid monolayers of C20 alcohol. The abrupt increase in
evaporation rate of water at 20–25 mol% cholesterol illustrates the two-
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dimensional phase transition in the mixed monolayers from a solid state to
a liquid state. After the cholesterol fraction reaches about 25 mol%, the
monolayer remains in the two-dimensional liquid state and, hence, there is
no further change in the rate of evaporation of water. Thus, one can utilize
the evaporation of water through a ﬁlm as a very sensitive probe for observing the molecular packing in monolayers. The existence of a solid state
or a liquid state for monolayers can be inferred from such experimental
results.
It has been shown that mixed monolayers of oleic acid and cholesterol
exhibit the minimum rate of evaporation at a 1:3 molar ratio of oleic acid
to cholesterol. This is shown in mixed monolayers of oleic acid and cholesterol in Fig. 7 as a function of surface pressure [11]. In has further been
shown that a 1:3 molar ratio in mixed fatty acid and fatty alcohol monolayers, one observes the maximum foam stability, minimum rate of evaporation,
and maximum surface viscosity in these systems [12].
Monolayers are fascinating systems with extreme simplicity and welldeﬁned parameters. During the past 35 years of research, we have found the
studies on monolayers to be rewarding in understanding the phenomena
occurring at the gas–liquid, liquid–liquid, and solid–liquid interfaces in
relation to foams, emulsions, lubrication, and wetting processes.

III. MICELLE KINETICS AND
TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
It is well recognized that a surfactant solution has three components: surfactant monomers in the aqueous solution, micellar aggregates in solution,
and monomers absorbed as a ﬁlm at the interface. The surfactant is in dynamic equilibrium among all of these components. From various theoretical
considerations as well as experimental results, it can be assumed that micelles are dynamic structures whose stability is in the range of milliseconds
to seconds. Thus, in an aqueous surfactant solution, micelles break and reform at a fairly rapid rate [13–15]. Figure 8 shows the two characteristic
relaxation times, 1 and 2, associated with micellar solutions. The shorter
time, 1, generally of the order of microseconds, is related to the exchange
of surfactant monomers between the bulk solution and the micelles, whereas
the longer time, 2, generally of the order of milliseconds to seconds, is
related to the formation or dissolution of a micelle after several molecular
exchanges [13,14]. It has been proposed that the lifetime of a micelle can
be approximated by n2, where n is the aggregation number of the micelle
[15]. Thus, relaxation time 2 is proportional to the lifetime of the micelle.
A large value of 2 represents high stability of the micellar structure.
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FIG. 7 Minimum rate of evaporation at a 1:3 molar ratio in mixed monolayers of
oleic acid and cholesterol.

Figure 9 shows the relaxation time 2 of micelles of sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) as a function of SDS concentration [13,16,17]. It is evident
that the maximum relaxation time of micelles is observed at an SDS concentration of 200 mM. This implies that SDS micelles are most stable at
this concentration. For several years researchers at the CSSE have tried to
correlate the measured 2 with various equilibrium properties such as surface
tension, surface viscosity, and others, but no correlation could be found.
However, a strong correlation of 2 with various dynamic processes such as
foaming ability, wetting time of textiles, bubble volume, emulsion droplet
size, and solubilization of benzene in micellar solution was found [18].
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FIG. 8 Two relaxation times of micelles, 1 and 2, and related molecular processes.

Figures 10 and 11 summarize the effects of SDS concentration on the
phenomena mentioned as well as on other related phenomena. Figure 10
shows typical phenomena in liquid–gas systems, and Fig. 11 shows typical
phenomena in liquid–liquid and solid–liquid systems. It is evident that each
of these phenomena exhibits a maximum or minimum at 200 mM SDS,
depending on the molecular process involved. Thus the ‘‘take-home message’’ emerging from our extensive studies of the past decades is that micellar stability can be the rate-controlling factor in the performance of various technological processes such as foaming, emulsiﬁcation, wetting,
bubbling, and solubilization [19].

FIG. 9 Relaxation time, 2, of SDS micelles as a function of SDS concentration.
Maximum 2 found at 200 mM (vertical line).
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FIG. 10 Various liquid–gas system phenomena exhibiting minima or maxima at
200 mM SDS.

The currently accepted explanation for the effect of surfactant concentration on micellar stability was proposed by Aniansson and coworkers in the
1970s and expanded by Kahlweit and coworkers in the early 1980s [13–
16]. Annianson’s model [13–15] nicely predicts micelle kinetics at a low
surfactant concentration based on stepwise association of surfactant monomers. Hence, the major parameters in this model are the critical micelle
concentration (cmc) and the total concentration of the surfactant in solution.
At higher surfactant (and hence counterion) concentrations, experimental
results begin to deviate from Aniansson’s model. Kahlweit’s fusion–ﬁssion
model [16] takes into account the concentration and ionic strength of the
counterions in these solutions and proposes that as the counterion concentration increases, the charge-induced repulsion between micelles and submicellar aggregates decreases, leading to coagulation of these submicellar
aggregates.
In both of these models, the effects of intermicellar distance as well as
the distance between submicellar aggregates have not been taken into ac-
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FIG. 11 Various liquid–liquid and solid–liquid system phenomena exhibiting minima or maxima at 200 mM SDS.

count. Researchers at the CSSE have been attempting to introduce the effect
of intermicellar distance into micellar kinetic theory. As the SDS concentration increases, the number of micelles increases, and thus the intermicellar
distance decreases. By knowing the aggregation number of the micelles, the
number of micelles present in the solution can be calculated. The solution
can then be divided into cubes such that each cube contains one micelle.
From this, the distance between the centers of the individual cubes can be
taken as the intermicellar distance.
Researchers at the CSSE determined that the concentration at which the
SDS micelle was most stable (200 mM) coincided with an intermicellar
distance of approximately one micellar diameter [19–23]. At this concentration, one would expect a tremendous coulombic repulsion between the
micelles at such a short distance. A possible explanation for the observed
stability is that there is a rapid uptake of sodium as a counterion on the
micellar surface at this concentration, making the micelles more stable. Thus,
the coulombic repulsion between micelles with the concomitant uptake of
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sodium ions allows the stabilization of micelles at this intermicellar distance
and, hence, maximum 2 at 200 mM concentration.
By introducing this so-called intermicellar coulombic repulsion model
(ICRM) into existing theoretical models, better agreement between theoretically calculated and experimental 2 values may be attained.
It should be mentioned that Per Ekwall proposed ﬁrst, second, and third
critical micelle concentrations for sodium octanoate solutions [22]. At the
second cmc, he showed sudden uptake or binding of sodium ions to the
micellar surface and he proposed that at the second cmc there was tight
packing of surfactant molecules in the micelle. Thus, our 200 mM SDS
concentration could be equivalent to the second cmc as proposed by Ekwall.
The phenomenon of a surfactant exhibiting a maximum 2 appears to be
a general behavior, and perhaps other anionic or cationic surfactants may
form tightly packed micelles at their own characteristic concentrations. As
with the ﬁrst cmc, this critical concentration may also depend upon physical
and chemical conditions such as temperature, pressure, pH, salt concentration, and other parameters in addition to the molecular structure of the surfactant [24,25]. Work is currently in progress at the CSSE on identifying a
similar critical concentration for nonionic surfactants as well as mixed surfactant systems.
In addition to this work, it has been shown that upon incorporation of a
short-chain alcohol such as hexanol into the SDS micelles, the maximum 2
occurs at a lower SDS concentration [26–28]. Thus, it appears that in a
mixed surfactant system, one can produce the most stable micelle at a lower
surfactant concentration upon incorporation of an appropriate cosurfactant
[29]. Also investigated was the effect of long-chain alcohols on the micellar
stability. Results were similar to those for short-chain alcohols for all but
dodecanol, which showed a signiﬁcant increase in micellar stability over
micelles containing only SDS because of the chain length compatibility effect [30].
Figure 12 shows the effect of coulombic attraction between oppositely
charged polar groups as well as the chain length compatibility effect on the
2 or micellar stability of SDS plus alkyltrimethylammonium bromide (cationic surfactant) solutions. It shows that surface tension, surface viscosity,
miscellar stability, foaming ability, and foam stability are all inﬂuenced by
the coulombic interaction as well as the chain length compatibility effect
[30,31]. It should be noted that the ratio (weight basis) of SDS to alkyltrimethylammonium bromide was 95:5 in this mixed surfactant system. However, even at this low concentration, the oppositely charged surfactant dramatically changed the molecular packing of the resulting micelles as well
as the surfactant ﬁlm absorbed at the interface.
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In view of the previous discussion, it is evident that micellar stability is
of considerable importance to technological processes such as foaming,
emulsiﬁcation, wetting, solubilization, and detergency because a ﬁnely tuned
detergent formulation can signiﬁcantly improve the cleaning efﬁciency as
well as reduce the washing time in a laundry machine, resulting in signiﬁcant
energy savings at a national and global level. Micellar stability is thus a
critical issue in any application in which surfactants are present as micelles,
and the subsequent monomer ﬂux is utilized in the application.

IV. MICROEMULSIONS IN ENHANCED OIL RECOVERY
AND SYNTHESIS OF NANOPARTICLES
As early as 1943, Professor J. H. Schulman published reports on transparent
emulsions [32]. From various experimental observations and intuitive reasoning, he concluded that such transparent systems were microemulsions.
Figure 13 illustrates the transparent nature of a microemulsion in comparison
with a macroemulsion. He also proposed the concept of a transient negative
interfacial tension to induce the spontaneous emulsiﬁcation in such systems.
Considerable studies have been carried out on microemulsions during the
past quarter-century, during which time it has been recognized that there are
three types of microemulsions: lower-phase, middle-phase, and upper-phase
microemulsions. The lower-phase microemulsion can remain in equilibrium
with excess oil in the system, the upper-phase microemulsion can remain in
equilibrium with excess water, and the middle-phase microemulsion can remain in equilibrium with both excess oil and water. As a result, the lowerphase microemulsion has been considered to be an oil-in-water microemulsion, the upper-phase microemulsion has been considered to be a water-in-oil
microemulsion, whereas the middle-phase microemulsion has been the subject of much research and has been proposed to be composed of bicontinuous
or phase-separated swollen micelles from the aqueous phase [33–44]. Figure
14 shows the lower-, middle-, and upper-phase microemulsions, as represented by the darker liquid in each tube [45–48].
The formation of lower-, middle-, and upper-phase microemulsions is
related to the migration of surfactant from lower phase to middle phase to
upper phase. Figure 15 illustrates that migration of the surfactant from the

<
FIG. 12 Effect of coulombic attraction between polar groups of surfactants and
chain length compatibility on 2 or micellar stability and other interfacial properties
of mixed surfactant solutions. The dashed line represents the speciﬁc property of
100 mM pure SDS solution.
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FIG. 13 Illustration of the transparent nature of a microemulsion compared with a
macroemulsion.

aqueous phase to the middle phase to the oil phase can be induced by
changing a number of parameters, including adding salts (e.g., NaCl) to the
system, decreasing the oil chain length, increasing the surfactant molecular
weight, adding a cosurfactant, and decreasing the temperature [48,49]. However, it has been reported that in oil/water/nonionic surfactant systems, surfactant moves from lower phase to middle phase to upper phase as the
temperature is increased [42,43], so each system must be carefully analyzed
in order to determine the effects of certain parameters.
Microemulsions exhibit ultralow interfacial tension with excess oil or
water phases. Therefore, the middle-phase microemulsion is of special importance to the process of oil displacement from petroleum reservoirs.

A. Microemulsions in Enhanced Oil Recovery
Figure 16 shows a schematic view of a petroleum reservoir as well as the
process of water or chemical ﬂooding by an inverted ﬁve-spot pattern [33].
Several thousand feet below the ground, oil is found in tightly packed sand
or sandstones in the presence of water as well as natural gas. During the
primary and secondary recovery processes (water injection method), about
35% of the available oil is recovered. Hence, approximately 65% is left in
the petroleum reservoir. This oil remains trapped because of the high interfacial tension (20–25 mN/m) between the crude oil and reservoir brine. It
is known that if the interfacial tension between crude oil and brine can be
reduced to around 10⫺3 mN/m, one can mobilize a substantial fraction of
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FIG. 14 Samples of (a) lower-, (b) middle-, and (c) upper-phase microemulsions
in equilibrium with excess oil, excess water and oil, or excess water, respectively.

the residual oil in the porous media in which it is trapped. Once mobilized
by an ultralow interfacial tension, the oil ganglia must coalesce to form a
continuous oil bank. The coalescence of oil droplets has been shown to be
enhanced by a very low interfacial viscosity in the system. The incorporation
of these two critical factors into a suitable surfactant system for oil recovery
was crucial in developing the surfactant–polymer ﬂooding process for enhanced oil recovery from petroleum reservoirs. Conceptually, one injects a
surfactant formulation in the porous media in the petroleum reservoir so that
upon mixing with the reservoir brine and oil it produces the middle-phase
microemulsion in situ. This middle-phase microemulsion, which is in equilibrium with excess oil and excess brine, propagates throughout the petroleum reservoir. The design of the process is such that the oil bank maintains
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FIG. 15 The transition from lower- to middle- to upper-phase microemulsions can
be brought about by the addition of salts or by varying other parameters. The transition from lower to middle to upper phase (I → m → u) occurs by (1) increasing
salinity, (2) decreasing oil chain length, (3) increasing alcohol concentration (C4, C5,
C6), (4) decreasing temperature (for ionic surfactants), (5) increasing total surfactant
concentration (for high-molecular-weight anionic surfactants), (6) increasing brine/
oil ratio (for high-molecular-weight anionic surfactants), (7) increasing surfactant
solution/oil ratio (for high-molecular-weight anionic surfactants), and (8) increasing
molecular weight of surfactant.

ultralow interfacial tension with reservoir brine until it arrives at the production wells.
One parameter that has been discovered to be crucially important in the
successful implementation of the surfactant–polymer ﬂooding process is the
salinity of the aqueous phase. As discussed previously, addition of salt to
the microemulsion system induces the change from lower- to middle- to
upper-phase microemulsion (Fig. 15) [33]. It was found that at a particular
salt concentration, deemed the optimal salinity, a number of important parameters were optimized for the oil recovery process. The optimal salinity
was found to occur when equal amounts of oil and brine were solubilized
by the middle-phase microemulsion [50].
Figure 17 summarizes the various parameters that are important in the
surfactant–polymer ﬂooding process as a function of salt concentration
[33,51–54]. It is evident that all of these parameters exhibit a maximum or
a minimum at the optimal salinity. Thus, it appears that all of these processes
are interrelated for the oil displacement in porous media by the surfactant–
polymer ﬂooding process. It also appears that the optimal salinity value is
a crucial parameter for consideration of a system to be used in this process.

B. Formation of Nanoparticles Using Microemulsions
Another very interesting use of microemulsions that has been investigated
in our laboratory over the past decade is in the production of nanoparticles.
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FIG. 16 Schematic view of a petroleum reservoir and the process of water or chemical ﬂooding (ﬁve-spot pattern).

Figure 18 schematically illustrates the formation of nanoparticles using water-in-oil microemulsions. For this process, two identical water-in-oil microemulsions are produced, the only difference between the microemulsions
being the nature of the aqueous phase, into which the two water-soluble
reactants, A and B, are dissolved separately. Upon mixing the two nearly
identical microemulsions, the water droplets collide and coalesce, allowing
the mixing of the reactants to produce the precipitate AB. Ultimately, these
droplets again disintegrate into two aqueous droplets, one containing the
nanoparticle AB and the other containing just the aqueous phase [55–57].
Thus, a precipitation reaction can be carried out in the aqueous cores of
water-in-oil microemulsions using the dispersed water droplets as nanoreactors. The size of the particles formed is physically limited by the reactant
concentration as well as the size of the water droplets. In this way,
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FIG. 17 Various phenomena occurring at the optimal salinity in the surfactant–
polymer ﬂooding process for enhanced oil recovery.

monodisperse particles in the range 2–10 nm in diameter can be produced.
The production of nanoparticles with homogeneity of particle size (i.e., small
size range) has inherently been a problem with other conventional methods.
This method of nanoparticle synthesis is an improvement over other methods
for applications that require the production of monodisperse nanoparticles
[58–60].
Superconducting nanoparticles have also been produced in our laboratory
using the microemulsion method. Table 1 shows the composition of the two
microemulsions used for synthesizing nanoparticles of YBCO (Yttrium Bar-
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FIG. 18 Formation of nanoparticles using microemulsions (water-in-oil) as nanoreactors. The water droplets continually collide, coalesce, and break up upon mixing
of two microemulsions containing reactants.

ium Copper Oxide) superconductor [61–63]. In this case, water-soluble salts
of yttrium, barium, and copper were dissolved in the aqueous cores of one
microemulsion and ammonium oxalate was dissolved in the aqueous cores
of the other microemulsion. Upon mixing the two microemulsions, precursor
nanoparticles of metal oxalates were formed. The nanoparticles were centrifuged and then washed with chloroform, methanol, or acetone to remove
the surfactants and oil.
These nanopowders were then calcined at the appropriate temperature to
convert the oxalate precursors into oxides of these materials. The oxides
were then compressed into a pellet and sintered at 860⬚C for 24 h. The pellet
was cooled, and the critical temperature of zero resistance was measured. It
was found that this critical temperature did not show any change from crit-
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TABLE 1 Composition of Two Microemulsions for Synthesizing Nanoparticles of
YBCO Superconductors
Surfactant phase

Hydrocarbon
phase

Microemulsion I

CTAB ⫹ 1-butanol

n-Octane

Microemulsion II

CTAB ⫹ 1-butanol

n-Octane

29.25%

59.42%

Weight fraction (for
both I and II)

Aqueous phase
(Y, Ba, Cu)nitrate
solution, total metal
concentration = 0.3 N
Ammonium oxalate
solution, 0.45 N
11.33%

ical temperatures of superconductors produced by the traditional coprecipitation method. However, the fraction of the ideal Meissner shielding was
strikingly different for the two samples prepared by different methods. It is
the Meissner effect that is related to the levitational effect of the superconducting pellet on a magnetic ﬁeld. Thus, it appears that the leakage of magnetic ﬂux from the conventionally prepared sample was greater than that
from the sample produced by microemulsion-derived nanoparticles. Figure
19 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of sintered pellets
produced by the two methods. It is evident that the pellets prepared from
the nanoparticles produced by the microemulsion method showed 30–100
times larger grain size, less porosity, and higher density as compared with
the samples prepared by conventional precipitation of aqueous solutions of
these salts. A possible explanation for these effects is that nanoparticles,
because of their extremely small size and large surface area, can disintegrate
very quickly and allow diffusion of atoms to the site of the growing grains
to support the growth process of the grains. Therefore, samples prepared
from nanoparticles exhibit large grain size and low porosity [64]. Thus, it
appears that these nanoparticles may be useful to produce high-density ceramics.
Since the pioneering work of the ﬁrst 20 years on the formation of nanoparticles of heavy metals by the microemulsion method [65], we have added
to the understanding of the mechanism and control of the reaction kinetics
in microemulsions by controlling the interfacial rigidity of the microemulsion droplet. We have introduced the concept of a chain length compatibility
effect observed for the reactions in microemulsions, in which the interfacial
rigidity is maximized by a certain chain length combination of the surfactant,
oil, and cosurfactant alcohol, causing a decreased reaction rate [66]. All of
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FIG. 19 SEM images of superconducting pellets prepared from nanopowders (a
and b) using microemulsions and conventionally prepared powders (c and d) (by
precipitation of aqueous solutions).

these contributions have led to a greater understanding of the method of
nanoparticle production using microemulsion media.

V. CONTROL OF POLYMER ADSORPTION AT
PARTICLE SURFACES
Polymers at particle surfaces play an important role in a range of technologies such as paints, polishing, ﬁltration, separations, enhanced oil recovery,
and lubrication. In order to optimize these technologies, it is important to
understand and control the adsorption, conformation, and role of surface
molecular architecture in selective polymer adsorption.
For a particular polymer functionality, the adsorption depends on the nature and energetics of the adsorption sites that are present on the surface.
The adsorption of polymers via electrostatics, chemical bonding, and hydrophobic interaction is relatively well understood, and most of the unexpected
adsorption behavior is attributed to hydrogen bonding, which is ubiquitous
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in nature. Research carried out at the University of Florida Engineering
Research Center for Particle Science and Technology (UF-ERC) has focused
on the role of surface chemistry and surface molecular architecture in hydrogen bonding of polymers to particle surfaces. In addition, practical applications of controlled polymer adsorption have been investigated for
solid–solid separations via selective ﬂocculation technology.

A. Control of Hydrogen Bonding
The surfaces of most oxides and minerals have two different kinds of acid
sites, Brönsted and Lewis, on which hydrogen-bonding polymers can adsorb.
Brönsted acids are deﬁned as proton donors, such as the M — OH sites on
oxide surfaces. The more electron withdrawing the underlying substrate, the
greater is the Brönsted acidity. Lewis acid sites are deﬁned as electron deﬁcient or as having the ability to accept electrons. Examples of Lewis acid
sites include M⫹(OH)2 groups on oxide surfaces.
For a hydrogen-bonding polymer such as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO),
whose ether oxygen linkage acts as a Lewis base, it was illustrated that not
only did the number of hydrogen-bonding sites differ from one substrate to
another but also the energy of the hydrogen-bonding sites varied [67]. Based
on adsorption studies of PEO on silica and other oxides [67], it was determined that the amount of adsorbed polymer depended on the nature of the
Brönsted acid (proton donor) sites on the particles. Hence, the more electron
withdrawing the underlying substrate, the greater the Brönsted acidity, and
thus the lower the point of zero charge (pzc) of the material. It is seen from
Fig. 20 that SiO2, MoO3, and V2O5 strongly adsorb PEO whereas oxides
with pzc greater than that of silica, such as TiO2, Fe2O3, Al2O3, and MgO,
did not exhibit signiﬁcant adsorption of PEO. However, within a single
system (silica) it has been found that PEO will adsorb onto sol-gel–derived
silica but not onto glass or quartz at a pH of 9.5. This suggests that the
strength of Brönsted acid sites (higher ability to donate protons), as determined by the surface molecular architecture, also inﬂuences the adsorption
process. It was also shown that the nature and energetics of the surface sites
could be modiﬁed by surface modiﬁcation techniques such as calcination
and rehydroxylation [68], Upon calcination of a silica surface to 800⬚C, the
number of isolated surface hydroxyl groups [determined from Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy] and three-membered silicate rings (determined from Raman spectroscopy) increased, resulting in higher surface
acidity [determined from solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy using triethyl phosphine oxide probe]. These changes led to
higher adsorption of the PEO polymer (Fig. 21) [68].
Based on the polymer functionality, it may be possible to predict the
surface molecular architecture or the surface sites that are required for the
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FIG. 20 Effect of surface Brönsted acidity on the adsorption of a hydrogen-bonding
polymer, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO). (From Ref. 31.)

FIG. 21 Adsorption of PEO on sol-gel silica with different treatments (calcined
800⬚C, rehydroxylated). (From Ref. 32.)
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polymer to adsorb. Studies of the adsorption of PEO, PAM (nonionic polyacrylamide), PAA [nonionic poly(acrylic acid)], PAH (polyallylamine hydrochloride), and PVA (poly (vinyl alcohol)) onto silica, alumina, and hematite were carried out, and a master table correlating functional group–
active surface site relationships was developed (Table 2) [69]. Strong
adsorption of PEO onto silica was observed, with none onto alumina and
hematite, in agreement with the earlier results [67].
No adsorption of PAM onto silica was observed; however, PAM was
found to adsorb onto hematite and alumina at pH 3.0. At pH 9.5, there was
no adsorption of PAM onto alumina. Given the lack of adsorption of PAM
onto silica, which has strong Brönsted acid sites, it was concluded that PAM

TABLE 2
Polymer

Correlation of Polymer Functionality with the Surface Adsorption Sites
Repeat unit

Functionality

Adsorbs
onto

Adsorption
sites

PEO

Ether

SiO2

Brönsted

PVA

Hydroxyl

SiO2

Brönsted

PAA

Carboxylic acid

Fe2O3
Al2O3
TiO2

Lewis

PAM

Amide

Fe2O3
Al2O3
TiO2

Lewis

PAH

Amine

SiO2

Brönsted

PEO, poly(ethylene oxide); PVA, poly(vinyl alcohol); PAA, poly(acrylic acid); PAM, poly(acrylamide) (nonionic); PAH, polyallylamine.
Source: Ref. 33.
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adsorbed on Lewis acid sites. The lack of adsorption of PAM onto alumina
at pH 9.5 was explained by ‘‘poisoning’’ of active Lewis sites due to preferential adsorption of hydroxide ions at pH values below the isoelectric point
of alumina (pHiep = 8.8).
Nonionic PAA was found to adsorb onto hematite and alumina but not
onto silica at pH 3. Adsorption experiments were not conducted above pH
3 because PAA becomes ionized and the adsorption is dominated by electrostatic interactions.
Having developed the fundamental knowledge base on the role of surface molecular architecture in polymer adsorption and the surface site–polymer functional group correlation, the next logical step was to use these
fundamentals in ‘‘real’’ particulate systems, which contain heterogeneous
surfaces with impurities that in some cases may foil selective adsorption
schemes.

B. Control of Polymer Adsorption for
Selective Separation
Flocculation of ﬁne particles using polymeric materials (ﬂocculants) and
separation of such aggregates from particles of the other component(s) in
the dispersed phase is known as selective ﬂocculation [67]. The competition
between different surfaces for the ﬂocculant must be controlled in order to
achieve adsorption on the targeted component(s). The aggregates of the polymer-coated particles, or ‘‘ﬂocs,’’ thus formed are separated from the suspension by either sedimentation–elutriation or ﬂoc ﬂotation.
The major barrier to further commercialization of the selective ﬂocculation technology is the poor success in extension of single-component successes to mixed-component systems. The selectivity observed in single-component tests is often lost in mixed-component or natural systems. One of
the signiﬁcant reasons for this loss in selectivity is heteroﬂocculation,
wherein a small amount of polymer adsorption on the inert material leads
to coﬂocculation with the active material. One of the major advances at the
University of Florida (UF) has been the development of the site-blocking
agent (SBA) concept [70,71] to overcome heteroﬂocculation, thus achieving
selectivity in particle separation. The SBA concept is illustrated schematically in Fig. 22. The concept involves blocking all the active sites for polymer adsorption on the inert material (component of the particle mixture not
to be ﬂocculated) by addition of the SBA. After the addition of the SBA,
when the ﬂocculant is added, it adsorbs only onto the active component
(material intended to be ﬂocculated), resulting in selectivity of separation.
A lower molecular weight fraction of the same or a similar ﬂocculant, which
on its own is incapable of inducing ﬂocculation in the active or the ﬂoc-
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FIG. 22 Schematic illustrating the site-blocking agent (SBA) concept. (From
Ref. 31.)

culating material, was successfully used as an SBA to minimize heteroﬂocculation. The concept has since been commercialized by Engelhard Corporation for removal of titania impurities from kaolin clays [72].

VI. SURFACTANT SELF-ASSEMBLY AT THE
SOLID–LIQUID INTERFACE
Surfactants at the solid–liquid interface are used in various industrial processes ranging from ore ﬂotation and paint technology to enhanced oil recovery [73]. Apart from the traditional uses of surfactants, surfactant structures are increasingly being investigated as organic templates to synthesize
mesoscopic inorganic materials with controlled nanoscale porosity, which
are expected to have applications in electronics, optics, magnetism, and catalysis [74]. Surfactant structures at the solid–liquid interface have also been
utilized to stabilize particulate dispersions [75–77]. Recent work carried out
at UR-ERC has shown that self-assembled surfactants can be utilized to
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prepare particulate dispersions under extreme conditions [78,79] in which
traditionally used dispersing methods, such as electrostatics (surface charge),
inorganic dispersants (sodium silicate, sodium hexametaphosphate), and
polymers, may not result in a completely dispersed suspension.
Figure 23 depicts both the suspension turbidity—a measure of stability
—and the surface forces present between the atomic force microscope
(AFM) tip and silica substrate as a function of dodecyltrimethylammonium
bromide (C12TAB) concentration at pH 4 and 0.1 M NaCl. Under these
conditions, the silica suspension without a dispersant is unstable. As the
surfactant concentration is increased, the suspension remains unstable until
a surfactant concentration of about 8 mM. Between surfactant concentrations
of 8 and 10 mM, a sharp transition in the stability (unstable to stable) and
forces (no repulsion to repulsion) is observed. A good correlation exists
between the suspension stability and repulsive forces due to self-assembled
surfactant aggregates. The repulsive force is an order of magnitude higher
than electrostatic forces alone, indicating that the repulsion is steric in origin.
It was proposed that the dominant repulsion mechanism was the steric repulsion due to the elastic deformation of the self-assembled aggregates when
two surfaces approached each other.
The adsorption, zeta potential, and contact angle measurements on silica
surfaces in 0.1 M NaCl at pH 4.0 as a function of solution C12TAB concen-

FIG. 23 Turbidity of silica particles after 60 min in a solution of 0.1 M NaCl at
pH 4 as a function of C12TAB concentration, and the measured interaction forces
between an AFM tip and silica substrate under identical solution conditions. (From
Ref. 42.)
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tration were measured and are presented in Fig. 24. Based on interface properties, the entire self-assembly process was divided into six stages, marked
A–F in Fig. 24. At low concentrations (below 0.007 mM, region A in Fig.
24), individual surfactant adsorption takes place. The next structural transition in this system was the formation of hemimicelles, which is evidenced
by a signiﬁcant effect on both the zeta potential and hydrophobicity of the
surface. At approximately 0.1 mM in region B, the sign of the zeta potential
reverses but the contact angle continues to increase, indicating that the reversal in zeta potential is not due to formation of bilayers as suggested in
the past [73,75–77]. This reversal in zeta potential while the hydrophobicity
continues to increase was attributed either to hydrophobic association between the surfactant tails, resulting in formation of hemimicelles, or to some
kind of speciﬁc adsorption.
In regions B and C, contact angle continues to increase, indicating increasing concentration of hemimicelles at the interface. Beyond a certain
concentration (approximately 2.3 mM), in region D the hydrophobicity decreases, accompanied by a sharp increase in the zeta potential. This indicates
the formation of structures with an increasing number of polar heads oriented
toward the solution. The sharp increase in zeta potential and a corresponding
decrease in contact angle were attributed to the transition of surfactant structure from hemimicelles to either bilayers, spherical aggregates (imaged at
surfaces using AFM), or structures having semispheres on top of perfect
monolayers (compact monolayer covering the entire surface), as suggested
by Johnson and Nagarajan [80]. At higher surfactant concentrations beyond

FIG. 24 Adsorption isotherm (squares), zeta potential (triangles), and contact angle
(spheres) of silica surfaces in 0.1 M NaCl at pH 4.0 as a function of solution C12TAB
concentration. (From Refs. 42 and 43.)
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the bulk cmc (regions E and F), based on AFM imaging, spherical aggregates
or composite semispheres on top of perfect monolayers (it is not possible
to distinguish between these structures on the basis of just AFM imaging)
are known to exist [81]. Thus, based on the adsorption, zeta potential, and
contact angle results, several plausible surfactant structures were proposed
at the interface at different concentrations of the surfactant. To illustrate the
exact structural transitions taking place at the interface, the FTIR–ATR (with
polarized IR beam) technique, which can probe the adsorbed structures directly, was employed.
The FTIR–ATR technique relies on the fact that individual surfactant
molecules, hemimicelles, monolayers, bilayers, and spherical or cylindrical
aggregates at the interface will have different average orientations of the
alkyl chains with respect to the surface normal. Different average orientations result in different absorptions of the plane-polarized IR beam and can
thus be used to identify the surfactant structures at the interface [79].
Based on the FTIR–ATR study, the proposed surfactant structures in the
different regions were veriﬁed. In region D, it was found that spherical
aggregates were formed directly from hemimicelles, without the formation
of bilayers. In fact, no evidence of bilayer formation was seen in this system
even at very high surfactant concentrations.
Based on the contact angle FTIR, zeta potential, and adsorption results,
the preceding structural transitions are summarized by the schematic shown
in Fig. 25, which illustrates the structures present at the interface in the
concentration regions A–F in Fig. 24.

A. Control of the Repulsion Barrier
Using Cosurfactants
In bulk micellization processes, it has been proposed that oppositely charged
surfactant incorporates itself into micelles and by reducing the repulsion
between the ionic groups increases stability and lowers the bulk cmc [82,83].
A similar process can be expected to occur at the solid–liquid interface. As
depicted in Fig. 26, very small additions of SDS were observed to have a
dramatic effect on the formation of the surfactant surface structures. Figure
26 shows the correlation of suspension stability of silica particles with the
maximum repulsive force measured against a silica plate in the presence of
3 mM C12TAB and 0.1 M NaCl at pH 4 as a function of addition of SDS.
At 5 m SDS addition, no repulsive force is observed between the surfaces.
However, at 10 M SDS, strong repulsive force has developed and continues
to increase with increase in SDS concentration. Correspondingly, over an
identical range of SDS concentration, the initially unstable suspension becomes stabilized.
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FIG. 25 Schematic representation of the proposed self-assembled surfactant ﬁlms
at concentrations corresponding to A–F in Fig. 24. (a) Individual surfactant adsorption, (b) low concentration of hemimicelles on the surface, (c) higher concentration
of hemimicelles on the surface, (d) hemimicelles and spherical surfactant aggregates
formed due to increased surfactant adsorption and transition of some hemimicelles
to spherical aggregates, (e) randomly oriented spherical aggregates at onset of steric
repulsive forces, and (f) surface fully covered with randomly oriented spherical
aggregates. (From Ref. 43.)

The abnormally low concentration of SDS needed to form the surface
surfactant structures may be explained by the preferential adsorption of SDS
into self-assembled C12TAB aggregates at the silica surface. Adsorption experiments, using total organic carbon analysis to determine the total amount
of adsorbed surfactant and inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy to determine the SDS concentration through the sulfur emission line, have shown
that nearly all the SDS added adsorbed at the solid–liquid interface. Hence,
the molecular ratio at the interface was estimated to be on the order of
1:10 instead of 1:100 in bulk solution. This is particularly interesting because
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FIG. 26 Turbidity of a 0.02 vol% suspension of sol-gel–derived 250-nm silica
particles after 60 min in a solution of 0.1 M NaCl at pH 4 with 3 mM C12TAB as
a function of SDS addition and the measured interaction forces between an AFM
tip and silica substrate under identical solution conditions. (From Ref. 42.)

it was found that no measurable quantity of SDS adsorbed onto silica in the
absence of C12TAB. In addition, because little SDS is present in solution,
the system is far below the bulk cmc and yet strong repulsive forces are
once again observed.
The use of cosurfactants or other coadsorbing reagents is a critical factor
in the utility of a surfactant dispersant in industrial processes. Not only can
the concentrations for effective stabilization be reduced, but also many other
options can become available to control the overall dispersion of single- and
multicomponent suspensions. Availability of these engineered dispersant systems can enhance the processing of nanoparticulate suspensions for emerging specialized end uses, such as chemical–mechanical polishing of silicon
wafers in microelectronics manufacturing.

VII. STABILIZATION OF CHEMICAL–MECHANICAL
POLISHING SLURRIES UTILIZING
SURFACE-ACTIVE AGENTS
Chemical–mechanical polishing (CMP) is a widely used technique in microelectronic device manufacturing to achieve multilevel metallization (Fig.
27). In the CMP process, the wafer surface (on which the microelectronic
devices are built) is planarized by using a polymeric pad and a slurry com-
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FIG. 27 (Top) Schematic representation of chemical–mechanical polishing (CMP)
process. (From http://www.el.utwente.nl/tdm/mmd/projects/polish/index.html.) (Bottom) Review of tungsten CMP: (a) silica (interlayer dielectric) is etched, (b) tungsten
is deposited onto silica ILD, and (c) CMP is applied to remove excessive tungsten
layer and other levels are built on this level (multilevel metallization). (From Ref.
90.)

posed of submicrometer-size particles and chemical. The ultimate goal of
CMP is to achieve an optimal material removal rate while creating an atomically smooth surface ﬁnish with a minimal number of defects. This can be
accomplished by the combined effect of the chemical and mechanical components of the process. The mechanical action in CMP is mostly provided
by the submicrometer-size abrasive particles contained in the slurries as they
ﬂow between the pad and the wafer surface under the applied pressure. The
chemical effect, on the other hand, is provided by the addition of pH reg-
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ulators, oxidizers, or stabilizers depending on the type of the CMP operation,
which makes it easy for the reacted surface to be removed by abrasive particles.
As the rapid advances in the microelectronics industry demand a continuous decrease in the sizes of the microelectronic devices, removal of a very
thin layer of material with atomically ﬂat and clean surfaces has to be
achieved during manufacturing [84]. These trends necessitate improved control of the CMP process by analyzing the slurry particle size distribution and
stability effects on polishing. Past investigations suggest the use of monosized particles for the CMP slurries to achieve a planarized surface and to
minimize the surface deformation [85]. However, in practical applications
there may be oversize particles in the slurries in the form of hard-core larger
particles (hard agglomerates) or agglomerates of the primary slurry particles
because of slurry instability (soft agglomerates). Polishing tests conducted
in the presence of hard agglomerates in the CMP slurries veriﬁed signiﬁcant
degradation in the polishing performance [86]. To remove the hard agglomerates, ﬁltration of slurries is commonly practiced in industrial CMP operations. Nevertheless, even after ﬁltering the slurries, the defect counts on
the polished surfaces have been observed to be higher than desired [87].
This observation suggested the possibility of formation of soft agglomerates
during the polishing operations. Indeed, it was reported that the commercial
CMP slurries tended to coagulate and partially disperse during polishing
[88]. Figure 28 shows AFM images of silica wafers polished with soft agglomerated baseline silica slurries of 0.2 m monosize (at pH 10.5). It was
observed that even the soft agglomerates resulted in signiﬁcant surface deformations [89], indicating that the CMP slurries must remain stable to obtain optimal polishing performance.

A. Stabilization of Alumina Slurries Using Mixed
Surfactant Systems for Tungsten
Chemical–Mechanical Polishing
In CMP processes, polishing slurries have to be stabilized in extreme environments of pH, ionic strength, pressure, and temperature. In tungsten
CMP, high concentrations of potassium ferricyanide are used to enhance
surface oxidation of tungsten. These species reduce the screening length
between the alumina particles of the CMP slurries to near zero, allowing for
rapid coagulation of particles and destabilization of dispersions. It has been
shown by Palla [90] that addition of a mixture of ionic (SDS) and nonionic
(Tween 80) surfactants can stabilize alumina particles in the presence of
high concentrations of charged species. Figure 29 illustrates schematically
the mechanism of stabilization, which can be explained as enhanced ad-
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FIG. 28 Surface quality response of the silica wafers polished with (a) baseline
0.2-m size, 12 wt% slurry; (b) dry aggregated slurry; (c) PEO ﬂocculated slurry;
(d) NaCl coagulated slurry. The inverted triangles in the AFM images (left) show
the locations corresponding to the sample roughness plots (right). (From Ref. 89.)
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FIG. 29 Mechanisms of slurry stabilization with SDS (anionic) and Tween 80
(C18PEO, nonionic) surfactants. (From Ref. 90.)

sorption of nonionic surfactant using the strongly adsorbing ionic surfactant
as a binding agent. The stabilizing ability of the surfactant system was found
to increase with increasing hydrophobicity of both the nonionic and ionic
surfactants. The effect of surfactant concentration on stability is shown to
have an optimal concentration range for a number of surfactants [90]. As
shown in Fig. 30a and b, when the tungsten polishing was conducted using
slurries stabilized by the described mixed surfactant system, 30% less material removal was obtained compared with the baseline slurry; however,
much better surface quality was obtained [91].

B. Stabilization of Silica CMP Slurries Utilizing
Self-Assembled Surfactant Aggregates:
Role of Particle–Particle and Particle–Surface
Interactions in CMP
As discussed in the previous section, self-assembled C12TAB, a cationic
surfactant, provided stability to silica suspensions at high ionic strengths by
introducing a strong repulsive force barrier [78,79]. This novel concept has
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FIG. 30 (a) Material removal rate response of the tungsten CMP slurries stabilized
with mixed surfactant systems (SDS and Tween 80). (b) Surface roughness response
of the tungsten CMP slurries stabilized with mixed surfactant systems (SDS and
Tween 80). (From Ref. 91.)
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been applied to stabilize the coagulated silica CMP slurries in the presence
of 0.6 M NaCl. The C12TAB surfactant was used at 1, 8, and 32 mM concentrations according to previous ﬁndings reported by Adler et al. [78] and
Singh et al. [79]. Figure 31 shows the mean particle size analyses of the
baseline, 0.6 M NaCl, and 0.6 M NaCl ⫹ C12TAB slurries [92]. Addition of
0.6 M NaCl destabilized the baseline CMP slurry by screening the charges
around the silica particles at pH 10.5. Therefore, the mean size of the slurry
increased to 4.3 m from the baseline size of 0.2 m. Addition of 1 mM
C12TAB further increased the mean particle size because the positively
charged surfactant can screen more charges by adsorbing onto the silica
particles. As described earlier, a jump was reported in the repulsive force
barrier based on AFM force measurements at 8 mM C12TAB, which was
explained on the basis of the strength of the self-assembled surfactant aggregates as they formed between the AFM tip and the substrate [78,79]. As
the repulsive force is increased, the slurry particles are expected to start
stabilizing in the presence of 8 mM C12TAB. In agreement with these ﬁndings, the mean size of the slurry with 8mM C12TAB started to decrease,
indicating that the stabilization had been initiated [92]. Finally, addition of
32 mM C12TAB completely stabilized the 0.6 M NaCl–containing polishing
slurry as enough repulsive force for particle–particle interaction was
reached. Figure 32a summarizes the surface quality response in terms of

FIG. 31 Mean particle size analysis of the following slurries: baseline (Geltech 0.2
m, 12 wt%, pH 10.5), baseline ⫹0.6 M NaCl, and baseline ⫹0.6 M NaCl ⫹ 1, 8,
or 32 mM C12TAB. The high-ionic-strength slurry is stable only at 32 mM C12TAB
addition. (From Ref. 92.)
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FIG. 32 (a) Surface quality response of C12TAB system. (b) Material removal rate
response of C12TAB system. (From Ref. 92.)

surface roughness and maximum surface deformation (the maximum depth
of the scratches or pits detected on the polished wafer surface) of the wafers
polished with the preceding slurries. It is clear that the surface quality improves signiﬁcantly for the wafers polished with the stable slurry (containing
32 and mM C12TAB) as compared with the unstable slurries.
After stability was achieved for the high-ionic-strength CMP slurry by
adding 32 mM C12TAB, polishing experiments were conducted to measure
the material removal rate response of the surfactant-containing slurries. Figure 32b illustrates the material removal rates obtained in the presence of
C12TAB relative to baseline and 0.6 M NaCl–containing slurries. The ma-
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terial removal rate of the slurry containing only 0.6 M NaCl was higher
than that with the baseline polishing. This is suggested to be due to the
increased pad–particle–substrate interactions as a result of the screening of
negative charges in the system by salt addition. This phenomenon was observed to enhance the frictional forces leading to more material removal
[93]. As 1 mM C12TAB was added to the slurry, the material removal rate
response did not show a signiﬁcant change. On the other hand, at 8 and 32
mM C12TAB concentrations, the removal rate response decreased to 7 nm/
min, compared with 430 nm/min with the baseline and 710 mn/min with
the 0.6 M NaCl–containing slurries. Two reasons were suggested for the
negligible material removal in the presence of 8 and 32 mM C12TAB. First,
it is known that the presence of surfactants results in lubrication between
the abrasive and the surface to be polished and, therefore, decreases the
frictional force [94]. Thus, the presence of C12TAB in the polishing slurries
at relatively high concentrations may result in negligible material removal
by reducing the frictional forces. Indeed, it was shown that, in the presence
of 32 mM C12TAB at pH 4, the friction coefﬁcient of silica–silica interaction
was lower than the coefﬁcient for bare silica surfaces at pH 4 [95]. The
second alternative is that the high repulsive force barrier induced by the
C12TAB self-aggregated structures may prevent the particle–surface interaction and therefore result in a very low material removal rate. The concentration of C12TAB at which the negligible material removal rate response
was obtained coincided with the observation of the jump in maximum repulsive force as reported previously [78,79].
In order to distinguish the effects of lubrication and the repulsive force
barrier on material removal response, it was planned to alter the magnitude
of the repulsive force barrier. Accordingly, the force barriers of different
chain lengths of the CTAB surfactant were measured by AFM above the
cmc, where they formed the self-assembled aggregates. Figure 33a and b
show the force–distance curves and the repulsive force barriers obtained for
C8TAB, C10TAB, and C12TAB surfactants at 140, 68, and 32 mM concentrations in the presence of 0.6 M NaCl at pH 9. It was observed that decreasing the chain length of the surfactant led to smaller repulsive forces
between the abrasive particles and substrate. Figure 33b gives the magnitudes of the maximum repulsive force barriers per single 0.2-m particle at
the selected concentrations of C8TAB, C10TAB, and C12TAB surfactants as
1.6, 2.5, and 4 nN, respectively. The force applied on a single 0.2-m particle, on the other hand, was estimated to be close to 100 nN based on the
assumption of hexagonal close packing at 100% surface coverage of particles at the contact points of the polishing pad [92]. Therefore, it is clear that
the maximum repulsive force barriers introduced by the self-assembled surfactant aggregates are exceeded for all the chain lengths and the reduction
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FIG. 33 (a) Force–distance curves for C8TAB, C10TAB, and C12TAB surfactants at
140, 68, and 32 mM in the presence of 0.6 M NaCl at pH 9. (b) Maximum repulsive
force response of C8TAB, C10TAB, and C12TAB surfactants at 140, 68, and 32 mM
in the presence of 0.6 M NaCl at pH 9 calculated for 0.2-m particle. (From Ref.
92.)
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in the material removal rates should be due to the lubrication effects introduced by the surfactant hydrocarbon chains.
The polishing tests were also conducted using the C8TAB surfactant at 1,
35, and 140 mM exhibiting a relatively lower repulsive barrier. Figure 34a
summarizes the surface quality response of the C8TAB slurries. As the magnitude of the introduced repulsive barrier was very small, none of these
slurries was stable. Therefore, the maximum surface deformation values
were higher than desired. On the other hand, the surface roughness values

FIG. 34 (a) Surface quality response of C8TAB system. (b) Material removal rate
response of C8TAB system. (From Ref. 92.)
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were reasonable, which may be attributed to the decreased frictional forces
due to the lubrication introduced by the surfactant. Most important, as can
be seen in Fig. 34b, all the C8TAB-containing slurries yielded high material
removal rates. These results indicate that the surfactant chain length has a
signiﬁcant impact on not only the particle–particle interactions that affect
the slurry stability but also the particle–substrate interactions, which alter
the material removal mechanisms. To support this hypothesis further, polishing tests were conducted with 68 mM C10TAB ⫹ 0.6 M NaCl slurries.
The slurries were stable for this system, and the surface quality of the polished wafer was acceptable. The material removal rate, on the other hand,
was only 50 nm/min. Therefore, it can be concluded that the compactness
of the hydrocarbon chains of the C10TAB system resulted in less particle–
substrate interaction compared with the C8TAB system but more than with
the C12TAB system, as expected. The phenomenon discussed can be utilized
to control the surface quality of the polished wafers while achieving the
desired material removal rate in CMP processes.
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2
Interaction Between
Surfactant-Stabilized Particles:
Dynamic Aspects
J. LYKLEMA Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This chapter discusses the dynamics of particle interaction, that is, the rate
dependence of the various subprocesses taking place when two particles
meet. For the overall outcome, the extent to which subprocesses can relax
during such an encounter is important. These subprocesses must be identiﬁed
and their rates established relative to the rate of particle interaction. As an
exercise, these ideas are elaborated for encounters between surfactant-covered particles. The dynamic differences between particle encounters in a sol
and shelf stability in a sediment are brieﬂy discussed. New insights into
lateral transport by surface conduction are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the interaction between a pair of surfactant-stabilized colloidal particles. When two such particles approach each other, a situation arises as
sketched in Fig. 1. In the classical interpretation the Gibbs energy of interaction, ⌬G(h), where h is the distance between the particle surfaces (or
between the head groups of the surfactant), is obtained by estimating its
contributions: ⌬elG for the double-layer part, ⌬vdWG for the van der Waals
contribution, ⌬entrG accounting for changes in the entropy of the surfactant
upon interaction, etc. Such interpretations are essentially static; at any moment the Gibbs energy is computed under the assumption that the structures
of the surfactant layer and ionic double layers are at equilibrium. Typically,
classical (statistical) thermodynamics is invoked for the analysis.
In dynamic approaches this assumption is relaxed. Now the rates at which
the required structural changes take place are considered and compared with
49
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FIG. 1 Interaction between two surfactant-covered surfaces.

the rate of particle interaction. Quantitatively, this ratio is expressed through
the Deborah number De, deﬁned as
De =

 (process)
 (collision)

(1)

where  stands for the characteristic time of the phenomenon indicated. A
variety of subprocesses can be recognized, depending on the complexity of
the system. When for all these processes De << 1, the layers are continually
at equilibrium during interaction and the static limit is attained.
In the following we shall discuss what might happen when this condition
is not met.

II. DYNAMICS OF DLVO-TYPE INTERACTIONS
By way of introduction to the present issue, let us ﬁrst consider the simple
situation that the interaction is determined only by electrostatic repulsion
and van der Waals attraction in the absence of adsorbed surfactants. This is
commonly called the DLVO case.
The van der Waals part is of electromagnetic origin and is, therefore,
virtually instantaneous: De(vdW) ⬇ 0. However, for the electrostatic part
this is not so obvious. Verwey and Overbeek [1] discussed the difference
between interaction at constant (surface) charge (density),  0, and at constant
(surface) potential,  0. Both cases lead to repulsion, although for different
reasons. When  0 remains ﬁxed upon reduction of h, the potential increases.
The work to be done is of a purely electrostatic nature. However, when  0
remains constant, the charge should diminish upon approach. Now work has
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to be done to desorb charge-determining ions from the surface or to compensate these charges by coadsorption of counterions. The work involved is
now of a purely chemical nature. Figure 2 illustrates the difference in terms
of potential-distance curves.
On closer reﬂection, it appears that the preceding distinction has a dynamic origin, the critical issue being whether or not  0 can be reduced
during a particle collision. Interaction will take place at constant  0 when
for the charge reduction process De >> 1. So it depends on the system and
on the rate of approach of the particles which case prevails. Polystyrene
lattices, which carry covalently bound sulfate groups, and clay minerals,
which exhibit a negative plate charge because of isomorphic substitution,
are clearly constant-charge examples unless counterion adsorption can take
place very rapidly. On the other hand, silver halides and oxides, for which
 0 is determined by adsorption and desorption of charge-determining ions
(Ag⫹, I⫺ and H⫹, OH⫺, respectively) are constant-potential candidates provided De for the sorption processes is small enough. The distinction is not
absolute: if we are capable of shooting AgI particles onto each other at such
a high rate that the sorption processes cannot relax, we attain the constant-

FIG. 2 Difference between interactions at constant charge (A) and at constant potential (B). Given is the potential as a function of distance. In case A,  0 rises,
whereas in case B,  0 → 0. The dashed lines show (d/dx)x=0, which by virtue of
Gauss’ law is proportional to  0.
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charge limit. Likewise, the charge inside clay particles can relax by solidstate diffusion over geological periods.
It is concluded that the distinction between the two cases is not absolute.
Intermediate situations with partial relaxation may also occur; then the work
to be done may be partly chemical, partly electrostatic. The analysis of these
relaxations takes us to the domain of double-layer dynamics, and the prevailing issues are the identiﬁcation of the relevant processes and the assessment of their rates.

III. RELAXATION OF SURFACTANT ADSORBATES
Let us next consider the more complicated case of an adsorbed ionic surfactant layer, as in Fig. 1. To keep things simple, we assume that the particle
surface itself does not carry a charge. When two particles approach each
other, for each adsorbate three relaxation mechanisms may be envisaged.
1.
2.
3.

Desorption of surfactants
Relaxation of Stern ions
Relaxation of diffuse ions

Can we estimate the rates of these processes and compare them with the
rate of interaction? For the interaction time  (int) we estimate

 (int) ⬇

1
⬇ 10⫺5 s
D 2

(2)

for colloidal particles approaching each other by diffusion over a distance
of order ⫺1. Here, D is the diffusion coefﬁcient of the particles.
Let us ﬁrst discuss relaxation mechanism 3 because relatively simple rules
can be given. For relaxation of a space charge  by conduction, according
to Maxwell

 (t) =  (t = 0)e⫺t/ (diff)

(3)

with the relaxation time obeying

 (diff) =  0 /K L

(4)

where 0 is the permittivity of free space and  is the relative dielectric
constant of the solution and K L its conductivity. For a derivation of Eq. (3)
see Ref. 3. For typical electrolyte solutions (10⫺3 –10⫺1 M for monovalent
salts)  (diff) ⬇ O (10⫺9 –10⫺7 s), so that the diffuse double-layer part is
always relaxed during interaction. Hence,
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(5)

where De(diff) is the Deborah number of the diffuse part of the double
layer. There may be atypical cases, for instance, very narrow slits between
two particles inside which the ions must be transported over long distances.
Some situations have been considered by Lyklema et al. [4]. As our focus
is on the surfactants, we shall not consider these here.
Consider now mechanism 1. Surfactants can be desorbed from the two
surfaces if the particles attract each other so strongly that the binding Gibbs
energy is overcompensated. Such situations can arise when the electrical
repulsion is suppressed by electrolyte addition so that only the van der Waals
attraction remains. Let us estimate the orders of magnitude for
⌬G(vdW) = ⫺

A
12 h 2

(6)

where A is the Hamaker constant and h the distance between the surfaces.
Of course, this equation can be reﬁned in that the contributions of the surfactants are made explicit. This would lead to a more complicated equation,
containing more than one h and more than one A, but for the moment we
consider only orders of magnitude. Figure 3 holds for A = 10 kT ; h is in
nm and it was assumed that the molecular cross section of the adsorbed

FIG. 3 Estimation of the order of magnitude of the van der Waals attraction between two surfactant-covered surfaces, expressed as Gibbs energies per molecule of
surfactant.
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surfactant was 2.5 molecules nm⫺2 to express the expelling Gibbs energy
per molecule. This Gibbs energy must be compared with the molecular
Gibbs energy of desorption, ⫺⌬G(des), which for a surfactant with 10–15
CH2 groups in the chain is about 12–18 kT, according to Traube’s rule.
From Fig. 3 we see that the driving force for desorption of single surfactants
is marginal under the chosen conditions. The surfaces must come very close
before substantial desorption sets in.
Even if the driving force is high enough, it is questionable whether the
rate of desorption is fast enough to keep up with the rate of particle approach. For nonionic surfactants (where electrostatics does not play a role)
desorption relaxation times from cellulose monolayers of the order of 10⫺4 –
10⫺3 s have been reported [5,6]. In these experiments, desorption was initiated by diluting the solution. If we may use these data as representative
for the particle interaction case, considering Eq. (2) we ﬁnd
De(des) ⬃ 10–102

(pair collision)

(7)

meaning that desorption would not take place. The issue deserves further
consideration. Questions to be addressed include the following: (1) Do the
molecules desorb individually or collectively? (2) How do we account for
the acceleration of particle approach because of particle attraction and deceleration because of hydrodynamic drag? (3) How do desorbed surfactant
molecules leave the narrow gap between the approaching particles?
For the present purpose, we assume that no desorption will take place
during particle encounter. However, under shelf stability conditions
De(des) << 1

(shelf life)

(8)

because then the particles will remain pressed against each other for a long
time and, usually, under a pressure head. From practice it is known that shelf
stability is quite different from the stability of dilute sols, and the dynamic
differences are one of the reasons.

IV. RELAXATION OF STERN IONS
Having established that under many operational conditions De(diff) << 1
and De (des) > 1 or >>1, we now address mechanism 2, the relaxation of
Stern ions. The issue of lateral mobility of ions that are closely associated
with the head groups is related to electrokinetic problems and the dynamics
of pair interaction in the absence of surfactants. As before, we must establish
the driving forces and estimate the rates. These two processes are interdependent: the driving force depends on the extent of disequilibration of the
double layer, but this extent depends on the rate of lateral transport and,
hence, on the driving force.
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Let us redeﬁne the problem. We start from the premises that the diffuse
part of the double layer is fully relaxed but that the surfactant adsorption is
not relaxed at all. In other words, the surfactant charge  surf is ﬁxed. We
assume it to be negative, as in Fig. 1. Let us say that Na⫹ ions are the
counterions in the Stern layer, and let their surface charge density in this
⫹
layer be  Na . Then the question is what happens to the sum
⫹

 i ⬅ 兩  surf ⫹  Na 兩

(9)

of the surfactant charge and the sodium ion charge if the particles approach
each other. We have the following limiting conditions
De ⬅

 (Na⫹)
>> 1
 (int)

 i constant

De ⬅

 (Na⫹)
<< 1
 (int)

i → 0

for

(10a)
h→0

(10b)

Here,  (Na⫹) is the residence time of sodium ions in the Stern layer and
 (int) is given by Eq. (2).
These are the classical conditions for interaction at constant charge and
at constant potential, respectively, but now adapted for the present situation
of surfactant-stabilized particles.
This problem has been solved for arbitrary De by Shulepov et al. [7] for
a number of simplifying assumptions, including
1.
2.
3.

Low potentials
Martynov double-layer model (it assumes that the Stern ions reside in
a potential well)
For the mean particle ﬂux
jp = 具v(h)cp(h)典

(11a)

the ensemble average is taken:
jp = 具v(h)典具cp(h)典

(11b)

where v(h) is the rate of approach and cp(h) the particle concentration.
Both depend on h and, for that matter, on t
Figure 4 gives the variation of  i as a function of separation for various
⫹
values of De( Na ). It illustrates the predicted limiting trends. For De = ⬁,
as in Eq. (10a), we have the constant-charge case, whereas for De → 0 the
charge decreases when the particles approach each other [eventually for
h → 0,  i(h) → 0].
However, Fig. 4 also shows intermediate cases. We repeat that here charge
should be interpreted as the sum of the charges attributable to the surfactant
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FIG. 4 Extent of variation of the sum of the surface charge and the Stern charge
as a function of the dimensionless particle distance at various Deborah numbers for
the Stern counterions.

ion and the counterions in the Stern layer. This sum can change with h only
because the Stern charge varies; the charge of the surfactants remains constant because surfactants do not desorb.
However, as the theory leading to Fig. 4 is general, this ﬁgure would also
apply when surfactant desorption was rate determining [after replacing  i
by  surf and De by De (des)].
This discussion indicates that the interaction dynamics can be phenomenologically elaborated with the residence times of Stern ions as the parameter. How can we measure these?

V. IONIC MOBILITIES IN STERN LAYERS
Over the past decade it has become possible to measure the lateral mobility
of Stern ions and, in this way, establish their residence times. Basically, the
procedure for obtaining these mobilities consists of measuring the surface
conduction in that layer, K i, and the Stern charge  i to obtain the required
mobility of ion i in that layer, u ii , from
K i =  iu ii

(12)

This equation holds for a Stern layer with only one ionic species, i, in it.
Surface conduction in the Stern layer takes place parallel to that in the
diffuse layer. Hence, the total surface conductivity is
K  = K d ⫹ K i
where K

d

and K

i

(13)
refer to the surface conductivity in the diffuse and the
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Stern layer, respectively. Surface conductivities are measurable quantities.
For instance, one can prepare a porous plug of the particles to be studied
and measure its conductivity K(plug) as a function of the salt concentration.
The K(plug) consists of two parts: a part determined by the interparticle
ﬂuid (which is proportional to csalt) and a part contributed by surface conduction. The latter can be found from the intercept of K(plug) versus csalt
plots for csalt → 0. For K d a theory is available (by Bikerman); this quantity
is determined by the electrokinetic potential  and csalt. If  is available, say
from additional electrophoresis measurements, K d can be computed and
subtracted from K  to obtain K i. One of the assumptions in this analysis is
that the diffuse part of the double layer coincides with the part that is beyond
the slip plane. The value of  i can be established as the difference between
the surface charge and the diffuse charge, the latter being equated to the
electrokinetic charge. For details of this and other procedures for establishing
K i and hence u ii see the review in Ref. 8. That review also gives some
feeling for the validity of the various assumptions that have to be made.
Lateral mobilities are now available for Stern layers on inorganic colloids
and lattices. As far as the author is aware, such data have not yet been
reported for surfactant-covered particles, although the required experiments
are not difﬁcult and might produce interesting information. The closest information we now have refers to phospholipid vesicles, where the (constant!)
‘‘surfactant’’ charge is caused by dissociation of the phosphate groups and
where several counterions have been investigated [9]. In this study, electrophoresis experiments were combined with dielectric spectroscopy. For technical details we refer to the original paper, but it is very likely that the
results are correct because they agree with independent data obtained by a
quite different approach, namely from the difference between the isoelectric
and isoconductic points [10]. Moreover, the trends are very similar to those
on latices and inorganic surfaces, so the results will probably not be too
different for surfactant adsorbates.
It is observed that
1.
2.
3.

For monovalent counterions the mobility is, within experimental error,
identical to that in the bulk.
The mobility ratio decreases drastically with the valence of the counterion.
Between counterions of the same valence there is no detectable ionic
speciﬁcity.

These rules give rise to two considerations. First, if the dynamics of
surfactant-stabilized particles are elaborated on the Gouy–Stern level, one
can substitute bulk mobilities for those in the Stern layer, at least if the
counterions are monovalent. For bivalent ones the average ratio is about
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2/3, averaged over all systems studied so far. This conclusion, of course,
also applies to such studies in the absence of surfactants.
The second consideration is of a more academic nature. Why is the mobility of, say, Na⫹ ions in the Stern layer almost identical to that in the bulk
whereas the viscosity in that layer is very high? Why is this ratio nonspeciﬁc? (On negatively charged polystyrene latices we found ratios of about
unity even for protons, which migrate by a very different mechanism [11]).
And why is there such a pronounced valence inﬂuence?
We are now beginning to get some grip on these matters by invoking
help from molecular dynamics simulations for large numbers of molecules
and ions [12]. Let us brieﬂy summarize the main ﬁndings of these simulations.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

It is generally known, and our simulations conﬁrm, that liquids in contact with a hard surface exhibit density oscillations over the ﬁrst few
molecular layers, which can be described by the distribution function
 (z), where z is the distance from the surface. This function has a pronounced maximum not far from the sum of the radii of the surface atoms
and those of the liquid molecules. After this maximum there is a minimum, then a more shallow second maximum, etc., the oscillations petering out after a few molecular cross sections.
The stagnant layer in electrokinetics, that is, the layer with an apparent
inﬁnitely high viscosity, is closely related to these density oscillations.
Hence, the thickness of this layer is determined by the extension of
these oscillations into the solution.
The electrokinetically bound ions also accumulate in this layer. At the
same time, these ions are more or less identical to the Stern ions in
double-layer electrostatics.
As we are talking about a general phenomenon, stagnant layers should
be ubiquitous for all hard surfaces, be they charged or uncharged, hydrophilic or hydrophobic. They should also exist on the surfaces of
surfactant-stabilized particles. However, they should not be observed for
liquid–vapor interfaces because vapors are not hard. In fact, for such
interfaces  (z) follows a hyperbolic tangent proﬁle rather than exhibiting
oscillations.
When ions translate tangentially along hard surfaces, they reside for part
of their time inside the stagnant layer and then can jump out, to move
tangentially to the surface in the bulklike liquid, to return later to the
stagnant layer, or to remain deﬁnitively in the diffuse part of the double
layer after exchange against another ion. In other words, ionic conduction in the stagnant layer is short-circuited through the diffuse part.
The measured tangential mobility u ii in the stagnant layer [Eq. (12) and
Table 1] is the average of the fractions of time spent in the stagnant
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TABLE 1 Ratios R ⬅ u ii /ui (⬁) Between Ionic Mobilities in the Stern Layer on
Vesicles and the Corresponding Bulk Mobilities for Liposome Vesicles
Counterion
Reference
Barchini et al. [9]
Verbich et al. [10]

7.

⫹

⫹

Na , Cs
⬃1.0
⬃1.0

2⫹

Ca

⬃0.6
⬃0.8

Cd2⫹, Cu2⫹
⬃0.6

La3⫹
⬃0.07

(bound) and diffuse (free) states. At present we are attempting to analyze
these fractions by molecular dynamics simulations. It is at least in line
with the observation (see points 1–3 in this section) that the ratio R is
close to unity if the ions are readily exchangeable against the bulk. For
monovalent counterions this is apparently the case. Such ions are readily
short-circuited, or shunted, by the diffuse part. This observation is also
in line with the absence of ion speciﬁcity. We do not yet have enough
quantitative information for counterions of higher valence, but the fact
that they are more strongly electrostatically bound to the surface may
well help to explain their lower mobility ratio R.
An essential element in the analysis that we have learned to appreciate
is the difference between self-diffusion of individual molecules and the
collective diffusion in large collections of molecules. Figure 5 illustrates
what we mean. The ion transport refers to the trajectories of individual
species, whereas the displacement of the solvent reﬂects the viscosity,
as obtained from the time correlation of the pressure tensor. See Ref.

FIG. 5 Comparison of the lateral displacement of ions and solvent molecules in
stagnant layers.
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12 for details. Near the surfaces, this tensor is anisotropic; this surface
viscosity is rather difﬁcult to obtain, but because of the very large number of molecules that we could simulate, we were able to estimate the
components of the tensor. The ﬂuid transport simulated in this way
typically represents the movement of large amounts of molecules, in
which all molecular motions at any position are correlated.
In terms of phenomenological physical chemistry, the slopes of the two
lines in Fig. 5 are measures of the ionic mobility in and the viscosity of the
stagnant layer. The former is very much larger than the latter, meaning that
ions do move in a hydrodynamically virtually stagnant layer.

VI. CONCLUSION
By analyzing the dynamics of surfactant-stabilized particles, a link was established with electrokinetics. In this way a cross-fertilization between two
different domains of interfacial science was established. The potentials of
this ﬁnding deserve further elaboration.
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Solid Particles at Liquid
Interfaces, Including Their Effects
on Emulsion and Foam Stability
ROBERT AVEYARD and JOHN H. CLINT Hull University, Hull,
United Kingdom

ABSTRACT
Both hydrophilic and hydrophobic particles are ‘‘surface active’’ at air/water
(a/w) and oil/water (o/w) interfaces. The free energy of attachment to an
interface is simply related to the contact angle, , that the interface makes
with the particle surface. Particles are most strongly anchored to a liquid
surface when  = 90⬚.
Isolated hydrophobic particles resting at one surface of a thin aqueous
ﬁlm can cause the ﬁlm to rupture (depending on  ) when the second surface
engages the particle, causing the particle to bridge the ﬁlm. For this reason,
small hydrophobic particles can act as antifoams or foam breakers. Commercially, antifoams are often formulations in which hydrophobic particles
are dispersed in a mineral or a silicone oil. Particles ‘‘adsorbed’’ in closepacked layers on droplet interfaces in an emulsion can stabilize the emulsion
even in the absence of surfactant. Indeed, in some respects monolayers of
particles behave similarly to adsorbed surfactants. Thus, hydrophobic particles [which are akin to surfactants with low hydrophile–lipophile balance
(HLB)] can stabilize water-in-oil emulsions, whereas hydrophilic particles
can be expected to stabilize oil-in-water emulsions (just as high-HLB surfactants do). In the ﬁrst part of the chapter aspects of the current state of
understanding of the effects that adsorbed particles have on foam and emulsion stability are reviewed.
The second part of the chapter describes some of our recent work on (1)
possible effects of line tension on the wettability of particles at ﬂuid interfaces and (2) lateral interactions between (charged) polystyrene particles in
monolayers at a/w and o/w interfaces and the consequences for monolayer
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structure. It is shown how the contact angle  inﬂuences the lateral interaction between particles in monolayers.

I. INTRODUCTION
When present in emulsions or foams, small solid particles can drastically
inﬂuence the stability of the thin liquid ﬁlms present and hence the stability
of the whole system. Liquid droplets present in foams can have a similar
effect [1–13]. For this to happen, the particles or droplets must be able to
enter the surfaces of the ﬁlms [14]. It is well known that once located within
a liquid surface, a solid particle, for example, is usually strongly attached
[15–17]. Thus, small particles are in some respects akin to surfactant and
other surface-active molecules.
Studies of foam breaking by solid particles have usually focused on the
behavior of individual particles at liquid interfaces. On the other hand, the
ability of small particles to stabilize (Pickering) emulsions in the absence of
a surfactant arises from processes involving particle assemblies (monolayers)
at droplet surfaces [15]. Particle monolayers, like insoluble molecular monolayers [18], can be studied using a Langmuir trough (e.g., Refs. 19–24).
‘‘Adsorbed’’ particles exert a surface pressure, i.e., lower the interfacial
tension, to an extent dependent on the surface concentration of particles.
Monolayers can be compressed without particle loss to contiguous bulk
phases because the energy of attachment to the surface is high.
The behavior of particle monolayers has not been widely studied, although signiﬁcant work has been done, particularly over the last two decades
[25–34]. We present here some of our own recent ﬁndings on the structure
and interactions within particle monolayers and on the mode of collapse as
the lateral pressure is increased [22–24]. The mode of collapse is of direct
relevance to the measurement of particle wettability at interfaces, as will be
seen. It is particle wettability that determines the ability or otherwise of
particles to rupture thin liquid ﬁlms and inﬂuence the stability of emulsions
and foams.
In what follows we explain why particles are usually surface active at
liquid interfaces. We also discuss mechanisms by which particles can rupture
thin ﬁlms in foams and emulsions. Because antifoam formulations are frequently dispersions of particle-containing oil droplets in an aqueous phase,
we also allude to the way in which oil droplets can break foam ﬁlms and
to the synergy that exists between the oil and particles in this process. Finally, we illustrate some of our own work on the behavior of particle
monolayers at (mainly) oil/water interfaces. Particularly important is the observation that very long range electrical repulsion between charge-bearing
particles can occur through nonpolar oils at the oil/water interface.
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II. ADSORPTION OF SOLID PARTICLES AT
LIQUID INTERFACES
For simplicity, we consider spherical rather than irregularly shaped particles;
general principles can be introduced in this way, and much of our own
experimental work has involved the use of spherical polystyrene particles.
Ideas introduced for solid particles apply to liquid droplets as well, but with
the added complication that a droplet in bulk is deformed to a lens when it
enters a liquid surface [15,35].
The wettability of a particle at a liquid interface, which is related to the
energy of attachment to that interface, can be usefully expressed in terms of
the contact angle  that the liquid interface makes with the solid particle
(Fig. 1). Here, we take  to be the angle measured through the aqueous
phase. Also, for simplicity we assume the liquid interface remains planar up
to contact with the particle. Because we are concerned here with small particles (usually with diameters of a few m), the latter assumption is not
unreasonable. In Fig. 1 we show spherical particles immersed in an air/water
or oil/water interface and similar systems where the solid surface (with the
same surface characteristics as the particles) is planar and the liquid surface

FIG. 1 Contact angles of water with solids in air or under oil. Top diagrams represent spherical particles in a plane liquid/ﬂuid interface, and bottom diagrams show
the equivalent angles for a drop of water resting on a plane solid surface. For angles
less than 90⬚ we refer to the solid as being hydrophilic in character and for angles
greater than 90⬚ we refer to the solid as being hydrophobic.
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curved. The latter conﬁguration is often the one used in the measurement
of contact angles, which are then supposed to apply equally to the particle
systems. Later, we discuss alternative methods for measurement of contact
angles using particles directly.
In a general way we will refer to solids with contact angles of over 90⬚
with the aqueous solutions as being hydrophobic; for angles < 90⬚ we will
call the solid hydrophilic. We note that solids having  > 90⬚ with water
may well have  < 90⬚ with a surfactant solution. That is, a solid that is
hydrophobic with respect to water may well be hydrophilic with respect to
a surfactant solution.
The process of uptake of a particle, radius R, by a ﬂuid/ﬂuid (␣/␤) interface is illustrated in Fig. 2. Initially, the particle is completely immersed in
the ␣-phase. The lower area A of the particle/␣ interface will, on uptake of
the particle by the interface, be immersed in the ␤-phase (producing area A
of solid/␤ interface) and a three-phase (␣/␤/solid) contact line is formed
around the particle. Crucially, an area (designated S in Fig. 2) of plane ␣/␤
interface is lost. The various areas are each associated with an interfacial
tension (␥) and the contact line with a line tension, , It is readily shown
[16] that the free energy of attachment, ⫺G, of the particle to, e.g., an oil/
water (o/w) interface with tension ␥ow, is given by
G = ⫺R 2␥ow

冋

(1 ⫾ cos  )2 ⫺

册

2
(1 ⫾ cos  )
␥owR sin 

(1)

The free energy G is that of the system with the particle at equilibrium at

FIG. 2 Uptake of a particle, originally in the ␣-phase, at the ␣ /␤ interface. An area
A of solid/␣ interface is lost, as is an area S of ␣ /␤ interface. An area A of solid/␤
interface is gained and a three-phase contact line is formed.
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the interface relative to the free energy of the system in which the particle
is fully immersed in the more wetting bulk phase.
The dependence of G on the equilibrium contact angle is illustrated in
Fig. 3; it is assumed here that the effects of line tension are absent (see
later). Clearly, a particle of given radius is most strongly held to the interface
when  = 90⬚. The dashed lines in the ﬁgure represent the free energy at
the interface relative to that with the particle in the less wetting bulk phase.
The changes in the free energy of a system as a particle is pushed vertically
through the interface are shown in Fig. 4 [16,17]. The depth of immersion
of a particle below the liquid interface is designated h so that the quantity
h/2R varies from zero (particle completely in the upper phase) to 1 (completely in the lower phase). The lower curve, for  = 0, exhibits a single
minimum, corresponding to the equilibrium depth of immersion. This arises
as a result of the way in which the areas A and S (Fig. 2) vary with the
depth of immersion h.
In the cases where line tension is important, the curves of G versus h/2R
show two maxima and a single minimum. The maxima arise because of the
way in which the contact line length varies with the extent of immersion.
In the middle curve in Fig. 4, which is for an intermediate value of (positive)
, the minimum lies below zero and there is an equilibrium conﬁguration
for the particle in the interface. For higher values of positive , however,
the minimum can occur for G > 0. The minimum here corresponds to a

FIG. 3 (a) Spherical particle resting at a planar liquid/ﬂuid interface. (b) Schematic
diagram of the free energy of attachment (⫺G ) of the particle to the interface as a
function of the equilibrium contact angle .
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FIG. 4 Free energy as a function of depth of immersion of a particle through an
interface. The areas of the particle/bulk phase contacts and area of liquid/ﬂuid interface lost change with depth of immersion, as does the length of the three-phase
contact line. The lowest curve on the graph corresponds to zero line tension. The
two upper lines are for systems with positive line tensions (see text). The minima
in the curves correspond to the equilibrium positions of the particles in the interface.

metastable state. The free energy of a system with the particle immersed in
the more wetting bulk phase is lower than that where the particle is in the
minimum energy state within the interface. For high enough values of , the
minimum disappears and no stable or metastable state exists for a particle
in the interface.
From what has been said, it can be appreciated that there are two special
values of  ; there are a critical value, c, for which G is zero and a maximum
value, m, above which no equilibrium or metastable state can exist for a
particle in the interface. This situation is reﬂected in the curves of contact
angle and free energy against assumed (positive) values of , shown in Fig.
5. For a given  < m there are two values of contact angle, one of which
represents an unstable conﬁguration. Similarly, for the free energy there are
two values, one of which is for a nonequilibrium system.
Some of the current interest in the effects of line tension arises from the
uncertainty of the magnitude of line tension. First, we mention that, unlike
the case for interfacial tensions,  can be positive or negative. Positive values
(considered earlier), which are normally observed for liquid/ﬂuid/solid con-
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FIG. 5 Effects of line tension on contact angles and stability of particles at ﬂuid/
ﬂuid interfaces. (a) Effect of increasing positive line tension on a system with  >
90⬚; increase in  causes  to rise. (b) This effect is shown together with regions of
stability, metastability, and instability. (c) Corresponding effects of  on the free
energy G (see text).

tact lines, correspond to a tendency of a contact line to shrink in size (just
as positive values of interfacial tension are associated with a tendency of a
surface to contract). Such line tensions tend to push the contact angle away
from 90⬚, forcing the particle toward the more wetting bulk phase. For a
given line tension, the effects are greater the smaller the particle size [see
Eq. (1)]. Negative line tensions, on the other hand, correspond to contact
lines that tend to expand; this forces the contact angle toward 90⬚. The
magnitudes of positive  reported in the literature vary widely, from around
10⫺12 N (theoretical values) to the largest of experimental values in the range
10⫺6 to 10⫺5 N (see Ref. 17). These large values are expected to prevent
even large particles (say 1 mm in diameter) from entering a liquid interface
[17]. Whatever the subtleties of the sign, magnitude, and effects of line
tension may be, we are of the opinion that because particles with diameters
less than 10 m can be readily incorporated into liquid surfaces, the high
values of line tension reported are probably in error.
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III. EFFECTS OF SMALL PARTICLES AND OIL DROPS
ON AQUEOUS FOAMS
A. Introductory Remarks
Much of the interest in the way in which small particles and oil droplets,
separately or in combination, affect the stability of thin liquid ﬁlms has
arisen as a result of the use of formulations containing oil and particles as
aqueous antifoams. Unwanted foaming in many industrial systems and processes is an important problem [1].
Some simple experiments can be carried out to study the way in which
antifoams operate (Fig. 6). Probably the simplest is to form a foam by agitation (in a reproducible fashion) of an appropriate solution and observe (1)
the initial volume of foam formed (a measure of foamability) and (2) the
way in which foam volume subsequently falls with time (to measure foam
stability). Alternatively, a foam can be formed in a foaming column (Fig.
6b). Clean gas, say nitrogen, is passed through a glass frit and foaming liquid
to form a foam, the volume of which grows with time. The maximum rate
of growth is obviously equal to the gas ﬂow rate. Both of the methods

FIG. 6 (a) Foam volume (or height, h) as a function of time; initial volume
is a measure of foamability and the change with time a measure of foam stability.
(b) A foaming column for creation of foam and measurement of its volume (see
text).
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mentioned measure the total volume of gas trapped within a foam and give
no direct information on the rupture of ﬁlms within the bulk of the foam.

B. Some Experimental Results
The effectiveness of particles as aqueous foam breakers depends strongly
on the wettability of the particles by the foaming liquid. In general, particles
need to be hydrophobic (see earlier) in order to be effective. To illustrate
this, we show in Fig. 7a the percent reduction of the initial foam volume of
0.2 mM aqueous cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) solutions
caused by the presence of spherical ballotini beads [7]. The beads were
treated to varying extents with octadecyltrichlorosilane to yield a range of
contact angles with the CTAB solution. It is clear that the higher the contact
angle, the greater the initial foam reduction.
Contact angles can change as a result of variation of surfactant concentration as well as surface treatment of solid. The results shown in Fig. 7b
relate to foam breaking of aqueous CTAB solutions by particles of ethylenebis-stearamide (EBS), a waxy solid used in commercial antifoams [8]. In
this case, changes in  result entirely from changes in CTAB concentration
in the foaming solutions. As in the case of surface treatment discussed before, the percent foam reduction increases with increase in contact angle
(decrease in CTAB concentration). We note that the foamability of the CTAB
solutions did not vary with surfactant concentration in the absence of the
particles.
Commercial antifoams often rely on the synergistic effects of particles
and water-insoluble oil droplets (e.g., hydrocarbon or silicone oil) in reducing foam volume. This is illustrated in Fig. 7b, where it is seen that EBS
particles in combination with dodecane are much more effective in causing
foam reduction than EBS particles alone.
The kind of results obtained using a foaming column, such as that illustrated in Fig. 6, can be seen in Fig. 8 [36]. Here, foam volume is plotted as
a function of time for foams produced by passing nitrogen through 1 wt%
aqueous solutions of the nonionic surfactant C12H25(OCH2CH2)5OH(C12E5).
The surfactant solutions exhibit a cloud point (i.e., they phase separate on
heating) at about 31⬚C. The phases formed are an aqueous phase rich in
surfactant (the droplet phase) and a surfactant-lean aqueous phase. It is seen
in Fig. 8 that foam volumes at a given time fall with increasing temperature.
The gas ﬂow rate used was the same for all temperatures. The inset shows
the foam volume after 30 min as a function of temperature. Clearly, the
volume falls rapidly up to about the cloud point (31⬚C) and then levels off.
This may result from the antifoam effect of the phase-separated surfactantrich droplets.
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FIG. 7 (a) Foam reduction (see test) of 0.2 mM cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) solutions caused by hydrophobized glass beads (average diameter 45 m).
The hydrophobicity of the beads and of glass plates (used for contact angle measurements) was adjusted by treatment with octadecyltrichlorosilane. (b) Foam reduction of aqueous CTAB solutions caused by ethylene-bis-stearamide (EBS) particles as a function of the contact angle of the surfactant solutions with ﬂat
EBS-coated plates in air. Open circles represent systems without dispersed dodecane
drops and ﬁlled circles systems with dodecane. Here, changes in contact angle are
brought about by changing the concentration of the surfactant solution.
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FIG. 8 Foam volume (in the foaming column) as a function of time for 1 wt%
aqueous C12E5 over a range of temperature spanning the cloud point, which is around
31⬚C. The inset shows the foam volume formed after 30 min as a function of temperature. It is seen that the volume drops up to the cloud point and then becomes
independent of temperature up to at least 38⬚C, the highest temperature studied.

C. Mechanisms of Foam Breaking
There is now a reasonable consensus concerning the modes of operation of
hydrophobic particles, alone or in combination with oil droplets, in reducing
foam volume [1–13]. With reference to Fig. 9a, consider a particle resting
on one of the surfaces of a thin liquid foam ﬁlm, exhibiting a contact angle
> 90⬚. Films within foams drain and thin with time due to gravity and to
suction of liquid into plateau borders (see later). Ultimately, the lower surface touches the surface of the particle (Fig. 9b) and the liquid rapidly
‘‘dewets’’ the solid surface. The resulting curvature of the ﬁlm in the vicinity
of the particles causes a local increase in pressure within the ﬁlm. This
excess of pressure (i.e., the Laplace pressure) forces the liquid away from
the particle (as shown by the arrows in the curved liquid surfaces within the
plateau borders).* When the two contact lines around the particle meet, the
*As a result of the action of surface tension, ␥, there exists across a curved liquid surface a
pressure difference, ⌬p, that depends on the curvature of the surface. The pressure is greater
on the ‘‘inside’’ of the surface. If the principal radii of curvature of the surface are r1 and r2,
then the Laplace equation can be written ⌬p = ␥ [(1/r1) ⫹ (1/r2)].
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FIG. 9 Effect of spherical particles on the stability of thin liquid ﬁlms. (a) Particle
resting at equilibrium at the air/water surface. (b) As the ﬁlm thins through drainage,
the lower surface of the ﬁlm comes in contact with the particle surface and the
particle dewets. The lower contact line approaches the upper contact line, and the
ﬁlm ruptures when the contact lines meet. The arrows show the liquid ﬂow generated
by the Laplace pressure. (c) A particle at the surface of an oil droplet immersed in
an aqueous ﬁlm. (d) A magniﬁed picture showing the two contact angles aw and
ow; based on equilibrium behavior, if the sum of these angles exceeds 180⬚, the thin
asymmetric water ﬁlm will rupture, aiding the entry of the oil drop into the water
surface (see text).

ﬁlm ruptures. If the contact angle was < 90⬚ the two contact lines would
rest at equilibrium, one on each side of the equator, and rupture would not
be expected to occur.
When particles are present together with oil, it is supposed that the foambreaking entities are the oil droplets, whose entry into a ﬁlm surface is
facilitated by the particle. This is illustrated in Fig. 9c and d. The oil droplet,
with a particle at its surface (Fig. 9c), approaches the ﬁlm surface from
within the ﬁlm and the particle enters this surface. It can be appreciated that
there are now two different contact angles to consider, that (aw) of the air/
water interface with the particle and ow of the oil/water interface with the
particle, as shown in the ﬁgure. If the sum (ow ⫹ aw) exceeds 180⬚, then
the two 3-phase contact lines will tend to overlap so that the thin asymmetric
oil/water/air ﬁlm (Fig. 9d) becomes unstable. This leads to entry of the oil
drop into the ﬁlm surface, and subsequent rupture of the foam ﬁlm is effected
by the oil in ways to be discussed later. The facilitation of droplet entry by
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the presence of the particles leads to the observed synergy between the oil
and the particles in foam breakdown. In practice, equilibrium contact angles
are not the only important quantities; dynamic effects associated with rapid
movement of contact lines are likely to be equally important so that sums
of angles of less than 180⬚ may well enhance drop entry [15]. It has also
been shown that particles with suitable wettabilities can prevent drop entry
into a liquid surface [15].
When an oil droplet within a liquid ﬁlm arrives at one of the surfaces of
the ﬁlm, it may or may not enter the surface (see Fig. 10) [14,15,37]. It is
possible that a metastable thin aqueous ﬁlm is formed between the oil drop
and air. Assuming that this ﬁlm, if present, can be ruptured in some way,
then in an equilibrated system it is thermodynamically feasible for the drop
to enter the surface if the sum of the equilibrium oil/water and air/water
interfacial tensions (␥ow and ␥aw respectively) exceeds that of the oil/air interface (␥oa). For this reason it is usual to deﬁne an equilibrium spreading
coefﬁcient, Sw,oa for water spreading on the oil/air interface as
Sw,oa = ␥oa ⫺ (␥ow ⫹ ␥aw)

(2)

It can be shown (e.g., see Refs. 14 and 15) that if Sw,oa = 0 water spreads
on oil. Clearly, if this is the case an oil drop cannot enter the air/water
interface. If the spreading coefﬁcient is negative, however (positive values
are not possible in equilibrated systems), the aqueous phase cannot spread
on the oil and drop entry into the ﬁlm surface is feasible.* An entry coefﬁcient, Eo,aw, for the entry of an oil drop into a water surface can be deﬁned
as ⫺Sw,oa. In this case drop entry in an equilibrated system is thermodynamically feasible if Eo,aw is positive. Entry is not possible if the entry coefﬁcient
is zero, and negative values are not possible.
Assuming a droplet has entered a liquid surface (being transformed into
a lens in the process—Fig. 10b), one or more of several processes may
occur that can cause ﬁlm rupture. The lens may remain in situ without any
spreading. If so, then ultimately, as the foam ﬁlm thins, the lens will form
a bridge across the ﬁlm (Fig. 10c) [1]. The bridge then stretches, as a result of uncompensated capillary pressures [10], and ultimately breaks (Fig.
10d–f).
Usually, the material from the lens (Fig. 11a) spreads along a foam lamella surface in one form or another. There may be macroscopic spreading
of the whole lens (Fig. 11b) to give a thick (duplex) ﬁlm. The spreading oil

*In a system at phase and adsorption equilibria, it is a thermodynamic result that (assuming,
for example, ␥oa is the largest of the three tensions) ␥oa ⱕ ␥ow ⫹ ␥aw. This being the case, it
can be appreciated from Eq. (2) that Sw,oa must be zero or negative.
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FIG. 10 Entry of an oil droplet (a) into a thin aqueous ﬁlm to form a lens (b) and
subsequent events (c) leading to bridge formation (d), bridge stretching (e), and
ultimately ﬁlm rupture (f ).

drags along the underlying liquid (Marangoni effect), which causes local
thinning of the ﬁlm and possibly rupture. Surfactant monolayers (such as
those stabilizing a foam ﬁlm) can be regarded in the context as planar micelles; just as micelles in a bulk solution solubilize oil molecules, so often
do planar surfactant monolayers (Fig. 11c) [38]. As a result, when a drop
enters a lamella surface (Fig. 11a), tension gradients are produced. As the
solubilization spreads out from the lens, the underlying liquid is dragged
along, producing ﬁlm thinning and maybe rupture, as with macroscopic

FIG. 11 (a) A drop (lens) of oil resting on an aqueous ﬁlm surface. (b) Macroscopic
spreading of an oil lens. (c) Two-dimensional solubilization of oil molecules in a
surfactant monolayer. (d) A thin oil ﬁlm in equilibrium with a macroscopic oil lens.
Spreading of oil macroscopically or as a solubilized monolayer or a thin ﬁlm can
drag along the underlying aqueous phase, causing ﬁlm thinning and rupture.
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spreading. Finally, spreading can also occur as a thin multilayer ﬁlm that is
ultimately in equilibrium with a thick (duplex) ﬁlm. When this situation
exists, the tensions on the two sides of the oil ﬁlm differ from the macroscopic values of oil/air and oil/water tensions as a result of interactions
across the ﬁlm. This gives rise to a ﬁnite contact angle between the thin and
thick oil ﬁlms, as illustrated in Fig. 11d. In any event, spreading of oil can
again in principle lead to rupture. Summarizing then, spreading either macroscopically or as a monolayer or a thin multilayer can cause foam ﬁlm
rupture by Maragoni thinning of the ﬁlms. For such spreading, however,
obviously oil drops within foam ﬁlms must be able to enter the ﬁlm surfaces.

IV. PARTICLE MONOLAYERS AT LIQUID SURFACES
A. Emulsions Containing Particles
We have considered the behavior of single particles at liquid surfaces. Now
we discuss assemblies of particles in the form of monolayers. It has long
been known that emulsions can be stabilized by such monolayers in the
absence of a surfactant; such emulsions are usually referred to as Pickering
emulsions [15]. The behavior of Pickering emulsions in relation to particle
wettability brings out remarkable parallels between wettability and the hydrophile–lipophile balance (HLB) of surfactants. The parallel is remarkable
because, although surfactant molecules are amphiphilic, the particles to be
considered here are not.*
In Fig. 12 we depict two approaching oil droplets whose surfaces contain
close-packed monolayers of spherical particles. For an emulsion to be stable
the monolayers must remain intact on droplet contact. For the two droplets
to coalesce, either the particle monolayers must be compressed (if the particles remain in the liquid/liquid interface) or particles must be displaced
from the interfaces. Monolayer compression of already close-packed particle
layers is unlikely (see later). For colliding drops, particle displacement must
presumably be into the droplets. If the particles are hydrophobic, i.e.,  in
Fig. 12a is greater than 90⬚, displacement of particles into the oil droplets
is relatively easy. If, on the other hand,  < 90⬚, as in Fig. 12b, the particles
must surmount an energy barrier corresponding to the contact angle passing
through 90⬚ before they can enter the oil phase, which is the less wetting
phase for the particles. This can be readily appreciated by inspection of Fig.
*Spherical particles in which one half of the surface is hydrophilic and the other half hydrophobic have been prepared, although their properties have not been widely studied. The particles are referred to as Janus beads, after the Roman god (of doorways, passages, and bridges!)
who is represented by two heads facing in opposite directions.
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FIG. 12 Approach to two oil drops, coated with particle layers, in water. (a) The
contact angle of the particle with the oil/water interface is greater than 90⬚. (b) The
contact angle is less than 90⬚.

3. Thus, hydrophilic particles tend to stabilize oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions,
whereas hydrophobic particles stabilize water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions. On this
basis, hydrophilic particles are analogous to high-HLB surfactants and hydrophobic particles to low-HLB surfactants.
It is well known that the HLB of surfactants can be modulated by mixing
high- and low-HLB surfactants, and emulsions can be inverted from o/w to
w/o or vice versa in this way. It has been shown [39] that a similar inversion
can be effected by mixing particles of differing wettabilities. We show results
for stabilization and inversion of toluene ⫹ water emulsions (in the absence
of a surfactant) in Fig. 13. The emulsions were stabilized by mixtures of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic silica particles (particle diameters in the range
15 to 30 nm). The hydrophilic silica had 100% silanol groups on its surface
and the hydrophobic sample half of this, the remainder of the groups having
been reacted with dimethyldichlorosilane. Emulsion types obtained, and
hence emulsion inversion, were determined by conductivity measurements.
A low concentration of NaCl added to the aqueous phase rendered oil-inwater emulsions conducting, whereas water-in-oil emulsions had very low
conductivities.
Particles that are small relative to emulsion drop size are also expected
to have an effect on emulsion properties in systems stabilized by surfactants
when present in only small amounts (say a sufﬁcient number of particles to
give 10% coverage of droplet surfaces). We reported elsewhere [40] on a
preliminary study of the ways in which the stability to ﬂocculation and
coalescence of water-in-oil emulsions stabilized by the anionic surfactant
Aerosol OT are modiﬁed by polystyrene latex particles. There is evidence
that the particles bridge droplets to give weak ﬂocs, which slow down droplet coalescence.
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FIG. 13 Stabilization and inversion of toluene ⫹ water emulsions caused by
mixtures of hydrophilic and hydrophobic silica particles, diameters between 15 and
30 nm. Water-continuous emulsions have high conductivity, whereas the conductivity
of toluene-continuous emulsions is very low. It is clear that there is inversion, from
water-in-oil (w/o) to oil-in-water (o/w) emulsion at a weight percent of hydrophilic
silica of around 0.7 (see text).

B. Contact Angles of Spherical Particles with
Liquid Interfaces
It can be appreciated from the previous discussions that particle wettability
at interfaces is of prime importance in the mode of action of the particles
in foams and emulsions. Further, the particle sizes of interest are often small,
say a few m in diameter and less. There is a problem then in how to
measure contact angles (Fig. 12) of particles in situ within a surface. An
approach frequently used in the past was to attempt to prepare smooth plane
surfaces that (it was hoped) have surface properties, and hence wettabilities,
equivalent to those of the particles of interest (see Fig. 1). There are obviously a number of uncertainties in this approach, and it would be better to
attempt to obtain wettabilities of the particles themselves. Here we discuss
the behavior of spherical particles; in cases in which particles are present in
monolayers, we conﬁne the discussion to monodisperse particles.
If particles are large enough to be studied singly using an optical microscope, the problem is relatively simple, and we refer interested readers to,
e.g., Refs. 17, 22, and 41. Particles of practical interest, however, are often
too small to study in this way, and an alternative approach is necessary.
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Clint and Taylor [42] devised a method that they applied to extremely small
particles (overbased detergent particles used in engine oils), which had diameters of only a few nm. The principle is to form a monolayer of the
(monodisperse) particles at the required interface (air/water in the systems
studied by Clint and Taylor) on a Langmuir trough. The monolayers behave
in a fashion analogous to insoluble molecular monolayers, and surface pressure (⌸) versus surface area (A) plots can be generated (see later). If compressed sufﬁciently, the particle monolayer will collapse, the collapse point
being evident from the shape of the ⌸–A curve. Clint and Taylor supposed
that at and beyond collapse, particles are ejected from the surface. On this
basis they equated the collapse pressure (⌸c) to the free energy of removing
(into the more wetting phase) the particles present in a unit area of interface.
They obtained a simple relationship between collapse pressure, contact angle, and the tension ␥ of the free interface (between particles):

冉冑

cos  = ⫾

冊

⌸c2公3
⫺1
␥

(3)

Although this approach has been used with apparent success, it is not clear
whether the assumption involving the mode of collapse is likely to be correct. For this and other reasons (mainly scientiﬁc curiosity), we have undertaken studies of the behavior of monolayers of spherical monodisperse
particles at both the air/water and oil/water interfaces, and we will now
describe some of this work.

C. Compression, Structure, and Collapse of
Particle Monolayers
The particles studied [22,23] were monodisperse, surfactant-free spherical
polystyrene latex particles with sulfate groups on the surface. When these
groups are fully ionized in water, the particles have a surface charge density
of around 8 C cm⫺2, equivalent to 1 sulfate group per 2 nm2. Unless
otherwise stated, the particle diameter was 2.6 m.
The particles are described as hydrophobic by the makers (Interfacial
Dynamics, Portland, OR), but in the present context they are better described
as hydrophilic. We have measured the contact angles of 6-m-diameter particles, directly by microscopy, at the air/water and oil (octane)/water interfaces, and some images are shown in Fig. 14. Although we cannot give the
angles very precisely, they are clearly less than 90⬚ (measured as before into
the water phase), the angle for the air/water surface being about 30⬚ and
that for the octane/water interface around 75⬚. As will be seen later, this
difference in contact angles and the concomitant large difference in particle
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FIG. 14 Microscopically observed contact angles of polystyrene latex particles,
diameter 6 m, at (a) the air/water surface and (b) the octane/water interface. The
lower diagrams give an impression of the great difference in the areas of the interfaces between particle and air and particle and octane.

surface areas exposed to the air phase and to the octane phase are crucial
in determining the way in which particles interact laterally and form surface
structures.
The Langmuir trough used in the study was a modiﬁed miniature trough
obtained from Nima (Coventry, UK) and could be placed on a microscope
stage; the salient features of the trough are illustrated in Fig. 15. Particle
monolayers were observed with objectives designed for use with reﬂected
light, and simultaneously the II–A curve was observed on the monitor of
the computer controlling the operation of the Langmuir trough.
A typical II–A curve for a particle monolayer at the octane/water interface
is shown in Fig. 16; we include in the ﬁgure images of the monolayers in
different states of compression prior to collapse. We observe ﬁnite surface
pressures out to high monolayer areas, indicative of strong repulsion between
the particles. The possible origin of this repulsion is discussed in detail later.
From the ﬁgure it is obvious that this repulsion leads to highly ordered
structures even at large particle separations. As the monolayer is compressed,
the high degree of structure is retained up until monolayer collapse, i.e., at
the collapse pressure ⌸c indicated in the ﬁgure. There is, however, some
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FIG. 15 Schematic of the miniature Langmuir trough used to study particle monolayers at oil/water and air/water interfaces. The trough, machined from Teﬂon, has
a steel lining with sharp edges to pin the oil/water or air/water interface. For study
of oil/water systems the oil is added to the water surface and overﬂows into the
channels around the trough. The barriers enclosing the monolayer are made of steel.

distortion of the hexagonal structure to a rhombohedral conﬁguration for
surface pressure in excess of about 25 mN m⫺1.
Two possible modes of monolayer collapse at high surface pressure are
illustrated in Fig. 17. One possibility, as assumed by Cling and Taylor [42],
is that particles are ejected from the monolayer into the more wetting bulk
phase (Fig. 17a). An alternative collapse process could involve folding the
monolayer (Fig. 17b). The images shown in the ﬁgure clearly indicate that
in the system studied, folding rather than particle ejection occurs, even well
beyond collapse. Care must, therefore, be taken before using the collapse
pressure to calculate contact angles according to Eq. (3).

D. Repulsive Interactions Between Particles Within
Monolayers; the Surface Equation of State
The polystyrene latex particles carry a charge in aqueous solution resulting
from the surface sulfate groups, and as mentioned the particle dispersions
are stable. Particle monolayers can be formed at air/solution surfaces as well
as at oil/solution interfaces. There is obviously an electrical double layer
formed around the parts of the particle surface in contact with the aqueous
phase. Lateral repulsions in the monolayer due to double-layer interactions
can be screened by addition of inert electrolyte to the aqueous phase. Images
of relatively dilute monolayers on 10 mM aqueous NaCl are depicted in
Fig. 18. Monolayers at the air/0.01 M NaCl solution surface are much less
ordered than those at the octane/solution interface, although there is very
little particle aggregation. Monolayers at the octane/solution interface retain
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FIG. 16 Typical shape of a pressure–area isotherm for a particle monolayer at the
oil/water interface. The images shown correspond to the regions of the isotherm as
indicated. At high trough area the particles are well spaced and, due to strong lateral
repulsions, form a highly ordered array; the lines have been drawn on the right-hand
image simply to give an impression of the high order. Order is retained when the
particles are compressed up to collapse, although it becomes distorted from hexagonal (see text).

very high order. When the NaCl concentration in the aqueous subphase is
increased to 1 M, particles at the air/solution surface are completely aggregated, while those at the octane/solution interface retain a remarkable degree
of order with little particle aggregation taking place.
These observations taken together can be interpreted as follows [22,23].
Aggregation caused by salt at the air/solution interface is presumably a result
of screening the double-layer repulsion through the aqueous phase. Because
order is retained in monolayers at the octane/solution interface up to very
high electrolyte concentrations, it appears that the major component of the
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FIG. 17 Possible modes of monolayer collapse when the trough area is less than
the close-packed area of the planar monolayer. (a) Particles are ejected into the more
wetting phase; (b) the monolayer folds. (c and d) Images of monolayers of polystyrene latex particles compressed beyond collapse in the direction indicated by the
arrows. (c) Monolayer just beyond collapse; (d) monolayer well beyond collapse.
No ejection of particles from the monolayer is observed.

repulsion giving this order must be acting through the oil phase. Ordering
occurs in monolayers with very large particle separations (Figs. 16 and 18),
so the repulsion through the oil must be extremely long range.
From knowledge (or assumption) of interparticle interactions within a
monolayer, it is possible to obtain a theoretical surface equation of state (i.e.,
a relationship between the surface pressure and the area available to particles
in the monolayer) that can be compared with the experimental –A curves.
The state of charge of a polystyrene latex particle (with sulfate groups at its
surface) is illustrated in Fig. 19. In the aqueous phase, an asymmetrical
double layer is set up that leads to a net dipole normal to the interface. The
magnitude of this dipole is expected to depend on the concentration of the
inert electrolyte (e.g., NaCl) in the aqueous subphase, and the dipoles lead
to lateral repulsion between particles. The sulfate groups also carry permanent dipoles, and this leads to a net dipole normal to the interface within
the oil phase and hence to another contribution to lateral repulsion. It turns
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FIG. 18 Images of monolayers of polystyrene latex particles at air/water (left) and
octane/water (right) interfaces. The top images are of systems in which the aqueous
phase contains 10 mM NaCl; bottom images are for 1 M NaCl.

out, however, that repulsion from these dipoles is far too small to give the
long-range order observed experimentally. We are led to suppose, therefore,
that there is some small amount of free charge at the solid/octane interface,
possibly arising from some retention of (hydration?) water and concomitant
ionization of sulfate groups. Such charge could not be screened by a watersoluble electrolyte such as NaCl. It might be argued that such charge should
also be present at the particle/air interface and hence lead to strong, longrange repulsion in monolayers at the air/solution interface. We recall, however, that the contact angle of particles at the air/water interface is 30⬚ or
less while at the oil/water interface it is around 70 to 80⬚; this leads to large
differences in the solid/air and solid/oil interfacial areas (hence charge), as
can be appreciated from Fig. 20. Further, the possibility exists that any water
trapped at the air/solution interface could easily evaporate.
The charge on the particle/oil interface can be treated as an equivalent
point charge, q, suitably placed (at vertical distance  from the interface).
With reference to Fig. 20, the charge in the oil phase (relative permittivity
o of about 2) gives rise to an image charge of opposite sign and very similar
magnitude a distance  into the aqueous phase, relative permittivity w about
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FIG. 19 Charges on and around the surface of a polystyrene latex particle resting
at the interface between octane and water or aqueous electrolyte. The latex surface
contains sulfate groups that ionize in water. There is thus an electrical double layer
around the part of the particle immersed in water. The sulfate groups at the oil/
particle interface have permanent dipoles that give rise to a net dipole normal to the
interface in the oil phase, as indicated by the upper arrow. Likewise, there is a net
dipole in the aqueous phase, denoted by the lower arrow, that arises from the asymmetric double layer around the particle surface in contact with water. Because the
particles are strongly repulsive at the oil/water interface but not at the air/water
interface, we propose that there is a (small) negative charge arising from hydrated
sulfate groups at the solid/oil interface.

80.* The lateral repulsion between charges q at separation D (see Fig. 20)
arises from charge–dipole interactions involving the image charges and from
coulombic interaction through the oil phase. It transpires that at small particle separations the two types of interactions are of comparable magnitude,
whereas at larger separations the coulombic interaction through the oil is
dominant. The equation of state for the particle monolayer at the oil/water
interface can be expressed as
⌸=
where
a=

q2
2兹3oR 3x 2/3
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*The image charge in water, ei, due to charge eo in oil is given by ei = eo((o ⫺ w)/
(o ⫹ w)).
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FIG. 20 Electrical interactions between particles at the oil/water interface. The upper diagram shows that the area of solid/upper phase contact depends strongly on
the contact angle . The lower diagram shows the relevant charges and distances.
The charge at the solid/oil interface can be taken as equivalent to a suitably placed
point charge, q, a distance  from the oil/water interface. Adjacent charges are separated by distance D. A charge in the oil phase gives rise to an image charge (approximately ⫺q in the case of the octane/water interface) of opposite sign in the
aqueous phase a distance  from the interface.

and x = A/Ah, A being the area occupied by the monolayer at surface pressure
⌸ and Ah the area at hexagonal close packing of the monolayer. In order to
effect a ﬁt of theory to an experimental isotherm, it is necessary only to
choose a value for the charge q. The ﬁt shown in Fig. 21 has q equal to 1%
of the total nominal charge on a fully ionized particle in water. The shape
of the theoretical isotherm closely matches that of the experimental isotherm,
and it can be appreciated that little charge is needed at the oil/particle interface to give the very long range repulsion observed.
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FIG. 21 Surface pressure versus trough area curves for a monolayer of 2.6-mdiameter polystyrene latex spheres formed at the octane/water interface. The full line
is from theory (see text) with an assumed charge at the solid/oil interface of 1% of
the total nominal charge of the particle immersed in water. The points are experimental data.

E. Effects of Surfactants on the Structure of Particle
Monolayers and on Collapse Pressures
In general, it appears that the surfactant present in the aqueous phase leads
to a reduction in monolayer structure at the oil/aqueous solution interface
[23]. At concentrations close to the critical micelle concentration (cmc) the
particles are almost completely aggregated. We show images of such aggregated monolayers in Fig. 22. Because the particles carry a negative charge

FIG. 22 Effects of surfactants, close to the cmc, on monolayer order for polystyrene
spheres (diameter 2.6 m) at the octane/aqueous solution interface. Monolayers (a)
on water, (b) on 1 mM CTAB solution, and (c) on 10 mM aqueous SDS.
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(ionized sulfate groups) it is tempting to suppose that the effect that CTAB
has on the monolayer is a result of charge neutralization. That this is unlikely
to be the case can be appreciated from the observation that the anionic
surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) has the same effect as CTAB. At
present, these observations remain unexplained.
The addition of a surfactant to systems with particle monolayers at oil/
water interfaces allows us to determine the way in which the monolayer
collapse pressure, ⌸c, varies with the interfacial tension, ␥ow, of the (particlefree) oil/water interface [23]. This, in turn, can give us some feel for the
physical origin of particle monolayer collapse. Quite remarkably, we ﬁnd
that there is a very close correspondence between ⌸c and ␥ow, as seen in
Fig. 23. The tensions of the oil/water interface have been varied by addition
of a range of concentrations of four different surfactants (including anionic,
cationic, and nonionic), namely CTAB, SDS, cetylpyridinium chloride
(CPC), and the pure sugar surfactant decyl ␤-glucoside (DBG).
With reference to Fig. 24, the uncovered oil/water interface between particles in a monolayer tends to contract, the tendency being determined by
the value of ␥ow. The repulsive particles, on the other hand, tend to cause
the ﬁlm-covered interface to expand, this tendency being governed by ⌸c.

FIG. 23 Graph showing the near equivalence of the monolayer collapse pressure
and the tension of the oil/water interface in the absence of particles. Tensions (and
hence collapse pressures) have been adjusted by addition of different concentrations
of a range of surfactants including SDS, CTAB, DBG, and CPC (see text for surfactant abbreviations).
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FIG. 24 Origin of equality of collapse pressure and interfacial tension. Particles
repel through the oil phase, and the oil/water interface tends to contract. When the
forces balance, the effective interfacial tension of the particle-covered interface is
zero.

It appears that, from the equality of ⌸c and ␥ow, monolayer collapse occurs
when the effective tension of the particle-covered interface is equal to zero
(for which ⌸c = ␥ow).

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The behavior of particles at interfaces undoubtedly has important practical
consequences, not the least in determining the stability of foams and emulsions containing particles. Whereas aqueous foam stability and breakdown
in the presence of hydrophobic particles have been reasonably well studied
in recent years, there are still a number of problems to be resolved, including
how particle irregularities, particle size, and dynamic wetting effects can be
adequately treated. When it comes to emulsion stability in the presence of
particles, far less systematic experimental work has been done. There are
intriguing similarities between particle wettability (in particle-stabilized
emulsions) and surfactant HLB (in surfactant-stabilized emulsions). The
study of such similarities, both experimentally and theoretically, will no
doubt prove rewarding.
The effects of particles on foam stability are usually discussed in terms
of individual particles because a single particle can rupture a thin liquid
ﬁlm. Emulsion stabilization by particles alone presumably involves closepacked monolayers around the emulsion drops. However, less than closepacked layers can, in principle, have important effects on emulsion stability
in systems stabilized by surfactants, and this area warrants further study.
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In addition to any practical applications that there might be (and the
bureaucrats controlling science usually want to be told there are potential
practical beneﬁts in a research program), there are a number of areas regarding the behavior of particle monolayers that require fundamental study.
For example, the forces giving rise to strong repulsion and high order within
monolayers and the effects of surfactants on this warrant further investigation. Little is known about structures of monolayers containing mixtures of
particle size, type, and charge. The behavior of monolayers of particles at
liquid surfaces, where the particles cannot be observed by optical microscopy, also needs to be probed. The hope would be that in the not too distant
future, the understanding of colloids in two dimensions will equal that of
bulk colloidal systems.
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ABSTRACT
A method to prepare well-deﬁned responsive microcapsules and nanocapsules with engineered walls is reported. A decomposable colloidal template
is coated by polyelectrolyte multilayers, and after core removal a hollow
capsule, reﬁllable with drugs, is obtained. The release of the capsule as well
as mechanical properties can be tuned by adjusting pH and temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION
Much has been learned about the structure of organic ﬁlms and interfaces,
and techniques to prepare these ﬁlms in a controlled way have been developed. These have been concerned mostly with planar systems, but there is
no obvious reason why this knowledge cannot be transferred to curved interfaces, which would offer many advantages:
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One would be able to obtain systems with a high speciﬁc surface area. Not
only would this allow many applications requiring controlled surfaces
(e.g., chromatography, enzyme technology, separation technology), but
also other techniques to study interfaces would be employed. Our motivation resulted from the application of methods typically used for bulk
samples: nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), differential scanning calorimetry and ﬂash spectroscopy.
Coating colloids in a deﬁned way is also a prerequisite to understanding
colloidal solutions because the interparticle interactions are determined
by their interfaces.
Having succeeded in coating colloids, there is an obvious next step: to
template colloids by dissolving the core and thus obtaining hollow capsules.
This route is discussed in the following, including the interesting properties
and possible applications of these capsules.

II. PREPARATION OF COATED COLLOIDS
AND CAPSULES
A technique to prepare polymeric ﬁlms with nanometer precision has been
introduced by Decher [1] and is called layer-by-layer adsorption. With this
technique a charged surface can be coated by dipping it into a solution of
an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte. The latter is adsorbed, reversing the
surface charge under suitable conditions, and thus a polyelectrolyte with the
opposite charge can again be adsorbed. Repeating the process leads to polymeric ﬁlms of low roughness (<1 nm), and the thickness can be controlled
with nanometer accuracy by the number of dipping cycles and ionic conditions. Functional molecules can be integrated into the ﬁlms oriented along
the surface normal and controlled with nm precision. Depending essentially
on electrostatic interactions, the technique is applicable to many multiply
charged systems: synthetic or natural polymers, proteins, colloidal particles,
and dyes. It also does not require planar and ﬂat surfaces. Instead, the surface
can be rough, porous, or strongly curved. Consequently, we have developed
various protocols to coat colloidal particles by this technique [2] (Fig. 1).
These protocols consist of either incubating the colloidal particles in a
solution containing more polyelectrolyte than needed for adsorption and then
removing the excess polyelectrolyte by centrifugation, or ﬁltering before
adding a polyelectrolyte with the opposite charge, or adding just as much
polyelectrolyte as needed for saturation coating. The conjecture that each
adsorption step leads to reversal of the surface charge is veriﬁed by electrophoretic mobility measurements.
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FIG. 1 Scheme of the layer-by-layer adsorption of polyelectrolytes on colloidal
particles. The excess polyelectrolyte in the supernatant has to be removed prior to
adsorption of the next polyion species.

The coating can be followed quantitatively by single-particle light scattering. Figure 2 shows that the distribution of the scattering intensity per
particle shifts to higher values depending on the number of coated layers.
This shift can be quantiﬁed by applying the Rayleigh–Debye–Gans or Mie
theory, knowing the refractive index of the polymer [3]. One thus derives
thickness increases of about 1 nm per coating step, which is close to the
value determined by X-ray reﬂectivity for planar surfaces. Also, there is
little broadening of the distribution with coating, proving that the deposit
thickness is the same for different particles. This does not prove that the
coating is uniform. However, if this were not the case one would observe
particle aggregation because there would be coulombic attraction between
oppositely charged areas on different colloids. This is not observed by light

FIG. 2 Normalized light scattering intensity distributions (single-particle light scattering) of PAH/PSS-coated polystyrene sulfate latex particles ( 640 nm). Particles
with 11 and 21 layers are compared with uncoated (control) ones.
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scattering. A dimer or higher aggregate would appear at higher intensities,
in contrast to our ﬁndings.
An alternative method to coat particles in a less deﬁned but faster way,
which may be sufﬁcient in some cases, is controlled precipitation. In this
method one chooses a solvent in which the template and both polyelectrolytes are soluble. Then the quality of the solvent is decreased and the polyelectrolytes precipitate on the templates. Examples in which this idea has
been veriﬁed are (1) a suitable water/acetone/brine mixture as a good solvent
and reduction of solvent quality by evaporating acetone or by adding water
and (2) precipitation of DNA by addition of methanol to a DNA solution in
water. The confocal micrograph in Fig. 3 shows that this leads to a rather
uniform coating.
Because the basic force for the layer buildup is the electrostatic attraction,
the wall material can be of many different but multiply charged entities. We
have demonstrated this versatility using synthetic and natural charged polymers, proteins, inorganic colloids, DNA, charged dyes, and trivalent metal
ions [4]. Also, the colloidal core to be coated can be of many different types,
and this advantage will be apparent in the following. We have successfully
coated lattices, biological cells, inorganic particles, and precipitates of enzyme, DNA, or dyes, and even hydrophobic particles and oils would be
coated after charging their surfaces by adding low- or high-molecular-weight
amphiphiles [5].

FIG. 3 Confocal ﬂuorescence microscopy image of melamine formamide (MF) particles covered with DNA labeled with acridyl orange precipitated by dropping ethanol in aqueous solution.
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These cores have become very important because they deﬁne the conditions under which they can be removed. This process then yields hollow
capsules because generally the polyelectrolyte ﬁlms are permeable to small
molecules but impermeable to macromolecules with molecular weights of
some thousands. In the case of weakly cross-linked melamine formaldehyde,
the core could be removed by going to pH 1 [6], biological templates were
removed with a deproteinizer solution, inorganic particles could be removed
by milder pH changes, and organic cores were dissolved by adding a proper
solvent [7].
All these different procedures lead to hollow capsules with the following
main features:
Sizes and size distribution, depending on the template, between 70 nm and
10 m
Wall thickness tunable in the nm range
Wall composition tunable along the surface normal
Variable inner and outer surfaces
Variable wall material
This unique variability should lead to wide tunability of properties, and
examples of this are given in the next section.

III. PROPERTIES OF HOLLOW CAPSULES
A. Encapsulation and Release
Figure 4 shows confocal ﬂuorescence micrographs of a hollow capsule after
adding a ﬂuorescently labeled polyelectrolyte to the outside aqueous medium
[8]. The left image was taken at a pH close to that during preparation. The
dark interior demonstrates that the wall is impermeable to the polyelectrolyte, and this holds over times of at least days. However, on reducing the
pH to 6 (middle), the wall becomes permeable as evidenced by the ﬂuorescence from the interior. On increasing the pH again to 8 and removing the
outside polyelectrolyte, one observes that the polyelectrolyte is entrapped;
i.e., the wall has become impermeable again. This intriguing ﬁnding also
held for proteins and labeled dextrans with molecular weights from 70,000
to 2,000,000 and can be explained as follows [8].
The multilayer is composed of a strong polyelectrolyte, polystyrenesulfonic acid sodium salt (PSS), for which all dissociable groups are charged,
and a weak polyelectrolyte, polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), for which,
depending on the pH, only a portion of the side groups is charged. At the
pH of preparation, the negatively and the positively charged groups compensate and the ﬁlm interior is nearly neutral. This is the case for preparation

FIG. 4 Permeation and encapsulation of ﬂuorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–dextran (molecular weight 75,000) in polyelectrolyte
multilayer capsules. (Left) pH 10, (center) pH 3, (right) pH increased to 10 after the capsules were loaded with FITC-dextran at
pH 3. The bulk FITC–dextran was removed by washings at pH 10. (Top) scheme; (bottom) confocal images of the capsules.
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at a pH between 7 and 8. On reducing the pH, more amine groups of PAH
become charged and the interior of the ﬁlm is charged up. The internal
coulombic repulsion will be partly compensated by the counterions from
solution. This yields an internal osmotic pressure that results in a force
destabilizing the ﬁlm. This destabilization may result in disruption of the
ﬁlm or in pore formation, which is obviously the case here. The ﬁnding of
reversible pore formation is accidental, and we would expect this reversibility not to be repeated many times. This is, however, not needed for many
practical applications. The preceding arguments indicate that this release
threshold can be varied through preparation parameters and the type of polyelectrolyte, and the ionic strength yields another control parameter. This has
indeed been found. The pH- or ionic strength–controlled pore formation can
be seen in the scanning force microscopy (SFM) images in Fig. 5. One
realizes the presence of holes after treatment to obtain conditions in which
macromolecules permeate. This indicates that these holes correspond to the
pores postulated earlier, and they are not due to a drying artifact because
the images were not taken under water. They might have been much smaller
before drying, which probably increased their size. This experiment yields
parameters for controlled encapsulation and release of macromolecules including proteins. For small molecules (molecular weight <103), however, the
ﬁlms prepared up to now have been largely permeable as measured by confocal microscopy with dye probes in experiments similar to those in Fig. 4.
Then one may encapsulate by controlled precipitation in an experiment
as illustrated in Fig. 6 [9]. In this case the negatively charged dye car-

FIG. 5 SFM images of capsules prepared on MF particles and treated at pH 3.5
(a) and pH 12 (b) before drying.
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FIG. 6 Scanning electron micrographs of precipitates of 6-carboxyﬂuorescein in
the presence of shells based on discocytes at different magniﬁcations.

boxyﬂuorescein was used as a model drug. The capsule was prepared with
the inner surface positively charged and the outer one negatively charged.
The dye in solution is distributed nearly uniformly inside and outside the
capsule but with a higher concentration near the inner surface because of
coulombic forces. Lowering the pH causes dye precipitation, which occurs
predominantly near the inner surface. Then the crystal growth proceeds toward the center and more dye is sucked into the inside until the capsule is
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ﬁlled with precipitate. The images in Fig. 6a and b show that crystallization
occurs exclusively in the inside (for weak supersaturation and if the outside
is positively charged). Even more complicated shapes such as the discoidal
erythrocytes can be templated (Fig. 6b).
To study drug release, one may either reverse the conditions for inside
precipitation or just use the precipitated particles and coat them in a deﬁned
way as described earlier. This has been done in the experiment leading to
Fig. 7. The ﬂuorescein dye does not ﬂuoresce in a precipitated form but
ﬂuoresces as a monomer in solution. Hence, release from a particle into the
solution outside the capsule causes a ﬂuorescence increase, and the intensity
is proportional to the amount of released material. The curves in Fig. 7 show
qualitatively the expected delay of the release with increasing coating thickness. Although the different phases of the curves are not all well understood,
one may derive quantitative conclusions from the parts one understands.
For intermediate times one expects a stationary (saturation) concentration
of monomeric dye inside and a nearly zero concentration outside. Hence,

FIG. 7 Fluorescence increase with time obtained by dissolving ﬂuorescein particles
covered with shells of different thicknesses (9, 13, 15, and 18 layers) compared with
naked (0) ﬂuorescein particles. (Inset) Dependence of core decomposition time on
the number of layers in the shells.
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the concentration gradient as the driving force and thus the ﬂux across the
wall are time independent. This leads to a linear increase of monomeric dye
concentration outside and explains the linear (middle) region of the ﬂuorescence–time dependence. On increasing the wall thickness, the concentration
gradient should decrease in an inversely proportional manner, and indeed
the inset of Fig. 7 shows the corresponding dependence of the slopes of the
linear region versus wall thickness. The permeability coefﬁcient thus derived
can be converted into a diffusion coefﬁcient, and one obtains D ⬃ 10⫺11
cm2/s. This value is about four orders of magnitude larger than measured
previously for similar dyes with planar polyelectrolyte ﬁlms. This difference
may be due to differences in preparation procedures, but it may also be due
to the fact that the permeation process cannot be described as a diffusion
process. Although we could describe the ﬁndings quantitatively with Fick’s
law, an alternative description may be to assume small pores through the
whole wall but with a density or conductivity of pores inversely proportional
to the wall thickness. To estimate numbers, if a dye diffusing through a pore
had the same diffusion coefﬁcient as in water (⬃10⫺5 cm2/s) a fraction of
the pore area of ⬃10⫺6 would sufﬁce to explain an ‘‘apparent’’ diffusion
coefﬁcient of 10⫺11 cm2/s. This low fraction is imaginable, but more detailed
experiments will be needed to elucidate the proper diffusion mechanism for
low-molecular-weight compounds.

B. Mechanical Properties and Stability
Figure 8 shows a sequence of confocal micrographs of capsules under osmotic pressure that enable measurement of the elastic modulus . The wall
was stained by a ﬂuorescent dye, the polyelectrolyte PSS was added to the
outside, and the sequence corresponds to increasing PSS concentration [10].
Because PSS does not penetrate the capsule, it creates an osmotic pressure
from the outside, and this causes deformation. By counting the fraction of
deformed capsules, one can deﬁne a critical pressure Pc where the instability
sets in. In a simple model assuming a hollow sphere with radius R and
homogeneous wall thickness ␦, one would expect the relation

冉冊

␦
Pc = 4 
R

2

The square dependence on R and ␦ was veriﬁed, and thus one obtains  =
500 MPa. This value is somewhat less than that for a glassy polymer such
as poly(methyl methacrylate), and thus we may consider the wall like a
glassy polymer. Although the preceding experiment is elegant and meaningful, one would not consider  typical for shell materials. We mentioned
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FIG. 8 Deformation of polyelectrolyte capsules consisting of 10 layers of PSS/PAH
as a function of the PSS (molecular weight 70,000) bulk concentration. (a) Control,
(b) 2.5 wt% PSS, (c) 5 wt% PSS, and (d) 10 wt% PSS. Capsule radius 2  m.

earlier that a shell could be composed of many different materials including
inorganic particles, and thus  may vary considerably.
However,  may vary even for the same material, as expected from the
preceding pH variation but also as a function of temperature as revealed in
Fig. 9 [11]. In this case, a capsule shrinks as the temperature is increased
to 70⬚C. A detailed analysis of the height proﬁles from the AFM measurements reveals that this shrinkage is accompanied by a wall thickness increase.
Hence, the individual layers, initially rather stratiﬁed, would tend to coil
for entropic reasons. A thickness increase at constant density would cause a
surface area decrease and thus lateral shrinking. The remaining question now
is, How is it possible, in view of the many electrostatic bonds in the ﬁlm,
to have a molecular reorientation? Indeed, if it is assumed that the reorien-
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FIG. 9 Confocal laser scanning microscopy images (a and b) and SFM (contact
mode) top view images (c and d) of 10-layer (PSS/PAH)5 polyelectrolyte capsules
prepared on melamine formaldehyde resin latex ( 8.7  m) solution, (a and c)
before and (b and d) after annealing at 70⬚C for 2 h.

tation requires simultaneous breaking of many bonds (say 15) and each bond
is screened partly by water (dielectric constant  ⬃ 40), one would estimate
with Eyring’s theory reorientation times between hours and months and a
strong temperature dependence [11]. On the other hand, this estimate shows
that by varying molecular parameters such as charge–charge distance or
water content in the ﬁlm, one may obtain stability over years or instantaneous instability.
Another aspect of stability against precipitation, the so-called colloidal
one, can be tuned trivially. The preparation process yields charge-stabilized
colloids that are stable in solution for at least months. On the other hand,
reducing the surface charge, e.g., by adsorbing oppositely charged polyelectrolytes without reversing the charge, eventually causes ﬂocculation, as
known in many applications of polyelectrolytes as ﬂocculants.
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ABSTRACT
In this chapter some problems connected with the utilization of subzero
temperature differential scanning calorimetry (SZT-DSC) are discussed.
Among them are the determination of hydration numbers of surfactants and
organic compounds, the determination of the hydration shell thickness, the
effect of alcohol on the distribution of water between free and bound states
in nonionic surfactant–based systems, and some considerations regarding
the problem of phase separation of such systems in subzero temperatures.
The signiﬁcance of SZT-DSC for some novel applications is also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
If one considers the use of subzero temperature differential scanning calorimetry (SZT-DSC) as an analytical tool, a striking fact becomes evident:
whereas this technique has been used extensively for the study of aqueous
solutions of polymers, biopolymers, and other organic compounds such as
phospholipids, only a little attention has been given to the investigation of
amphiphilic systems. Even less attention has been paid to the study of ternary (water ⫹ surfactant ⫹ oil) and quaternary (water ⫹ surfactant ⫹ cosurfactant ⫹ oil) systems.
The work done in this area has been reviewed [1–3]. We have suggested
two reasons for this infrequent use of SZT-DSC that might be stated tersely
105
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as follows [2]: the careful work needed to elucidate the nature of water–
amphiphile(s) interactions and, much more important, the possibility of
phase separation (and, sometimes, of phase transformation). We will provide
greater detail on this second essential point in the following. What is important to emphasize for the present is that this putative phase separation
might prima facie entail the invalidation of the extrapolation of low-temperature data to ambient temperature.
The aim of this chapter is to present the basic considerations and concepts
germane to the use of SZT-DSC for the investigation of water behavior in
surfactant-based systems and to relate them to some already established applications of microemulsions.

II. TYPES OF WATER IDENTIFIED BY SZT-DSC
We can, broadly speaking, discern two classes in relation to the behavior of
water near surfaces: nonfreezable (i.e., most tightly bound or, alternatively,
conﬁned within very small enclosures) and freezable water. This second
class reﬂects various degrees of water–amphiphile(s) interactions and, accordingly, subsumes several ‘‘types’’ (or ‘‘states’’) of water. We may use the
following classiﬁcation of Senatra et al. [4]:
1.
2.
3.

Free or bulk water—melts at 0⬚C
Interphasal (or interfacial [1]) water—melts at about ⫺10⬚C
Bound water—melts at temperatures lower than ⫺10⬚C

Succinct as these operational deﬁnitions may be, one cannot minimize their
importance, for they correspond to thermal peaks observed when using the
endothermic (i.e., controlled heating of previously frozen samples) mode of
SZT-DSC [2] (see Fig. 1). The melting, temperature, ⫺10⬚C, is just an arbitrary (and sometimes blurred) limit between various grades of water–amphiphile(s) dipole–dipole (or dipole–ion) interactions. It lacks a theoretical
basis, but it may well represent intermediate bound water.
The bound water freezes at a lower temperature than the interphasal water,
which is just another way of saying that the surfactant–water interaction is
stronger for the bound water. However, the interphasal water–surfactant
‘‘hydrate’’ is, of course, more stable because if the positive entropic contribution (to the formation of ordered crystals in the freezing process) is overcompensated in the case of bound water at a lower temperature than in the
case of interphasal water, then the bound water will obviously melt at this
lower temperature. For simplicity, we assume here that no supercooling occurs. Clearly, the argument also remains essentially the same when supercooling does occur.
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FIG. 1 Differential scanning calorimetric endotherms of the system K-oleate ⫹
hexanol 3:5 (wt/wt)–hexadecane (samples a, b, c) or dodecane (sample d)–water. In
all samples, the surfactant/oil weight ratio was 0.68 and the water concentration C
was expressed as the weight ratio of added water to total sample. Ca = 0.071, Cb =
0.108, Cc = 0.290, Cd = 0.275. dT/dt = 4 K/min. ⌬Hx, ⌬Hb, (⌬Hw)263, ⌬Hd, ⌬Hw,
and ⌬Hh are the enthalpies of fusion for hexanol, bound water, interphasal water,
dodecane, free water, and hexadecane, respectively. Note that the dodecane peak at
263 K (⫺10⬚C) superimposes on the peak of interphasal water shown for sample b.
(From Ref. 5.)

In contrast to the sharp peaks of Fig. 1, no clear distinction between free
and bound water was observed in the water–lecithin [6] and water–dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine [7] systems. In these two cases the amount
of water was adjusted by dehydration and the afﬁnity between the water molecules and the binding sites gradually decreased toward that of free
water [7].
We have discussed [2,8] a similar (but rather unusual in the case of microemulsions) behavior of some quaternary systems based on sugar esters,
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i.e., the superposition of the melting peaks of the free and interfacial water
upon the addition of water.
It was shown [2] that the melting points of these types of water varied
as a function of composition. For example, the system water–pentanol ⫹
dodecane 1:1 (by weight)–octaethylene glycol mono n-dodecylether
[C12(EO)8] (hereafter designated as system A) was investigated by SZT-DSC
along the water dilution line W5 for which the surfactant/alcohol/oil weight
ratio was 2:1:1. An endothermic peak at about ⫺10⬚C was revealed and
ascribed to interphasal water according to Senatra’s deﬁnition [4]. Yet, in
the related binary system water–C12(EO)8 interphasal water melts between
⫺3 and ⫺4⬚C [9,10].
The somewhat vaguely deﬁned nonfreezable water can be detected by
SZT-DSC only in an indirect way: either by the absence of water-related
SZT-DSC peaks or by a signiﬁcant difference between the total water content
of the system, WT, and the amount of bound, WB, and free, WF, water—
evaluated from their respective peaks [2]. In the ﬁrst case, all water present
should be regarded as nonfreezable. In the second case, the amount of nonfreezable water, WNF, can be evaluated from the equation
WNF = WT ⫺ (WB ⫹ WF)

(1)

The complications concerning the use of this equation were discussed in our
previous review [2].
The water-related peaks can be identiﬁed by substituting D2O for water
with all other components and compositions being the same. The D2O-relevant endothermic peaks typically shift toward higher temperatures [8,9,11–
20] (see Fig. 2).
As both dodecane and interphasal water melt at about ⫺10⬚C (with overlapping of their fusion peaks), interphasal water peaks in dodecane-containing systems should be unambiguously identiﬁed. This can be done in two
ways (besides using D2O instead of water) [11]:
1.

The contribution of interphasal water to the heat of fusion, ⌬HI(exp),
measured at ⫺10⬚C is calculated [11] from the equation:
WI =

2.

⌬HI(exp) ⫺ ⌬HD fF
⫻ 100
⌬HI

(2)

where WI is the interphasal water concentration (in weight percent), ⌬HD
is the heat of fusion of pure dodecane (191.6 J/g), fD is the dodecane
weight fraction, and ⌬HI is the heat of fusion of interphasal water (see
Ref. 2 for more details).
If the fusion peak at ⫺10⬚C remains in the absence of dodecane or
when dodecane is replaced by hexadecane [5,8,11,14,21,22], then we
may safely attribute it to interphasal water (see Fig. 2).
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FIG. 2 Typical DSC thermograms of K-oleate–hexanol–dodecane–water microemulsion samples. Surfactant/oil = 0.2 g/mL; alcohol/oil = 0.4 mL/mL; water/(water
⫹ oil) = 0.222–0.4 g/g. Curve a, water-in-oil microemulsion sample; curve b, D2O
in oil microemulsion sample. Endothermic peaks due to the fusion of D2O (277 K),
‘‘free’’ water (273 K), dodecane and ‘‘interphasal’’ water (263 K), ‘‘bound’’ water
(233 K), and hexanol (220 K) were identiﬁed. (From Ref. 13.)

III. SATURATION OF THE SURFACTANT WITH WATER
Three types of water behavior in surfactant-based systems were observed.
1.

2.

No formation of free water [20,23–27]
In some systems, inversion from water-in-oil to oil-in-water microemulsions is prevented by geometrical restrictions and the nature of the
interfacial curvature. Thus, no core of free water is formed and when
the surfactant becomes fully saturated, the addition of more water leads
to phase separation.
Free water formation only after full hydration of the surfactant
The distinction between the melting peaks of free and interphasal
water enables the evaluation of their relative amounts in microemulsion
samples. If the water content is gradually increased along known dilution lines, it is usually observed that the concentration of the interphasal
water increases until it reaches a constant value (relative to a ﬁxed
amount of the microemulsion sample) that corresponds to a speciﬁc
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molar ratio of total water to surfactant (referred to hereafter as Wo). At
this point, the surfactant is fully (or almost fully, as shown for system
A [9]) hydrated (as was demonstrated for other systems [8,9,28–30]).
Free water is detected by SZT-DSC only above Wo; this type of behavior
is manifested in Fig. 3.
It is also worth noting that the apparent plateau, characterizing the
variation of interphasal water content with the total water content in Fig.
3, is absent (although it should be present if the surfactant was fully
hydrated!) from the corresponding binary system (see Fig. 4) as well as
from the C12(EO)23 (Brij 35)–water system [9]. Furthermore, the plateau
is also absent from the quaternary system water–butanol ⫹ dodecane
1:1 (by weight)–the commercial sugar ester S1570 (see Fig. 5). This
observation will be analyzed in more detail elsewhere (Ezrahi et al.
paper in preparation).
Concurrent formation of free and bound water
In some cases, free water forms even before the saturation of the
surfactant is achieved, as was shown for the gel phase of the dipal-

FIG. 3 Variation of free and interphasal water content with the total concentration
of water for system A. Concentrations are calculated as a weight percentage relative
to the weight of the microemulsion samples. (ⴛ) Free water; (〫) interphasal water.
(From Refs. 11 and 20.)
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FIG. 4 Variation of free and interphasal water content with total water content for
the system C12(EO)8 –water [9]. (䡩) Free water; (●) interphasal water.

mitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)–water system [31]. In the ternary
water–sodium dodecyl sulfate-pentanol system [32] the interfacial (the
authors prefer to call it ‘‘conﬁned’’) water melts at ⫺10⬚C. At low total
water contents only this type of water is observed, whereas at higher
water concentrations free water is also observed. We should realize that
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) [33], electron spin resonance (ESR)
[34], time domain dielectric spectroscopy (TDDS) [35], and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) [36] measurements generally indicate that
an equilibrium between free and bound water is established upon the
addition of even a small amount of water (see Fig. 6).
On the other hand, we have already pointed out that using SZT-DSC,
free water is detected in many cases only after the saturation of the
surfactant. This apparent conﬂict is readily understood because water
molecules that are not able to freeze (or melt) at about 0⬚C—and this
is usually the case for water before the surfactant becomes fully (or
almost fully) hydrated—are ‘‘considered’’ by SZT-DSC as bound [9,36].
In contrast, the spectroscopic distinction between these two types of
water is based on the observation that the residence time of water mol-
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FIG. 5 Variation of free and interphasal water content with total water content for
the system n-dodecane ⫹ 1-butanol ⫹ sucrose ester S1570 = 1:1:1.5 (by weight)/
water [8]. Concentrations are calculated as a weight percentage relative to the
weights of the microemulsion samples. (䡩) Bulk (free) water; (●) interphasal (bound)
water.

ecules at a particular position in the bulk is shorter than the residence
time of water molecules at the binding sites (in our case, most near the
surfactant polar head groups) [2]. It should, however, be stressed that
there is fast exchange between bound and free water molecules, and the
motions of bound water, although reduced compared with the free water,
are still fast [7,37].

IV. HYDRATION NUMBERS OF SURFACTANTS AND
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Water interacts with speciﬁc binding sites on surfactants and organic compounds such as polymers, proteins, and lipids. The number of water molecules bound per substrate molecule is deﬁned as the hydration number of
the relevant compound. For ethoxylated surfactants (and polymers) it is convenient to deﬁne a quantity NW/EO as the number of bound water molecules
per ethylene oxide (EO) group, usually at maximum hydration [2]. For ex-
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FIG. 6 Fraction of bound water (␣) as a function of the water/surfactant molar ratio
(Wo) for system A, along the water dilution line W5. (From Ref. 2.) (䡩) DSC data
[9]; (●) NMR data [36]. Results based on chemical shift measurements were taken
from Fig. 7 in Ref. 36 and reduced to scale. The decrease of ␣ with the increase of
Wo is slower when ␣ is evaluated from T1 relaxation time data (see Table 2 in
Ref. 36).

ample, free water is ﬁrst detected in system A at NW/EO ⬃ 3 [corresponding
to about 30 wt% of (total) water along the dilution line W5]. A similar value
was obtained for the system water–dodecanol ⫹ polydimethylsiloxane 1:4
(by weight) [20,23], for binary systems based on such surfactants (see
Fig. 7), and for aqueous solutions of polyoxyethylene (details are given in
Ref. 2).
It should, however, be emphasized that, in general, the number of water
molecules bound to each EO group (or to any other hydrophilic group for
that matter) is a controversial subject because this number depends signiﬁcantly on the method of measurement (as has been amply shown in Ref. 2)
and, moreover, NW/EO may vary due to factors such as the composition of
the system, the quantitative relation between its components, and the temperature [2].
Two instances (based on SZT-DSC results) will sufﬁce to show our point:
(1) NW/EO varies markedly at various surfactant-to-oil weight ratios in sys-
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FIG. 7 Number of water molecules bound to each EO group, NW/EO, as a function
of solubilized water (in wt%) for two binary systems based on (●) Silwet L-7607
and (䡩) Silwet L-7600. (From Ref. 20.)

tems based on ethoxylated siloxanes (see Fig. 8); (2) for the binary system
C12(EO)8 –water we have evaluated [9,20] values of NW/EO up to ⬃5.7 (see
Fig. 9) that are slightly higher than NW/EO = 3.7–4.3, determined by Andersson and Olofsson [10]. These values are in contrast to NW/EO ⬃ 3 obtained for the corresponding quaternary system A [11]. This difference may
be interpreted as a result of the different microstructures assigned to these
two related systems. The binary system consists of hexagonal liquid crystals
[9,38]. A signiﬁcant part of the interphasal water is trapped within the closed
voids present between neighboring mesophase cylinders without being
bound to any speciﬁc site on the surfactant head group. These trapped water
molecules, together with those directly bound to EO groups, manifest themselves indistinguishably as one melting peak at about ⫺3⬚C. In this binary
system, NW/EO then includes not only the water that can be associated with
each EO group of the surfactant but also the trapped water [9]. To explore
this subject a bit more, we shall analyze the hydration behavior of other
hexagonal liquid crystals. Thus, a value of NW/EO = 3.07 was determined
[19,39] for the systems C12(EO)23 (Brij 35)–water and C16(EO)20 (Brij 58)–
water. On the face of it, two arguments could now be suggested, on the
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FIG. 8 Number of water molecules bound to each EO group, NW/EO, in three surfactant systems at various surfactant-to-dodecanol ratios (䉭, Silwet L-7605; ●, Silwet
L-7600; 䡩, Silwet L-7607) at the maximum solubilization point [20].

basis of this result, against our interpretation given before for the difference
between the values of NW/EO in the C12(EO)8 –water system and in the related
system A:
1.
2.

We would have expected NW/EO for the systems based on Brij 35 and
Brij 58 to be much higher as in the case of the C12(EO)8 –water system.
The close agreement with NW/EO = 3 obtained for the quaternary system
A might prima facie lead us to conclude that the degree of hydration in
surfactant-based systems depends on neither the length of the hydrophilic head group of the ethoxylated surfactant nor the presence of pentanol (or dodecane) [2,11].

The refutation of these arguments is based on the observation that water
molecules could be trapped in coils formed by long head groups. This trapped
water could be so strongly bound as to be considered as nonfreezable water
[2,3,11] or, on the contrary, could just form a part of the kinetic unit in the
water–surfactant system without a direct interaction [19]. Nonfreezable water
has unequivocally been observed in the Brij 35–water [2,19] and Brij 58–
water [19] systems. Thus, we have to add 1.4 molecules of nonfreezable water
to the 3.07 molecules of interfacial water per EO group and then obtain about
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FIG. 9 Variation of Nw/EO as a function of total water content for the C12(EO)8 –
water binary system [9].

4.5 bound water molecules per EO group [19] in good agreement with NW/EO
= 5.05 evaluated for the system C12H25(OCH2CH2)n=1–10OSO3Na–water [40]
and only a little lower than the value of NW/EO determined for the system
C12(EO)8 –water (see Fig. 9).
In contrast to the binary C12(EO)8 –water system, the microstructure of
the quaternary system A, at intermediate water contents along the dilution
line W5, is considered to be local lamellar [38,41–43]. This structure would
have remained just an erudite conjecture if it had not been sustained by the
results of several experimental methods, including the use of small-angle Xray scattering (SAXS) data and parameters derived therefrom [38,42], cryotransmission electron microscopy micrographs (demonstrating the striated
pattern of this structure for the ﬁrst time) [42], NMR techniques [35,41] and
electrical conductivity measurements [38]. This local lamellar structure is
conceived as a type of ordered but highly obstructed bicontinuous microemulsion [9,38,43] (see Fig. 10). The water molecules that are not directly
bound to the surfactant head groups can move rather freely (although they
are more restricted than water molecules in ordinary bicontinuous microemulsions [38]) along the randomly oriented layered stacks featuring this
structure. Using the SAXS data [9,42], we have shown [9] that for a mi-
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FIG. 10 Cartoon of the local lamellar structure. The black and white patches represent cross sections of the (surfactant ⫹ alcohol ⫹ oil) layers and the water layers,
respectively. The relative thicknesses of the water- and non–water-ﬁlled regions were
chosen approximately according to the values of do (the thickness of the layer of
the nonwater components) and d (the measured periodicity) for the 55 wt% water
sample on the water dilution line W5. The lamellae extend above and below the
plane of the page. For simplicity, they are assumed to be perpendicular to the page,
resulting in uniform cross section widths. (Inset) More detailed cartoon of the structure of the lamellar cross section as seen from above [38,40].
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croemulsion sample of system A, containing 30 wt% of (total) water along
the dilution line W5, the thickness of this water layer is about 1.5 nm. Now,
the thickness of three consecutive water layers between surfaces (two water
layers adjacent to each surface and an additional layer in between) amounts
to only 0.75 nm [44], taking the diameter (or size) of a water molecule to
be 0.25 nm [44,45]. Assuming the thickness of the hydration shell in our
system to be about 0.5 nm (corresponding to two monolayers of interphasal
water [11]; see later), it is obvious that there would still be enough space
for ‘‘free’’ (i.e., having only water–water interactions) water molecules even
for the microemulsion sample with 30 wt% water, and even more so for
more water-rich samples as the total water layer becomes relatively much
thicker, reaching 3.8 nm at 50 wt% of (total) water [11]. This motion is
evidently less hampered than that of the water trapped within the hexagonal
liquid crystals in the binary system. Thus, NW/EO is expected, and found, to
be lower in the quaternary system.
Whereas the water–surfactant association implied by NW/EO is usually
considered to be rather weak [11], the existence of deﬁnite stable hydrates
was shown for the polyoxyethylene–water system [46] and for some (nonionic) surfactant–water systems [47–49]. It was, however, argued that if the
phase diagrams of these surfactant-based systems included the putative hydrates, the phase rule would be violated [50]. Clearly, this issue merits further investigation.

V. THE DETERMINATION OF THE HYDRATION
SHELL THICKNESS
Two interrelated topics that bear most directly on the description of the
hydration shell—i.e., the bound water layer(s)—are the deﬁnition of the
shell and its thickness. The problem of how the bound water can be sufﬁciently precisely deﬁned is discussed elsewhere [11,37,51] and we shall not
pursue it further here. It is clear, however, that the extent to which water is
affected by a nearby surface is a function of the distance between them,
namely the thickness of the hydration shell. Second-layer water (and, obviously, multilayer water) is much less perturbed than the water adjacent to
the surface. We have used several methods to evaluate the thickness of the
interphasal water layer in system A (as revealed by the low-temperature
behavior of water) [2,11] and found it to be about 0.5 nm. Virtually the same
value has been assessed for the thickness of the bound water layer on many
organic and inorganic substrates [37,52–57]. As 0.5–0.6 nm is the thickness
of two water molecules [45], we may envisage two monolayers of interphasal (or bound) water that are loosely associated with the substrate. We
have shown that NW/EO = 3 for system A at a total water content of 30 wt%.
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Thus, three water molecules can, on average, bind per EO group with two
of them hydrogen bonded directly to the EO oxygen atom and the third
water molecule hydrogen bonded to both of these ‘‘ﬁrst-layer’’ water molecules [11].
Of course, by deﬁning characteristic properties of bound water other than
its freezing, thicker layers of such water could be determined [2]. Thus,
hydration forces may propagate through many layers of water and are detectable at 1–3 nm from the substrate [37]. Furthermore, the distance over
which the cooperativity of hydrogen bonding extends is considered to be
close to 10 nm (36 water molecules) [58]. This is also the estimated thickness of water layers that still maintain a distinct structure [59]. Somewhat
shorter distances (3–5 nm) are suggested as the upper limit for distinguishing between free and bound water [1–3].

VI. THE ROLE OF ALCOHOL
The role of alcohol in nonionic surfactant–based systems has been a recurrent issue, especially in microemulsion research [60–65] (some works have
speciﬁcally dealt with C12(EO)8, the surfactant used in system A [38,42,66–
68]), but it has not been possible to date to clarify all the ﬁne details concerning this topic (see Ref. 2 and references cited therein). The use of SZTDSC could, in principle, shed some light on the interaction between alcohol
and the other constituents in amphiphilic systems.
For system A we have shown [2,9,11] that although pentanol promotes
water solubilization [38,65] and is present at the interface [38], its interaction
with water or surfactant could not be detected in SZT-DSC measurements
(see Table 2 in Ref. 2) [2,11]. This seemingly surprising observation has
been interpreted [2,9] as the result of the bulkiness of the surfactant head
group and the multiplicity of its binding sites (relative to the one hydroxyl
group of the alcohol), endowing C12(EO)8 with a statistical advantage over
pentanol.
Another contributing factor is the competition between water and alcohol
for the binding sites of the surfactant, causing some pentanol to be rejected
from the solvation shell upon the addition of water. This type of behavior
has been exhibited for several systems [69,70]. The opposite effect, i.e.,
displacement of water upon the addition of alcohol, has also been evidenced.
A spin probe technique has shown that NW/EO decreased from 3.3 to 0.8 upon
the addition of pentanol or hexanol to an aqueous solution of Pluronic P-85
[poly(oxyethylene)27/poly(oxypropylene)39/poly(oxyethylene)27] as hydration
water was repelled away from the poly(oxyethylene)/poly(oxyethylene) border [71].
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The addition of hexanol (or of anesthetics such as halothane) has assisted
the release of unfreezable and bound water in partially hydrated phospholipid lamellar systems, as demonstrated by SZT-DSC. This dehydration effect was ascribed to the alcohol penetration into the interface [7].
The effect of alcohol on the distribution of (total) water between the free
and bound states was exempliﬁed [2,9] by the swelling of a ﬁxed amount
of a 1:1 (by weight) C12(EO)8 –water mixture with increasing amounts of a
1:1 (wt/wt) solution of pentanol ⫹ dodecane. The relative amount of (total)
water constantly diminished upon the addition of pentanol ⫹ dodecane, but
when the alcohol concentration reached a threshold value, some of the
(bound) water became free (Fig. 11). The same phenomenon was observed
in the system phosphatidylcholine (25 wt%)–tricaprylin ⫹ alcohol (60 wt%;
molar ratio of 1:5, respectively)–water (15 wt%). The alcohols used were
ethanol, butanol, and hexanol, and the free water content increased in that
order [72]. The same inverse dependence on the alcohol hydrophilicity was
observed for sucrose ester–based microemulsions [29]. It seems that alcohol
molecules adsorbed at the interface distort the three-dimensional network of

FIG. 11 Variation of interphasal and free water content as a function of pentanol
content along a swelling line on which pentanol ⫹ dodecane 1:1 (w/w) solution is
added in increasing amounts to a ﬁxed amount of 1:1 (wt/wt) water–C12(EO)8 mixture [2]. (䡩) Free water; (●) interphasal water.
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water about the surfactant head groups, thereby detaching the outer weakly
associated water layers [2,9]. An additional, evidently related contributing
factor is the thinning of the interfacial region by the alcohol, making it
elastic and thus leading to undulations that disrupt the mesophase order
[38,73,74].
For system A we may add another, plausibly related interpretation. We
have shown [38,43] that a liquid crystal–to–isotropic transition is promoted
by adding pentanol (and dodecane) to the binary C12(EO)8 –water system.
For a mixture of 50 wt% C12(EO)8 and 50 wt% water (designated as the
5PD swelling line in Ref. 38) it is possible to add up to 10 wt% of pentanol
(⫹10 wt% of dodecane) before the hexagonal mesophase transforms to an
isotropic nonviscous solution [38]. Yet, this is actually the threshold concentration of pentanol needed for the formation of free water in the same
system (see Fig. 11)! Therefore, it is conceivable that the formation of free
water is also connected with this structural transformation. Using SAXS
measurements, we have shown that the thickness of the mantle within which
the hydrated surfactant head groups are accommodated is slightly decreased
whereas the radius of the nonpolar core and the available surface area per
surfactant molecule at the interface increase (see Fig. 12) upon the addition
of pentanol ⫹ dodecane. We have assumed that pentanol molecules penetrate
into the interface and promote the liquid crystal–to–isotropic transition via
a mild local disruption of aggregate packing [38,43]. At higher pentanol ⫹
dodecane concentrations, the structure of the isotropic solution was shown
to be local lamellar [38,42,43]. On the basis of the linear dependence of
1/d 2 (d is the periodicity) on the volume fraction W of water, we have
postulated a hypothetical local hexagonal microstructure as an intermediate
between the hexagonal liquid crystals and the local lamellar solution [9].
Obviously, even in this stage the cylinders of the hexagonal mesophase must
become widely separated, thereby freeing the trapped water (see earlier).
The shift of the melting peak of interphasal water toward more negative
temperatures upon the addition of alcohol indicates that this compound also
‘‘strengthens’’ the water–surfactant interaction in the sense that the alcohol
interferes with the water freezing at 0⬚C. The cryoscopic effect of the alcohol, which may also have a role in the freezing point depression, is expected to be quite small as the usual cosurfactants are only partially miscible
with water. Thus, for the binary system C12(EO)8 –water this endothermic
peak is revealed at ⫺3 to ⫺4⬚C [2,9,10], which shifts to ⫺10⬚C in the related
quaternary system A [2,9,11]. Such a lowering of the freezing temperature
cannot be accounted for by the cryosocopic effect of pentanol. Assuming
that the solubility of pentanol in water is 2.19% [75], we have calculated
the freezing point depression due to the cryoscopic effect to be only 0.2⬚C
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FIG. 12 Variation of structural parameters of model liquid crystal aggregates as a
function of volume fraction of (pentanol ⫹ dodecane), P⫹D, as derived from X-ray
diffraction data. (Top) Size of the nonpolar compartment. Rnp is the radius of the
nonpolar core in the hexagonal mesophase HI, and dnp is the thickness of the nonpolar
layer in the lamellar mesophase L␣. (Middle) Thickness of the hydrophilic mantle,
tm. (Bottom) Available surface area per surfactant head group, ao. Swelling lines:
4PD (▫); 5PD (䉭); 6PD (䡩); 7PD (⽧). These swelling lines correspond to the designation nPD, where n ⭈ (10%) is the initial weight fraction of surfactant. Open symbols refer to HI and ﬁlled symbols refer to the L␣ phase. (From Ref. 38.)
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for a microemulsion sample containing the following components (in wt%):
water, 35; C12(EO)8, 35; pentanol, 15; dodecane, 15.
This depression of the melting point of the bound water is inversely
proportional to the alcohol chain length. It was observed in sugar ester–
based microemulsions [8], in system A [9], and in the system [9] water–
butanol ⫹ dodecane 1:1 (by weight)–polyoxyethylene (10) oleyl alcohol
[C18:1(EO)10; also known as Brij 97]. This system (hereafter designated as
system B) was studied along the dilution line XB4, for which the surfactant/
alcohol/oil weight ratio was 4:3:3. It was observed that the melting temperature of bound water in these systems leveled off at a certain alcohol chain
length (see Fig. 13).
From this ﬁgure we may conclude [9] that:
1.
2.
3.

The shorter the alcohol, the lower the bound water melting temperature.
Beyond a certain alcohol chain length, the melting temperature levels
off.
The effect of alcohol is more pronounced in system A.

In Ref. 2 we pointed out the following three factors that contribute to the
role played by Brij 97 in determining water binding using SZT-DSC:

FIG. 13 Variation of the melting temperature of the bound water peak in systems
A and B as a function of alcohol chain length. Total water in both systems is 40
wt%. (䡩) System A, along the dilution line W5. (●) System B, along the dilution
line XB4. (From Ref. 9.)
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Varying lengths of its head groups lead to trapping of water in the voids
formed between them. Some of this water does not freeze even at the
end of the cooling stage but rather when the system is heated back to
ambient temperature, as manifested by the existence of exothermic
peaks for system B [2,9].
The head group is long enough to form one coil within which water
may be caged.
There is a relatively long and unsaturated hydrophobic chain.

The contribution of the alcohol in dictating the degree of hydration should
then be rather minor, as was indeed observed. Thus, even for hexanol, which
is scarcely soluble in water, the melting temperature of the bound water
peak is lower by 10 degrees than that of the interphasal water in system
A [9]!
In contrast, the structure of C12(EO)8 can hardly assist water binding and
thus the effect of alcohol is more prominent. Two mechanisms may be operative: the adsorption of the alcohol at the interface, which reaches the
plateau ﬁrst at n = 4 (butanol; see Fig. 13), and the penetration of the alcohol
into the water layers enveloping the surfactant, which, obviously, depends
on the solubility of the alcohol in water [2,9].

VII. THE PROBLEM OF PHASE SEPARATION
Cooling a microemulsion to subzero temperatures may lead to phase separation [76–78]. Although the original structure may be retained in some
cases (especially for water-poor microemulsions) [76], we should take for
granted that, most probably, the concept of microemulsion per se has no
meaning for such low temperatures as are generally used in SZT-DSC. Because cooling a microemulsion may also cause phase transformations [2,78]
no microstructure determination can obviously be directly inferred from
SZT-DSC data. A more poignant question concerns the validity of any conclusion about the behavior of microemulsions at ambient temperature
reached using SZT-DSC measurements.
We have discussed this problem in previous publications [8,9,11] and
more systematically in our review [2] in an attempt to show that reliable
information on water–surfactant interactions can be obtained from SZT-DSC
experimental results. The gist of our argument is that any (measurable)
amount of free water formed in a microemulsion sample will necessarily be
detected as a melting peak at about 0⬚C in the endothermic mode of SZTDSC. Thus, free water cannot be formed in the system and concurrently not
revealed by this peak! The same conclusion should, of course, also be valid
if bound (or interphasal) water formed at ambient temperature was detached
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from the surfactant during the cooling stage of the DSC freeze–thaw cycle
and inevitably became free via phase separation. Our interpretation of SZTDSC results, as with any other scientiﬁc suggestion should, in principle, be
refutable. Therefore, in order to test our interpretation, we have to confront
the question of whether SZT-DSC might ever be able to detect free water
formed due to phase separation. The answer is simply yes. The existence of
a single water melting peak at about 0⬚C without any indication of the
presence of bound water [or, indirectly, using Eq. (1), of the presence of
nonfreezable water, which is invisible to DSC; see earlier] could be conclusive proof that free water is formed from the bound water through phase
separation, thereby rebutting our argument. However, such a single water
melting peak at about 0⬚C is never observed. On the contrary, as shown
before, when the water content of a microemulsion system is gradually increased, it is frequently observed that the surfactant interacts with the added
water [as evidenced by the bound water melting peak(s)] and only after it
becomes fully (or almost fully) hydrated does free water begin to appear.
The claim that at low temperature a complete separation into ice and surfactant crystals takes place in water–surfactant binary systems [50,79–82]
is, therefore, easily refuted. An additional argument, suggested by Nibu and
coworkers [47–49], is that this phase separation implies a highly repulsive
water–surfactant interaction in the solid state. Yet, many physical properties
of ethoxylated nonionic surfactant–water binary systems depend on the
strong (attractive) interaction between the polyoxyethylene chain and water
molecules in liquid and liquid crystalline phases of these systems. It is then
reasonable that such a strong interaction would also operate in a solid phase.
In conclusion, free water is formed not by detaching outer water layers
through phase separation but rather by adding more and more water until
its association with the surfactant is barely perceivable. Phase separation
should then be regarded as a segregation of some (or all) of the free (pure)
components (water, oil, or alcohol) of the microemulsion. Thus, the distribution of free and bound water in a microemulsion system (as well as in
the related water–surfactant binary system) does not depend on the degree
of phase separation [2,8,9,11].
The water behavior during phase transformation is a problem more difﬁcult to tackle. Whereas the a posteriori absence of a free water melting
peak before the hydration of surfactant has occurred may be regarded as a
decisive answer in the case of phase separation, it might not sufﬁce against
the following argument: Although it is not reasonable that water, which was
presumably free in the microemulsion sample at ambient temperature (before
the saturation of the surfactant) would interact at subzero temperature with
the hydrophilic head groups, such an interaction might occur during the
phase transformation. [The possibility that (free) water might separate from
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the hydrated surfactant is, of course, still negated by the absence of a melting
peak at 0⬚C.] This argument was refuted by comparing SZT-DSC results
with the data obtained at ambient temperature by other experimental techniques (such as electrical conductivity [9,38,41], NMR spectroscopy [36]
and viscosity [41]). For example, there is a sharp increase in the electrical
conductivity of system A microemulsion samples beginning at about 30 wt%
water, which is just the total water concentration at which free water is ﬁrst
detected by SZT-DSC. The same correspondence was observed for system
B [9] and for sugar ester–based microemulsions [8].
We may also add that the calculated surface areas of surfactant molecules
in liquid crystalline phases formed by the cooling of microemulsion samples
ﬁt well into the pattern set by the samples shown by SAXS measurements
to be liquid crystals at room temperature [38]. In Ref. 2 we tried to show
that the subzero temperature behavior of water was dictated a priori by
deﬁning the bound water in terms of its interference with the melting of
frozen water at 0⬚C. This may lead to another problem. Suppose, for example, that the amount of ‘‘bound’’ water in system A (along the dilution
line W5) was determined at ambient temperature by some experimental
technique to be, say, 40 wt% for a fully hydrated surfactant, instead of 30
wt% as evaluated from DSC data obtained at subzero temperature. (As we
have already seen, the opposite case is more prevalent; the bound water
deﬁned according to SZT-DSC is considered free by spectroscopic methods.)
This excess of 10 wt% water would be patently revealed as free when using
SZT-DSC because it does not perturb the melting of frozen water at 0⬚C. In
light of the alleged evidence from other experimental techniques, one might
doubt whether this 10 wt% water is ‘‘really’’ free. Yet, the freedom of this
water in system A beyond the ﬁrst two monolayers nearest to the surfactant
molecules (the 0.5-nm thickness of the interphasal water layer; see earlier)
is also manifested by electrical conductivity measurements performed at
room temperature (see earlier). Obviously, SZT-DSC data for microemulsion
systems should be individually analyzed according to these principles in
order to interpret them. In Ref. 2 we discussed several secondary arguments
in favor of the reliability of SZT-DSC results that might be applicable for
certain systems.

VIII. RELEVANCE OF THIS WORK
Microemulsions are utilized in a wide variety of applications [83]. To provide even a short description of all these applications is not within the scope
of this chapter. Instead, we concentrate on some applications that are related
to the distinction between bound and free water. Obviously, this distinction
is one of the most signiﬁcant tasks of SZT-DSC measurements. We begin
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with system A, which serves as a model system for the development of ﬁreresistant hydraulic ﬂuids based on microemulsions [38,84]. The loss of water
by evaporation in open hydraulic systems is detrimental to the ﬁre resistance
capability of the hydraulic ﬂuids. As the bound water should evaporate less
than free water [85], it is important to be able to assess their relative concentrations [11]. An opposite example in which the formation of bound water
would be disfavored is the dewatering of sludge [86]. Naturally, the energy
cost for the removal of bound water from a given amount of sludge is higher
than that needed for the removal of free water from the same amount of
sludge. However, one of the most important applications of microemulsions
is the utilization of their cores, more frequently water in oil, for conducting
physical and chemical processes.
Several important advantages have been derived from the knowledge of
the state of water obtained from these microemulsion systems: (1) better
control of crystallization phenomena dictated by interfaces and water [87–
90], (2) better control of organic reactions requiring free water such as hydrolysis, and (3) triggered enzymatic processes in which the enzymes are
soluble in the water phase and can be activated upon turning the bound
water into free water.
One can think about crystallization of amino acids, peptides, and other
water-soluble active compounds in water-in-oil microemulsions. The water
reservoir can be composed of bound water and, under given conditions, an
excess of water can be added upon ‘‘demand.’’ Thus, we may facilitate the
mobility of the active matter within the core and control the size and shape
of the crystallized matter. This is, therefore, a good method for controlling
the formation of nanosized particles [91].
Similarly, it is possible to control polymorphism of drugs and other related pharmaceuticals or nutraceuticals by manipulating the amount of free
and bound water in the microemulsions.
Organic reactions, mainly those that require free water, can also be controlled by the ratio of free and bound water in the microreactor of the reaction (the core of the microemulsion). Maillard reactions between amino
acids (cysteine) and sugars (furfural) can be manipulated by the core water
to improve the selectivity of products and the rates of reactions [92].
Finally, any enzymatic process using lipases or phospholipases can be
triggered at will by changing the internal balance between the core water
and the free water. On the shelf, the product will contain enzymes that will
be immobilized and temporarily deactivated by the bound water, and when
the microemulsion is further diluted, during use, the enzymes will become
free and active and the reaction will be triggered.
We can conclude by saying that the control of free and bound water in
the core of water-in-oil microemulsions provides us with new and important
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tools to reconsider old processes that were carried out in the bulk as well
as to regenerate new reactions, new physical processes with improved selectivity, improved kinetic control, and controlled formation of nanosized
particles.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter has covered topics that bear most directly on the use of SZTDSC in the identiﬁcation of various water states supposed to be present in
surfactant-based systems. The problem of phase transition (and phase transformation) has been discussed in more detail. If we have lingered in this
discussion, it is because in solving this problem lies the justiﬁcation of using
SZT-DSC for the investigation of water behavior in surfactant-based systems. Finally, some novel applications, relating to the distribution of free
and bound water were outlined.
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ABSTRACT
The microstructures of the micelles formed by dimeric and gemini surfactants with a (CH2)s spacer (s = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12) or an aromatic
spacer (o-, m-, or p-phenylenedimethylene) have been investigated. Raman
and selective decoupling 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra
have provided evidence for a conformational change within these surfactants. The aggregational behavior obtained from the small-angle neutron
scattering (SANS) data is discussed with respect to the relationship between
the structure of the micelle and its conformation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The packing property of self-assembling systems seems to depend on many
factors. For a quantitative discussion of the relationship between the geometrical packing parameters and morphological characteristics, one must
investigate the conformational change of surfactant molecules induced by
*Current afﬁliation : Chisso Corporation, Tokyo, Japan.
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self-assembling because the packing parameters are affected by the conformational change of the surfactant molecules.
Bis(quaternary ammonium bromide) surfactants are composed of two nalkyldimethylammonium bromide moieties whose polar head groups are
chemically connected in pairs by an alkanediyl chain (referred to as a
spacer). This dimerization brings about variations in physicochemical properties compared with those of the original surfactant molecules. In particular,
it is well known that the length of the spacer markedly affects the morphology of an aggregate.
In this chapter, we discuss the relationship between the conformation of
the dimeric and gemini surfactants and their micellar behavior, using Raman,
selective decoupling 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials
Dimeric surfactants, bis(quaternary ammonium bromides) (DS, I), methonium bromides (II), and (phenylenedimethylene) bis(n-octylammonium) dibromides (geminis, III), were synthesized [1,2] and were identiﬁed by NMR
and elemental analyses.
Br⫺(CH3)2(CmH2m⫹1)N⫹ — (CH2 )s — N⫹ (Cm H2m⫹1 )(CH3 )2 Br⫺

(I)

(s = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12; m = 4, 10) (abbreviations: sm2–4, sm2–10,
sm3–4, sm3–10, sm4–10, sm6–10, sm8–10, and sm12–10).
Br⫺(CH3)3N⫹ — (CH2)s — N⫹ — (CH3 )3 Br⫺

(II)

(s = 4, 6, 8, and 10) [abbreviations: TMB (s = 4), HMB (s = 6), OMB (s =
8), and DMB (s = 10)].
Br⫺(CH3)2(CmH2m⫹1)N⫹ — CH2

CH2 — N⫹(CmH2m⫹1)(CH3)2 Br⫺

(III)

(o-, m-, and p-phenylenedimethylene, m = 8) (abbreviations: o-, oxy8; m-,
mxy8; and p-, pxy8). The numbering of the three spacer portions of the
geminis is as follows:
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B. Methods
Raman spectra were obtained on a Nicolet 950 Fourier transform Raman
spectrometer (4000–100 cm⫺1) using the neodymium:yttrium-aluminumgarnet (Nd:YAG) laser (CVI) excitation wavelength of 1064 nm. SANS
measurements were made using the medium-angle neutron-scattering instrument (WINK, incident wavelength  = 0.1–1.6 nm) installed at the pulsed
neutron source KENS (Tsukuba, Japan). The intensity of the scattered neutrons was recorded on a position-sensitive two-dimensional detector. The 13C
NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity-400 plus spectrometer operating at 100.58 MHz at 30⬚C, using an acquisition time of 2.560 s under
a deuterium internal lock and 128,000 points in the time domain (sweep
width 25,000 Hz). The decoupling power was optimized in order to decouple
only for aromatic protons.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Raman Spectra and Conformations of DS
1.

DS Characteristic Bands

We have determined the molecular conformations of simple sm2–4 and
sm3–4 by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis [3]. The results showed
that the two n-butyl chains for sm2–4 were in the trans conﬁguration with
respect to the extended N — (CH2)2 — N skeleton, and those for sm3–4 were
in the cis conﬁguration. In the Raman spectra of sm2–4 and sm3–4, we
found Raman bands characteristic of the trans and cis forms in the skeletal
deformation region [4], thus directly reﬂecting the conformation (Table 1).
The marked difference in the spectral features between the two simple
DSs comes from the differences in their conformations. We note that the
Raman band at 421–426 cm⫺1 of sm3–6 to sm3–12 disappears for sm2–6
to sm2–12 (Table 1) [4]. Therefore, the 421–426 cm⫺1 band may be regarded as a band characteristic of the cis form. Furthermore, the Raman
bands at 505–509 and 542–544 cm⫺1 of sm2–6 to sm2–12 closely correspond to the bands at 509 and 546 cm⫺1, respectively, for trans sm2–4, and
those at 515–519 and 552–563 cm⫺1 of sm3–6 to sm3–12 also correspond to the bands at 516 and 553 cm⫺1, respectively, of cis sm3–4, indicating that these bands may be used to distinguish between the trans and
cis forms [4].
Because we found for the sm6–8 to sm6–12 series that the Raman bands
at 423–425, 520, and 564–567 cm⫺1 were characteristic of the cis form [4],
we concluded that the DS series with longer spacers also took up a cis form
in the solid state. In the aqueous samples of sm6–8 to sm6–12, the 423–
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TABLE 1 Raman Band Frequencies of Trans sm4–4, Cis sm3–4, and of Their
Related DSs in the Skeletal Deformation Region
Band frequencies (cm⫺1)

DS
Trans
sm2–4
sm2–6
sm2–10
sm2–12
Cis
sm3–4
sm3–6
sm3–10
sm3–12

509
508
505
509

546
542
544
544
553
552
562
563

536
530
530
534

519
515
515
515

382
382
391
—

474
465
457
461
463
453
457
459

426
421
422
422

366
372
372
370
376
376
374
377

424 cm⫺1 band of the solid samples disappeared, indicating that the cis form
had broken down in aqueous solution. However, because the weak bands at
513–515 cm⫺1 were observed for the aqueous samples, the trans form could
also coexist.
The Raman spectra of sm6–8 to sm6–12 in the gel and coagel states
were very similar to those in aqueous solution [4], again suggesting that the
cis form had almost completely disappeared in these states.

2.

Accordion Bands as an Indicator of
Hydrocarbon Ordering

We next examined the accordion modes of the n-alkyl-N segments and of
the spacer portions for the solid and aqueous samples [4,5] so that we might
discuss quantitatively the ordering of the hydrocarbon moieties in the aggregates.
The Raman spectra of n-hexyl, n-octyl, n-decyl, and n-dodecyl trimethylammonium bromides in the 150–600 cm⫺1 region are shown in Fig. 1.
Strong Raman bands are observed for all of these in the 160–300 cm⫺1
region, and these shift markedly to a lower frequency with an increase in
chain length. We may assign the bands observed at 251, 208, 179, and 164
cm⫺1 to the accordion modes of the n-hexyl, n-octyl, n-decyl, and n-dodecyl
chains, respectively. Figure 2 shows the linear relationship between the accordion band frequency and the reciprocal number of carbon atoms (1/CN)
for the four n-alkyltrimethylammonium bromides. We may assume that the
accordion band frequencies of the n-octyl, n-decyl, and n-dodecyl chains,
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FIG. 1 Raman spectra for solid n-alkyltrimethylammonium bromides [(a) n-hexyl,
(b) n-octyl, (c) n-decyl, and (d) n-dodecyl] in the skeletal stretching region.

for sm6–8 to sm6–12, are very close to those of the n-alkyltrimethylammonium bromides because the Raman bands for sm6–8, sm6–10, and sm6–
12 were observed at 205, 178, and 160 cm⫺1, respectively. For the Raman
spectra of the n-parafﬁns (C1 –C16), Mizushima and Shimanouchi [6] found
that only one Raman band existed for each solid parafﬁn in the 150–300
cm⫺1 region and that its frequency was inversely proportional to the length
of the chain (the number of carbon atoms). This result was accounted for
by approximating the extended carbon chain as a continuous rod and assigning the Raman band to its longitudinal vibration, the frequency of which
is given by  = (1/2l)兹E/, where E is Young’s modulus,  the density,
and l the length of the rod.
The Raman spectra of the spacer-related compounds TMB, HMB, OMB,
and DMB have also been examined. The crystal structures of hexa- and
decamethonium bromides [7] were elucidated by a single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis, which showed that the molecular chain, which included
the two nitrogen atoms and one CH3 carbon atom of the terminal N(CH2)3
groups, was in a fully extended form. Thus, the methonium bromide chains
should provide evidence for the accordion vibrational bands.
Because the plots of the band frequencies of the methonium bromides
against the reciprocal number of carbon atoms are linear, these bands for
TMB, HMB, OMB, and DMB are assigned to the accordion modes of the
extended molecular chains [4,5].
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FIG. 2 Plot of the accordion band frequency against the reciprocal number of carbon (1/CN) atoms* for (䉭) n-parafﬁns (from n-hexane to n-dodecane), (▫) n-alkyltrimethylammonium bromide (n-hexyl, 251 cm⫺1; n-octyl, 208 cm⫺1; n-decyl, 179
cm⫺1; and n-dodecyl, 164 cm⫺1), and (䡩) methonium bromide (TMB, 244 cm⫺1;
HMB, 198 cm⫺1; OMB, 175 cm⫺1; and DMB, 156 cm⫺1). [*Carbon number represents the total number (4) of two methyl carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms for
methonium bromide.]

The bands at 239 and 193 cm⫺1, observed for the aqueous TMB and
HMB solutions, respectively, were assigned to accordion bands arising from
the all-trans form that existed in aqueous solution (spectra not shown). Thus,
we may assume that the extended forms of TMB and HMB are preferentially
stabilized in aqueous solution. However, for OMB and DMB, the extended
forms must be stabilized in concentrated solutions, a decision based on the
evidence from the Raman data in the skeletal stretch region [4,5] and the
accordion mode data of simple soap molecules [8] and n-parafﬁns [6]. For
the aqueous, gel, and coagel samples of sm6–8, weak and broad bands at
195–198 cm⫺1 were observed (spectra not shown), and these were assigned
to the accordion mode of the hexamethylenediamine chain [4], which was
superimposed on that of the n-octyl chain. For the coagel sm6–10, the band
at 205 cm⫺1 was assigned to the accordion mode of the spacer [4], showing
that the extended form of the shorter spacer chain was stabilized in all of
the aqueous, gel, and coagel states.
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B. Selective Decoupling 13C NMR Spectra and
Conformational Changes of Gemini Surfactants
Selective decoupling 13C NMR spectra of oxy8, mxy8, and pxy8 have been
investigated [9] and the results are summarized as follows.

1.

pxy8

For the aqueous pxy8 sample, a conformational change should not be reﬂected in the selective decoupling 13C NMR spectra because the ipso-carbon
(aC) is not inﬂuenced by the conformation of the n-octyl chain and, moreover, the four bC carbons are equivalent. Indeed, it was found that the resonance spectral features of the aC and bC carbons were characteristic of a
triplet signal, and this feature did not change above and below the critical
micelle concentration (cmc).

2.

mxy8

We have found that for the signals of the aC, cC, and dC nuclei there exists
a marked difference in the spectral features between monomeric and micellar
solutions (Fig. 3). For the micellar solutions of mxy8, as listed in Table 2,
the splitting pattern of the aC resonance characteristic of quintet lines
(gg⬘gg⬘) indicates that type I is preferentially stabilized upon micellization.
Conversely, below the cmc, a spectral pattern of the aC resonance is found
in which the quartet lines (a part of tggg⬘) are superimposed upon the quintet
lines (gg⬘gg⬘), implying that type I and type II coexist below the cmc.
For the cC resonance, the pattern characteristic of the gg⬘ form becomes
predominant upon micellization, although the two patterns characteristic of
the different species of two gg⬘ forms are superimposed upon each other.
This result conﬁrms the absence of types I⬘ and II⬘ and is consistent with
the pattern obtained from a aC carbon.
From consideration of the aC and dC spectral intensities, we may assume
that the high-ﬁeld dC peak comes from a type I and the low-ﬁeld peak comes
from a type II. The difference may be caused by the environmental difference of the dC carbon in the solution, in addition to the difference in the
charge density of the dC carbon, due to the conformational change about the
two sCH2 — bC single bonds.

3.

oxy8

The dominant feature of the aC resonance was a quintet, characteristic of
the gg⬘ form, caused by spin–spin coupling through both two and three
bonds between the aC nuclei and o-phenylenedimethylene CH2 protons.
There was no marked difference in the J values between the monomeric and
micellar solutions. Consequently, we concluded that micellization of oxy8
did not result in a conformational change about the sCH2 — aC single bonds,
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FIG. 3 Selective decoupling 13C NMR spectra of aromatic 13C carbons [aC (a), bC
(b), cC (c), and dC (d)] for mxy8 in monomeric (1.0 wt%, [I]) and micellar (3.0
wt%, [II]) solutions.
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TABLE 2 Possible Skeletal Patterns of
an mxy8 Molecule
Criterion: bC — aC

Criterion: bC — cC

Type I

gg⬘gg⬘

Type I⬘

Type II
Type III

tggg⬘
tgtg
tg⬘tg

Type II⬘
Type III⬘

tgtg
tg⬘tg
tggg⬘
gg⬘gg⬘

showing that the protons of sCH2 did not take up the trans position with
respect to the aC — bC bond and that the two n-octyl-N segments were trans
with respect to the aC — aC bond.
The spectral feature of the bC resonance was characteristic of a triplet
signal. However, micellization changed this feature to one in which the two
triplet signals arising from two different conformers were superimposed.
This observation indicates that these conformers are magnetically nonequivalent because of the conformational change about the two sCH2 — aC single
bonds. Moreover, the exchange between these conformers occurs slowly
compared with the NMR time scale.
Furthermore, it has been found for oxy8 and mxy8 that the stacking
pattern of the aromatic rings varies upon micellization and that this variation
is strongly reﬂected in the 1H NMR spectral features of the aromatic protons
(Fig. 4) [9].
For the oxy8 molecules, the micelles may be loosely packed owing to
the presence of gauche forms in the skeleton of the rigid spacer because of
preferential stabilization of a speciﬁc conformation upon micelle formation.
For the conformation of oxy8, which is stabilized upon micellization, the
N — sC — aC — aC — sC — N skeleton, including o-phenylenedimethylene, is
planar. Moreover, the conformation about the rigid aC — sC single bond is
gauche and the two n-octyl-N portions are in a trans conﬁguration with
respect to the aC — aC double bond. Thus, when two n-octyl-N segments take
up the extended form, the two octyl chains become nonparallel to each other
and the packing feature of the n-octyl chains is lost.
Conversely, for the type I form of mxy8 stabilized upon micellization,
the N — sC — bC — aC — bC — sC — N skeleton takes up an extended form, resulting in a densely packed state of n-octyl chains within the micelles. This
dense packing results in high-order (crystalline) self-assembly. The molecular shape of pxy8 probably favors the formation of a densely packed aggregated state, resulting directly in crystal formation from the premicelles.
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FIG. 4 Concentration dependence of 1H NMR spectra in the aromatic protons (Hb
and Hc) of oxy8 [(a) 4.0, (b) 3.0, (c) 1.0 wt%] in D2O.

C. SANS Spectra and Micellar Structure of DS
and Geminis
The dependence of the neutron-scattering intensity d⌺/d⍀ on the magnitude
of the scattering vector (Q) can be expressed as a function of both the
micellar particle structure factor P(Q) and the interparticle structure factor
S⬘(Q), that is, d⌺/d⍀ = I0P(Q)S⬘(Q), where I0 is the extrapolated zero-angle
scattering intensity. The single micellar particle structure factor P(Q) was
calculated by applying the micellar model. The factor S⬘(Q), provided by
Hayter and Penfold [10], is a function of the diameter, , the charge and
number density of the micelles, and the dielectric constant of the solvent.
For a model of the DS micelle, the shape of a DS micelle with m = 10
was thought to be prolate, with a hydrophobic core with a major axis, a,
and minor axis, b. The b value was set equal to the extended length of the
n-decyl chain. The Stern layer, of thickness t, consists of the dimethylammonium head groups, associated with counterions and water; spacer methylene groups; and the hydrated portion of the n-decyl chain. Calculations
were made for both prolate and oblate models. We found that the prolate
model consistently provided a better ﬁt to the observed SANS data than did
the oblate model [11,12].
The SANS spectra of representative DS (m = 10, s = 12) micellar solutions are shown in Fig. 5 [11,12]. The observed SANS data were analyzed
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FIG. 5 Observed SANS spectra (open circles) of the DS (m = 10, s = 12)–D2O
system (23⬚C) [(a) 4.0, (b) 3.5, (c) 3.0, (d) 2.5, (e) 2.0, and (f ) 1.5 wt%] and
calculated intensity proﬁles (solid lines). The average percentage deviation per datum
point was within ⫾3.8% for all spectra.

by using the aggregation number, n, the degree of micellar ionization, ␣,
and the number of hydrated methylene group, nwet, as the ﬁtting parameters
and by assuming monodispersity. The closeness of the ﬁt between the observed and the calculated data is excellent. The extracted parameters for the
representative DS (m = 10, s = 12) micelles are listed in Table 3.
A ladder model of micellar growth [13] could be applied to the micelles
formed by DS. The slope in the linear plots of n versus (X ⫺ Xcmc)1/2 decreased with an increase in spacer length (Fig. 6), indicating that the extent
of micellar growth decreased as the spacer lengthened. We should note that
there is a marked difference in the slopes for the two DSs with s = 2 and 3
and that marked growth in the micelle occurred for the former DS. However,
for the DS with s = 6, the slope of the linear plot approached zero, showing
that the extent of micellar growth was either very small or nonexistent. The
slopes for the DSs with s = 8 and 10 are the smallest in the series. Therefore,
we assumed that for the DSs with s = 8 and 10 the extent of micellar growth
was very small and that minimal micellar growth occurred. We should note
that the slope for the DS with s = 12 again becomes larger, indicating the
onset of micellar growth at this spacer length.
The magnitude of (⌬ ⫺ n0␦), obtained from the slope, represents the
difference in free energy between n0 surfactants in the two end caps of a
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22.9
24.1
25.6
26.4

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

0.44
0.36
0.31
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␣
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2.2
2.2
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2.2
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13.6
12.9
12.9
12.5
12.9
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14.5
15.5
16.6
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b (Å)
7.5
8.2
8.3
8.6
8.2
8.4

t (Å)
1.00
1.08
1.12
1.19
1.20
1.25

(a ⫹ t)/(b ⫹ t)
26.8
30.1
28.6
29.3
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26.2
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23.6
23.0
22.6
22.8
22.7
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42.3
43.4
44.0
45.0
45.1
45.8

 (Å)

a

n, average aggregation number of the micelle; ␣, degree of ionization of the micelle; nwet, number of hydrated methylene groups in the Stern
layer; a, major axis of the prolate micelle given by a = (4nVtail)/(3b2); b, minor axis of the prolate micelle given by b = 2.95 ⫹ 1.27(10 ⫺ nwet);
t, thickness of the Stern layer given by t = 2.95 ⫹ 1.27(2 ⫹ nwet); Ns, number of water molecules associated with a DS molecule; 1/, inverse
Debye-Hückel screening length; , macroion diameter.

n

Calculated Parameters for the DS (m = 10, ns = 12)–D2O System at 23⬚Ca

wt%

TABLE 3
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FIG. 6 Plot of the aggregation number, n, as a function of (X ⫺ Xcmc)1/2 (X, molar
fraction) for the DS series (m = 10, s = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12).

spherocylindrical micelle and the same number of surfactants in the cylindrical portion [13]. The value of ⫺(⌬ ⫺ n0␦) provides a measure of the rate
of micellar growth. The calculated energy differences for the DS series are
plotted against the spacer carbon number (Fig. 7). As the spacer carbon
number increases, the parameter ⫺(⌬ ⫺ n0␦) increases exponentially with s
in the range s = 2–8 and then decreases until s = 12. The variation in this
energy difference indicates that an increase in spacer carbon number when
s ⱕ 10 prevents micellar growth but that when s = 12 the micelle starts to
grow again.
The SANS spectra of geminis in D2O have also been analyzed [14]. For
the oxy8 micelles, calculations have been made for both prolate and oblate
models by assuming monodispersity. In the curves of I(Q) against Q observed at concentrations less than 3.0 wt%, the peaks arising from the intermicellar interactions disappeared. For oxy8 sample solutions below the
second cmc, therefore, the SANS spectra were analyzed by assuming S⬘(Q)
= 1. For those above the second cmc, the so-called rescaled mean spherical
approximation (RMSA) procedure for calculation of S⬘(Q) was used [10],
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FIG. 7 Spacer chain length dependence of ⫺(⌬ ⫺ n0␦) for the DS series (m = 10,
s = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12).

and these S⬘(Q) calculations used the more accurately prescribed diameter
 [15]. The closeness of the ﬁt between the observed and the calculated data
for the prolate model was excellent.
Figure 8 shows the average aggregation number, n, plotted against (X ⫺
Xcmc)1/2 for the oxy8 micelles. The plot provides two straight lines in the
concentration range measured, and there is a marked difference in the slopes
of the two straight lines below and above the second cmc, showing that
marked growth in the oxy8 micelles occurs above the second cmc. In the
concentration region between the ﬁrst and second cmc values, the aggregation number (n) obtained for the oxy8 micelles is 3–7, indicating that the
micellar size in this region is relatively small and that formation of premicelles rather than micelles may occur at the ﬁrst cmc.
The SANS data of oxy8 micellar solutions may suggest a ‘‘gemini →
submicelle → assembly’’ mechanism for the growth of oxy8 micelles. We
have analyzed the SANS spectra of myx8 and pxy8. As a consequence, it
may be assumed that the mxy8 and pxy8 molecules form only premicelles
in water. In fact, the aggregation numbers (n) calculated for both the mxy8
and pxy8 solutions were about 2.
Such a difference in the aggregation behavior between the gemini oxy8
and the geminis mxy8 and pxy8 may be related to their molecular conformations, which are stabilized in the micellar state.
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FIG. 8 Plot of aggregation number, n, as a function of (X ⫺ Xcmc)1/2 (X, molar
fraction) for the oxy8 micelles calculated assuming monodispersity.

IV. CONCLUSION
For the DS molecules in the solid state, the molecular skeleton takes up a
cis form, and their n-octyl, n-decyl, and n-dodecyl chains in the solid state
as well as the hexamethylene spacer are in a fully extended state. In the
aqueous and gel phases, the skeletal trans form, in addition to this skeletal
cis form, may coexist.
The accordion modes in the skeletal deformation region and the skeletal
stretch modes in the 1000–1100 cm⫺1 region suggest that the all-trans form,
for the n-alkyl chains and spacer segment with carbon number below 12,
become abundant in the aqueous and gel phases.
For the DS samples, with s = 2–12, we may assume from the Raman
data that a preferential stabilization of the fully extended form occurs upon
micellization for s ⱕ 10 and that the populations of the conformers containing a gauche form become predominant with an increase in spacer carbon number to s > 10. This tendency probably causes the appearance of a
maximum in the plots of the energy difference [⫺(⌬ ⫺ n0␦)] versus s, as
obtained from the SANS analyses.
The selective decoupling 13C NMR results for the geminis, oxy8 and mxy8,
showed that the speciﬁc conformations about the CH2 — aromatic carbon single bonds for mxy8 were preferentially stabilized upon micellization; for oxy8,
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only the conformation in which the aromatic ring was sandwiched between
two octyl chains was stabilized in both the monomeric and micellar states.
Such a difference in the stabilized molecular conformation between the
geminis oxy8 and mxy8 must affect their aggregational behavior.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH
The conformational change of surfactant molecules, which is induced by formation of micelles, brings about variation in the packing parameters, affecting
micellar size and shape. In order to conﬁrm the relationship between the molecular conformation and the morphology of a self-assembly system, cryo-transmission electron microscopy (TEM) work must be carried out in addition to
studying the conformation of the surfactant molecules. The addition of a polymer to surfactant solutions probably induces variation in the micellar shape. In
this case, the interaction between the polymer and surfactant molecules could
possibly result in a conformational change of the surfactant molecules. The
application of conformational change within surfactants will become more and
more signiﬁcant, particularly with respect to interpreting the morphology of
self-assembly systems.
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Snared by Trapping: Chemical
Explorations of Interfacial
Compositions of Cationic Micelles
LAURENCE S. ROMSTED Rutgers, The State University of
New Jersey, New Brunswick, New Jersey, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
The logic of the chemical trapping method is described and used to estimate
water and halide ion concentrations at the surfaces of cetyltrialkylammonium
halide micelles, CTRAX (R = Me and n-Pr, X = Cl, Br), as a function of
surfactant head group size, counterion type, and counterion concentration.
The results show that interfacial counterion concentrations never reach a
plateau but increase continuously with added counterion with a concomitant
decrease in interfacial water. At the sphere-to-rod transition, interfacial counterion concentrations show a sharp increase and interfacial water shows a
concomitant decrease. The transition depends on counterion type and is consistent with partial dehydration of the halide counterions and tight ion pair
formation between the surfactant’s head groups and counterions. The chemical trapping method provides new information on a variety of micellar properties including hydration numbers of nonionic micelles, distributions of
additives such as alcohols and urea, and determining polypeptide topology
at interfaces. These applications are described brieﬂy.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cationic micelles are aggregates of cationic surfactant monomers (Fig. 1).
Surfactants are schizophrenic molecules typically composed of linear hydrocarbon chains afﬁxed to water-soluble head groups. In addition to cationic
surfactants (with anionic counterions), micelles may be composed of surfactants with anionic (with cationic counterions), zwitterionic, or nonionic
head groups. Micelles, like microemulsions, are association colloids and
149
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FIG. 1 ‘‘Pacman’’ image of a cationic micelle in aqueous solution composed of
alkyltrimethylammonium ions and halide counterions. The exposed sections illustrate
the orientations of hydrocarbon tails in the micellar core and head groups and counterions in the interfacial region. The surrounding water is not shown. The image also
illustrates the orientation of the arenediazonium ion probe with its tail buried in the
core and its cationic head group oriented in the interfacial region. Space-ﬁlling
representations show the relative sizes of the benzenediazonium ion and the ␣methylenetrimethylammonium ion head group of the surfactant.

their solutions may also contain salts, polar organic molecules such as medium-chain-length alcohols, and oils such as benzene, octane, or chloroform.
The aggregate structures formed in association colloids, e.g., spheroidal, rod,
disk, cubic, or lamellar, depend on both the structures and concentrations of
the components [1].
A delicate balance of forces controls the stability, size, and shape of
cationic micelles and association colloids in general, and their properties are
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characterized by mass action or pseudophase models [2–4]. Aggregate formation is driven by the hydrophobic effect. Phase separation is prevented
by the surfactant head groups and counterions retaining their contact with
the surrounding aqueous phase. At equilibrium, dilute micellar solutions contain spheriodal aggregates, with aggregation numbers on the order of 102,
that occupy only a small fraction of the total solution volume, typically
ⱕ1%. Each micelle has a liquidlike hydrocarbon core ﬁlled with surfactant
tails surrounded by an interfacial region containing the surfactant head
groups and a large fraction of the surfactant counterions, about 50–90%
(Fig. 1). The remaining counterions are ‘‘free’’ in the surrounding bulk water.
The stabilities, sizes, and shapes of the micelles depend on a balance of
forces that is difﬁcult to characterize, especially in structurally complex multicomponent micelles and microemulsions. Even in well-studied solutions of
cationic surfactants and salts containing a common counterion, the factors
contributing to this balance are still incompletely understood. The hydrophobic effect correlates well with the free energy of transfer of the surfactant
tail from water to the micellar core and the number of methylenes in the
chain. However, the interactions in the interfacial region surrounding the
core must be more than coulombic in nature, i.e., the surfactant head groups
and counterions interact only as point charges through an aqueous medium,
because many micellar properties such as the critical micelle concentration
(cmc) [5], micelle size [6], the sphere-to-rod transition [7], and speciﬁc counterion binding [8] depend on head group structure, counterion type, and
surfactant and counterion concentrations. Adding more components further
complicates the interpretation because of additional speciﬁc interactions.
Solving this problem has proved difﬁcult because quantitative treatments of
speciﬁc interactions between surfactant head groups and their counterions
(and other additives) in the interfacial regions of association colloids or with
model compounds in bulk aqueous solutions are unavailable. Interfacial hydration is difﬁcult to measure over wide ranges of solution composition
because only a small fraction of the total water in solution is within the
interfacial region.
This chapter describes the results of chemical trapping experiments in
cetyltrialkylammonium halide (CTRAX) micelles. The primary focus is on
the basic logic of the chemical trapping method and on its application to
the experimental results in these systems. The method has broad application
because it works with a wide variety of weakly basic nucleophiles over wide
ranges of surfactant, counterion, and additive concentrations below pH 7 [9].
The goal of the work described here was to obtain new information on the
relationships between surfactant head group structure, counterion type, and
their concentrations on interfacial composition and thereby the balance of
forces controlling aggregate structure. Particular attention was given to com-
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positional changes at the sphere-to-rod transitions for CTMABr (R = Me, X
= Br) and CTMACl (R = Me, X = Cl), which occur at about 0.1 M Br⫺
and 1.0 M Cl⫺, respectively. The atypical abbreviations for these two surfactants are necessary to differentiate them from those with larger head
groups, here CTPABr (R = n-Pr). The results with CTEABr (R = Et) and
CTBABr (R = n-Bu) are essentially the same as those with CTPABr and
will be considered brieﬂy in Section IV. A complete presentation of the
results and the assumptions of the method is given in Ref. 10. The background information is in selected lead references. The current and potential
applications of the method and their relevance to commercial and biological
systems are discussed in Section VI.

II. LOGIC OF THE CHEMICAL TRAPPING METHOD
The chemical trapping method is grounded in the pseudophase ion exchange
(PIE) model of association colloid effects on the rates of thermal reactions
[11–13]. In this model, all the aggregates in homogeneous, thermodynamically stable, optically transparent micellar and other association colloid solutions are treated as separate phases, ergo pseudophases. Because the rates
of transfer of organic reactants, surfactants, and other components between
the micellar and aqueous pseudophases are generally orders of magnitude
faster than the rate of a chemical reaction occurring in solution, the distributions of components and reactants are at equilibrium throughout the time
course of the reaction. Thus, reactions occurring in each pseudophase are
dependent not on the exit and entrance rates of the components but only on
the concentrations of reactants in each pseudophase and on the rate constant
for reaction within that pseudophase, and the observed rate of reaction is
the sum of the rates in the micellar and aqueous pseudophases.
The distributions of organic reactants are generally described by a binding
constant. Describing hydrophilic counterion distributions is more problematic. The fraction of the surfactant’s counterions bound to the micelle, ␤, is
generally assumed to be constant and independent of the concentrations of
both the surfactant and added counterion. Values of ␤ for many different
counterions are generally in the range ⬃0.5–0.9 (50–90% bound), and the
value obtained depends somewhat on the method used to measure it [14].
The rate constant for reaction in the aqueous pseudophase can be measured
in the absence of micelles, but the rate constant for reaction in micelles must
be obtained by ﬁtting the change in observed rate constant as a function of
the surfactant and salt concentrations. The PIE model has proved robust. It
provides reasonable ﬁts for a wide variety of chemical reactions up to about
0.1–0.2 M added surfactant and salt. At higher counterion concentrations or
in the presence of high concentrations of hydrophilic counterions such as
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OH⫺ in cationic micelles, the model breaks down [12] and the results reported here are consistent with that breakdown (see later).
Scheme 1 and Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the essential elements of the chemical trapping method and the assumptions required to interpret product yield
results. The chemical trapping reagent is prepared as the 4-alkyl-2,6-dimethylarenediazonium tetraﬂuoroborate, z-ArN2BF4, and it is the z-ArN⫹
2 ion that
functions as the chemical probe. Water soluble 1-ArN⫹
2 (z = 1, alkyl = CH3)
is used for studies in aqueous solution in the absence of micelles (Fig. 2).
Water-insoluble 16-ArN⫹
2 (z = 16, alkyl = C16H33) is used in micelles because
its hydrocarbon chain binds the probe to the micellar core and its cationic
head group orients the reactive diazonio group in the interfacial region of
the micelles (Figs. 1 and 2). We use a preassociation model, Scheme 1, a
modiﬁed form of the heterolytic dediazoniation mechanism proposed by

SCHEME 1 Basic assumptions of the chemical trapping method.
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FIG. 2 The two boxes illustrate the mantra when the yields are the same, the concentrations are the same for a particular set of solution compositions. The box on
the left contains the components for dediazoniation reactions in micelles, showing
⫺
⫹
the location of the surfactant, 16-ArN⫹
2 , X , and TMA . Product yields are propor⫺
tional to the concentrations of H2O and X in the interfacial region. The box on the
right contains the components present in the aqueous reference solution. Product
yields are proportional to the measured concentrations of water and TMAX.

Zollinger [15], to interpret the product yield results. The yields of phenol
product, z-ArOH, from reaction with water and halo product, z-ArX, from
reaction with Br⫺ or Cl⫺ are assumed to be determined primarily by the
position of equilibrium between the ion–molecule and ion–ion pairs. The
dediazoniation rate constant for each pair is probably of secondary importance for these dediazoniations because dediazoniation reactions are notoriously insensitive to the polarity of the reaction medium (see later). For
several decades the basic consensus on the dediazoniation mechanism has
been the rate-determining loss of N2 to give a highly reactive aryl cation
intermediate that is trapped extremely rapidly and competitively by available
nucleophiles [15]. However, more recent ab initio calculations provide support for a bimolecular mechanism in which C — N bond cleavage is almost
complete and bond formation with the nucleophile has barely begun [16].
Because both mechanisms lead to the same deﬁnition for the selectivity of
the reaction toward competing nucleophiles [Eq. (1)], the bimolecular pathway for dediazoniation is not included in Scheme 1.
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The crucial assumption in the chemical trapping method is that the selectivity of the dediazoniation reaction toward a pair of nucleophiles is the
same for 16-ArN⫹
2 in micelles (or other association colloids) as it is for
1-ArN⫹
2 in a reference bulk aqueous solution of the same composition
(Scheme 1 and Fig. 2). This assumption is expressed as
S XW =

X
[H2O]{%(1 ⫺ ArX)}
H2Om{%(16 ⫺ ArX)} K W
kW
=
=
[TRAX]{%(1 ⫺ ArOH)} Xm{%(16 ⫺ ArOH)}
kX

(1)

where S XW is the selectivity of the trapping reaction toward a halide ion versus
a water molecule; the second and third equalities are the deﬁnition of the
selectivity in aqueous solution and in the interfacial region of micelles; %
(percent) indicates measured yield of a reaction product that has been normalized to 100% of total halo and phenolic products; square brackets, [ ],
indicate concentration in moles per liter of solution volume; [TRAX] is the
molarity of tetraalkylammonium halide salt; and the subscript ‘‘m’’ indicates
concentration in moles per liter of interfacial volume. The last equality describes the deﬁnition of the selectivity based on the mechanism in Scheme
1 [17]. As shown in the following, S XW for 1-ArN⫹
2 in aqueous solutions of
TRAX decreases with [TRAX] by about a factor of 2 up to about 3.5 M
TRAX. To correct for the variation in S XW, the following corollary, stated
succinctly in Scheme 1, is added to the selectivity assumption: when the
product yield from reaction of 16-ArN⫹
2 in CTRAX micelles is the same as
the product yield from reaction of 1-ArN⫹
2 in aqueous TRAX, i.e., %(16ArX) = %(1-ArX) and %(16-ArOH) = %(1-ArOH), the concentrations of X
and H2O sensed by each probe are the same, i.e., Xm = [XW] and H2Om =
[H2OW] because S XW at the measured yields at those concentrations is the
same. Because aqueous concentrations in the reference solutions are in molarity, interfacial concentrations are also in molarity, speciﬁcally in moles
per liter of interfacial volume.
The relationships between the interfacial and aqueous concentrations of
X and H2O are given by
Xm =

[Xm]
␤
=
;
([CTRAX] ⫺ cmc)Vm Vm

H2Om =

[H2Om]
([CTRAX] ⫺ cmc)Vm

(2)

where Vm is the molar volume of reaction of 16-ArN⫹
2 , i.e., the volume of
the interfacial region sampled by the probe as it reacts, which is assumed
to be the same as the molar volume of the cationic head groups of CTRAX
in the interfacial regions of their micelles, and ([CTRAX] ⫺ cmc) is the
concentration of micelles in solution. The second equality on the right-hand
side of the equation for Xm shows that Xm must be constant (and independent
of surfactant and counterion concentrations) if ␤ and Vm are constant. These
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two terms are generally assumed to be constant in applications of the PIE
model, but the results here show that at high [TRAX] and [CTRAX] this
assumption is not correct.

III. CHEMICAL TRAPPING IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
OF CTRAX MICELLES WITH ADDED TRAX:
RESULTS
Figures 3–8 show chemical trapping results in TRAX solutions (Fig. 3),
CTRABr solutions (R = Me, n-Pr) (Figs. 4, 6, and 7), and CTMACl solutions
(Figs. 5 and 8). Experimental details and the complete results are given in
Ref. 10. Figure 3 shows results for the reaction of 1-ArN⫹
2 in aqueous TRAX
solutions up to 3.5 M TRAX where R = Me and n-Pr and X = Br and Cl.
The top two graphs in Fig. 3 show normalized product yields determined
by HPLC for reaction with X⫺, %(1-ArX), and H2O, %(1-ArOH). Note that
yields from reaction with Br⫺ are greater than with Cl⫺ and that there is an
inverse change in %(1-ArOH) yields; i.e., when %(1-ArX) and Xm increase,
%(1-ArOH) and H2Om must decrease because X and H2O are the only two
nucleophiles present. The third graph from the top shows the molarity of
water for each salt in the solution, which was determined by weight. The
bottom graph shows the resulting selectivities for each salt. The selectivities
decrease by about a factor of 2 with added TRAX, the curves for S Br
W in
TPABr and TMABr solutions are almost the same, but the values of S Cl
W are
signiﬁcantly lower, probably because 1-ArN⫹
does
not
ion
pair
as
strongly
2
with Cl⫺ as with Br⫺. The ratio of the selectivities for Cl⫺ and Br⫺ is constant over the entire [TRAX] range and S Br
Cl = 1.9. The %(1-ArX) yields and
the S XW values are used to calculate Xm and H2Om in CTRAX micelles. The
X
fact that S Br
Cl is constant indicates that the variations in S W are caused by
different effects of the ionic strength on the stabilities of ion–molecule and
ion–ion pairs in equilibrium with each other (Scheme 1) [9,18].
Figure 4 shows the interfacial concentrations of Brm and H2Om in CTPABr
and CTMABr micelles at several concentrations of added TMABr. Figure 5
shows parallel results in CTMACl solutions with added TMACl. Interfacial
concentrations of Brm and Clm were obtained by applying the mantra in
Scheme 1: when the yields are the same, the concentrations are the same.
For example, the %(1-ArCl) yield data in Fig. 3 were ﬁtted with an exponential equation and used as a standard curve to calculate Clm from %(16ArCl) yields, by assuming that when %(16-ArCl) = %(1-ArCl), Clm = [ClW].
The values of H2Om were calculated from S Cl
W, %(1-ArCl), %(1-ArOH), and
[H2O] M at each [TMACl] by using Eq. (1). Several patterns are apparent
in these results. First, for the CTRABr surfactants, there is a sharp initial
rise in Brm at low [CTRABr] when [TRABr] = 0 M (less visible for Clm at
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FIG. 3 Normalized dediazoniation product yields, water molarities, and halide ion
versus water selectives S XW of Br⫺ and Cl⫺ in aqueous TRAX for R = Me and n-Pr
at 40⬚C. The TMACl, TMABr, and TPABr solutions contained 0.01 M HCl and 0.01
M and 0.001 M HBr, respectively. Lines are ﬁtted with an exponential equation. The
lines in the %(1-ArX) graph serve as standard curves for estimating Brm from %(16ArBr) in CTPABr and CTMABr micelles and Clm in CTMACl micelles.
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FIG. 4 Effect of increasing [CTRABr] and increasing [TMABr] on Brm and H2Om
for R = Me and n-Pr. Lines are drawn to aid the eye.
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FIG. 5 Effect of increasing [CTMACl] and increasing [TMACl] on Clm and H2Om.
Lines are drawn to aid the eye.

0 M TMACl in Fig. 5) that is absent in the presence of added salt. This rise
is attributed to completion of binding of 16-ArN⫹
2 to the micelles with increasing surfactant concentration. This effect disappears in the presence of
added salt because the added salt reduces the cmc and also enhances the
binding of 16-ArN⫹
2 (a cosurfactant) to the micelles [19]. The ﬁrst three
points at [TMAX] = 0 M are not included in the following interpretations.
Second, Xm increases gradually, essentially linearly with added CTRAX at
each [TMAX], generating a series of parallel lines, except for the highest
two [TMAX] in CTMABr and CTMACl solutions. Third, at the two highest
[TMABr] and [TMACl], the Brm and Clm molarities increase more rapidly
and nonlinearly. For CTMABr, these changes occur at about 0.1 M TMABr,
and for CTMACl, they occur at about 1.00 M TMACl. These solutions also
become progressively more viscous (to the eye) with increasing TMAX.
Fourth, the patterns for H2Om are the inverse of those for Xm. Interfacial
water molarities range between about 30 and 55 M.
Figures 7 and 8 show plots of Xm and H2Om against [XW], the counterion concentration in the aqueous pseudophase surrounding the micelles, for
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FIG. 6 Effect of increasing the degree of counterion binding, ␤, in CTPABr/
TMABr solutions on plots of Brm (data and symbols are in Fig. 4) versus [BrW].
[BrW] was obtained by using Eq. (3) (see text).

each CTRAX/TRAX data set in Figs. 4 and 5. The Xm values fall on
smooth curves except that the curves for CTMABr and CTMACl show discontinuities at about 0.1 M [BrW] and 1.0 M [ClW], respectively. [XW] is
given by
[XW] =

(1 ⫺ ␤){[CTRAX] ⫺ cmc} ⫹ cmc ⫹ [HX] ⫹ [TMAX]
1 ⫺ V{[CTRAX] ⫺ cmc}

(3)

where the term (1 ⫺ ␤){[CTRAX] ⫺ cmc} is the concentration of counter-
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FIG. 7 Plots of Brm and H2Om versus [BrW] at optimal ␤ values shown in Fig. 6
for CTMABr and CTPABr with added TMABr. Data and symbols are in Fig. 3.
[BrW] was obtained by using Eq. (3) (see text). Straight lines have a slope of 1, and
each intercept was selected to give optimal contact with the linear portions of the
curves. Note the break from the smooth curve for CTMABr above 0.1 M [BrW].

ions contributed to the aqueous pseudophase by the ionization of the micelles and [HX] is the concentration of the acid in solution, 0.01 M HBr for
bromide surfactants and 0.1 M for CTMACl. The cmc was set equal to zero
because the lowest surfactant concentration used was 0.01 M, at least 10
times greater than the cmc values of the surfactants, and the added TMAX
lowers their cmc values even further. The V is the molar volume of the
anhydrous surfactant and was included to correct for the excluded volume
of the micelles. The greatest correction was 24% for CTMACl, and it was
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FIG. 8 Plots of Clm and H2Om versus [ClW] at the optimal ␤ value of 0.6 for
CTMACl/TMACl solutions. Data and symbols are in Fig. 5. [ClW] was obtained by
using Eq. (3) (see text). The straight line has a slope of 1, and the intercept was
selected to give optimal contact with the linear portion of the curve. Note the break
from the smooth curve above 1.2 M [ClW].

lower for the others. This correction has a negligible effect on the shapes of
the curves in Figs. 7 and 8. For each surfactant ␤ was treated as a disposable
parameter and its optimal value was estimated from Xm versus [XW] plots
with different ␤ values. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of changing the value
of ␤ on Brm and H2Om in CTPABr solutions at ␤ = 1.0, 0.7, and 0.0. Note
how dispersed the data points are in the plots at ␤ = 1.0 and 0.0. The
dispersion is minimal when ␤ = 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, and the value of 0.3 ⫾
0.1 was selected as the best. Similar plots were made for the other surfactants, and their optimal ␤ values are listed in Figs. 7 and 8. The ␤ values
obtained in this way are in good agreement with those obtained by chemical
trapping and with those published in the literature [10].
Figures 7 and 8 show plots of Brm and H2Om versus [BrW] for CTPABr
and CTMABr and Clm and H2Om against [ClW] for CTMACl, respectively,
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that include all the data at each [TMABr] and [TMACl] in Figs. 5 and 6.
Several patterns appear in these ﬁgures. Changes occurring in Xm with [XW]
have concomitant inverse changes in H2Om with [XW], and the discussion at
this point is focussed primarily on Xm. The Brm and Clm increase relatively
rapidly up to about 0.1 M [BrW] to 0.2 M [ClW], respectively. Above these
concentrations the patterns become different. CTPABr shows a linear increase in Brm with a slope of 1. Its solutions remain ﬂuid at all CTPABr
and TMABr concentrations. The solid (and dashed) lines in both ﬁgures are
drawn with a slope of 1 and the intercepts were selected to maximize contact
with the data points. CTEABr and CTBABr exhibit the same pattern as
CTPABr (data not shown). The Clm increases linearly up to about 1.0 M
[ClW]. At higher [ClW], CTMABr and CTMACl, respectively, show marked
increases in Brm and Clm (with concomitant decreases in H2Om) that appear
to approach a new (dashed) line asymptotically with a slope of 1. As noted
earlier, the solution viscosity increases in this region.

IV. DISCUSSION
The results in Figs. 4 and 5 show clearly that the values of Xm (and also
H2Om) are not independent of surfactant and salt concentrations as required
by Eq. (2) if both ␤ and Vm are constant, as generally assumed in applications
of the PIE model to micellar catalyzed reactions [20–22]. The increase in
Xm with added salt is consistent with several sets of kinetic results in micelles in which the observed rate constants increase steadily with added
reactive counterions and never reach a plateau. The linear regions of the
results in Figs. 7 and 8 are qualitatively consistent with Eq. (4):
Xm =

[Xm]
␤
⫹ [XW] =
⫹ [XW]
([CTRAX] ⫺ cmc)Vm
Vm

(4)

assuming Vm may also vary and that Xm increases incrementally with added
[XW] and the coefﬁcient of [XW] is 1. Note that Eq. (4) was obtained by
adding the [XW] term to Eq. (2). Assuming ␤ is constant, the initial rapid
rise in Xm at low [XW] is caused by a decrease in Vm to a constant value;
i.e., added salt shrinks the volume of the interfacial region without changing
the ratio of interfacial counterions to head groups, ␤. The driving force for
shrinking the interfacial volume is unknown, and there is no theory for
predicting, even qualitatively, how the ␤/Vm ratio changes as a function of
surfactant and salt concentrations. Above about 0.1 to 0.2 M [XW], the [XW]
term becomes dominant. The incremental increase in Xm with added [XW]
suggests that counterions from added TMAX are entering the interfacial
region. For ␤ to remain constant, both TMA⫹ and X⫺ ions must enter the
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interfacial region together as a neutral pair. The ions displace water, but the
net charge of the micellar surface remains constant.
Table 1 illustrates the changes in interfacial concentration of Xm and H2Om
and their molar ratio, H2Om /Xm, for all four CTRABr surfactants and
CTMACl at selected salt and surfactant concentrations. Several patterns are
evident. The values of Brm decrease with increasing size of the CTRABr
head group at all [TMAX]; e.g., Brm drops by about a factor of 2 at 0.02 M
TMABr on going from trimethyl to tri-n-butyl head groups. At 0.02 M
TMAX, i.e., in the absence of signiﬁcant amounts of added TMAX, H2Om
is essentially constant at 45.5 M ⫾ 0.84 M ⫾ 1.8% for all the surfactants.
Indeed, the increase in Brm approximately compensates for the decrease in

TABLE 1
[TMAX]
(M)

Interfacial Compositions and Molar Volumes of CTRAX Micelles
[CTRAX]
(M)

[XW]
(M)

Xm
(M)

H2Om
(M)

H2Om/Xm

0.01
0.01
0.2
0.2

0.024
0.105
0.289
0.622

0.71
0.91
1.13
1.59

44.9
41.2
36.5
27.9

63.3
45.3
32.3
17.6

0.01
0.01
0.2
0.2

0.024
0.104
0.287
0.616

0.89
1.06
1.23
1.48

47.9
43.7
40.2
35.8

53.8
41.2
32.7
24.2

0.01
0.01
0.2
0.2

0.024
0.104
0.284
0.611

1.32
1.57
1.78
2.05

44.7
42.4
39.1
35.3

33.9
27.0
22.0
17.2

0.01
0.01
0.2
—

0.024
0.104
0.271
—

1.57
1.85
2.50
—

44.9
42.2
37.4
—

28.6
22.8
15.0
—

0.01
0.01
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.124
0.205
0.736
1.26
1.80

1.47
1.78
2.48
3.07
3.77

45.5
43.8
40.2
37.3
34.1

30.9
24.6
16.2
12.1
9.05

CTBABr
0.02
0.1
0.2
0.5
CTPABR
0.02
0.1
0.2
0.5
CTEABr
0.02
0.1
0.20
0.5
CTMABr
0.02
0.1
0.2
0.5
CTMACl
0.02
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.5
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head group size (volume) through the tri-n-butylammonium to trimethylammonium head group series. Note also that the values of Xm and H2Om for
CTMABr and CTMACl are quite close at 0.02 and 0.1 M TMAX. The H2Om/
Xm ratio correlates strongly with head group size. The ratio decreases rapidly
with increasing [TMAX], and at low [TMAX] it is quite similar for
CTMABr and CTMACl. The decrease in interfacial water concentration and
the shrinkage of the interfacial volume permit tighter packing in the interfacial region with increasing concentration of added surfactant and salt,
which is consistent with the known gradual increase in aggregation numbers
of CTMABr and CTMACl [23]. Visual inspection shows that only CTMABr
and CTMACl micelles undergo the sphere-to-rod transition when the H2Om/
Xm ratios become small, i.e., above 0.1 M [BrW] and 1.0 M [ClW], respectively. Together, these results show that micelle growth and the sphere-torod transition are governed by a balance of the hydrophobic effect against
the free energy of head group and counterion hydration and not just coulombic interactions.

V. ORIGINS OF MICELLAR GROWTH AND THE
SPHERE-TO-ROD TRANSITION
The equilibria in Scheme 2 offer an alternative basis for understanding the
relationship between surfactant and salt concentrations, the shapes of the
proﬁles in Figs. 7 and 8, and micelle structure. Important interactions and
structural changes are attributed to the free energies of formation of solventseparated and tight ion pairs. At low surfactant and salt concentrations micelles are small and spheroidal, the H2Om /Xm ratios are relatively high, and
the interfacial region probably contains both free water and water of hydration around the head groups and counterions. The extent of ion pair formation increases as H2Om/Xm decreases with increasing surfactant concentration and added salt. However, ion pair formation also depends on the
strength of the interactions between head groups and counterions. Ion pair

SCHEME 2 Head group and counterion hydration.
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formation should be greater for surfactants with small head groups because
the counter anion interacts more strongly with the positive charge on smaller
alkylammonium head groups than with the charges on the bulkier, more
hydrophobic alkyl ammonium head groups. Ion pairs should also form more
easily with counter anions that are less strongly hydrated.
The results in Figs. 7 and 8 show that as [TMAX] and/or [CTRAX]
increases, water is removed from the interfacial region, the interfacial volume shrinks, and Xm increases relatively rapidly below about 0.2 M [XW].
Note that the changes in Xm correlate with [XW] and that added TMAX
makes a larger contribution than added CTRAX because each equivalent of
CTRAX adds only (1 ⫺ ␤)[CTRAX] counterions to the solution [Eq. (3)].
At higher [TMAX], signiﬁcant quantities of TMA⫹ –X⫺ pairs enter the interfacial region and displace interfacial water. The decrease in H2Om also
enhances the formation of water-separated ion pairs between surfactant head
groups and counterions. Water around the three alkyl groups of the surfactant
head groups is more easily removed than water of hydration around the
halide ions, which have higher free energies of hydration [24]. The amount
of water hydrating the water-separated ion pair is not known. The sphereto-rod transition occurs when sufﬁcient water has been removed from the
interfacial region to permit the formation of hydrated tight ion pairs by
partial dehydration of the halide ions. The sphere-to-rod transition of
CTMABr and CTMACl micelles depends on counterion type, and the ease
of partial dehydration of the counterion should correlate with its free energy
of hydration, which is greater for Cl⫺ than Br⫺ [24]. Therefore, higher concentrations of TMACl/CTMACl than TMABr/CTMABr are required for partial dehydration of Cl⫺ than Br⫺. Above the sphere-to-rod transition, increasing dehydration continues with increasing [XW], the rods grow longer, and
the solution viscosity increases. Had more TMABr been added to solutions
of CTEABr and CTPABr, their micelles might also have undergone the
sphere-to-rod transition. Alternatively, they might phase separate as does
CTABABr [25] in 0.5 M TMABr after standing for several days [10].

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH
Scheme 3 shows the reactions of a number of different weakly basic nucleophiles with z-ArN⫹
2 that have been studied in association colloids (published
work is indicated by reference numbers in brackets and unpublished work
by a bold asterisk in Scheme 3). In addition to the work described here,
chemical trapping with 16-ArN⫹
2 has already been used to determine the ion
exchange constant between Cl⫺ and Br⫺ counterions in cationic micelles
[26], Cl⫺ concentrations at the surfaces of zwitterionic micelles [27] and
phospholipid micelles and vesicles [28], hydration numbers and terminal OH

SCHEME 3 Nucleophiles trapped by arenediazonium ion probe (* unpublished, [ ] indicates reference number).
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group distributions in nonionic micelles [29], and alcohol distributions in
oil-in-water and water-in-oil droplets and bicontinuous microemulsions [30].
The chemical trapping method has also been used to estimate the thickness
of the interfacial layers of a reverse microemulsion [31], the counterion
concentrations in the condensed volume of an anionic polyelectrolyte [32],
Br⫺ concentrations in the interfacial regions of gemini micelles [33], coion
(Cl⫺ and Br⫺) concentrations in anionic micelles [34], and the degree of
ionization, ␣, of cationic micelles [35]. The method has also been used in
studies of the mechanism of reaction of 16-ArN⫹
2 with SDS head groups in
SDS micelles [16]. A full review of this work has appeared as a book chapter
[9]. Some unpublished work includes estimates of urea, aromatic counterion,
and benzene concentrations at micellar surfaces.
Several important new directions are envisioned: monitoring the change
in counterion concentration and interfacial water molarity of catanionic aggregates as they pass through the spontaneous micelle-vesicle transition [36];
trapping of phosphate groups of phospholipids, which should give information on the head group and water concentrations at the surfaces of
phospholipid vesicles; and determining the topologies of polypeptides and
proteins at aggregate interfaces. The 1-ArN⫹
2 ion is trapped by both the
carbonyl oxygen and nitrogen of the amide group, and the mechanism of
these reactions has been worked out [37]. The reaction with the carbonyl
oxygen leads to products formed from C — N bond cleavage, i.e., the equivalent of cleaving the peptide bond at room temperature around pH 7. The
reaction of 16-ArN⫹
2 with a polypeptide at an aggregate surface should lead
to tagging and cleavage of the peptide bonds in the interfacial region but
not those in the hydrocarbon region or out in the aqueous phase. Analysis
of the fragments formed by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry and
conceptual reassembly of the polypeptide should provide a map of the peptide bonds of the polypeptide that are accessible to 16-ArN⫹
2 within the
interfacial region. The results should provide new insight into polypeptide
orientation and topology, e.g., ␣-helix or ␤-pleated sheet, at membrane-mimetic interfaces.
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ABSTRACT
A brief overview is provided of the function of lipases and their structural
features and of their mechanism of action and uses. Speciﬁcally, details of
these properties are given for pregastric lipases. Data are then presented for
the reactivity of kid pregastric lipase against 4-nitrophenyl butyrate in the
presence of the surfactants Triton X-100, Tween 20, sodium taurocholate,
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, sodium dodecyl sulfate, Aerosol-OT, and
lecithin, all rates of hydrolysis being measured at pH 6.5, 25⬚C, and for the
kid pregastric lipase–catalyzed hydrolysis of tributyrin in the presence of
lecithin, sodium taurocholate, casein, and Tween 20 at pH 6.5, 35⬚C. A
combination kinetic model has been used to explain the dual characteristics
of the kinetic behavior of the lipase. The added surfactant serves both as a
solubilizer, increasing the concentration of the soluble form of the substrate,
and as an emulsiﬁer, which creates mixed lipid–micelles in solution. The
enzyme behaves as both a lipase and an esterase, and the catalyzed hydrolysis of both the free substrate and the aggregates takes place simultaneously,
with the rate of reaction being largely dependent on the concentration of
added surfactant.
*Current afﬁliation : Hort Research, Auckland, New Zealand.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Deﬁnition and Function of Lipases
Lipases are a ubiquitous class of enzymes found in many organisms, including plants, seeds, fungi, microbes, and all animal life forms. These diverse origins are reﬂected in the great variety of lipases, in both their properties and speciﬁcities. Lipases are carboxylic ester hydrolases and are
classiﬁed as triacylglycerol acylhydrolases (EC 3.1.1.3). They catalyze the
hydrolysis of triacylglycerols to yield, usually sequentially, diacylglycerols,
monoacylglycerols, and glycerol with free fatty acids being released at each
step in the hydrolysis pathway [Eq. (1)].

(1)

Lipases can catalyze other reactions, including acyl exchange and acyl
transfer, and may catalyze the hydrolysis of a range of different carboxylate
esters. Therefore, the distinction between lipases and other members of the
carboxylic ester hydrolase family (EC 3.1.1) is not always clear. In kinetic
terms, it was shown that an esterase enzyme (e.g., horse liver esterase) was
active only against monomeric substrates, while the activity of a lipase (e.g.,
porcine pancreatic lipase) was signiﬁcantly enhanced when the substrate was
increased above its solubility limit [1], although this generalization did not
always apply when tested across a range of lipases and esterases [2]. Instead,
a more classical deﬁnition was suggested, whereby esterases are enzymes
that act on water-soluble neutral esters and lipases act on water-insoluble
neutral esters [2]. Lipases are, therefore, a special group of esterases that
are active predominantly at a lipid–water interface.

1.

Stereospeciﬁc Numbering of the Lipase Substrate

The glycerol molecule is prochiral and the two primary hydroxyl groups are
enantiotropic. The modiﬁcation of one of these groups (e.g., by esteriﬁcation) leads to a chiral molecule. To describe the stereochemistry of glycerol
(propan-1,2,3-triol) derivatives, the carbon atoms are stereospeciﬁcally numbered (sn). When the secondary hydroxyl is shown on the left of the central
carbon in a Fisher projection, the carbon atoms are numbered 1, 2, 3 from
top to bottom. The glycerol becomes sn-glycerol (i.e., stereospeciﬁcally
numbered glycerol) as opposed to rac-glycerol. Using this nomenclature, the
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carbon numbering and absolute conﬁguration of the glycerol spine are conserved regardless of substitution [Eq. (2)].

(2)

B. Structural Features of Lipases
Lipases belong to the superfamily of proteins with a common structural
framework of an ␣/␤-hydrolase fold. This fold is made up mostly of a
parallel ␤-pleated sheet, ﬂanked on both sides by ␣-helices. The nucleophilic
active-site serine residue is found at the C-terminal edge of the sheet, in a
tight bend, between a strand and a helix. This region can be identiﬁed by
the consensus sequence, Gly-X1-Ser-X2-Gly (where X1 is Tyr or His and X2
is any amino acid), which is unique to lipases and esterases. Most carboxylate ester hydrolases of known structure contain a Ser-His-Asp/Glu catalytic
triad in the active site. In a lipase, this triad is analogous to that of serine
proteases in terms of functional groups but is structurally distinct. Geometrically, the serine in a lipase is positioned on the opposite side of the catalytic
pocket and, therefore, the tetrahedral center generated by attack of the serine
hydroxyl, 1, is a mirror image of the tetrahedral intermediate generated by
a serine protease, 2.

The investigation of the unique structural features of lipases has improved
our understanding of the mechanism of action of this class of enzymes. In
the early 1990s, the ﬁrst lipase three-dimensional structures were elucidated
by X-ray crystallography of the lipases: Mucor miehei, Geotrichum candidum, and the human pancreatic lipase. Studies revealed a characteristic surface loop (i.e., a lid domain) that covered the active site of the enzyme,
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rendering it inaccessible to solvent. This ﬁnding suggests that a conformational change is required to allow substrate entry. Cocrystallization of inhibitors (n-hexylphosphonate ethyl ester [3] and diethyl p-nitrophenyl phosphate [4]) with the M. miehei lipase revealed a structure that was distinctly
different from the native form. In the region of a short ␣-helical segment or
surface loop, signiﬁcant opening of the lid was evident upon activation of
the enzyme. Consequently, the hydrophilic side of the lid becomes partially
buried and a large surface of hydrophobic residues surrounding the active
site is exposed, strengthening the interactions with the lipid substrate. This
unusual conformational adjustment of a lipase, required for a substrate to
bind, was implicated in the phenomenon of interfacial activation and provided a possible criterion for deﬁning lipases. The open and closed forms
of a lipase could provide the structural basis for interfacial activation, which
is characterized by the increase in its lipolytic activity at an insoluble surface.

1.

Mechanism of Action

Because the lipase active site is similar to that of serine proteases, the hydrolytic mechanism may also be analogous [5]. It is suggested that the catalytic reaction begins with the formation of a noncovalent Michaelis complex between the enzyme and the substrate, which then reacts with the
nucleophilic oxygen of the serine to form a covalent tetrahedral transition
state. An acyl enzyme intermediate is then formed by cleavage of the substrate ester bond and dissociation of a protonated diacylglyceride. An activated water molecule then attacks the serine ester and forms a second tetrahedral transition state. Collapse of this transition state results in fatty acid
release and the regeneration of the enzyme.

C. Uses of Lipases
Lipases are an important class of industrial enzymes and are used as chiral
catalysts in a variety of reaction types. In organic synthesis, lipases are one
of the most widely utilized and versatile biocatalysts. Lipases maintain activity in a nonaqueous environment, a property resulting in several advantages over other classes of enzymes. The water-insoluble enzymes and products can be readily recovered and the enzymes recycled. The absence of
water can decrease the likelihood of side reactions and decrease product or
substrate inhibition [6].
Applications of lipases include ester hydrolysis, regioselective acylation
or deacylation, interesteriﬁcation, and resolution of racemic mixtures. Such
reactions can be employed in conjunction with a variety of substrate types,
ranging from glycerol derivatives to organometallics [6]. Consequently, lipases can be utilized in a range of industries, including the manufacture of
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pharmaceuticals, perfumes, agrochemicals, polymer chemistry, peptide synthesis, biosurfactant production, and oleochemistry [6].

D. Pregastric Lipases
Pregastric lipases have a fundamental role in the fat metabolism of mammals. In conjunction with pancreatic and gastric enzymes, they are an essential part of the digestive system. Pregastric lipases are, however, distinct
in their nature and source. They are secreted from the oral glandular structures (lingual and pharyngeal tissues) [7]. Pregastric lipases in ruminants are
important because, in contrast to pancreatic lipases, they are able to penetrate
milk fat globules to catalyze the hydrolysis of triacylglycerols.

1.

Substrate Selectivity of Pregastric Lipases

Pregastric lipases of ruminants are found to exhibit a general preference for
catalyzing the hydrolysis of short-chain fatty acids from substrates ranging
from lipids in milk to naphthyl esters and synthetic triacylglycerols. A study
of calf pregastric lipases [8] found that they preferred substrates with shortand medium-chain fatty acid (C4 –C12) esters, and exhibited very low activity
against triacylglycerols composed of acyl groups of chain length greater than
16 carbons. D’Souza and Oriel [9] undertook a similar study with puriﬁed
lamb pregastric lipase. Maximal activity was found against the triacylglycerol with a four-carbon fatty acid, and they were unable to detect hydrolytic
activity against lipids with fatty acid chains longer than eight carbons.
Kim Ha and Lindsay [10] reported that all the ruminant pregastric lipases
had a selectivity for short-chain and branched fatty acids. It was also suggested that these pregastric lipases exhibited selectivity for certain glycerides, and this was apparent from the differences in their ability to release
major n-chain fatty acids from various milk fats. De Caro et al. [11] found
that puriﬁed lamb pregastric lipase released short-chain fatty acids more
readily from tributyrin (C4) than from trioctanoin (C8).
A study by Villeneuve et al. [12] utilizing chiral and racemic triacylglycerols observed that the lipases of all three ruminants (kid, lamb, and calf)
were typoselective for hydrolysis of lipids with short-chain fatty acids. An
investigation of the enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of tributyrin, triolein, and
4-nitrophenyl acetate (4-NPA) by O’Connor et al. [13] found that both calf
and lamb lingual lipases were more active against tributyrin than against the
acyl ester 4-NPA (against the longer chain lipid, triolein, the activity was
also reduced relative to tributyrin). The preference of ruminant pregastric
lipases to catalyze the hydrolysis of short-chain fatty acids is clearly shown
by the amount of these fatty acids released during the initial hydrolysis of
anhydrous milk fat [14].
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Stereoselectivity of Pregastric Lipases

Investigations of the ruminant pregastric lipases have revealed a preference
for the sn-1 and sn-3 positions of a triacylglycerol. However, interpretation
of these results is made more difﬁcult because a higher distribution of the
shorter chain fatty acids is located at the primary acyl positions, which are
more accessible to lipolysis. It was, therefore, necessary to clarify whether
the stereoselectivity was due to the enzyme or to the fatty acid distribution
in milk fat.
Racemic triacylglycerol (C16:O — C4:O — C16:0) was used to determine
the selectivity of calf pregastric enzyme for esters of primary alcohols (sn1 and sn-3), independent of its selectivity for short-chain fatty acids [15]. It
was found that the undigested monoacylglycerol recovered from the hydrolysis reaction contained the four-carbon fatty acid. Kim Ha and Lindsay [10]
measured the concentration of the volatile free fatty acids released from
ruminants’ milk fats and found that the kid, calf, and lamb pregastric lipases
all preferentially catalyzed the hydrolysis of the sn-1 and sn-3 positions of
the glycerides.
Villeneuve et al. [12] employed an optically active triglyceride and its
racemic equivalent in combination with different fatty acid chain lengths to
test for the dual selectivity of ruminant pregastric lipases. Not only did all
the lipases exhibit typoselectivity for short-chain fatty acids, but they were
reported to be sn-3 stereoselective. The kid lipase was the most typoselective
and the calf the least. The kid lipase also had slightly stronger stereoselectivity with 65% of free fatty acid being released from the sn-3 position,
compared with 60% for the lamb lipase and 57% for the calf lipase. The
extent of the respective speciﬁcity was found to correlate with the composition of and short-chain fatty acid distribution in the mother’s milk. Bovine
(cow’s) milk has the highest percentage of short-chain fatty acids (C4 –C8),
the majority of which are on the sn-3 position, although the calf lipase
exhibited the least selectivity. In contrast, caprine (goat’s) milk has the lowest proportion of short-chain triacylglycerides with only a small distribution
located on the sn-3 position. Relative to the enzymes from calf and lamb,
that from the goat had the highest typo- and stereoselectivity.
O’Connor et al. [16] utilized triacylglycerols of varying carboxylic acid
chain length and found that lamb pregastric lipase released only one fatty
acid per molecule of triacylglycerol, a result suggestive of selectivity. Lamb
pregastric lipase stereoselectivity was conﬁrmed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies [17]. Products of hydrolysis, 3, were identiﬁed by
carbon-13 NMR, enabling the positional preferences to be distinguished
from the products of acyl migration 4.
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These results led to the proposal that tributyrin is initially hydrolyzed at
the sn-3 position. Nonenzymatic, intramolecular acyl migration results in a
mixture of 1,2- and 1,3-diacylglycerols, which then undergo further hydrolysis [17].

3.

Uses of Pregastric Lipases

In the dairy industry, lipases are used in the hydrolysis of milk fat. Applications include ﬂavor enhancement of cheeses, acceleration of cheese ripening, manufacture of cheeselike products, and lipolysis of butterfat and
cream. Sources of lipases for cheese enhancement are the pancreatic glands
or pregastric tissues of lamb, calf, or kid. Each pregastric lipase leads to its
own characteristic ﬂavor pattern, and these enzymes are essential in the
production of quality cheeses such as Romano and provolone [15]. Pregastric
lipases have also been used for the treatment of calf diarrhea or scours [15]
and have potential for the treatment of malabsorption syndrome in children.

E. Lipase Inhibitors
Inhibitors act either reversibly or irreversibly. Reversible inhibitors include
various modes of action: competitive, noncompetitive, and uncompetitive
[18]. A competitive inhibitor competes with the substrate for the active site
of the enzyme and forms a nonproductive enzyme–inhibitor complex. A
noncompetitive inhibitor binds to a site distinct from that which binds the
substrate and, by changing the surface properties or conformation, inactivates the enzyme [19]. Alternatively, an uncompetitive inhibitor binds at a
site distinct from the substrate but binds exclusively to an enzyme–substrate
complex rather than to a free enzyme. In comparison, irreversible inhibitors
are more speciﬁc, in that they must combine with or destroy a functional
group on the enzyme that is essential for its activity.
Because of the similarity of the catalytic triad of serine proteases and
lipases, the same protease inhibitors have been utilized in studies of lipases.
Transition state analogues such as butylboronic acid and phenylboronic acid
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can be used [19]. However, the inhibition is short-lived and, therefore, a
study of the transition states is difﬁcult. Irreversible lipase inhibitors may
be targeted to different residues of the catalytic pocket and may contain a
range of different functional groups.
X-ray crystallography and kinetic studies, employing lipase inhibitors,
have provided valuable information regarding the molecular basis of lipase
activity. The structural characterization of a lipase–inhibitor complex and
its comparison with the native enzyme have conﬁrmed the identity of the
active site residues and the organization of the catalytic pocket and have
provided an understanding of the mechanism. This knowledge is fundamental in the design of modiﬁed enzymes by protein engineering. Mutation of
selected amino acids permits the creation of a wide range of lipases with
different selectivities and improved performance (e.g., stability toward temperature, pH ranges, etc.) [6].

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Chemicals
The puriﬁcation of kid pregastric lipase was described earlier [20]. The surfactants cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), bis(2-ethylhexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate (Aerosol-OT) (AOT), soybean lecithin, Tween 20, sodium taurocholate (NaTC), and Triton X-100
(TX-100) were purchased from Sigma. Stock solutions of surfactants were
prepared in 50 mM Bis-Tris buffer, pH 6.5, 25⬚C. The substrates 4-nitrophenyl butyrate (4-NPB) and tributyrin were also purchased from Sigma.

B. Pregastric Lipase–Catalyzed Hydrolysis of 4-NPB
Aliquots of 4-NPB (30 L of different concentrations dissolved in acetonitrile) were added to 2.97 mL of surfactant solution, mixed well by sonication, and at zero time 30 L of enzyme solution was added. Initial rates
of hydrolysis were determined spectrophotometrically for 3 min at 25⬚C.

C. Pregastric Lipase–Catalyzed Hydrolysis
of Tributyrin
Various amounts of tributyrin were added to 40 mL of surfactant solution,
and the mixture was sonicated until it became monodisperse. The pH of the
emulsion thus formed was adjusted and then allowed to equilibrate to 35⬚C,
and at zero time the enzyme solution (variable volume) was added. The
release of butyric acid was monitored titrimetrically for 6 min.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Micellar Catalysis
In a system containing surfactant, S, substrate, X, and enzyme, E, the amount
of substrate available for an enzyme-catalyzed reaction will be reduced if
the substrate was hydrophobic and sequestered within the aggregates of surfactant molecules. This reduction will also depend on the nature of the surfactant. Moreover, the ability of the enzyme to perform at its best may be
reduced if it is adsorbed onto the micellar surface. These effects will become
more pronounced if the concentration of the surfactant is greater than the
critical micelle concentration (cmc).
At concentrations of the surfactant below the cmc, the micellar concentration will be equal to zero and the surfactant will remain in solution as
the free monomer, which is capable of forming a substrate–surfactant complex. If the substrate itself is rather hydrophobic, it will form substrate aggregates, Xn, in an aqueous solution.
If the added surfactant does not inhibit the enzyme and the enzyme does
not catalyze the hydrolysis of the substrate aggregates, then reaction Scheme
1 will apply.
The total rate of hydrolysis will consist of the sum of the rates of hydrolysis of the substrate monomers, vx, and of the substrate–surfactant complex,
vxs. As the concentration of substrate, [X], increases, vxs increases and vx
decreases. The net effect on the rate of hydrolysis is an increase in the
effective substrate concentration as [X] increases up to the cmc, followed
by a decrease in the effective concentration as [X] increases further beyond
the cmc. Consequently, the catalyzed rate should decrease in a micellar system with a high surfactant-to-substrate ratio.

B. Pregastric Lipase–Catalyzed Hydrolysis of 4-NPB in
the Presence of Surfactants
We have previously shown that lamb pregastric enzymes are active only
against monomeric 4-nitrophenyldecanoate and that the rate of catalyzed
hydrolysis remained constant when the substrate concentration was increased
beyond its cmc [21]. Because pregastric lipases have a preference for catalyzing the hydrolysis of a monomeric substrate rather than its aggregated
form, the monomeric pathway, vx, should be favored if the concentration of
the monomer is increased by the addition of surfactant to the system.

1.

Nonionic Surfactants

In order to restrict the interaction of the surfactant only to the substrate (or
to the enzyme itself), we chose 1 mM 4-NPB, i.e., at a concentration below
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SCHEME 1 Pathways for enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of substrate or substrate–
surfactant complex: E, enzyme; X, substrate; S, surfactant; P, product.

its cmc, as the ﬁrst substrate for our studies. Figure 1 shows the effect of
the two nonionic surfactants, Triton X-100 and Tween 20, on activity, i.e.,
the rate of hydrolysis by the kid pregastric lipase.
Both surfactants ﬁrst enhanced the activity, up to 100% at 0.7 mM Triton
X-100 and 35% at 0.049 mM Tween 20, both of these concentrations being
close to the respective cmc values. Beyond these concentrations, the activation effect decreased, with more than 80% of the maximal activity being
lost in the presence of 4 mM Triton X-100 and even 10% inhibition being
seen in the presence of 5 mM Tween 20. This loss in activity is probably
due to the encapsulation of the substrate within the micelles of the added
surfactant, which ultimately becomes unavailable to the enzyme for a catalyzed reaction.

2.

Anionic and Cationic Surfactants

A similar effect was seen when NaTC and CTAB were used as surfactants
(Fig. 2). The activity was enhanced by 55% in 5.6 mM NaTC and by 80%
in 0.03 mM CTAB. Although only 10% of the maximal activity was lost in
25 mM NaTC, the activity quickly decreased as the concentration of CTAB
increased until over 90% of the activity was lost at 0.5 mM CTAB.
Other ionic surfactants, particularly SDS and AOT, show evidence of
much stronger binding to the lipase. At a concentration less than 25% of
their cmc values, there was a very large inhibitory effect of these surfactants
on the activity of kid pregastric lipase (Fig. 3). Complete inactivation was
observed at 1.0 mM SDS and 0.7 mM AOT, values that are approximately
12% and 28% of their cmc values.
The ﬁnal surfactant tested when using a fully solubilized form of the
substrate was the phospholipid, lecithin. No inhibition was seen; rather, the
catalysis initially increased threefold compared with the system without surfactant and then remained almost unchanged (Fig. 3).
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FIG. 1 Relative rates of hydrolysis of 4-NPB catalyzed by kid pregastric lipase at
pH 6.5, 25⬚C in the presence of TX-100 and Tween 20. The cmc value for each
surfactant is shown as a dashed line. Inset: Data for very small concentrations of
Tween 20. (Adapted from Ref. 22.)

In all of these cases, it was not possible to observe an interfacial effect
because the reaction medium was monophasic. The activation effects seen
may be caused by a combination of activation of the enzyme itself by surfactant binding and interaction between the surfactant and the substrate to
form a substrate complex that is more favored by the enzyme. The inhibition
generally seen at high concentrations of surfactants suggests that the surfactants are unlikely to stimulate the enzyme itself to adopt a more highly active
state.

C. Pregastric Lipase–Catalyzed Hydrolysis of
Tributyrin in the Presence of Surfactants
In the absence of a surfactant, neither kid nor goat pregastric lipase catalyzed
the hydrolysis of tributyrin. At concentrations of surfactants below their cmc
values, the rate of hydrolysis increased with increasing surfactant concentration, but the data were scattered and nonreproducible in replicate experiments. Therefore, the remaining studies were carried out at concentrations
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FIG. 2 Relative rates of hydrolysis of 4-NPB catalyzed by kid pregastric lipase at
pH 6.5, 25⬚C in the presence of NaTC and CTAB. (Adapted from Ref. 22.)

of the surfactants lecithin, NaTC, casein, and Tween 20 above their cmc
values. The results are given in Fig. 4, which shows values of apparent
maximum velocity, Vmax, that remain almost invariant with increasing concentration of NaTC, casein, and Tween 20 but increase slightly for increasing
concentrations of lecithin.
Let us now assume that the pregastric enzyme has characteristics of both
an esterase and a lipase. When it acts as an esterase, the catalyzed hydrolysis
of tributyrin will depend largely on the concentration of the tributyrin–
surfactant complex, XS, which, in turn, is dependent upon [S] below the
cmc but remains constant as the micelle starts to form. The actual effective
concentration of the substrate will be equal to that of the tributyrin–surfactant complex, [XS], which will, in turn, be dependent on the type of surfactant used.
When [S] is high, the concentration of [XS] will be close to zero because
the substrate will be partitioned between the free monomers and the micelles
and, at a given substrate concentration, the concentration of the substrate
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FIG. 3 Relative rates of hydrolysis of 4-NPB catalyzed by kid pregastric lipase at
pH 6.5, 25⬚C in the presence of SDS, AOT, and lecithin. (Adapted from Ref. 22.)

actually solubilized will decrease as the surfactant concentration is increased.
The enzyme will now behave more as a lipase, which has little or no activity
against the soluble form of the substrate but whose activity is highly dependent upon surface area. Thus, the substrate concentration at the oil–water
interface will dominate the rate of the catalyzed hydrolysis and will be inﬂuenced by the total surface area or micellar size. It is known, for example,
that the average size of the casein–oil micelle decreases as the concentration
increases and the micellar size remains constant at concentrations of casein
greater than 1% (w/v) [23]. At low concentrations of surfactant, the reduction
in the size of the micelle causes a signiﬁcant increase in surface area and a
corresponding increase in the rate of hydrolysis, as seen in Fig. 4.
If the enzyme reacts with the substrate only in the micellar phase, then
the true value of Vmax may be obtained from a double reciprocal plot of
initial rate against surfactant concentration (Fig. 5). However, this relationship breaks down when the surfactant concentration approaches the cmc and
the contribution from the esterase component becomes more dominant.
Figure 6 illustrates the interrelationship existing in the pregastric lipase–
catalyzed hydrolysis of a lipid substrate. In the absence of an efﬁcient catalyst, there is no activity. At low surfactant concentrations the rate of hy-
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FIG. 4 Effect of surfactant concentration on the apparent Vmax for kid pregastric
lipase–catalyzed hydrolysis of tributyrin at pH 6.5, 35⬚C. (Adapted from Ref. 22.)

FIG. 5 Double reciprocal plots of initial rate of hydrolysis of tributyrin versus
concentration of tributyrin in the presence of different concentrations of Tween 20.
(Adapted from Ref. 22.)
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FIG. 6 Relationship between substrate distribution and substrate hydrolysis catalyzed by pregastric lipase and the concentration of added surfactant.

drolysis depends on the soluble form of the lipid–surfactant complex, XS,
with little contribution from the aggregated substrate, Xn. As the concentration of S increases, more hydrolysis occurs on the surface of the micellized
surfactant and the contribution from the homogeneous catalyzed pathway
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slowly disappears. The net effect of these two mechanisms bears a close
similarity to a typical Michaelis–Menten plot.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the behavior of the pregastric lipase reﬂects its dual functions,
those of a lipase and an esterase, and which function is dominant is more
likely to depend upon the substrate under attack and the environment of the
reaction medium than upon the enzyme itself.
The presence of an efﬁcient surfactant is essential for the pregastric lipase–catalyzed hydrolysis reaction of a lipid substrate. When the concentration of the substrate is greater than its solubility limit, the addition of
surfactant to the solution, at a concentration either close to or above its cmc,
will give rise to the formation of larger aggregates between substrate and
surfactant. Under these conditions, the enzyme is behaving as a lipase. However, when the substrate is partially water soluble, the enzyme will behave
as an esterase, and the purpose of the surfactant, even at low concentrations,
is as a solubilizer that dissolves and increases the concentrations of the
solubilized form.
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Effect of Benzyl Alcohol on
the Properties of CTAB/KBr
Micellar Systems
GANZUO LI, WEICAN ZHANG, LI-QIANG ZHENG, and
QIANG SHEN Shandong University, Jinan, People’s Republic of
China

ABSTRACT
The effect of benzyl alcohol on the microstructure of the micelle in the
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/KRr aqueous system and its rheological properties have been investigated by viscosity measurements, 1H
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and laser light scattering (LLS) experiments. In the dilute surfactant solution, the addition of alcohol induces the
viscosity of the 0.01 mol L⫺1CTAB/KBr micellar system to go through a
marked maximum. In 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr micellar solution,
a small amount of alcohol can induce this system to have viscoelasticity. If
more alcohol is added, the viscoelasticity of this micellar system decreases,
In the dilute surfactant solution, the results of 1H NMR and LLS experiments
show that alcohol is located in the interfacial region of CTAB/KBr micelles
and promotes these micelles to be larger at lower concentrations of alcohol.
This process makes the viscosity of these systems rise. With continuously
increasing alcohol content, it is solubilized in the palisades of the micelles
and induces these rodlike micelles to be transformed into an oblate spheroid
shape.

I. INTRODUCTION
There is now very strong evidence for a micellar phase in several aqueous
cationic surfactant systems in the presence of added salt, such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide or chloride (CTAB or CTAC) with added KBr
or sodium salicylate (NaSal), cetylpyridinium bromide (CPyBr) ⫹ KBr, ce189
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tylpyridinium salicylate (CPySal) ⫹ NaSal, etc. The viscosity of these systems can be controlled between 0.001 and 100 Pa s at low values of surfactant concentration. In addition, such micellar systems are highly elastic.
The last few years have seen growing interest in the structure and size of
the micelles in salt solution and their rheological properties [1–14]. The
numbers of papers and conferences dealing with this topic have considerably
increased; however, there has been relatively little work concerning the effect of additives on the micellar properties of these systems [15]. In this
chapter we will show the inﬂuences of benzyl alcohol on the shape and size
of the micelles in the CTAB/KBr solutions and their rheological properties.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All the reagents used in this study were analytical grade and water was
doubly distilled.
A commercial laser light scattering spectrometer (ALV/SP-150, ALV
Company, Germany) equipped with a solid-state laser (ADLAS DPY425 II,
output power ⬇ 400 mW at  = 532 nm) as the light source and an ALV5000 multi- digital correlator was used. The samples were ﬁltered through
a 0.5-m Millipore ﬁlter into the cylindrical light scattering cell [16,17].
The speciﬁc refractive index increment (dn/dc) used in static light scattering was determined with a novel and precise differential refractometer
[16,17].
The 1H NMR spectra were recorded using a Varian Unity Inova-300 instrument. The 1H chemical shifts are reported in ␦ units (ppm) relative to
tetramethylsilane (TMS) at the external standard (␦ = 0.00).
The viscosity and viscoelasticity experiments were carried out on a
HAAKE RS-75 rheometer with a cone and plate sensor system.
All measurements were conducted at a temperature of 30 ⫾ 0.5⬚C.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Effect of Benzyl Alcohol on the Viscosity of 0.01 mol Lⴚ1
CTAB Micellar Solution with Various Concentrations
of KBr Salt
Figure 1 shows the inﬂuence of benzyl alcohol on the viscosity of 0.01 mol
L⫺1 CTAB/KBr solution. Below 0.05 mol L⫺1 KBr salt, benzyl alcohol does
not have a noticeable effect on the viscosity of this system, but above this
salt content, the viscosity of this micellar system goes through a marked
maximum upon addition of benzyl alcohol. The higher the KBr concentration, the higher the value of the maximum in viscosity and the lower the
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FIG. 1 Effect of benzyl alcohol concentration on the viscosity of the 0.01 mol L⫺1
CTAB/KBr micellar system.

alcohol concentration at which the viscosity of the system is highest. In Fig.
1, when the KBr concentration is 0.4 mol L⫺1, the highest viscosity is obtained at 0.4% (v/v) benzyl alcohol.

B. Effect of Benzyl Alcohol Concentration on Rg, Rh,
and Mw of Mixed Alcohol and CTAB Micelles in the
Presence of KBr Salt
In the 0.01 mol L⫺1 CTAB/0.1 mol L⫺1 KBr micellar system, the micelles
are rodlike [18]. The effect of benzyl alcohol concentration on the radius of
gyration Rg, the hydrodynamic radius Rh, and the weight-averaged molar
mass Mw of the micelles in this system is given in Table 1. In order to
compare the LLS data with viscosity data, the latter are also listed in Table
1. It is seen that the Rg, Rh, and Mw of micelles go through marked maxima
upon addition of benzyl alcohol in the CTAB/KBr system and the largest
size of the micelles appears at the highest viscosity.
The value of Rg /Rh should be 0.775 for spheres and 2 for rigid rods
according to theoretical prediction [2]. From Table 1, it is seen that before
a benzyl alcohol concentration of 0.6% (i.e., the highest viscosity), the value
of Rg /Rh increases up to 4 and Mw up to 4.52 ⫻ 106 with increasing benzyl
alcohol content. If more benzyl alcohol is added, the ratio Rg /Rh decreases
to 1.5 and Mw to 1.15 ⫻ 106, at which the benzyl alcohol content is 1.8%.
These data suggest that the rodlike micelles grow gradually larger and longer
with increasing amount of alcohol before the highest viscosity is attained.
After that, the size of the micelles decreases and the long rodlike micelles
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TABLE 1 Variance of Rg , Rh, Mw , and Rg /Rh of Micelles with Benzyl Alcohol
Concentration in the 0.01 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.1 mol L⫺1KBr Micellar System
Benzyl
alcohol,
%(v/v)

Rg (nm)

Rh (nm)

Rg /Rh

0
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.2
1.8

—
49.76
65.72
82.28
134.4
57.76
45.22
30.88

7.8
19.34
24.59
30.07
33.43
31.87
28.77
20.15

—
2.57
2.67
2.73
4.02
1.81
1.57
1.53

 (mPa s)

Mw
—
7.31E ⫹
1.22E ⫹
1.55E ⫹
4.52E ⫹
1.56E ⫹
1.03E ⫹
6.15E ⫹

5
6
6
6
6
6
5

0.82
0.96
1.15
1.48
1.57
1.45
1.15
0.96

change gradually to an oblate ellipsoid shape. Obviously, the change in the
shape of the micelles causes the decrease in viscosity.
In order to elucidate the mechanism of the effect of alcohol on the size
and shape of CTAB rodlike micelles in KBr solution, we measured the
location of the benzyl alcohol in the CTAB/KBr micellar system using the
NMR method.

C. Variation in the Solubilization Location of Benzyl
Alcohol with Benzyl Alcohol Concentration in
CTAB/KBr Micellar System
Generally, when an aromatic molecule is intercalated between the head
groups or the long-chain methylenes of the surfactant in the micelles, the
chemical shifts for some of the protons of the surfactant monomers are
upﬁeld because of the effect of the current of the aromatic ring [19]. We
will utilize these changes to determine the location of benzyl alcohol in
CTAB micelles and explain the mechanism of the inﬂuence of alcohol on
the viscosity of the CTAB/KBr micellar system.
In the 0.01 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.1 mol L⫺1 KBr system, the dependence of
the chemical shifts and the shape of the signals of — CH3, — (CH2)13 — , and
N — (CH3)3 groups of the CTAB molecule on benzyl alcohol concentration
is shown in Fig. 2. In the 1H NMR spectra, the resonance signals 1, 2, and
3 represent — CH3, — (CH2)13 — , and N — (CH3)3 groups, respectively, of
the CTAB molecule. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the peak due to the
long-chain methylenes of the CTAB molecule shows marked line broadening
when the benzyl alcohol concentration is more than 0.6%, at which the
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FIG. 2 Effect of benzyl alcohol concentration on 1H NMR spectra of CTAB in 0.01
mol L⫺1CTAB/0.1 mol L⫺1 KBr solution. 1, — CH3; 2, — (CH2)13 — ; 3, N — (CH3)3.

viscosity of the CTAB micellar system is highest and the size of the micelles
is largest.
The variations in the 1H chemical shift (⌬␦ = ␦0 ⫺ ␦, where ␦0 is the 1H
chemical shift of CTAB molecules in 0.01 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.1 mol L⫺1KBr
without benzyl alcohol and ␦ is the 1H chemical shift of the same system
with benzyl alcohol) directly indicate the effect of benzyl alcohol concentration on that of CTAB molecules. In the presence of 0.1 mol L⫺1 KBr salt,
the variations in 1H chemical shifts of the resolved signals of the CTAB
molecule with benzyl alcohol concentration are shown in Fig. 3. A value ⌬␦
> 0 means an upﬁeld shift of the 1H chemical shift for the CTAB molecule.
The results in Fig. 3 show that the chemical shift of protons of N —
(CH3)3 go upﬁeld rapidly with the addition of benzyl alcohol, whereas the
change in ⌬␦ for — (CH2)13 — and — CH3 is very little.
The preceding results suggest that the aromatic ring of the benzyl alcohol
molecules is located among N — (CH3)3 groups and its — OH groups are
directed toward the bulk solution until a benzyl alcohol content 0.6%; below
this concentration the electric ﬁeld of the ring current of benzyl alcohol
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FIG. 3 Variations of chemical shifts of protons of CTAB in micelles with benzyl
alcohol concentration in 0.01 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.1 mol L⫺1 KBr solution.

induces upﬁeld shifts in the 1H chemical shift of N — (CH3)3 and does not
have an apparent inﬂuence on the long-chain methylenes of CTAB molecules. If more benzyl alcohol is added, it is solubilized in the palisades where
the aromatic ring of the benzyl alcohol is located among long-chain methylenes and near the polar group of the CTAB molecule. Because of the effect
of the ring current of benzyl alcohol, there is an upﬁeld shift for the signals
of protons of the long-chain methylenes near the aromatic ring and the 1H
NMR band of the long-chain methylenes starts to broaden and split. At this
point, the rodlike micelles change to oblate in shape. In this case, the polar
interfacial region can still solubilize alcohol molecules. The 1H chemical
shifts of N — (CH3)3 — tend to be upﬁeld continuously.
Israelachvili et al. [20] have considered the geometrical limitations that
place restrictions on the allowed shape of a micelle. They gave a critical
condition for the formation of rod and sphere micelles. The geometrical
constant, f, is given as follows:
Rod micelles:
Sphere micelles:

f = V/a0 lc = 1/3–1/2

(1)

f = V/a0 lc = 0–1/3

(2)

where lc is roughly equal to, but less than, the fully extended length of the
hydrocarbon chain of the surfactant; a0 denotes the optimal surface area per
surfactant molecule, i.e., the area at which the free energy per surfactant
molecule in a micelle is minimum; and V donates the hydrocarbon core
volume per surfactant molecule in the micelle.
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At the same time, these researchers believed that the oblate spheroid
micelles formed by ionic and zwitterionic amphiphiles were unacceptable.
As their peripheral regions have very high curvature while the central
regions are too thick, the oblate spheroid micelle is energetically unfavorable
due to electrostatic repulsion between the polar groups of surfactants. In the
CTAB/KBr micellar system, the addition of neutral salt reduces the electrostatic interaction between the head groups in the micelle.
In the absence of salt, a medium-chain-length alcohol is solubilized in
the palisades of micelles and brings about a decrease in the size of micelles
[21]. In contrast, the benzyl alcohol is solubilized in the interfacial region
of the CTAB rodlike micelles in KBr solution; the micelles become larger
and longer as the structure is hardly disturbed by the alcohol. When the
alcohol is in the palisades, a0 will increase. In this process, V and lc are
almost constant. When V/a0 lc ⱕ 1/2, the rod micelles will undergo a transition to oblate spheroid. At this point, the size of the mixed alcohol and
surfactant micelles will decrease. As a result of this transition, the viscosity
of this system will decrease.
The results in Fig. 1 can be attributed to two reasons. First, the higher
the KBr concentration, the smaller the amount of alcohol dissolved in the
bulk solution. Second, the head groups of CTAB molecules in the aggregates
approach each other and the total interfacial area of the micelles decreases
with increasing KBr concentration so that the capacity for solubilizing the
alcohol in the interfacial region decreases. Consequently, when the concentration of benzyl alcohol is low, it can be solubilized in the palisades of
micelles and induce the change in the structure of the micelles.

D. Effect of Benzyl Alcohol on the Viscoelasticity of the
0.08 mol Lⴚ1 CTAB/0.8 mol Lⴚ1KBr Micellar System
The preceding results show that a small amount of alcohol solubilized in
the interfacial region of the aggregates induces rod micelles to be larger and
longer. As a result, the viscosity of the system will increase. When the benzyl
alcohol content becomes higher, it will be solubilized in the palisades of the
micelles, the rod micelles gradually change into oblate spheroid ones, and
the viscosity of the micellar system decreases. Generally, surfactants such
as the classical soap do not have viscoelastic properties. In the present study,
when the alcohol is solubilized in the interfacial region of CTAB micelles,
the interfacial properties change. Thus, the viscoelastic properties of the
CTAB/KBr system may also be modiﬁed. For this reason, we measured the
effect of benzyl alcohol on the viscoelasticity of the 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8
mol L⫺1KBr micellar system.
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FIG. 4 Magnitudes of the storage modulus G⬘ and the loss modulus G⬙ as a function of the angular frequency  for the 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr micellar
system.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the dependence of the storage modulus G⬘ and
loss modulus G⬙ on angular frequency () in 0.08 mol L⫺1 CTAB/0.8 mol
L⫺1 KBr, 0.08 mol L⫺1 CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr/0.2% benzyl alcohol, and
0.08 mol L⫺1 CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr/0.6% benzyl alcohol micellar systems,
respectively.

FIG. 5 Magnitudes of the storage modulus G⬘ and the loss modulus G⬙ as a function of the angular frequency  for the 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr/0.2%
benzyl alcohol micellar system.
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FIG. 6 Magnitudes of the storage modulus G⬘ and the loss modulus G⬙ as a function of the angular frequency  for the 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr/0.6%
benzyl alcohol micellar system.

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the rheological properties of 0.08 mol
L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1 KBr micellar system are very complicated.
For the 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1KBr/0.2% benzyl alcohol micellar
system, the rheological behavior can be described by a single relaxation
time  (11 s) and a single shear modulus G0 (25 Pa) according to the Maxwell model at low frequency. Similar results have been obtained in 0.08 mol
L⫺1CTAB/0.8 mol L⫺1KBr/0.1% benzyl alcohol and 0.08 mol L⫺1CTAB/0.8
mol L⫺1KBr/0.3% benzyl alcohol micellar systems. The G0 of both systems
is 25 Pa and  values are 7 and 5 s, respectively. Obviously, the addition of
a small amount of benzyl alcohol affects the relaxation process of these
mixed micellar systems. The alcohol located in the interfacial region of the
micelles enhances the attractive hydrophobic effects among the micellar surfaces and promotes the formation of a three-dimensional network of rodlike
micelles similar to a polymer solution. At high frequency, the loss modulus
passes through a minimum.
It is noted from Fig. 6 that if a large amount of benzyl alcohol is added
to the CTAB/KBr micellar system, the viscoelastic properties disappear altogether. In this case, the network of rodlike micelles will be destroyed. Yiv
et al. [22] showed that the micellar structure became very labile in the
presence of a high alcohol concentration.
In conclusion, the alcohol plays an important role in the rheological properties of concentrated CTAB/KBr micellar systems. If it is added in small
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amounts, it induces this system to have viscoelasticity. When more alcohol
is added, it destroys the rodlike micelles and breaks off the network structure.

IV. CONCLUSION
The results obtained in this study clearly show the complexity of the size
and shape of CTAB micelles in KBr solution with the addition of benzyl
alcohol. A small amount of alcohol solubilized in the interfacial region of
the aggregates renders rodlike micelles larger and longer. As a result of this
process, the viscosity of the dilute surfactant systems will rise and the viscoelasticity of concentrated solutions will increase due to the formation of
a network structure of the micelles. When the alcohol content is higher, it
will be solubilized in the palisades of the micelles and the rodlike micelles
transform gradually into smaller oblate spheroid ones. Both the viscosity of
dilute surfactant systems and the viscoelasticity of concentrated micellar
systems will decrease.
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Vesicle Formation by Chemical
Reactions: Spontaneous Vesicle
Formation in Mixtures
of Zwitterionic and
Catanionic Surfactants
KLAUS HORBASCHEK, MICHAEL GRADZIELSKI, and
HEINZ HOFFMANN University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany

ABSTRACT
The inﬂuence of shear on the vesicle formation in surfactant systems was
studied by preparing the liquid crystalline phases in the surfactant system
tetradecyldimethylamine oxide (TDMAO)/sodium-3-hydroxy-2-naphthoate
(SHNC)/formic acid (HCO2H)/water with and without shear. The transition
between the different liquid crystalline states in this system is controlled by
the degree of protonation of the zwitterionic surfactant TDMAO and thus
by the concentration of HCO2H. Using the corresponding ester methyl formiate (MF) instead of HCO2H, the transition between the different liquid
crystalline phases can be studied without application of any shear. The phase
transitions are induced by the change in the degree of charging during the
hydrolysis of the ester that takes place on a time scale of several hours.
We started from a micellar solution of 100 mM TDMAO and 25 mM
SHNC and added 100 mM MF. With time we observed the formation of a
lamellar L␣ phase, a vesicular Lv phase, and a vesicular precipitate. This
precipitate dissolved to form a vesicular phase, an L␣ phase, and ﬁnally again
a micellar phase. The hydrolysis of the MF and the resulting phase transitions were observed by measurements of pH, conductivity, turbidity, and by
means of freeze-fracture transmission electron microscopy. The microstructures of the phases obtained were compared with the microstructures of the
corresponding phases when increasing amounts of HCO2H were mixed with
solutions of 100 mM TDMAO and 25 mM SHNC.
201
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I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of vesicles has been observed in a great number of surfactant
systems. They are formed in aqueous solutions of double-chained surfactants, in mixtures of various surfactants with cosurfactant, in mixtures of
cationic surfactants with large hydrophobic counterions, and in mixtures of
cationic and anionic surfactants [1–6]. It is generally assumed that the vesicle formation occurs spontaneously in these systems. However, there is
evidence that the microstructures formed can be strongly affected by the
preparation process. It has been found that the size distribution of the vesicles depends on the formation pathway as well as on preformed structures
that are already present in the solution when the vesicles are built (matrix
effect) [7–9]. In addition, vesicular solutions usually have to be mixed during the preparation process to homogenize the components. Therefore, they
are exposed to shear during the preparation process. It is well known, however, that shear forces may have a great impact on the vesicle formation. To
avoid the application of shear during the vesicle formation, chemical reactions, e.g., the hydrolysis of organic esters, can be used. With ester hydrolysis the composition of the surfactant aggregates changes in a way that
enables the formation of vesicular phases. The hydrolysis of MF within
phases containing TDMAO, for example, leads to protonation of the zwitterionic surfactant TDMAO, the degree of charging is altered, and transformations of one structural type to another can be triggered. If shear is avoided
by doing so, it has been shown that the resulting microstructures in some
systems are classical L␣ phases of stacked bilayers instead of vesicular
phases of multilamellar vesicles. Only if the L␣ phases are exposed to shear
are the stacked bilayers transformed to multilamellar vesicles [10–12].
Within the system TDMAO/SHNC/HCO2H/water the phase behavior is
determined by the degree of charging of the surfactant aggregates. This
degree of charging can be varied by varying the concentration of added
HCO2H or in situ by hydrolysis of a corresponding amount of MF. Thus,
the shear during the formation of the liquid crystalline phases can be
avoided. The phase transformations have been studied by measuring the pH,
conductivity, turbidity, and by means of freeze-fracture transmission electron
microscopy (FF-TEM).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
TDMAO was a gift from Clariant AG Gendorf and was delivered as a 25%
aqueous solution. It was puriﬁed by recrystallizing it twice from acetone
and was characterized in terms of the melting point and critical micelle
concentration (cmc). SHNC was produced by titration of alcoholic 3-hy-
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droxy-2-naphthoate with alcoholic NaOH. 3-Hydroxy-2-naphthoate (>95%)
was purchased from Fluka and recrystallized twice from acetone/water. Its
purity was checked by gas chromatography. The MF and HCO2H from
Merck were of p.a. quality and used without further puriﬁcation.
For freeze-fracturing, a freeze-fracture apparatus Bioetch 2005 of Leybold-Heraeus (Germany) was used. The replicas were examined with a CEM
902 electron microscope from Zeiss (Germany).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system TDMAO/SHNC/water is a mixture of zwitterionic and anionic
surfactants. The addition of HCO2H leads to partial protonation of TDMAO,
and the zwitterionic surfactant TDMAO is transformed to a cationic surfactant TDMAOH⫹HCO⫺
2 . The cationic surfactant interacts with the anionic
surfactant SHNC and catanionic ion pairs TDMAOH⫹HNC⫺ are formed. At
equal concentrations of anionic surfactant SHNC and cationic surfactant
TDMAOH⫹HCO⫺
2 , the system can be considered as a mixture of zwitterionic
surfactant and anionic surfactant. As a consequence, the phase behavior of
the system TDMAO/SHNC/HCO2H is similar to the phase behavior of
catanionic surfactant systems.
Figure 1 shows a cut through the phase diagram at a concentration of
100 mM TDMAO and 25 mM SHNC. At equimolar concentrations of SHNC
and HCO2H, a voluminous precipitate is formed. Under this condition the
bilayers are fairly uncharged and there is 25 mM excess salt in the solution.
If the precipitate is charged either by an excess of HCO2H or by an excess
of the anionic surfactant SHNC, cationic-rich or anionic-rich vesicles are
formed. If the charge density is increased further there is a transition from
the vesicular Lv phase to a lamellar L␣ phase and ﬁnally to a micellar L1

FIG. 1 A cut through the phase diagram of TDMAO/SHNC/HCO2H/water at 25⬚C
for c (TDMAO) = 100 mM and c (SHNC) = 25 mM.
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phase. This phase sequence is exactly the same as that observed in many
catanionic systems upon charging the equimolar mixtures with an excess of
a cationic or anionic surfactant [13,14].
Starting from the micellar solution of 100 mM TDMAO and 25 mM
SHNC, each of the preceding phases can be produced without applying any
shear by hydrolysis of the appropriate amount of MF. If 100 mM MF is
added, the ester hydrolysis results in time in solutions with the same composition as in the stationary system in Fig. 1. The additional MF and MeOH
are at low concentrations and do not have any signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
phase behavior of the solutions. The phase changes in a solution of 100 mM
TDMAO/25 mM SHNC after the addition of 100 mM MF have been observed both with and without crossed polarizers (Fig. 2).
The starting solution is clear and isotropic (Fig. 2a). After 50 min the
solution becomes slightly turbid, but there is no birefringence (Fig. 2b). The
birefringence starts to develop about 10 min later (Fig. 2c). With time the
solutions become more and more turbid (Fig. 2d), and after a reaction time
of 4 h 30 min a strongly turbid whitish precipitate is formed (Fig. 2e). The
precipitate dissolves 45 min later and before demixing into a rich-surfactant

FIG. 2 Phase transitions in 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM methyl formiate (MF) during the hydrolysis of the methyl formiate. (Top row) without polarizers; (bottom row) with polarizers. The time is given after which the pictures were
taken [days (d), hours (h), minutes (⬘)].
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and a low-surfactant solution. The solution stays birefringent and slightly
turbid for several days. The solutions clear up more and more and the
birefringence becomes brighter (Fig. 2f–h) and after some days shows a
domainlike pattern (Fig. 2i). Finally, the solution again becomes isotropic
but still shows little turbidity (Fig. 2j) that clears up with time (Fig. 2k).
As shown in Fig. 3, at the beginning of the experiment the pH of the
solution is alkaline and the ester hydrolysis is fast. When the precipitate is
dissolved (t = 5 h) the pH of the solution is slightly acidic and the ester
hydrolysis is rather slow. Accordingly, the microstructure of the solution
does not change very much for a long time (Fig. 2f–h). As the turbidity
changes at the different phase transitions, the phase sequence during the
ester hydrolysis can be followed very easily by observing the transmission
of the sample with time (Fig. 4).
The two-phase area between the micellar and liquid crystalline phases is
indicated by a sharp drop in the transmission after 50 min. However, even
before this transition a slight turbidity develops within the solutions. Within
the liquid crystalline phase the solutions become more and more turbid and
the transmission drops to nearly zero when the precipitate zone is reached.
When the precipitate dissolves, there is again a steep increase in transmission
followed by a slight increase in transmission within the liquid crystalline
phase.

FIG. 3 The pH and phase transitions as a function of time, i.e., during the ester
hydrolysis, in 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM MF.
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FIG. 4 Conductivity and transmission of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM
MF as a function of time, i.e., during the hydrolysis reaction of MF (at 25⬚C).

The microstructures of the different liquid crystalline phases during the
ester hydrolysis in 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM MF were
examined by FF-TEM. Small aliquots of the solution were prepared after 1
h 30 min, 3 h 45 min, 4 h 30 min, and 6 h 45 min (see arrows in Fig. 4).
A micrograph of the birefringent, only slightly turbid solution after 1 h 30
min is shown in Fig. 5a. The structure of the solution is lamellar, but there
is a strong tendency toward cross-fracturing. A large number of defects and
perforations are visible. The interlamellar distance is about 65 nm. For comparison, a micrograph of a solution of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/20
mM HCO2H is shown in Fig. 5b. The sample consists of strongly undulating
bilayers and thus shows exactly the same structure as the phase produced
by the chemical reaction. A micrograph of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/
100 mM MF after 3 h 45 min is shown in Fig. 5c. The corresponding phase
with 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/22 mM HCO2H is shown in Fig. 5d.
Both phases are vesicular phases that consist of oligolamellar vesicles with
a limited number of shells. The interlamellar distances vary strongly around
a mean value of 65 nm. The vesicle membranes show undulations and some
defects. In addition, lamellar fragments in a size range up to several hundreds of nanometers are present.
The microstructures of the precipitated phases are shown in Fig. 6a and
b. Figure 6a shows the kinetic experiment after 4 h 30 min, and Fig. 6b
shows the precipitate equimolar concentrations of SHNC and HCO2H, i.e.,
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FIG. 5 FF-TEM micrographs of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM MF after
t = 1 h 15 min (a) and after t = 3 h 45 min (c), of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/
20 mM HCO2H (b), and 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/22 mM HCO2H (d).
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FIG. 6 FF-TEM micrographs of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM MF
after t = 4 h 30 min (a) and t = 6 h 45 min (c), of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/
25 mM HCO2H (b), and of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/30 mM HCO2H (d).
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for 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/25 mM HCO2H. The precipitate is a
liquid crystalline precipitate that consists of aggregated multilamellar vesicles. The size of the vesicles ranges up to several micrometers, but there
also exist a number of smaller vesicles and lamellar fragments. The interlamellar distance in the vesicles varies strongly and ranges up to more than
a hundred nanometers. There are some areas of the sample where there are
no bilayers present, indicating that the sample was taken from a two-phase
area. The micrographs in Fig. 6c and d show the liquid crystalline phases
of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/100 mM MF at t = 6 h 45 min and of
100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/30 mM HCO2H, respectively. The liquid
crystalline phases in both samples are vesicular phases. The vesicles are
oligolamellar and are embedded in a network of planar bilayers that coexist
with the vesicles.
Although the liquid crystalline phases within 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM
SHNC/100 mM MF have been produced by the hydrolysis of the ester and
thus without applying any outer shear forces, they exhibit in each of the
four cases examined exactly the same microstructural features as the corresponding samples that were prepared by direct mixing of the components.
The transformations between the different microstructures are tuned only by
the degree of charging of the surfactant aggregates at the given pH and thus
by diffusive processes. In contrast to other systems examined so far, the
vesicles within the solutions of TDMAO/SHNC/HCO2H form spontaneously, and shear forces are not necessary for the vesicle formation.

IV. SUMMARY
The system TDMAO/SHNC/HCO2H/water is closely related to catanionic
systems. For equimolar mixtures of SHNC and HCO2H, it can be regarded
as mixture of zwitterionic surfactant TDMAO with cationic ion pairs
TDMAOH⫹HNC⫺ and excess salt. At 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC/25
mM HCO2H the precipitate formed is liquid crystalline and consists of aggregated multilamellar vesicles. If the precipitate is charged, a phase transition occurs: precipitate → Lv → L␣ → L1/L␣ → L1.
The inﬂuence of shear forces on the vesicle formation in this system has
been examined by preparing the liquid crystalline phases starting from the
micellar phase of 100 mM TDMAO/25 mM SHNC by addition of MF and
following the hydrolysis of the ester. In this way, the different liquid crystalline phases evolve with time without applying any outer shear. The phase
sequence during the hydrolysis of 100 mM MF has been examined by measurements of pH and turbidity, and the microstructures of the phases have
been determined by means of FF-TEM and compared with the microstructure in the system TDMAO/SHNC/HCO2H. The phase sequence during the
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hydrolysis of MF is L1 → L␣ → Lv → precipitate → Lv → L␣ → L1 and
thus is exactly the same as in the samples produced by direct mixing of the
components. Shear forces are not necessary for the formation of the vesicles;
they form spontaneously depending on the degree of charging of the surfactant aggregates.
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Mechanism of the Clouding
Phenomenon in
Surfactant Solutions
C. MANOHAR Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai, India

ABSTRACT
The possible mechanism for clouding in surfactant solutions of nonionic and
mixed ionic–nonionic surfactants is reviewed. Semiquantitative arguments
to predict the trends in changes of clouding temperatures in mixed systems
are proposed. Results for Triton X-100 and additives, sodium dodecyl sulfate
and salicylic acid, are presented. A methodology for systematic interpretation
of light and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) results in uncharged
colloidal systems is proposed by taking advantage of the smallness of the
ratio of the range of attractive interaction to the diameter. The use of these
methods is illustrated by estimating the van der Waals depth of the intermicellar potential in nonionic micellar systems. The experimental results
seem to indicate that the well depth increases quadratically with temperature.
The relation of this temperature dependence to hydration experiments is
discussed. This procedure is generalized to include Coulomb interactions as
a perturbation and is demonstrated by application to experiments on mixed
nonionic and ionic surfactants. These results appear to show the phenomenon
of charge condensation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of clouding of surfactant solutions is important in several
industrial processes such as detergency and separation [1]. Understanding
the mechanism underlying this phenomenon and developing methods for
quantitative interpretation of experimental results have been challenging
tasks. There have been attempts to develop systematic methods for analyzing
this phenomenon [2,3]. The present chapter reviews these developments and
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suggests investigations to extract molecular level parameters characterizing
the clouding phenomenon. The developments have become feasible for the
following reasons.
1.

2.

There are semiquantitative arguments and experimental demonstration
that this phenomenon is due to increased strength (U) of the short-range
attraction between the micelles with temperature (T) [4].
The range (⌬) of the attractive interaction being smaller than the diameter () can be used to advantage to formulate a rigorous and quantitative model [5] for the interpretation of small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) and light scattering (LS) results.

The next two sections discuss some of these developments, and the last
section describes some experimental results.

II. SEMIQUANTITATIVE ARGUMENTS
AND EXPERIMENTS
If one assumes that the interaction between micelles is responsible for clouding and phase separation, then the cloud point should be sensitive to the
charge on micelles and should increase with surface charge. This has been
conﬁrmed by adding small amounts (subcritical micellar concentrations) of
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) to 1% Triton X-100 solution and observing
that the cloud point increases [6]. The magnitude of the increase in the cloud
point should be of the order of the Coulomb potential at the surface of
micelle. This argument gives [4]
TC = T0 ⫹

Z 2e3
1
() (1 ⫹ 0.5)2

(1)

where TC is the cloud point after the addition of ionic surfactant; T0 is the
cloud point of the pure nonionic surfactant; , , and  are, respectively,
the dielectric constant of water, Debye-Hückel screening parameter, and micellar diameter; and Z is the charge on the micelle. Two points are noteworthy. First is the quadratic dependence of the cloud point temperature on
the charge Z and the effect of salt solution in reducing the cloud point
(through ). More important, the effect of salt is independent of the valance
of the salt and depends only on the ionic strength. These features have been
conﬁrmed by experiments [7–9].
These arguments can be extended to systems in which the charge of the
additive is pH dependent, and the cases of salicylic acid and aspirin have
been investigated in detail [10,11]. These semiquantitative arguments give
correct orders of magnitude of cloud point shifts and give conﬁdence that
the intermicellar interactions play a dominant role in the clouding phenom-
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enon. These arguments need to be given a more concrete theoretical footing
to interpret more rigorously the results of the SANS and LS experiments on
nonionic surfactant solutions and their mixtures.

III. THEORETICAL MODELS
Theoretical models are discussed in Refs. 2 and 5. The picture that has to
be modeled is that of the nonionic surfactant micelles interacting via an
attractive (van der Waals) potential whose well depth increases with temperature. One of the simplest methods is to model this as a square well of
depth U and width ⌬ along with steric repulsion at distances shorter than
. In colloidal micellar systems  is of the order of about 4–5 nm and ⌬
is the of the order of 0.1–0.4 nm. Therefore, ⌬/ < 1 and this ratio becomes
a convenient parameter to develop the statistical mechanics, especially for
colloidal systems [5]. It has been shown that if one deﬁnes parameters

=

冉 冊 冉 冊

(2)

( ⫹ ⌬)
( ⫺ 2⌬)

(3)

⫹⌬
⫺U
exp
12 ⌬
kT

and

=

where  is the volume fraction of the micelles, then the system shows a
gas–liquid transition in the phase space of (, ) with a critical point C =
0.1213. Below  < C the system separates into two phases, one rich in
micelles and the other lean in micelles. This describes the phenomenon of
clouding in nonionic surfactant solutions.
This model can not only predict the phase separation but also give expressions for the structure factor obtainable from SANS and LS. The scattering intensity I( Q) in both cases is given by
I(Q) = AP(Q)S(Q)

(4)

where Q is the scattering vector given by
Q=

4 sin(/2)


(5)

 is the scattering angle,  is the wavelength of the radiation (neutron or
light) used, A is a constant dependent on the refractive index or scattering
length density, and P( Q) is the shape factor and for spherical particles of
radius R is given by
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冋

3

册

(sin QR ⫺ QR cos QR)
(QR)3

2

(6)

The structure factor S(Q) is a complicated expression, and for uncharged
colloids such as nonionic micelles this expression is given in Ref. 5. In the
present chapter, for convenience, the structure factor for uncharged micelles
is designated by S0( Q). These expressions give quantitative agreement for
the structure factors obtained in Monte Carlo computer simulations without
any adjustment of the parameters for both micellar and microemulsion systems. This gives one conﬁdence to try these models for nonionic micellar
systems, and they have been applied to Triton X-100 and Ci Ej [2,12]. Apart
from the good ﬁts for the SANS and LS results, this analysis also gives the
temperature dependence of U—the most important quantitative entity for
the mechanism of clouding. From the analysis of the data available, it appears that U has a quadratic dependence on temperature T, namely
U = ␣T ⫹ ␤T 2

(7)

The phenomenon of clouding is related to hydration of the head groups, and
measurements [13] show that the hydration numbers vary smoothly through
the cloud point. For example, in the case of C12E6, the hydration number
per EO group decreases smoothly from 4.2 to 2.8 as the temperature is raised
from 20 to 60⬚C through the cloud point of 50⬚C. This is consistent with a
smooth dependence of U on T. Quantitative relations between hydration and
clouding do not exist at present.
Intuitively, one would expect that at the short distances where attractive
forces become dominant, the micellar surface can no longer be regarded as
smooth. Therefore, one would expect that clouding is related to the roughness of the surface and this would mean that the closest distance to which
two micelles can approach is decided not by their diameters but by the
highest bump created by the hydration of the surface. This would imply that
the two micelles, in spite of a strong attraction, are never able to come close
enough for binding to each other. When the temperature is raised, the hydration water molecules at the surface become more mobile and thus the
surface roughness decreases, letting the two micelles approach closer and
bind to each other. This drives the system to clouding and phase separation.
This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1.

IV. EXTENSION OF THE THEORY TO
CHARGED MICELLES
Scattering techniques have been used extensively for charged micellar systems and the results have been interpreted using the theories developed by
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FIG. 1 Potential between two uncharged rough-surfaced micelles. Hydration of the
surface contributes to roughness and this reduces the strength of adhesion from VC
to a lesser value V0.

Hayter and Penfold [14,15]. This theory ignores the attractive interactions
and uses only the Yukawa-type coulombic interactions, for which the Ornstein–Zernike equation can be solved analytically. Therefore, this model
cannot explain the clouding phenomenon. Fortunately, most of the normal
ionic micelles with strong coulombic interactions do not show the phenomenon of clouding. However, if the coulombic interactions are suppressed by
addition of salt, the micelles show clouding and the Hayter–Penfold model
becomes inapplicable [16]. In applications one considers the mixture of nonionic and ionic surfactants, and again for these low-surface-charge micelles
there is a need to develop models that take into account both attractive and
repulsive interactions.
One of these attempts which has shown some promise is the treatment
of electrostatic interaction by random phase approximation [3] in which the
expression for the structure factor becomes
S(Q) =

S0(Q)
1 ⫹ [ (Q)S0(Q)/kT]

(8)

where  is the number density of the colloids and  ( Q) is the Fourier trans-
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form of the screened Coulomb potential with a lower cutoff at . The quantity S0( Q) is the structure factor for the uncharged micelles discussed in the
previous section.
This model has been tested for nonionic surfactants Triton X-100 and
Ci Ej with addition of the charged surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
and the model has been found to be adequate to describe SANS and LS
results [13,17]). In the case of Triton X-100, the phenomenon of charge
condensation with addition of SDS is observed [17].

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The preceding developments enable one to
1.

2.

Check the role of intermicellar interactions in the phenomenon of clouding by simple experiments and use semiquantitative methods to obtain
the trends.
Describe, quantitatively, SANS and LS results for nonionic surfactants
with mixtures of ionic surfactants using theoretical models and extract
the molecular parameters, such as U, that may lead to an understanding
of the relation between hydration and clouding.

It remains to be seen whether the phenomenon of clouding in phase separation in microemulsions can also be described by these models. The role
of surface roughness of the micelles in the phenomenon of clouding needs
to be delineated by both experiments and theory.
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Atomic Force Microscopy of
Adsorbed Surfactant Micelles
WILLIAM A. DUCKER Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
The many uses of surfactants have stimulated research on surfactant adsorption and on surfactant aggregation in bulk solution. For some time,
evidence has suggested that surfactants also aggregate in the adsorbed state.
In this chapter, we review the early evidence of surfactant aggregation at
interfaces and then describe research in which an atomic force microscope
(AFM) has produced real-space images of adsorbed micelles. The ability of
the AFM to obtain these images has allowed researchers to examine the
relationship between intermolecular forces and the shape of the adsorbed
micelle. We describe how additional forces arising from the interface cause
the structure of adsorbed micelles to differ from the structure of solution
micelles. In particular, this chapter will focus on how surface charge and
wettability affect micellar structure.

I. INTRODUCTION: EVIDENCE FOR THE EXISTENCE
OF SURFACE MICELLES
A. Early Studies of Adsorbed Surfactant Aggregates
The concept of surface aggregation for surfactants was ﬁrst introduced to
explain abrupt changes in interfacial properties as a function of surfactant
concentration. Gaudin and Fuerstenau [1] inferred the existence of surface
aggregates from zeta potential measurements, which showed an increase in
the gradient of surfactant adsorption at a particular concentration. This concentration was approximately a constant fraction of the critical micelle concentration (cmc), which suggested that the surface process was similar to
bulk micellization [2]. Unlike simple monovalent ions, surfactant ions reversed the charge of solids even when they were not lattice ions. This ad219
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sorption against an electrostatic potential implied that the surfactants attracted each other. In early work, the attractive force was assumed to be van
der Waals interactions, but later it was attributed to the hydrophobic effect.
The surface density and wetting properties of the surfactant clusters were
consistent with the surfactant adopting an orientation with the alkyl chains
facing the solution. These small clusters were called ‘‘hemimicelles.’’ Later,
surface aggregates were proposed in a number of different systems and new
names such as ‘‘admicelles’’ [3], surface micelles, and ‘‘solloids’’ [4] were
proposed.

B. Adsorption Isotherms
Deviation from the Langmuir adsorption isotherm is often used to infer the
aggregation of surfactants at interfaces. The Langmuir adsorption isotherm
assumes that the adsorption energy is independent of surface coverage, and
deviation is used to signal the presence of concentration-dependent intermolecular forces, e.g., electrostatic forces or the hydrophobic effect. The use
of deviations from idealized isotherms to indicate aggregation is somewhat
problematic because two interactions can produce opposing effects. For example, electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic interactions may combine
to produce adsorption that resembles the Langmuir adsorption isotherm [5].
Somasundaran and Fuerstenau [6] measured the adsorption isotherm of
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) on alumina as well as the electrophoretic
mobility of alumina. At low concentrations and low surface coverage
(<1/50 monolayer), the surfactant adsorbed on the alumina by displacing
counterions in a 1:1 ratio. At higher bulk concentrations and higher surface
coverage (<1/10 monolayer), there was an increase in the rate at which the
surface excess concentration increased with bulk concentration, even through
adsorption was driven by a smaller positive potential. At even higher concentrations, adsorption continued against a negative potential. This adsorption was explained by invoking an attractive potential between adsorbed
surfactants, much as for micellization in the bulk solution.

C. Models Describing Surfactant Adsorption
Zhu and Gu [7] used a simple mass action model to ﬁt adsorption isotherms
for nonionic surfactants. They noted that adsorption often increased with
concentration in two steps, so they modeled adsorption with two binding
constants. The ﬁrst binding constant accounted for binding of the surfactant
to the surface, and the second also accounted for attractive interactions between the adsorbed surfactant molecules. The latter are expected to be important at a high surface density of surfactant.
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For charged surfactants, the surface electrical potential is an important
component of the surfactant chemical potential in the adsorbed state. Thus,
the calculation of surfactant adsorption density or aggregate shape must include a calculation of the surface potential. This is a difﬁcult problem because the binding of the surfactant, its counterions, and other salt molecules
all affect the surface charge, and interactions among these adsorbed species
also affect the binding constants. Zhu and Gu used their two-state adsorption
model to examine adsorption of cationic surfactants to silica [8]. This
method is reasonably successful if the surface potential is either ﬁtted to the
data or measured experimentally.
Self-consistent ﬁeld (SCF) theory provides a more powerful alternative
for modeling the adsorption of surfactants. In SCF, surfactant molecules are
regarded as small amphiphilic ﬂexible-chain molecules, and each chain segment, solvent molecule, and ion ﬁlls a lattice site. The interactions between
the segments are introduced as model parameters, so comparison between
SCF and experiment can reveal which values of interaction parameters realistically reproduce adsorption behavior. Böhmer and Koopal [9] used SCF
theory to examine the adsorption of nonionic surfactants onto both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. They used planar geometry and a meanﬁeld approximation, so their work was not capable of reproducing surface
aggregation, but they were able to make the following predictions about
surface adsorption: (1) that regardless of the number of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic groups on the surfactant, all surfactants will form a monolayer
on a hydrophobic surface, and (2) that adsorption will exceed Langmuir
adsorption for small hydrophilic head groups on both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. (The latter implies cooperative adsorption at the interface.) Tiberg et al. [10] used ellipsometry to measure accurately the adsorption isotherms and thicknesses of adsorbed layers of ethylene oxide
surfactants on silica. They were able to conﬁrm cooperative adsorption on
hydrophilic silica but not on hydrophobic silica.
Goloub and Koopal [11,12] also used SCF calculations to examine the
adsorption of cationic surfactants onto Aerosil silica. Experimentally, they
found that, below a certain surfactant concentration, the addition of salt
hindered adsorption, and above this concentration, the addition of salt aided
adsorption. Using SCF calculations, they showed that the existence of this
‘‘common intersection point’’ was due to competition of salt ions for surface
binding sites at lower surfactant concentrations and screening of electrostatic
repulsions by salt at higher surfactant concentrations. Their calculations also
suggested that the surfactant tails were attracted to Aerosil silica.
Johnson and Nagarajan [13,14] have also recently performed a theoretical
treatment of the effect of surface charge and wettability on the shape of
adsorbed surfactant aggregates.
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D. Spectroscopic Investigations
The lateral organization of surfactants has also been probed by spectroscopic
techniques. Levitz and coworkers [15–17] used ﬂuorescence decay spectroscopy to show that nonionic surfactants aggregated on silica in much the
same way as in bulk solution but at lower bulk concentrations. Somasundaran and Krishnakumar [18] used ﬂuorescence quenching experiments to
suggest that SDS formed aggregates of 50–350 molecules on alumina. Use
of 2H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements for the same system
showed that the surfactant did not form a continuous bilayer structure but
instead formed either oblate, ribbon, or porous bilayer structures [19]. Although these measurements are useful in determining the surface structure,
both NMR and ﬂuorescence measurements are model dependent and suffer
from the following experimental limitations: results from ﬂuorescence measurements can be affected by the presence of the probe and quencher, and
2
H NMR spectroscopy depends on the availability of 2H-surfactants and the
presence of an invariant local quadrupole coupling.

E. Force Measurement and Contact Angles
The organization of surfactants in the direction normal to the solid–liquid
interface has been examined using the surface force apparatus (SFA) (e.g.,
Refs. 20 and 21) and the atomic force microscope (AFM) [22]. Israelachvili
and Pashley [23] used the SFA to measure the force between mica sheets in
aqueous hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C16TABr) solutions [23].
At about 1/10 of the cmc the force was much less repulsive than the calculated double-layer plus van der Waals forces. Uncharged adsorbed layers
of double-chain surfactants produced net attractive forces [24]. The authors
explained these forces by invoking the adsorption of surfactant with an orientation that exposed a signiﬁcant amount of the surfactant hydrocarbon tail
to solution, thereby raising the energy of the ﬁlm of water between the mica
sheets. At this time the exact interpretation of these results remains controversial, but this model for adsorption is essentially a continuous layer of the
hemimicelles originally proposed by Fuerstenau.
At higher concentrations of C16TABr, the force was repulsive, with the
appropriate decay length for charged and hydrophilic surfaces. The force
was consistent with a degree of counterion binding for surface-adsorbed
surfactant (⬃25%) similar to that previously observed in bulk solution [21].
This result was used to infer that the surfactant aggregated into a bilayer,
consisting of an inner layer of surfactant with head groups facing the mica
and an outer layer with head groups facing the solvent. The same evidence
also supports the existence of spherical or cylindrical micelles. Contact angle
[25] and ﬂotation measurements have provided a similar picture of a hydro-
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phobic surface (and thus hydrocarbon exposure) below about 1/10 cmc and
a hydrophilic surface (head group exposure) at higher concentrations [26].

F. The Atomic Force Microscope
Although many techniques have been employed to determine both the concentration and the properties of adsorbed surfactants, most of these techniques do not directly probe that lateral organization of surfactants. In 1994,
Manne et al. [27] showed that the AFM could be used to image directly the
structure of surfactant aggregates at the solid–liquid interface above the
surfactant cmc. This method is fast, does not require special sample preparation, is not restricted to particular surfactant molecules, and determination
of the shape is not model dependent.

G. Neutron Reﬂection
Neutron reﬂectivity experiments provide the most direct method for probing
the organization of surfactant micelles normal to the solid–solution interface
[28]. The experimental data are used to select the most consistent model of
the surface. Unfortunately, neutron reﬂectivity data often do not allow selection among proposed lateral arrangements of surfactants. Therefore, the
AFM and neutron reﬂectivity are complementary; an AFM reveals the lateral
structure and neutron reﬂectivity reveals the normal structure. The remainder
of this chapter will focus on the use of the AFM.

II. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
A. Contrast Generation in AFM Images
In an AFM, the surfactant aggregate is probed by measuring the force between a sharp tip and the micelle adsorbed at the interface between the solid
and the solution. To obtain contrast there must be lateral variation in the
force between the tip and the adsorbed micelle. This lateral variation in the
force arises from both topography and chemical variations. The resolution
is maximized in two ways: (1) by using a very sharp tip that receives a large
contribution of total force from a small area of the solid and (2) by making
measurements where the force has a very high gradient normal to the surface.
Sharp AFM tips typically have a radius of about 10 nm, which is similar
to the smallest radius of curvature of adsorbed micelles. Therefore, the force
between the tip and the micelle at any tip location includes large force
contributions arising from a region of the micelle, not from a point on the
micelle. Thus, AFM tips of today cannot be used to map accurately the
shape of highly curved adsorbed micelles. The lateral extent of a small
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micelle can be estimated from an AFM image by examining the spacing
between the centers of adjacent micelles. In other words, the AFM is good
at examining the arrangement of micelles, which can then be used to infer
the shape. For example, Fig. 1 shows an image of SDS adsorbed onto graphite. Clearly, there is one very long axis and one short axis of the micelle,
so the structure is something like a cylinder or a hemicylinder. (Measurements of the thickness and density [29] of the adsorbed surfactant show that
it is a hemistructure.) The long axis is easily resolved, and the short dimension parallel to the interface is inferred from the spacing between adjacent
features. However, the determination of the exact cross section is usually
beyond the resolution of the tip because the micelle curvature is too high
compared with the radius of the tip. Although micelle shapes are often listed
as spherical or cylindrical in the literature, the actual cross section could be

FIG. 1 AFM image of SDS adsorbed at the interface between graphite and a 2.8
mM SDS, 20 mM NaCl solution. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 40. Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.)
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an ellipse or some other shape. The variation in height (or deﬂection) in the
AFM signal while imaging an array of surface micelles is typically 0.1–0.5
nm, whereas the adsorbed micelles are typically one or two molecular
lengths thick (⬃1.5 or ⬃3.0 nm). The difference in these two lengths arises
because the relatively blunt AFM tip cannot ﬁt in between adjacent aggregates.
AFM resolution also depends on the normal and lateral gradients in the
force between the tip and the sample. Because the gradient of surface forces
usually increases with decreasing surface separation, the highest gradients
are usually obtained when the tip is close to the sample. Therefore, in order
to understand the imaging of surfactants by AFM, it is necessary ﬁrst to
understand how the force between an AFM tip and a surfactant-coated substrate varies as a function of separation. Good reviews of intermolecular and
surface forces are provided by Israelachvili [30] and by Evans and Wennerström [31].
The adsorption of charged surfactants often results in the generation of a
charge on the sample and sometimes on the tip. These charges are compensated by counterions that inhabit the solution between the tip and the sample.
Some of the counterions are closely associated with the surfactant head
groups and some exist in a diffuse layer in solution. As the tip approaches
the sample, work is required to conﬁne these counterions to a smaller volume
and, therefore, the tip experiences a repulsive force [32], which is known
as the electrostatic double-layer force. The gradient of this force depends on
the surface charge and on the concentration of electrolyte in solution. The
gradient is larger for higher concentrations of electrolyte in solution. (For
example, the double-layer force in a 1:1 electrolyte has a decay length of
⬃10 nm in a 1 mM solution and a decay length of ⬃1 nm in a 100 mM
solution.) Therefore, the resolution of AFM imaging should be greater as an
electrolyte is added to the solution. Of course, the addition of electrolyte
may also affect the actual structure of the adsorbed micelles.
Adsorbed surfactants also generate surface forces due to the energy required to remove water from the surfactant head groups (hydration forces)
and the energy required to conﬁne the surfactant to a smaller volume on the
surface (protrusion forces) [32]. These short-range forces (<1 nm) have high
gradients that are ideal for AFM imaging. In contrast, the longer range double-layer force usually has a lower gradient, which decreases the resolution
in the vertical direction and causes the interaction between the sides of the
tip and the sample to make signiﬁcant contributions to the total force. This
effectively widens the tip. Therefore, it should be easier to obtain highresolution images of net-uncharged surfactants or of charged surfactants in
concentrated salt solutions.
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The result of any measurement is inﬂuenced by the act of measurement,
but in AFM imaging of adsorbed surfactants, the relationship is particularly
simple. The adsorbed micelle owes its adsorption and cohesion to intermolecular forces, and the act of measurement introduces new forces. Sometimes
the adsorption and structure are produced by a delicate balance of forces,
and both can be altered by a small change in solution conditions. In order
to determine the shape of the adsorbed micelle, the AFM tip must apply an
additional force to the adsorbed micelle. This force may perturb the ‘‘native’’
structure, so it is important to weigh the desire to use a force that yields
maximum contrast against the desire to measure the least perturbed structure.
Along with the gradient, the magnitude of the force between the tip and the
sample often increases with decreasing separation, so there is often a tradeoff between obtaining high contrast and minimizing perturbation of the aggregate. This is particularly obvious for charged surfactants. For zwitterionic
and nonionic surfactants, there is no net charge and therefore no long-range
repulsive force, and so it is possible to image by sensing a very high force
gradient when the force is zero [33].
The perturbations caused by the AFM tip can be used to the advantage
of the experimentalist when desorption occurs in a layer-by-layer process.
By imaging at a series of increasing forces, the adsorbate can be interrogated
layer by layer, ﬁnally revealing the structure of the underlying substrate.
This is particularly useful when trying to establish the relationship between
the adsorbate and the adsorbent structures (see Section III.A). However, the
adsorbate does not always adsorb in layers, and a major disadvantage when
using the AFM is the inability to resolve adsorbate features below the surface
of the adsorbed structure.

B. Stability of Adsorbed Surfactant Aggregates
To date, all images of surface micelles have been obtained above the cmc
or just below the cmc (e.g., cmc/3 for SDS on graphite), where the density
of adsorbed surfactant is high. There is no really convincing AFM evidence
of aggregation at much lower surface concentrations. In particular, there is
no AFM evidence for the hemimicelles that were originally postulated to
form at 1/10 to 1/100 of the cmc. This lack of evidence does not necessarily
mean that hemimicelles do not form. To form an image, the AFM must
impart a force on the surfactant. This force must be less than the force
required to disrupt the aggregate. Disruption can occur by fragmentation
into monomers (either adsorbed or in solution), by desorption, or by lateral
displacement. The forces probed are the cohesive energy of the aggregate,
the adsorption energy, and the energy required to increase the area density
of aggregates on the surface. It is notable that AFM images of surface mi-
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celles are always obtained when there is a dense layer of micelles covering
the surface and a fairly monodisperse spacing between adsorbed micelles.
Under these conditions, there must be large forces between the aggregates
that hinder the lateral motion of an aggregate when it is subjected to stress
from the tip. At low surface densities (where hemimicelles are postulated),
the lateral interactions are usually smaller than at high densities so the aggregates may simply move sideways in response to stress from the tip. If
the adsorbed aggregates are always moving away from the tip, they would
be difﬁcult to observe with an AFM.
Evidence for the lateral pressure among adsorbed micelles comes from
images of mica in mixtures of strong acid and surfactant [34]. In the absence
of surfactant, the acid etches the mica, but in the presence of surfactant and
acid, the acid does not etch the mica, even when the tip is pushed hard
against the mica. This suggests that the surfactant keeps a seal aound the
tip and, therefore, that the surfactant is subject to a lateral pressure. The
interactions among aggregates are considered further in Section III.E.
In addition to causing a redistribution of surfactant on the surface, the tip
can cause desorption or adsorption. At equilibrium, this effect can be understood using a thermodynamic argument developed by Hall [35] and by
Ash et al. [36]. When the force at a given separation increases as a function
of surfactant chemical potential, the surfactant will desorb as the tip approaches. Conversely, when the force decreases at a given separation, the
surfactant will adsorb. A recent paper describes changes in the adsorption
from dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB) solution that arise from
the approach of a particle [37]. To date, there has been no systematic study
of changes in micellar structure induced by an AFM tip, but Ducker and
Wanless [34] did observe that micelles of hexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide (C16TABr) transformed from cylindrical to approximately spherical
geometry when the applied force was increased.

III. PARAMETERS AFFECTING THE SHAPE OF
ADSORBED MICELLES
A. Solid Structure
All solid substrates studied to date concentrate the surfactant at the interface
and conﬁne the surfactant more or less to a single plane. Such concentration
increases the importance of forces between the surfactant monomers (and
micelles), and conﬁnement to a plane increases the order of the micellar
assembly. In addition, most early AFM work investigated the adsorption of
surfactants onto crystalline substrates: mica and graphite. These substrates
are ideal for AFM work because the perfect cleavage planes of these min-
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erals allow the facile preparation of clean and reproducible surfaces that are
smooth on an atomic scale. It is much easier to obtain images of small and
delicate aggregates on substrates that are very smooth and robust. However,
we see in the following section that the crystal structure of the substrate is
a strong inﬂuence on the adsorbed-micelle structure.

1.

Graphite

Manne and coworkers [27] investigated the adsorption of the cationic surfactant C16TABr. Although C16TABr formed approximately spherical micelles in solution, they found that C16TABr formed hemicylindrical micelles
at the interface between the basal plane of graphite and a solution above the
cmc. The basal plane of graphite consists of a sheet of hexagonal rings of
carbon atoms with a threefold axis of rotation. The axis of each adsorbed
cylinder was aligned perpendicular to one of the graphite lattice axes. Hemicylindrical micelles also adsorbed onto graphite from C12TABr, C14TABr
[38], C18TABr [39], C20TABr, SDS [40], (zwitterionic) dodecyldimethylammoniopropylsulfonate (DDAPS) [41], and several (nonionic) polyethylene
oxide surfactant [41,42] solutions at concentrations at which most of these
surfactants formed spherical or globular micelles.
Figure 1 shows SDS micelles adsorbed onto graphite. Clearly, graphite
has a strong effect on the absorbed structure. Scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) images of alkanes and other alkane derivatives on graphite show that
alkyl chains adsorb in an all-trans conﬁguration with their chain directors
parallel and that two methylene units ﬁt within one hexagonal ring of the
graphite [43]. Presumably this close geometric ﬁt allows the establishment
of strong van der Waals forces between the surfactant and the graphite when
the surfactant lies in this position. Thus, as orignally proposed by Manne,
the orientation of the ﬁrst layer of adsorbed surfactant is directed by the
graphite to lie in an organized pattern with parallel chain directors. Additional adsorption is templated by the ﬁrst layer: the surfactant completes a
constant-curvature shape while minimizing exposure of the hydrocarbon to
the aqueous solution. This results in a hemicylindrical micelle.

2.

Mica

Mica is a sheet aluminosilicate. Substitution of aluminum for silicon in the
cleavage plane leaves a net negative charge that is compensated by potassium [44]. In an aqueous solution, the electrostatic interaction between the
mica lattice charge and the potassium is weaker than in air, and the potassium ions are distributed between the solution and the surface sites. These
potassium ions can be displaced by other cations, for example, quaternary
ammonium surfactants. Hence, the adsorption of surfactants is driven by an
attractive electrostatic interaction.
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Many experiments have shown that single-tail quaternary ammonium ions
form cylinders and ﬂat sheets at the interface between mica and aqueous
solutions containing approximately spherical micelles [38,39,45]. Adsorption
onto mica causes a reduction in the curvature of the micelle. It is well known
that surfactant micelles in bulk solution adopt a lower curvature in concentrated salt solution than in surfactant-only solution. This effect occurs because the addition of counterions screens the repulsive interactions between
the charged head groups. It has been hypothesized that the lower curvature
for adsorbed micelles on mica occurs because the repulsions between the
positive head groups are diminished when the head groups are in close
proximity to the negative lattice charge [46]. In essence, the mica acts like
a very concentrated set of counterions. Thus, the structure on the anionic
surface may resemble the structure in a concentrated salt solution. These
counterions are not only concentrated, they are also conﬁned to a plane,
which provides a template for planar adsorption.

3.

Gold

Surfactants adsorbed onto gold surfaces form regular arrays that are similar
to those observed on graphite [47]. Long cylinders or hemicylinders form
in straight parallel lines on ﬂat terraces. When these lines meet the steps in
the crystal, the micelle prefers to deviate and remain on a single plane rather
than step up or down to a parallel plane.

B. Wettability of the Solid Substrate
The adsorption of surfactant molecules from an aqueous solution to a solid
is an exchange reaction that necessitates desorption of water. Therefore, the
energy of adsorption of water to the solid is important in determining the
adsorption of surfactant molecules [9,40]. If all other surface characteristics
are equal, the energy of adsorption of a surfactant to a hydrophilic surface
should be greater (less favorable) than the energy of adsorption to a hydrophobic surface, and therefore the surfactant should be more densely packed
on the hydrophobic surface. Unfortunately, it can be experimentally difﬁcult
to change the wettability of the solid surface systematically without changing
other properties, including the afﬁnity of the surfactant for the solid.
The fraction of a surface that is covered by surface micelles depends on
the shape of the micelle, so wettability should inﬂuence the shape of the
adsorbed aggregate. When one considers a series of adsorbed aggregates in
order of decreasing curvature (e.g., spherical micelle, cylindrical micelle,
bilayer) the least curved aggregate (the ﬂat layer) will generally cover the
most solid surface [40]. Thus, adsorbed micelles should be perturbed from
their equilibrium solution geometry to a less curved geometry at a hydrophobic surface.
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Figure 2 shows the interfacial energies involved when micelles adsorb at
interfaces. We will assume that the interfacial energy of the micelle (␥MW)
is approximately the same as for the adsorbed micelle and therefore that this
makes no contribution to the energy. (This will not be true if the head group
area changes; see later.) Compared with a micelle in solution, an adsorbed
micelle has created a new interface between the micelle and the solid with
interfacial energy ␥SH. The magnitude of ␥SH will depend on the orientation
of the surfactant, but for now we will assume the surfactant tails are in
contact with the solid. Adsorption reduces the area of the solid that is exposed to water, so the micelle is attracted to the surface with a wetting
energy of ␥SW ⫺ ␥SH. This wetting energy will act to make the micelles
cover the surface. This can be achieved in two ways: (1) by adsorbing more
micelles or (2) by the spreading of each individual micelle. The latter is
achieved by increasing the average packing parameter, P [48] and the aggregation number. The relationship between the packing parameter and
spreading is shown in Fig. 3. The perturbation of the micellar shape from
the free shape in solution is determined by the balance between the wetting
energy and the energy required to perturb the shape of the micelle from its
‘‘free’’ curvature. This perturbation can be achieved by decreasing the average head group area or by decreasing the average alkyl chain extension.
The micelles can also cover a greater area of the surface by increasing
the density of adsorbed micelles. In this case, the adsorption density is dictated by the balance between the wetting force and the repulsive micelle–
micelle forces. This is considered further in Section III.E. The effects of
wettability and charge on adsorbed surfactant shape are considered further
in two papers by Johnson and Nagarajan [13,14].

FIG. 2 Interfaces affected by micellar adsorption.
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FIG. 3 Effect of interfacial tension on the adsorbed micelle shape. The adsorption
process has been artiﬁcially broken into two stages: (1) adsorption at constant aggregate curvature and (2) readjustment of the curvature in response to the microscopic solid–liquid interfacial tension. The P is the packing parameter in the free
micelle; P⬘ is the packing parameter in the adsorbed micelle. In general, the two
packing parameters are not the same because different forces are present. The local
forces can change both the effective head group area and the average length of the
hydrocarbon chain.

The effect of solid wettability on the shape of adsorbed aggregates was
ﬁrst proposed to explain the formation of hemicylindrical SDS micelles on
graphite [40]. The strong correlation between the crystallographic axis and
the axis of the adsorbed micelle suggests that, for graphite, the main effect
causing hemimicelle formation is actually the epitaxial adsorption of alkyl
chains (see Section III.A). However, the effect of wettability has also been
tested on a substrate that does not direct epitaxial adsorption.
We have studied the adsorption of many surfactants on amorphous silica
surfaces that were made hydrophobic by chemisorption of diethyloctylchlorosilane (DEOS) [49]. DEOS is a silanating agent that produces an advancing water contact angle of 105⬚ and a receding angle of 95⬚. The interfacial energy between the alkyl chain of surfactants and the silane chain is
very small, so the spreading pressure is approximately the same as the in-
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terfacial energy between hydrocarbon and water (⬃50 mJ m⫺2) [50]. The
DEOS alkyl chain is only eight carbons long, so the ﬁlm is probably
liquidlike and there is little chance of crystallinity from the solid surface
perturbing the adsorbed micelle structure. A large number of surfactants were
exposed to this surface at two times their cmc: the nonionic ethylene oxide
surfactants, C10E5, C10E6, C12E5, C12E8, C14E6, C16E6; the zwitterionic surfactants, DDAPS and decyl ammoniopropane sulfonate; the charged surfactants,
SDS and C16TABr; and the ﬂuorocarbon surfactant, lithium perﬂuorooctane
sulfonate. In every case, the surfactant formed a smooth ﬂat sheet. Force
measurements showed that the surfactant head groups were facing the solution, and earlier ellipsometric measurements showed that the adsorbed
layer of ethylene oxide surfactants was about one molecule thick [10]. Thus,
the surfactants form an oriented monolayer. The high DEOS–water interfacial energy is sufﬁcient to cause each of the surfactants to spread across
the interface. A ﬂat surfactant ﬁlm is produced either by reducing the head
group area or by decreasing the thickness of the adsorbed surfactant ﬁlm.
There is experimental evidence that many of the same surfactants form
spherical or globular micelles on hydrophilic surfaces. C10E5, C10E6, C12E8,
and C16E6 all form spherical or globular micelles on hydrophilic ( ⬃ 0⬚)
silica [49]. The micelles have a very small contact area with the silica and
are difﬁcult to image. On hydrophilic silica there is a competition between
water and the ethylene oxide head groups (rather than the tail) for the surface
silanol groups. Water has a strong afﬁnity for the silica silanol groups, and
the micelle is unable to displace much water from the surface. C16TABr also
forms spherical micelles on hydrophilic silica up to about ﬁve times its cmc.
For C61TABr, the comparison is complicated by electrostatic interactions
with the negatively charged silica. The zwitterionic surfactant forms spherical micelles on hydrophilic ( ⬃ 0⬚) silicon nitride [41]. In these cases, the
solid surface has a strong afﬁnity for the solvent water, the spreading energy
is small, and so the adsorbed micelle has a shape similar to that observed
in bulk solution.
Grant et al. [51] have extended the study of the effect of wettability on
adsorbed surfactant shape by observing the shape of the nonionic surfactant
C12E8 on a series of gold surfaces that were modiﬁed by adsorption of thiols.
The most hydrophobic surface was produced by adsorbing alkane thiols, and
increasingly hydrophilic surfaces were produced by adsorbing thiols from
solutions containing an increasing ratio of -OH to -CH3 groups. Consistent with earlier work, they found that the surfactant formed a ﬂat monolayer
on a pure -CH3 surface and spherical micelles on a pure -OH surface.
The micelles were only weakly bound to the pure -OH surface. An interesting new effect was observed for the surfactant adsorbed onto the surface
that was 25% hydroxylated. The results are consistent with the adsorption
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of a bilayer. A bilayer structure has a similar effect to a monolayer in displacing the solvent water from the surface, but compared with a monolayer,
the surfactant head group has displaced the alkyl chain at the thiol–surfactant interface. Presumably this is because the ethylene oxide head groups
can hydrogen bond to the 25% of thiols that are — OH terminated.

C. Counterions
It is well known that the shape of micelles composed of charged molecules
depends on the concentration and nature of the counterions present in solution. Counterions near the surfactant head groups reduce the electrostatic
repulsion between the head groups, thereby reducing the effective head
group area and increasing the mean curvature of the micelle [30]. Micelles
adsorbed onto solid–solution interfaces should also be subject to the same
inﬂuence but perhaps with diminished importance because of the control
exerted by the substrate. For example, we have spent a great deal of effort
examining the inﬂuence of various counterions on the adsorption of dodecyl
sulfate onto graphite. The counterions affected the spacing between the adsorbed hemimicelles (Section III.E) but did not have a large effect on the
aggregate shape. This is because the graphite strongly directs the formation
of hemimicelles (Section III.A).
In order to observe the effect of counterions, it is necessary to use a solid
substrate that has a weak effect on the surfactant. Silica is a good substrate
because surfactants adsorbed to silica tend to retain a structure which is
similar to that observed in bulk solution. In Section III.B we argued that
this was because the silica was very hydrophilic, so water was difﬁcult to
displace from the interface. Patrick et al. [52], Velegol et al. [53], and Subramanian and Ducker [54] have investigated the effect of various counterions
on the shape of C16TA⫹ micelles adsorbed onto silica. The addition of Br⫺
causes a transition to cylindrical (wormlike) micelles (Fig. 4), whereas Cl⫺
does not. The same phenomenon occurs in bulk solution and has been explained on the basis of the difference in polarizability of the ions [55]. An
increased concentration of anions in solution leads to an increase in concentration of ions at the surface of the micelle and therefore to increased
screening of the head group repulsions. The Br⫺ has a greater excess polarizability over the surrounding water than Cl⫺, so it experiences greater attractive van der Waals forces from the micelle. Thus, Br⫺ is more concentrated at the micelle surface than Cl⫺ at the same bulk concentration.
We have investigated the effect of a variety of anions and found that the
more polarizable ions are capable of effecting the sphere-to-cylinder transition on silica. (See Table 1.) In the table, we use the traditional physical
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FIG. 4 AFM images at 300 nm of C16TABr adsorbed at the interface between
hydrophilic silica and (a) 10 mM C16TABr solution and (b) 10 mM C16TABr and
300 mM NaBr solution. The insets are Fourier transforms of the main images. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 54. Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society.)

chemical descriptions of ‘‘soft’’ and ‘‘hard’’ to represent molecules that have
high and low polarizability, respectively. The soft ions are able to effect the
sphere-to-cylinder transition, but the hard ions are not. In particular, we have
investigated the effect of substituting the more polarizable S for O in oxyacids. For example, CTA⫹ forms spheres at the interface between silica and
concentrated (0.4 M) CO2⫺
solutions but forms cylinders at the interface of
3

TABLE 1 Shape of CTA⫹ Micelles Adsorbed onto the
Interface Between Silica and Aqueous Salt Solution as
a Function of Counterion Polarizability
Anion

Polarizability

Micellar shape

Cl⫺
Br⫺
Ac⫺
HSO⫺
3
HS⫺
SO2⫺
4
S2O2⫺
3
CO2⫺
3
CS2⫺
3
SO2⫺
3

Hard
Borderline
Hard
Borderline
Soft
Hard
Soft
Hard
Soft
Borderline

Oblate spheroid
Cylinder
Sphere
Sphere
Cylinder
Sphere
Cylinder or short rod
Sphere
Cylinder
Sphere

Source : Adapted from Ref. 54.
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even dilute (0.01 M) CS2⫺
solutions. The sulﬁte and hydrogen sulﬁte anions
3
(SO2⫺
and HSO⫺
3
3 ) are exceptions to this generalization. Although they are
relatively polarizable, they do not cause the formation of cylinders. This
may be because the most polarizable atom, S, has a partial positive charge.
Apparently, to effect the sphere-to-cylinder transition, it is necessary to have
a polarizable anionic section of the ion. One assumes that this group would
also need to be accessible to the CTA⫹ head group and not buried within
the ion.
There has been some discussion of whether divalent ions should be better
than monovalent ions at effecting the sphere-to-cylinder transition because
of the increased electrostatic attraction [56]. Table 1 contains no evidence
to support differences between monovalent and divalent ions. For example,
the borderline soft HSO3⫺ ion forms spheres and continues to form spheres
when the charge is increased by removal of a proton.

D. Surface Charge
The electrical interaction between charged surfactants and charged surfaces
is clearly important in determining the arrangement of adsorbed molecules.
Attractive interactions between the surfactant and oppositely charged groups
at the interface lead to concentration of the surfactant at the interface and,
therefore, enhance the opportunity for surfactant tail–tail interactions. The
interactions with charged surface groups can act to diminish the repulsive
interactions between charged surfactant head groups and, therefore, lead to
a decrease in the curvature of the aggregate. This mechanism is the same
as the mechanism that occurs on the addition of salt (Section III.C), except
that the surface counterions are constrained to the surface, and sometimes
the arrangement is dictated by the crystallography of the solid (e.g., for
mica). The effect of surface charge has been investigated on silica, mica,
and gold.
Manne et al. [38] examined the adsorption of C14TABr on silica as a
function of pH. At twice the cmc, C14TABr forms approximately spherical
micelles at pH 2.9, 6.3, and 9.9. In the absence of surfactant, silica is known
to have a small surface charge near pH 2, and the overall surface charge
becomes more negative as the pH increases [57]. Thus, the density of anionic
surface sites on silica increases with pH. The presence of surfactant at the
interface will probably increase the density of negative charges, but one
would still expect to have more negative sites at high pH. One might have
expected this increase in density of negative sites at high pH to lead to
cylindrical micelles or even a ﬂat bilayer, but this was not observed. We
repeated their experiments for C16TABr at twice the cmc, extending the range
to pH 11 (where there is probably already dissolution of the silica), and
found that the aggregates were still spherical. Cylindrical C16TABr aggre-
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gates have been observed on silica at slightly higher concentrations [53,54],
so there is no intrinsic reason why cylindrical aggregates cannot form. We
believe that the surfactant micelles are not cylindrical at low Br⫺ concentration simply because the silica surface is so hydrophilic that water still
occupies most of the surface in preference to the surfactant. Approximately
spherical micelles displace fewer water molecules than cylindrical micelles
when they adsorb.
We have investigated the effect of surface charge by measuring the arrangement of C16TABr molecules on mica. Mica is less hydrophilic than
silica: it has a small (⬃5⬚) water contact angle. The lattice charge on mica
is ﬁxed, but the net surface charge of mica can be regulated by the adsorption
of cations, including the proton and cationic surfactants. All cations cause a
reduction in surface charge, but some cations are more concentrated at the
surface because of nonelectrostatic forces. For example, more polarizable
ions have higher binding constants due to their lower afﬁnity for water [58].
We have measured the structure of adsorbed CTA⫹ micelles as a function
of the concentration of H⫹, Li⫹, Na⫹, K⫹, and Cs⫹ ions [34,59]. In the
absence of salt, the CTABr at twice the cmc forms approximately spherical
micelles in bulk solution and a ﬂat (bilayer) sheet at the interface between
the micellar solution and mica. The high density of mica lattice anions explains the difference between the bulk and surface structures. These ions
screen the electrostatic repulsion between the charged cationic head groups,
which allows a smaller head group area and a less curved aggregate.
When salt is added to solution, the ﬂat, continuous structure breaks up
into cylindrical or spherical micelles (see Fig. 5). Note that the increase in
the curvature on addition of salt is the opposite of the effect that occurs in
bulk solution, so clearly the change in curvature is controlled by the mica–
solution interface. The rival cations compete with the quaternary ammonium
head groups for the mica lattice charges. This reduces the density of anionic
sites available to the surfactant. Fewer adsorbing surfactant head groups will
associate directly with a lattice charge, releasing them from the plane of the
mica surface and producing a larger repulsion between head groups. Both
of these factors lead to more curved aggregates, i.e., spherical or cylindrical
micelles. Salts differ in their ability to effect the planar-to-curved transition.
The Cl⫺ salts are more effective at lowering the curvature than Br⫺ salts.
This is simply a manifestation of the tighter binding of Br⫺ to the surfactant
head groups, as discussed in the previous section. Furthermore, Cs⫹ is more
effective than Li⫹ at converting the bilayer into spherical or cylindrical micelles. This is expected because Cs⫹ is less strongly hydrated and so has a
higher afﬁnity for the mica in the absence of the surfactant. When surfactant
displaces water at the surface, the Cs⫹ should be even better than Li⫹ at
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FIG. 5 AFM images at 300 nm of C16TAC1 adsorbed at the interface between mica
and a solution containing 2.7 mM CTAC1 and various concentrations of CsCl: (a)
0 mM CsCl; (b) 34 mM CsCl; (c) 100 mM CsCl. (Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 59. Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.)

replacing CTA⫹ at the mica surface because the excess polarizability of Cs⫹
should lead to a greater van der Waals interaction with the adsorbed micelles.
The effects of surface charge on adsorbed aggregate shape have also been
examined on gold. Burgess et al. [60] performed an interesting study of the
adsorption of SDS onto a gold (111) surface that was under potential control.
When there was no applied potential, the SDS formed hemicylindrical surface micelles, as previously observed [47]. When a negative potential was
applied, the surfactant desorbed. There is a potential at which the repulsive
electrostatic force between the gold and the negatively charged surfactant is
sufﬁcient to overcome the attractive interaction between the surfactant alkyl
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chain and the gold atoms. When a large positive potential was applied, the
hemimicelles transformed into a ﬂat layer. The transformation occurred when
the charge on the gold was equal to the total charge on the adsorbed surfactant. The ﬂat structure is consistent with the formation of a surfactant
bilayer. Thus, ﬂat layers form on both mica and gold when the solid has a
high surface-charge density.

E. Interactions Among Adsorbed Micelles
We investigated the effect of electrostatic interactions between hemicylindrical micelles adsorbed onto graphite. The electrostatic interaction was
modiﬁed by varying the electrolyte concentration. Graphite strongly dictates
that the overall geometry must remain hemicylindrical (Section III.A) even
though the interaction between the head groups is affected by salt (Section
III.C). An increase in salt concentration can reduce the repulsive force between the aggregates by reducing the Debye screening length. If counterions
adsorb to the micelle, they also reduce the force by reducing the magnitude
of the effective charge on the micelle.
We measured the separation between the long axes of the hemicylindrical
micelles (the period) as a function of NaCl, MnCl2, or MgCl2 ions in a ﬁxed
surfactant concentration [40,61] (see Fig. 6). Note that the period is the sum
of the micellar diameter and the intermicellar separation. The period increases approximately linearly with the Debye length for both NaCl and
MnCl2 solutions. The limiting period is slightly longer than 5 nm, which
probably represents the diameter of the micelle, including water of hydration
and counterions.
We can think of the equilibrium separation between the aggregates as
being determined by the balance between a repulsive and an attractive force.
The repulsive force is the electrostatic repulsion between micelles,and the
attractive force is the wetting energy (described in Section III.B). The wetting energy decreases when the graphite is covered by micelles, so this
promotes adsorption, and the electrostatic free energy increases with increased adsorption of the charge aggregates. The addition of an electrolyte
to the solution reduces the electrostatic free energy, which allows more aggregates to adsorb. The average spacing is reduced by this additional adsorption. This picture is complicated somewhat by the known ability of salt
solutions to alter the curvature of surfactant aggregates both in bulk solutions
and at interfaces (Section III.C). In MgCl2 solutions, the period does not
continue to decrease with concentration but reaches a plateau at about 6 nm
for a 2–4 mM solution. This suggests that the reduction in the separation
between the adsorbed micelles is compensated by an increase in the diameter
of the micelles.
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FIG. 6 Effect of solution Debye length on the period of hemicylindrical micelles
adsorbed at the interface between SDS solution and graphite. (Closed circles) 2.8
mM SDS and NaCl; (open circles) 1 mM SDS and MnCl2. (Adapted from Refs. 40
and 63.)

A similar argument can be made for the change in the period as a function
of SDS concentration: the addition of sodium decreases the electrostatic
repulsion and allows a smaller spacing between the adsorbed micelles. The
addition of SDS also increases the chemical potential of SDS, allowing
higher energy states to be reached on the surface.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A variety of surface aggregates form at interfaces between micellar solutions
and solid surfaces. The most common structures are spherical, globular, and
cylindrical micelles; bilayers; and their corresponding hemistructures. The
factors that affect micellar shape in solution are still important at interfaces,
but additional effects arising from the solid often produce a perturbed structure at the interface. The ﬁnal adsorbed structure depends on the competition
for surface sites among the surfactant head group, the surfactant tail group,
other solutes, and the solvent. When the solvent has a low afﬁnity for the
solid (hydrophobic surfaces), the surface micelles ﬂatten out to reduce the
fraction of the solid that is exposed to water. For very hydrophobic surfaces,
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this causes formation of an oriented monolayer with the head groups facing
the solution. If the head groups can bind preferentially to the hydrophobic
surface, they may displace the tails and form a bilayer. For hydrophilic
surfaces, the water may still occupy a large fraction of surface sites, so the
adsorbed micelles are in an environment that is similar to bulk solution and
are less perturbed from their bulk structure. When the surfactant head group
can form strong bonds with the solid, the surfactant can displace a large
amount of water from the interface and form an oriented monolayer with
head groups facing the solid. A second layer of surfactant forms on top of
this surface in much the same way as it does on a hydrophobic solid. (At
this point, it is not clear whether this second layer is always ﬂat.) These
bilayers occur when the solid has a high charge density that is opposite in
sign to the surfactant head group charge. Similar behavior is observed when
a covalent bond is formed, such as when a thiol adsorbs onto gold from
ethanol solution [62].
The concentration of a surfactant is usually greater at the surface than in
the bulk solution. Therefore, interactions between adsorbed micelles become
important at lower bulk concentrations. For charged surfactants these interactions will be large and repulsive, but the addition of salt decreases the
repulsion between the charged surface micelles. The ﬁnal shape of the adsorbed aggregate depends on all the intermolecular interactions, but because
the surfactant is usually more concentrated at the interface, the adsorbed
structure is often more similar to structures formed in a bulk solution at a
higher concentration that the solution from which the micelle actually adsorbs.
To date, almost all AFM work has focused on adsorption from micellar
solution or from solutions just below the cmc. Below the cmc, the chemical
potential of the surfactant is a much stronger function of solution concentration, so it should be possible to form a larger variety of surfactant structures. There is hope that new structures might be observed in this more
dilute regime.
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ABSTRACT
A model consisting of the codeformational Maxwell constitutive equation
coupled to a kinetic equation for breaking and re-formation of micelles is
presented to reproduce most of the nonlinear viscoelastic properties of
wormlike micelles. This simple model is also able to predict shear banding
in steady shear and pipe ﬂows as well as the long transients and oscillations
that accompany this phenomenon. Even though the model requires six parameters, all of them can be evaluated from single and independent
rheological experiments, and then they can be used to predict other ﬂow
situations. The predictions of our model are compared with experimental
data for aqueous micellar solutions of cetyltrimethylammonium tosilate
(CTAT).

I. INTRODUCTION
Wormlike micellar solutions exhibit a rich and complex rheological behavior
because of their dynamical nature (continuous breaking and re-formation)
and their ability to form entanglements similar to those of polymer solutions
[1–8]. A crucial parameter in understanding the dynamics of wormlike micelles is the ratio of the breaking and the reptation times,  (=break /rep)
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[9,10]. Depending on this ratio, the response at low frequencies can range,
in the linear viscoelastic regime, from near-Maxwell behavior with a single
relaxation time to a polymer-like behavior with a spectrum of relaxation
times [2,4,9,10]. At high frequencies, because of the occurrence of the Rouse
and other relaxation mechanisms, deviations from Maxwell behavior are
observed even in the fast breaking regime [10].
The nonlinear rheological behavior of these systems is even more intriguing and interesting. One of the most outstanding features is the shear banding
ﬂow or ‘‘spurt effect,’’ ﬁrst detected in polymer solutions [11]. Here, under
steady shear ﬂow, a stress plateau is detected at a critical shear rate due to
the development of nonhomogeneous ﬂow where two bands supporting different shear rates coexist [12–14]. At and above this critical rate, stress
oscillations and long transients are detected. Also, a metastable branch is
followed under certain ﬂow conditions [13,14]. At shear rates higher than a
second critical value, the ﬂow becomes homogeneous again and steady conditions are achieved quite rapidly, i.e., within a few relaxation times of the
sample [15]. Shear banding ﬂow has been visualized by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) velocimetry [16–19], by small angle neutron scattering
[20,21] and by optical methods [22,23].
Several models have been forwarded to explain shear banding ﬂow in
wormlike micellar solutions [12,16,23]. The nonlinear extension of the reaction–reptation model predicts a stress saturation of 0.67G0 at a critical
shear rate equal to 2.6/d, where G0 is the plateau elastic modulus and d is
the main relaxation time of the sample [12]. Other models predict a Newtonian behavior followed by shear thinning ﬂow and then by an unstable
ﬂow region [16,23]. However, none of the models in the literature appears
to be capable of predicting, in addition to the mentioned features, the long
transients, the stress oscillations, the presence of a second metastable branch
at high shear rates, which has been observed experimentally [18]; and a
homogeneous ﬂow region above the second critical shear rate.
Here we present a simple (although phenomenological) model that is able
to predict all these features in both steady shear [15] and pipe ﬂows [24].
Moreover, the model also predicts the nonlinear viscoelastic ﬂow behavior
of wormlike micelles [14].

II. THE MODEL
The model consists of the codeformational Maxwell equation coupled to a
kinetic equation to account for the breaking and re-formation of micelles
[15,24]. For simple shear ﬂow, the model simpliﬁes to the following system
of ordinary differential equations:
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dN1
⫺ 2␥˙
dt
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(1)

(2)

d 0 ⫺ 
=
⫹ k0(1 ⫹ 1␥˙ )(⬁ ⫺ )␥˙
dt
␥

(3)

In these equations,  is the shear stress, ␥˙ is the shear rate, N1 [⬅11 ⫺ 22,
with ii the ﬁrst (i = 1) and the second (i = 2) normal stresses] is the ﬁrst
normal stress difference,  is the ﬂuidity or inverse of the shear viscosity
(), 0 and ⬁ are the ﬂuidities at zero and inﬁnite shear rates, respectively,
G0 is the shear plateau modulus,  is a structure relaxation time, k0 is a
kinetic constant for structure breakdown, and 1 is the shear banding intensity parameter. In the derivation of these equations, the third normal stress,
33, was neglected and the subscripts of the shear stress and shear rate were
dropped for simplicity.
Thus, for a steady shear ﬂow, the time derivatives in Eqs. (1) to (3) are
equal to zero. For this ﬂow situation, one obtains
N1 =

2␥˙
G0

(4)

 2 ⫺ 0 ⫺ k0(⬁ ⫺ )(1 ⫹ 1␥˙ )␥˙ 2 = 0

(5)

For the fully developed isothermal ﬂow of an incompressible ﬂuid in a
pipe of radius R and length L where the pressure drop along the length of
the tube is ⌬P, the shear stress distribution is given by (⌬P/L)(r/2); hence,
the shear stress at the tube wall is given by this equation with the radial
position r = R. Also, the apparent shear rate, ␥˙ app, is given by 4Q/(R3),
where Q is the volumetric ﬂow rate, which can be calculated from the ﬂuidity data from

⌬P
Q=
L

冕 再冕



R



0

0

冎

() d d

(6)

The model needs six parameters (0, ⬁, G0, , k0, and 1) to predict the
experimental data. However, as already described, each of these variables
can be determined from independent rheological measurements, and then
they can be used to predict and, in some cases, reproduce other ﬂow situations [24]. The details of the measurements to obtain these parameters are
given elsewhere [14,15].
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the  – ␥˙ relationship for ﬂuids
that exhibit shear banding under steady shear ﬂow [25]. In this scheme, six
ﬂow regions are detected. At very low shear rates (␥˙ ⱕ ␥˙ N), the ﬂow is
Newtonian with  = 0 (region I). For ␥˙ N < ␥˙ < ␥˙ c1, shear thinning behavior
is observed (region II). However, at the critical shear rate, ␥˙ c1, and up to
␥˙ c2, a stress plateau forms. Notice that the unstable region (region IV), (d/
d␥˙ < 0) is bounded by two metastable branches (regions III and V). Once
␥˙ c2 is surpassed, the ﬂow becomes homogeneous again (region VI) but with
a smaller Newtonian viscosity (⬁). Both the low- and the high-shear rate
branches, by the way, have been observed experimentally [13,14,18].
The predicted plots of  versus ␥˙ in a steady shear ﬂow as a function of
1 or of the product of k0 and  are shown in Fig. 2. In both cases, these
plots are remarkably similar to that shown in Fig. 1. In the ﬁrst case (Fig.
2a), the shear banding region becomes wider and the stress plateau appears
at lower values as 1 increases. Notice that as 1 goes to zero, the sigmoidal
shape tends to vanish and when 1 is equal to zero, the sigmoid collapses
into a monotonically increasing curve with an inﬂection point (labeled C in
Fig. 2a); i.e., the stress plateau disappears when the shear banding intensity
parameter becomes zero. On the other hand, under steady-state conditions

FIG. 1 Schematic representation of the shear stress  versus shear rate ␥˙ relationship for materials that exhibit the spurt effect.
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FIG. 2 Shear stress versus shear rate as a function of (a) the parameter 1 in s [0
(1); 0.01 (2); 0.1 (3); 1 (4); 10 (5)]; (b) the product k0 in Pa⫺1 s [10⫺6 (1); 10⫺5
(2); 10⫺4 (3); 10⫺3 (4)].

[see Eq. (5)], the parameters k0 and  do not play separate roles. Here, as
k0 increases, ␥˙ c1, ␥˙ c2, and Plateau move to larger values. As shown in Table
1, the value of  increases whereas that of k0 diminishes with increasing
CTAT concentration. However, the product of k0 and  diminished with
increasing surfactant concentration and both Plateau and ␥˙ c1 shifted to larger
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TABLE 1 Values of the Parameters of the Model for Various Concentrations of
CTAT Micellar Solutions
CCTAT
(wt%)
1.5
2
3
5
10
15
20

G0
(Pa)

0
(Pa⫺1 s⫺1)

⬁
(Pa⫺1 s⫺1)

 (s)

k0
(Pa⫺1)

1 (s)

2.5
5.4
12
41.5
176
380
620

0.152
0.083
0.055
0.0275
0.0061
0.005
0.0042

80
50
28
22
15
12.6
12

0.058
0.068
0.107
0.17
0.33
0.38
0.42

0.015
0.005
0.002
0.00021
0.00003
0.00001
0.0000042

0.0035
0.004
0.0045
0.005
0.007
0.01
0.017

values (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 14), in agreement with our predictions (Fig. 3).
Unfortunately, ␥˙ c2 could not be determined in our measurements because the
sample was expelled from the cone-and-plate geometry at high shear rates,
so the predictions of the model could not be corroborated. Nevertheless, ␥˙ c2
and the development of a homogeneous ﬂow for ␥˙ > ␥˙ c2 have been determined in pipe ﬂow experiments followed by NMR imaging velocimetry
[18].

FIG. 3 Shear stress versus shear rate measured under steady-state conditions at
30⬚C for CTAT micellar solutions in wt% (䡲) 2; (⽧) 3; (䡩) 5; (●) 10; (䊱) 20.
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Figure 3 shows the experimental steady shear measurements (symbols)
and the predictions of the model (solid lines) for wormlike micellar solutions
of various CTAT concentrations. The predictions were performed with the
rheologically estimated parameters reported in Table 1. For low CTAT concentrations (line e), our model predicts a monotonically increasing relationship between  and ␥˙ with a near-zero slope at intermediate shear rates that
follows the experimental data closely. This is the result of the small value
of 1 for this sample (Table 1). However, for higher CTAT concentrations
(lines a to d), our model reveals a sigmoid whereas the experimental data
show an increasing region of  versus ␥˙ and then a stress plateau. However,
the line that joins the critical shear rates ␥˙ c1 and ␥˙ c2 passes through the
experimental data. The criterion employed to set the position of the dividing
line is that the areas below and above this line and the sigmoid should be
equal, which implies that the bands at ␥˙ c1 and ␥˙ c2 are supporting equal
amounts of extended Gibbs free energy; otherwise, there would be a driving
force to restore a homogeneous ﬂow, contrary to experimental observations.
Analysis of the shear banding process by irreversible thermodynamics indicates that this criterion is indeed valid [24,26]. Moreover, the criterion sets
the value of the shear banding intensity parameter and establishes a unique
relationship between Plateau and 1.
Our model also predicts quite well the ﬂow behavior of wormlike micelles
in a pipe [24]. Here, because the shear stress is not constant across the tube,
it is possible to have simultaneously both homogeneous and unstable ﬂow
regions. Figure 4 depicts normalized velocity proﬁles as a function of normalized radial position for different wall shear stresses (or pressure gradient).
When W < Plateau, the parabolic proﬁle of the Poiseuille ﬂow of a Newtonian ﬂuid (for ␥˙ ⱕ ␥˙ N) or a shear-thinning ﬂuid (for ␥˙ N < ␥˙ < ␥˙ c1) is observed
(Fig. 4). Also, steady conditions are achieved very rapidly (Fig. 5a, curve
1). However, once W ⬇ Plateau, a band supporting a higher shear rate appears near the tube wall with the development of ﬂow instabilities and long
transients (Fig. 5c); also, a nearly discontinuous shear stress proﬁle close to
the pipe wall is predicted (Fig. 4). The model, moreover, indicates a nearNewtonian proﬁle at the center of the tube. On the other hand, when W >
Plateau, the parabolic proﬁle of a Newtonian ﬂuid appears again but with a
smaller shear viscosity, ⬁ (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, a small discontinuous region remains near the pipe center as a result of the shear stress dependence
on radial position (inset of Fig. 4). Again, steady conditions are achieved
very quickly (Fig. 5a, curve 2).
Two important predictions of our model are the long transients and the
oscillations associated with shear banding ﬂow. In steady shear ﬂow, our
model predicts overshoots and oscillations in steady shear ﬂow when the
shear rate is within the shear banding region (Fig. 5b and c). Moreover, it
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FIG. 4 Normalized velocity proﬁles as a function of normalized radial position for
different wall shear stresses: W < Plateau; W = Plateau; W > Plateau. Inset: Enlargement of the proﬁles near the center of the tube.

predicts that for shear rates smaller than ␥˙ c1 or larger than ␥˙ c2, steady conditions are achieved very rapidly, i.e., a few relaxation times of the sample
(Fig. 5a). However, as the shear rate approaches ␥˙ c1, our model indicates
that the time required to achieve steady conditions increases rapidly and
even very long times can be required for both steady shear and pipe ﬂows
(Fig. 6). These predictions are consistent with the pressure drop variations
reported for the shear banding regime in a pipe ﬂow of CTAT micellar
solutions [27]. In this case, ﬂuctuations in the pressure drop were noticed
for over 2 h without any sign of ever achieving steady ﬂow. Also, it was
not possible to record meaningful data by NMR velocimetry imaging
because of ﬂuctuations in velocity proﬁles at shear rates near the critical
value [18].
Besides describing the most important features of shear banding ﬂow, our
model can reproduce many of the details of the nonlinear rheological behavior of wormlike micelles such as inception of shear ﬂow, instantaneous
stress relaxation, and interrupted shear ﬂow [14]. Figure 7 depicts the experimental data (symbols) and model predictions (solid lines) for stress relaxation after cessation of ﬂow for different shear strain levels. In this case,
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FIG. 5 Shear stress as a function of time after inception of shear ﬂow: (a) curve 1
(␥˙ < ␥˙ N) and curve 2 (␥˙ > ␥˙ c2); (b) ␥˙ N < ␥˙ < ␥˙ c1; (c) ␥˙ c1 < ␥˙ < ␥˙ c2. Inset in part (c)
shows an enlargement of the scale.

when the shear strain is within the linear region, a single-exponential stress
relaxation is observed, which is faithfully followed by our model. However,
when the strain is within the nonlinear region, two relaxation times are
dominant: one at very short times and another at long times. The latter one,
by the way, is identical to the linear viscoelastic relaxation time (Fig. 7). At
intermediate times, there is a transition region. Our model predicts quite
well both the linear and the nonlinear regions as well as the transition regime
up to moderate strain levels (10%). For higher values, our model overpredicts the experimental data. The Wagner approach, consisting of the generalized Maxwell constitutive equation with a damping function [exp(⫺k␥ )],
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FIG. 6 Dimensionless time required to reach steady state (t/) as a function of
shear rate for steady shear ﬂow of wormlike micellar solutions. Inset: Dimensionless
time as a function of the applied pressure gradient for pipe ﬂow of wormlike micellar
solutions.

FIG. 7 Stress relaxation after cessation of ﬂow as a function of shear rate at 30⬚C
for a 10 wt% CTAT micellar solution: (●) 1 s⫺1; (* ) 2 s⫺1; (▫) 3 s⫺1; (䡩) 4 s⫺1; (䊱)
5 s⫺1. The parameters used for the predictions of the model were taken from Table 1.
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where k is the damping coefﬁcient and ␥ is the shear strain [28], also fails
to predict our data for strain levels higher than 10%.

IV. SUMMARY
A simple model with no adjustable parameters was used here to reproduce
many of the features of the nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of wormlike
micelles, including shear banding ﬂow. It is noteworthy that shear banding
ﬂow is rarely observed in polymer solutions due to the typical broad molecular weight distribution observed in these systems, which masks the shear
banding phenomenon. Wormlike micellar solutions also have a broad size
distribution. However, the micelle size distribution is averaged by the chain
breaking and recombination processes, so micellar solutions behave as
highly monodisperse systems. Hence, shear banding ﬂow is easily detected
in wormlike micellar solutions, which makes them model systems for studying complex ﬂow behavior.
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Preparation and Stabilization of
Silver Colloids in Aqueous
Surfactant Solutions
DAE-WOOK KIM, SEUNG-IL SHIN, and
SEONG-GEUN OH Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea

ABSTRACT
Silver colloids were prepared in the presence of various surfactants by the
reduction of silver nitrate with hydrazine. Because of the positively charged
hydrophobic nature of Ag nanoparticles, the Ag colloids prepared in aqueous
surfactant solutions of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and Tween 20 showed
good stability. But poor colloidal stability was observed in solutions of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and NP-9. The stabilization of Ag
colloids by surfactant molecules was explained on the basis of the electrostatic interaction between the Ag particles and surfactants and a stabilization
model was proposed. The particle size distribution was investigated by ultraviolet (UV) absorption spectroscopy measurements. The UV absorption
spectra showed different patterns depending on the nature of the stabilizers
(i.e., surfactants). In the case of Tween 20 as a stabilizer, the smallest particles, about 11.6 nm in average diameter, were obtained. In the case of
CTAB, pearl formation was observed because of the formation of relatively
large particles about 300 nm in size.

I. INTRODUCTION
Colloidal dispersions of metals, semiconductors, and polymers have attracted
considerable interest because of their photochemical [1], photocatalytic [2],
and nonlinear optical properties [3]. Various methods for their preparation
255
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have been studied: controlled chemical reduction [4,5], photochemical or
radiation-chemical reduction [6,7], photocatalytic reduction [8], etc.
It is well known that surfactants form several types of well-organized
assemblies that provide speciﬁc size, geometrical control, and stabilization
to particulate assemblies formed within the organized surfactant assemblies.
The host surfactant assemblies that are available for the formation of nanoparticles are summarized in Table 1. The aqueous micellar solutions, reverse
micelles, microemulsions, vesicles, monolayers, Langmuir–Blodgett ﬁlms,
and bilayer lipid membranes are typical surfactant assemblies that are often
employed to prepare nanoparticles [9,10].
In this chapter, the preparation of Ag colloids in aqueous surfactant solutions and their stability were investigated. Depending on the nature of the
materials prepared, two types of adsorption onto the surface of particles may
be considered. If the surface of particles is hydrophobic, the hydrophobic
part of the surfactant will adsorb onto the surface of particles and form a
monomolecular ﬁlm in an aqueous solution. If the surface of particles is
hydrophilic, the hydrophilic part will adsorb onto the surface of particles
and a bilayer surfactant ﬁlm will form at the surface of particles in the
aqueous solution because the hydrophobic part of the surfactant cannot be
oriented toward the aqueous solution.
Furthermore, depending on the charge of the particle and surfactant head
groups, two kinds of binding behaviors are shown. In the case of an ionic
surfactant of opposite charge to the particle, the hydrophilic head groups of
the surfactant bind to the particle surface, which then becomes hydrophobic
[11]. Such surfactant-covered particles cannot be kept in an aqueous environment unless a double layer of surfactant molecules is formed, which is
difﬁcult to achieve with very small colloidal particles [12]. With an ionic
surfactant of the same charge as the particle surface, binding of the surfactant
head groups does not occur [13].
Our choice of silver metal was based on several properties of silver. First,
silver is the cheapest noble metal. Second, it has a narrow intense plasmon
absorption band in the visible region that is very susceptible to surface–
interface effects [14].
The aim of this study was to prepare colloidal solutions of silver nanoparticles in surfactant aqeuous solutions and to investigate the effects of
surfactant molecules on the particle size formed in surfactant solutions.
In this work, a positively charged Ag colloid was prepared in both the
absence and presence of surfactants. The particle size distribution and UV
absorption of Ag colloid were investigated. Furthermore, a model for stabilization of Ag colloid was proposed.

Months
Water pools, enlarges: water-inoil microemulsion
formed
Few
Aqueous inner pool,
inner surface,
surfactant tail

Months
Destroyed

Distributed around
and within the
Stern layer, no
deep penetration

Source: Ref. 9.

Few

10⫺4 –10⫺6 s

10⫺4 –10⫺6 s

Time scale of
monomer aggregate formation, breakdown
Stability
Dilution by
water

Number of reactants
Solubilization
sites

4–10

4–10

Hydrodynamic
diameter (nm)

2000–6000

2000–6000

Weight average
molecular
weight

Dissolving appropriate amount of
surfactant in an
apolar solvent
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amounts of water

Reverse micelle
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the cmc)
amount of surfactant in water

Aqueous micelle
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surface, surfactant tail
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phase diagram
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5–500

Intercalation and
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Days, weeks
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covered and
density of coverage
Depends on area
covered and
density of coverage
Monomer to
subphase,
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104 –107

Monolayers
Spreading the surfactant (or a dilute solution of
it in an organic
solvent) on water surface

Microemulsion
Dissolving appropriate amount
of surfactant
and cosurfactant in water
or oil

Properties of Organized Surfactant Assemblies

Method of preparation

TABLE 1

Either or both
sides of the
bilayer or with
the bilayer
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Hours

Depends on area
covered and
density of
coverage
Depends on area
covered and
density of
coverage
Monomer to plateau, minutes–
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Painting a dilute
surfactant on a
Teﬂon pinhole

Bilayer lipid
membranes

Inner pool, outer
surface, bilayer
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Weeks–months
Unaltered
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lipids (or surfactants) in water or
ultrasonication, or
alcohol injection,
or detergent dilution
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II. METHODS
A. Materials
NP-9 [polyoxyethylene (9) nonyl phenol ether] was kindly provided by Ilchil
Chemicals (Korea). Tween 20 [polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monolaurate,
Aldrich], SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate, Aldrich, 99.5%), CTAB (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, Acros, 99%⫹ thin-layer chromatography grade)
were used as received as surfactants. AgNO3 (silver nitrate, Kojima Chemicals, Japan, 99.9%) as the starting material and N2H4 ⭈ H2O (hydrazine
monohydrate, Aldrich, 98%) as a reduction agent were used as received to
prepare Ag nanoparticles. Water was double distilled using a Millipore system (Milli-Q).

B. Formation of Ag Colloids
Silver colloids were prepared by reduction of AgNO3 solution (0.05 M) using
hydrazine solution (0.1 M) in both the presence and absence of a surfactant.
The Ag nanoparticles would be formed according to the following reaction:
N2H4 ⫹ 4Ag⫹ ⫹ 4OH⫺ → 4Ag0 ⫹ 4H2O ⫹ N2
First, 20 g of the aqueous surfactant solution (0.01 M) was added in a
glass vial. Then, 0.5 g of hydrazine solution was added and mixed thoroughly using a magnetic stirrer for 1 min. Finally, 0.5 g of AgNO3 solution
was added into this hydrazine–surfactant mixed solution. No stirring was
necessary after initial 10 min. All experiments were performed in a thermostatted water bath maintained at 27⬚C and silver colloids obtained were
also kept under the same conditions. The schematic process for the formation
of silver colloids in a surfactant solution is shown in Fig. 1.

C. Morphology of Particles
The morphology and size of the particles formed in surfactant solutions were
investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL model JEM2000EX II). A drop of the Ag colloidal solution was placed on Ni grids (200
mesh) covered with a carbon ﬁlm. TEM micrographs were obtained at a
magniﬁcation of 100,000 at an operating voltage of 200 kV.

D. UV–Visible Spectroscopy Measurements
UV–visible spectra of the Ag colloids prepared in different surfactant solutions were taken with a SCINCO S-2150 spectrophotometer. The measurements were performed after 12 h because at this time reduction of all
silver ions by hydrazine was completed.
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FIG. 1 Schematic diagram of the size control and stabilization of Ag particles by
adsorption of a surfactant on the surface of particles.

E. Particle Size Measurement by Image Analysis
The size distribution was calculated from the measurement of particle size
for more than 100 particles in the TEM pictures of colloidal particles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nature of the Silver Plasmon Band in the Presence
of a Surfactant
The UV absorbance spectra of silver colloids are shown in Fig. 2 and the
absorbance values are given in Table 2. Among the surfactants tested, the
SDS showed the highest yield. Depending on the nature of the surfactant,
different absorbance patterns were observed. The measurement of the ex-
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FIG. 2 Ultraviolet absorbance of silver colloids prepared in the presence of various
surfactants as stabilizers.

tinction spectra of colloidal solutions provides the preliminary information
about the particle size and size distribution. The shape of the plasmon resonance peak of colloidal solutions correlates with the size and size distribution
of the particles. A narrow peak is a sign of a narrow particle size distribution,
and the shift to a longer wavelength usually means that the particle size is
larger. The aggregation of colloidal silver particles causes a decrease in the
intensity of the peak. Thus, it can be inferred from Fig. 2 that the size of
Ag particles formed in Tween 20 solution would be minimum, which was
corroborated from the TEM pictures of colloidal particles. The particles prepared in CTAB solution were mostly aggregated.
Metal nanoparticles have been studied mainly because of their unique
optical properties; especially nanoparticles of the noble metals copper, silver,
and gold have a broad absorption band in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Solutions of these metal nanoparticles show a very intense color, which is absent in the bulk material and atoms. The origin of
the intense color of noble metal nanoparticles is attributed to the collective
oscillation of the free conductive electrons induced by an interacting electromagnetic ﬁeld. These resonances are also denoted as surface plasmons [15].
Mie [16] was the ﬁrst to explain this phenomenon by applying classical
electrodynamics to spherical particles and solving Maxwell’s equations for
the appropriate boundary conditions. The cross-sectional area of total ex-

SDS
CTAB
NP-9
Tween 20

462.9
434.26
420.64
412.37

—

UV absorbance
(nm)

28.2
50–300
68.9
11.6

—

Particle size
(nm)

7
<1
<1
>7

Unstable

Stability
(days)

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No

Adsorption on the silica
wall of glass vials

Immediately precipitated and
slowly formed very large
agglomerates
—
Pearl formation
—
—

Remarks

Properties of Silver Colloids Prepared in the Absence of a Surfactant or in the Presence of Various Surfactants

Aqueous phase

TABLE 2
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tinction composed of absorption and scattering is given as a summation over
all electric and magnetic multipole oscillations. The Mie theory has the
advantage of being conceptually simple and has found wide applicability in
explaining experimental results. However, all of the material properties are
represented by a complex dielectric function of the absorbing metal nanoparticles, thus obscuring the underlying microscopic events, such as the possible decay mechanisms of the coherent motion of the free electrons.
It is well known that the adsorption of a nucleophile onto the particle
surface increases the Fermi level of the silver particle due to its donation of
electron density to the particle. Similarly, withdrawal of electron density
from the particle surface by an electrophile lowers the Fermi level [14,17].
This phenomenon was also reported by Liz-Marzan and Lado-Tourino
[18], and the effects of the adsorption of different species onto the surfaces
on the optical properties of metal particles have been reviewed by Mulvaney
[19]. This author points out that ‘‘Sols prepared with different stabilizers
often have quite different absorption spectra even though the particle size
distributions appear similar.’’ This statement could readily be applied to our
sols. The adsorption of iodide or sulﬁde ions [20] or of stabilizers such as
gelatin or poly(vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) [21–23] onto silver colloids led to
a marked red shift, with damping of the plasmon band. The same phenomena
were observed in this study experimentally as blue and red shifts of the
plasmon maximum peak. The observed red shift, associated with the addition
of surfactant stabilizers, is due to the displacement of nucleophiles (i.e.,
anions adsorbed on the particle surface) by the surfactants from the surface.

B. Stability of Ag Colloids
In the case of the reduction in a simple aqueous phase, the prepared Ag
particles were immediately precipitated and then formed very large agglomerates with a gray color because of their hydrophobic nature.
Actually, this sample was completely separated into water and Ag agglomerates after about 3 h. On the contrary, silver colloids prepared in the
presence of surfactants showed relatively good stability compared with the
sample prepared in a simple aqueous solution without a surfactant. But depending on the surfactant species, quite different stabilities were observed.
Especially in the case of Tween 20 and SDS, the colloids remained basically
stable for weeks. The silver nanoparticles in the colloid solution were adsorbed on the silica wall of glass vials. This effect was observed for Tween
20 just after 3 min from the start of the reduction in our experimental conditions, but in the case of NP-9 and SDS, this phenomenon was observed
after 1 day. Such adsorption phenomenon was also reported by Liz-Marzan
and Lado-Tourino [18] after their experiment on silver reduction through
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oxidation of oxyethylene groups of the surfactant to hydroperoxide. All experiments were performed in plastic vials. But in the case of the NP-9 system, the adsorption of silver nanoparticles onto the walls of glass vials was
observed very weakly.

C. Stabilization Mechanism for Silver Colloids
1.

Stabilization Effect of Ionic Surfactants

The best known theory to explain the stabilization of lyophobic colloids is
the DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek) theory. This theory
takes into account the van der Waals attractive force (which covers all attractive forces, the main component being the dispersion forces) and the
electrostatic repulsion of similarly charged particles. The net effect is that
there is an energy barrier to overcome the agglomeration. The particles will
be stable and will not coagulate if there is a net repulsion. The net repulsion
will obviously be larger if the electrostatic repulsion is larger than the attractive interaction. The inﬂuence of the surfactant is that the adsorption of
the hydrophobic tail onto the solid causes the solid to acquire a charge that
will repel similarly charged particles, thus increasing the electrostatic force.
When the surfactant molecules are adsorbed onto the surface of particles,
the electrostatic barrier is produced to prevent the aggregation of the particles. The type of surfactant that is suitable for the preparation of a stable
dispersion will depend on the nature of the solid to be dispersed. The adsorption is due to van der Waals interactions between the hydrophobic group
and the hydrophobic particle surface [24].
It is well known that the Ag nanoparticles are positively charged in an
aqueous solution. In the case of an anionic surfactant, SDS, we observed
very good stability in spite of the positive charge of the Ag particles and
did not observe any precipitation. This result might be caused by the hydrophobic bonding of the anionic surfactant on the positively charged hydrophobic particle surface. This phenomenon occurs when the combination
of mutual attraction between the hydrophobic groups of the surfactant molecules and their tendency to escape from an aqueous environment becomes
large enough to permit them to adsorb onto the solid adsorbent by aggregating their chains. The adsorption of surfactant molecules from a liquid
phase onto or adjacent to other surfactant molecules already adsorbed on
the solid adsorbent can also occur by this mechanism [25].
But in the case of CTAB, because of its long chain length (about 1.8 nm)
and electrical repulsion between the particle surface and hydrophilic head
groups of the surfactant, only a few surfactant molecules can adsorb at the
particle surface. So the surfactant molecules cannot stabilize the silver nanoparticles in colloid solution.
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Stabilization Effect of Nonionic Surfactants

Among the surfactants tested, Tween 20 also showed good stability by the
steric effect because of the adsorption of hydrophobic groups onto the surface and strong hydration of large hydrophilic groups as shown in Fig. 3.
In the case of a nonionic surfactant, there is no electrostatic interaction
between the particle surface and the hydrophilic groups of the surfactant.
Furthermore, because of the hydrophobic property of Ag particles, adsorption of hydrophobic groups of the surfactant onto the particle surface takes
place and the polyoxyethylene chains form the steric barrier. The highly
hydrated polyoxyethylene chain in Tween 20 is extended into the aqueous
phase in the form of a coil that acts as an effective barrier against aggregation.
But, in the case of the NP-9 system, poor colloidal stability was observed.
We assume that this phenomenon was caused by the difference in the surfactant structure compared with that of Tween 20. Tween 20 has a sufﬁciently long oxyethylene chain to provide the steric hindrance (20 oxyeth-

FIG. 3 Schematic diagram of the stabilization effect of hydrophobic particles by a
surfactant with a polyoxyethylene chain in an aqueous solution. (a) Surfactant with
polyoxyethylene in an aqueous solution. (b) Particle stabilization mechanism by
steric hindrance due to surfactant with hydrated polyoxyethylene in an aqueous solution.
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ylene units). NP-9 does not provide an effective steric barrier to disperse
the Ag particles because of the short oxyethylene chain length (nine oxyethylene units).
The EO/PO copolymers are good at stabilizing hydrophobic particles. The
polyoxypropylene chain will adsorb onto the hydrophobic particle surface
and allow the polyoxyethylene chain to form a steric barrier because of its
highly hydrated nature. The polyoxyethylene chain should be more than 20
units long to provide efﬁcient stabilization.

FIG. 4 TEM pictures of silver particles prepared in various surfactants as stabilizers. (a) CTAB; (b) NP-9; (c) Tween 20; (d) SDS.
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D. Size Distribution and Morphology of Ag Particles
Particle size and size distribution were obtained using the image analysis
technique. The Ag particles prepared in the presence of Tween 20 and SDS
were small in size and had a narrow size distribution as shown in Figs. 4
and 5 and Table 2. The Ag particles prepared in the presence of NP-9 had

FIG. 5 Size distributions determined from the TEM images of surfactant-stabilized
silver nanoparticles. (a) Tween 20; (b) SDS.
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a large particle size. In the case of Tween 20 and SDS solutions, the average
particle sizes were around 11.6 and 28.2 nm, respectively, and showed narrow size distributions. It is apparent that the instability of the colloid was
caused by lack of a hindering effect of surfactant against aggregation and
continuous growth of particles in solution. The size of the Ag particles prepared in the presence of surfactants was determined using TEM pictures as
shown in Fig. 4. The shape of particles formed in surfactant solutions was
spherical in all cases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Silver colloids were prepared in both the presence and absence of surfactants
by the reduction of silver nitrate with hydrazine. In the case of silver reduction in an aqueous phase without a surfactant, the particles immediately
precipitated and the size of particles was very large. But the Ag particles
prepared in the presence of surfactants showed different UV absorption patterns and different colloidal stabilities. The SDS provides good Ag colloidal
stability because of the electrical repulsion between the particles created by
SDS molecules on the surfaces of particles. The Tween 20 also showed good
colloidal stability due to the steric hindrance effect caused by its long and
highly hydrated polyoxyethylene groups. But the NP-9 does not provide
good colloidal stability because of insufﬁcient number of oxyethylene units.
The degree of colloidal stability was inﬂuenced by the particle size distribution. A wide distribution of particles size yielded poor stability of the
colloidal solution.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH
In this study, the preparation of a single component colloid (silver) was
investigated and characterized. In general, the nanoscale particles have a
very high surface-to-volume ratio, and consequently their properties are
quite different from those of bulk materials or atoms. Thus, the mixed nanoparticles of metals such as silver–gold, silver–copper, and silver–palladium
would also show very different characteristics from those of bulk mixtures.
In the future, we are planning to investigate the morphology, size, size distribution, and physical properties of mixed metal nanoparticles prepared in
the presence of various kinds of surfactants.
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Silver and Palladium
Nanoparticles Incorporated in
Layer Structured Materials
RITA PATAKFALVI, SZILVIA PAPP, and
IMRE DÉKÁNY University of Szeged, Szeged, Hungary

ABSTRACT
Lamellar liquid crystalline systems composed of hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide/pentanol/water and hexadecylpyridinium chloride/pentanol/
water were investigated. The inﬂuence of water and pentanol contents on
the swelling properties of lamellar liquid crystalline structure was studied.
We have investigated the possibility of inserting negatively charged layer
silicates and silver nanoparticles in these cationic surfactant/pentanol/water
systems. After addition of sodium montmorillonite to the liquid crystalline
system, the silicate lamellae were built up into the ordered liquid crystalline
structure. The effect of nanoparticle incorporation on structural ordering in
liquid crystals was studied by X-ray diffraction measurements and it was
established that lamellar distance (dL ) was only slightly altered.
Palladium nanoparticles have been generated by reduction of adsorbed
Pd2⫹ ions in the interlamellar spaces of montmorillonite and kaolinite in
aqueous media. Expansion of the interlayer space in kaolinite was effected
by intercalation of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 65⬚C. Neutral, cationic
macromolecules and octylammonium ions were adsorbed on the clay minerals from an aqeuous solution, which was followed by adsorption and reduction of Pd2⫹ ions. The size and the size distribution function of the
palladium particles formed were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements, which showed that nearly spherical, nearly
monodisperse particles were generated.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystalline systems formed by cationic surfactants have been described in numerous publications. The structural characteristics of liquid
crystalline mesophases, the arrangement of the molecules, and the globular,
cylindrical, or lamellar structure of the associations have been revealed by
analysis of the phase diagrams of surfactant/cosurfactant/water systems by
Ekwall et al. [1] and Friberg and coworkers [2,3]. Hoffmann [4] has analyzed
the micelles formed by cationic and anionic surfactants in solutions of various concentrations and has studied the properties of the different phases
formed by rheological and X-ray diffraction methods. Friberg and Venable
[3] studied tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide/pentanol/water systems
and established that the interlamellar distance was dependent on the water/
surfactant ratio but the presence of the cosurfactant also affected (reduced)
the extent of swelling of the liquid crystalline system. As for cationic surfactants, hexadecylpyridinium chloride/alcohol/benzene/water quaternary
systems were studied by Dékány et al. [5] using X-ray diffraction methods.
It was shown that water was incorporated into the organic (benzene, cyclohexane, alcohol) inverse liquid crystalline mesophase of the lamellar structure and caused interlamellar swelling. The interlamellar distance can be
manipulated not only by adjustment of the water/surfactant ratio but also by
the addition of alcohols acting as cosurfactants [5]. Lamellar liquid crystalline systems are also suitable for the preparation and stabilization of nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are incorporated between the bilayer membranes and
are thereby stabilized, as veriﬁed by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
measurements [6,7]. Wang et al. [8] studied systems composed of silver
hydrosol or organosol and lamellar sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)/hexanol/
dodecane/water. Depending on the hydrophilic or hydrophobic character of
the silver nanoparticle, it was incorporated into the aqueous or organic portion, respectively, of the lamellar bilayer phase and a stable dispersion was
formed [8].
In the present work, the liquid crystalline characteristics of cationic surfactants were studied. Negatively charged lamellar silicate particles of nanometer thickness were also added to these systems. Our aim was to investigate
the swelling properties of liquid crystalline systems with water and pentanol
and the incorporation of nanoparticles as layer silicate and hydrophobic silver particles in cationic surfactant/pentanol/water liquid crystalline system.
This allowed us to use X-ray diffraction methods for the characterization of
the incorporation of cationic surfactants and to investigate whether layer
silicates and silver nanoparticles could be inserted between the bilayer membranes.
Several procedures have been devised for the preparation of the nanoparticles in the size range 1–50 nm. In these procedures an important role
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is assigned to stabilizing agents that protect the nonparticles formed against
aggregation, making possible the preparation of nanoparticles of a few nanometers diameter [9–11]. The stabilizing agents most often used are surfactants, polymers, and layer structured materials because particles of controlled
size can be prepared within the internal spaces of micelles and microemulsins [12,13]. Silicate minerals of layered structure are excellent supports for
the preparation of semiconductor and precious metal particles a few nanometers in diameter on the external surface as well as in the interlamellar
space of the layered materials. Clay minerals (montmorillonite, hectorite,
etc.) are especially suitable for this purpose because they swell readily in
aqueous colloidal suspensions and, therefore, have large internal surfaces
[14–16].
In our earlier works, the adsorption layer at a solid–liquid interface was
employed as a ‘‘nanophase reactor’’ for the generation of nanocrystalline
semiconductor particles (CdS, ZnS, TiO2) and for their stabilization in the
presence of a clay mineral [14–19]. Király et al. [20,21] have reported the
synthesis of Pd nanoparticles in organic suspensions on hydrophobized
montmorillonite by alcohol reduction of Pd acetate. Teranishi, Lin, and their
coworkers [22–24] prepared precious metal sols by alcohol reduction (methanol, ethanol, propanol) using a neutral polymer [poly(vinyl alcohol),
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone)] as a stabilizing agent. Chen and Akashi [25] obtained polymer-stabilized Pt sols from H2PtCl6 in water–ethanol mixtures.
Nanosized palladium particles can also be prepared in the interlamellar space
of kaolinite, a mineral that does not swell in water. The large speciﬁc surface
area necessary for nanoparticle growth can be created by breaking up the
hydrogen bonds between the kaolinite lamellae, i.e., by disaggregation of
the kaolinite particles. Gábor et al. [26] obtained an intercalation complex
of kaolinite with hydrazine and potassium acetate. The values of basal spacing were 0.72 nm for kaolinite, 1.05 nm for the kaolin–hydrazine complex,
and 1.41 nm for the kaolin–potassium–acetate complex.
In the present work, novel methods are also described for the generation
of palladium nanoparticles on the layered silicate montmorillonite and kaolinite using various polymers. The nonionic poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone)
(PVP) and the cationic poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA)
were used for the synthesis.

II. MATERIALS
Liquid crystalline systems were prepared using the following chemicals:
hexadecylpyridinium chloride (HDPCl, 98%, Fluka), hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (HDTABr, 98%, Reanal, Hungary), n-pentanol (99%,
Reanal, Hungary), and milli-Q water. For sample preparation, the compo-
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nents were combined in a ratio to give the desired composition (see Table
1) and the mixture was vigorously stirred. Before measurements the samples
were allowed to stand for 5 days because in our experience such time is
necessary for the development of liquid crystalline structures.
Sodium montmorillonite (Wyoming, prepared at Süd-Chemie Ag, Moosburg, Germany, diameter ⱕ 2  m) was used for the preparation of the liquid
crystal/layered silicate organoclay. Prior to the addition of the liquid crystalline mixture, the mineral was stored under saturated water vapor. After 4
days the adsorbed water amount was 22 wt%. This water content makes
possible the incorporation of liquid crystalline components between the silicate lamellae.
The silver sol was prepared by reduction of silver ions (AgNO3, 99.9%,
Reanal) using NaBH4 (98%, Sigma) stabilized by sodium oleate (technical
grade, BDH Chemicals Ltd). An appropriate amount (25 mL) of AgNO3
solution (10⫺3 M) was added drop by drop into an equivolume part of NaBH4
(4 ⫻ 10⫺3 M) containing sodium oleate (2,5 ⫻ 10⫺4 M) [8]. The solution
was stirred vigorously at ice cold temperature, and a brown-yellowish silver
sol was obtained. The average diameter of the silver particles was 3.25 nm
(⫾1.4 nm) as determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments. After this, we prepared silver-doped liquid crystalline structures
in the following way: we prepared the liquid crystalline systems, as before
but silver nanosol (mass fraction of silver sol: 0.20–0.45) was added to the
HDTABr/n-pentanol system (mass fractions: 0.55–0.80).
Kaolinite (Zettlitz, Germany, diameter 10–20  m) was used as a support
for the preparation of palladium nanoparticles. The speciﬁc surface area
(a S) was determined by N2 adsorption measurements and the results were
a SBET = 87.7 m2/g and a SBET = 14 m2/g for sodium montmorillonite and kaolinite, respectively. The reagents were used as received without further puriﬁcation. The metal precursor was PdCl2 (purity 99%, Aldrich). PVP (K30, average molecular weight 40,000, Fluka) and a 20% aqueous solution
of PDDA (average molecular weight 40,000–50,000, Aldrich) and octylamine (purity 99%, Fluka) were used as protective agents for the Pd nanoparticles. Methanol and ethanol (Reanal, Hungary) were of analytical purity.
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, analytical grade, Reanal, Hungary) was used
for the disaggregation of the kaolinite sample. The reducing agent hydrazine
hydrate was a 55 wt% aqueous solution (Carlo Erba).

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Interlamellar distances in the liquid crystalline mesophase and basal spacing
in montmorillonite and kaolinite were determined by X-ray diffraction measurements in a Philips PW-1830 diffractometer (CuK␣ radiation,  = 0.154
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TABLE 1 Composition of Liquid Crystalline Cationic Surfactant Systems and
Measured Lamellar Distances (d )a
Ws

Wcs

Ww

0.48
0.45
0.42
0.39
0.36
0.33

0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26
0.24
0.22

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

⌽s

⌽cs

⌽w

d [nm]

r [nm]

as [nm2]

dH [nm]

HDTABr/pentanol/water system, Ws /Wcs = 1.5
0.447
0.421
0.395
0.368
0.341
0.314

0.366
0.345
0.323
0.301
0.279
0.257

0.186
0.234
0.282
0.33
0.379
0.428

3.03
3.11
3.19
3.43
3.76
3.85

2.18
2.10
2.02
2.03
2.06
1.94

0.89
0.93
0.96
0.96
0.95
1.00

0.85
1.00
1.17
1.40
1.70
1.91

0.67
0.78
0.87
0.96
1.08

1.68
1.45
1.30
1.17
1.04

0.81
0.89
0.88
0.92
0.90
0.89

0.90
1.01
1.23
1.42
1.73
2.10

0.69
0.79
0.88
1.11
1.31

1.58
1.37
1.23
0.99
0.83

HDTABr/pentanol/water system, Ww /Ws = 0.7
0.51
0.48
0.45
0.42
0.39

0.13
0.18
0.23
0.28
0.33

0.36
0.34
0.32
0.30
0.28

0.493
0.460
0.427
0.395
0.363

0.155
0.212
0.268
0.323
0.377

0.352
0.328
0.305
0.282
0.260

3.67
3.40
3.28
3.19
3.10

1.99
1.95
1.98
2.02
2.06

HDPCl/pentanol/water system, Ws /Wcs = 1.5
0.48
0.45
0.42
0.39
0.36
0.33

0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26
0.24
0.22

0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45

0.447
0.421
0.395
0.368
0.341
0.314

0.366
0.345
0.323
0.301
0.279
0.257

0.187
0.234
0.282
0.331
0.379
0.429

3.28
3.19
3.43
3.53
3.87
4.28

2.38
2.18
2.19
2.11
2.14
2.18

HDPCl/pentanol/water system, Ww /Ws = 0.7
0.48
0.45
0.42
0.39
0.36
a

0.18
0.23
0.28
0.33
0.38

0.34
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.26

0.460
0.427
0.395
0.363
0.333

0.212
0.268
0.323
0.377
0.429

0.328
0.305
0.282
0.260
0.238

3.78
3.53
3.43
2.97
2.74

2.20
2.16
2.19
1.98
1.91

Ws , Wcs , and Ww are the mass fractions of the surfactant, cosurfactant, and the water, respectively. ⌽s , ⌽cs , and ⌽w are the molar fractions of the surfactant, cosurfactant, and the water,
respectively. The values of r, as , and dH are calculated from Eqs. (3)–(5); r is the thickness
of the apolar layer, as is the effective cross-sectional area of the chain, and dH is the thickness
of the polar layer.
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nm). During the measurement the samples were covered with a Mylar foil
to prevent changes in composition of the liquid crystalline materials due to
evaporation.
All liquid crystalline systems were investigated by polarization microscopy (LEICA Q 500 MC Image Analyzer System).
Transmission electron microscopy is suitable for the examination of subcolloids because its range of measurement covers particles 1 to 50 nm in
size. Images were made in a Philips CM-10 transmission electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Aliquots of the ethanol suspensions of the samples were dropped on copper grids (diameter 2 mm)
covered with a Formwar威 foil, left to stand for 3–40 s, and then transferred
into the microscope. Particle size distributions were determined using the
UTSHCSA Image Tool version 2.00 program (the program was developed
by Dr. C. Donald Wilcox and coworkers, Department of Dental Diagnostic
Science, University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio).

A. Preparation of Polymer-Stabilized Pd0 Nanoparticles
in an Aqueous Dispersion on Montmorillonite
We prepaed Pd0 particles in situ in the interlamellar space of montmorillonite
dispersed in an aqueous medium. The support suspended in a polymer solution of adequate concentration (0.41 wt%) was stirred at 60⬚C for 24 h,
and a Pd chloride solution containing ethanol was next added to the dispersion. The palladium chloride solution was freshly prepared (2 mM, adjusted
to pH 4 with hydrochloride acid). Macromolecules were adsorbed on the
clay minerals from an aqeuous solution, followed by adsorption and reduction of Pd 2⫹ ions. Composites of nonionic PVP/montmorillonite and cationic
PDDA/montmorillonite (0.02–0.12 g polymer/1 g clay) were prepared in
systems containing various concentrations of adsorbed PVP and PDDA from
aqueous solution. The added metal content was 2 g/100 g clay and the metal
content of the products was in the range 1.34–2.01% as determined by
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrosocpy (ICP-AES) analysis. The composition of the resulting systems and their monomer/Pd ratios
are listed in Table 2.

B. Preparation of Pd0 Nanoparticles in the Interlamellar
Space of Kaolinite
Nanoparticles of Pd were prepared in kaolinite suspension containing surfactant and neutral or cationic polymer in methanol medium. Disaggregation
of the kaolinite lamellae was brought about by the intercalation of DMSO
at T = 65⬚C. The DMSO was removed from between the lamellae by repeated washes with methanol and decanting for 5 days. The MeOH–kaolin-
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TABLE 2 Basal Distances (dL ) of Intercalated Clays and Particle Diameters (dave )
of Pd0 Clays

Clay samples
Montmorillonite
PVP/montmorillonite
PDDA/montmorillonite
Pd-montmorillonite samples
PVPPdM1
PVPPdM2
PVPPdM3
PDDAPdM1
PDDAPdM2
PDDAPdM3
Kaolinite
DMSO/kaolinite
MeOH/kaolinite (K)
PVP/MeOH/kaolinite
PVP/H2O/kaolinite
PDDA/H2O/kaolinite
C8N/kaolinite
Pd-kaolinite samples
PdK
PVPPdK1
PVPPdK2
PVPPdK3
PVPPdK4
PVPPdK5
PDDAPdK1
Pd-kaolinite samples
PVPPdK6
PDDAPdK2
Pd-kaolinite samples
C8NPdK1
C8NPdK2
C8NPdK3
C8NPdK4
a

Pd content,
wt%

PVP/PDDA/C8N
content,
wt%

dL,
nm
(XRD)

dave ,
nm
(TEM)

0.00
0.00
1.44
—
0.00
12.41
1.58
—
0.00
12.41
1.53
—
Prepared in water, reduced by ethanol
1.68
12.41
1.54
2.26
1.93
4.07
3.24a; 1.46b 3.82
1.95
2.07
5.68a; 1.45b 3.82
1.34
12.41
4.14a; 1.52b 1.93
1.83
5.86
2.84a; 1.47b 2.45
2.01
3.01
1.45
3.57
0.00
0.00
0.72
—
0.00
0.00
1.12
—
0.00
0.00
1.12
—
0.00
1.90
1.12
—
0.00
1.90
3.64a; 0.72b
—
0.00
1.90
3.92a; 0.74b
—
0.00
56.50
2.48a, 1.28b
—
Prepared in methanol, reduced by N2H4
0.47
0.00
7.53
3.25
0.47
3.80
2.21a; 1.00b 2.24
0.95
3.80
4.56a; 0.72b 2.45
0.95
17.00
4.24a; 0.71b 2.45
0.95
28.00
0.84
2.59
1.41
3.80
0.74
2.10
0.95
3.80
3.52a; 0.82b 6.33
Prepared in methanol, reduced by NaBH4
0.95
3.80
3.78a; 0.84b 4.16
0.95
3.80
5.07a; 0.83b 2.67
Prepared in water, reduced by N2H4
0.95
11.60
0.73
2.17
0.95
20.10
4.42a; 0.73b 2.04
0.95
40.00
2.65
1.95
0.95
56.50
5.95a; 0.72b 2.22

Clay/polymer (surfactant) or Pd0/clay/polymer (surfactant) basal distance calculated from the
Bragg equation.
b
Clay basal distance calculated from the Bragg equation.
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ite complex obtained in this way was used as an intermediate for further
preparations. The Pd–kaolinite complexes were prepared by reduction of
Pd 2⫹ ions as follows: 0.7 mM PdCl2 aqueous solution was adsorbed in the
MeOH–kaolinite complex or, alternatively, by employing a polymer or surfactant to ensure binding to the lamellae and steric stabilization. Polymers
were adsorbed onto the support from a methanol solution, followed by adsorption and reduction of Pd 2⫹ ions. Interacalation complexes of nonionic
PVP/kaolinite, cationic PDDA/kaolinite (0.02–0.4 g polymer/1 g kaolinte),
and octylammonium/kaolinite (0.12–1.2 g/1 g kaolinite at pH 4.0 in aqueous suspension) were prepared by this method in systems containing various
concentrations (0.1–2.0%) of methanol/PVP, PDDA by polymer adsorption
at room temperature in a 24-hour reaction. Kaolinite samples containing
different amounts of palladium were obtained by hydrazine (0.9–3.6 mL 0.1
M) and NaBH4 (1.8 mL 0.1 M) reduction of palladium ions adsorbed from
a solution of H2PdCl4 (pH 4). The metal contents of the products were in
the range 0.45–1.4% by weight. The systems prepared and their compositions are listed in Table 2.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The Structure of Liquid Crystalline
Lamellar Systems
Because of their highly ordered structure, liquid crystalline mesophases give
very sharp X-ray diffraction signals from which interlamellar distance (d)
can be calculated using the Bragg equation. The dimensions of the polar
and apolar layers were calculated by Kunieda and coworkers [27,28]. The
molar fractions of the surfactant (⌽s ) and of its lipophilic chain (⌽L ) in such
a system are given by
⌽s =

⌽L =

冉

1

冊

s Ww
Wcs
1⫹
⫹
Ws  w
cs
VL
⌽s
VS

(1)

(2)

where Ws , Ww , and Wcs are the mass fractions of the surfactant, water, and
the cosurfactant; s , w , and cs are the densities of the surfactant, water, and
the cosurfactant; and VS and VL are the molar volumes of the surfactant and
its lipophilic chain, respectively.
In the case of a lamellar phase (Fig. 1), the thickness of the apolar layer
(r) (comprising the cosurfactant and the apolar chain of the surfactant) is
described by the following formula:

FIG. 1 Schematic pictures of incorporation of silicate layers into lamellar liquid crystalline systems.
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r = (⌽L ⫹ ⌽cs )d

(3)

where ⌽cs is the volume fraction of the cosurfactant and d is the interlamellar
distance measured.
The effective cross-sectional area of the chain, as , is obtained from the
following equation [27]:
as =

2VL
rNA

冉

冊

⌽L ⫹ ⌽cs
⌽L

(4)

(NA is Avogadro’s number)
The thickness of the layer containing the polar head group and water,
dH , is
dH = d ⫺ r

(5)

The length of a single surfactant molecule [29] is lalk = 0.127nc ⫹ 0.28 nm,
where nc denotes the number of C — C bonds and 0.28 nm is the size of the
terminal CH3 group, i.e., the so-called van der Waals radius; to this value
the length of the polar head group (in our case, pyridinium or trimethylammonium ion) has to be added as well.
Because of the all-trans conformation, the surfactant chains include an
angle of 55⬚ with the solid surface within the interlamellar space of a hydrophobic layer silicate in organic liquids. If the length of the surfactant
chains is calculated and it is assumed that chains within the interlamellar
space also include a tilt angle of 55⬚ (see Fig. 1), the thickness of the liquid
crystalline lamellae can be calculated.

B. Liquid Crystalline Systems
Because it was necessary to elucidate the role of the alcohol in the formation
of the adsorption layer, liquid crystalline systems were studied with pentanol
as a cosurfactant. The effect of varying the water and pentanol contents was
examined in HDTABr/pentanol/water and HDPCl/pentanol/water systems.
Thus, we prepared a series of samples in which Ws /Wcs was kept at a constant
value of 1.5 and Ww /Ws was varied between 0.4 and 1.4, whereas in another
series Ww /Ws = 0.7 was constant and Ws /Wcs was varied in the range 3.9–
0.9. The comparisons are listed in Table 1. The liquid crystalline structure
of the samples was veriﬁed by polarization microscopy. The lamellar structure is discernible in the photograph (Fig. 2).
The effect of water on lamellar distances was ﬁrst investigated. In the
HDTABr/pentanol/water system (Ww /Ws variable) the Bragg reﬂections characteristic of d are shifted toward lower wave vectors (angles). In liquid
crystalline systems a minimum of 1 mol H2O/surfactant is necessary for the
hydration of the polar head groups. As water content (Ww ) increases, d
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FIG. 2 Liquid crystalline structure of HDPCl/n-pentanol/water system (51:36:13
wt%) (in polarized light).

changes in the range 3.03–3.85 nm. Two peaks appear in each sample: one
sharper peak of higher intensity at a larger angle and the other, less sharp
one (characteristic of contamination) of lower intensity at a smaller angle.
When lamellar distance is plotted as a function of water content (Fig. 3), it
becomes evident that the system is swelling and the distance between the
surfactant layers is increasing. The lamellar distance varies in the range d =
3 to 3.8 nm.
The values of r, dH , and as calculated using Eqs. (1)–(4) for the systems
studied are listed in Table 1. The calculations reveal that the thickness of
the apolar layer (r) is nearly constant (⬇2.2 nm), whereas that of the polar
layer (dH ) increases. Assuming an angle of 55⬚, a model for the arrangement
of the surfactant molecules within the lamellae can be constructed. The
values of r indicate that the alkyl chains overlap those attached to the neighboring lamellae. Head groups are initially aligned (dH = 0.85–0.9 nm) and
poorly hydrated. As Ww increases, they move apart (dH = 1.91–2.10 nm)
and become increasingly hydrated: at nwater /nHDTABr; = 26, as many as four
layers of water molecules are present in the polar layer. In other words,
when the ratio of water increases, the system swells.
Similar observations were made in the case of systems containing HDPCl
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FIG. 3 Changes in lamellar distance d with increasing water contents in HDTABr/
n-pentanol/water liquid crystalline system (composition WHDTABr /Wpentanol : 1.5%).

(HDPCl/pentanol/water, Ww /Ws variable). Interlamellar distance is slightly
larger (3.3–4.3 nm) than in the case of the HDTABr/pentanol/water system.
The polar layer increases from dH = 0.9 nm to 2.1 nm and the average
thickness of the apolar layer is 2.2 nm. Again, the surfactant chains on
neighboring lamellae slide along each other.
The thickness of the layers can also be manipulated by changes in pentanol concentration. When the weight fraction of pentanol is increased and
the water/surfactant ratio is kept constant (Table 1), the interlamellar space
is reduced. The decrease is d = 3.7 → 3.1 nm in the HDTABr/pentanol/
water system and d = 3.8 → 2.7 nm in the HDPCl/pentanol/water system.
Because of the reduction of water concentration in the system, however, the
aqueous layer becomes thinner (HDTABr/pentanol/water: d = 1.8 → 1.1
nm; HDPCl/pentanol/water: d = 1.5 → 0.8 nm).
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FIG. 4 Lamellar reﬂections in the XRD spectra of HDTABr/n-pentanol/water system before and after addition of Na-montmorillonite. (1X: amount of surfactant
corresponding to the cec of the montmorillonite; 3.1X, 4.3X, 6.5X: amount of surfactant corresponding to 3.1, 4.3, 6.5 times the value of cec. The dL basal distances
are denoted in the ﬁgure.)

FIG. 5 Schematic picture of (a) preparation of silver nanosol and (b) incorporation of silver nanoparticles into lamellar liquid
crystalline systems.
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C. Incorporation of Silicate Layers into Liquid
Crystalline Systems
The interaction between liquid crystals and clay minerals was studied by
adding various amounts of HDTABr/pentanol/water (Ww /Ws or Ws/Wcs constant) to sodium montmorillonite (Fig. 1). The effect of the addition of increasing amounts of HDTABr/pentanol/water (42:28:30) system to Na-montmorillonite on basal spacing as revealed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra
is presented in Fig. 4. After the addition to montmorillonite of a liquid
crystalline mixture containing an amount of surfactant corresponding to the
cation exchange capacity (cec) of the clay mineral (0.85 mmol/g), ion
exchange on the montmorillonite lamellae is not complete even after 3 days
of reaction time. Intercalation is already indicated by the new reﬂection (dL
= 4.09 nm) as compared with the wet state (dL = 1.55 nm); the intensity,
however, is rather low because the lamellae have not yet attained a sufﬁciently parallel arrangement. For the 1X sample we can see that due to the

FIG. 6 Lamellar reﬂections of HDTABr/n-pentanol/water and HDTABr/n-pentanol/
silver nanosol systems. (The dL basal distances are denoted in the ﬁgure.)
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FIG. 7 TEM image and size distribution of (a) 0.5 mM silver nanosol and (b) HDTABr/n-pentanol/silver
nanosol liquid crystalline systems.
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adsorption of HDTA⫹ cations on montmorillonite the nwater /nHDTABr ratio is
very high and this leads to a shift (dL = 4.09 nm) of the interlamellar distance
in the HDTABr/pentanol/water system. When the amount of mixture added
is increased, the basal spacing dL = 3.43 nm but the second- and third-order
reﬂections also appear, indicating that the silicate lamellae have assumed a
more ordered arrangement (Fig. 4). This is also indicated by the increase in
intensity. Upon further increasing the amount of liquid crystal mixture, the
values of the basal spacing become constant. This supports the formation of
liquid crystalline system because the Na-montmorillonite is ‘‘loaded’’ by
HDTA⫹ cations and the nwater /nHDTABr ratio is closer to that of the system
without montmorillonite. When an amount of surfactant corresponding to
six times the value of cec is added to the Na-montmorillonite sample, the
spectra obtained display the characteristics of liquid crystalline systems:
montmorillonite lamellae are incorporated into the liquid crystalline system.

D. Silver Nanoparticles Incorporated in the Liquid
Crystalline System
The lamellar liquid crystalline systems were doped with silver nanoparticles
according to the procedure described previously (Fig. 5). The composites
were investigated by X-ray diffraction and TEM experiments. The incorporation of silver nanosol slightly disturbed the order of lamellar structure:
the lamellar distance decreased, for example, d = 3.19 nm in the undoped
and d = 3.01 nm in the doped phases (Fig. 6). We determined the size of
Ag nanoparticles from aqueous sol and in the lamellar phases by TEM measurements. The average particle was d = 3.35 ⫾ 1.4 nm in the aqueous
nanosol and d = 4.9 ⫾ 1.5 nm in the liquid crystalline phase (see Fig. 7a
and b).

E. Palladium Nanoparticles Incorporated in the
Interlayer Space of Clays
When polymers are adsorbed from aqueous solution on montmorillonite,
polymer segments are bonded in the interlamellar space and the basal spacing varies between 1.4 and 1.8 nm (Fig. 8). When palladium ions are added
to this clay/polymer suspension, they are also adsorbed on the external as
well as internal surfaces of the lamellae, and as soon as ethanol is added,
they are reduced. Adsorption and reduction are represented schematically in
Fig. 9. Average particle sizes determined by TEM are given in Table 2.
The basal spacing in montmorillonite was increased by about 0.15 nm by
the incorporation of PVP molecular segments. XRD patterns for a PVPPdM3
sample are presented in Fig. 8 with different basal distances: (1) sodium
montmorillinite: dL = 1.43 nm; (2) PVP/montmorillonite (PVPM): dL = 1.58
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FIG. 8 XRD patterns of Pd0/polymer/montmorillonite composites. (1) Na-montmorillonite; (2) PVPM sample; (3) PVPPdM3 sample.

nm; (3) Pd0/PVP/montmorillonite (PVPPdM3): dL = 1.45 and 5.68 nm (Table
2). Through interlamellar adsorption, macromolecules are capable of forcing
the lamellae apart, opening the possibility of the formation of even larger
Pd nanoparticles as indicated by the peak appearing at 2⌰ = 1.5⬚. The existence of these particles was also proved by TEM pictures showing polydispersity. The TEM pictures of the PVPPdM3 sample and its size distribution are shown in Fig. 10.
The Pd0 nanoparticles of the samples were studied in the angle range
38⬚ < 2⌰ < 42⬚ because the basal plane causing the most intense reﬂection
(111) of crystalline metal palladium is at 2⌰ ⬃ 40⬚ (Fig. 11a and b). The
more diffuse peak is indicative of amorphous particles with lower degrees
of crystallization. On this basis, PVPPdM1 and PDDAPdM1 are identiﬁed
as the samples containing the smallest nanocrystals.
To produce Pd nanocrystals in kaolinite it is necessary to open the interlamellar space for the synthesis of nanoparticles; i.e., the hydrogen bonds
between the kaolinite lamellae must be broken. A schematic diagram of the
synthesis is presented in Fig. 12. Disaggregation was nearly 100% complete
after the formation of the DMSO/kaolinite intercalation complex. Changes
in the basal spacing of kaolinite studied by X-ray diffraction measurements

FIG. 9 Schematic illustration of preparation of polymer/montmorillonite-stabilized Pd0 nanoparticles.
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FIG. 10 TEM image and particle size distribution of PVPPdM3 sample.
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FIG. 11 (a) XRD patterns of Pd0/PVP/montmorillonite composites for particle size
determination from the Pd(111) reﬂection. (1) PVPPdM1; (2) PVPPdM2; (3)
PVPPdM3. (The dL basal distances are denoted in the ﬁgure.) (b) XRD patterns of
Pd0/PDDA/montmorillonite composites for particle size determination from the
Pd(111) reﬂection. (1) PDDAPdM1; (2) PDDAPdM2; (3) PDDAPdM3. (The dL
basal distances are denoted in the ﬁgure.)

revealed that the basal spacing increased from 0.72 to 1.12 nm (Fig. 13a
and b). Interlamellar distance was unchanged after washing of DMSO by
methanol (Fig. 13c). The MeOH/kaolinite complex obtained in this way was
used as an intermediate in further preparations. The peak at 7.53 nm appeared in the XRD pattern of the Pd/kaolinite complex prepared by reduction of Pd2⫹ ions adsorbed in the MeOH/kaolinite system using hydrazine.
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FIG. 12 Schematic illustration of preparation of Pd nanoparticles stabilized by
polymer/kaolinite composite. (a) Disaggregation of kaolinite, (b) adsorption of PVP,
and (c) octylammonium ions on methanol-treated kaolinite.

The disappearance of the reﬂection of disaggregated kaolinite also demonstrates the interlamellar particle growth (Fig. 13d). For synthesis employing
polymers, macromolecules were ﬁrst adsorbed onto the support from a methanol or aqueous solution (0.1–2.0% w/v). The incorporation of the amount
of polymer necessary for successful particle synthesis (2–20% w/w) does
not increase the basal spacing according to the XRD patterns (see Fig. 14
and Table 2). The particle size calculated from the position of the new
reﬂection (2.21 nm ⫺ 0.72 nm = 1.49 nm) is in good agreement with the
results of TEM measurements (see Fig. 15a and b). When Na-borohydride
was used for reduction, the peak appeared at higher lamellar distances (dL
= 5–6 nm).
Kaolinite complexes containing palladium were also prepared using octylamine in an acidic medium (pH 4.0) to separate the lamellae in order to
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FIG. 13 XRD patterns of kaolinite samples: (a) kaolinite, (b) DMSO-treated kaolinite, (c) methanol-washed DMSO/kaolinite, and (d) palladium nanoparticles between disaggregated methanol-washed kaolinite layers. (The dL basal distances are
denoted in the ﬁgure.)
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FIG. 14 XRD patterns of kaolinite samples: (a) methanol-treated kaolinite sample
with adsorbed PVP, (b) methanol-treated palladium/PVP/kaolinite nanocomposites.
(The dL basal distances are denoted in the ﬁgure.)

provide room for the particles as well as to ensure stability. The amount of
octylamine was varied between 0.12 and 1.2 g/g kaolinite. The reﬂection at
2.48 nm appearing in the X-ray diffractogram of the samples indicates the
intercalation of octylammonium ions (Fig. 16a). Following the adsorption
of palladium ions on the octylammonium kaolinite in the course of the
reduction of Pd 2⫹ by hydrazine, a further shift of the 001 reﬂection is observed (2.65 nm, Fig. 16b).
The TEM picture of the PdK sample shows spherical particles 2–4 nm
in diameter attached to the kaolinite lamellae without any aggregation (Fig.
15a). Electron micrographs of the complexes containing nonionic PVP display relatively small, nearly monodisperse particles (Fig. 15b) that tend to
link up as the polymer concentration is increased. Polymer concentration
was found to have no effect on the Pd particle size (see Table 2). In samples
containing cationic PDDA as the stabilizer, the size distribution of the particles formed was more polydisperse. Increasing the palladium content not
only increases the particle size but also enhances polydispersity.
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FIG. 15 (a) TEM image and particle size distribution of PdK sample (0.47% Pd, reduced by 0.1 M N2H4
solution). (b) TEM image and particle size distribution of PVPPdK6 sample (0.95% Pd, 3.8% PVP, methanol
treatment, reduced by 0.1 M NaBH4 solution).
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FIG. 16 XRD patterns of kaolinite samples: (a) methanol-treated rehydrated kaolinite sample with adsorbed octylammonium ions, and (b) methanol-treated rehydrated palladium/octylammonium/kaolinite nanocomposite. (The dL basal distances
are denoted in the ﬁgure.)

Octylammonium cations as well as nonionic and cationic polymers
proved equally suitable for the realization of our aim. In each case, even at
high metal contents, perfectly nanocrystalline palladium particles are seen
in the pictures (see Table 2).

V. CONCLUSIONS
Liquid crystalline cationic surfactant/pentanol/water systems were investigated. The inﬂuence of water and pentanol contents on the swelling properties of lamellar systems was studied. Liquid crystalline systems were
mixed with montmorillonite, resulting in the formation of a swollen organocomplex that retained its ordered lamellar structure. It can be assumed that
the driving force for maximal swelling and the corresponding adsorption is
the development of a liquid crystalline system of ordered structure in the
interlamellar space between the silicate lamellae. Silver nanoparticles were
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also prepared in the liquid crystalline system, and the intercalation was observed by XRD and TEM experiments.
The synthesis of palladium nanoparticles on montmorillonite layer silicates was studied. The Pd0 particles were prepared in situ in the interlamellar
space of montmorillonite dispersed in an aqueous medium. Macromolecules
were adsorbed on the support from an aqueous solution, followed by adsorption and reduction of Pd 2⫹ ions. The Pd0 nanoparticles appear and grow
in the internal, interlamellar space as well as on the external surfaces of the
lamellae. Well-crystallized kaolinite clay can be disaggregated by the intercalation of DMSO to individual lamellae, which may serve as excellent
supports for metal nanoparticles. After the adsorption of palladium precursor,
metal nanocrystals were reduced by hydrazine or sodium borohydride between the kaolinite lamellae, i.e., in the interfacial layer acting as a nanoreactor. The incorporation of nanoparticles between the lamellae was shown
by XRD measurements. This procedure makes possible the steric control
and restriction of nanoparticle growth. The stability of nanoparticles can be
further enhanced by the addition of polymers (PVP) and surfactants (alkylammonium salts) that are also adsorbed between the kaolinite lamellae. The
presence of the particles was also veriﬁed and their sizes were quantiﬁed by
TEM measurements.
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ABSTRACT
The uses of ﬂuorosurfactants to stabilize water-in-carbon dioxide (w/c) microemulsions are reviewed. A systematic study with ﬂuorosuccinate surfactants of the effects of the extent of ﬂuorination of hydrophobic chains on
the stability and structures of these w/c phases is described. Therefore, it
has been possible to delineate a structure–function relationship for these
ﬂuorosurfactants with reference to their efﬁciency of water-in-carbon dioxide
microemulsion formation. An important ﬁnding is that one of these surfactants, namely sodium bis(1H,1H-perﬂuoropentyl)-2-sulfosuccinate (di-CF4),
is able to stabilize w/c microemulsions close to the bottle pressure of a
normal CO2 cylinder. Such efﬁcient surfactants of this kind have obvious
advantages for potential practical applications of CO2.

I. INTRODUCTION
In its liquid or supercritical state, carbon dioxide (sc-CO2) represents a cheap
(⬃$0.05 kg⫺1), nontoxic, nonﬂammable, and environmentally responsible
alternative to conventional petrochemical and perchlorinated solvents. At
31.1⬚C and 73.8 bar, the critical point is readily accessible, and variation of
solvent density with temperature and pressure offers a ﬂexibility in solvent
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power that is not so readily achieved with normal solvents. Many lowmolecular-weight and nonpolar materials are soluble in CO2, and it is already
used routinely for various commercial processes including decaffeination of
coffee [1], supercritical ﬂuid chromatography [2], and as a reaction medium
for synthetic chemistry, e.g., synthesis of ﬂuoropolymers [3]. However, weak
intermolecular forces in CO2 result in very low solubility of polar materials
and this has prevented its widespread application. Small molecules such as
low-molecular-weight (low-MW) alcohols may be employed as entrainers
to enhance solvent polarity and, therefore, solubility of polar entities, but
success with this approach has been limited and the mechanism is not well
understood.
Formation of a water-in-CO2 (w/c) microemulsion (or emulsion) is one
way of overcoming this problem: polar material may be solubilized in water
droplets, while nonpolar material is selectively solubilized in the continuous
phase. These systems have potential for a wide range of extraction or reaction processes. Extensive screening studies were carried out in order to
identify surfactants capable of forming a w/c microemulsion. Consani and
Smith [4] looked at over 130 commercially available surfactants and found
a few that were CO2 soluble and even less of those that could also solubilize
water. This qualitative study did, however, highlight the compatibility between a ﬂuorocarbon material and CO2 , a result also observed by Iezzi [5].
Following on from this, Hoeﬂing et al. (1991) [6] synthesized model surfactants containing ﬂuorocarbon chains. These surfactants were expected to
interact favorably with CO2 on the basis of their mutually low solubilization
and polarizability parameters. Three ﬂuorinated Aerosol-OT (AOT) analogues were shown to dissolve in dry CO2 and to extract the dye thymol
blue into the CO2 phase of a Winsor II–type system. In addition, high-MW
ﬂuoropolyether hydroxyl aluminum and carboxylate salts were shown to
extract the same dye into CO2 phases under certain conditions. The drawback
of the solubilization technique is that thymol blue is soluble in dry reverse
micelles, so it was not possible to ascertain whether any water was taken
into the CO2 phase. After this pioneering publication, research into w/c microemulsions branched into two main areas: (1) development of perﬂuoropolyether (PFPE)-based amphiphiles and modiﬁed polymers and (2) the use
of ﬂuorinated analogues of hydrocarbon surfactants.

A. Fluorosurfactants
The ﬁrst water-in-CO2 microemulsion was reported in 1994 by Harrison et
al. [7], who used a dichain anionic surfactant consisting of one hydrocarbon
and one ﬂuorocarbon chain attached to the same sulfonate head group
[C7F15CH(OSO3⫺ Na⫹)C7 H15 ]. When mixed with water and CO2 , this hybrid
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surfactant (H7F7) exhibited typical cloud point behavior seen previously for
microemulsions in supercritical and near-critical alkanes [8–10]. It was possible to stabilize a w = 32 system (w = [H2O]/[surfactant]) at 35⬚C, 262 bar
with 1.9 wt% surfactant. The detailed structure of these ternary mixtures
was investigated by Eastoe et al. [11], who used small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) to characterize the water domains in single-phase regions. As
shown in Fig. 1, scattering data for a w = 32 sample are consistent with the
presence of polydisperse spherical water droplets with an average D2O core
radius R av
c around 25 Å and polydispersity 0.2, values also typical of waterin-oil microemulsions. At high pressures, and therefore at high CO2 densities, the SANS data are consistent with weakly interacting droplets, whereas
on approaching the low-pressure phase boundary an increase in critical-type
scattering indicates interactions. Table 1 reports ﬁt parameters with an Ornstein–Zernicke (O-Z) structure factor model (see Section II) as a function
of pressure and density.
This scattering law represents the strength of attractions by S(Q = 0) and
the range of interaction by a correlation length  . The increases in these
parameters at low pressures are consistent with a phase separation driven by
interdroplet attractions at the lower densities, a phenomenon seen previously
for w/o microemulsions in low-density, short-chain alkanes [9]. This H7F7
compound was later the subject of molecular simulation studies by Salaniwal
et al., who looked at aggregation in surfactant/water/CO2 systems [12].
Droplet sizes obtained were comparable to those from neutron scattering
[11] and high diffusivities were predicted, highlighting the potential advantages of using low-density and low-viscosity liquids.
Between 1996 and 1997 most publications on w/c systems focused on
PFPE-based surfactants and other polymeric materials, discussed subsequently. The next low-MW surfactant reported to form a w/c phase was a
dichain anionic, bis(1H,1H,5H-octaﬂuoro-1-pentyl) sodium sulfosuccinate
(di-HCF4). In 1997 Eastoe and coworkers reported phase behavior up to w
= 30 for 0.1 mol dm⫺3 surfactant at 15⬚C and up to 600 bar [13]. (Pressure
cell constraints rather than microemulsion instability limited the study.) Neutron scattering experiments again showed classical w/o-type structure, with
droplet clustering close to phase boundaries.
Water solubility up to w = 12 was observed for the nonionic polyether
surfactant C8E5, although cosurfactant (up to 10 wt% pentanol) was required
and no direct observation of solution microstructure was made [14]. Reports
of w/c systems based on the hydrocarbon surfactant bis(2-ethylhexyl)sodium
sulfosuccinate (AOT) were published by Hutton and coworkers [15]. Again,
a signiﬁcant proportion of pentanol was required as a cosolvent to obtain a
single-phase system and solvochromatic absorption studies suggested that
no bulk water was present.
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FIG. 1 Small-angle neutron scattering proﬁles for H7F7-stabilized water-in-CO2
microemulsion at 25⬚C. Composition 3wt% H7F7 (0.05 mol dm⫺3) and 3.5wt% D2O
(⬃1.75 mol dm⫺3) and w ⬃ 32. (▫) 500 bar; (●) 260 bar; (䡩) 120 bar. The lines are
model ﬁts as described in Table 1.

Eastoe and coworkers have used many more structurally related ﬂuorosuccinates (similar to di-HCF4) to determine the effects of surfactant architecture on phase stability. These studies are described in more detail in the
following and have illustrated the sensitivity of microemulsion phase boundaries to subtle variations in chain structure [16,17]. (Generic chemical structures are shown in Fig. 4 later.)

B. Fluoropolymers
The CO2 solubility of high-MV polymeric materials may be enhanced by
structural modiﬁcation [18], e.g., by introduction of ﬂuorinated side groups
[19,20], silicone-based segments [21], or ﬂuorocarbon repeat units [22–25].
Few of these materials have been used for stabilizing dispersions of water,
but there are several notable exceptions.
Fulton and Pfund [20] used small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to show
that a polymer with a CO2-philic poly(ﬂuorooctyl acrylate) backbone and
CO2-phobic poly(ethylene oxide) grafts formed small aggregates in CO2.
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TABLE 1 Values Obtained from Analysis of SANS Data from a
H7F7 Water-in-CO2 Microemulsion at 25⬚C as a Function of
Pressure and CO2 Densitya
P
(bar)


(g cm⫺3)

R av
c
(Å)

 /R av
c

S(Q = 0)


(Å)

500
400
260
120

1.03
1.01
0.95
0.85

25.0
24.6
23.0
20.5

0.20
0.18
0.20
0.19

—
—
0.7
5.4

—
—
50
96

a

The model is for polydisperse core–shell spherical particles, and where appropriate an Ornstein–Zernicke S(Q) is included. Uncertainties: water core
radius R av
c ⫹ 1 Å and correlation length  ⫹ 5 Å.
Source: Ref. 11.

These micelles were also able to solubilize a small amount of water ([H2O]/
[PEO groups] = 5.2). Other materials with hydrocarbon and ﬂuorocarbon
blocks also formed aggregates but did not solubilize water [20].
PFPE-based surfactants have been studied extensively by Johnston and
coworkers [26–29]. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) measurements
on a w = 10 microemulsion based on ammonium carboxylate PFPE
[CF3O(CF2CF(CF3)O)mCF2COONH4] (MW = 740) indicated the presence of
bulk water domains. Water solubility up to w = 14 was reported at 55⬚C and
around 177 bar for 1.4wt% surfactant [26]. Time-resolved ﬂuorescence and
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies suggested the presence of
anisotropic or nonspherical micelles. Zielinski et al. [30] studied the phase
stability of this system at 35⬚C, as shown in Fig. 2; SANS was then employed to study droplet structure. Observations with PFPE were similar to
the earlier study in H7F7 [11]; discrete water droplets of around 25 Å radius
were found to be present, and as indicated in Fig. 3 the droplet size increased
with added water.
Data-ﬁtting analyses shown in Fig. 3 gave the droplet radius as 20 Å at
0.8wt% dispersed D2O, increasing to 35 Å at 2.0wt%. Critical-type scattering
was also observed on approaching the phase boundary; hence the O-Z structure factor was used in the data analysis. Despite the onset of interactions,
only small variations in structure and droplet radius were seen with variation
of T and/or P, a behavior reminiscent of systems stabilized by H7F7 [11]
and ﬂuorosuccinates [13,16,17].
A range of PFPE-based amphiphiles are able to stabilize emulsions consisting of 0.01 mol dm⫺3 surfactant and equal quantities of CO2 and 0.1 mol
dm⫺3 NaCl solution [31]. Ammonium carboxylates of MW 672, 940, 2500,
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FIG. 2 Temperature–composition phase diagram for D2O/CO2/PFPE mixtures at
constant PFPE composition of 2.1wt% on a D2O-free basis. The single-phase region
is denoted 1 and the phase-separated region 2. Crosses show the SANS operating
conditions. The line is a guide to the eye. (From Ref. 30.)

and 7500 were studied, and droplet sizes from 3 to 10 m were observed.
The more water-soluble MW 672 material preferentially formed a c/w emulsion and the other three formed w/c phases, with stability ranging from a
few seconds for MW 940 to several hours for MW 7500. Emulsion stability
was pressure dependent, and systems that existed as w/c phases at high
pressure inverted to c/w at low pressure as the surfactants became less CO2
soluble [31]. Poly(dimethyl siloxane)-based surfactants have also been used
to form w/c emulsions, although the stability was lower. The development
of poly(ether-carbonate) polymers that are able to stabilize w/c emulsions
has demonstrated that, with the right chemistry, hydrocarbon materials may
after all have potential for use in CO2 [32]. Optimization of these materials
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FIG. 3 SANS spectra of 0.89 (〫) 1.5 (▫) and 2.0 (䡩) wt% D2O in CO2/PFPE
mixtures at 35⬚C and 287 bar. Lines represent model ﬁts to the data. The inset shows
the high-Q portions of the 0.8wt% (ﬁlled points) and 2.0wt% D2O (open points)
spectra. The difference is indicative of the increase in droplet radius with increasing
D2O concentration. (From Ref. 30.)

could represent a signiﬁcant advantage over high-cost ﬂuorocarbon or siloxane-based surfactants.

C. Applications
The slight mutual solubility between water and CO2 means that an equilibrium exists between the dissolved CO2 and the carbonic acid formed in the
solution. The pH in microemulsion droplets was investigated by Clarke et
al. [29] and Niemeyer and Bright [33], both of whom used spectroscopic
probe molecules to characterize water domains in PFPE-stabilized microemulsion systems. The pH was found to be between 3.1 and 3.5 and was
essentially independent of water content and solvent density. Acidity of the
aqueous environment obviously has consequences for potential application
of these systems. Holmes and coworkers [34,35], who addressed this issue,
showed that it was possible to buffer pH in microemulsion droplets and
hence carry out enzyme-catalyzed reactions. The feasibility of carrying out
several processes using w/c systems has been demonstrated in the literature,
including synthesis of nanoparticles [36] and catalysis of inorganic and organic reactions [37–40]. In an exciting development, a CO2-based dry cleaning system has been commercialized [41].
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D. Aims
In spite of this interest in w/c systems, the issue of how surfactant chemical
structure affects properties remains largely unresolved, partly because of lack
of suitable, well-characterized compounds. This chapter describes the behavior with various custom-synthesized ﬂuorinated analogues of AerosolOT. Example molecular structures are shown in Fig. 4. The main features

FIG. 4 (a) Surface tensions of aqueous surfactant solutions for di-HCF4, di-HCF6,
and di-CF4. The lines ﬁtted to the pre-cmc data are polynomials used for assessing
adsorption isotherms. (b) Chemical formulas of the ﬂuorinated surfactants. (From
Ref. 17.)
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of these succinates are bulky CO2-compatible ﬂuorocarbon chains and a
water-soluble sulfonate group. Hence, a tendency to form reversed curvature
micelles and microemulsions is expected, in a similar fashion to AOT in
water–oil phases. Three important examples are bis(1H,1H,5H-octaﬂuoropentyl)-2-sulfosuccinate (di-HCF4), bis(1H,1H,7H-dodecaﬂuoroheptyl)-2sulfosuccinate (di-HCF6), and sodium bis(1H,1H-perﬂuoropentyl)-2-sulfosuccinate (di-CF4).
There are three reasons for concentrating on these compounds. First, for
di-HCF4 the precursor alcohol 1H,1H,5H-octaﬂuoropentanol is 10 times
cheaper than the more ﬂuorinated di-CF4. Clearly, for potential commercial
applications cost is important, as is the need to minimize working pressure.
Second, there are interesting differences in the hydrophobic groups: a hydrogen atom in the di-HCF4 surfactant replaces a chain tip ﬂuorine atom in
di-CF4. This switch introduces a large permanent dipole moment ( ); for
example, the  in CF3CF2H is 1.54 D. Therefore, it is of interest to examine
how this affects w/c microemulsion formation. Third, comparing the behavior of di-HCF4 and di-HCF6 highlights the effects of chain length and F-H
ratio on surfactant performance.
Although it is a minor issue, water partitioning into the CO2 continuous
phase may have an effect on droplet size, but this has not been conﬁrmed
directly by scattering methods. However, a previous study using infrared
spectroscopy [29] has been made with PFPE phases. We have combined
near infra-red (NIR) and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments
using a ﬂuorinated AOT analogue and show that water partitioning is important when the microemulsion is dilute or at elevated temperatures.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Chemicals
The procedures for surfactant preparation and puriﬁcation have been described previously [42,43]. As a ﬁnal puriﬁcation step, aqueous solutions
made up below the critical micelle concentration (cmc) were foam fractionated. Water (18.2 M⍀ cm) was taken from either a R0100HP Purite water
system or a Millipore Milli-Q Plus system, D2O was 99.9% D atom (Fluorochem Ltd., UK), and CO2 (BOC) was used as received.

B. Surface Tension and Neutron
Reﬂection Measurements
Surface tension measurements were made with a drop-volume (DV) tensiometer (Lauda TVT1) in the presence of trace EDTA (99.5% tetrasodium
salt hydrate, Sigma) as described elsewhere [43,44]. The D2O, which is used
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in neutron reﬂection (NR) measurements, can also be a source of ionic
contamination [43,44], so it was distilled prior to use. Thermostatting was
to ⫾0.1⬚ using a Grant LTD6G bath. To avoid phase separation at high
multiples of the cmc with di-CF4 and the Krafft point with di-HCF6, the
temperatures were 40⬚C for di-HCF6, 25⬚C for di-HCF4, and 30⬚C for diCF4.
Neutron reﬂection experiments were carried out on the CRISP and SURF
reﬂectometers at ISIS, Rutherford Appleton Laboratories (Didcot, UK) [45],
using standard cells for liquid surfaces [46]. Selected concentrations were
studied in null reﬂecting water (NRW, 8.0 mol% D2O in H2O) at the same
temperatures as for tensiometry. A full account of NR theory can be found
elsewhere [47], but a relevant summary follows. The momentum transfer
Q(Å⫺1) = (4 / )sin( /2), where  is the neutron wavelength (0.5 →
6.5 Å) and  the scattering angle (3⬚). The reﬂectivity R(Q) from a surfactant
layer at the surface of NRW can be modeled in terms of a single, uniform
layer using an optical matrix method [47]. This results in ﬁtted values for
the layer thickness  and scattering length density  , which are related to
an effective area per molecule in the ﬁlm A by
A=

冘

bi



=

1
⌫Na

(1)

In Eq. (1) 兺 bi represents a sum of nuclear scattering lengths over the molecule, ⌫ is the surface excess in mol m⫺2, and Na is the Avogadro number.

C. Water-in-CO2 Systems: NIR and Small-Angle
Neutron Scattering
Pressure–temperature microemulsion phase stability was determined by visual inspection using a stirred high-pressure optical cell as described elsewhere [9,11,13,16,17]. The samples were studied at various surfactant concentrations and water-to-surfactant molar ratios w. Under these T-P
conditions the solubility of water in CO2 is negligible (0.13%) (see later) as
compared with the 5% or so of D2O present and the w values were not
corrected for this small effect. To check the validity of this assumption, NIR
experiments were carried out to determine the true extent of partitioning in
the microemulsions, using a 200 series Bentham spectrometer with a 100 W
quartz-halogen lamp source and Peltier-cooled PbS detector. Samples were
contained in the high-pressure cell described previously [9] but with a 2.34cm path length. The spectral features of interest were the water overtone
bands close to 1400 nm for (1) water-saturated CO2 and (2) a w/c microemulsion over a temperature range (25–45⬚C) at constant pressure (300 bar).
For the ﬁrst experiments CO2 was equilibrated with excess water, and for
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the second a w = 20 microemulsion stabilized by di-HCF4 was studied. To
obtain the pure water signal, backgrounds of (1) CO2 and (2) di-HCF4 in
CO2 were measured under the same conditions and subtracted from the microemulsion spectrum.
SANS experiments were performed on LOQ at ISIS, UK [48], thereby
measuring the scattering cross section I(Q) (cm⫺1) as a function of momentum transfer, characterized by  (2.2 → 10 Å) and  (<7⬚). Corrections to
account for both pressure-induced sample volume changes and the path
length were made as before [11,13,16,17]. For liquid CO2 the scattering
length density is given by  CO 2 = (mass density ⫻ 2.498 ⫻ 1010 cm⫺2) [49].
In the ﬁnal data analysis, the effects of P and T on  CO 2 were taken into
account. However, given that in these experiments the liquid CO2 density is
around 1.0 g cm⫺3 (typical variation ⫾10% for the pressures studied here),
and for ﬂuorosurfactants  surf ⬃ 2.0 ⫻ 1010 cm⫺2, the interfacial ﬁlm is
essentially contrast matched to the solvent. Hence, because  D2 O = 6.4 ⫻
1010 cm⫺2, the scattering is dominated by contrast at the D2O–surfactant
interface, so the droplets can be sized in terms of a core radius Rc .

1.

SANS Data Analysis

The I(Q) data were analyzed using the multimodel FISH program [50]; a
Schultz distribution of spherical particles gave the best ﬁts and most physically reasonable parameters. The scattering law can be written as
I(Q) =

冉冘

( D2O ⫺ CO2 )2
Vi X(Ri )

i

冊冘

[V 2i P(Q, Ri )X(Ri )]

(2)

i

The parameters , R, and V represent the particle volume fraction, radius,
and volume, respectively. The function is the particle form factor P(Q, Ri ).
The contribution X(Ri ) is the Schultz function [50,51], which is characterized
by an average radius R av
and root-mean-square (RMS) deviation  =
c
1/2
R av
c /(Z ⫹ 1) , where Z is a width parameter. With samples that were close
to the low-pressure phase boundary it was necessary to introduce into Eq.
(2) an attractive Ornstein–Zernicke structure factor S(Q,  ). This S(Q) is an
effective function, accounting for additional scattering at low Q, and has
been used before with CO2 microemulsions [11,13,16,17,30]. The O-Z function describes a decaying particle distribution with  the correlation length,
and the strength of interactions is related to S(0) via the isothermal compressibility [51]
S(Q,  ) = 1 ⫹

冋

册

S(0)
1 ⫹ (Q )2

(3)

Sample compositions and scattering length densities are known quantities,
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av
hence the adjustable parameters are R av
c and  /R c and, if used,  and S(0).
av
Extensive trial ﬁts showed that  /R = 0.20 gave the best ﬁts, so this was
av
constant in ﬁnal analyses. Uncertainties in R av
c ,  /R c , and  may be taken
as ⫾2 Å, ⫾0.02, and ⫾10 Å, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Surface Tension and Neutron Reﬂection
Measurements with Aqueous Systems
Prior to investigating water–CO2 systems, the dilute aqueous phase behavior
of these surfactants was studied. The importance of this was to establish
surface chemical purity and obtain insight into packing at the air–water
interface, which is more readily accessible than the CO2 –water interface.
Hence, surface tension measurements were used to check the purity and to
determine the adsorption isotherms. Figure 4 shows example ␥ –ln activity
curves (activity coefﬁcients were obtained using the Debye–Hückel limiting
law) and molecular structures of the compounds.
The plots are characteristic of pure surfactants: clean breaks at the cmc
with no minima or shoulders. A detailed description of the experimental
procedures necessary to obtain representative adsorption isotherms is given
elsewhere [43,44]. Polynomials ﬁtted to pre-cmc surface tension data were
used to generate surface excesses ⌫ using the Gibbs equation.
1
d␥
⌫=⫺
mRT d ln a

(4)

In Eq. (4) R is the universal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, ␥ the
surface tension, and a the activity. For a dilute 1:1 ionic surfactant in the
absence of swamping electrolyte, the prefactor m should be 2, and the validity of this approach has been thoroughly tested by combining measurements from drop volume tensiometry (DVT) and neutron reﬂection [44].
Table 2 lists relevant parameters derived from surface tension and neutron
reﬂection measurements. The limiting tension at the cmc clearly depends on
chain type; for the terminal-H compound, di-HCF4, it is approximately 9
mN m⫺1 higher than for the equivalent CF3-terminated compound di-CF4.
The presence of a chain tip H atom in di-HCF4 is expected to increase the
surface free energy with respect to a perﬂuoromethyl-ended surfactant such
as diCF4. In addition, H — CF2 — dipolar repulsion should increase ␥. Increasing the chain length from di-HCF4 to di-HCF6 clearly reduces ␥cmc , as
found for normal hydrocarbon surfactants; however, the nature of the chain
tip dominates over chain length in terms of ␥cmc . Neutron reﬂection experiments described subsequently give evidence for a lower ﬁlm packing with

25
40
30
30
25

Surfactant
di-HCF4
di-HCF6
di-CF4
di-HCF4GLU
AOT

16.0
0.46
1.57
11.2
2.56

cmc
(mmol dm⫺3)
26.8
24.1
17.7
25.4
30.8

␥cmc
(m Nm⫺1)
65.0
76.0
56.0
66.0
77.0

65.8
—
62.7
65.9
78.0

Neutron
reﬂection
Acmc
(⫾2/Å)

19.0
—
21.6
21.0
18.0

cmc
(⫾1.5/Å)

1.56
—
1.59
1.56
2.80

cmc ⫻ 106
(Å⫺2)

a
Equation (4) was used to obtain the molecular areas at the cmc from the tensiometric measurements. The neutron data
were analyzed with Eq. (1). The NR experiments with di-CF4 were at the cmc, but with di-HCF4 the concentration was
13.4 mmol dm⫺3 ⬇ 0.84 ⫻ cmc. For AOT the neutron data are from Ref. 53. For di-CF4GLU the data are from Ref. 44.

T
(⬚C)

Surface
tension
Acmc
(⫾3/Å2)

TABLE 2 Parameters Derived from Surface Tension and Neutron Reﬂection (NR) Measurementsa
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the H-terminated systems compared with a fully ﬂuorinated end group, hence
this may also contribute to ␥cmc .
The NR curves are not shown for brevity; however, the analyses with the
single-layer model resulted in effective ﬁlm thicknesses  and scattering
length densities  given in Table 2. Hence, molecular areas and surfaces
excesses ⌫ were obtained using Eqs. (1) and (4). Figure 5 shows example
adsorption isotherms for three different surfactants, comparing results from
neutron reﬂection [Eq. (1)] and tensiometry [Eq. (4), with m = 2]. (The
chemical structure for di-HCF4GLU is shown in Fig. 7b.)
The agreement between the two methods is an indication of the high
surface chemical purity of these surfactants. For tensiometry the uncertainty
in Acmc is ⫾3 Å2, and for NR it is ⫾3–5% (as evidenced by the repeat
measurements shown in Fig. 5c for di-CF4GLU). Therefore, at the cmc of
di-CF4 the differences between these two results for Acmc are just outside
the errors. A key indication of purity is the absolute value of the surface
excess ⌫ as measured by NR at twice the cmc. For both di-HCF4 and diCF4 these were identical (within errors) to the values at the respective cmc
values. Surface-active impurities would adsorb strongly below the cmc, but
above it partitioning into micelles would alter both the surface composition
and the adsorbed amount, which would show up in the NR experiments.
Because physical cross-sectional area of a ﬂuorocarbon chain is approximately 28 Å2 [52], the layers are quite densely packed; for di-CF4 the Acmc
is 56 ⫾ 3 Å2 from surface tension data. Although the NR data gave Acmc =
62.7 Å2, the relative packing efﬁciency of the chains is still high, and ﬂuorocarbon chains account for about 90% of the Acmc alone. With the terminalH analogue, ﬁlm packing decreases, consistent with the additional chain
dipolar interaction. There is a magniﬁed effect for di-HCF6, which shows
Acmc = 76 Å2. The data show that these ﬂuorosuccinates are strongly adsorbed, with the terminal-H surfactant di-HCF4 having a slightly lower surface activity.
It is interesting to compare the interfacial behavior of these straight-chain
ﬂuorocarbon succinates with the branched-chain hydrocarbon AOT (Table
2). Tensiometric experiments on AOT were carried out in our laboratory,
and the results from neutron reﬂection experiments by Thomas and coworkers [53] are also given. As can be seen, the F surfactants all exhibit lower
limiting surface tension and pack more efﬁciently than AOT.

B. Phase Stability of Water-in-CO2 Microemulsions
Figure 6 shows the P-T phase stability for two different w values with diCF4 and di-HCF4 in water-in-CO2 microemulsions. Owing to CO2-hydrate
formation at ⱕ10⬚C, temperatures below 15⬚C could not be studied. At el-
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FIG. 5 Adsorption isotherms of ﬂuorinated surfactants obtained by neutron reﬂectivity and tensiometry measurements: (a) di-CF4, (b) di-HCF4, and (c) diHCF4GLU. Example error bars are shown for some points. (From Ref. 44.)
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FIG. 6 Phase behavior of water-in-CO2 microemulsions for two w values with diCF4 (a) and di-HCF4 (b) at 0.05 mol dm⫺3. (From Ref. 16.)

evated pressures single-phase (1) transparent microemulsions are formed,
and there is a critical pressure Pc below which the samples rapidly turn
opaque (2). With an efﬁciently stirred cell these phase transitions are entirely reversible, similar to the behavior seen with AOT-stabilized w/o systems in short-chain alkanes such as ethane and propane, which is documented elsewhere [8–10,54,55].
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This P-T phase behavior is similar to that seen with the H7F7 and PFPE
surfactants in other w/c systems as shown, for example, in Fig. 2 [7,11,30].
Furthermore, for microemulsions in both CO2 and short-chain alkanes, the
phase instability at low pressure (density) is consistent with reduced compatibility between the surfactant chains and the solvent.
Figure 7a shows P-T boundaries for seven dichain surfactants under
equivalent conditions of concentration and water content. The surfactant
molecular structures are shown in Figs. 4b and 7b.
In terms of phase stability, di-CF4 is the best performer because it stabilizes w/c droplets at the lowest pressures. The variation of surfactant chain
length has a signiﬁcant effect; decreasing the ﬂuorination from CF4 to CF3
increases Pc , and increasing the chain length of di-HCF4 to di-HCF6 is
beneﬁcial to stability. Di-CF4H is similar to di-CF4 except for an extra
— CH2 — close to the ester oxygen; this change represents a reduction in

FIG. 7 (a) Phase behavior of water-in-CO2 microemulsions for various ﬂuorinated
anionic surfactants with w = 10 and [surf] = 0.05 mol dm⫺3. (b) Chemical formulas
of the surfactants used in (a). (From Ref. 17.)
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the F/H ratio, which causes an increase in Pc by about 10–20 bar. Hence,
there appears to be an optimal hydrophobe chain length, of four fully ﬂuorinated carbons with only one CH2 group, and subtle deviations from this
key structure reduce the phase stability. Indeed, di-CF4 is notable for having
very low transition pressures; for example, at 20⬚C the w = 10 microemulsion is stable at close to bottle pressure for CO2. This is the lowest Pc for
any w/c system, suggesting that di-CF4 is currently the most efﬁcient compound available. A direct comparison can be made with the performance of
ammonium PFPE: for w = 20 at 30⬚C the Pc is 120 bar for di-CF4, whereas
for PFPE the phase is stable only down to 178 bar [35]. Changing from diCF4 to di-HCF4 causes a reduction in stability; for example, with w = 20
at 30⬚C the critical pressure increases to over 300 bar. With reference to the
air–water interface (Table 2), this may be due to a lower packing efﬁciency
in the ﬁlm and/or a genuine reduced compatibility with the solvent on replacing F with H. If a 0.05 mol dm⫺3 NaCl solution is used in place of pure
water Pc is also reduced, consistent with more efﬁcient interfacial packing
induced by screening of head group interactions. Therefore, it is important
to work with well-deﬁned, pure, compounds if meaningful results are to be
obtained from studies of w/c systems.
It has also been possible to explore some effects of changes in the head
group. The surfactant di-HCF4GLU is a glutaconate, rather than a succinate,
so the ﬂuorocarbon chains are symmetrically balanced about — SO ⫺
3 (Fig.
7b). This extra methylene unit also serves to space out the F chains, although
there was no noticeable change in packing at the air–water interface with
di-HCF4GLU compared with di-HCF4 [44]. Comparing di-HCF4 and diHCF4GLU in Fig. 7a shows that a minor change in the head group gives a
noticeable improvement in phase stability (Pc 10–15 bar lower). The
Co(HCF4)2 is a cobalt salt of di-HCF4, which was prepared by a method
described elsewhere for AOT [56]. A divalent counterion increases Pc compared with the Na⫹ di-HCF4. With anionic surfactants, switching from M1⫹
to M2⫹ generally reduces the aqueous phase solubility; hence, lower compatibility with water may contribute to change in Pc . To summarize the phase
behavior of these ﬂuorosulfonates, it would seem that C4F9CH2 — is an optimum CO2-phile, and in terms of head group, switching from the succinate
to a glutaconate gives rise to improved w/c phase stability.

C. Water-in-CO2 Microemulsions—SANS
For certain surfactants the structures of w/c systems were investigated by
high-pressure small-angle neutron scattering. Because maximum pressure of
the SANS cell is 600 bar, the experimental conditions were T = 15⬚C and
P = 500 bar. Working at the high-pressure end helps to minimize attractive
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interactions, which increase on approach to Pc . Figure 8 shows example
scattering curves from single-phase microemulsions with di-HCF4 as a function of w and the least-squares ﬁts to the model for polydisperse spheres
(see Section II). The curves give clear evidence for D2O nanodroplets dispersed in CO2 , similar to the scattering seen for H7F7- and PFPE-stabilized
systems shown in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively [11,30].
The scaling of experimental absolute intensities for P(Q) was within 10%
of expected values given the known compositions and correction factors
employed; hence, the model is physically reasonable. The reproducibility
was checked by repeat experiments at various pressures, temperatures, and
compositions. With di-HCF6 (w = 30) at 500 bar the systems are relatively
close to Pc , and enhanced scattering was evident at low Q; therefore, it was
necessary to add the attractive S(Q) into the model. This is described in
more detail elsewhere [13,16,17]. Increased intensities at low Q were also
observed with the H7F7 (Fig. 1) and PFPE surfactants close to the respective
Pc values [11,30].
The relative packing efﬁciencies of these different surfactants at the water–CO2 interface can be examined in terms of the effective area per head
group Ah . If it is assumed that the droplets are spherical and all N (m⫺3)
surfactant molecules adsorb then

FIG. 8 High-pressure SANS spectra from D2O droplets in water-in-CO2 microemulsions with di-CF4 surfactant at 15⬚C and P = 500 bar; [di-CF4] = 0.10 mol
dm⫺3. The lines are model ﬁts as described in the text. (From Ref. 16.)
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3vD2O w
Rc

(5)

where vD2O is the molecular volume of water. Figure 9 shows the dependence
of Rc versus w for three principal surfactants under study; characteristic error
bars are shown for some example points.
Clearly, at least within the experimental error in Rc (⫾2 Å), the surfactants
exhibit almost identical behavior. Although phase stability depends on surfactant type (Figs. 6 and 7), there appear to be no obvious effects of chain
structure on droplet structure or radius. Hence, for each w value the mean
radius for different surfactants was used to generate a linear ﬁt with Eq. (5).
This gradient gives Ah = 115 ⫾ 5 Å2, and an intercept consistent with a
‘‘dry’’ micelle consisting of an 11-Å polar core. The apparent molecular area
of di-HCF4 is about 45% larger than that obtained in an air–water ﬁlm at
the cmc (Table 2). At ﬁrst sight 115 Å2 seems to be quite large, so an
alternative analysis method was employed, based on the Porod equation and
assuming all surfactant molecules are bound. More detail can be found elsewhere [17]; however, the result was Ah = 95 ⫾ 15 Å2. These molecular areas
are entirely consistent within the uncertainties. Previous work with H7F7
was also consistent with a relatively large effective head group area, around
140 Å2 [11]. It is interesting to compare this with AOT in w/o systems, for
which a mean value of 72 Å2 for Ah was found in a range of n-alkanes from
propane to decane [55]. Therefore, it would appear that, in general, ﬂuorosurfactants at a water–CO2 interface adopt a noticeably lower packing den-

FIG. 9 Variation of droplet radius with water content for three surfactants at T =
15⬚C, P = 500 bar, and [surf ] = 0.05 mol dm⫺3. (From Ref. 17.)
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sity than a related hydrocarbon surfactant (AOT) at an analogous water–
alkane interface.

D. Water Partitioning in w/c Phases—NIR and SANS
The solubility of water in CO2 is higher than in oils typically used for w/o
microemulsions, and in CO2 at pressures over 200 bar there is a signiﬁcant
increase in water solubility as a function of temperature [57]. Hence, water
partitioning into the CO2 continuous phase may be important, and a previous
study using infrared spectroscopy [29] points to this for PFPE systems. The
change in water solubility should have an effect on droplet size, but there
are no previous reports to establish this by scattering methods; hence, we
performed complementary near-infrared and SANS experiments.

FIG. 10 NIR absorption spectra for water in a di-HCF4, w = 20 w/c microemulsion
(a) compared with water saturating CO2 (b). Difference spectra of (a) ⫺ (b) showing
subtraction (c) of the dissolved water contribution. P = 300 bar. (From Ref. 17.)
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The NIR spectra of di-CF4 microemulsions are shown in Fig. 10a for
various temperatures at 300 bar. Figure 10b shows the sharp peak from water
alone in CO2, which is centered at 1390 nm. This absorption becomes more
intense with temperature, reﬂecting the accompanying increased water solubility. Furthermore, this line characteristic of dissolved water is well resolved from that for water dispersed in w/c droplets (Fig. 10c), which exhibits a much broader band at 1440 nm. In Fig. 10a both contributions are
clearly visible, showing the dissolved water component increasing at the
expense of the droplet signal as a function of temperature. Subtracting the
water-saturated CO2 spectrum from that of the microemulsion at each temperature gives a broad peak, as shown in Fig. 10c, which is essentially
identical to the signal from a w/o microemulsion with AOT in heptane.
For the systems examined by SANS, complete saturation of the CO2
phase would reduce the w value by 1.5–2.0. Because in this case the effect
is small and does not alter the gradient of Rc versus w from which Ah is
obtained (Fig. 9), we have chosen to use the total added water wadd . However,
at lower surfactant concentration the droplet size may be reduced at elevated
temperatures and pressures owing to this partitioning. Therefore, SANS measurements were made on a di-HCF6–stabilized w/c microemulsion at wadd
= 30, i.e., sufﬁcient total water to saturate the CO2 at the initial condition
15⬚C and 200 bar. Further SANS measurements were made on this sample
at higher pressure (15⬚C, 450 bar) and temperature (42⬚C, 500 bar), and the
I(Q) curves were analyzed using the polydisperse sphere model. In Fig. 11
the droplet radii under these conditions are compared with calculations based
on solubility data (shown as a line), assuming that the CO2 phase remained

FIG. 11 Radii obtained from SANS showing reduction in droplet size for a diHCF6 w/c microemulsion with w = 30 at three conditions. (From Ref. 17.)
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saturated. Overall, the correlation between the observed decrease in Rc and
the increase in water solubility is good, conﬁrming that droplet size may be
‘‘adjusted’’ by variation of temperature and pressure.

IV. SUMMARY
A range of ﬂuorinated anionic surfactants, which are structural relatives of
Aerosol-OT, were synthesized and characterized, with the aim of investigating the effects of chemistry on the structure and stability of water-incarbon dioxide microemulsions. The dilute aqueous phase behavior was
studied to check for chemical purity and fully characterize the compounds.
Once appropriate measures were taken to achieve sufﬁcient purity, the surface excesses measured by both tensiometry and neutron reﬂection measurements agreed well, and the surface tensions were consistent with a prefactor of 2 in the Gibbs equation.
Phase behavior studies showed that various ﬂuorosurfactants stabilized
water-in-carbon dioxide microemulsions; detailed work was carried out on
three of the sulfosuccinates. As expected, the added electrolyte affected the
phase diagram, highlighting the need for working with pure surfactants. In
this series, di-CF4 was the most effective surfactant because it gave microemulsions at signiﬁcantly lower pressures. Remarkably, with di-CF4, microemulsions can be formed close to the bottle pressure of a normal CO2
cylinder, and this may have advantages in terms of associated costs in any
future practical application. The effect of the variation of the ﬂuorocarbon
chain length was studied, and a shorter chain length was found to be detrimental to phase stability. The addition of extra — CH2 — units either in
the chains or in the head group or the replacement of the terminal CF3 —
by H — CF2 — also reduced the phase stability window. Therefore, for the
series with a sodium sulfosuccinate head group C4F9CH2 — appears to be
the optimal CO2-philic group. Overall, the phase behavior of these sulfosuccinates mirrors that for the H7F7 and PFPE systems that have also been
examined [7,11,30]: at low pressures and low CO2 densities there is a phase
transition driven by attractive droplet interactions.
It is interesting to compare adsorption at the two interfaces under investigation here, water–CO2 interface and air–water interface (i.e., at the cmc).
For example, with di-HCF4 the area per molecule is 60% larger in the CO2
system as compared with the normal air–water interface (105 Å2 versus
65 Å2 ). On the other hand, with branched-chain AOT at air–water (cmc)
and water-in-oil microemulsion interfaces, the molecular area is essentially
constant at about 76 Å2 (Table 2 and Refs. 45 and 54). The SANS results
for various sulfosuccinates were consistent with an effective head group area
of around 110 Å2, which is more than 30 Å2 greater than for AOT in equiv-
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alent hydrocarbon–water phases [55]. Other SANS experiments on H7F7
were also consistent with a relatively high surface area per molecule for
ﬂuorosurfactants (⬃140 Å2 in that case [11]), suggesting that this is perhaps
a genuine effect (and pointing to real differences compared with the curved
water–oil surface).
Based on the available data, it can be stated that a ﬂuorosurfactant ﬁlm
at a water–CO2 microemulsion interface appears to be less densely packed
than the equivalent hydrocarbon surfactant in water-in-oil phases. The value
of 110 Å2 represents approximately twice (⫻1.87) the physical cross section of two ﬂuorocarbon chains (56 Å2 [52]). For n-alkyl sulfosuccinates the
equivalent factor is around 1.55⫻ a close-packed chain cross section [44].
The origin of this may be the ﬁnite, although small, solubility of water in
CO2, which is not the case in water–oil systems. This comparison of molecular areas is valid only for strongly adsorbed surfactants, i.e., a negligible
amount of free monomer in the bulk phases. For the CO2 systems, if there
were to be a signiﬁcant loss of surfactant from the interface, then the effective w value would increase because it would become [D2O]/([surfactant]total
⫺ [surfactant]free) [58]. The upshot would be to reduce the gradient of the
Rc versus w plot (Fig. 9), thereby further increasing Ah above 115 Å2. Therefore, a low (negligible) background concentration of free monomer in CO2
can be assumed.
In summary, this chapter reviews water-in-CO2 microemulsion formation
with three different types of anionic surfactants, hybrids such as H7F7
[7,11], polysurfactants such as PFPE [26–30], and the sulfosuccinates
[13,16,17]. There are common patterns in the phase and structural behavior
of all these systems and striking similarities with the properties of related
AOT-stabilized water-in-oil microemulsions with short-chain low-density alkane solvents. In particular, the ﬂuorosuccinates represent well-characterized
surfactants, suitable for w/c systems.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH
The main challenge for any potential application is to minimize costs, and
these specialized ﬂuorosurfactants are obviously relatively expensive. Therefore, efforts should be directed toward improving compatibility of hydrocarbon surfactants with CO2. This may be achieved by employing principles
demonstrated by Beckman and coworkers with poly(ether-carbonates) [32]
or exploring extremes in chain structures by incorporating the most CO2philic hydrocarbon groups. Another important concern is the need to maintain low operating pressures so as to minimize plant and pressure vessel
costs. Therefore, simply obtaining hydrocarbon surfactants that aggregate in
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CO2 wlll be the ﬁrst step, but the real advance will come with systems that
can be used close to CO2 bottle pressure.
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ABSTRACT
Microemulsions are excellent media for chemical reactions involving reagents of different polarities. Water-soluble reactants dissolve in the water
domain, lipophilic reactants dissolve in the hydrocarbon domain, and the
reaction occurs at the oil–water interface. Because the interfacial area of
microemulsions is very large, the reaction rate is often satisfactory even with
reactants with complete incompatibility. Traditionally, organic reactions involving reactants with a high degree of incompatibility have been performed
in a two-phase system with an added phase transfer catalyst. Hence, the use
of a microemulsion as a reaction medium can be seen as an alternative to
phase transfer catalysis. The two approaches can also be combined. In this
chapter we demonstrate that addition of a phase transfer catalyst to a microemulsion may give a reaction rate higher than that of either of the two
approaches alone.

I. BACKGROUND
A common practical problem in synthetic organic chemistry is to attain
proper phase contact between nonpolar organic compounds and inorganic
salts. There are many examples of important reactions where this is a potential problem: alkaline hydrolysis of esters, oxidative cleavage of oleﬁns
327
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with permanganate-periodate, addition of hydrogen sulﬁte to aldehydes and
to terminal oleﬁns, and preparation of alkyl sulfonates by treatment of alkyl
chloride by sulﬁte or by addition of hydrogen sulﬁte to ␣-oleﬁn oxides. The
list can be extended further. In all examples given, there is a compatibility
problem to be solved if the organic component is a large nonpolar molecule.
There are various ways to solve the problem of poor phase contact in
organic synthesis. One way is to use a solvent or a solvent combination
capable of dissolving both the organic compound and the inorganic salt.
Polar, aprotic solvents are sometimes useful for this purpose, but many of
these are unsuitable for large-scale production due to toxicity and/or difﬁculties in removing them by low vacuum evaporation.
Alternatively, the reaction may be carried out in a mixture of two immiscible solvents. The contact area between the phases may be increased by
agitation. Phase transfer agents, in particular quaternary ammonium compounds, are useful aids in many two-phase reactions. Also, crown ethers are
very effective in overcoming phase contact problems; however, their usefulness is limited by their high price. (Open chain polyoxyethylene compounds often give a ‘‘crown ether effect’’ and may constitute practically
interesting alternative phase transfer agents.)
Microemulsions are excellent solvents both for hydrophobic organic compounds and for inorganic salts. Being macroscopically homogeneous yet
microscopically dispersed, they can be regarded as something between a
solvent-based one-phase system and a true two-phase system. In this context,
microemulsions should be seen as an alternative to two-phase systems with
phase transfer agents added.

II. OVERCOMING REAGENT INCOMPATIBILITY BY THE
USE OF MICROEMULSIONS
Schomäcker [1,2] has described the use of microemulsions as a medium for
a large number of reactions including nucleophilic substitutions, alkylations,
Knoevenagel condensations, ester hydrolyses, oxidations, and reductions. In
all reactions there is a potential compatibility problem because a hydrophobic organic compound is reacted with an inorganic salt. By formulating
microemulsions based on water, hydrocarbon, and a nonionic surfactant,
most often hexa(ethylene glycol)monooctyl ether (C8E6), and by adjusting
the temperature during the course of the reaction so that the mixture remained clear and isotropic, most reactions were completed in less than 2 h.
Lif and Holmberg [3] have demonstrated the efﬁciency of microemulsions
as a medium for both organic and bioorganic hydrolyses of a 4-nitrophenyl
ester; see Fig. 1. The reactions were performed in a Winsor I type of microemulsion and took place in the lower phase oil-in-water microemulsion.
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FIG. 1 Alkaline and lipase-catalyzed hydrolyses of 4-nitrophenyldecanoate.

After the reaction was complete, a Winsor I → III transition was induced
by a rise in temperature. The products formed, 4-nitrophenol and decanoic
acid, partitioned into the upper oil phase and could easily be isolated by
separation of this phase and evaporation of the solvent. The principle is
outlined in Fig. 2. The surfactant and the enzyme (in the case of the lipasecatalyzed reaction) resided in the middle-phase microemulsion and could be
reused.
Another interesting example of the use of microemulsions to overcome
solubility problems is related to metal–ligand substitution. The synthesis of
metalloporphyrins has received considerable attention because of their biological importance. Because most naturally occurring porphyrins are water
insoluble, reaction with a metal salt requires some measure to overcome
reagent incompatibility. To this end, water-in-benzene microemulsions, with

FIG. 2 Ester hydrolysis in a Winsor I system followed by heat-induced transition
into a Winsor III system.
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cyclohexanol as cosurfactant and cationic or anionic surfactants, were investigated as a reaction medium [4]. In a way, this approach mimics the
natural process because in biological systems there are microscopic lipid–
water interfaces present that can promote the reaction between oil-soluble
porphyrins and water-soluble species. In microemulsions prepared from anionic surfactants, copper ion incorporation occurred, although relatively
slowly. The rate of metallation was increased considerably by addition of
oil-soluble Lewis bases, e.g., quinoline. On the other hand, water-soluble
bases, such as pyridine, slowed down or completely inhibited the reaction.
The reaction in the presence of triphenylphosphine (Ph3P) was investigated
in detail. It was concluded that Ph3P stabilized the formation of a copper–
porphyrin complex in the microdroplet interfacial region. The use of a microemulsion as a reaction medium in this case not only is interesting from
a preparative point of view but also provides general insight into the mechanism of metalloporphyrin formation. Several other examples of use of microemulsions for studying biologically signiﬁcant reactions are given in
Ref. 5.
Figure 3 shows alkylation of 4-nitrobenzylpyridine (NBP) with alkyl halide (RX) followed by reaction with hydroxide ion to form a violet product.
The reaction, which is used for the detection of alkylating agents, is a good
example of the advantage of using a microemulsion as a reaction medium
[6,7]. In the conventional procedure a nonaqueous solvent is employed to
dissolve the oil-soluble NBP and the RX. This solution is then treated with

FIG. 3 Reaction of 4-nitrobenzylpyridine (NBP) with an alkyl halide (RX) followed
by alkaline hydrolysis of the N-alkyl derivative (NBP-R⫹) formed.
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an aqueous base in a two-step process because NBP and base, when combined, react slowly to form an interfering blue color. However, the use of
an anionic microemulsion permits a combination of the two reagents in the
same solution. The addition of Ag⫹ is required to effect alkylation by methyl
iodide. The suggested mechanistic explanation is as follows: NBP is solubilized in the oil phase and is exposed to only a very low hydroxide ion
concentration because OH⫺ is electrostatically repelled by the anionic interface. Added methyl iodide, aided by Ag⫹, which is concentrated at the negatively charged interface, reacts with the NBP to form 4-nitrobenzyl-1-methylpyridinium ion (NBP-Me⫹). This more water-soluble ion is accessible to
attack by OH⫺ to form the ﬁnal violet product. Due to accumulation of Ag⫹
(from AgNO3) and OH⫺ (from NaOH) in different domains of the microemulsion, the solubility product of AgOH is never exceeded.
Oh et al. [8] have demonstrated that a microemulsion based on a nonionic
surfactant is an efﬁcient reaction system for the synthesis of decyl sulfonate
from decyl bromide and sodium sulﬁte. Whereas at room temperature almost
no reaction occurred in a two-phase system without surfactant added, the
reaction proceeded smoothly in a microemulsion. A range of microemulsions
were tested with the oil-to-water ratio varying between 9:1 and 1:1. Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) self-diffusion measurements showed that the
9:1 ratio gave a water-in-oil microemulsion and the 1:1 ratio a bicontinuous
structure. No substantial difference in reaction rate could be seen between
the different types of microemulsions, indicating that the curvature of the
oil–water interface was not decisive for the reaction kinetics. More recent
studies of the kinetics of hydrolysis reactions in different types of microemulsions showed a considerable dependence of the reaction rate on the
oil–water curvature of the microemulsion [9]. This was interpreted as being
due to differences in hydrolysis mechanisms for different types of microemulsions.
The effect of microemulsion structure on reaction rate has also been studied in relation to oxidation and reduction of cysteine residues in keratin [10].
The system sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)/n-pentanol/water/dodecane was
chosen as a microemulsion because in this system the realm of the existence
of the isotropic region in the pseudoternary phase diagram is a continuous
domain, extending from the water apex to the close vicinity of the hydrocarbon–surfactant edge. It was shown experimentally that the microemulsion
structure varied smoothly with composition within the isotropic region.
The reactions studied included oxidation (using hydrogen peroxide) and
reduction (using thioglycolic acid) of keratin cystine. Traditionally, reactions
of keratin are performed in water–alcohol mixtures. These reactions were
carried out along two lines in the pseudoternary phase diagram, one representing constant (35%) surfactant concentration and the other constant (15%)
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water content. Both lines are within the microemulsion domain. For both
reactions there was only a weak correlation between composition and reaction yield; the higher the hydrocarbon content, the higher the yield. Evidently, in this case the reaction rate was not markedly affected by the microstructure of the system.
Amphiphilic block copolymers are a class of compounds for which synthesis is often a major problem. Such polymers contain one or more hydrophilic blocks with high water solubility and one or more hydrophobic blocks,
which are usually not water soluble. The polymers are usually made by
linking the blocks by a condensation or addition reaction, and the incompatibility of the reactants often results in very long reaction times or incomplete yields. [One exception is the well-known family of block copolymers
made from alkylene oxides, i.e., various types of ABA polymers based on
poly(ethylene oxide)–poly(propylene oxide) and poly(ethylene oxide)–
poly(butylene oxide). The synthesis of these polymers from the monomeric
alkylene oxides is straightforward.]
We have recently demonstrated the use of a microemulsion based on the
nonionic surfactant penta(ethylene glycol)monododecyl ether (C12E5) as a
medium for the synthesis of a surface-active poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
derivative [11]. The synthesized compound consisted of a central block of
PEG 3400 with dodecyl chains at both ends. The reactants, PEG dihydrazide
and dodecylaldehyde, were dissolved in water and aliphatic hydrocarbon,
respectively, and the reaction was performed in an oil-in-water microemulsion in which these solutions constituted the aqueous and oil components.
The reaction was also performed in a lamellar liquid crystalline phase obtained at an elevated temperature. As a reference, the synthesis was carried
out in a hydrocarbon–water two-phase system. As shown in Fig. 4, the
reaction was fast in the microemulsion and very sluggish in the two-phase
system. The reaction rate in the liquid crystalline system was of the same
order as that in the microemulsion. A liquid crystalline phase lacks the dynamics, i.e., the constant formation, disintegration, and re-formation of the
aggregates, that characterizes a microemulsion. Both liquid crystals and microemulsions possess a very large oil–water interfacial area, however. The
fact that the reaction rate was similar in the liquid crystal and in a microemulsion seems to indicate that the usefulness of microemulsions as a medium to overcome reactant incompatibility is mainly due to the large interface and not to the highly dynamic state of the system.
An interesting new type of reaction system is that of water-in-carbon
dioxide microemulsions. Several nucleophilic substitution reactions have
been performed in such a system using an anionic perﬂuoropolyether ammonium carboxylate surfactant. The reactions studied were considerably fas-

FIG. 4 Reaction proﬁles for formation of an amphiphilic poly(ethylene glycol) derivative. The reaction was performed in a
microemulsion and in a water–hydrocarbon two-phase system.
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ter in the water-in-carbon dioxide microemulsion than in conventional waterin-hydrocarbon microemulsions [12].

III. MICROEMULSION CATALYSIS
Microemulsion droplets and micellar aggregates can catalyze or inhibit
chemical reactions by compartmentalization and by concentration of reactants and products. The catalytic effect in micelles has been widely studied,
a typical reaction being base-catalyzed hydrolysis of lipophilic esters. This
rate enhancement is normally referred to as micellar catalysis. The analogous
effect occurring in microemulsions may be called microemulsion catalysis.
The groups of Menger and Bunton have made early signiﬁcant contributions to the understanding of the effect the organized media had on catalysis of organic reactions [13,14]. A number of kinetic studies, on hydrolysis and other reactions, have been made in micellar systems, i.e., aqueous
solutions of surfactants at concentrations above the critical micelle concentration. The rate enhancement in such systems is often very substantial. The
effect of micelle formation on reaction rates is primarily a consequence of
reactant compartmentalization. Inclusion or exclusion of reactants from the
Stern layer has either a catalytic or an inhibitory effect on the reaction rate,
depending on the reaction type and the nature of the micelle. The most
widely used model to describe these phenomena is the pseudophase kinetic
model. This approach assumes that micelles act as a phase (pseudophase)
apart from water. Further, it is assumed that effects on reaction rates are due
primarily to the distribution of reactants between the micellar and aqueous
pseudophases [15,16]. The rate of a chemical reaction is then the sum of
adjusted rates in the aqueous and micellar pseudophases. Although it has
been clearly demonstrated that hydrolysis reactions of hydrophobic substrates can be strongly accelerated when carried out in micelles, true micellar
catalysis is of limited preparative value (except when the surfactant itself is
the reacting species) because the reactant concentration is normally too low.
A micellar solution has limited solubilization capacity. By introducing a
nonpolar solvent into the system, i.e., by creating a microemulsion, a much
higher solubilization capacity can be achieved. The pseudophase model has
been successfully applied to microemulsion systems [17,18]. In the following, a few illustrative examples of microemulsion catalysis are given.
Several studies have dealt with alkaline hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl diphenyl phosphate, and it was demonstrated that the reaction was very fast
in microemulsions based on cationic surfactants and much slower in a system based on a nonionic surfactant [19,20].
It has been shown that the addition of a small amount of the anionic
surfactant SDS to a nonionic-based microemulsion increased the rate of
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decyl sulfonate formation from decyl bromide and sodium sulﬁte [21,22].
Addition of minor amounts of the cationic surfactant tetradecyltrimethylammonium gave either a rate increase or a rate decrease depending on the
surfactant counterion. A poorly polarizable counterion, such as acetate, accelerated the reaction, whereas a large polarizable counterion, such as bromide, gave a slight decrease in reaction rate. The reaction proﬁles for the
different systems are shown in Fig. 5.
The effect of surfactant charge on reaction rate was investigated for a
related reaction, ring opening of 1,2-epoxyoctane with sodium hydrogen
sulﬁte. The reaction, which was performed in a Winsor III microemulsion,
was fast when a nonionic surfactant was used as the sole surfactant and was
considerably more sluggish when a small amount of SDS was added to the
formulation [23].

IV. COMPARING MICROEMULSIONS WITH PHASE
TRANSFER CATALYSIS AS A MEANS TO
OVERCOME REAGENT INCOMPATIBILITY
One of the ﬁrst examples of a comparison between the microemulsion approach and the more conventional process of phase transfer catalysis was a
study by Menger et al. [24] on the hydrolysis of trichlorotoluene to sodium

FIG. 5 Effect of addition of ionic surfactant to a microemulsion based on a nonionic
surfactant on the rate of the reaction decyl bromide ⫹ sodium sulﬁte → decyl
sulfonate. (From Ref. 28.)
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benzoate; see Fig. 6. As can be seen from Table 1, the hydrolysis in the
presence of the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) required 1.5 h. The reaction without the surfactant took 60 h. The
nonionic surfactant C12E23 also accelerated the reaction but to a lesser extent
than did CTAB. The commonly used phase transfer agent tetrabutylammonium bromide gave a rate enhancement comparable to that of the nonionic
surfactant. Evidently, the solubilizing power of a properly formulated microemulsion was at least as effective as phase transfer catalysis for overcoming the compatibility problems common to hydrolyses of lipophilic organic compounds.
In another comparison between the microemulsion approach and the use
of phase transfer agents, Menger and Elrington [25] investigated the decontamination of chemical agents, in particular bis(2-chloroethyl)sulﬁde, commonly known as mustard. Mustard is a well-known chemical warfare agent.
Although it is susceptible to rapid hydrolytic deactivation in laboratory experiments where rates are measured at low substrate concentrations, its deactivation in practice is not easy. Due to its extremely low solubility in water,
it remains for months on a water surface. The addition of strong alkali does
not increase the rate of reaction. Microemulsions were explored as media
for both hydrolysis and oxidation of ‘‘half-mustard,’’ CH3CH2SCH2CH2Cl,
a less toxic mustard model (Fig. 7). Oxidation with hypochlorite turned out
to be extremely rapid in both oil-in-water and water-in-oil microemulsions.
In formulations based on either an anionic, a nonionic, or a cationic surfactant, oxidation of the half-mustard sulﬁde to sulfoxide was complete in less
than 15 s. The same reaction took 20 min when a two-phase system, together
with a phase transfer agent, was employed [26]. Menger and Rourk [27]
have more recently made further progress in optimizing microemulsion formulations for decontamination of chemical warfare agents.
Schomäcker [1,2] compared the use of nonionic microemulsions with
phase transfer catalysis for several different types of organic reactions and
concluded that the former was more laborious because the pseudoternary
phase diagram of the system had to be determined and the reaction temperature needed to be carefully monitored. The main advantage of the micro-

FIG. 6 Alkaline hydrolysis of trichlorotoluene to benzoate.
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TABLE 1 Hydrolysis of Trichlorotoluene to Sodium Benzoate
Using 20% NaOH at 80⬚C
Additivea
CTAB (0.01 M)
None
Dioxane (20%)
C12E23 (0.006 M)
TBAB (0.02 M)
None

Reaction time (h)

Yield (%)

1.5b
1.5
1.5
11b
15b
60b

98
0
0
97
98
97

a

CTAB and TBAB stand for cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and tetrabutylammonium bromide, respectively.
b
This is roughly the minimum time required for completion of the reaction.
Source: Ref. 24.

emulsion route for industrial use is related to the ecotoxicity of the efﬂuent.
Whereas nonionic surfactants are considered relatively harmless, quaternary
ammonium compounds exhibit considerable ﬁsh toxicity.
Different types of microemulsions were evaluated as reaction media for
synthesis of the surface-active compound sodium decyl sulfonate from decyl
bromide and sodium sulﬁte:
C10H21Br ⫹ Na2SO3 → C10H21SO3Na ⫹ NaBr
The reaction rates of the nucleophilic substitution reaction were compared
with the rates obtained by phase transfer catalysis using either a quaternary
ammonium salt (tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate) or a crown ether
(18-crown-6) as catalyst [28]. The microemulsions were based on the non-

FIG. 7 Transformation of 2-chloroethylethyl sulﬁde (half-mustard) into 2-hydroxyethylethyl sulﬁde by alkali or into 2-chloroethylethyl sulfoxide by hypochlorite.
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ionic surfactant C12E5 and two compositions were used, one in the water-inoil region (the L2 phase) and the other in the bicontinuous region. The reaction proﬁles are shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, the reaction was much
faster in the microemulsions than in the two-phase systems with added phase
transfer agent. In the reference system, hydrocarbon–water with neither a
surfactant nor a phase transfer agent, there was virtually no reaction at all.
As can be seen from Fig. 8, the addition of a phase transfer agent to the
two-phase system did not affect the reaction rate much. We believe that the
reason why phase transfer agents are not effective as catalysts in this reaction
is that the product formed, decyl sulfonate, is a much more lipophilic anion
than the inorganic ions. Hence, Q⫹ will prefer to form an ion pair with
⫺
R — SO⫺
3 rather than with HSO3 , which means that transfer of the latter ion
across the oil–water interface will decline as more and more decyl sulfonate
is produced during the course of the reaction. Figure 9 illustrates the competing processes.
In order to support the statement that the formation of a lipophilic anion
is the reason behind the poor yield of the phase transfer reactions as compared with the reactions in microemulsions, the same organic reagent, decyl
bromide, was reacted with two other nucleophilic ions, cyanide and azide:
C10H21Br ⫹ NaCN → C10H21CN ⫹ NaBr
C10H21Br ⫹ NaN3 → C10H21N3 ⫹ NaBr

FIG. 8 Reaction proﬁles for decyl sulfonate synthesis in various reaction media.
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FIG. 9 Reaction steps involved in synthesis of decyl sulfonate using phase transfer
catalysis.

Both reactions yielded products that were not ionizable; hence, no lipophilic
anions were being formed that could compete with the reacting nucleophile
in ion pair formation with Q⫹. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the formation
of both decyl nitrile and decyl azide proceeded at approximately the same
rate in the Q⫹-assisted reaction in a hydrocarbon–water two-phase system

FIG. 10 Reaction proﬁles for decyl nitrile and decyl azide formation in microemulsion and in a two-phase system with added tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate (Q salt) as phase transfer agent.
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as in a microemulsion. One conclusion from this work is that the advantages
with microemulsions as reaction media are particularly apparent in the synthesis of lipophilic ionizable species, such as long-chain alkyl sulfonates.

V. USE OF PHASE TRANSFER CATALYSTS
IN MICROEMULSIONS
The use of a two-phase system with added phase transfer catalyst and the
use of a microemulsion are two alternative approaches to overcoming reagent incompatibility problems in organic synthesis. Both routes have proved
useful but on entirely different accounts. In phase transfer catalysis the nucleophilic reagent is carried into the organic phase, where it becomes highly
reactive. In the microemulsion approach there is no transfer of reagent from
one environment to another; the success of the method relies on the very
large oil–water interface at which the reaction occurs.
We have carried out a nucleophilic substitution reaction in a microemulsion in the presence of a phase transfer agent [29]. The aim of the work was
to investigate whether a combination of the two approaches would give a
reaction rate higher than that obtained in either the microemulsion approach
or a two-phase system using phase transfer catalysis.
The reaction chosen was the previously mentioned ring opening of 1,2epoxyoctane by sodium hydrogen sulﬁte in an oil-in-water microemulsion
based on a chlorinated hydrocarbon, water, and surfactant with tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate added to the formulation. Attempts to formulate
a microemulsion with standard nonionic surfactants containing polyoxyethylene chains as the polar head group failed, probably due to too high solubility of these surfactants in the oil domain. Polyol surfactants are less
soluble in chlorinated hydrocarbons, and a microemulsion with a relatively
broad range of existence could be obtained by using a combination of two
alkylglucoside surfactants. Figure 11 shows the reaction proﬁles for the synthesis carried out in a two-phase system with and without the phase transfer
catalyst and in a microemulsion containing the catalyst. As can be seen, the
combined approach leads to a very fast reaction. Obviously, a substitution
reaction in a microemulsion can be greatly accelerated by addition of a phase
transfer catalyst.
An attempt was also made to accelerate the same reaction performed in
a microemulsion based on water, nonionic surfactant, and hydrocarbon oil
[23]. The reaction was performed in a Winsor III system and the same Q
salt, tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulfate, was added to the formulation.
In this case the addition of the phase transfer catalyst gave only a marginal
increase in reaction rate. Similar results have been reported for an alkylation
reaction performed in different types of micellar media [30]. The addition
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FIG. 11 Reaction proﬁles for the ring opening of 1,2-epoxyoctane as determined
from disappearance of the epoxide.

of a Q salt gave no effect for a system based on cationic surfactant, a
marginal increase in rate for a system based on nonionic surfactant, and a
substantial effect when an anionic surfactant was used. The last system, also
with Q salt added, gave a lower yield than the ﬁrst two, however, most
likely due to electrostatic repulsion of the negatively charged nucleophile
by the anionic micelles, as discussed earlier for microemulsion-based reaction media.

VI. CONCLUSION
Microemulsions are useful as reaction media to overcome problems of reactant incompatibility. They should be seen as an alternative to phase transfer
catalysis. In some instances, such as in the synthesis of relatively lipophilic
molecules that are anionic or that can be deprotonated to become anionic,
the microemulsion approach is deﬁnitely superior to phase transfer catalysis.
In other instances the two synthesis methods are approximately equal in
terms of reaction rate.
The combined use of phase transfer catalysis and a microemulsion gave
excellent results when the microemulsion was based on chlorinated hydrocarbon as the oil component. When the reaction was carried out in a microemulsion based on hydrocarbon oil, the addition of a Q salt only marginally increased the reaction rate. The reason for the combined approach
being more efﬁcient in a microemulsion based on chlorinated hydrocarbon
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than on aliphatic hydrocarbon may be that extraction into the organic domain
of the ion pair between the Q salt and the anionic nucleophile, i.e., the
hydrogen sulﬁte ion, is more favored in the former system [31].
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Physicochemical Characterization
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in Microemulsions
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ABSTRACT
This chapter essentially deals with the preparation of nanoparticles using
microemulsions. The preparation of inorganic nanoparticles—Ni2B, Co2B,
Ni-Co-B, Pt, Au, Pt-Au, ReO2, Pt/ReO2, AgX—and the synthesis of organic
nanoparticles—cholesterol, rhovanil, rhodiarome—are systematically studied as a function of the concentration of the precursor molecules, the size
of the inner water cores, and the manner of mixing the various solutions.
Two different behaviors are observed in the various systems. The ﬁrst case
shows a dependence of the nanoparticle size on the various physicochemical
parameters. Either a monotonous increase of the size or the presence of a
minimum is observed as a function of the concentration of the precursor
molecules. This case can be easily explained following the La Mer diagram,
where the nucleation of the nanoparticles is separated from the particle
growth. The second case does not show any dependence of the nanoparticle
size on the physicochemical parameters. The size remains constant in all
experimental conditions. The constant character of the size can be explained
only by thermodynamic stabilization, where particles with a certain size are
better stabilized. It should be emphasized that the size distribution is small
in all the cases studied. Finally, the aging of the nanoparticles was also
checked, especially for the organic nanoparticles. It is concluded that these
particles remain stable for months in the microemulsion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles is of great technological and
scientiﬁc interest. The quantum size effects of these particles are particularly
studied because they lead to interesting mechanical, chemical, electrical,
optical, magnetic, electro-optical, and magneto-optical properties that are
quite different from those reported for bulk materials [1–4]. The nanoparticles not only are of basic scientiﬁc interest but also have resulted in
important technological applications, such as catalysts, high-performance ceramic materials, microelectronic devices, and high-density magnetic recordings [5–7].
The synthesis of nanoparticles in microemulsions allows one to obtain
monodisperse size of the particles and in some cases to control the size of
the particles by variation of the size of the microemulsion droplet radius and
of the precursor concentrations.
Although the synthesis of inorganic particles in microemulsions is already
widespread, only polymer nanoparticles have been synthesized in microemulsion media as far as the organic particles are concerned. In this chapter,
it will be shown that it is also possible to synthesize organic particles by a
direct precipitation reaction in the microemulsions.
We emphasize some of the fundamental aspects of monodisperse nanoparticle formation. Two models are proposed for the formation of the particles: the ﬁrst is based on the La Mer diagram, and the second is based on
the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles. In the ﬁrst case, the particle
size varies as a function of either the size of the inner water cores or the
precursor concentration; in the second case, the particle size is independent
of these parameters.
The monodisperse nanoparticles will be characterized directly in the microemulsion or after transferring them in another medium. First, the size of
the nanoparticles will be determined as a function of various parameters.
Their composition will be analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) or energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). The speciﬁc surface area
is determined by the BET technique. The direct solvation is analyzed by
multinuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

II. PREPARATION OF NANOPARTICLES
USING MICROEMULSIONS
A. Description of Microemulsions
A water-in-oil microemulsion is a thermodynamically stable, optically transparent dispersion of two immiscible liquids stabilized by a surfactant. The
important properties are governed mainly by the water–surfactant molar
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ratio (R = [H2O]/[surfactant]). This factor is linearly correlated with the size
of the water droplets.
The nanoparticles have been synthesized in different microemulsion systems. Some of them are shown in Fig. 1. The anionic Aerosol-OT (AOT)/
heptane/water system is one of the best characterized microemulsions [8,9].
The system AOT/p-xylene/water [10] has also been used. The cationic cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/hexanol/water system contains hexanol, which forms the organic phase and plays the role of cosurfactant [11].
The nonionic penta(ethylene glycol)-dodecylether (PEGDE)/hexane/water
was studied by Friberg and Lapczynska [12]. The reverse micellar droplets
have a cylindrical shape in which the surfactant molecules are parallel
to each other, forming a bilayer impregnated with water. Triton X-100

FIG. 1 Microemulsion regions in various ternary systems.
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[ p-(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)phenyl-polyethoxyethanol)/decanol/water has
been characterized by Ekwall and coworkers [10,13].

B. Mechanism of Synthesis of Nanoparticles
in Microemulsions
The aqueous droplets continuously collide, coalesce, and break apart, resulting in a continuous exchange of solution content. In fact, the half-life of
the exchange reaction between the droplets is of the order of 10⫺3 –10⫺2 s
[14,15].
Two models have been proposed to explain the variation of the size of
the particles with the precursor concentration and with the size of the aqueous droplets. The ﬁrst is based on the La Mer diagram [16,17], which has
been proposed to explain the precipitation in an aqueous medium and thus
is not speciﬁc to the microemulsion. This diagram (Fig. 2) illustrates the
variation of the concentration with time during a precipitation reaction and
is based on the principle that the nucleation is the limiting step in the precipitation reaction. In the ﬁrst step, the concentration increases continuously
with increasing time. As the concentration reaches the critical supersaturation value, nucleation occurs. This leads to a decrease of the concentration.
Between the concentrations C*
max and C*
min the nucleation occurs. Later, the
decrease of the concentration is due to the growth of the particles by dif-

FIG. 2 La Mer diagram.
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fusion. This growth occurs until the concentration reaches the solubility
value.
This model has been applied to the microemulsion medium, i.e., that
nucleation occurs in the ﬁrst part of the reaction and later only growth of
the particles occurs. If this model is followed, the size of the particles will
increase continuously with the concentration of the precursor or a minimum
in the variation of the size with the concentration can also be expected. This
stems from the fact that the number of nuclei is constant and the increase
of concentration leads to an increase of the size of the particles.
The second model is based on the thermodynamic stabilization of the
particles. In this model the particles are thermodynamically stabilized by the
surfactant. The size of the particles stays constant when the precursor concentration and the size of the aqueous droplets vary.
These two models are limiting models; the La Mer diagram does not take
into account the stabilization of the particles by the surfactant, and the thermodynamic stabilization model does not take into account that the nucleation
of the particles is more difﬁcult than the growth by diffusion.

C. Preparation of Monodisperse Colloidal Particles
The different monodisperse nanoparticles were prepared following either
Scheme I or Scheme II of Fig. 3. We ﬁrst discuss the mechanism of formation of particles following Scheme I, where small amounts of aqueous
solutions are added to the initial microemulsion.

1.

Size of Metal Boride Particles

Monodisperse colloidal nickel boride and cobalt boride particles were synthesized by reducing, with NaBH4, the metallic ions solubilized in the water
cores of the microemulsions. The NaBH4 /MCl2 ratio was held equal to 3
because larger particles were obtained for a lower value, and the particle
size remained constant above this ratio [18–20].
The composition of the particles was determined by XPS to be, respectively, Ni2B and Co2B. In each case, the size of particles (2.5–7.0 nm) was
much smaller than that obtained by reduction of Ni(II) or Co(II) in water
(300–400 nm) or in ethanol (250–300 nm), and the size distribution was
quite narrow (⫾0.5 nm).
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the nickel boride particle size on the
water content in the microemulsion as well as on the Ni(II) ion concentration. The average size of the particles decreases with decreasing size of the
inner water core (decreasing water content), and a complex behavior is observed as a function of the Ni(II) ion concentration; a minimum is detected
at approximately 5 ⫻ 10⫺2 molal concentration. These observations can be
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FIG. 3 Methods for preparation of monodisperse particles (X, Y, and Z are in
weight % of the various components).
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FIG. 4 Variation of the average diameter (in mm) of the nickel boride particles as
a function of water content and Ni(II) ion molal concentration.

understood if one analyzes the nucleation and the growth processes of the
particles.
To form a stable nucleus, a minimum number of atoms are required [21].
Thus, for nucleation several atoms must collide at the same time, and the
probability of this phenomenon is much lower than the probability of collision between one atom and an already formed nucleus. The latter phenomenon is called the growth process. At the very beginning of the reduction,
nucleation occurs only in water cores that contain enough ions to form a
nucleus. At this moment, the micellar aggregates act as ‘‘reaction cages’’
where the nuclei are formed. On the other hand, the microemulsion being
dynamic, the water cores rapidly rearrange. The other ions brought into
contact with the existing nuclei essentially participate in their growth process. The latter being faster than nucleation, no new nuclei are formed at
this moment. As all the nuclei are formed at the same time and grow at the
same rate, monodisperse particles are obtained. In summary, the particle size
depends on the number of nuclei formed at the very beginning of the re-
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duction, and this number is a function of the number of water cores, containing enough ions to form stable nuclei, that are reached by the reducing
agent before the rearrangement of the system. However, the stabilization of
the nuclei by surfactants is probably one of the most important factors in
explaining the monodispersity of the particles.

2.

Quantitative Aspects of the Formation of
Monodisperse Colloidal Particles

The ﬁrst step in the determination of the essential parameters that control
particle size is a study of the distribution of the ions in the microemulsion
water cores.
By knowing the average radii of the microemulsion water cores (rM) and
the total volume of water (VT) per kilogram of microemulsion, one can
calculate the number of water cores per kilogram of reverse micelles (NM),
neglecting the solubility of water in the hexanol organic phase:
NM =

VT
(4/3) r 3M

(1)

The parameter NM and the initial concentration of metal ions expressed
in molality allow one to determine the average number of ions per water
core (nions):
nions =

[ions] ⫻ 6.023 ⫻ 1023
NM

(2)

The ions are statistically distributed in the aggregates. To calculate this
distribution, Poisson statistics is quite adequate [22]. This gives the probability (pk ) of having kions per water core (k is an integer taking the values 0,
1, 2, 3, . . .), provided the average number of ions per water core ( = nions)
is known:
pk =

 k e ⫺
k!

(3)

The number of nuclei formed (Nn), when the ions solubilized in 1 kg of
solution are reduced, is proportional to the number of aggregates containing
enough ions for nucleation. If the minimum number of ions required to
obtain a nucleus is i, then Nn can be calculated from the relation

冘
⬁

Nn = FNM

pk

(4)

k=i

where 兺⬁k=i pk is the probability of having i or more ions per aggregate; hence
⬁
NM 兺k=i
pk is the number of water cores containing i or more ions. The F is
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a proportionality factor taking into account the proportion of aggregates
reached by the reducing agent before rearrangement of the system can occur.
In Eq. (4) we do not know the values of i and F but we can calculate all
the other parameters. Indeed, the number of nuclei (Nn) is the number of
particles prepared, and it is given by
Nn = Wt /W

(5)

where Wt is the total weight of the particles prepared per kilogram of micellar solution, W is the weight of one particle, and
Wt =

[ions] ⫻ Mparticle
x

(6)

where Mparticle is the molecular weight of the particles and x is the number
of metal atoms per particle. The weight of one particle is given by
W=

4

3

冉冊
d
2

3

Mv, particle

(7)

where d is the diameter of the particles measured by electron microscopy
and Mv, particle is the volumetric mass of the particle.
All the experimental and computed data are reported in Tables 1a and 1b
for Ni2B and Co2B particles, respectively.
The diameter of the particles is systematically higher than the diameter
of the inner water cores. For all the particles synthesized, we calculated the
proportionality factor F by systematically varying the value of the minimum
number of ions required to form a nucleus (i). If i = 1 or i > 2, the values
of factor F vary considerably (not shown). However, if i = 2, its values are
reasonably constant (see Tables 1a and 1b). The order of magnitude of the
factor F is always 10⫺3. This means that at the very beginning of the reduction, i.e., when the nuclei are formed, only one aggregate per thousand
leads to the formation of metal boride particles.
There is another indication that the nucleation occurs at the very beginning of the reduction. Indeed, the average radii of the water cores used for
the calculation of the formation parameters of colloidal particles are measured for the system containing only three fourths of the total amount of
water, which is the composition of the solution before the addition of the
reducing agent. If the ﬁnal composition is used, however, no coherent results
based on the preceding analysis can be obtained.
The order of magnitude of the factor F is constant, but its value decreases
with increasing water content in the microemulsion (see Tables 1a and 1b).
This phenomenon can be easily understood because the rearrangement rate
of the microemulsion decreases with the water amount and hence the number
of aggregates reached by the reducing agent before rearrangement decreases.

rMa
(nm)

1.17
1.32
1.54
1.57

1.34
1.48
1.68
1.72

[Ni(II)]
⫻10⫺2
(molal)

1.00
2.50
7.50
10.00

1.00
2.50
7.50
10.00

1.54
1.16
0.79
0.74

1.86
1.29
0.81
0.77

NMa,b
⫻10⫺22

0.39
1.30
5.72
8.14

0.32
1.17
5.58
7.82

n

a
Ni(II)

Wtc
(g)

Wd
⫻1019
(g)
Nnb
⫻10⫺18

0.64
1.60
4.81
6.41

3.77
3.06
2.65
4.87

1.70
5.23
18.15
11.67

6.7
4.9
4.6
4.9

0.64
1.60
4.81
6.41

12.44
4.87
4.03
4.87

0.51
3.28
11.93
13.16

CTAB 30%–hexanol 50%–water 20%

4.5
4.2
4.0
5.1

CTAB 24%–hexanol 60%–water 16%

d
(nm)

TABLE 1a Important Parameters for the Formation of Ni2B Colloidal Particles

3.31
2.83
1.51
1.78

9.14
4.05
2.24
1.52

⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

Nn /N

10⫺5
10⫺4
10⫺3
10⫺3

10⫺5
10⫺4
10⫺3
10⫺3

b
M

pk

0.0589
0.3732
0.9780
0.9973

0.0415
0.3265
0.9752
0.9964

k=2

⬁

冘

0.6
0.8
1.5
1.8

2.2
1.2
2.3
1.8

Fe
⫻103
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1.04
1.15
1.23
1.24

1.21
1.42
1.52
1.54

0.50
2.50
10.00
15.00

0.50
2.50
10.00
15.00

1.90
1.18
0.96
0.92

2.48
1.83
1.50
1.46

NM
⫻10⫺22

a,b

0.16
1.28
6.27
9.82

0.12
0.82
4.01
6.19

n

a
Co(II)

W
(g)

Wd
⫻1019
(g)

b

Nnb
⫻10⫺18

0.32
1.61
6.43
9.65

8.71
4.99
1.67
2.33

0.37
3.23
38.50
41.42

6.7
5.2
4.1
4.6

0.32
1.61
6.43
9.65

12.76
5.96
2.92
4.13

0.25
2.70
22.02
23.37

CTAB 37%–hexanol 45%–water 18%

5.9
4.9
3.4
3.8

CTAB 38%–hexanol 47%–water 15%

d
(nm)

c
t

Values given for the system containing three fourths of the total amount of water.
Values given for 1 kg of solution.
c
Wt is calculated with M(Ni2B) = 128.23 g/mol and M(Co2B) = 128.68 g/mol.
d
W is calculated with Mv(Ni2B) = 7.9 g/cm3 and Mv(Co2B) = 8.1 g/cm3.
e
Correction factor from Nn = FNM 兺⬁k =2 pk (see text).

a

rM
(nm)

a

Important Parameters for the Formation of Co2B Colloidal Particles

[Co(II)]
⫻10⫺2
(molal)

TABLE 1b

1.32
2.29
2.29
2.54

1.49
1.76
2.57
2.84
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

Nn /N

10⫺5
10⫺4
10⫺3
10⫺3

10⫺5
10⫺4
10⫺3
10⫺3

b
M

pk

0.0115
0.3661
0.9852
0.9994

0.0066
0.1984
0.9091
0.9853

k=2

冘
⬁

1.2
0.6
2.3
2.5

2.3
0.9
2.8
2.9

Fe
⫻103
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As the number of nuclei formed decreases at a constant concentration of
precursor ions, the particle size increases with the water content in the
system.
The diameter of the particles is plotted as a function of micellar droplet
concentration in Fig. 5. The values of the particle size are those obtained
by interpolation of previous results in the presence of 0.161 molal aqueous
metal ion for the CTAB–hexanol–water systems. Particles prepared in the
AOT–heptane–water system at a much lower droplet concentration are included for comparison.
The size of the particles decreases linearly with the micellar droplet concentration. This is a strong indication that the ﬁnal size obtained for the
particles is governed by the presence of reverse micellar aggregates. Indeed,
if initial nucleation takes place in the water cores, then nucleation should
be related to the micellar droplet concentration of the system. Further, the
greater the number of micellar droplets, the greater the number of nucleation
sites possible (the aqueous metal ion concentration being obviously maintained constant). The results of Tables 1a and 1b also allow us to explain
the minimum in the particle size as a function of the concentration of ions
(see Fig. 4).
For a constant microemulsion composition, at low ion concentration, only
a few water cores contain the minimum number of ions (two) required to
form a nucleus; hence, only a few nuclei are formed at the very beginning
of the reduction, and the metal boride particles are relatively large. When
the ion concentration increases, the distribution of precursor ions in the
microemulsion is very different (Fig. 6), and the number of nuclei obtained
by reduction increases faster than the total number of ions (Fig. 7). This
results in a decrease in the particle size. When more than 80% of the water
cores contain two or more ions, the number of nuclei formed remains quasiconstant with increasing ion concentration. Hence the size of the particles
increases again.
Figure 4 also shows the particle size as a function of water content in the
microemulsion for different Ni(II) concentrations. An increase in the average
diameter is observed with increasing proportion of water. The decrease in
the number of micellar aggregates (NM) with water (Table 1a) is accompanied by an increase in their size. For the same Ni(II) concentration with
respect to water (i.e., for the same probability of collision between the ions
in the same water core), the total number of nuclei formed in the early stage
of the reduction decreases with increasing water concentration, and more
ions can participate in the growth process. This results in an increase in the
particle size. One should keep in mind that the total number of Ni(II) ions
also increases with increasing water content. This is shown if the size of the
particles is plotted as a function of micellar droplet concentration (Fig. 5).
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FIG. 5 Size of nanoparticles prepared in various microemulsions as a function of
micellar droplet concentration.

For most of the systems studied, a monotonous decrease in the size with
increasing NM is observed. These results reinforce the hypothesis leading to
the computation of the number of nuclei and underline the importance of
the water cores as reaction cages. From the CTAB 18%–hexanol 70%–water
12% microemulsion and M(II), 5.00 ⫻ 10⫺2 molal bimetallic particles of
Ni-Co-B were also prepared.
The F values for nickel boride and cobalt boride particles are quite different. For the former the value obtained for F is equal to 3.2 ⫻ 10⫺3 and
for the latter, 17.4 ⫻ 10⫺3. Because for these experiments the rearrangement
rate of the microemulsion system is constant in the ﬁrst approximation, the
difference between the F values is probably due to the different solvations
of the two types of ions at the interface. The Co(II) ions contain, on average,
one hexanol molecule in their ﬁrst coordination shell, while the Ni(II) ions
are multiply coordinated with hexanol at the interface. The mobility of the
latter is hence lower, and the probability of collision between the two reduced Ni atoms required to form a nucleus is also lower. In other words,
the rate of nucleation is higher for cobalt boride than for nickel boride
particles [20].
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FIG. 6 Variation in the probability of having k Ni(II) ions per aggregate for the
microemulsion CTAB 18%–hexanol 70%–H2O 12%. [Ni(II)] (molal): a, 1 ⫻ 10⫺2;
b, 5 ⫻ 10⫺2; c 7.5 ⫻ 10⫺2.

FIG. 7 Variation in (●) the number of nuclei formed per aggregate and (䡩) the
probability of having two or more ions per aggregate as a function of Ni(II) concentration in the microemulsion CTAB 18%–hexanol 70%–water 12%.
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The average particle size and the width of the size distribution were
measured by electron microscopy (Fig. 8). No consistent values are obtained
for the factor F if the particles are considered to be homogeneous bimetallic
particles. On the other hand, knowing the values for F for Ni2B and Co2B
for this microemulsion, we calculated the expected sizes for the case where
a mechanical mixture of separate particles of monometallic borides was
formed. These values are shown in Fig. 8 as well as the weighted average
sizes for these two types of particles. Only the latter can be compared with
the experimental results, which are average sizes. The average sizes so calculated are close to those measured experimentally. In most of the cases,
the experimental size distributions are narrow, whereas a mechanical mixture
of monometallic particles would result in a broad bimodal distribution.
Hence, the particles are probably bimetallic but not completely homogeneous. The nucleation rate is higher for Co(II) ions than for Ni(II) ions (see
earlier), the nuclei are formed preferentially from Co(II) ions, and the particles contain more nickel at the surface.
The essential parameters for the formation of monodisperse colloidal particles are thus quantiﬁed. We have shown that two metal atoms are required
to form a stable nucleus and that nucleation occurs only in the aggregates
that are reached by the reducing agent before rearrangement of the system
can occur (1 per 1000 aggregates). Figure 9 illustrates quite well the mechanism of reduction in a water-in-oil microemulsion.

FIG. 8 Variation of particle size as a function of the molar fraction of cobalt in the
catalysts (x). (●) Experimental values. Hypothesis of a mechanical mixture of pure
Ni2B and Co2B particles: (䡩) Sizes calculated for Ni2B; (〫) sizes calculated for Co2B;
(▫) weighted average sizes for Ni2B ⫹ Co2B.
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FIG. 9 Model of the preparation of colloidal Co2B particles from a water-in-oil
microemulsion.
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After fast diffusion of the reducing agent, nucleation occurs in the water
droplets where the preceding conditions are satisﬁed. The nucleus is stabilized by the adsorbed surfactant molecules. The growth of the particles requires an exchange between different water cores. Finally, surfactant-protected monodisperse particles are formed that can be used directly or by
being deposited on a support. This study also allowed us to gain some
information about the composition of the bimetallic Ni-Co-B particles.
In the treatment just discussed, the nucleation step could not yet be clearly
described. The model is based on the presence of discrete water pools in
the microemulsion, whereas conductivity measurements showed that percolation already occurred in these systems, favoring the exchange between
water pool contents [23]. More experiments are needed to determine the
formation of the ﬁrst nuclei using fast kinetics measurements.
Nevertheless, the stabilization of the nuclei by the surfactant molecules
at the interface could play a deﬁnite role in controlling their number formed
at the very beginning of the reduction. The method of addition of the reducing agent in the aqueous solution is indeed very important, because if
higher amounts of microemulsion systems are used, larger particles are obtained.
Finally, we should mention the formation of monodisperse colloidal Co2B
particles in the Triton X-100–decanol–water microemulsion. The diameter
of Co2B particles is shown in Table 2 as a function of micellar composition.
The diameter of Co2B increases with increasing water content.

3.

Characterization of the Ni2B and Co2B Nanoparticles

The nature of the boride particles and the composition of the mixed
Ni-Co-B particles were determined by XPS and EDX, respectively. Table 3
shows the initial composition of the nickel and cobalt chlorides dissolved
in the microemulsion (X). The composition of the nanoparticles (x) was
determined by EDX measurements. It can be seen that the compositions X
and x are equal within 3%, 5% being the largest difference.
The as-prepared boride nanoparticles adsorb large amounts of BO⫺
2 and
11
CTAB⫹ ions. The amount of adsorbed BO⫺
B nuclear
2 was measured using
magnetic resonance (NMR). It was determined as the difference between
the total amount of NaBH4 added and the ﬁnal concentration of boron in
the microemulsion after precipitation of the nanoparticles.
The amount of boron adsorbed on the Ni2B, Co2B, and Ni-Co-B nanoparticles is about 85–90% of the total boron present in the system as BO⫺
2
ions.
The borate ions are eliminated by two successive washings with an aqueous solution of HCl and three successive washings with distilled water. After
washing, the remaining adsorbed boron still varies from 15 to 46%.

0.43
3.59

0.5
0.5

[NaBH4]
(M) vs. H2O

b

R = [H2O]/[Triton].
rw = radius of inner water cores.
c
Concentration of micellar droplets.
d
Number of micellar droplets per kilogram of solution.
e
Diameter of Co2B particles.

a

0.05

[Triton X-100]
(molal)
4.2
13.1

R

a

0.62
1.42

rwb
nm
4.12
2.67

[Aggregate]c ⫻ 102
(molal)

Size of Colloidal Co2B Particles Obtained in Triton X-100–Decanol–Water Microemulsion

[CoCl2]
(M) vs. H2O

TABLE 2

2.48
1.61

NM ⫻ 10

22 d

4.0
4.9

de
(nm)
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TABLE 3 Composition of Co-Ni-B Particles, % H2O Adsorbed on the Particles,
and % Boron Adsorbed on the Particles before and after Washing with an HCl
Solution and Distilled Water
Xa
0.00
0.20
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.80
1.00

xb

% H2Oc
hyd

dd
(nm)

Sparte
(m2)

% Badsf

% Badsg

—
0.21
0.40
0.50
0.59
0.78
—

15
28
35
14
25
32
21

5.5
5.0
4.0
3.1
3.3
3.2
3.7

44
49
60
78
73
75
65

85
86
90
88
85
84
86

15
39
46
45
31
34
28

a

Mole fracton of Co(II) in the initial microemulsion.
Mole fraction of cobalt in the nanoparticles (EDX values).
c
% H2O hydrating the Co-Ni-B nanoparticles.
d
Diameter of the Co-Ni-B nanoparticles.
e
Total surface of nanoparticles synthesized in 100 g of micellar solution determined from TEM
(transmission electron microscopy) measurements [Co(II) and/or Ni(II)] = 5 ⫻ 10⫺2 molal.
f
Percent boron adsorbed on the particles before washing.
g
Percent boron adsorbed on the particles after washing.
b

The precipitated particles adsorb a nonnegligible amount of water from
the microemulsion inner water core. This amount can rise to about 15–35%
of the initial water present in the microemulsion (Table 3).
The speciﬁc surface area of the particles was determined on both the asprepared and the washed nanoparticles. In Table 4 are compared the SBET
values, the total surface of the nanoparticles obtained in 100 g of microemulsion and determined from the diameter of the particles (S⬘part ), and the
total surface of the particles (Spart ) obtained from BET measurements. It is
seen that the unwashed particles present a surface 2.3–5.9 times smaller
than the theoretical surfaces (Spart /S⬘part ). After washing, the surface is almost
⫺
clean for the Ni2B particles and the amount of BO⫺
and
2 (and also of Cl
⫺
Br ions) increases with increasing Co content in the mixed Ni-Co-B nanoparticles.

4.

Sizes of Platinum, Rhenium Dioxide, and
Gold Particles

(a) CTAB–Hexanol–Water Microemulsion. Colloidal particles of Pt,
ReO2 , and Au were prepared following Scheme I of Fig. 3. The monodisperse Pt particles prepared from H2PtCl6 dissolved in the CTAB–hexanol–
water microemulsion had an average diameter of 4.0 ⫾ 0.5 nm, and their
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TABLE 4 Speciﬁc Surface Area (SBET) of the Co-Ni-B Nanoparticles Prepared in
the 18.0% CTAB–70.0% Hexanol–12.0% H2Oa Microemulsion
Before washing the particles
X
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.8
1.0

After washing the particles

SBET
(m2/g)

S⬘
(m )

Spartc /S ⬘part

SBET
(m2/g)

S p⬘art
(m2)

Spart /S ⬘part

60.6
26.9
31.8
44.4
42.3
42.2
33.6

19.4
8.6
10.2
14.2
13.6
13.6
10.8

2.3
5.7
5.9
5.5
5.4
5.5
5.9

124.2
126.8
161.1
141.3
104.9
157.3
112.5

39.9
40.7
51.7
45.4
33.7
50.7
36.2

1.1
1.2
1.2
1.7
2.2
1.5
1.8

b
part
2

[Co(II) and/or Ni(II)] = 5 ⫻ 10⫺2 molal.
S ⬘part = W t SBET where Wt is the total weight of the particles synthesized in 100 g of microemulsion.
c
Spart is determined by TEM (see Table 3).
a

b

size was not dependent on the H2PtCl6 concentration (5 ⫻ 10⫺3 –2 ⫻ 10⫺2
molal with respect to water) [24]. The aqueous solution of hydrazine containing a 10-fold molar excess of hydrazine with respect to H2PtCl6 had an
initial pH of 10. The metal particle precursor is soluble in both the dispersed
inner water core and the continuous (or hexanol) phases. If it is assumed
that the nucleation occurs in both phases, the particle size is dependent only
on its stabilization by the adsorbed surfactant molecules [20,25,26].
It is interesting to note that particles of a similar size were obtained,
independently of water and H2PtCl6 concentrations, from the AOT–heptane–water microemulsion [27].
If K2PtCl4 is used instead as the particle precursor (for the same hydrazine-to-K2PtCl4 ratio), a complex behavior is observed as a function of pH.
At low pH values (1 < pH < 4), no Pt particles could be obtained. At 5 <
pH < 8, dispersed Pt particles were formed, but the reduction was not complete even after 24 h of reaction. For high pH values (pH < 9), complete
reduction of the Pt salt occurred, but the particles thus obtained were aggregated.
It is thus clear that the surface charge does inﬂuence the aggregation of
the metal particles. In addition, the adsorption of the surfactant molecules,
also pH dependent, can greatly inﬂuence the particle aggregation.
(b) PEGDE–Hexane–Water Microemulsion. Colloidal Pt particles were
prepared following both Schemes I and II of Fig. 3. To avoid particle ag-
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Analysis of Pt Particle Size as a Function of the Number of Nuclei Nn

[K2PtCl4]
(molal vs. H2O)

n PtCl 2⫺
4

0.001
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.3

0.54
5.4
27.0
54.0
162.0

a,b

d
(nm)
1.5
2.5
5.0
9.0
13.0

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0
1.5

Wt ⫻ 103
(g)c

W ⫻ 1019
(g)c,d

Nn ⫻ 10⫺16

0.98
9.8
49.0
98.0
294.0

0.38
1.75
14
81.9
247

2.6
5.6
3.5
1.2
1.2

a

Number of PtCl2⫺
ions per inner water core.
4
NM (number of inner water cores) = 5.56 ⫻ 1018 per kg solution; rM = 6.0 nm.
c
Values given for 1 kg of solution.
d
Assuming volumetric mass of Pt = 21.45 g/cm3.
b

gregation, a neutral surfactant, PEGDE, was used to form a microemulsion
of composition PEGDE 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5%. Only K2PtCl4 was
tested as a precursor salt, however, because it is insoluble in the organic
medium. Table 5 and Fig. 10 show the variation in the size of the Pt particles
obtained following Scheme I as a function of initial K2PtCl4 concentration.
The particle diameter increases monotonously with increasing K2PtCl4
concentration and approaches a plateau at high concentration. This behavior
seems to be different from those previously observed for the Pt particles
using H2PtCl6 [27,28] and for the Ni2B or Co2B particles. In the ﬁrst case,
a constant particle size was obtained irrespective of the initial H2PtCl6 con-

FIG. 10 Variation of the average Pt particle diameter as a function of K2PtCl4
concentration with respect to water prepared according to Scheme I of Fig. 3.
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centration, and in the second cases a minimum was observed in the particle
size (Ni2B or Co2B) versus NiCl2 or CoCl2 concentration curve.
For low initial K2PtCl4 concentration (up to 0.01 molal with respect to
water), Nn increases as a function of Pt concentration. This behavior was
observed earlier for the case of Ni2B and Co2B particles. However, for higher
K2PtCl4 concentrations, the Nn value decreases, leading to larger particles.
The probable nucleus is a surfactant-stabilized Pt atom that is able to form
the ﬁnal Pt particle [29].
If the particles are prepared following Scheme II, where the two microemulsions containing the precursor K2PtCl4 and the reducing agent N2H4 ,
are mixed together, smaller sizes are obtained. Indeed, the Pt particles prepared from the microemulsion with [K2PtCl4] = 0.1 molal with respect to
water have a diameter of 3.5 ⫾ 0.5 nm, whereas the diameter is much greater
(9.0 ⫾ 1.0 nm) if Scheme I is used (Table 5). Figure 10 illustrates the
variation of the average diameter of the Pt particles as a function of the
concentration of K2PtCl4 prepared by Scheme I.
The larger size of the Pt particles obtained by the method of Scheme I
can be explained in a ﬁrst approximation by the diffusion of the aqueous
solution through the organic phase being slower than the exchange between
the water cores. Although in the PEGDE–hexane–water microemulsion no
separate spherical droplets are present, the water is probably the dispersed
phase in the microemulsion. The structure of the microemulsion is better
represented as a lamellar aggregate where the surfactant molecules are associated head to head along a cylinder.
(c) Preparation of Monodisperse ReO2 Particles. Monodisperse ReO2
particles were obtained by reducing NaReO4 with hydrazine in the system
PEGDE 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5% following Scheme I of Fig. 3. The
presence of ReO2 was conﬁrmed by XPS experiments. However, the NaReO4
was only partially reduced under these conditions.
Table 6 illustrates the variation of particle size as a function of NaReO4
concentration. Once again, the size of monodisperse particles approaches a
plateau for high ReO4 concentrations, and this behavior is quite similar to
that of the Pt particles.
(d) Preparation of Monodisperse Pt-ReO2 Particles. Monodisperse PtReO2 particles were prepared following Scheme I from the PEGDE–
hexane–water microemulsion using a total ion concentration [K2PtCl4]
⫹ [NaReO4] = 0.10 molal with respect to water. Table 7 and Fig. 11 show
the variation of the particle size as a function of the mole fraction x of
K2PtCl4.
It is surprising that up to x = 0.7, the diameter of the particles remains
quasi-constant and is close to that of the pure ReO2 particles. For higher
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TABLE 6 Variation of the Monodisperse
ReO2 Particles Size as a Function of
NaReO4 Concentration
[NaReO4] (molal vs. H2O)
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.3
1.0

d (nm)
1.8
2.7
3.1
4.2
5.5

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

initial [K2PtCl4], the diameter of the particles increases monotonously to
reach that of the pure Pt particles. The electrochemical potentials of
and ReO⫺
PtCl2⫺
4
4 are, respectively, 0.73 and 0.51 V; furthermore, two electrons are needed for the reduction of K2PtCl4 and three electrons for the
reduction for NaReO4 . The nucleation should thus be easier for the platinum
particles than for the ReO2 particles. It can thus be concluded that the ReO2
is dispersed on the Pt particles. As the particle size is constant for low values
of the K2PtCl4 molar fraction, it can be concluded that the size of the particles is controlled not by the nucleation as in the case of the (Ni,Co)2B
particles but by the interaction between the ReO2 and the surfactant. This
shows the importance of the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles in
the case where the particle size seems to be determined by the La Mer

TABLE 7 Variation in Monodisperse Pt-ReO2 Particle Size as a Function of the
Mole Fraction (x) of K2PtCl4a,b
Mole fraction x of K2PtCl4
0
0.16
0.33
0.5
0.66
0.8
0.9
1
a

d Pt (nm)c

d ReO2 (nm)c

—
3.0
⬇3.5
5.0
7.0
⬇8.0
⬇8.5
9.0

3.0
⬇2.9
⬇2.8
⬇2.7
⬇2.2
⬇2.0
⬇1.8
—

Pt-ReO2
3.1
2.5
2.4
2.7
2.5
3.8
7.0
9.0

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.5
1.0

PEGDE 9.5%–hexane 90%–H2O 0.5%.
[K2PtCl4] ⫹ [NaReO4] = 0.10 molal with respect to water.
c
Hypothetical particle size estimated for the cases where the systems would contain pure Pt
or ReO2 particles.
b
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FIG. 11 Variation of Pt-ReO2 particle size as a function of ratio x of K2PtCl4
([K2PtCl4] ⫹ [NaReO4] = 0.10 molal with respect to water).

diagram. It can be noted that a similar variation has been observed in the
case of Ag(ClBr) particles.
All these results are different from those one would expect on the basis
of a mechanical mixture. Indeed, in that case a bimodal distribution would
be expected at least for x ⱖ 0.5, based on the different sizes of the separate
Pt and ReO2 particles. Table 7 also includes the particle sizes estimated for
the hypothetical case of a system containing pure Pt and ReO2 particles (see
Tables 5 and 6).
(e) DOBANOL–Hexane–Water Microemulsion. Particles of Pt, Au, and
Pt-Au were prepared in a DOBANOL–hexanol–water microemulsion following Scheme II of Fig. 3. DOBANOL is a mixture of penta(ethylene
glycol) undecyl (<1 wt%), dodecyl (41 wt%), tridecyl (58 wt%), and tetradecyl (<1 wt%) ethers. The microemulsion region is smaller than for the
PEGDE system [30].
Table 8 illustrates the inﬂuence of DOBANOL and PEGDE surfactants.
A difference is noted only for low K2PtCl4 concentrations, where larger Pt
particles are formed with DOBANOL.
The Au particles were obtained from the precursor AuCl3 . In the
PEGDE–hexane–water microemulsion at low precursor concentrations (less
than 0.05 molal with respect to water), only small particles (about 3.0 nm
diameter) were formed (Table 9a and Fig. 12), whereas both small and large
(about 10 nm diameter) particles were formed at higher precursor concentrations.
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TABLE 8 Average Diameter of Pt Particles Synthesized
from PEGDE 9.5%–Hexane 90%–Water 0.5%
and DOBANOL 9.5%–Hexane 90%–Water
0.5% Microemulsions
d (nm)
[K2PtCl4] (molal vs. H2O)
0.001
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.3

PEGDE
1.9
2.2
2.6
2.8
3.8

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4

DOBANOL
2.3
2.7
2.7
2.8
3.9

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

In the DOBANOL–hexane–water microemulsion only one type of particle is obtained, the size of which increases with increasing precursor concentration (Table 9b).
The Pt-Au particles were prepared in both microemulsion systems (Table
10). Both small (about 3.0 nm diameter) and large (about 12 nm diameter)

TABLE 9 Average Diameter of Au Particles Showing the
Bidispersion in PEGDE–Hexane–Water Microemulsions
(a) PEGDE 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5%
[AuCl3] (molal vs. H2O)
0.001
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.3

d (nm)
—
—
8.2 ⫾ 1.2
11.0 ⫾ 1.9
13.9 ⫾ 2.5

d (nm)
2.9
3.0
3.6
3.8
4.4

(b) DOBANOL 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5%
[AuCl3] (molal vs. H2O)
0.001
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.3

d (nm)
3.3
7.1
9.7
11.5
13.2

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.5
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.6

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.4
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.5
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FIG. 12 Variation in gold diameter as a function of precursor AuCl3 concentration
versus water synthesized in PEGDE 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5% microemulsion.
The presence of larger particles shows particle aggregation.

TABLE 10 Average Diameter of Pt-Au
Particles as a Function of Pt Mole Fraction x
Showing the Bidispersion in Both Systemsa
x

d (nm)

d (nm)

(a) PEGDE 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5%
0.16
0.33
0.50
0.66
0.80

9.5
11.3
10.7
13.5
9.2

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

1.8
2.0
1.9
2.4
1.3

3.4
3.2
3.7
2.9
3.4

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.4
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4

(b) DOBANOL 9.5%–hexane 90%–water 0.5%
0.16
0.33
0.50
0.66
0.80
a

11.2
12.5
14.6
12.7
12.1

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

2.2
2.5
3.2
2.5
2.6

[AuCl3] ⫹ [K2PtCl4] = 0.1 molal vs. H2O.

2.6
2.9
2.6
2.7
2.8

⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾
⫾

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
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particles were obtained in both systems. The size of the particles is not
dependent on the composition of the precursor salts. The large particles are
clearly formed by aggregation of the small particles. The nanoparticles are
true mixed Pt-Au particles, as was shown by scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM)/EDX measurements [30].

5.

Characterization of the Silver Halide Nanoparticles
in Microemulsions

In the numerous studies concerning the synthesis of nanoparticles in microemulsion media, the location of water after the nanoparticle synthesis has
never been determined. Two models can be proposed (Fig. 13). In the ﬁrst
one the particles are surrounded by a layer of water, and in the second the
surfactant molecules (the AOT) are directly adsorbed onto the particles and
only a small amount of water molecules is present.
In order to discriminate between these two models, 2H NMR measurements of deuterated water in microemulsions have been carried out. Two
NMR lines were observed in the 2H NMR spectra (Fig. 14) for the various
microemulsions without particles of silver bromide.
If the same spectrum is taken for a very low R value, such as R = 0.5
(Fig. 15), three NMR lines are observed. These lines are not due to the
presence of impurities—in fact, their intensity does not decrease as the
amount of water decreases—so these lines stem from different types of
water molecules. This is illustrated by the measurements of their relaxation
times T1. In fact, for R = 1 the following three relaxation times T1 were

FIG. 13 Two models of the nanoparticles stabilized in the microemulsion media.
(a) The particle is surrounded by a layer of water. (b) AOT is directly adsorbed onto
the particle.
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FIG. 14 NMR spectra of the deuterated water in the microemulsion for R = 3.1.

obtained at 273 K: 321 ms for the broader line, 804 ms for the line situated
at ⫺3.50 ppm, and 1087 ms for the line situated at ⫺3.95 ppm. As the
variation of the relaxation time with temperature indicates that we are in a
region where the relaxation time increases with the decrease of temperature,
these two lines correspond to water molecules that are less mobile and,
therefore, more in contact with the surfactant molecules.
Generally, three kinds of water may exist in a microemulsion medium:
‘‘bulk’’ water in the center of the water core, ‘‘bound’’ water that interacts
with the hydrophilic part of the surfactant molecule, and ‘‘trapped’’ water
that is trapped in the interface in the form of monomers or dimers [31].
Bulk water molecules are normally not present for R values below 6–10,
where all the water molecules are structured due to their interaction with
Na⫹ counterions and the strong dipole of the AOT polar group [32]. As in
this case the ratio R = [H2O]/[AOT] is 3.1, only two kinds of water mole-
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FIG. 15 NMR spectrum of deuterated water in the microemulsion for R = 0.5 at
T = 297 K.

cules would be expected. Therefore, it is assumed that the two NMR lines
observed here correspond to bound water and trapped water. In order to
check this assumption, the same experiment was carried out for higher R
values. The chemical shift increases with the R value until it reached approximately that of the pure deuterated water (used as reference) while the
line width at half-height decreases with R (Fig. 16).
Such variation has already been observed [32] and is the result of a fast
exchange (faster than 2 ⫻ 1010 s⫺1) between the bulk water and the bound
water. At low R values, the observed chemical shift comes from the variation
of the number of hydrogen bonds in which the water molecules are involved.
In fact, the water molecules adsorbed at the interface (or solvating the Na⫹
ions) form fewer hydrogen bonds, provoking a high-ﬁeld chemical shift. The
smaller number of hydrogen bonds has previously been shown by Wong et
al. [33] using 1H NMR experiments.
Furthermore, if the NMR spectra are recorded at lower temperatures, the
NMR line corresponding to the bound water decreases due to the freezing
of this kind of water (the bandwidth becomes too large to be detectable)
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FIG. 16 (a) Variation of the 2H chemical shift as a function of the R factor. (b)
Variation of the line width as a function of the R factor.

(Fig. 14). In fact, the freezing point of bound water seems to be about 243
K inside the inverted micelles. This corresponds to the decrease of the freezing point of water with the size of the droplet; for example, the freezing
point of water in a droplet corresponding to R = 4.5 in AOT/water/2,2,4trimethylpentane is at around 241 K [34]. On the other hand, the line corresponding to the trapped water shows no freezing and its intensity remains
quasi-constant.
In order to distinguish between the two models of AgBr stabilization (see
earlier), the NMR experiments mentioned have also been carried out in
presence of silver bromide nanoparticles. As the only difference between the
two experiments is the presence of silver bromide particles, all observed
differences must be due to the particles. In the presence of these particles,
the quantity of trapped water is larger, as shown by a comparison of spectra
in the presence and in the absence of nanoparticles (Fig. 17). It could be
hypothesized that the particles repel the bound water into the interface and,
as a consequence, the amount of trapped water increases. The total intensity
is also higher in presence of silver bromide particles, also stemming from
the greater importance of the trapped water. In fact, this water freezes at a
lower temperature. Furthermore, not all the water cores of the microemulsion
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FIG. 17 NMR spectra of the deuterated water in the microemulsion (full line) and
in presence of AgBr particles (dotted line) at 263 K.

are occupied by a particle, only 1 water core out of 1.3 ⫻ 104 is occupied
by a particle. Hence, if the microemulsion structure stayed the same, with
the same number of water molecules in each water core, no inﬂuence on
the NMR spectra could be observed upon addition of AgBr.
The higher amount of trapped water is in favor of model (b), where the
particles are in closer contact with the interfacial layer. However, the NMR
line of the adsorbed water could overlap that of the trapped water. In order
to check this hypothesis, the number of water molecules per AOT was calculated. The spectra in Fig. 17 have been decomposed in two bands corresponding, respectively, to the bound water and to the trapped water. The
difference in intensities of the two NMR lines corresponding to the trapped
water in the spectra without and with AgBr particles gives the amount of
water trapped or adsorbed on the particles. The number of AOT molecules
per particle has been calculated using a spherical surface of 4.6 nm diameter
and a surface area of 0.41 nm2 for the polar part of the AOT molecule [35].
It has been computed that if the whole line intensity corresponded to the
trapped water there would be 2000 water molecules per AOT molecule. As
the trapped water is considered to be in the form of a monomer or a dimer,
this value is too high to correspond only to water molecules trapped in the
interface. Hence, it has to be assumed that the additional water molecules
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so computed are adsorbed on the AgBr particles and the NMR lines of the
trapped water and the adsorbed water overlap.
If it is assumed that all these additional water molecules are adsorbed on
the particles, the number of water monolayers can be calculated by using
the van der Waals radius of a water molecule. Approximately 1000 monolayers of water can be formed around the nanoparticles. (This number must
be overestimated because it does not take into account that the number of
trapped molecules increases by repelling the water molecules in the interface.) These two arguments, the observation of an NMR line corresponding
to the adsorbed water molecules and the estimation of the number of water
monolayers, are in favor of model (a). Hence, this model will be adopted.
In order to quantify by another method the amount of water adsorbed on
the nanoparticles, a microemulsion in which the particles had sedimented
was also examined. This microemulsion was obtained by adsorption of pseudoisocyanine on the particles. This dye causes a rapid sedimentation of the
particles [36], and an 2H NMR spectrum was taken after sedimentation of
all the particles. From this spectrum, it was established that 68% of the
water was adsorbed on the particles. The number of water monolayers
formed around the particles was calculated and a value of about 4600
monolayers of water was obtained. This value is too large and physically
impossible; in fact, the radius of the corresponding water core should be 2.6
 m. These water cores should scatter the light, and as the colloidal suspension is limpid, the number of water molecules bound to the silver halide
particles must be overestimated in this approach. Such a large amount of
water in the precipitate can be explained only if the sedimented particles
form a sort of gel where a large amount of water is required. This gelation
was previously shown in the case of Co2B nanoparticles prepared from
CTAB/n-hexanol/water [37] microemulsion. This high amount of adsorbed
water molecules is also in favor of model (a).

6.

Synthesis of Silver Bromide Particles in the
AOT/p-Xylene/Water Microemulsion

Astonishingly, the average diameters of the AgBr nanoparticles prepared in
the AOT/p-xylene/water microemulsion remain quite constant, irrespective
of the concentrations of precursor salts or the size of the water nanodroplets.
Figure 18 shows the average diameters of the nanoparticles as a function of
the salt concentrations and the R values. All the average diameters seem to
lie between 3.3 and 4.3 nm. The reproducibility of the size measurements
was estimated to be approximately 0.9 nm, which corresponds to the range
of variation. As we do not observe any correlation between the average
diameter of the nanoparticles and these synthesis parameters, we draw the
conclusion that in this microemulsion system, the nucleation and growth of
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FIG. 18 Average diameters of the AgBr nanoparticles prepared in the AOT/pxylene/water microemulsion.

the nanoparticles do not follow the La Mer diagram. The size of the particles
seems to be thermodynamically stabilized by the adsorbed surfactant.

7.

Synthesis of Silver Chloride Particles

The preparation of silver chloride nanoparticles has also been studied in the
AOT/n-heptane/water microemulsion. A size dependence on the synthesis
parameters has been observed (Fig. 19). The diameter seems to pass through
a minimum value around 0.125 M concentration of AgNO3.
The synthesis of AgCl particles seems to follow a model between the La
Mer diagram and the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles. The variation of the particles size seems to correspond to the La Mer diagram but
other factors are in favor of the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles.
In fact, the size of the particles (and the number of nuclei) does not vary
with the contact surface area between the two microemulsions during the
precipitation reaction. If the La Mer diagram were followed, the number of
nuclei should increase with the contact surface area between the microemulsions and the size of the particles should decrease. It is not astonishing
that the synthesis of AgCl particles lies between the La Mer diagram and
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FIG. 19 Average diameter of the AgCl nanoparticles prepared in the system AOT/
n-heptane/water as a function of the concentration of precursor salt and the value
of R.

the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles because these two models
are only limiting models.

III. SYNTHESIS OF ORGANIC PARTICLES
A. General Considerations
Different organic nanoparticles have been synthesized in certain microemulsions. The active compounds are cholesterol, rhodiarome, and rhovanil
(aromas) (Fig. 20). The microemulsions used are AOT/heptane/water, Triton/
decanol/water, and CTABr/hexanol/water.
The general preparation of these organic nanoparticles has already been
described in previous chapters. It consists of the direct precipitation of the
active compound in the aqueous cores of the microemulsion. After their
preparation, nanoparticles are revealed with iodine vapor and observed with
a transmission electron microscope (Phillips EM301) [38,39]. A TEM micrograph of nanoparticles is presented in Fig. 21.
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FIG. 20 Structures of the active compounds.

The mechanism of the formation of nanoparticles has been proposed previously [20,25,26]. This consists of several stages. The solution of the active
compound in an appropriate solvent penetrates inside the aqueous cores by
crossing the interfacial ﬁlm. The solvent certainly plays a role in the transport of the active compound inside the aqueous cores. The active compound
precipitates in the aqueous cores because of its insolubility in water, and the
nuclei are thus formed. The so-formed nuclei can grow because of the
exchange of the active compound between the aqueous cores. Finally, the
nanoparticles are stabilized by the surfactants.

B. Nanoparticles of Cholesterol Prepared in
Different Microemulsions
Figure 22 represents the evolution of nanoparticle size as a function of R at
different concentrations of the cholesterol solution in chloroform in the AOT/
heptane/water microemulsion.
It should be noted that the total amount of cholesterol added increases
with increasing R, as the volume of chloroform solution is equal to that of
the water in the microemulsion. The mean particle size is 3–6 nm and a
minimum is observed for a certain R value. A hypothesis is the participation
of water as a reaction medium in the precipitation reaction. In this case, for
low values of R, the amount of water is not enough to enable the formation
of an optimal number of nuclei. As the concentration of water increases, the
number of nuclei increases and the size of the particles decreases. For a
large amount of water, the number of nuclei is already optimal, and the size
of the particles remains constant. In fact, the concentration of cholesterol
has increased and the amounts of both water and cholesterol are sufﬁcient
and ﬁnally the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles plays a role. In
this hypothesis, the La Mer diagram is followed for small R values in the
synthesis of the cholesterol particles. Another hypothesis to explain the pres-
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FIG. 21 TEM micrograph of rhodiarome nanoparticles synthesized with a solution
of rhodiarome in acetone (50 g/L) in AOT/heptane/water microemulsion (scale
96,000⫻).

ence of a minimum stems from the direct participation of chloroform in the
stabilization of the cholesterol nanoparticles. Indeed, the amount of chloroform increases with R value and the relative amount of chloroform in the
solvation sphere could depend on the size of the particles. In order to check
the veracity of this hypothesis, another series of experiments were carried
out: the same amount of chloroform solution of cholesterol (0.3 mL) was
added to the various microemulsions with different R values (Fig. 23).
In this case, the particle size is constant as a function of R. The size of
the particles is hence controlled by the thermodynamic stabilization of the
particles. But in this experiment, the amount of cholesterol also stays constant. Hence, the statement that the variation of the chloroform concentration
is responsible for the minimum observed in Fig. 22 cannot be accepted as
a proof.
Figure 24 shows the variation of nanoparticle size as a function of the
concentration of cholesterol in the same microemulsion system. Contrary to
the previous graph (Fig. 22), no minimum appears. The size of the particles
is thus controlled by a thermodynamic stabilization with the molecules of
the surfactant.
Nanoparticles of cholesterol have also been synthesized in two other microemulsion systems: Triton/decanol/water and CTABr/hexanol/water. Similar experiments have been carried out. In these two cases, the nanoparticle
size was independent of both the factor R and the concentration of the
cholesterol solution. The particles are thus thermodynamically stabilized by
the surfactants at certain favored sizes.
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FIG. 22 Variation of the cholesterol nanoparticle size as a function of R at different
concentrations.

The nanoparticles were stable for months, no precipitate appeared, and
the ﬁnal solutions were still limpid.

C. Nanoparticles of Rhodiarome (or Rhovanil)
Prepared in the AOT/Heptane/Water Microemulsion
1.

Inﬂuence of the Factor R and the Concentration of the Active
Principle on the Nanoparticle Size

An example is presented of the formation of nanoparticles of rhovanil. A
solution of rhovanil in acetone (50 g/L) was used. Figure 25 presents the
variation of the mean diameter as a function of R.
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FIG. 23 Variation of the cholesterol nanoparticle size as a function of R at a ﬁxed
concentration (50 g/L).

The nanoparticle size is relatively constant as a function of R and is
between 4.5 and 6.2 nm for the four concentrations studied. It is the same
for rhodiarome, where the nanoparticle size is independent of the factor R.
The second parameter studied is the concentration of the active principle in
the solvent. Figure 26 shows a constant size between 4.5 and 7.0 nm.
In the two cases, a hypothesis can be made: the nanoparticle size is
essentially determined by thermodynamic stabilization by the surfactant molecules at a certain size as it is dependent neither on R nor on the concentration.

2.

Recovery of the Nanoparticles Stabilized by
Surfactants in a Microemulsion and Their Transfer
into an Aqueous Medium

Some potential pharmaceutical applications can be considered if less toxic
solvents are used. Thus, the residual solvents (heptane, for example) are
evaporated under vacuum and the nanoparticles stabilized by surfactants are
recovered. These particles are suspended in distilled water under ultrasound
energy in order to obtain a limpid and stable dispersion. Figure 27 shows
the variation of the nanoparticle size as a function of R.
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FIG. 24 Variation of the cholesterol nanoparticle size as a function of the concentration.

FIG. 25 Variation of the rhovanil nanoparticle size as a function of R.
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FIG. 26 Variation of the nanoparticle size as a function of the concentration of
rhovanil in acetone.

FIG. 27 Variation of the rhodiarome nanoparticle size as a function of R before
and after the recovery of the nanoparticles.
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The size lies between 5.7 and 6.3 nm and does not change after the
recovery. The nanoparticles are thus thermodynamically stabilized by the
surfactants. The change of the medium does not inﬂuence the nanoparticle
size.
Biocompatible microemulsions have also been employed in order to allow
their use in drug delivery [39].

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has placed emphasis on the mechanism of formation of the
particles. Two models have been proposed: the La Mer diagram and the
thermodynamic stabilization of the particles. These two models are relatively
simplistic. The La Mer diagram is based on the separation between the
nucleation and the growth of the particles. It is consistent with the mechanism proposed by López-Quintela and Rivas [40] for Fe nanoparticles obtained in AOT microemulsions using a stopped-ﬂow technique and measuring the time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) with synchrotron
radiation. Nucleation implies an increase in the number of scattering centers
(number of particles) for a given observation window, and, therefore, it gives
an increase in the scattered intensity. On the contrary, the growth of particles
is associated with a decrease of the scattered intensity because the observation window corresponds to the diffraction of smaller particles, which are
disappearing during the growth process. The presence of this maximum (although not well deﬁned) has also been spectrophotometrically detected by
Towey et al. [41] for the formation of CdS in AOT microemulsion. This is
an illustration of the La Mer diagram, as according to this diagram the
nucleation occurs only in the beginning of the reaction. Theoretical calculation has been carried out by Tojo et al. [42] involving the study of the
inﬂuence of the concentration and the ﬁlm ﬂexibility and of the kinetic
exchange constant between the droplets using the difference between the
nucleation and the growth of the particles. The thermodynamic stabilization
is less documented in the literature, but an example shows the formation of
secondary monodisperse spherical particles by coagulation of the primary
particles [43].
Whether the reaction follows the La Mer diagram or the thermodynamic
stabilization of the particles depends on the microemulsion diagram used
and on the nature of the particles synthesized. As an example, the synthesis
of AgBr particles follows the La Mer diagram in the AOT/heptane/water
microemulsion system, but it follows the thermodynamic stabilization of the
particles for the AOT/p-xylene/water system. The difference between the
two systems can arise from the adsorption of the p-xylene molecule on the
particles of AgBr. In fact, the adsorption of p-xylene on the AgBr particles
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has been shown in the study of the adsorption of pseudoisocyanine on these
particles [44]. In the CTAB/hexanol/water microemulsion, the formation of
Ni2B particles follows the La Mer diagram, but the formation of Pt follows
the thermodynamic stabilization of the particles. The difference could stem
from the different adsorption of the surfactant on the particles. Mixed particles have also been synthesized. The particles are not homogeneous in
composition, and the size of these particles does not vary linearly with their
composition.
In the case of the organic nanoparticles, all the particles seem to follow
the thermodynamic stabilization (with the exception of the cholesterol synthesized in the AOT/heptane/microemulsion). This can be due to a speciﬁc
interaction of the surfactant with the particles.
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Phase Behavior of
Microemulsion Systems Based
on Optimized Nonionic
Surfactants
WOLFGANG VON RYBINSKI and MATTHIAS WEGENER
Henkel KGaA, Düsseldorf, Germany

ABSTRACT
Microemulsions can be obtained in different ways. For ethoxylated nonionic
emulsiﬁers the temperature is the decisive parameter; therefore, the microemulsion phase is stable only in a certain limited temperature range. If other
speciﬁc types of surfactants are used, e.g., alkyl polyglycosides, the temperature dependence is less pronounced or even negligible. In this case, the
formation of microemulsions is enabled by adjusting a speciﬁc mixing ratio
of different emulsiﬁers, i.e., balancing the hydrophilic to lipophilic components in the surfactant system.
These effects have been studied for a variety of systems using mainly
puriﬁed model raw materials. As microemulsions are gaining increasing importance for different applications, there is a need to study surfactants and
surfactant mixtures that can be used in commercial products and to extend
the knowledge to multicomponent emulsiﬁer systems.
In this study, the phase behavior of microemulsions consisting of alkyl
polyglycosides and ethoxylates as hydrophilic emulsiﬁers, a lipophilic coemulsiﬁer, an oily component, and water is evaluated in terms of microemulsion formation and stability. Parameters such as temperature, oil polarity, and composition of the surfactant mixture are discussed. It was shown
that both the concentration range and the temperature stability could be
extended by using suitable mixtures of emulsiﬁers and coemulsiﬁers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Microemulsions have been the subject of intensive research efforts for many
years. This research has been concentrated above all on microemulsions with
ethoxylated nonionic surfactants [1–7]. Emulsions consisting of oil, water,
and ethoxylated nonionic surfactants undergo a temperature-induced phase
inversion, during which a microemulsion is formed [1,8]. A system consisting of tetradecane, water, and dodecyl pentaethyleneglycol ether (C12E5) inverts from an oil-in-water to a water-in-oil emulsion in the temperature range
between 45 and 55⬚C (Fig. 1) [8]. A microemulsion is formed in the phase
inversion zone, resulting in the so-called Kahlweit ﬁsh in the phase diagram.
At low emulsiﬁer concentrations (below 15%) the microemulsion phase is
in equilibrium with an oil phase and a water phase and is therefore called
a three-phase microemulsion (w⫹D⫹o). Emulsiﬁer concentrations of more
than 15% are sufﬁcient to solubilize the whole volume of water and oil in
the form of a single-phase microemulsion (D) or a lamellar phase L␣. The
characteristic feature of microemulsion systems containing ethoxylated nonionic surfactants is the limited temperature range within the microemulsion
is stable. This is one reason why these microemulsions have not yet been
able to establish themselves on the market.
The phase behavior of alkyl polyglycoside (APG)/water mixtures differs
in certain aspects from other nonionic surfactants, especially with regard to
the inﬂuence of the temperature. Whereas the hydrate shell of the ethoxylate
head group depends largely on temperature, the interaction of the sugar unit

FIG. 1 Phase behavior (left) and interfacial tension (right) of water/tetradecane/
C12E5 mixtures [8].
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of alkyl polyglycoside with water is only slightly inﬂuenced by temperature.
The surface activity of alkyl glycosides is evaluated by determining the
interfacial tension between oil and water in the ternary system of surfactant,
water, and oil with different polarities [9]. The inﬂuence of alkyl chain length
and temperature on the plateau value of the interfacial tension of an aqueous
solution of three alkyl mono- and polyglycosides against decane is shown
in Fig. 2 [10]. The plateau value drops with increasing alkyl chain length,
but a negligible temperature dependence in the experimental temperature
range between 20 and 65⬚C is the most striking feature. The effect of the
salt concentration on the interfacial tension is very weak, which is demon-

FIG. 2 (a) Plateau values of the interfacial tension for the decane/water interface
with C8G1, C10G1, and C8/10 alkyl polyglycoside (APG) as a function of temperature.
(b) Interfacial tension as a function of added NaCl concentration for an aqueous
solution of C8/10 alkyl polyglycoside (0.5 wt%) against decane at 40⬚C [10].
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strated for addition of sodium chloride in Fig. 2b. The partition coefﬁcient
of alkyl glycosides is nearly zero in the decane/water system, indicating a
negligible oil solubility of alkyl glycosides. In contrast to these characteristics, a strong temperature dependence of the interfacial tension and, depending on the temperature, a signiﬁcant oil solubility can be observed for
fatty alcohol ethoxylates. Thus, the ability of alkyl glycosides to lower the
interfacial tension and therefore the emulsifying capacity of the respective
surfactant solution is more pronounced for alkyl glycosides than for the
analogous fatty alcohol ethoxylates [9]. The effect is also reﬂected in the
fact that the phase behavior of simple binary APG/water mixtures shows
comparatively weak temperature effects [11–13]. Accordingly, no temperature-dependent phase inversion can be expected to occur in APG-containing
emulsions.
Similarly to anionic surfactants, alkyl polyglycosides react to the addition
of cosolvents, which increases the solubility of the surfactant in the oil
phase. In the decane/water/APG system, the addition of the cosolvent ibutanol results in a drastic reduction in the interfacial tension between oil
and aqueous phase and, hence, in the formation of a third phase, the microemulsion [14]. As expected, the range in which this three-phase microemulsion exists is only slightly dependent on temperature and in contrast to
anionic surfactants is also hardly affected by electrolytes [14]. Systematic
investigations of the phase behavior conﬁrm these initial results for a number
of simple hydrocarbons from hexane to hexadecane and aromatics [15,16].
Figure 3 shows the well-known Kahlweit ﬁsh [1,15] in a pseudoternary
phase diagram. The ratio of dodecane to water was kept constant at 1:1. The
ratio by weight of APG to APG⫹oil⫹water is shown in the lower half, and
the percentage content by weight of the cosolvent pentanol is shown on the
left-hand side. With small APG contents of 5 to 25% and small pentanol
contents of 3 to 10%, three-phase microemulsions are formed. Of greater
interest for practical applications are single-phase microemulsions, which
are formed with an APG content of >25% and a pentanol content of 10%
in the system. Figure 3 includes the—almost identical—results for two different alkyl polyglycosides, namely a high-purity C10 monoglycoside and a
C10/12 polyglycoside of commercial purity with an average degree of polymerization of 1.3. In the commercial product, the slightly increased degree
of polymerization evidently compensates for the somewhat longer alkyl
chain length.
Representation of the microemulsion phases as a function of formulation
parameters (for example, temperature for systems containing fatty alcohol
ethoxylate) and emulsiﬁer concentration, as described in Refs. 1 and 17, has
been successful as an aid for practical formulation work. A basically similar
picture emerges for emulsions of oil, water, and an emulsiﬁer mixture of
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FIG. 3 Pseudoternary phase diagram for the system dodecane/water in a ratio of
1:1, pentanol, C10 monoglycoside (C10G1), and C10/12 alkyl polyglycoside (APG)
(C10/12G13) at 40⬚C [15].

APG and a hydrophobic coemulsiﬁer when, instead of temperature as the
formulation parameter, the mixing ratio of APG to hydrophobic coemulsiﬁer
is varied [17]. In the case of the speciﬁc emulsiﬁer mixing ratio of 1:1, the
system of dodecane, water, C12/14 APG, and sorbitan monolaurate (SML) as
hydrophobic coemulsiﬁer forms microemulsions (Fig. 4) [18]. The emulsions
formed with a relatively large SML content are water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions,
and the emulsions formed with a relatively large APG content are oil-inwater (o/w) emulsions. On varying the overall emulsiﬁer concentration, a
Kahlweit ﬁsh again appears in the phase diagram with three-phase microemulsions in its body and a single-phase microemulsion in its tail.
The similarity between alkyl polyglycosides and fatty alcohol ethoxylates
is not conﬁned to phase behavior but also applies to the interfacial tension
of the emulsiﬁer mixture. With an APG/SML ratio of 4:6, the hydrophilic/
lipophilic properties of the emulsiﬁer mixture are balanced and the interfa-
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FIG. 4 Phase behavior and interfacial tension of dodecane/water emulsions containing APG/SML mixtures at 25⬚C [18].

cial tension is minimal. It is remarkable that the APG/SML mixture produces
a very low minimum interfacial tension value (around 10⫺3 mN/m), which,
once again, is lower by one order of magnitude than that observed in the
case of the fatty alcohol ethoxylate system [1,19,20].
In the case of the APG-containing microemulsion, the high interfacial
activity is attributable to the fact that the hydrophilic APG with the large
polyglycoside head group is present in exactly the right mixing ratio with
the hydrophobic coemulsiﬁer SML with its small head group at the oil–
water interface. In contrast to ethoxylated nonionic surfactants, hydration
and hence the effective size of the head group are hardly dependent on
temperature [14,21,22], an attribute that can be utilized for formulating temperature-stable microemulsions [18].
Although for these kinds of emulsiﬁer systems the temperature stability
issue is solved, the high concentration of surfactants required to form the
microemulsion phase and the sensitivity to the oil structure still exist. Here
we describe studies carried out to overcome the difﬁculties by using specifically designed surfactant mixtures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
In this study, APGs, glyceryl esters, and fatty alcohol ethoxylates have been
used as emulsiﬁers for microemulsion formation. Emulsiﬁers were C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside (Plantacare 1200 UP) and C8/10 alkyl polyglycoside (Plantacare 2000 UP). In addition, the following coemulsiﬁers were used: glyceryl
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monooleate (Monomuls 90-O-18), triglyceryl diisostearate (Lameform TGI),
glyceryl monohydroxystearate (Rilanit GMHS), isostearyl alcohol (iStOH),
and glyceryl monoisostearate (GMI). Furthermore, the emollients dioctylcyclohexane (Cetiol S), dicapryl ether (Cetiol OE), and octyldodecanol (Eutanol G) were used. All products were supplied by Henkel. The perfume oil,
which was supplied by Dragoco (Holzminden, Germany), was characterized
by its dielectric coefﬁcient and the interfacial tension between oil and water.
The pH values were adjusted with citric acid.

A. Methods
Phase behavior was identiﬁed visually and by polarization microscopy. The
emulsion type (o/w, w/o, or microemulsion) was identiﬁed by conductivity
and turbidity measurements. The emulsion samples—50 mL each—were
prepared by mixing the emulsiﬁers and water for 15 min at 70⬚C using an
Ikavisc MR-D1 stirrer (Jahnke and Kunkel Co, Germany). Afterward, the
emollients were added, the pH value was adjusted to 6.0, and the samples
were stored for at least 1 day before further characterization. The emulsion
type (o/w, w/o) was determined by temperature-dependent conductivity measurements (Radiometer, Denmark). Microemulsions were identiﬁed by measuring the turbidity of the sample with a ﬁber-optic photometer (Metrohm,
Germany). The viscosity was determined using a shear rate–controlled rotational rheometer (Rheometrics RFS II) with a plate–plate geometry. The
interfacial tension between aqueous and oil phases in emulsions was determined at 25⬚C by means of a spinning-drop tensiometer (Krüss, Germany)
as well as a ring tensiometer (Krüss, Germany). The particle size distributions were studied by performing dynamic light scattering experiments with
a Mastersizer 3 (Malvern Co.) The light source was a He-Ne 5-mW laser.
The samples were studied at 25⬚C at an angle of 90⬚. The dielectric coefﬁcients of the oils at 25⬚C were determined by means of a Hewlett Packard
LCZ Meter.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To show the inﬂuence of different coemulsiﬁers, a model emulsion containing C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside, a lipophilic coemulsiﬁer, and a certain amount
of water and the oil dioctylcyclohexane was chosen. This system can serve
as a model emulsion for cosmetic and industrial applications. Thus, the capability of coemulsiﬁers to facilitate the formation of microemulsions in
combination with alkyl polyglycoside [18] could be assessed. The total
emulsiﬁer concentration (15%) was high enough to ensure the formation of
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a one-phase microemulsion and solubilization of both water and emollient
if a suitable cosurfactant was used.
The emulsions were characterized by measuring the transparency and
electrical conductivity as shown in Fig. 5 [10] for a system containing the
coemulsiﬁer glyceryl monooleate (GMO) at 25⬚C. The GMO-free system is
a white o/w emulsion with a conductivity of 400 S and insufﬁcient storage
stability. Addition of GMO reduces the hydrophilicity of the emulsiﬁer system. Consequently, the emulsion undergoes a phase inversion to a w/o emulsion at an alkyl polyglycoside/GMO ratio of roughly 7:3, which is indicated
by a drop of the electrical conductivity to zero. A translucent microemulsion
is formed for mixing ratios between 6:4 and 7.5:2.5 (Fig. 5). A ﬁnely dispersed bluish emulsion is formed in the vicinity of the microemulsion region.
The temperature dependence of the phase behavior of this system is
shown in Fig. 6 [10]. The striking features of the phase behavior are the
almost negligible inﬂuence of temperature and the relatively broad microemulsion region. Phase diagrams such as that shown in Fig. 6 have been
determined analogously for systems with various cosurfactants, in which
studies of glycerol derivatives were the main focus [10]. The main criteria
to distinguish between a microemulsion and a conventional emulsion are the

FIG. 5 Electrical conductivity and transparency of a model emulsion comprising
C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside, glyceryl monooleate (GMO), and a speciﬁc amount of
water and dioctylcyclohexane at 25⬚C with varying emulsiﬁer mixture ratios. The
dashed line separates the w/o from the o/w region [10].
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FIG. 6 Phase diagram of a model emulsion comprising 15% C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside (APG) and glyceryl monooleate (GMO), 42.5% water, and 42.5% dioctylcyclohexane. ME indicates a one-phase microemulsion [10].

transparency and the particle size. A microemulsion is formed if the transparency is more than 80%, which is usually combined with an average
particle size below 50 nm. Because of the high emulsiﬁer concentration,
only one-phase microemulsions are obtained.
Unlike the system with GMO, the formation of a broad microemulsion
phase is not observed in the whole temperature range for the phase inversion
in the model emulsion containing glyceryl monoisostearate (GMI) (Fig. 7)
[10]. Instead, a ﬁnely dispersed bluish emulsion is formed at an alkyl polyglycoside/GMI ratio of about 2:1. A transparent microemulsion can be observed only at temperatures above 50⬚C. The phase inversion concentration
ratio does not vary with temperature.
The model emulsion containing glyceryl monohydroxystearate (GMHS)
shows a different phase behavior. Apart from a distinct temperature dependence similar to the PIT phenomenon at concentration ratios between 2:8
and 7:3, no transparent microemulsion can be observed.
The optimal ratio in the system with triglyceryl diisostearate (TGI) is
shifted to the almost balanced value alkyl polyglycoside/GMI = 5.5:4.5. This
indicates that TGI is more hydrophilic than GMO and GMI (Fig. 8) [10].
The microemulsion phase extends over the complete accessible temperature
range. However, its concentration range is much smaller than for GMO and
a small temperature dependence is observed.
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FIG. 7 Phase diagram of a model emulsion comprising 15% C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside (APG) and glyceryl monoisostearate (GMI), 42.5% water, and 42.5% dioctylcyclohexane. The dotted line separates the o/w from the w/o region. ME indicates
a one-phase microemulsion [10].

FIG. 8 Phase diagram of a model emulsion comprising 15% C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside (APG) and triglyceryl diisostearate (TGI), 42.5% water, and 42.5% dioctylcyclohexane. The dotted line separates the o/w from the w/o region. ME indicates
a one-phase microemulsion [10].
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Finally, isostearyl alcohol is assessed, which is liquid at room temperatures. The phase inversion ratio in the system containing this coemulsiﬁer
varies between 7:3 at 25⬚C and 1:1 at 90⬚C (Fig. 9) [10]. A bluish emulsion
is formed at temperatures below 40⬚C in the phase inversion region, whereas
a translucent microemulsion phase can be identiﬁed in the temperature range
between 40 and 85⬚C.
The GMO is by far the most suitable coemulsiﬁer for C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside among the candidates investigated. The model emulsions containing this cosurfactant form microemulsions within the broadest concentration
range and the temperature dependence can be neglected. Although systems
containing the cosurfactants TGI and GMI, in general, have a phase behavior
similar to that of GMO with a phase inversion at distinct APG/cosurfactant
ratios, a microemulsion is not formed or exists only in a narrow concentration range at room temperature. This can be explained by less efﬁcient incorporation of these cosurfactants into the oil–water interface as compared
with GMO because of their branched alkyl chains and therefore bulkier
molecules.
A temperature dependence of the phase inversion can be observed for the
systems comprising GMHS and iStOH. A conceivable explanation is that

FIG. 9 Phase diagram of a model emulsion comprising 15% C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside (APG) and isostearyl alcohol (iStOH), 42.5% water, and 42.5% dioctylcyclohexane. The dotted line separates the o/w from the w/o region. ME indicates a
one-phase microemulsion [10].
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both materials migrate for the most part not to the surface but are dissolved
in the oil phase. They, therefore, behave not as a cosurfactant but more as
a cosolvent, altering the polarity of the oil phase. Thus, the oil solubility
and, consequently, the interface activity of the alkyl polyglycoside are inﬂuenced. A similar effect is reported for systems containing alkyl-␤-D-glucopyranosides in combination with alkyl ethylene glycol ethers [23].
The study of the phase behavior of a model emulsion is thus extremely
helpful in selecting promising emulsiﬁer combinations that can be assigned
for further use.
As already mentioned, one outstanding property of microemulsions is
their excellent solubilization capacity. This can be explained in terms of very
good efﬁcacy of suitable emulsiﬁer combinations resulting in an extremely
low interfacial tension between the oil and the aqueous phase. A potential
application is, e.g., the solubilization of perfume oils. Perfume oils are rather
polar as compared with oils that are usually used in cosmetic formulations,
e.g., parafﬁn or ester oils. This is validated by both the dielectric coefﬁcients
and the interfacial tension between oil and aqueous phase (Table 1). In
particular, the relatively low interfacial tension without addition of a surfactant indicates that the perfume oil may act, at least partially, as a lipophilic
cosurfactant. A similar result was found for geraniol, a doubly unsaturated
monoterpene alcohol, which is one of the most used perfume chemicals [24].
It plays a role both as cosurfactant at the interface and as cosolvent in the
oil phase in a system consisting of octyl monoglycoside/geraniol/cyclohexane/water.
A model formulation was selected consisting of 20% emulsiﬁer mixture
(alkyl polyglycoside and GMO), 20% perfume oil, less than 2% oil (dicapryl
ether and octyldodecanol), and water. The GMO was chosen as coemulsiﬁer
because it proved to be most suitable for nonpolar oil. No microemulsion is
formed if C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside and GMO are used as emulsiﬁers for
this system. It was reported that the oil solubility of the surfactant in systems

TABLE 1 Dielectric Coefﬁcient and Interfacial Tension
Between Water and Oils at 25⬚C

Oil
Dioctyl cyclohexane
Dicapryl ether/octyldodecanol
Perfume oil

Dielectric
coefﬁcient

Interfacial
tension
(mN/m)

1.2
1.5
7.5

25
20
6
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containing alkyl-␤-D-glucopyranosides was a crucial parameter for the formation of microemulsions. The extent of the microemulsion region became
larger when the alkyl chain length and, therefore, the hydrophobicity of the
alkyl-␤-D-glucopyranoside decreased [25]. Consequently, the more hydrophilic C8/10 alkyl polyglycoside with shorter alkyl chain length as compared
with C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside was used as an additional emulsiﬁer in our
model system.
The phase behavior of the emulsiﬁer system with ﬁxed oil and water
contents is shown in Fig. 10. A microemulsion is formed at a GMO concentration between 15 and 25% of the total emulsiﬁer system with C12/14
alkyl polyglycoside/C8/10 alkyl polyglycoside in a suitable mixing ratio. The
necessary amount of GMO differs only slightly from the optimal alkyl polyglycoside/GMO ratio that was found in the simple model emulsion as discussed earlier.
Figure 11 shows the phase behavior of a decyl glucoside/GMO/dioctyl
cyclohexane system and the effect of diluting the system with water. In each

FIG. 10 Pseudoternary phase diagram of a system containing 20% emulsiﬁer (alkyl
polyglycoside, GMO), 20% perfume oil, 0.6% oil (dicapryl ether, octyldodecanol),
and 59.4% water at 25⬚C with ﬁxed oil and water contents showing the chain length
dependence of the alkyl polyglycosides. The respective compositions of alkyl polyglycosides are obtained by mixing C12/14 alkyl polyglycoside and C8/10 alkyl polyglycoside in suitable ratios. The dotted line separates the o/w from the w/o region.
ME indicates a one-phase microemulsion [10].

FIG. 11 Phase behavior of a decyl glucoside (APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/dioctyl cyclohexane system at water concentrations of 40, 65, and 90% at 25⬚C.
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of the three dilutions in Fig. 11, a one-phase microemulsion is observed at
high weight fractions of decyl glucoside. In the most concentrated system,
with 40% water present, the microemulsion phase is capable of solubilizing
15% of the oil (dioctyl cyclohexane). Diluting to 90% water, we still have
a microemulsion phase containing 3.5% oil.
By decreasing the amount of APG while increasing the GMO weight
fraction, a liquid crystalline/microemulsion mixed phase is obtained. In the
40% water case, at even higher GMO weight fractions, a pure liquid crystalline phase is observed. For 65% water no pure liquid crystalline phase is
seen, and the system becomes unstable and phase separates. For 90% water
a ﬁnely dispersed emulsion with a bluish shine is observed; at higher GMO
weight fractions the surfactant system becomes too lipophilic to stabilize the
system and, consequently, phase separation occurs.
Similar phase diagrams were obtained for isopropyl myristate (IPM) as
the oil instead of dioctyl cyclohexane. The IPM has a more polar nature
than dioctyl cyclohexane, resulting in a comparable but slightly different
phase behavior (Fig. 12). Single microemulsion phases are again observed
in Fig. 12 at high decyl glucoside weight fractions. The most concentrated
system (40% water) can incorporate 16% of the oil, IPM. AT 90% dilution,
3.8% IPM is present in the microemulsion. At increasing GMO weight fractions, again a microemulsion/liquid crystalline mixed phase is observed for
40 and 65% water. For 40% water a pure liquid crystalline phase is also
seen but is much smaller than in the dioctyl cyclohexane system. For the
higher water content phase diagrams a ﬁnely dispersed emulsion phase is
again seen at higher IPM weight fractions.
The addition of a nonionic ethoxylate surfactant, e.g., laureth-4, to a decyl
glucoside (APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/dioctyl cyclohexane/water
system was investigated. The nonionic ethoxylate surfactant was used to
expand the microemulsion zone. The APG/GMO ratio was held constant at
2:1, and the oil and ethoxylate weight fractions relative to the APG/GMO
mixture were varied at 50% water. From the phase diagram (Fig. 13) (which
shows actual total weight percent composition, rather than weight fractions)
it is clear that 30% oil (dioctyl cyclohexane) is present in the single-phase
microemulsion at the optimal surfactant ratio. This is twice as much as for
the system without the nonionic ethoxylate present (Fig. 11). Finely dispersed bluish emulsion phases border on the microemulsion region at higher
laureth-4 concentrations and at high APG/GMO levels. A liquid crystalline
phase is also observed at higher laureth-4 concentrations.
As can be seen from Fig. 14, the microemulsion phase at 25⬚C is fairly
large and shrinks slightly with increasing temperature. The shrinkage effect
is much less than in Fig. 1, where the microemulsion phase was stable only
within a narrow temperature range. The addition of the APG/GMO mixture

FIG. 12 Phase behavior of a decyl glucoside (APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/isopropyl myristate (IPM) system at water
concentrations of 40, 65, and 90% at 25⬚C.
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FIG. 13 Phase behavior of a decyl glucoside (APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/
laureth-4/dioctyl cyclohexane system at a water concentration of 50% at 25⬚C.

FIG. 14 Temperature effect on the microemulsion phase of a decyl glucoside
(APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/laureth-4/dioctyl cyclohexane system at a water
concentration of 50%.
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FIG. 15 Temperature effect on the microemulsion phase of a decyl glucoside
(APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/laureth-4/dioctyl cyclohexane system at a water
concentration of 90%.

FIG. 16 Temperature effect on the microemulsion phase of a decyl glucoside
(APG)/glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/laureth-4/isopropyl myristate (IPM) system at a
water concentration of 50%.
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renders the microemulsion more temperature stable than an ethoxylated nonionic surfactant without any additives.
Comparing Fig. 15 with Fig. 14, it is observed that on diluting the 50%
system to a 90% water system the microemulsion phase is slightly smaller.
This is due to the signiﬁcantly decreased emulsiﬁer concentration. However,
even at higher temperatures this microemulsion phase is still observed, although shrinkage with temperature is similar to that observed before.
It is observed that the microemulsion phase is somewhat smaller with
IPM as the oil (Fig. 16). The emulsiﬁer system is more suited for the solubilization of less polar oils. Some characteristic shrinkage of the microemulsion phase with increasing temperature occurs as well.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
It has been seen that microemulsions containing APG are much less temperature sensitive than microemulsions containing just nonionic ethoxylates.
The addition of a nonionic ethoxylate to an APG/glyceryl monooleate system
dramatically increases the existence range of the single-phase microemulsion
and allows the amount of oil solubilized in the microemulsion system to
increase. Diluting the emulsions to 90% water still resulted in a stable single
microemulsion phase. The polar oil isopropyl myristate resulted in a smaller
microemulsion phase than for nonpolar oils for the selected emulsiﬁer system.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH
With the surfactant mixtures discussed here, microemulsions with high temperature stability can be obtained. In addition, the microemulsions are dilutable up to 90% water and show varying characteristics with different types
of oil. The focus of future research should be to decrease the amount of
surfactant required still further in order to make these microemulsions suitable and interesting for certain industrial applications.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this chapter is to review the literature in the area of food
microemulsions. Emphasis is placed on the edible microemulsions and their
applications in foods and beverages. In spite of a vast potential for many
promising applications in foods and beverages, microemulsions have not
been widely used because of the difﬁculty in their formulation using completely edible food ingredients. In order to apply the microemulsion technology in common foods, more efforts should be directed toward both fundamental and applied research on food-grade microemulsions.

I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief outline of what the food microemulsions are, their current state of the art, and potential applications in
food. Microemulsions are thermodynamically stable, transparent, and homogeneous single-phase solutions of oil, water, and surfactant. This concept
also embraces aqueous micellar solutions containing solubilized lipids and
reverse micellar solutions containing solubilized water. The characteristics
of a microemulsion that ﬁnd applications in the food industry are (1) transparent quality, which is helpful in clear beverages and in food analysis; (2)
small drop size, which provides excellent contact between the lipid and
aqueous phases, thereby playing a role in ﬂavor release and perception; (3)
enhanced solubilization of vitamins, ﬂavors, and other nutrients whereby the
solubilized components are protected from unwanted degradative reactions;
407
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(4) super stability (unaffected by destabilization mechanisms such as creaming, ﬂocculation, and coalescence), which is an added beneﬁt during food
processing and storage; and (5) ability to incorporate solutes within the dispersed droplets and action as reaction and/or extraction media. A disadvantage of the thermodynamic stability is that the microemulsions are formed
only in speciﬁc ranges of temperature, pressure, and composition. Therefore,
the food processor does not have complete freedom in designing the food
systems.
Microemulsions have distinct advantages over emulsions in providing
better contact between the oil and water phases within foods. Principally,
microemulsions have a vast potential for many promising applications in
foods and beverages. However, they have not been widely used in the food
industry so far because of the difﬁculties in their formulation using completely edible ingredients: (1) the oils used are mostly triglycerides containing long-chain fatty acids, which are semipolar compared with the hydrocarbons and are too bulky to penetrate the interfacial ﬁlm to assist in the
formation of an optimal curvature; (2) the choices of edible surfactants,
cosurfactants, and other additives that can be used in foods are very limited;
and (3) the concentrations of such surfactant and cosurfactant should be low
so as not to impart taste and/or odor to foods.
A literature search (Chemical Abstract Services) covering 33 years (1967
to April 2000) gave the following results:
81842 entries for ‘‘Emulsions’’
3545 entries for ‘‘Food’’ and ‘‘Emulsions’’
6387 entries for ‘‘Microemulsion’’
Only 91 entries for ‘‘Food’’ and ‘‘Microemulsion’’
It should be emphasized that even among the 91 entries for the food microemulsions, very few of them were made using food-grade, GRAS (generally recognized as safe) ingredients. In addition, out of the vast number
of reviews written in the ﬁeld of emulsions, only three dealt with food
microemulsions [1–3]. The literature on food microemulsions is meager, and
more work should be done in this area if we wish to increase the application
of this innovative technology in foods.

II. SURFACTANTS, COSURFACTANTS, AND
PHASE BEHAVIOR
The structure and properties of oil components are ﬁxed because the oils
used in foods are triglycerides. Temperature could not be varied to favor
microemulsions because the food or beverage has to be stable at the storage
temperatures. Hence, the nature and concentration of surfactant become im-
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portant. Most food surfactants are esters of fatty acids with naturally occurring alcohols. With a few exceptions, food surfactants are mostly nonionic.
The surfactants should not impart taste or odor to foods. Some of the surfactants that are used in foods are listed in Table 1 [4].
The geometry of the surfactant determines whether a water-continuous
(oil-in-water or o/w) or oil-continuous (water-in-oil or w/o) microemulsion
will form at equilibrium. It is known that the surfactants with bulky head
groups and nonbulky tail form micelles or o/w microemulsions as it is easier
for the short tail to ﬁt within a relatively conﬁned core. The surfactants with
small head groups and large tail favor reverse micelles or w/o microemulsions because tails are widely spaced and head groups are constrained. The
bulkiness of the tail group can be increased by (1) having two or more tails
(e.g., Aerosol-OT, lecithins) in the molecule, (2) adding a second long-chain
(or medium chain) molecule known as a cosurfactant, and (3) introducing a
‘‘kink’’ through unsaturation in the tail groups.
The spontaneous curvature, H0 , of the surfactant monolayer at the oilwater interface is depicted in Fig. 1. The H0 dictates the phase behavior
of a microstructure. Hydrophilic surfactants produce o/w microemulsions
(H0 > 0), whereas lipophilic surfactants produce w/o microemulsions (H0 <
0). When the hydrophilic–lipophilic tendencies of the surfactant monolayer
at the oil–water interface are balanced, a middle-phase microemulsion is
formed (H0 = 0). Under these balanced conditions, H0 ⬇ 0, and maximum
solubilization of the oil with a minimum amount of surfactant is achieved.
The middle-phase microemulsion may coexist with excess water and oil
phases, and ultralow tensions between the coexisting phases are attained.
The surfactant packing parameter, deﬁned by Israelachvili [5] as v/a0 lc where
v is the surfactant molecular chain volume, a0 is the area per surfactant head
group, and lc is the surfactant alkyl chain length, may be useful in predicting
the type of microemulsion more likely to be formed in a given system. This
parameter is related to the properties of the surfactant ﬁlm. For v/a0 lc < 1,
the surfactant prefers curvature toward the oil, whereas for v/a0 lc > 1 it
prefers to curve toward the water. For quantitative analysis it is advantageous
to consider the spontaneous curvature, H0 , as the basic property of a ﬁlm.
The cosurfactant molecules are polar enough to be surface active and
reside between the tails of the surfactants, thereby increasing the bulkiness
of the tail group region. Cosurfactants have widely different hydrocarbon
moiety sizes compared with the surfactants. Typical examples of cosurfactants are medium-chain alcohols, acids, and amines. The role of a cosurfactant is to (1) lower the interfacial tension down to a very small (near zero)
value and increase the ﬂuidity, (2) adjust the hydrophile–lipophile balance
(HLB) and spontaneous curvature of the interface by controlling surfactant
partitioning, (3) destroy the liquid crystalline and/or gel structures, and (4)
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Surfactants Used in Foods

Emulsiﬁer
Mono- and diglycerides (GRAS)c
Succinyl monoglyceride
Lactylated monoglyceride
Acetylated monoglyceride
Monoglyceride citrate
Monoglyceride phosphate (GRAS)
Stearyl monoglyceride citrate
Diacetyl tartarate ester of
monoglyceride (GRAS)
Polyoxyethylene monoglyceride
Polyoxyethylene (8) stearate
Propylene glycol monoester
Lactylated propylene glycol
monoester
Sorbitan monostearate
Sorbitan tristearate
Polysorbate 60
Polysorbate 65
Polysorbate 80
Calcium stearoyl lactylate
Sodium stearoyl lactylate
Stearoyl lactylic acid
Stearyl tartarate
Stearyl monoglyceride citrate
Sodium stearoyl fumarate
Sodium lauryl sulfate
Dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate
Polyglycerol esters
Sucrose esters
Sucrose glycerides
Lecithin (GRAS)
Hydroxylated lecithin
Triethyl citrate (GRAS)
a

US 21 CFRa

Canadianb

EU no.

182.4505
172.830
172.852
172.828
172.832
182.4521
172.755
182.4101

M.4, M.5

E471

L.1
A.2

E472
E472
E472

A.3

E472
E472

P.5
P.14

E477

172.834
172.854
172.850
172.842
172.836
172.838
172.840
172.844
172.846
172.848

S.18
S.18B
P.3
P.4
P.2
S.15a
L.1A

E491
E435
E436
E433
E482
E481
E483

172.755
172.826
172.822
172.810
172.854
172.859
184.1400
172.814
182.1911

United States Code of Federal Regulations, Volume 21.
Canadian Food and Drug Regulations, Table IV, Div. 16.
c
Generally recognized as safe.
Source: Ref. 4.
b

A.94, C.7

S.19

P.1A
S.20
L.2
H.1

E475
E473
E474
E322
E322
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FIG. 1 Optimal curvature, H0 = radius of spontaneous curvatures of internal phase
drops. (From Ref. 3.)

decrease sensitivity to compositional ﬂuctuations. It is known that the use
of a cosurfactant increases the microemulsion region in the phase diagram.

III. SOLUBILIZATION OF TRIGLYCERIDES
Very little work has been done so far on the solubilization of triglycerides
in water for the reasons mentioned in Section I. Even among the studies
that employed triglycerides as an oil phase, only a few used food-grade
surfactants and cosurfactants. With the available food-grade surfactants, the
areas of solubilized oil phases are restricted to the water corner of the phase
diagram, which permits solubilization of only a small amount of oil. The
microemulsions containing triglycerides and a nonfood component (surfactant, cosurfactant, or cosolvent) may have some value in understanding the
fundamentals of food microemulsions. Some studies related to nonedible
microemulsions containing triglyceride oils are listed in Table 2.
Gulik-Krzywidki and Larsson [7], Hernqvist [15], Engstrom [16], and
Larsson [17] reported studies that used all food-grade components to formulate w/o microemulsions (L2 phases). They found that a thermodynamically stable oil-continuous phase could be formed with water, triglyceride,
and monoglycerides. A representative phase diagram is depicted in Fig. 2.
Figures 3 and 4 depict the phase behaviors of various triglycerides, ethoxylated mono/diglycerides, and water in conjunction with hydrotropes such
as ethanol, propylene glycol, and sucrose [13,18]. It can be seen from Fig.
3 that a w/o microemulsion (L2 phase) was easily formed at a ratio of
75:25 wt% of ethoxylated mono/diglycerides. In a certain region of the phase
diagram, blue phase, droplets separated by lamellar liquid crystals were observed. Ethanol was reported to act synergistically with sucrose to destabilize
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Some Nonedible Microemulsions Containing Triglyceride Oils

Oil
Tricaprylin
Soybean oil
Canola oil
Canola oil
Soybean oil
Medium-chain
triglycerides,
peanut oil
Medium-chain
triglycerides,
peanut oil
Soybean oil
Saffola oil

Surfactant(s)
Monocaprylin, alkyl aryl
polyglycol ether
Monoglyceride
Distilled monoglycerides
Acetic acid ester of
monoglycerides
O-Alkyl-3-D-glucose
Ethoxylated fatty alcohol,
ethoxylated phenol

Cosurfactant/
cosolvent
Sodium xylene
sulfonate
—
Isopropanol, t-butyl
alcohol, hexanol
Isopropanol

Reference
6
7
8
9

Ethanol
Lauryl alcohol

10
11

Sodium oleate

Butanol, pentanol

12

Polyoxyethylene (40)
sorbitol hexaoleate
Triton X-100

Ethanol

13

Butanol

14

the liquid crystalline mesophases, thus promoting the formation of triglyceride microemulsions, which was conﬁrmed by X-ray diffraction and polarized light microscopy. A short-chain alcohol such as ethanol is believed to
create a mixed solvent system with water, thereby making it easier to dissolve the oil compared with pure water. Further, comparing Fig. 4a and c,
one observes improved solubilization, as indicated by an increase in the L1
region (o/w microemulsion), of soybean oil (containing unsaturated fatty
acids) in water compared with hydrogenated soybean oil (saturated fatty
acids).
In recent work Garti and coworkers [19] concluded that food-grade microemulsions were difﬁcult to formulate from a simple three-component system based on water, oil, and a single surfactant and that short-chain alcohols
and polyols were needed. They studied the phase diagrams of ﬁve-component systems containing water, oil [such as medium-chain triglycerides or
R(⫹)-limonene], short-chain alcohol (such as ethanol), polyols (such as propylene glycol and glycerol), and surfactants (such as ethoxylated sorbitan
esters, polyglycerol esters, and sugar esters). The medium-chain alcohol and
polyols modify the interfacial spontaneous curvature and the ﬂexibility of
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FIG. 2 Phase diagram of a ternary system: sunﬂower oil-based monoglycerides,
triglycerides (soybean oil), and water at 40⬚C. (From Ref. 17.)

the surfactant ﬁlm, thus enhancing the oil solubilization capacity of the
o/w microemulsions.
The effects of different parameters such as HLB, temperature, and chain
length of alcohol on the phase behavior of sucrose ester–containing systems
have also been reviewed by Garti et al. [20].

IV. LECITHIN-BASED MICROEMULSIONS
Some studies carried out using lecithin are described in this section as it is
one of the important food-grade (GRAS) surfactants. In one of the early
studies, Ekman and Lundberg [21] showed that a maximum of 15% (w/w)
triolein could be incorporated into the lamellar liquid crystalline phase of
hydrated egg lecithin. The solubilization of tributyrin in diheptanoylphosphatidylcholine micelles has been studied by Burns and Roberts [22] and
Lin et al. [23] using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS) techniques, respectively.
Lecithin is too lipophilic to form spontaneously a mean zero curvature
needed for balanced microemulsions. However, by adjusting the polarity of
the polar solvent, balanced microemulsions can be obtained. Shinoda et al.
[24] showed that when a short-chain alcohol was added as a cosolvent,
lecithin formed microemulsions at low amphiphile concentrations. They
studied the phase diagram of a lecithin, 1-propanol, water, and n-hexadecane

FIG. 3 Effect of temperature and aqueous phase on phase regions. (——) 35⬚C and (⭈ ⭈ ⭈ ⭈) 40⬚C. (a) Water, (b) 90/10 wt% water/
sucrose, (c) 80/20 wt% water/ethanol, and (d) 70/20/10 wt% water/ethanol/sucrose. (From Ref. 13.)
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FIG. 4 Effect of soybean oil on isotropic microemulsion regions, L1 and L2, at 30⬚C for phase diagram containing 75/25 wt% ethoxylated monoglycerides/monoglyceride, 70/25/5 wt% water/ethanol/propylene glycol, and
(a) 90/10 wt% mixture of 60 wt% sucrose solution/soybean oil. (b) Same as (a) without sucrose solution and
(c) same as (a) but replacing soybean oil with partially hydrogenated soybean oil. (From Ref. 18.)
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system and found that the curvature changed progressively with the addition
of alcohol. At a low alcohol content, the microemulsion is rich in oil (w/o);
at an intermediate alcohol level, it is bicontinuous; and at a high alcohol
level, it changes to water rich (o/w). The addition of cholesterol was found
to expand the microemulsion region and decrease the gel region in the phase
diagram. Gel structure was formed upon increasing the water content.
Aboofazeli et al. [25] and Leser et al. [26] have discussed microemulsions
containing water, lecithin, butanol, and long-chain triglycerides. The presence of butanol, propanol, and hexanol makes it unsuitable for food application, and the absence of these alcohols provides a mesophase along with
small areas of oil solubilization within the water–surfactant phase. Certain
systems could not be diluted with water and hence these microemulsions
were not suitable for food applications.

V. APPLICATION OF MICROEMULSIONS IN FOODS
Microemulsions have many promising applications in the food industry:
As a vehicle to solubilize additives
As reaction media
As extraction media

A. Microemulsions as Vehicles to Solubilize Additives
Because of their ability to solubilize additives in the core and/or palisade
surfactant layer, microemulsions ﬁnd use as a solubilizing agent in various
applications such as
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To disperse oil-soluble additives in water-based foods and beverages
To disperse water-soluble additives in oil-based foods
To deliver ﬂavors and aromas
To increase the efﬁciency of antioxidants
To enhance browning and crisping during microwave cooking
Quick thawing of a frozen food in a microwave oven
Wax microemulsion as a moisture barrier

1.

Microemulsions to Disperse Oil-Soluble Additives in
Water-Based Foods and Beverages

The essential oils are a source of many ﬂavors for numerous foods and
beverages. Many of these ﬂavors are insoluble in water. In order to disperse
them homogeneously in water-based foods or beverages, they have to be
mixed in certain solvents such as alcohols. The alternative way to ensure
dispersion is to form an o/w emulsion. However, emulsions are inherently
unstable and hence ringing may occur over time when added to a beverage.
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In addition, because of their milky appearance, emulsions are not suitable
if clarity is a desired product attribute. The o/w microemulsions or micelles
can greatly increase the solubility of ﬂavor compounds, vitamins, and other
additives that are insoluble or marginally soluble in water by solubilizing
them in the hydrophobic core.
Table 3 provides some examples of studies dealing with solubilization of
oil-soluble ﬂavors in o/w microemulsions or micelles [27,33]. Slocum et al.
[33] studied the solubilization capacity of oil-soluble ﬂavors in micelles.
The solubilization capacity of various ﬂavors was found to depend on the
chemical nature of the ﬂavor molecules. An increase in the chain length and/
or unsaturation in the hydrocarbon chain of the ﬂavor decreases its solubilization capacity. The polarity of the ﬂavor affects the location of its solubilization. Nonpolar ﬂavor molecules go deep in the core, while the polar

TABLE 3 Some Studies Dealing with Solubilization of Oil-Soluble Flavors and
Aromas in Oil-in-Water Microemulsions or Micelles
Oil
Oils of peppermint,
clove, and lavender
Flavor oils

Edible oils and fats,
ﬂavor oils (orange,
cinnamon, lemon,
etc.)
Aromatized coffee
oil, egg ﬂavor
Ethyl n-butyrate
Ethyl benzoate
Spearmint oil

Model ﬂavor compounds (aldehydes, ketones, alcohols and ethyl
esters), orange oil

Cosurfactant/
cosolvent

Reference

Tweens (polysorbates)

—

27

Fatty acid ester of
alkoxylated
phenol
Edible emulsiﬁers
(HLB = 13–16)

—

28

Ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, glycerol, sugar alcohols,
etc.
Ethanol/medium-chain
alcohol
Hexanol

29

31

—

32

—

33

Surfactant(s)

Tweens (polysorbates)
Sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS)
Polysorbates and
ethoxy hydrogenated castor
oil
SDS, polysorbate
20, and sodium
laurate

30
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ﬂavor molecules locate in the palisade layer of the surfactant. Figure 5 summarizes the effect of hydrocarbon chain length on the solubilization capacity
of different classes of ﬂavor compounds in 0.1 M Tween 80 (polysorbate
80) solution. Flavor solubilization also depends on the hydrocarbon chain
length and the nature of the polar head groups of the surfactant because
these parameters inﬂuence both the size and shape of the aggregates formed.
Nonionic surfactants usually form bigger aggregates than the anionic surfactants.
Loss of vitamin A occurs if a conventional vitamin A concentrate is added
to whole milk prior to fat separation. This leads to underfortiﬁcation of
vitamin A in low-fat and skim milks. Duxbury [34] reported the use of a
vitamin-solubilized o/w microemulsion to disperse vitamin A in milk and
maintain its fortiﬁcation level. Chiu and Jiang [35] reported the formation
of a w/o microemulsion in which oil-soluble vitamin E was solubilized in
the aqueous phase. However, the surfactants used were not food grade.

2.

Microemulsions to Disperse Water-Soluble Additives
in Oil-Based Foods

Some functional substances such as aromas, ﬂavors, ﬂavor precursors, salts,
minerals, vitamins, antioxidants, enzymes, proteins, and amino acids that are

FIG. 5 Effect of hydrocarbon chain length on the solubilization capacity of different
classes of ﬂavor compounds in 0.1 M Tween 80 solution. (From Ref. 33.)
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required to be homogeneously dispersed in oil-based foods are soluble in
water and not in oil. Hence, it is not possible simply to mix these watersoluble substances into the oil phase. Attempts to incorporate these watersoluble substances into oil in the form of a w/o emulsion have not proved
very successful. A w/o microemulsion or a reverse micelle seems to be an
excellent system to overcome this problem because the water-soluble additives can be solubilized in these systems.
Because of the presence of extremely small aqueous droplets, a w/o microemulsion is an excellent medium to minimize spattering during open pan
frying. El-Nokaly et al. [3,36] formulated edible Crisco娃 oil–based w/o
microemulsions containing solubilized water-soluble additives such as nutrients, vitamins, ﬂavors, or ﬂavor precursors in the oil using a well-selected
combination of oils, polar liquids, and surfactants. Water-soluble additives
that can be dispersed in the aqueous core of microemulsions can be the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Natural ﬂavors: derived from leaves, seeds, fruits, or animal materials
Artiﬁcial ﬂavors: prepared by chemical synthesis
Salts: NaCl, KCl, sodium aspartame, and monosodium glutamate (MSG)
Flavor precursors that react with heat to form a ﬂavor, e.g., furanone,
cysteine, and methionine
Browning aids: amino acids and reducing sugars, e.g., fructose and dextrose (Maillard reaction)
Vitamins and minerals: vitamin C and calcium
Antioxidants: (protect oil from turning rancid), e.g., ascorbic acid and
␣ -tocopherol
Water-soluble enzymes, proteins, and amino acids

Food-grade w/o microemulsions containing functional components that
can be used in confectionery, margarine, dressings, shortenings, and solid
fats were disclosed by Kirby and Needs [37]. Using food-grade emulsiﬁers
such as poly (tri or tetra) glycerol esters, they formulated w/o microemulsions that were resistant to oxidation. Antioxidants, namely ascorbic acid
and ␣ -tocopherol, were incorporated in the microemulsion to prevent oxidation of the lipid medium. The antioxidants acted synergistically.
Lester [38] disclosed an edible w/o microemulsion formulation comprising up to 33% water compared with only 5% water solubilization reported
by El-Nokaly et al. [3]. Phospholipids and organic acid esters of monoglycerides were used as the surfactants.

3.

Microemulsions for Delivery of Flavors and Aromas

Consumer perception of a food product is often signiﬁcantly improved if
the product gives off a pleasant aroma during cooking or on the table. Hence,
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ﬂavor delivery is an important attribute of a food or beverage. In situ formation of fresh aromas and ﬂavors can be accomplished by rapid delivery
of ﬂavor moieties derived from enzymes and precursors just prior to eating.
Taylor et al. [39] formulated ﬂavor-releasing compositions comprising a
w/o microemulsion and/or hydrated reverse micelles. These formulations are
suitable not only for use as ﬂavor or aroma delivery agents in foods but also
for the enzymatic synthesis of various ﬂavors and ﬂavor precursors in vitro.
A typical composition had 80% vegetable oil, 15% surfactant (phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, monoglyceride, and sorbitan ester),
3% ethanol, <3% water, 1% precursor, and 0.5% enzyme. A ﬂavor precursor
and an enzyme [inactive, low water activity (aw )] were present in the core
of the microemulsion. When the microemulsion is eaten, higher water activity causes swelling and disruption of microdroplets and the enzyme acts
on the precursor to produce the desired ﬂavor upon hydration of the core.
Thus, a microemulsion can be exploited to maintain the ﬂavor precursors
stably prior to eating while permitting rapid delivery of ﬂavor moieties derived from precursors in the mouth or shortly before eating.
An edible o/w emulsion preconcentrate formulation containing a hydrolyzed fat (melting point = 30–40⬚C), an aroma or ﬂavor, and a surfactant
(polyglycerol mono/diester) was disclosed by Chmiel and coworkers [40,41].
Upon heating the food product to above the melting point of the hydrolyzed
fat, the emulsion preconcentrate mixes with the aqueous phase in the food
and spontaneously forms an emulsion with microemulsion characteristics
that rapidly release the aroma. The utility of this invention was shown for
frozen dinners and frozen pizza. For chilled or frozen foods, hydrolyzed fat
with a lower melting point can be used.
Chmiel et al. [42] also formulated an emulsion preconcentrate consisting
of hydrolyzed coffee oil and coffee aroma and mixed it with a soluble coffee
powder to provide a soluble coffee product with an enhanced ‘‘preparation
aroma.’’ Upon dissolution of the soluble coffee product in hot water, the
emulsion preconcentrate spontaneously forms an o/w emulsion including
droplets in the microemulsion range. These dispersed oil phase droplets containing aroma provide a burst of coffee aroma.

4.

Microemulsion to Increase Efﬁciency of Antioxidants

Lipid oxidation is a major cause of deterioration of quality in products containing unsaturated fats and oils, as they are highly sensitive to oxidation.
Even a small amount of lipid oxidation products can cause a signiﬁcant
reduction in sensory quality and can have negative physiological effects.
This poses restrictions on the formulation of foods containing nutritionally
important lipids such as polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), which are
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known to prevent cardiovascular diseases. Antioxidants are, therefore, added
to the food to retard the development of rancid off-ﬂavors.
Cort [43] reported that ascorbic acid at 0.02% was more active than butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) or butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) at the
same concentration in soybean oil. Unfortunately, ascorbic acid is insoluble
in fats and oils and cannot be used as an antioxidant in an oil phase. However, it can be made water dispersible by solubilizing in a w/o microemulsion or reverse micelles. Ruben and Larsson [44] showed that the efﬁciency
of antioxidants could be enhanced by their localization at the interface.
Hence, a w/o microemulsion is an ideal system for enhancing the antioxidation behavior of water-soluble antioxidants. Both water- and oil-soluble
antioxidants can be incorporated in one stable phase. Chiu and Yang [45]
claim that solubilization within a nonionic surfactant structure protects vitamin E from oxidation.
Moberger et al. [46] studied the effect of ascorbic acid alone and with
␣-tocopherol in an edible microemulsion having three different compositions. Figure 6 shows the antioxidation efﬁciency measured as conjugable
oxidation products (COP) values (measured as an absorbance in a 1-cm cell

FIG. 6 COP value versus the time of storage of a microemulsion (1% water, 19.8%
monoglycerides, 79.2% oil). (䉭) Microemulsions of ascorbic acid (5% w/w) solution,
(▫) a microemulsion of water only (no ascorbic acid in the water), (●) a mixture of
soybean oil and monoglycerides in the same ratio, and (䡲) the soybean oil batch used at
zero time. (From Ref. 46.)
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by a 1% w/v lipid solution) versus time of storage for a microemulsion with
and without ascorbic acid. It can be seen that the microemulsion with ascorbic acid was stable even after 70 days, whereas the microemulsion without ascorbic acid was stable for only 20 days as the COP values started
increasing after 20 days. A synergistic effect was observed between the ascorbic acid solubilized in the water phase and ␣ -tocopherol dissolved in the
oil phase of the w/o microemulsion.
Jakobsson and Sivik [47] also used ascorbic acid and ␣ -tocopherol as
antioxidants to prevent oxidation of ﬁsh oil. The ␣ -tocopherol (0.06%) was
incorporated in the oil phase, whereas the ascorbic acid was solubilized in
the aqueous phase of the w/o microemulsion, whose composition was 77%
ﬁsh oil, 20% distilled monoglyceride, and 3% aqueous phase. Oxidation was
monitored by measuring the peroxide and anisidine values. A drastic reduction in oxidation was observed when antioxidants were incorporated in the
microemulsion system. Oxidation was found to decrease further when ascorbic acid was dissolved in glycerol instead of water. A possible reason for
this decrease in oxidation is that there is high internal mobility among the
molecules and very short distances between the two phases. This promotes
the internal mixing and the ability of the antioxidants to meet and scavenge
the free radicals.
Han et al. [48] also studied the effects of various antioxidants such as
ascorbic acid, ␣ -tocopherol, and rosemary extract on the oxidation of ﬁsh
oil and soybean oil using phosphatidylcholine reverse micelles. Peroxide
values of the oils indicated that only ascorbic acid (0.02%) solubilized in
the reverse micelles was an effective antioxidant in both ﬁsh oil and soybean
oil. Also, as in the other studies, a combination of ascorbic acid and ␣ tocopherol was shown to act synergistically in the ﬁsh oil.

5.

Microemulsions to Enhance Browning and Crisping
during Microwave Cooking

One of the drawbacks of microwave cooking is its inability to produce
sufﬁcient browning and crispiness in food products. This is related to both
temperatures that can be obtained at the product surface and moisture transfer during microwaving. When the product heats up, water vapor will condense on the surface and moisten it. In order to dry the surface, more microwave energy is necessary and this will result in overheating and burning
of the core of the product. Usually, a susceptor is used to solve this problem,
but it adds to cost and only surfaces adjacent to the susceptor are crisped
or browned. Another alternative is to use emulsions containing Maillard
reagents or agents that change color upon heating. However, these methods
produce only browning without crisping.
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Merabet [49] used microemulsion technology to increase browning and
crisping taking into consideration the high microwave heating rate and low
penetration depth property of the w/o microemulsion. It has been shown that
coating the food product with a w/o microemulsion results in more microwave energy absorbed at the surface of the food product and a decreased
microwave penetration depth. This allows crisping and even browning of a
food product.

6.

Microemulsions for Quick Thawing of a Frozen Food
in a Microwave Oven

Thawing of a frozen food is traditionally done by leaving it at room temperature. Another way to thaw a frozen food is to use microwave energy.
However, these methods are relatively slow and lead to nonuniform thawing.
Merabet [50] found that supercooled water in a frozen w/o microemulsion
acted as a microwave energy absorber at temperatures below 0⬚C and thawed
the frozen food rapidly and uniformly. A typical composition of an edible
w/o microemulsion used was 84% oil (medium-chain saturated triglycerides,
C8 –C10 ), 11% emulsiﬁers (sorbitan ester, polyglycerol esters, polysorbates),
and 5% water. The microemulsion was applied to the surface of the food
product before freezing. Dielectric absorption ( ⬙) at the microwave frequency (2.45 GHz) at which the food is cooked was 0.4 for frozen food
compared with 1.7 for the w/o microemulsion at ⫺20⬚C. Thawing time of
the product containing the microemulsion coating was 6 min compared with
15 min for the product without the microemulsion coating.

7.

Wax Microemulsion as a Moisture Barrier

Historically, wax emulsions have been used to prevent moisture loss from
fruits and vegetables. However, it is not easy to obtain a thin layer of emulsion because of its relatively high viscosity. This difﬁculty can be overcome
by using a microemulsion because its viscosity is much lower than that of
an emulsion.
A wax coating made by drying an o/w microemulsion was found to reduce water loss when applied to fresh fruits and vegetables [51–54]. Baker
and Hagenmaier [53] studied the effect of different waxes and fatty acids in
microemulsions containing 77% water, 16% waxes, 4% fatty acids, and 3%
ammonia solution or morpholine. Candelilla wax exhibited the lowest water
loss, lowest gloss, and highest permeability to both O2 and CO2 , whereas
polyethylene wax and carnauba wax coatings provided the best gloss but
were most brittle and least effective as a water barrier. Stearic acid produced
a brittle coating, and palmitic acid was most effective in suppressing water
loss.
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B. Microemulsion as Reaction Media
Microemulsions are ideal as reaction media because of their large interfacial
area and ability to mix polar and nonpolar reactants in a single homogeneous
phase. They are especially useful when reactants have pronounced differences in water and oil solubilities and when the products of two watersoluble reactants are oil soluble or vice versa. In addition, the products of
the reaction can be separated physically and the equilibrium can be affected
by varying the water activity. They have been used as reaction media for
enzymatic synthesis of mono/diglyceride emulsiﬁers, tailored lipids, and triglycerides and production of ﬂavors.

1.

Enzymatic Synthesis of Mono/Diglyceride Emulsiﬁers

Long-chain monoacyl glycerols (monoglycerides) are widely used in the
food industry as emulsiﬁers. Monoglycerides are typically synthesized by
alcoholysis of triglycerides with glycerol. The reaction has low yield and
needs high temperature and a catalyst (typically tin and lead compounds).
Microemulsions seem to constitute an ideal medium for in vitro reactions
because they possess an enormous interface between the oil and water domains. Holmberg and coworkers [55,56] used w/o microemulsions as reaction media to synthesize monoglycerides. This eliminated the problems associated with higher temperature and insolubility of triglycerides and other
lipophilic substrates. The enzymes retained high intrinsic activity compared
with the aqueous phase. In their studies, they used 1,3-speciﬁc lipase, which
leaves the sn-2 position of the triglyceride intact. The 2-monoglyceride, thus
formed, undergoes an acyl migration to form 1-monoglyceride.

2.

Enzymatic Synthesis of Tailored Lipids
or Triglycerides

In certain food applications, plastic or solid fats are desirable. Such fats are
conventionally obtained by hydrogenation of liquid triglyceride oil. However, during the hydrogenation of fatty acids in triglycerides, trans isomers
are formed and essential fatty acids (EFAs), having beneﬁcial nutritional and
physiological values, are lost. It is possible to prepare tailored lipids by
transesteriﬁcation of triglycerides or other lipids by chemical means or by
using an enzyme such as lipase. In chemical interesteriﬁcation, physical
properties of fats and oils are improved but the reaction occurs randomly.
Hence, tailoring is difﬁcult and reaction times are longer.
Lipase solubilized in reverse micelles or w/o microemulsions was found
to catalyze the interesteriﬁcation reaction. This process was found to be very
effective, and it was possible to substitute any fatty acid group in any selected position on glycerol [57,58]. Interesteriﬁcation of liquid oils with a
highly saturated fat yields fats with little or no trans isomers and high levels
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of essential fatty acids. Other enzymes such as phosphatases, various lipases,
ribonuclease A, phospholipases, and chymotrypsin could also be solubilized
to provide other lipids.
The role of ( -3) fatty acids in health promotion and disease prevention
is well known. Phospholipids containing eicosa pentaenoic acid (EPA)
(C20:5) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) (C22:6) at the 2-position can be
easily digested and have nutritional and medical value. Na et al. [59] have
incorporated these PUFAs into the 2-position of a phosphotidylcholine (PC)
by a phospholipase A2 –catalyzed process in a w/o microemulsion. In another
study, Osterberg et al. [58] incorporated ␥ -linoleic acid into an unhindered
triglyceride through lipase-catalyzed transesteriﬁcation.
As examples of tailored triglycerides, the synthesis of cocoa butter substitute and interesteriﬁcation of butterfat with desired unsaturated fatty acids
are discussed next.
(a) Synthesis of Cocoa Butter Substitute. Cocoa butter, which is an important ingredient in chocolate manufacturing, is in short supply and is quite
expensive. Hence, cheaper cocoa butter substitutes are desired. Holmberg
and Osterberg [57,60] synthesized cocoa butter from an inexpensive palm
oil fraction. Typical triacylglycerol compositions of cocoa butter and palm
oil fraction are given in Table 4.
The conversion of inexpensive palm oil fraction into a cocoa butter substitute requires partial replacement of palmitic acid by stearic acid in the
1(3)-position while leaving the 2-position unaffected. This was accomplished
by transesteriﬁcation of a mixture of stearic acid and a palm oil fraction
using a 1(3)-speciﬁc lipase as a catalyst. The reaction was found to take
place at the interface and the interfacial area was rate limiting.

TABLE 4 Typical Triacylglycerol Contents (%) of Cocoa Butter and
Palm Oil Midfraction
Triacylglycerola
Sat Sat Sat
POP
POS
SOS
SatLSat
Others
a

Cocoa butter (%)

Palm oil midfraction (%)

1
16
41
27
8
7

2
65
15
2
5
11

S, P, O, L, and Sat represent stearoyl (C18:0), palmitoyl (C16:0), oleoyl
(C18:1), linoleoyl (C18:2), and saturated acyl, respectively.
Source: Ref. 57.
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(b) Production of Butterfat with a Healthy Fatty Acid Proﬁle. It is generally accepted that saturated fats raise the serum cholesterol level and
mono- and polyunsaturated fats lower the cholesterol level. In addition, it
has been shown that the position of the fatty acid also plays an important
role. Hayes et al. [61] showed the interchange of palmitic acid (C16:0) with
oleic acid (C18:1) at the sn-2 position suppressed the cholesterol-raising
potential of milk fat. Safari and coworkers [62–64] accomplished the conversion (replacement of palmitic acid with oleic acid) by interesteriﬁcation
of butterfat by a speciﬁc lipase in the microemulsion system. The total
amount of hypercholesterolemic fatty acids (C12:0, C14:0, and C16:0) at
the sn-2 position decreased by 15%, with a concomitant increase of these
fatty acids by 11% at the sn-1 position. Also, hypocholesterolemic fatty acids
(C18:0 and C18:1) at the sn-2 position increased by 39% with a concomitant
decrease in these fatty acids at the sn-1 and sn-3 positions by 25% and 14%,
respectively.

3.

Production of Flavors

Chen and Hong [65] showed that butterlike or cheeselike ﬂavors could be
obtained by the hydrolysis of butter fat by Candida cylidracea lipase solubilized in reverse micelles of soybean lecithin in a continuous butter oil
phase. The enzyme exhibited less sensitivity to pH and temperature compared with an emulsiﬁed system and its activity increased with increasing
surfactant or enzyme concentration. Due to a large interfacial area, a much
higher enzyme concentration could be used before the system reached saturation.

C. Microemulsion as Extraction Media
Because of the ability of o/w microemulsions (or micelles) to solubilize
hydrophobic substances and that of w/o microemulsions (or reverse micelles)
to solubilize hydrophilic substances, these systems can be used to extract
hydrophobic and hydrophilic substances. The ability of o/w and w/o microemulsions to extract various hydrophobic and hydrophilic substances has
been used to remove undesirable ﬂavors and nutrients (e.g., cholesterol) from
foods and extract valuable food components, e.g., aromas, ﬂavors, proteins,
and hydrophobic solutes.

1.

Extraction and Separation of Proteins

Proteins can be extracted from an aqueous phase using a w/o microemulsion
without signiﬁcantly altering their enzymatic or functional properties [66–
69]. Extraction is achieved by contacting an aqueous solution of protein
with a w/o microemulsion. Proteins are preferentially solubilized within the
microemulsion phase and are ﬁnally recovered by contacting with a fresh
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aqueous solution under conditions favoring protein transfer out of the aqueous phase. The extraction process can be readily scaled up using a conventional liquid–liquid extraction technology.
The pH and ionic strength inﬂuence the rate of transfer of proteins [2,70].
Surfactant concentration and amount of water in the microemulsion system
also affect the protein transfer [71,72]. Because of the dependence of solubilization on the protein properties, it is possible to separate proteins selectively. Goklen and Hatton [67] separated cytochrome c from lysozyme using
an Aerosol-OT (AOT)-based microemulsion depending on the solubilizing
properties of proteins. One promising application of this ability to separate
and concentrate proteins from their mixtures is in the separation of whey
proteins to obtain individual proteins with higher value. Other biomolecules
such as amino acids, peptides, and nucleic acids have been separated using
w/o microemulsions [73,74].

2.

Extraction of Cholesterol

The growing awareness of the health risk (arteriosclerosis and heart disease)
posed by cholesterol intake has prompted food manufacturers to develop
low-cholesterol foods. Sundfeld and coworkers [75,76] demonstrated that
cholesterol could be selectively extracted from butter oil using a micellar
solution of saponin (GRAS amphiphilic compounds in which sugars are
linked to polar groups). A saponin micellar solution, when mixed with butter
oil, solubilizes cholesterol because saponins interact selectively with cholesterol. Cholesterol separation can be achieved by discarding the aqueous
phase and washing the extracted butter oil with water. The binding ability
of a saponin to cholesterol depends on the structure and concentration of
saponin and the temperature.
Jimenez-Carmona and Luque de Castro [77] showed that the addition of
a microemulsion- or reverse micelle–forming surfactant accelerated the supercritical ﬂuid extraction of cholesterol from food samples containing both
low and high levels of cholesterol. The preferred method involves the addition of a microemulsion of a nonionic surfactant (Triton X-100) to the
sample followed by a dynamic supercritical CO2 extraction at 3.83 ⫻ 107
Pa and 40⬚C for 20–40 min. This method allows quantitative extraction of
cholesterol from natural food samples including bread, biscuit, milk and egg,
with substantial time savings relative to supercritical ﬂuid extraction and
conventional extraction techniques.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Even 55 years after the discovery of microemulsions, their application in
the food industry is very limited. Although many promising applications of
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microemulsions in foods are found in the literature, only a few have been
commercialized. The potential, however, exists for applying microemulsion
technology innovatively in foods and beverages. In order to realize the possibilities of the microemission technology in foods, further exploration of
microemulsions containing triglyceride oils and edible food-grade surfactants, cosurfactants, or cosolvents is desirable. Hence, more efforts in both
fundamental and applied research on food-grade microemulsions have to be
initiated in both academia and industry.
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ABSTRACT
Viscosity index improvers used in base oils are mainly of three types: oleﬁn
copolymers, diene copolymers, and polymethacrylates. Among these, the
polymethacrylates have shown better performance at higher temperatures.
The microenvironment for polymerization inﬂuences the polymer properties
to a large extent. In addition, the monomer polarity, the interfacial area
between the two phases, and the initiator type play an important role in
governing the polymer properties. The microemulsion medium has been
shown to give more stereoregular products with high molecular weights.
Hence, conventionally synthesized higher polyalkyl(acrylates and methacrylates) have been synthesized in a microemulsion medium and have been
characterized by spectral, thermal, and light scattering techniques. Their potential as viscosity index improvers was tested in a parafﬁn SN 500 base oil
(viscosity index 90). The thickening power (Q = spec.100⬚C/spec.40⬚C) of
the products in the base oil was estimated. The Q values indicated that the
products were more effective at high temperatures. An increase of nearly 40
units in viscosity index of the base oil was observed with poly(dodecyl
methacrylate) (viscosity index 126) with just a 1% dose. The effectiveness
of the microemulsion-based products was compared with that of emulsionbased products and a commercial viscosity modiﬁer. Microemulsion-based
products performed better. The results obtained are explained on the basis
of higher molecular weight and more stereoregular structure of the polymers.

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of oils of animal or vegetable origin as lubricants in vehicles or
machinery dates back almost to the birth of civilization [1]. However, min431
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eral oil–based products produced commercially rapidly became the essential
lubricants of the 20th century. Mineral oil–based lubricants were more effective in reducing the friction, wear, and tear at bearing contacts and hence
enabled the machinery to operate smoothly even under severe operational
conditions such as high pressures. However, the mineral oils have two main
drawbacks:
1.
2.

They readily oxidize at temperatures above 100⬚C.
They have low ﬂowability at temperatures below ⫺20⬚C.

With the development of the aerospace industry it became necessary to
overcome these drawbacks of mineral oil–based lubricants. This was
achieved in one of the following ways:
1.

2.

The use of synthetic base oils. However, the synthesis of base oils requires sophisticated techniques and high investment, hence synthetic
base oils still represent a small portion of the base oils used today.
The addition of polymeric substances to these lubricants to restrict their
oxidation and to modify their ﬂow properties. The synthesis of these
polymeric materials is a comparatively easier and cheaper approach.
Hence, the use of random or tailored additives in the lubricants has
progressively increased.

II. VISCOSITY–TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP OF A
BASE OIL
The absolute viscosity, which was deﬁned by Newton as the ratio between
the applied shear stress and the resulting rate of shear, is the most important
parameter used to monitor the performance of a base oil (Fig. 1).

FIG. 1 Deﬁnition of absolute viscosity.
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The method most frequently used to study the variation of the viscosity
of a liquid with temperature is to calculate a dimensionless number known
as the viscosity index, VI. This can be done by measuring the kinematic
viscosity of the sample oil at two different temperatures (40 and 100⬚C) and
comparing the viscosity changes with an empirical reference scale. The original reference scale devised by Dean and Davis [2] was based on two sets
of base oils derived from two separate crude oils. The Pennsylvania crude
was arbitrarily assigned a VI value of 100 and the Texas Gulf crude was
assigned a VI of zero. The higher the VI number, the less the effect of the
temperature on the viscosity of the sample. According to the ASTM D2270
and Indian Petroleum 226 manual, the viscosity index can be calculated from
the following equation:
VI =

(L ⫺ U)
⫻ 100
(L ⫺ H)

where L is the viscosity at 40⬚C of an oil with a zero VI that has the same
viscosity at 100⬚C as the sample under test, H is the viscosity at 40⬚C of an
oil with VI 100 and the same viscosity at 100⬚C as the oil under test, and
U is the viscosity at 40⬚C of the sample.
The viscosity–temperature relationship of unprocessed base oil regardless
of its chemical nature can be improved by the addition of polymeric substances. These additives are generally called viscosity index improvers, VIIs,
or thickeners (Fig. 2).

A. Viscosity Index Improvers (VIs) or Thickeners
The early workers in the ﬁeld of lubricants observed that small amounts of
rubber dissolved in a mineral oil raised the VI substantially. However, high
unsaturation in the polymer led to oxidation and sludge formation. Otto et
al. [3] discovered that this could be overcome through the use of a synthetic
polymer prepared from the light ends of the gasoline. Similar observations
were later made for polymethacrylates by Rohm and Haas Co. [4,5] and for
polyisobutylenes by Farbenindustrie AG [6,7]. Because these materials were
initially used mainly to increase the VI, they became known as the viscosity
index improvers.
Since the early developments in the use of polymethacrylates and polyisobutylenes, a wide variety of the polymers have been explored to examine
their potential as viscosity index improvers. Table 1 lists the representative
classes useful as VI improvers.
Out of these, four classes are in commercial use as viscosity index improvers (Scheme 1). Each of these important commercial VI improver families represents one of the most important commercial polymerization tech-
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FIG. 2 Viscosity versus temperature relation of mineral oils. The L, U, and H are
deﬁned in the text in Section IV.E.

niques for the manufacture of high-molecular-weight polymers: oleﬁn
copolymers by Ziegler–Natta polymerization, styrene–isoprene copolymers
by anionic polymerization, styrene–polyester copolymers by modiﬁcation of
polystyrene or condensation polymerization, and polymethacrylates by free
radical polymerization.
Currently, the VI improvers of the polymethacrylate family are more in
use as additives in industrial and motor oils because of their low glass tran-

TABLE 1 Representative Classes of
Viscosity Index Improvers
Polymerized light mixed oleﬁns
Polyisobutylenes
Polyacrylates
Polymethacrylates
Poly(acrylate-co-methacrylate)
Poly(methacrylate-co-styrene)
Polybutadiene
Poly(alkyl fumarate-co-vinyl acetate)
Poly(n-butyl vinyl ether)
Esteriﬁed poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride)
Poly(ethylene-co-propylene)
Hydrogenated (styrene-co-butadiene/isoprene)
Hydrogenated polybutadiene/isoprene
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SCHEME 1

sition temperatures, high thermal and shear stabilities, and minimum sludge
formation properties.

B. Polymethacrylates as VI Improvers
Useful overviews of VI improvers based on polymethacrylates are provided
by Arlie et al. [8,9] and Neudoerful [10]. The later development after 1990s
in the polymethacrylate family as VI improvers is brieﬂy presented here.
Röhm GmbH [11] have disclosed the synthesis of methacrylate-based VI
improvers. The majority of the products are reported to be multifunctional
in nature. Pennewiss et al. at Röhm GmbH [11] reported the copolymerization of C12–18 alkyl methacrylates in the presence of ethylene–propylene
copolymer, using C7H15-(CO)-OOBu-tert. as an initiator. After treatment
with N-vinyl-pyrrolidone and N-vinyl-imidazone, the resulting product was
reported to be a good dispersant and VI improver.
Röhm GmbH [12] further reported the synthesis of a VI improver that
was prepared from isodecyl methacrylate, C16–18 alkyl methacrylates, and
methyl methacrylate. The VI-improving property of the product was further
enhanced by the addition of polyoleﬁns and hydrogenated styrene–diene
copolymer and/or by grafting hydrogenated polyisoprene onto the product.
An additive that was a mixture of esters of methacrylic acid and 60%
C12–15 branched alcohols, methyl methacrylate, methacrylic esters derived
from 23% C12–15 branched alcohols, and C16–18 linear alkyl methacrylates
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was synthesized by Röhm GmbH [13]. The product was reported to have
high shear stability along with excellent VI improvement properties.
Röhm GmbH [14] also reported the synthesis of an additive from 1 mole
of 1-decene, 0.5 mole of isodecyl methacrylate, and 2 moles of C12–15 alkyl
(90% isoalkyl methacrylates. The product was reported to have better ﬂow
improvement properties than a poly(␣-oleﬁn) additive in trimethylolpropane–adipic acid ester base oil when both types of additives were used at
the same concentration (20 wt%).
Röhm GmbH also reported [15] the synthesis of comb copolymers as VI
improvers. The copolymers were synthesized from hydrogenated butadienes
(having 1,4 and 1,2 conﬁgurations), 2-ethyl hexyl acrylate, and butyl acrylate
at 77⬚C in toluene using 2,2-azo-bis-isobutyronitrile as a free radical initiator.
A graft copolymer was prepared by Röhm GmbH [16] by copolymerizing
10–90 wt% of a poly(alkyl methacrylate) macromonomer with C6–30 alkyl
methacrylates, C1–5 alkyl methacrylates, styrene, C1–4 alkyl styrene, <60 wt%
C2–12 fatty acid vinyl esters, and <40 wt% functionalized comonomers from
a group of vinyl heterocycles and functionalized methacrylates and amides.
The lubricant additive was reported to have pronounced VI-improving and
dispersing efﬁciency.
Self-stabilizing polymer emulsions containing a bimodal polymethacrylate solution as a continuous phase and a block or graft copolymer derived
from ethylene–polypropylene copolymer and hydroxyethyl methacrylate,
C16–18 alkyl methacrylate, and isodecyl methacrylate were prepared by Röhm
GmbH [17] and the emulsions were found to be useful for improving the
VI of lubricants.
By reacting a mixture of 60 g of 70:30 C2H4 –C3H6 copolymer (molecular
weight 2 ⫻ 106 as a continuous phase), 40 g of C10–18 alkyl methacrylates,
2 g of bis(tert-butyl peroxy)-butane, and 1 g of tert-butyl peroxy ethyl hexanoate at 145⬚C for 20 min, a polymer dispersion, which was tack free at
⫺50⬚C, was obtained by Fengler et al. [18] at Röhm GmbH and showed
11.4 and 78.1 centistokes (mm2/s) solution viscosities, respectively, at 40
and 100⬚C when used at 1.7 wt% in mineral oil.
Polymethacrylate polymers containing (0–25 wt%) C16–24 alkyl methacrylates of high molecular weight and (25–70 wt%) C16–24 alkyl methacrylates
of low molecular weight were found especially effective in improving the
low-temperature ﬂuidity of a broad range of base oils by Kinker et al. [19]
at Röhm GmbH.
Shell [20] has reported the synthesis of a VI improver by carrying out
polymerization of C9–18 alkyl methacrylates or a blend of C12–15 alkyl methacrylates and 4-vinyl-pyridine in the presence of a hydrogenated divinyl
benzene cross-linked star-shaped polyisoprene. Shell also reported [21] the
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synthesis of block copolymers of dienes, vinyl arenes, and alkyl methacrylates. The products were found to give VI-improving properties.
Lubrizol, India has reported [22] a process for the synthesis of an additive
for mineral oils. The additive was snythesized by copolymerization of an
alkyl methacrylate monomer and a C8–12 branched-chain methacrylate such
as isodecyl methacrylate using an azo initiation in a hydrocarbon solvent at
50–100⬚C. This concentrate was further reacted with diethylenetriamine to
obtain a multifunctional nitrogen-containing lubricant. Similar nitrogen-containing dispersant VI improvers based on alkyl acrylates or methacrylates
for lubricating oils were also prepared by Lubrizol, USA [23].
Lubrizon, India [24] compared the stability of the three main types (polymethacrylates, oleﬁn copolymers, styrene–isoprene copolymers) of VI improvers in a base oil at high temperatures and shear rates. The viscosity loss
in the oleﬁn copolymer type of VI improvers was minimal. Lubrizol, India
[25] also explored the possibility of using isodecyl methacrylate and 1-decene copolymers as VI improvers. These copolymers were prepared by a
free radical polymerization procedure in toluene using 2,2-azobisisobutyronitrile. The performance of the copolymers was compared with that of standard polymethacrylates. The results showed a moderate improvement in the
performance of the synthesized copolymer as compared with standard polymethacrylates.
Sanyo [26] has reported a polymer composition that was found to be
useful as a VI improver in mineral oils. This polymer composition consisted
of an oleﬁn copolymer, an oleﬁn–methacrylate copolymer, and an oxyalkylated alcohol or amine or amide-based surfactant. Sanyo [27] has also
reported the use of polyoleﬁn-graft-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate copolymers as VI improvers. Copolymers of N-vinyl pyrrolidone and N,N⬘dialkylamino alkyl methacrylates were also reported as useful VI improvers
by Sanyo [28].
Sanyo developed VI-improving agents with excellent low-temperature
performance [29]. These agents were a mixture of polymers of C8–12 alkyl
methacrylates with glass transition temperature (Tg) < 40⬚C, polymers of 0–
90 mol% C1–13 alkyl methacrylates, and polymers of 13–97 mol% C14–24
alkyl methacrylates in weight ratios, 80–90:0.1–19.9:1–19.9. The agents
were found to be useful for isoparafﬁn oils.
Sanyo [30] has disclosed a novel VI improver blend for lubricating oils.
The blend was prepared by mixing > 70 wt% Cn<10 poly(alkyl methacrylate)
with a mixture of base oils. When compared with conventional polymethacrylate-based additives this blend showed better low-temperature performance
and oxidation resistance.
The copolymers of 98% polymethacrylates (8% methyl methacrylate,
92% dodecyl methacrylate), 1% polymethacrylates (52% Dobanol 23 meth-
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acrylate, 48% Dobanol 45 methacrylate), and 1% polymethacrylates (90%
Dobanol 45 methacrylate, 7% cetyl methacrylate, and 3% octyl methacrylate) were found to be useful as VI improvers for isomerized parafﬁn–
containing mineral oils by Takigawa [31] at Sanyo.
Neveu and Huby [32] at Rohm and Haas studied the applicability of
Kraemer and Huggins equations to determine the thickening power of
polymethacrylate-based VI improvers in engine base oils. After determining
the intrinsic viscosity, the amount of polymethacrylates needed to bring
about a given viscosity to any parafﬁn base oil at 37.7–176.6⬚C was predicted. Good agreement was reported between the predicted and experimentally determined values.
Rohm and Haas also reported [33] the synthesis of copolymers of 40–
100 wt% C1–10 alkyl methacrylates, 0 to 60 wt% C11–20 alkyl methacrylates,
and 30–60 wt% C11–15 alkyl methacrylates in their products. These copolymers were found to be useful as VI improvers for phosphate-ester–containing hydraulic ﬂuids used in aircraft.
Bataille and Sharifﬁ-Sanjani [34] reported the synthesis of a copolymer
of 2-ethylhexyl acrylate and vinyl 2-ethyl hexanoate by solution polymerization using benzene as a solvent and benzoyl peroxide as an initiator at
65⬚C. The viscosity index improvement property of the puriﬁed copolymer
was checked in two ISO 20 base oils. The polydispersity of the copolymers
was observed to inﬂuence greatly the viscosity index improvement property.
Lath et al. [35] examined the role of poly(n-alkyl methacrylates) as VI
improvers for lubricants by performing calculations for poly(butyl methacrylate)–hexadecane model systems.
Tercopolymers of C1–4, C12,13, and C14,15 methacrylates have also been
reported as viscosity modiﬁers for base oils by Sakai and Takigawa [36].
Kapur et al. [37] studied the structure–performance relationship of oleﬁnic copolymers by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Apart
from high molecular weight of the additives, the spatial arrangement of
components and groups in the polymer chains also inﬂuenced the additive
performance.
The work carried out in the last 25 years in the synthesis of the poly(alkyl
methacrylates) as VI improvers is in the area of solution polymerization and
is available mainly in patents. A microemulsion [38], which is a thermodynamically stable, isotropic system of oil, water, surfactant, and/or cosurfactant, was selected as the medium for polymerization as it gives rise to
high-molecular-weight and more stereoregular polymers with narrow polydispersity. The products were also synthesized in an emulsion medium, and
the performance of the additives from the two media was compared.
Although emulsion polymerization has been studied extensively, the polymerization of monomers in microemulsions originated only in 1979 when
Bone and Stoffer [39] carried out polymerization of methyl methacrylate in
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a water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsion using a persulfate initiator. It was found
that the addition of potassium persulfate to the microemulsion system did
not inﬂuence the one-phase region. The particle nucleation in microemulsion
polymerization in o/w or w/o systems was believed to be a continuous process, the locus of nucleation was shown to be the microemulsion droplet,
and the products produced were of high molecular weight [40,41]. Since
then, the number of reports on the polymerization in o/w, bicontinuous or
w/o, microemulsion systems, exploring polymerization kinetics, synthesis of
porous materials and nanoparticles, and synthesis of more ordered polymers,
has continuously increased [42,43].
The performance of an additive depends strongly on its molecular weight,
stereoregularity, and compatibility with other additives. Of these, the ﬁrst
two parameters can be controlled, to some extent, by selecting a suitable
polymerization medium. Hence, a microemulsion was selected as a medium
for the polymerization as it has shown the potential to produce additives
with desired properties.

III. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials
2-Ethylhexyl acrylate and 2-ethylhexyl methacrylate from Fluka, Switzerland and the synthesized C6–12 alkyl acrylates and methacrylates were distilled under reduced pressure to remove the inhibitor. Potassium persulfate
(KPS) from Sisco Chemicals, Mumbai, India and sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) from Qualigens, Mumbai, India were used as received. The parafﬁn
base oil SN 500 with a viscosity index of 90 was received from Savita
Chemicals, Mumbai, India. Commercial VI improver ORTHOLEUM, which
is a product of Associated Octel Ltd., U.K. was obtained from Prashant
Hydrocarbon Pvt. Ltd., Baroda, India. All solvents were distilled before use
and double-distilled deionized water was used throughout the work.

B. Synthesis of Monomers
The C6, C8, C10, and C12 alkyl acrylates and methacrylates were synthesized
by a method reported in 1944 by Reheberg and Fisher [44] by the following
reaction scheme:

CH2 —
— C — R1 ⫹ nR2OH
兩
COOCH3

Conc. H2SO4
reflux
→
Hydroquinone

CH2 —
— C — R1 ⫹ CH3OH
兩
COOR2

where R1 = H or CH3 and R2 = C6H13 — C12H25. The products were washed
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with 5% sodium hydroxide solution before puriﬁcation by fractional distillation.

C. Polymerization Procedure
The single-phase microemulsion region at 30⬚C was determined visually by
titrating aqueous micellar solutions of SDS with monomer mixtures. Batch
polymerization was carried out at different temperatures under a nitrogen
atmosphere with constant stirring conditions. The compositions shown in
Table 2 were charged in a 250-mL ﬁve-neck reaction kettle equipped with
a mechanical stirrer, nitrogen inlet, water condenser, and a thermometer.
Initiator concentrations used were in moles per liter of water. In the emulsion
polymerization, the system was continuously stirred at 400 rpm. The conversion of monomer to polymer was determined gravimetrically.
The product was isolated by ﬁltration after precipitation with a fourfold
excess of methanol. The products were washed several times with hot water
and methanol to remove the surfactant; reprecipitated from solvents of respective polymers such as toluene for poly C6–8 acrylates and methacrylates
and hexane for higher polyacrylates, using methanol to remove the traces
of unreacted monomers; and dried under vacuum at 60⬚C.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION
A. Spectroscopic Analysis
The infrared (IR) spectra of the synthesized monomers and their homopolymers were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 16 PC IR spectrophotometer.

TABLE 2 Compositions Used for Polymerization of C6–12 Alkyl Acrylates
and Methacrylates
(wt/wt) % composition of
Microemulsion
Monomer
C6
C8 (linear)
C8 (branched)
C10
C12

Emulsion

Water

SDS

Monomer

Water

SDS

Monomer

85
80
80
80
75

10
15
15
15
20

5
5
5
5
5

93.0
93.0
93.0
93.5
93.5

1.15
1.25
1.25
1.50
1.50

5.85
5.75
5.75
5.00
5.00
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B. Gas Chromatographic Analysis
The purity of the synthesized monomers was checked by gas chromatography using a Hewlett Packard 5980 Series II gas chromatograph and nitrogen
as a carrier gas (ﬂow rate 30 mL/min) and a FAL-M (10%, 540 ⫻ 0.4 cm)
pack column containing 30–60 mesh size SHIMALITE TPA support. Injector and ﬂame ionization detector temperatures were maintained at 175⬚C.

C. Thermal Analysis
The thermograms of the puriﬁed products were recorded on a Shimadzu DT30 thermal analyzer at a heating rate of 10⬚C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere.

D. Particle Size Distribution
The latex particle size was determined using a Brookhaven BI 90 particle
size analyzer with a 5 mW helium–neon laser of 623.8 nm wavelength at
room temperature. Prior to the analysis, the latexes were diluted with doubledistilled deionized water to minimize the particle–particle interactions until
the volume fractions of the particles were in the range of 0.01 to 0.1. An
average hydrodynamic radius of latex particles (Rh) was calculated from the
intrinsic diffusion coefﬁcient (D0) as
Rh = KT/6D0
where  is the viscosity of the dispersing medium, i.e., water; K is the
Boltzmann constant; and T is the absolute temperature. The polydispersity
index (PI), which is an indicator of the size distribution, was obtained using
the compute software provided with the instrument.

E. Viscometric Studies
The intrinsic viscosities of the puriﬁed products were determined in respective solvents at 30⬚C using an AVS 350 Schott Geratte autoviscometer. For
testing the potential of the products as viscosity index improvers, their viscosities and viscosity index in the parafﬁn base oil SN 500 were determined
at 40 and 100⬚C according to the ASTM D2270 and IP226/84 methods using
the following equations.
(a) For Oils of Viscosity Index 0 to 100:
Viscosity index =

L⫺U
⫻ 100
L⫺H

where U is the kinematic viscosity at 40⬚C of the oil whose viscosity index
is to be determined, L is the kinematic viscosity at 40⬚C of an oil of zero
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viscosity index having the same viscosity at 100⬚C as the oil whose viscosity
index is to be calculated, and H is the kinematic viscosity at 40⬚C of an oil
of viscosity index 100 having the same viscosity at 100⬚C as the oil whose
viscosity index is to be calculated.
(b) For Oils of Viscosity Index 100 and Higher:
Viscosity index =

(antilog N)
⫹ 100
0.00715

and N is calculated as
Y N = H/U
N = (log H ⫺ log U)/(log Y)
where Y is the kinematic viscosity in centistokes (cSt or mm2/s) of the
unknown oil at 100⬚C, H is the kinematic viscosity in cSt at 40⬚C of an oil
having a viscosity index of 100 using procedure (a) and having the same
kinematic viscosity at 100⬚C as the oil whose viscosity index is to be calculated, and U is the kinematic viscosity in cSt at 40⬚C of the oil whose
viscosity index is to be calculated (H > U).
The Q factor is the ratio of the speciﬁc viscosity (spec) of oils with
additive at two different temperatures, 40 and 100⬚C, which monitors the
thickening effect of the additive and was calculated according to the following equation:
Q=

spec 100⬚C
spec 40⬚C

To determine the intrinsic viscosity, the concentration of the polymers in
the base oil was varied from 1 to 4 wt% and the intrinsic viscosities were
calculated on the basis of the Huggins and Kraemer equations:

spec /C = 兩 兩 ⫹ K⬘兩 兩2C
ln r /C = 兩 兩 ⫺ K⬙兩 兩2C
where spec /C and r are, respectively, the reduced and relative viscosities
of the polymer solutions; K⬘ and K⬙ are constants that depend on the solvent,
polymer nature and, temperature; 兩 兩 is the intrinsic viscosity in dL/g; and
C is the concentration of polymer in the solvent in g/L.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The physical properties and the purity index of the synthesized and puriﬁed
monomers are given in Table 3. These values are in good agreement with
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length in
monomer
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Physical Properties and Purity Index of the Synthesized Monomers
Density at
30⬚C
(g/mL)

Boiling point (⬚C)

% Purity
by GC

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

C6

0.889

0.868

98.9

0.861

0.874

82.7

90.7

C10

0.884

0.880

98.1

95.9

C12

0.896

0.897

190
(40/1.1 mm Hg)
220
(60/0.05 mm Hg)
240
(120/5 mm Hg)
271
(122/0.8 mm Hg)

94.9

C8

186
(40/1.1 mm Hg)
198
(57/0.05 mm Hg)
232
(118/5 mm Hg)
262
(120/0.8 mm Hg)

67.5

99.8

(a) Acrylate; (b) methacrylate.
GC, gas chromatography.
Values given in parentheses are the literature values.

the literature values [44,45]. The IR spectra of all the monomers exhibited
strong bands at 1728 cm⫺1 for >C —
—O stretching, at 3436 cm⫺1 for
⫺1
— OH stretching, at 2876 cm for — C — H stretching, at 1642 cm⫺1 for
>C —
—C< stretching, at 1168 cm⫺1 for — C — O — C — stretching, and
at 725 cm⫺1 due to the long alkyl group side chain.
From the gas chromatographic (GC) analysis, the synthesized higher acrylates and methacrylates were found to be contaminated with the corresponding alcohols and ethers formed by the condensation of two alcohol
molecules. The corresponding homopolymer spectra did not show bands due
to — C — C — and — OH or — C — O — C — groups.

A. Phase Diagrams
Partial phase diagrams for C6–12 alkyl acrylate or methacrylate/SDS/water
systems are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The one-phase microemulsion region
was very small due to the highly hydrophobic character of the monomers.
Initially, a decrease in one-phase boundary was observed with an increase
in alkyl chain length. However, the one-phase region was larger for C12
monomers than for C6–10 monomers. This can be explained by considering
the following two points:
The cosurfactant character of the monomer
Chain length compatibility between the monomers and sodium dodecyl sulfate
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FIG. 3 Ternary phase diagrams of alkyl acrylate/SDS/water systems at 30⬚C. (i)
C6-hexyl acrylate, (ii) C8-octyl acrylate, (iii) C10-decyl acrylate, (iv) C12-dodecyl
acrylate, (1⵰) one-phase region. (2⵰) two-phase region.

Sharma and Shah [46] reported that the surface tension of the SDS/alkyl
alcohol aqueous solutions was minimum when the chain lengths of the
surfactant and that of the alcohol were equal, e.g., for the SDS/C12OH
solutions. This was attributed to the tight packing of the molecules at the
air–water interface. Patist et al. [47] reported similar results for SDS/alkyl
trimethylammonium bromide/water systems. By the same token, C12 alkyl
acrylates and methacrylate/SDS/water systems are expected to have a minimum surface tension and more solubilization of the monomer resulting in
an increase in the one-phase region. The role of acrylates as cosurfactants
has already been established in the case of hydroxy alkyl methacrylates
[48].
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FIG. 4 Ternary phase diagrams of alkyl methacrylate/SDS/water systems at 30⬚C.
(i) C6-hexyl methacrylate, (ii) C8-octyl methacrylate, (iii) C10-decyl methacrylate, (iv)
C12-dodecyl methacrylate, (1⵰) one-phase region, (2⵰) two-phase region.

B. Polymerization
The optimized reaction conditions for the polymerization of higher acrylates
are given in Table 4. All microemulsions were transparent and ﬂuid before
polymerization but were slightly turbid after completion of the reaction due
to increased particle size. The ﬁnal latex particle sizes and intrinsic viscosity
values of the polymers are compiled in Table 5.
The particle sizes of all synthesized higher polyacrylate/methacrylate microemulsion latexes were in the range of 40–70 nm. An increase in alkyl
chain length had little effect on the ﬁnal particle sizes (Table 5). From the
intrinsic viscosity values of the products it can be noted that the microemulsion products were of higher molecular weight than the emulsion products. This can be attributed to the continuous nucleation mechanism opera-
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TABLE 4 Optimized Reaction Conditions for the Homopolymerization of Higher
Alkyl Acrylates and Methacrylates
Linear alkyl chain length
C6
Reaction conditions

(a)

Microemulsion polymerization
SDS/monomer (wt/wt)
2:1
Reaction temperature (⬚C)
70
KPS concentration (mM)
2
Reaction time (h)
5
Percentage conversion
95
Emulsion polymerizationa
SDS/monomer (wt/wt)
0.15
Percentage conversion
98

C8

C10

C12

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

2:1
70
2
5
90

3:1
70
4
6
90

3:1
70
4
6
95

3:1
70
4
10
90

3:1
70
4
10
95

4:1
70
4
10
85

4:1
70
4
10
90

0.15
95

0.20
95

0.20
95

0.20
98

0.20
95

0.25
95

0.25
95

a

Other experimental conditions for emulsion polymerization were the same as for the microemulsion.
(a) Acrylates; (b) methacrylates.

TABLE 5 Final Latex Particle Sizes of Poly(C6–12 Alkyl Acrylate
and Methacrylate) Latexes and Intrinsic Viscosities of the
Corresponding Homopolymersa
Monomer chain length
C6
Parameter
D(nm)
A
MA
兩 兩(dL/g)
A
MA

C8 b

C8

C10

C12

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

113
119

46
54

142
116

52
57

62
96

66
78

134
138

54
49

119
119

56
62

1.4
1.4

1.4
1.5

2.8
2.7

2.9
3.1

2.3
1.3

2.5
1.6

1.3
1.2

1.5
1.7

2.7
2.8

2.9
2.9

Synthesized in (a) emulsion medium; (b) microemulsion medium; D, particle diameter; 兩 兩
intrinsic viscosity; A, acrylate; MA, methacrylate monomer.
b
Branched monomers (2-ethyl hexyl acrylate/methacrylate).
a
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tive in microemulsion polymerization. In microemulsions, because of the
very high interfacial area of the microemulsion droplets compared with nucleated particles, droplets preferentially capture the primary radicals formed
in the continuous phase. This leads to a continuous nucleation process with
each particle formed in a single step and hence a low number of polymer
chains per particle (hence very high molecular weight) [40,41], whereas in
emulsion polymerization the number of polymer chains per particle can go
up to hundreds.

C. Thermal Stability of the Products
As these polymeric additives are generally used in lubricating oils, they are
frequently subjected to high local temperatures due to friction at gears, roll
contacts, bearings, etc. Hence, the thermal stability of the additive is also
one of the important parameters in dictating the additive performance. The
thermal decomposition range for all synthesized products is given in Table
6. They were all fairly stable in the working range 30–250⬚C. The products
synthesized in a microemulsion showed some improvement in thermal stability compared with those from an emulsion medium. It may partially be
due to the higher molecular weight of the microemulsion products. However,
no decisive trend was observed in thermal stability with increase in alkyl
chain length and the products appeared to have similar thermal stability
(Table 6). Similar results were reported by Sazanov et al. [49] for the thermal
degradation of higher polyacrylates. The decomposition range for C10,12
poly(alkyl acrylates) and methacrylates could not be determined due to their

TABLE 6 Thermal Decomposition Range of the Synthesized Poly(C6–12 Alkyl
Acrylates and Methacrylates) in Emulsion and Microemulsion Media
Degradation temperature (⬚C)
t1
Product
Poly(2-ethyl hexyl acrylate)
Poly(2-ethyl hexyl methacrylate)
Poly(hexyl acrylate)
Poly(octyl acrylate)
Poly(hexyl methacrylate)
Poly(octyl methacrylate)

t10

t50

t90

E

M

E

M

E

M

E

M

135
305
301
315
352
310

190
305
310
325
368
315

410
330
320
315
387
365

420
345
335
340
410
380

460
376
340
350
465
415

470
380
360
380
480
425

—
418
405
410
508
—

—
425
430
450
530
—

E, Emulsion medium; M, microemulsion medium.
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highly viscous nature, as weighing for the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
is difﬁcult for sticky materials.

D. Performance of the Products
The intrinsic viscosities of the products are compiled in Table 7. It can be
noted that the intrinsic viscosities increase with increase in temperature. This
can be attributed to the expansion of the polymeric chains in the base oil
with increase in the temperature. Similar results were reported for the polymethacrylate-based VI improvers by Mueller [50] and Neveu and Huby [32].
The homopolymers of C4 –C7 acrylates/methacrylates and C8 acrylate
were found to be insoluble in the base oil even at very high temperatures
(90⬚C) irrespective of the synthesis route. The additives increased the viscosity index of the untreated base oil from 90 to 135 with 1–4 wt% dose,
which is comparable with the literature values for polymethacrylate additives
in parafﬁn base oils (or with the synthetic polymethacrylate mineral oils
with viscosities 11.4 and 78.1 cSt at 100 and 40⬚C, Table 8).
At low temperatures, the polymer remains in the coil form and does not
contribute to the viscosity of the oil. At higher temperatures the coil opens
up and compensates for the drop in viscosity of the oil due to rise in temperature. The microemulsion products performed better than emulsion products. Their performance was comparable with commercial VI improver
ORTHOLEUM. This was attributed to the high molecular weight of the
products and their more controlled stereostructure. The second point is sup-

TABLE 7 Intrinsic Viscosity Values (dL/g) of the Additives
in the Base Oil SN 500
Additive
2-Ethyl hexyl methacrylate (M)
2-Ethyl hexyl methacrylate (E)
Octyl methacrylate (M)
Octyl methacrylate (E)
Decyl methacrylate (E)
Decyl methacrylate (E)
Dodecyl methacrylate (E)
Dodecyl methacrylate (E)
Decyl acrylate (E)
Decyl acrylate (E)

兩 兩 (40⬚C)
(dL/g)

兩 兩 (100⬚C)
(dL/g)

0.41
0.28
0.29
0.23
0.83
0.79
0.96
0.91
0.78
0.68

0.58
0.43
0.48
0.32
0.86
0.57
1.22
0.95
0.81
0.67

(M) and (E) signify products synthesized in microemulsion and emulsion media, respectively.
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TABLE 8 Performance Data of the Products Synthesized in Emulsion and
Microemulsion Media

a

Sample
SN 500 (base oil from IOCL)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(octyl methacrylate)
(M)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(octyl methacrylate)
(E)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(2-ethyl hexyl
methacrylate) (M)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(2-ethyl hexyl
methacrylate) (E)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(decyl
methacrylate) (M)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(decyl
methacrylate) (E)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(dodecyl
methacrylate) (M)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(dodecyl
methacrylate) (E)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(decyl acrylate) (M)
SN 500 ⫹ poly(decyl acrylate) (E)
SN 500 ⫹ ORTHOLEUM

Viscosity
(cSt)

Dose
(wt%)

40⬚C

100⬚C

Viscosity
index

Q

0
4

97.2
352.1

11.0
50.1

90
133

—
1.3

4

339.5

33.0

120

0.8

4

353.3

58.5

135

1.6

4

309.4

34.2

126

0.9

1

278.3

28.0

120

0.8

1

263.4

21.4

110

0.5

1

298.1

33.0

126

1.1

1

276.5

27.0

117

0.8

1
1
1

270.4
196.4
265.6

23.6
17.4
26.4

106
96
119

0.6
0.6
0.9

a

Dose: weight percent addition of the polymeric additive to the base oil AN 500.
(M) and (E) signify products synthesized in microemulsion and emulsion media, respectively.

ported by the report of Pelcher and Ford [51] on the preparation of mainly
syndiotactic poly(methyl methacrylate) by microemulsion polymerization.
The more branched polymers are supposed to offer more resistance to the
ﬂow of oil. From Table 8 it can be noted that poly(2-ethyl hexyl methacrylate) was more effective in viscosity enhancement than its linear counterpart poly(octyl methacrylate). From Table 8 it is clear that for any additive
[except poly(dodecyl acrylate)] synthesized in our laboratory in a microemulsion medium the Q > 1, which indicates that additives improve the
viscosity index because the thickening effect is greater at 100⬚C than at
40⬚C. However, poly(dodecyl methacrylate) was found to be the most effective additive as its Q value ⬃ 1, indicating that its thickening effect is
the same at both high and low temperatures.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The polymerization of C6–12 alkyl acrylates and methacrylates in microemulsion media produced translucent and stable latexes with ﬁnal particle
sizes in the range 30–70 nm. The molecular weights of the microemulsion
products were found to be higher than those of the emulsion products synthesized under similar conditions. The microemulsion products were also
more effective as viscosity index improvers in the parafﬁn base oil SN 500
than the emulsion products.
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Foams, Foam Films,
and Monolayers
DOMINIQUE LANGEVIN

Université Paris Sud, Orsay, France

ABSTRACT
This chapter discusses the relation between foam behavior, properties of the
soap ﬁlms that separate the bubbles, and properties of the surfactant monolayers that cover the ﬁlm surfaces. Different aspects are taken into account
—foaming, ripening, drainage and bubble coalescence—and are illustrated
with experimental results. We show, in particular, that the relation between
foam properties and foam ﬁlms and monolayers is far from obvious in mixed
surfactant-polymer solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Foams have been the subject of a large number of studies for many years
[1]. Foams made from aqueous solutions rapidly lose water by gravity drainage when the viscosity of the solution is not too high. When the liquid
volume fraction is below about 35%, the bubble surfaces are interconnected
in such a way that the total area is minimal in order to minimize the energy
that is proportional to this area. The generated complex shapes are ‘‘minimal’’ surfaces and are of interest to mathematicians. The time evolution of
foams obeys statistical laws similar to those found in many other domains
of physics: crystal growth, ﬂow in granular media, etc. In materials science
and biology, many different types of solid foams can be encountered: foams
made from polymers, glass and metals, skin, bones, etc. In this chapter we
focus on the physicochemical aspects of aqueous foams. This type of foam
has many practical applications, e.g., in detergency, the food industry, oil
recovery, coating processes, and ﬁre ﬁghting. Despite both fundamental and
practical interests, many open questions as simple as ‘‘Why does a soap
bubble burst?’’ are still awaiting answers.
453
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In the following we try to relate the foam behavior to the properties of
the soap ﬁlms that separate the bubbles and of the surfactant monolayers
that cover the ﬁlm surfaces. We discuss different aspects: foaming, ripening,
drainage, and bubble coalescence. We illustrate these different aspects with
experiments done in our laboratory. We show, in particular, that the relation
between foam properties and foam ﬁlms and monolayers is far from obvious
in mixed surfactant-polymer solutions.

II. ROLE OF SURFACE PROPERTIES
A. Surface Tension
Most surfactants decrease the surface tension of water by similar amounts,
provided the surfactant concentration is large enough (above the critical
micelle concentration or cmc, if the surfactant forms micelles) [2]. However,
the foam behavior can be very different. An extreme example is found with
two nonionic surfactants, C10E10OH, decyldecaethylene glycol ether, a classical nonionic surfactant, and C10E10Cl, the same molecule in which the
terminal OH group has been replaced by a chloride group. Solutions of the
ﬁrst surfactant foam easily, whereas those of the second hardly foam at all
[3]. Above the cmc, the solutions have the same surface tension; however,
their appearance is different: C10E10Cl solutions are turbid and phase separate
after some time. This is because the cloud point of C10E10Cl is below room
temperature. It has been shown that the surfactant-rich phase nucleates in
the form of droplets of micrometer size that play the role of an antifoam
[3]: the droplets trapped in foam ﬁlms break them when the ﬁlm thickness
is comparable to the droplet size by a dewetting mechanism. Usual antifoams
make use of hydrophobic particles, and the antifoam action is effective if
the following condition is satisﬁed:

␥ 2wa ⫹ ␥ 2pw ⫺ ␥ 2pa > 0

(1)

where ␥wa , ␥pw , and ␥pa are, respectively, the interfacial tensions between
water and air, particles and water, and particles and air. It was shown that
Eq. (1) was also satisﬁed with the hydrophilic droplets of the surfactant-rich
phase [3]. Solutions generating their own antifoam activity can also be found
with polymers [4].

B. Surface Coverage and Surface Elasticity
In the preceding example, knowledge of the different surface tensions is
sufﬁcient to explain the observed differences in foam properties. However,
this is not sufﬁcient in most cases. In general, foam properties depend more
on surface coverage than on surface tension. The surfactant concentration in
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the surface monolayer can be evaluated from the surface tension variation
with bulk surfactant concentration [2]:
⌫i =

1
⭸␥
␣i kB T ⭸ ln ci

(2)

where ⌫i and ci are, respectively, the surface and bulk concentrations of
surfactant species i, ␣ i = 1 for a nonionic species and 1/2 for an ionic one
(in the absence of salt), kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute
temperature.
We will see in the following that the ability of the surface layer to oppose
the resistance to surface motion is also a very important factor. Surface ﬂow
induces surface concentration gradients leading to surface tension gradients
responsible for very large surface forces (Marangoni effect). This can be
quantiﬁed by the surface elasticity G deﬁned as

G = ⫺⌫

⭸␥
⭸⌫

(3)

for a single surfactant species. This elasticity is the so-called Gibbs elasticity.
When the time scale of the motion is long enough that there are exchanges
between the surface and bulk, the effective elasticity is smaller [5]. Therefore, the resistance to surface motion depends strongly on the time scale.
Because the Gibbs elasticity G involves a derivative of the surface tension with respect to the surface concentration and the surface concentration
is itself a derivative of the surface tension with respect to the bulk concentration, G is proportional to ⭸2␥ /⭸c 2. The Gibbs elasticity is, therefore, sensitive to very small differences in surface tension variation with surfactant
bulk concentration, more sensitive than the surface coverage itself. Both
⌫ and  cannot be evaluated by the preceding two equations when the bulk
concentration is above the cmc. However, in general, the surface coverage
does not change appreciably above the cmc, and the surface properties determined at this concentration can be used as a ﬁrst approximation for the
more concentrated solutions.

III. FOAMING AND DYNAMIC SURFACE TENSION
The question of time scales has already appeared in this discussion. When
a foam is generated, the time scale of surfactant adsorption is very important.
If the bubble surfaces are not rapidly covered by surfactant monolayers,
bubble rupture is easy, and both foam quantity and stability are poor. The
adsorption kinetics can be conveniently studied by dynamic surface tension
devices. In these instruments, a fresh surface is created and the surface
tension decrease with time due to adsorption can be monitored [6]. Above
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the cmc, the micelle lifetime plays an important role; indeed, when new
surfaces are created during the foaming process, they are covered by new
surfactant molecules coming from the micelles. It has been shown that the
amount of foam produced correlates well with the micelle lifetime [7].
The foam height does not depend only on the adsorption kinetics. Indeed,
if a foam is very unstable, the bubbles are destroyed just after being formed,
and the amount of foam produced is small. Foaming and foam stability
cannot, therefore, be considered separately. In the following, we will recall
the two main mechanisms leading to foam destruction: ripening and coalescence.

IV. FOAM STABILITY
A. Ripening
The gas pressure inside the smaller bubbles is larger than the pressure in
the larger bubbles, so the small bubbles lose their gas content by diffusion
across the aqueous phase. The process is faster for gases such as CO2, which
is very soluble in water. This can be slowed down by adding fractions of
less soluble gases [8]. The process is also faster for foams with small bubbles, and it is difﬁcult in practice to produce foams with sizes smaller than
millimeters when air is used as a blowing agent. Ripening is a rather wellunderstood process compared with coalescence. Contrary to the case of ripening, stability against coalescence is better for smaller bubbles. The compromise for good stability is, therefore, very difﬁcult to ﬁnd, much more
difﬁcult than with emulsions, where oils with very low solubilities in water
can be used to obtain oil-in-water emulsions that are stable against ripening;
in the case of water-in-oil emulsions, salt can be added to the water phase
to reduce its solubility in the oil.
The foam coalescence process can be separated into two stages: drainage
and ﬁlm rupture.

B. Drainage
Foams drain under the inﬂuence of capillary forces and of gravity. Indeed,
the zones called Plateau borders where bubbles are interconnected are
curved; the liquid pressure in the Plateau borders is smaller than in the center
of the ﬁlms, and the liquid is sucked into the borders. Gravity also acts on
nonhorizontal ﬁlms. When the bubbles are large, dimpling instabilities frequently occur during the early stages of the drainage. When the surface
elasticity is not large enough, this is followed by rapid rupture. This behavior
was observed, for instance, with foams made with C10E10Cl solutions below
the cmc, where no phase separation occurs (and no antifoam effect is ex-
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pected). In this concentration range, the stability of foams made with
C10E10Cl is also poorer than that of C10E10OH foams. The surface elasticity
is larger for C10E10OH monolayers and no ﬁlm dimpling is observed [3]. If
the surface elasticity is large enough, even if a dimple is formed, it remains
centrosymmetric; the ﬁlm drainage is slower because it is limited by the
ﬂow through the thinnest regions (drainage velocity varies roughly as 1/h3,
h being the ﬁlm thickness [9,10]. The dimpling disappears when h reaches
values of the order of 1  m with ﬁlms of radius of the order of 1 mm. It
should be noted that for ﬁlms of very small radius, dimpling does not occur
[11]. This is probably one of the reasons why small bubbles are more stable
against coalescence than large ones. When the ﬁlm surfaces are ﬂat and
parallel, the ﬁlm thins until it reaches an equilibrium thickness at which the
liquid pressure difference between the ﬁlm center and the Plateau border is
equilibrated by the repulsive force per unit area between the ﬁlm surfaces
called the disjoining pressure (see Fig. 1).
When there is no early rupture of the foam ﬁlms, foam drainage is controlled mainly by the ﬂow of the liquid in the channels formed by the Plateau
borders. Indeed, when the liquid volume fraction is small, the ratio of the

FIG. 1 Schematic representation of the variation of the disjoining pressure ⌸ d with
ﬁlm thickness h. The dashed lines correspond to different applied pressures ⌬P and
show the ﬁnal equilibrium thicknesses of the ﬁlm.
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amount of liquid in the ﬁlms and in the Plateau borders is also small, so
most of the liquid ﬂows through the Plateau borders.
Foam drainage is a very complex hydrodynamic problem, much more
difﬁcult to model than ﬁlm drainage. It has been proposed that forced drainage should be easier to interpret [12]. In this type of experiment, a foam
column is allowed to drain, and when it has reached its equilibrium liquid
fraction, the surfactant solution is poured on the top. It can be shown that
the liquid front moves downward at a constant velocity (hydrodynamic soliton). The theory predicts that according to the boundary conditions at the
ﬁlm surface, rigid (surface velocity equal to zero) or ﬂuid (nonzero surface
velocity), the front velocity V varies with the ﬂow rate Q as V ⬃ Q ␣, with
␣ = 1/2 in the ﬁrst case and 1/3 in the second [12,13]. The transition between
the two regimes was observed with mixed sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)–
dodecanol solutions in which the ratio R = SDS/dodecanol was varied to
alter the surface coverage [14]. It is known that both surface elasticity and
viscosities (shear and dilational) increase with the addition of dodecanol to
SDS solutions [15]. It is not yet clear which of the three parameters is the
most important in the preceding experiments; indeed, the transition between
the regimes where the surfaces are, respectively, ﬂuid and rigid occurs
around  ⬃ ␥ or  ⬃ 10 R, where  and  are, respectively, the surface
and bulk viscosities and R is the bubble size [5].

V. FILM RUPTURE
Models for ﬁlm rupture were proposed independently by Vrij and by Scheludko [16]. In these models, it is assumed that the rupture is due to the
growth of thermally induced ﬁlm thickness ﬂuctuations. The models are
formally analogous to spinodal decomposition. The thickness growth can
occur when short-range surface forces are attractive, for instance, van der
Waals force. In practice, when surface coverage is important, short-range
repulsive forces, due to hydration, steric hindrance, or other causes, dominate van der Waals forces. These short-range forces are responsible for the
stability of the so-called Newton black ﬁlms (Fig. 1).
It is known that foam becomes more stable when the surfactant concentration increases above a value c* at which Newton black ﬁlms start to form
[17]. This is correlated with the rapid increase in surface coverage and the
Gibbs elasticity above a concentration a called the Szykowski concentration,
c* ⬃ a. It can be conjectured that the rupture below c = a occurs via the
Vrij–Scheludko model, whereas other interpretations need to be found for
the rupture of the Newton black ﬁlms. Exerowa and coworkers [17] proposed a mechanism involving the nucleation of vacancies. In this model, it
is assumed that the chemical potential of the surfactant is different in the
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ﬁlm and in the solution; because in the solution  =  0 ⫹ k BT ln c, the
average time of ﬁlm rupture  is found to depend ultimately on ln c:

 = A exp

冋

册

B
ln(c0 /c)

(4)

where c0 , A, and B are constants. When foam ﬁlms are in equilibrium with
Plateau borders, it is, however, not obvious that there is a difference in
chemical potential between the ﬁlm and the solution.
The rupture mechanism can also be due to the ampliﬁcation of surface
concentration ﬂuctuations. The mean square amplitude 具␦⌫ 2典 of these ﬂuctuations scales as [18]
具␦⌫ 2典 ⬃

k BT⌫ 2


(5)

The corresponding time for the ampliﬁcation of a ﬂuctuation ␦⌫ scales as
[19]

 ⬃ exp

冉 冊
␦⌫ 2
具␦⌫ 2典

(6)

␦⌫ should be at least equal to ⌫ ⫺ ⌫a , where ⌫a is the coverage at the
Szykowski concentration where the short-range repulsive forces disappear.
After sufﬁcient growth of this ﬂuctuation, ﬁlm rupture can proceed via the
Vrij–Scheludko mechanism. Because ⌫a is very small, ␦⌫ ⬃ ⌫ and according to Eqs. (5) and (6), the rupture time varies exponentially with the surface
elasticity:  ⬃ exp().
The measurements of rupture times for Newton black ﬁlms were found
to be in good agreement with Eq. (4) [17]. However, it has been remarked
that above the Szykowski concentration  ⬃ 2⌸, where ⌸ is the surface
pressure of the monolayer (⌸ = ␥0 ⫺ ␥, ␥0 being the surface tension of
water) [20]. Because ⌸ is usually well described by the Langmuir adsorption
equation, ⌸ = k BT ⌫ ln(c/a), it follows that if the rupture time is an exponential function of , the bulk concentration dependence of  is formally
identical to that of Eq. (4). We have simultaneously measured the ﬁlm rupture time and the surface elasticity and found that  ⬃ exp(), as predicted
by Eqs. (5) and (6) [21].
This mechanism would also explain the general lack of correlation between foam stability and surface forces. For instance, in the alkyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactant series, DTAB (dodecyltrimethylammonium
bromide) does not lead to stable foams, whereas TTAB and CTAB, the
surfactants with tetradecyl and hexadecyl chains, respectively, give much
more stable foams. The measured surface forces (at the cmc) are, however,
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similar [22]. The Gibbs elasticities are similar too, but the ﬁnite frequency
elasticities (a few hundreds hertz) are similar for TTAB and CTAB and much
smaller for DTAB [23]. The DTAB elasticities are smaller because of the
solubilization process mentioned earlier, which is faster than for the other
two compounds. This could play a role in the growth process of the surface
ﬂuctuations.

VI. RELATION BETWEEN FOAM AND FOAM
FILM STABILITY
It is generally admitted that the foam stability is related to foam ﬁlm stability
when coalescence is the governing mechanism for ﬁlm stability. Foam ripening indeed proceeds without ﬁlm rupture.
Many experimental devices for the study of foam ﬁlms have been proposed. The so-called porous plate method allows the study of horizontal
ﬁlms under a controlled external applied pressure to study ﬁlm drainage and
to measure surface forces as a function of ﬁlm thickness h [24]. We have
used this device to study ﬁlms made from mixed polymer–surfactant solutions. In these experiments, the surfactant were cationic, DTAB, TTAB, and
CTAB, and the polymers were anionic, polyacrylamidopropane sulfonate
(PAMPS) and xanthan, a natural polysaccharide. We have used PAMPS
polymers with two different degrees of sulfonation, 10 and 25% (number
percentage of charged monomers). In the case of mixed solutions with
DTAB, the foams are not very stable, but their stability is not very different
from those of pure DTAB solutions (Fig. 2) [25]. The only difference is in
the amount of foam obtained for a ﬁxed gas ﬂow rate: much smaller for
mixed solutions with xanthan than with the other polymers. When horizontal
foam ﬁlms are formed on holes drilled in porous glass frits, the behavior of
PAMPS and xanthan mixed solutions is very different. Let us consider ﬁrst
the case of solutions in which the surfactant concentration is below the cac
(critical concentration for the formation of polymer–surfactant aggregates
in bulk; cac < cmc) and below the precipitation limit (number concentration
of anions > number concentration of cations). In these conditions, the DTAB/
PAMPS ﬁlms are much more stable than the pure DTAB ﬁlms. The DTAB/
xanthan ﬁlms are completely unstable and break immediately. With TTAB
and CTAB/xanthan solutions, the ﬁlms are also completely unstable, although the pure TTAB and CTAB ﬁlms are much more stable than pure
DTAB ﬁlms. Despite these striking differences in ﬁlm stability, no differences in foam stability are observed (Fig. 2b).
In the precipitation region, we observed that the mixed DTAB/PAMPS
ﬁlms were still more stable, impossible to rupture. The images of the ﬁlms
showed that microgel precipitates were trapped in the ﬁlms and were prob-
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FIG. 2 (a) Foam height as a function of surfactant concentration for the different
solutions and a constant ﬂow rate of nitrogen. (b) Foam lifetimes Tr versus surfactant
concentration for the different solutions. Tr is the time taken by the foam column to
drop to half its original height after the gas ﬂow is stopped. The lines are secondorder polynomial ﬁts to the experimental points and are shown as a guide to the
eye. (Data from Ref. 25.)
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ably responsible for the enhanced stability (Fig. 3) [26]. However, when the
precipitation region is crossed (around c = 1 mM for the solutions of Fig.
2), no particular feature is observed in the foam behavior.
The explanation of this puzzling behavior is probably the following. During foam production, the foam ﬁlms are formed much more rapidly than in
the porous plate device. The adsorption of the mixed layers at the liquid
surface is extremely slow in these systems [25]. It is, therefore, likely that
the surface coverages are different in the two types of experiments, much
lower in the case of the foams in which only DTAB has time to reach the
surface. This would explain the similarities between the foam behavior with
and that without the polymers.

VII. FOAM FILMS AND MONOLAYER PROPERTIES
There is generally a good correlation between the monolayer coverage and
the foam ﬁlm drainage and rupture. The case of the mixed polymer–surfactant solutions is again an exception. There is a great difference in the behavior of the ﬁlms made with PAMPS and xanthan. The surface properties
are, however, similar: similar surface tension curves for xanthan and PAMPS
10%, similar monolayer thicknesses (in the range 3–5 nm for the polymer
region), and similar surface elasticities, both the Gibbs elasticity and the
ﬁnite frequency elasticity. The only difference that we could detect is the
behavior of the monolayers upon large compressions: the xanthan mixed
layers can be compressed to a much larger extent than the PAMPS layers

FIG. 3 Image of a ﬁlm made from a mixed solution of DTAB and PAMPS 25%
in the precipitation region. (Data from Ref. 26.)
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[25]. However, the relation between this feature and the ﬁlm rupture is not
yet clear.

VIII. CONCLUSION
There are still many unsolved questions posed by aqueous foam behavior.
Foam ﬁlm rupture is one of the most difﬁcult unsolved questions. So far,
the admitted correlation between foam and foam ﬁlm stability does not even
hold in polymer–surfactant solutions, however these are currently used in
practical applications. In order to understand foam behavior, the time scales
of the different surface processes need to be evaluated with care and compared together. The role of surface elasticity in ﬁlm rupture seems important,
but because this quantity is time scale dependent, more work is needed to
clarify the relation between elasticity and rupture time.
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Role of Entry Barriers in Foam
Destruction by Oil Drops
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ABSTRACT
Different oils (mainly hydrocarbons or silicone oils) and their mixtures with
hydrophobic solid particles are widely used for destruction of undesirable
foam. For a long time, the entry, E, spreading, S, and bridging, B, coefﬁcients
(which can be calculated from the oil–water, oil–air, and water–air interfacial tensions) were used to evaluate the activity of such oil-based antifoams
(AFs). However, recent studies showed that there was no correlation between
the magnitudes of E, S, and B and the antifoam activity—the only requirement for having an active AF, in this aspect, is to have positive E and B.
Instead, it was shown that the so-called entry barrier, which characterizes
the ease of entry of pre-emulsiﬁed oil drops in the solution surface, was of
crucial importance; an easy entry (low entry barrier) corresponded to an
active AF and vice versa. We developed a new method, the ﬁlm trapping
technique (FTT), which allows one for the ﬁrst time to measure directly the
critical capillary pressure, P CR
C , which induces the entry of micrometer-sized
oil drops, identical to those in real AFs. This chapter describes the main
results obtained so far by the FTT with various systems.
The results show that P CR
C can be used as a relevant quantitative characteristic of the entry barrier. The value of P CR
determines the boundary beC
tween two rather different classes of AF: fast antifoams (defoaming time <
CR
5 s, P CR
C < 20 Pa) and slow antifoams (defoaming time > 5 min, P C > 20
Pa). These two classes differ in the mechanism by which they destroy foam.
The fast AF destroys the foam ﬁlms in the ﬁrst several seconds after their
formation, whereas the drops of the slow AF destroy the foam only after
being compressed by the walls of the shrinking Gibbs–Plateau borders, at
465
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a much later stage of foam evolution. Furthermore, a linear relationship
between the value of P CR
C and the ﬁnal height of the foam is established and
explained theoretically the slow AFs. The effects of several factors (type of
oil, size of the oil drops, surfactant concentration, presence of a spread oil
layer over the solution surface) on the entry barrier are studied. It is shown
for one speciﬁc system that the presence of a prespread oil layer on the
solution surface strongly affects the entry barrier—the latter is reduced by
the spread layer for decane and dodecane, whereas the effect is the opposite
for hexadecane (ﬁvefold increase). The calculations show that there is a big
difference between the numerical values of the critical capillary pressure,
CR
P CR
C , and the critical disjoining pressure, ⌸AS , for micrometer-sized oil drops;
therefore, one should analyze separately the relation between these two
quantities and the antifoam activity. In conclusion, the FTT has provided
valuable new information about the role of the entry barrier in the activity
of oil-based antifoams.

I. INTRODUCTION
Oily additives are used in various technologies (e.g., paper and pulp production, ore ﬂotation, fermentation) and commercial products (detergents,
paints, some pharmaceuticals) to avoid the formation of an excessive foam,
which would impede the technological process or the product application
[1–3]. In other cases (oil recovery and reﬁnement, shampoos, emulsions for
metal processing machines) oil drops are present, without being specially
introduced for foam control, and can also affect the foamability of the solutions. Small fractions of hydrophobic solid particles of micrometer size,
such as hydrophobized silica or alumina, plastic grains, or stearates of multivalent cations, are often premixed with the oil because the solid–oil ‘‘compounds’’ obtained exhibit a much stronger foam destruction effect than the
individual components taken separately [4–8]. Such oily additives are
termed antifoams in the literature and can be based on hydrocarbons, polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMSs, silicone oil) or their derivatives [1,4].
The mechanisms by which oil drops destroy foams are still a matter of
discussion in the literature [2–15]. Two of the possible mechanisms (called
bridging–stretching and bridging–dewetting) are illustrated in Fig. 1. Observations by optical microscope and high-speed video camera showed that
the bridging–stretching mechanism was operative when compounds of silicone oil and silica were added to some surfactant solutions [11]. Several of
the mechanisms proposed in the literature relate the antifoam activity of the
oil to its spreading behavior (see the respective discussion in Refs. 4 and 5
and the literature cited therein). The so-called entry, E, spreading, S, and
bridging, B, coefﬁcients (which can be calculated from the air–water, air–
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FIG. 1 Formation of asymmetric oil–water–air ﬁlms (shaded areas) in two of the
possible mechanisms of foam destruction by oil drops or lenses: bridging–stretching
(a-c-d) and (b-c-d) [11,12]; bridging–dewetting (a-c-e) and (b-c-e) [2–6].

oil, and oil–water interfacial tensions) have often been invoked to characterize the oils with respect to their antifoam properties. However, several
studies [4,9,13–17] demonstrated that there was no direct relation between
the values of these coefﬁcients and the antifoam activity of the oils. Instead,
a correlation between the antifoam activity and the so-called entry barrier,
which characterizes the ease of oil drop entry in the surface of the surfactant
solution (see later for quantitative deﬁnitions), has been established. The
primary reason for this correlation is that whatever the mechanism of foam
destruction by emulsiﬁed oil might be, it must include the stage of formation
and rupture of asymmetric oil–water–air ﬁlms (see Fig. 1). As noted by
Kruglyakov [18] and Kulkarni et al. [19], these asymmetric ﬁlms could be
stabilized by various surface forces (electrostatic, van der Waals, etc.), which
hinder or suppress the drop entry and thus impede the antifoam action of
the oil. Later on, Wasan and coworkers [3,10] studied the importance of the
oscillatory structural forces for the stability of the asymmetric ﬁlms formed
from surfactant solutions with concentration well above their critical micelle
concentration (cmc). Furthermore, they showed that the introduction of oil
into the foaming solution could lead to a more stable foam if the asymmetric
ﬁlm was very stable (due to decelerated water drainage, as a result of the
obstruction of the Plateau borders by oil drops) [20].
Several different characteristics have been suggested in the literature to
quantify the entry barriers for oil drops. Lobo and Wasan [10] suggested
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using the energy of interaction per unit area in the asymmetric oil–water–
air ﬁlm, f, as a criterion of its stability:

冕

hE

f (hE) = ⫺

⌸AS dh

(1)

h→ ⬁

where ⌸AS(h) is the disjoining pressure and hE is the equilibrium thickness
of the asymmetric ﬁlm at a certain capillary pressure. Bergeron et al. [9]
suggested the so-called generalized entry coefﬁcient

冕

⌸AS(hE)

Eg(hE) = ⫺

h d⌸AS

(2)

0

where the lower limit of the integral corresponds to ⌸AS(h→⬁) = 0. As seen
from their deﬁnitions, Eqs. (1) and (2), f and Eg are closely interrelated
Eg(hE) ⫹ f (hE) = ⫺hE⌸AS(hE)

(3)

The determination of the values of f and Eg and their comparison with
the antifoam efﬁciency of different oils is a difﬁcult task because one needs
to know the dependence of the disjoining pressure, ⌸AS, on the thickness of
the asymmetric ﬁlm (for h varying from inﬁnity to hE). The most thorough
analysis of this type was carried out by Bergeron et al. [9], who measured
the disjoining pressure isotherms of planar foam (air–water–air) and asymmetric (oil–water–air) ﬁlms by the porous plate method [21] and determined
Eg for two surfactant–oil couples. Although qualitative agreement between
the values of Eg and the foam stability was established, a rigorous quantitative comparison for all systems was impossible because one cannot measure the attractive regions of the ⌸AS(h) isotherms by the porous plate
method.
One important result of that study [9] was that the authors convincingly
showed that the destabilizing effect of oil was related to much lower stability
of the asymmetric ﬁlms as compared with the foam ﬁlms. Furthermore, a
good correlation was found between the stability of foams that were formed
in porous media in the presence of oil (thus resembling the foams in oil
reservoirs) and the critical capillary pressure leading to rupture of the asymmetric ﬁlms, as measured by the porous plate method. Indeed, the critical
capillary pressure seems to be an appropriate measure of the ﬁlm stability
in such systems because the capillary pressure is the actual external variable
that compresses the ﬁlm surfaces toward each other, against the repulsive
surface forces (disjoining pressure) stabilizing the ﬁlm. It is worth noting
that the authors [9] studied planar ﬁlms, where the imposed capillary pressure in equilibrium was exactly equal to the stabilizing disjoining pressure
—that is, the concept of the critical capillary pressure, P CR
C , was equivalent
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to the concept of the critical disjoining pressure, ⌸CR
AS , in their studies. As
explained subsequently, the asymmetric ﬁlms formed in typical antifoam
systems are strongly curved and there is a large difference between the
CR
values of P CR
C and ⌸AS .
Another experimental tool has become available for quantifying the entry
barriers of oil drops. Hadjiiski and coworkers [17,22–25] developed a new
method, the ﬁlm trapping technique (FTT), which consists of trapping oil
drops in a wetting ﬁlm, formed from a surfactant solution on a solid substrate, and subsequent measurement of the critical capillary pressure that
leads to entry of the oil drop in the ﬂuid surface of the wetting ﬁlm (see
later for details). The FTT has several advantages compared with the porous
plate method. First, experiments with real antifoam drops of micrometer size
can be carried out, giving a quantitative measure of the entry barrier that
can be used to explain the antifoam activity [13–17]. Second, the FTT
allows independent variation of the radius of the asymmetric oil–water–air
ﬁlm and of the applied capillary pressure; i.e., the dependence of
CR
P CR
C and ⌸AS on the size of the asymmetric ﬁlm can be investigated. Third,
the method can be applied to different types of ﬁlms (asymmetric oil–water–air, emulsion and foam ﬁlms) so that a comparison of their stability for
a given surfactant–oil system is possible. Last, but not least, the FTT requires relatively simple and inexpensive equipment, and after accumulating
some experience one can rapidly obtain a large set of data. These features
make the method an interesting complement and/or alternative to the other
methods for studying liquid ﬁlms.
In this chapter we present a brief overview of the results obtained so far
by the FTT with various oils and surfactants in relation to antifoaming. As
shown here, the critical capillary pressure, determined in the FTT experiments, has a close relation to the actual process of foam destruction by oil
drops. Several conclusions about the mechanism of antifoaming and the
antifoam activity of the oils have been drawn and presented in quantitative
terms by using the concept of the critical capillary pressure, P CR
C , and the
FTT results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Materials
Sodium dioctylsulfosuccinate, AOT (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO);
octylphenol decaethylene glycol ether, Triton X-100 (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany); alkyl-C12/14 (glucopyranoside)1,2, also called alkyl-polyglucoside or APG (Henkel KGaA, Germany); sodium dodecyl polyoxyethylene
sulfate, SDP3S (Kao Co., Tokyo, Japan); sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate,
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SDDBS (Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany); and sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS
(Sigma) were used as surfactants. In two series of experiments lauryl amide
propyl betaine, Betaine (Kao) and n-dodecanol, n-C12OH (Sigma) were
added to SDP3S and SDS solutions, respectively, as foam boosters. The
compositions of the surfactant solutions are summarized in Table 1.
The following oils were studied: n-octane, n-C8; n-decane, n-C10; n-dodecane, n-C12; n-hexadecane, n-C16; n-dodecanol, n-C12OH (all products of
Sigma), and two silicone oils (polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) of dynamic
viscosities 5 and 1000 mPa⭈ s.
A mixed, solid–oil compound was also used as an antifoam, which consisted of 4.2 wt% hydrophobized silica particles dispersed in PDMS of viscosity 1000 mPa ⭈ s. The oil concentration in the working solutions was 0.1
wt% for pure oils and 0.01 wt% for mixed solid–oil compounds.
Hexadecane was puriﬁed by passing it through a glass column ﬁlled with
chromatographic adsorbent (Florisil). The other chemicals were used as received. The solutions were prepared with deionized water from Milli-Q Organex system (Millipore).

B. Methods and Procedures
1.

Foam Formation and Foam Stability Evaluation

Because the solid–oil compounds destroy the entire foam column within a
few seconds, whereas the pure oils are much slower (minutes or tens of

TABLE 1 Composition of the Surfactant Solutions Studied and Critical Micelle
Concentration (cmc) of the Surfactant

Surfactant
AOT
APG
Triton X-100
SDP3S
SDP3S/betaine (80:20 molar ratio)
SDP3S/n-dodecanol (97:3 molar
ratio)
SDDBS
SDS
SDS/n-dodecanol (97:3 molar
ratio)

Surfactant
concentration
(mM)

cmc
(mM)

Electrolyte
concentration
(mM)

10
0.45
1
0.5; 20; 100
100
100

3
0.15
0.18
0.5
<0.5
<0.5

0
10
0
0.33; 13.2; 66
81
0

0.16–12.8
20
20

0.5
8
<8

12
0
0
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minutes), different tests were used to produce foams and to compare their
stability in the presence of various antifoams.
(a) Ross–Miles Test. This test is appropriate for studying the antifoam
action of pure oils [13,14]. Brieﬂy, 0.3 mL of oil was introduced into 300
mL of the surfactant solution. The oil was emulsiﬁed in the solution by
intensive stirring for 20 min using a magnetic stirrer. The emulsion obtained
was additionally homogenized by several hand shakes before placing it into
the glass cylinder of the Ross–Miles test. The cylinder had a working volume of 1 dm3 and diameter of 37 mm. The solution was circulated (pumped)
for 20 s at a rate of 125 cm3/s through an oriﬁce (7 mm in diameter), which
was placed at 23 cm above the level of the liquid. The volume of the initially
formed foam and the evolution of the foam volume with time were monitored for a period of 15 min (100 min in some of the experiments) after
ceasing the liquid circulation. The accuracy in the foam volume determination was ⫾2 mL, whereas the reproducibility was typically ⫾5 mL.
(b) Automated Shake Test (AST). This test is appropriate for evaluating
the antifoam activity of solid–oil compounds [6,11,15]. The tests were performed on an automatic shake machine Agitest (Bioblock). The foaming
solution (100 mL) was placed in a standard 250-mL glass bottle, and 0.01
mL of the compound was introduced into this sample. The bottle was then
mechanically agitated by the machine, at a frequency of 360 min⫺1 and an
amplitude of 2 cm. After 10 s of agitation, the shaking was stopped and the
time for complete foam destruction (defoaming time) was monitored for a
period that did not exceed 60 s. A micropipette Nichiryo M800 (Nichiryo
Co., Tokyo, Japan), specially designed to supply small volumes of viscous
substances, was used to load the compound.

2.

Methods for Studying Foam Films

Several complementary methods were used to observe the process of foam
ﬁlm thinning and destruction in the presence of antifoam globules.
(a) Capillary Cell. Single, millimeter-sized foam ﬁlm was formed by the
method of Scheludko and Exerova [26,27]. A drop of surfactant solution
(sometimes containing dispersed antifoam drops) was placed in a short capillary tube with an internal diameter of 2.5 mm. The drop acquired a biconcave shape with the thinnest region being in the center of the capillary. The
foam ﬁlm was formed by sucking out liquid from the drop through a side
oriﬁce drilled in the capillary wall. This ﬁlm was observed in reﬂected
monochromatic light by a microscope (Zeiss Axioplan, Germany; objectives
Plan-Neoﬂuar, 10⫻/0.30; LD Epiplan, 20⫻/0.40). The image was recorded
by a CCD camera (Panasonic WV-CD20, 25 fps). The interference of the
light reﬂected from the upper and lower surfaces of the foam ﬁlm led to the
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appearance of dark and bright interference fringes, each corresponding to a
given ﬁlm thickness. The difference, ⌬h, in the ﬁlm thickness between two
neighboring dark (or two neighboring bright) fringes was equal to
⌬h =


⬇ 205 nm
2n

(4)

where  ⬇ 546 nm is the wavelength of the illuminating light and n = 1.33
is the refractive index of the surfactant solution.
A major advantage of the capillary cell is that experiments can be performed with surfactant solutions containing micrometer-sized oil globules or
lenses, just as in the case of practical antifoams [11,28]. Thus, the ﬁlms in
the capillary cell closely mimic the behavior of relatively small ﬁlms (of
diameter around 1 mm) in real foams.
(b) Dippenaar Cell [29]. We used this technique to observe the evolution
of the oil bridge that formed when an oil drop came in direct contact with
the two surfaces of a foam lamella [11]. Similarly to the experiments in the
capillary cell, the foam lamella was formed between two concave menisci
in a short capillary tube (4 mm internal diameter). The lamella thickness
was controlled by sucking liquid through a side oriﬁce. The placement of
an antifoam drop (⬇2 L in volume) on the upper meniscus led to the
formation of an oil lens ﬂoating on the solution surface. When the bottom
of this lens touched the lower air–water meniscus, an oil bridge could be
formed. The shape of the oil bridge was monitored in transmitted white
light. The main advantage of the Dippenaar cell is the possibility for direct
optical observation of the bridge shape.

3.

Film Trapping Technique (FTT)

(a) Experimental Setup and Basic Principles of Operation. The critical
capillary pressure leading to entry of the oil drops was measured by the FTT
[25]; see Fig. 2. A vertical glass capillary of radius 4 mm was positioned at
a small distance above the ﬂat bottom of a glass vessel. The lower end of
the capillary was immersed in the working surfactant solution, which contained dispersed antifoam globules. The capillary was connected to a pressure control system, which allowed one to vary and to measure the difference, ⌬PA, between the air pressure in the capillary, PA, and the ambient
atmospheric pressure, P 0A. The data acquisition equipment included a pressure transducer (Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT) and a digital multimeter
Metex M-4660A (Metex Instruments) connected to a personal computer
(PC).
When PA increased, the air–water meniscus in the capillary was pushed
against the glass substrate and a wetting ﬁlm was formed, which trapped
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FIG. 2 Scheme of the experimental setup and the basic principles of operation of
the ﬁlm trapping technique (FTT) [25]. (a) Vertical capillary, partially immersed in
surfactant solution containing oil drops, is held close to the bottom of the experimental vessel. (b) The air pressure inside the capillary, PA , is increased and the
water–air meniscus in the capillary is pressed against the glass substrate. Some of
the oil drops remain trapped in the formed glass–water–air ﬁlm and are compressed
by the meniscus. At a given critical capillary pressure (see Section II.B.3 for details)
the asymmetric ﬁlm formed between the oil drop and the solution surface ruptures
and a drop entry event is observed by an optical microscope. (c) Another modiﬁcation called gentle FTT is used for measuring entry barriers lower than 20 Pa—a
ﬂat meniscus is formed, which allows the trapping of drops at virtually zero capillary
pressure.

some of the antifoam globules (Fig. 2b). These drops remained sandwiched
between the air–water meniscus and the glass substrate. The setup allows
one to measure the capillary pressure of the air–water meniscus around the
trapped drops, which can be expressed by the following relationship:
PC = ⌬PA ⫺ WgZ

(5)

where the second term on the right-hand side of the equation accounts for
the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of the vessel (w is the mass density
of water, g is the gravity acceleration). The depth of the liquid, Z, was
measured by a micrometer translater having an accuracy of ⫾5 m, which
corresponded to a precision of ⫾0.05 Pa in the determination of the hydrostatic pressure. A Carl Zeiss Jena inverted microscope, equipped with objective LD Epiplan, 20⫻/0.40, digital CCD camera (Kappa CF 8/1 DX)
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connected to a PC and videocassette recorder (VCR) (Panasonic NV-HD
680), was used for these observations.
The experiments showed that the trapped antifoam globules entered
(pierced) the surface of the wetting ﬁlm at a given, critical capillary pressure,
P CR
C . The moment of drop entry, which was accompanied by a signiﬁcant
local change in the shape of the air–water interface, was clearly seen in
both reﬂected and transmitted light. Therefore, the equipment allows one to
measure P CR
C as a function of the solution composition and drop radius. As
mentioned before, for brevity we refer to P CR
C as the barrier to drop entry.
A larger P CR
C corresponds to a higher barrier (more difﬁcult drop entry) and
vice versa.
(b) Gentle-FTT. The experimental setup just described allows one to measure entry barriers higher than about 20 Pa. This limit is determined by the
capillary pressure of the meniscus formed in the capillary before trapping
the drops. Because the surfactant solution wets the inner surface of the
capillary, a spherical meniscus is formed with capillary pressure PC ⬇ 2AW/
RCAP ⬃ 15 Pa (AW ⬇ 30 mN/m is the surface tension of the solution and
RCAP ⬇ 4 mm is the capillary radius). However, the entry barriers are sometimes lower and another modiﬁcation of the method, called ‘‘gentle FTT,’’
has been developed [25] for such cases (Fig. 2c).
The main idea of gentle FTT is to create an almost ﬂat air–water interface
in the capillary before trapping the drops so that PC in the beginning of the
experiment is virtually zero. For this purpose, a sapphire disk of special
design was attached to the lower end of the capillary. The disk had an
opening with a wedgelike shape (Fig. 2c), which ensured stable attachment
of the air–water interface to the sapphire upper edge. In addition, a substrate
with a small stub, cut out onto a glass plate, was used in these experiments.
The plate was placed on the vessel’s bottom so that the stub was projected
upward into the central hole of the sapphire disk. One could move the capillary precisely in the x-y-z directions and juxtapose the ﬂat liquid interface
with the glass stub. Thus, one could achieve trapping of drops by a ﬂat
interface, followed by a gentle increase of PC until P CR
C was reached.
(c) Drop Entry Measurements in the Absence of a Spread Oil Layer. The
working surfactant solutions, containing oil-based antifoams, usually have a
spread layer of oil on their surface as a result of the coalescence of antifoam
globules with this surface [11]. Some of the experiments were aimed at
revealing how the presence of this prespread oil layer affected the height of
the entry barrier. For this purpose, comparative experiments, in both the
presence and absence of spread oil, were performed with solutions of the
anionic surfactant SDDBS and several oils.
For oils that were not very soluble in the surfactant solution, such as
dodecane and hexadecane, a clean surface (free of spread oil) was created
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by pouring the studied emulsions into the experimental vessel for FTT experiments by the two-tip procedure (TTP) [11]. The latter consisted of gentle
injection of the solution, containing emulsiﬁed oil drops, through a narrow
oriﬁce (syringe needle or pipette tip) into the working vessel—in this way
the oil layer, spread on the surface of the ‘‘mother’’ emulsion, was retained
and a clean solution surface was created for the FTT experiment. It took
some time, which depended very much on the oil and surfactant used, before
a new portion of spread oil appeared due to coalescence of oil drops with
the solution surface or to molecular transfer of oil [11,17]. Independent
surface tension measurements revealed that for dodecane and hexadecane
the value of AW of the emulsions poured by the TTP was virtually the same
as that of the pure SDDBS solution (without oil) and decreased very slowly
with time, by less than 0.5 mN/m for a period of 1 h, which was about the
time span of the typical FTT experiment. In these FTT tests, the number of
the drop entry events observed in a single experiment was restricted to six
to avoid the accumulation of a detectable layer of spread oil from the entering drops.
For oils that were soluble in water and/or solubilized in the surfactant
micelles (such as octane and dodecanol), it was impossible to create a solution surface free of spread oil for a period of time long enough to carry
out the FTT experiments. In these systems, the entry barrier was measured
only in the presence of spread oil.
All experiments were carried out at the ambient room temperature (T =
25 ⫾ 2⬚C). The experiments with dodecanol were performed at a temperature above its melting point (mp = 24⬚C). The atmosphere above the wetting
ﬁlm was saturated with aqueous vapors so that the water evaporation inside
the capillary was suppressed.

4.

Surface Tension Measurements

The surface tension of the surfactant solutions was measured by the Wilhelmy plate method, whereas the surface tension of the oils was measured
by the Du Nouy ring technique on a Krüss K10T digital tensiometer. The
interfacial tension of the oil–solution interfaces was measured by the pendant drop method.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Relation Between the Drop Entry Barrier and the
Antifoam Activity
1.

Drop Entry Barrier and Foam Lifetime—Fast and
Slow Antifoams

A careful look at the results published in the literature [1–8,30] and our
own foam tests (Refs. 11 and 13–16 and some new results presented later)
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show a segregation of the antifoam systems into two distinct groups, depending on the time scale of foam destruction. Some of the antifoams (usually these are mixed solid–oil compounds) are very active and destroy the
entire foam column in less than 10 s [3,6,11,15]. On the other hand, oils
deprived of solid particles typically require a much longer time (at least
several minutes) to destroy a signiﬁcant fraction of the foam [8,13–16,20].
For example, 0.01 wt% silica-PDMS compound destroys completely the
foams stabilized by AOT (10 mM) or Triton X-100 (1 mM) in 2–3 s in the
automatic shake test; whereas the same silicone oil, when deprived of silica,
has very slow action and several minutes elapse between the foam generation
and the beginning of the foam destruction process. Moreover, if pure oil is
used, the foam destruction is incomplete and a long-standing residual foam
often remains stable for hours. To distinguish these two types of antifoams,
we call them ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow,’’ respectively [15].
To clarify the actual reason for the different activities of the fast and slow
antifoams, we performed a large set of experiments aimed at revealing the
relation between the entry barrier and the characteristic defoaming time. As
an illustration of the results obtained, we will discuss ﬁrst the FTT experiments with 10 mM AOT solutions. Two antifoam systems were compared:
(1) pure silicone oil of viscosity 1000 mPa ⭈ s and (2) compound comprising
the same oil and hydrophobic silica particles. The gentle-FTT setup was
used for these measurements because some of the entry barriers were rather
low.
The results for the critical capillary pressure, P CR
C , as a function of the
equatorial radius of the antifoam drops, RE, are shown in Fig. 3. The triangles
present the results for P CR
C measured with compound globules, whereas the
open circles show data for pure oil drops. The two horizontal lines represent
the respective averaged values for a given antifoam. As seen from the ﬁgure,
the magnitude of the entry barrier does not depend signiﬁcantly on the drop
size in the range studied (typical for real antifoams). On the other hand, the
mean entry barrier for pure oil is about 20 Pa, whereas it is much lower for
the mixed solid–oil antifoam, about 1 Pa. Therefore, the introduction of
hydrophobic silica into the oil leads to a signiﬁcant decrease of the entry
barrier, by a factor of 20. As mentioned before, this reduction is accompanied
by a very strong acceleration of the foam destruction process. These results
reinforce the hypothesis of Garrett [4], supported by the experiments of
Bergeron et al. [6], Koczo et al. [7], and Aveyard and Clint [8], that the
main role of the solid particles in mixed solid–oil antifoams was to reduce
the entry barrier of the antifoam globules.
Further, we performed similar experiments with a variety of different
systems—oils, compounds, and surfactant solutions. The results are summarized in Fig. 4, which shows the relationship between the foam lifetime
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FIG. 3 Drop entry barrier versus drop radius measured by gentle FTT for solution
of 10 mM AOT: pure silicone oil (open circles), and silica–PDMS compound (ﬁlled
triangles). The horizontal lines represent the respective average values.

and the entry barrier. Each experimental point corresponds to a different
surfactant–antifoam couple (see the ﬁgure caption for speciﬁcation of the
systems studied). One sees that the experimental data fall into two distinct
regions: (1) systems where the foam is destroyed in less than 5 s (fast
antifoams)—for all of these systems the entry barrier is below 15 Pa; and
(2) systems where the defoaming time is longer than 8 min (slow antifoams),
for which the entry barrier is above 20 Pa. One can conclude that there is
a well-deﬁned threshold value of the entry barrier, somewhere between 15
and 20 Pa, which separates the region of the fast antifoams from the region
of the slow ones. Therefore, the magnitude of the entry barrier, P CR
C , is of
crucial importance for the time scale of foam destruction by a given antifoam.
As shown in the following, the threshold value of P CR
is related to a
C
transition from one mechanism of foam destruction (rapid rupture of the
foam ﬁlms) to another, much slower mechanism, which includes a compression of the antifoam globules in the Gibbs–Plateau borders of the foam.

2.

Observations of Single Foam Films—
Position of Drop Entry

One important question for any mechanism of foam destruction by oils is
which structural element of the foam (foam ﬁlm or Gibbs–Plateau border)
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FIG. 4 Correlation between the foam lifetime and the entry barrier, P CR
C , measured
for different systems (see also Table 1): (1–6) 10 mM AOT and different silica–
PDMS compounds; (7) 0.45 mM APG and silica–PDMS compound; (8–10) 1 mM
Triton X-100 and different silica–PDMS compounds: (11–13) 0.1, 0.02, and 5 ⫻
10⫺4 M SDP3S and silicone oil; (14) 0.1 M SDP3S/betaine = 80:20 molar ratio and
silicone oil; (15) 0.1 M SDP3S/n-dodecanol = 97:3 molar ratio and silicone oil; (16)
0.02 M SDS and silicone oil; and (17) 0.02 M SDS/n-dodecanol = 97:3 molar ratio
and silicone oil. The experimental data fall into two distinct regions: systems in
which the foam is destroyed in less than 5 s (fast antifoams) and P CR
< 15 Pa and
C
systems for which the defoaming time is longer than 8 min (slow antifoams) and
P CR
C > 20 Pa.

is actually destroyed by the antifoam globules. Most of the mechanisms
discussed in the literature [2,4,6,11,12,18] imply that the foam ﬁlms are
ruptured by the antifoams because these ﬁlms rapidly thin down to a thickness comparable to the globule diameter (on the order of a micrometer). On
the other hand, Koczo et al. [7] suggested that the antifoam globules might
ﬁrst escape from the foam ﬁlms into the neighboring Gibbs–Plateau borders
(GPBs) and be trapped there. According to these authors, the antifoam globules are compressed by the walls of the narrowing GPBs, where eventually
the drop entry occurs and the foam is destroyed. Our experiments have
shown that both scenarios can be realized depending on the particular system
[11,13,14]. However, the actual reason for the different locations of the
antifoam action has not yet been clariﬁed. Therefore, we performed systematic experiments for investigation of the relationship between the entry bar-
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rier and the structural element (foam ﬁlm or GPB) where the globule entry
occurs.
The capillary cell provides the possibility for a direct check of whether
the antifoam ruptures the foam ﬁlms [11,13]. We observed the process of
thinning (and sometimes rupture) of foam ﬁlms of diameter 0.7 ⫾ 0.1 mm
in the presence of dispersed globules of fast or slow antifoams. We describe
next, as an example, the foam ﬁlms formed from 10 mM AOT and 0.1 M
SDP3S solutions; the results for the other studied systems of low-molecularmass surfactants were very similar.
(a) Films Without Antifoam Globules. Let us ﬁrst describe brieﬂy the
main stages of foam ﬁlm thinning in the absence of an antifoam. Immediately after its formation, the foam ﬁlm has a nonuniform thickness with a
lens-shaped thicker region (called ‘‘dimple’’) in its central part—see Fig. 5.
The thickness in the dimple center is typically 3 to 4  m, and the thickness
is about 1  m in the ﬁlm periphery. The dimple is hydrodynamically unstable, and the liquid captured in it spontaneously leaves the ﬁlm (by an
asymmetric outﬂow) within a few seconds. Afterward, the ﬁlm surfaces become approximately plane parallel with several channels (dynamic regions
of thickness 200–500 nm larger than the main planar portions of the ﬁlm)
spanning across the ﬁlm area. The ﬁlm gradually thins down to 100 nm in
less than a minute, and the channels almost disappear. Further, several consecutive stepwise transitions in the ﬁlm thickness are observed, which occur
through formation and expansion of thinner spots. Such multistep ﬁlm thinning is called ‘‘stratiﬁcation’’ in the literature and is due to the oscillatory
structural forces created by the surfactant micelles [31–36]. About 2–3 min
after its formation, the foam ﬁlm reaches its ﬁnal thickness (10–20 nm,
which corresponds to a common black ﬁlm) and remains stable for many
hours in the absence of an antifoam.
The stages of foam ﬁlm thinning just described are typical for aqueous
solutions of most low-molecular-mass surfactants, and the time scale of the
process is approximately the same; the ﬁlm thickness becomes on the order
of 1  m in a few seconds, about 1 min is needed for thinning of the ﬁlm
down to about 100 nm, and 2 to 4 min are needed until the ﬁnal equilibrium
ﬁlm thickness is established. The main difference between the various systems is in the number of the stepwise transitions, which depends strongly
on the surfactant concentration. Close to the cmc, when the volume fraction
of the micelles is low, either there is only one transition from a common
black ﬁlm to a very thin Newton black ﬁlm or there are no transitions at all
because the equilibrium ﬁlm thickness corresponds to a common black ﬁlm,
stabilized by electrostatic or steric forces. However, when the surfactant
concentration is well above the cmc, up to ﬁve to seven transitions are
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FIG. 5 Stages of foam ﬁlm thinning: (a)–(f ) Schematic presentation; (b⬘)–(f⬘ ) photographs made in reﬂected light, which show the typical interference pattern for the
corresponding stage, as observed in the capillary cell with 0.1 M SDP3S solution,
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observed due to the multiple barriers in the disjoining pressure curve ⌸(h),
which are caused by the oscillatory structural forces [34–36].
(b) Films Containing Drops of Pure Silicone Oil. The ﬁlms formed in the
capillary cell from solutions containing drops of pure silicone oil are rather
stable, similar to the ﬁlms formed in the absence of an antifoam. The ﬁlmthinning behavior is slightly affected by the presence of the oil drops, and
the same stages are observed on approximately the same time scale. Microscopically, one can see that several oil drops are usually captured in the
dimple, immediately after ﬁlm formation. Most of these drops leave the foam
ﬁlm together with the dimple. The drops, which remain in the foam ﬁlm
after dimple expulsion, move from the planar ﬁlm areas toward the channels
(where the ﬁlm thickness is larger) and then leave the ﬁlm, following the
drainage of liquid through the channels. At a ﬁlm thickness of about 100
nm and below, no oil drops remain in the ﬁlm because the latter is thinner
than the diameter of the smallest drops. Therefore, the foam ﬁlm is deprived
of oil drops during the later stages of its thinning because the drops are
expelled into the thicker meniscus region that surrounds the ﬁlm (Fig. 6).
The fact that the real foams containing oil drops are unstable (although
at least several minutes are needed before the foam destruction starts), while
the foam ﬁlms in the capillary cell remain stable for much longer time,
indicates that the mechanism of foam destruction by oil drops does not occur
through rupture of the foam ﬁlms. Another mechanism that is in agreement
with the results obtained for these systems is discussed in Sections III.A.4
and III.A.5.
(c) Films Containing Mixed Solid–Oil Antifoam Globules. The stages and
the time scale of ﬁlm thinning are almost the same as in the experiments
described above, with one important exception—in most cases the antifoam
globules induce a rupture of the foam ﬁlm in the early stages of its thinning
(1 to 10 s) at a relatively large thickness (⬇1  m). One important feature
of the process observed is the formation of a characteristic interference pattern, clearly seen with a high-speed video camera [11], just before the ﬁlm

containing 0.1 wt% silicone oil; the ﬁlm diameter is 1 mm. (a) Two concave surfaces
approach each other. (b) Formation of a ﬁlm with a thicker central region called a
‘‘dimple.’’ (c) An almost planar ﬁlm crossed by several thicker regions (channels).
(d) Film of average thickness around 120 nm; the channels almost disappear. All
drops are expelled from the ﬁlm. (e) A stepwise thinning of the ﬁlm through formation and expansion of thinner (darker) spots—stratiﬁcation. The arrows in (e⬘)
show the ﬁlm areas containing different numbers of micelle layers, as indicated by
the integers. (f) The ﬁlm area is occupied by an equilibrium black ﬁlm.
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FIG. 6 Photograph showing oil drops that are expelled from the foam ﬁlm into the
surrounding Gibbs–Plateau border. The photograph is made in transmitted light to
provide a good contrast for the oil drops; under these conditions the boundary between the ﬁlm and the Gibbs–Plateau border is not well seen (this boundary is
indicated by a dashed arc). The solution is 0.1 M SDP3S and contains 0.1 wt%
silicone oil; the diameter of the oil drops seen in this picture is approximately
4  m.

rupture. This interference pattern, which we call ‘‘ﬁsh eye’’ because of its
appearance, corresponds to a local reduction of the ﬁlm thickness by 100 to
300 nm (see Fig. 7). This reduction of the local ﬁlm thickness is due to the
formation of an oil bridge between the two foam ﬁlm surfaces; see Fig. 8
and Section III.A.3. The ﬁlm region perturbed by the oil bridge is relatively
small (10–50  m in diameter) and the rest of the foam ﬁlm thins without
being notably affected by the bridge [11,12]. Typically, the foam ﬁlm ruptures soon (from several milliseconds up to several seconds) after the formation of the ﬁrst ﬁsh eye. In most of the cases, one can specify exactly
which antifoam globule became a bridge.
The process of hole formation and expansion inside the foam ﬁlms was
directly observed with larger vertical foam ﬁlms (2 ⫻ 3 cm2) by using a
high-speed video camera [11]. Solutions of 10 mM AOT and silica-PDMS
compound were used in these experiments. The results unambiguously demonstrated that the fast antifoams ruptured the foam ﬁlms (not the GPBs).
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FIG. 7 Interference pattern (‘‘ﬁsh eye,’’ indicated by the arrow) indicating the formation of an oil bridge in the foam ﬁlm just before its rupture in the capillary cell.
The ﬁlm is made from 10 mM AOT solution containing 0.01 wt% silica–PDMS
compound.

Most of these large ﬁlms ruptured almost immediately (within 0.5 s) after
their formation at a thickness of several micrometers.

3.

Foam Destruction by Fast Antifoams—Bridging–
Stretching Mechanism of Foam Film Rupture

The fact that the foam ﬁlms are destroyed almost immediately after the
formation of an oil bridge shows that these bridges are unstable. The microscopic observations [11] and the theoretical analysis [12] showed that
once formed, the oil bridge stretched with time due to uncompensated capillary pressures at the oil–water and oil–air interfaces and eventually ruptured, leading to a destruction of the entire foam ﬁlm. This mechanism of
foam ﬁlm rupture, called bridging–stretching [11,12], is illustrated in Fig.
8 by a schematic drawing and by photographs taken in the Dippenaar cell
with 10 mM AOT solutions and silica-PDMS compound. As seen from the
ﬁgure, the oil bridge acquires a shape with concave oil–water interfaces and
the thinnest region is in the bridge center. By changing the amount of the
surfactant solution in the Dippenaar cell, we are able to stretch the bridge
in the radial direction, which eventually causes its rupture and destruction
of the entire foam ﬁlm. The conditions for stability of oil bridges along with
the details of the bridging–stretching mechanism are discussed in Ref. 12.
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FIG. 8 Formation and stretching of an oil bridge. (a–d) Schematic presentation;
(a⬘–d⬘) photographs of the corresponding stages made with the Dippenaar cell.
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The bridging–stretching process is an alternative to another possible scenario for foam ﬁlm destruction [3–8], which implies that the antifoam globules are dewetted by the surfactant solution (bridging–dewetting mechanism, Fig. 1). One cannot exclude the possibility that in other systems the
antifoam globules destroy the foam ﬁlms by the bridging–dewetting mechanism.

4.

Foam Destruction by Slow Antifoams

See Fig. 9. As already explained, the globules of the slow antifoams escape
from the foam ﬁlms and accumulate in the GPBs, as suggested by Koczo
et al. [7]. This process was directly observed [13] by a long-focus optical
lens in experiments with vertical foam ﬁlms suspended on a three-legged
glass frame—in this conﬁguration a single GPB was formed between the
three ﬁlms hung on the frame legs [37]. Immediately after the withdrawal
of the glass frame from the surfactant solution containing pre-emulsiﬁed
antifoam, one observes numerous oil drops trapped in the thick foam ﬁlms
just formed [13]. However, these oil drops are expelled out of the ﬁlm almost
instantaneously because the ﬁlm thickness becomes smaller than the drop
diameter due to the liquid drainage. A fraction of these oil drops is trapped
in the narrowing GPB—a drop entry and subsequent ﬁlm rupture are observed when the GPB cross section becomes smaller than the drop diameter
and the compressing pressure exceeds the entry barrier of the drops. Numerous oil drops are seen captured in the GPBs of real foams as well; see
Fig. 9f. The process of foam destruction in the presence of oil drops (slow
antifoams) is described in more detail in Refs. 13–16.
It is worth mentioning here that details of the actual mechanism(s) of
foam destruction, occurring through entry of oil drops in the GPBs, are still
unclear. One interesting experimental fact is that the foam destruction often
occurs through sudden avalanches of multiple bubble bursts in the top layer
of the foam, separated by still periods. To explain this observation, a compression–bursting mechanism was suggested in Ref. 13 which implies that
the entry of strongly compressed (deformed) droplets in the GPBs creates a
mechanical shock (due to the release of energy in the moment of drop entry),
which is able to destroy the neighboring foam ﬁlms. The mechanical energy
released upon the foam ﬁlm rupture creates a propagating mechanical stress
that might break the thinnest (least stable) foam ﬁlms in the upper layer of
the foam column.

5.

Relation Between the Final Foam Height, Entry
Barrier, and Drop Size for Slow Antifoams

The experiments reported in Ref. 14 showed that the foam evolution in the
presence of oil drops consisted of several stages (see Fig. 9e). In all cases,
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FIG. 9 Foam destruction by oil drops (slow antifoams) [13,14]. (a and b) The oil
drops are rapidly expelled from the foam ﬁlms into the neighboring Gibbs–Plateau
borders (GPBs) soon after the foam is formed. (c) The larger drops are strongly
compressed in the narrowing GPBs and asymmetric oil–water–air ﬁlms are formed.
(d) Drops of radius smaller than R MIN
remain noncompressed and cannot induce
D
foam rupture. (e) Schematic presentation of the main stages of foam evolution in
the presence of oil drops: (I) drainage of liquid without bubble coalescence; (II)
stable foam due to the insufﬁcient compression of the oil drops; (III) foam destruction as a result of drop entry in the GPBs; (IV) long-living residual foam with ﬁnal
height HF . (f) Photograph of real foam cells with many oil drops trapped in the
GPBs.
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the foam destruction by slow antifoams was incomplete (on the time scale
of interest, ⬃2 h) and a residual, very stable foam of a certain height was
observed. This ﬁnal foam height, HF , depended on both the system composition and oil drop size [13,14]. The following consideration explains the
magnitude of HF by analyzing the relations between (1) the drop entry barrier
and the compressing capillary pressure imposed by the shrinking walls of
the GPBs and (2) the drop size and the cross section of the GPBs.
The capillary pressure that compresses the oil drops in the GPBs gradually increases with the drainage of liquid from the foam. The condition for
a hydrostatic equilibrium in the foam column requires the appearance of a
vertical gradient of the capillary pressure that opposes the gravity [2,38]. At
equilibrium, the capillary pressure at the top of the foam column should be
approximately equal to the hydrostatic pressure [13,38]:
PCF (H) ⬇ ⌬gH

(6)

where ⌬ is the mass density difference between the aqueous and gaseous
phases, g is the acceleration of gravity, and H is the height of the foam
column; see Fig 9a. The capillary pressure determines the radius of curvature, RP , of the GPB wall (Fig. 9d)
RP ⬇

AW
AW
⬇
PCF
⌬ gH

(7)

and, hence, also determines the cross section of the GPB. The radius of a
sphere that ﬁts the cross section of a GPB (i.e., touching its walls of radius
RP ; Fig. 9d), can be found from geometric considerations [13,16]:
R DMIN =

冉

2 兹3
⫺1
3

冊

RP ⬇ 0.15

AW 1
⌬gH H

(8)

The notation R MIN
is used in Eq. (8) because this presents, in fact, the minD
imal radius of a drop that can be compressed by the walls of the GPBs in
a foam column of height H.
It is seen from Eqs. (6) and (8) that the compressing capillary pressure
PCF is higher and R MIN
is smaller for taller foam columns. If the drops
D
trapped in the GPBs have entry barrier P CR
< PCF (H) and radius RD >
C
R MIN
,
then
the
foam
destruction
will
begin
after
a certain period of liquid
D
drainage because the asymmetric oil–water–air ﬁlms will be unable to resist
the compressing pressure imposed by the shrinking walls (Fig. 9c). The foam
destruction will continue until PCF (H) becomes approximately equal to P CR
C
(i.e., the asymmetric ﬁlms become stable) or, alternatively, until the cross
section of the GPBs becomes larger than the drop radius, R MIN
ⱖ RD (i.e.,
D
when the oils drops are no longer compressed by the GPB walls). Therefore,
the ﬁnal height of the foam column, HF , reached as a result of the foam
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destruction by the oil drops (Fig. 9e) must be close to the larger of the two
estimates
HF = max{HFP , HFR}
HFP =

P CR
C
⌬g

HFR = 0.15

(9)
(10a)

AW 1
⌬g RD

(10b)

One can conclude from this analysis that if HFP > HFR , the ﬁnal foam height,
HF , is determined mainly by the entry barrier—the oil drops are still compressed, but the asymmetric ﬁlms are stable. On the contrary, if HFP < HFR ,
the ﬁnal foam height is determined by the drop size, and the entry barrier
is of secondary importance.
It is worth noting several complications that might be important in some
systems. First, the entry barrier might depend strongly on the drop size in
some cases (see Section III.B.1) so that the preceding two conditions are
not entirely independent, i.e., P CR
should be regarded as a function of RD .
C
Second, because most of the antifoam emulsions are rather polydisperse, one
must be careful what average drop size is used in these estimates. Also, a
coalescence between the trapped oil drops may occur inside the GPBs, which
would lead to an increase of the drop size and, possibly, to reduction of the
entry barrier and foam stability.
To check whether the preceding estimates, Eqs. (9) and (10), described
real foams, we performed a series of parallel experiments with various surfactant–antifoam couples for determination of the entry barrier, P CR
C , by FTT
and of the ﬁnal foam height, HF , by the Ross–Miles test. The results are
summarized in Fig. 10, where HF is shown as a function of P CR
(see the
C
ﬁgure caption for the speciﬁc systems). The results show that the theoretical
CR
linear relationship between HF and P CR
C , Eq. (10a), holds very well for P C
ⱖ 400 Pa (see the dashed line in Fig. 10). A further decrease of the entry
barrier almost does not affect HF , which remains around 3–4 cm for P CR
C <
400 (see the shaded area in Fig. 10). As already explained, the reason for
this result is that the GPBs in short foam columns are too wide to compress
the emulsiﬁed oil drops. Indeed, one can estimate from Eq. (8) that R MIN
=
D
13  m for HF = 3.5 cm (AW ⬇ 30 mN/m). The size distribution of the
drops was determined for one of the systems studied—SDP3S and silicone
oil. The main fraction of drops fell in the size range between 2 and 20  m
in radius, although single larger drops were also observed. The number av-
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FIG. 10 Final foam height, HF , versus entry barrier, P CR
C , for different systems: (1–
3) 5 ⫻ 10⫺4, 0.02, and 0.1 M SDP3S; (4) 0.1 M SDP3S/betaine = 80:20 molar ratio;
(5) 0.1 M SDP3S/n-dodecanol = 97:3 molar ratio; (6) 0.02 M SDS; (7) 0.1 M SDS/
n-dodecanol = 97:3 molar ratio.

eraged, arithmetic mean drop radius was about 5  m, whereas the geometric
mean radius was about 4  m (the peak width calculated for a log-normal
size distribution of the drops was g ⬇ 2). These results indicate that RD in
Eq. (10b) should represent the typical radius of the larger drops (which are
most active as antifoam entities) in the size distribution curves. The calculations showed that one could use the volume averaged, geometric mean
drop size (which was RD ⬇ 16  m in these experiments) as a reasonable
estimate of RD in Eq. (10b).
Equations (9) and (10) predict that one can use the entry barrier and/or
the drop size to control the ﬁnal height of the foam. Indeed, FTT measurements showed that the addition of different amphiphiles (foam boosters, such
as dodecanol, betaines, and others) to the main surfactant (e.g., SDS or
SDP3S) led to a signiﬁcant increase of the entry barrier at a ﬁxed total
surfactant concentration [13,14]. The observed increase of the entry barriers
was in very good agreement with the enhanced foam stability found with
the same systems in the foam tests. On the other hand, the foam stability
was found to increase noticeably with the reduction of the oil drop size at
ﬁxed composition of the surfactant solution, just as predicted by the preceding consideration—see Figs. 4 and 5 in Ref. 13.
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B. Effect of Different Factors on the Drop Entry Barrier
The foregoing results clearly demonstrate the importance of the entry barrier
for the activity of the oil-based antifoams. That is why we carried out systematic experiments to clarify how the entry barrier depended on various
factors.

1.

Effect of the Drop Size

The FTT experiments with many different systems showed that, in general,
P CR
C decreased monotonously with the drop size. In many cases this trend is
very weak (e.g., the results shown in Fig. 3) and can be neglected for the
size range of typical antifoams (RD between 1 and 10  m), whereas in some
systems the size effect is very pronounced. Interestingly, we found that the
dependence of P CR
C on the drop size was sensitive to the surfactant concentration. As an example, the dependence of P CR
C on the equatorial drop radius,
RE , is shown in Fig. 11 for silicone oil (viscosity 5 mPa ⭈ s) at three different
concentrations of SDP3S. The radius of the drops studied varied between 1
and 8  m. To compare quantitatively the effect of the drop size for the
different concentrations, we deﬁne the ratio p = P CR
(2  m)/P CCR (6  m),
C

FIG. 11 Entry barrier, P CR
C , for silicone oil as a function of the oil drop radius
measured at three different concentrations of SDP3S. As a quantitative measure of
the effect of drop size on the entry barrier, we use the ratio p = P CR
(2  m)/P CCR
C
(6  m). The two vertical lines indicate the drop radii (2 and 6  m, respectively),
which are used to determine p.
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which shows how steep the decrease of the entry barrier is with the drop
size. At the lowest concentration (5 ⫻ 10⫺4 M, which is around the cmc of
this surfactant) the ratio p ⬇ 1.1; for the intermediate concentration (0.02
M), this ratio is slightly larger, p ⬇ 1.3; and for a concentration far above
the cmc (0.1 M) a signiﬁcant increase of p is observed, p ⬇ 2.9, i.e., the
entry barrier decreases about three times in the size range studied. As discussed at the end of the previous section, this dependence can be used to
control the foam stability by varying the size of the oil drops introduced
into the foaming solution. Why the ratio p is larger for more concentrated
surfactant solutions is still an open question. The explanation might be in
the different types of surface forces (electrostatic and van der Waals at low
concentrations; oscillatory structural forces at high concentrations) that stabilize the asymmetric ﬁlms in the different concentration ranges.

2.

Effect of the Surfactant Concentration

A series of experiments were performed with SDDBS solutions of different
concentrations to measure the entry barrier for hexadecane drops. The surfactant concentration, CS , was varied between 0.16 and 12.8 mM, while the
salt concentration was ﬁxed at 12 mM NaCl. The cmc of SDDBS at this
ionic strength is about 0.5 mM. The working solutions were poured in the
experimental cell by using the two-tip procedure (TTP) described in Section
II.B.3.c, to avoid the presence of a spread oil on the solution surface. The
entry barriers, measured with oil drops of radius RE ⬇ 2.3 ⫾ 0.3 m, are
plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of the surfactant concentration. At least three
independent experimental runs were carried out at a given concentration,
with two or three entry events observed in each run. The reproducibility of
the measured value of P CR
C was very good, typically ⫾5%.
The results shown in Fig. 12 indicate a complex dependence of P CR
C on
the surfactant concentration. At concentrations below 0.16 mM, the entry
barrier is too low to be measured by the experimental procedure used. In
this case the drops entered the solution surface without being compressed
by the water–air interface. At the lowest concentration where FTT mea= 10 Pa was obtained. The
surements were possible, CS = 0.16 mM, P CR
C
entry barrier rapidly increases in the concentration range between 0.16 and
0.5 mM, up to ⬇40 Pa. At higher concentrations, between 0.5 and 9 mM,
the barrier exhibits a slow but steady increase from about 40 to 150 Pa with
the surfactant concentration. A much steeper increase of P CR
is observed
C
at concentrations above 9 mM, and the barrier is above 400 Pa at CS =
12.8 mM.
The observed sharp increase of P CR
C at CS > 9 mM is probably related to
the stabilizing effect of the surfactant micelles trapped in the asymmetric
oil–water–air ﬁlm [3,10]. One can estimate that the effective volume frac-
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FIG. 12 Dependence of the entry barrier, P CR
C , on the SDDBS concentration, CS ,
for hexadecane drops. All solutions contain 12 mM NaCl. The entry barriers are
measured with drops of radius RE = 2.3 ⫾ 0.3  m. The solution surface is free of
oil.

tion of the SDDBS micelles, ⌽, including the contribution of the counterion
atmosphere, is about 6% at the kink point corresponding to 9 mM [17].
From the micellar concentration one can estimate the height of the last maximum (corresponding to one layer of micelles trapped in the ﬁlm) in the
oscillatory component of the disjoining pressure, created by the micelles, by
using the formulas derived in Ref. 36. The estimate shows that this maximum is about 73 Pa, which is not far from the measured values of P CR
C ⬇
160 Pa at this concentration (note that the electrostatic and van der Waals
forces also contribute to the height of this maximum in the ﬁlm). Therefore,
a detectable contribution of micelles in the stability of the ﬁlms might be
expected in this concentration range and above it. More detailed discussion
of these results is presented in Ref. 17.

3.

Effect of the Chemical Structure of Oil

All experiments described in Sections III.B.3 and III.B.4 were carried out
with solutions containing 2.6 mM SDDBS and 12 mM NaCl. The drop entry
barriers for a series of n-alkanes (octane, decane, dodecane, hexadecane),
dodecanol, and silicone oil were measured. Drops of diameter between 2
and 12  m were studied, and no signiﬁcant dependence of P CR
C on the drop
size was observed. The mean values of the drop entry barrier, P CR
C , measured
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for the different oils are summarized in Table 2. The values given in parentheses correspond to experiments performed in the absence of a spread oil
layer over the solution surface; the other values were measured with a prespread, molecularly thin oil layer on the solution surface. The results show
that the entry barrier for n-alkanes increases with their molecular mass: for
octane P CR
C = 30 ⫾ 2 Pa, for decane 35 ⫾ 5 Pa (>70 Pa with solution surface
free of spread oil), for dodecane 48 ⫾ 5 Pa (96 ⫾ 5 Pa), and for hexadecane
it is 400 ⫾ 10 Pa (80 ⫾ 5 Pa). Such a signiﬁcant increase of the entry
barrier with the alkane chain length is certainly important for the antifoam
action of the alkanes, and systematic foam tests are planned to understand
better the relation between the entry barrier and the foam stability for these
systems. The signiﬁcant effect of the spread oil on the entry barrier, found
with most of the alkanes, will be discussed in the next section.
The experiments with drops of n-dodecanol and silicone oil revealed very
high entry barriers, above 1500 Pa. Not surprisingly, the foam tests showed
that emulsiﬁed drops of both these oils were inefﬁcient foam breakers, although the E, S, and B coefﬁcients were strongly positive for the silicone
oil [16]. More detailed discussion of these results and some possible explanations for the different entry barriers of the studied oils are presented in
Ref. 17.

4.

Effect of the Prespread Oil Layers

The experiments with dodecane and decane demonstrated a signiﬁcantly
lower drop entry barrier in the presence of a prespread layer of the same oil
on the solution surface. On the contrary, the spreading of hexadecane (which
makes a mixed adsorption layer with the SDDBS molecules) leads to about

TABLE 2 Drop Entry Barrier, P CR
C ,
Measured with Different Oils in the Presence
or in the Absence (Data in Parentheses) of
Spread Oil on the Surface of the Aqueous
Solution Containing 2.6 mM SDDBS and
12 mM NaCl
Oil
n-Octane
n-Decane
n-Dodecane
n-Hexadecane
n-Dodecanol
PDMS

P CR
C (Pa)
30 ⫾ 2
35 ⫾ 5 (>70)
48 ⫾ 5 (96 ⫾ 5)
400 ⫾ 10 (80 ⫾ 5)
>1500
>3000
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a ﬁvefold increase of the entry barrier compared with that in the absence of
spread oil (see Table 2). It is possible that the high entry barrier observed
with dodecanol is also related to the formation of a dense mixed adsorption
layer on the solution surface [16,17]. Therefore, the presence of a spread oil
layer is a signiﬁcant factor in the magnitude of the entry barriers. Note that
this effect has an important implication for the antifoaming action of these
oils. For example, one could not explain the poor antifoam activity of hexadecane in SDDBS solutions without taking into account the increase of the
entry barrier due to the oil spreading. However, as discussed elsewhere
[4,5,13,16,17,39], different factors are often more important and no straightforward correlation between the spreading behavior of the oil and its antifoam activity is observed.

5.

Discussion of the Critical Disjoining Pressure for
Drop Entry

The results presented in Figs. 3 and 11 show that the critical capillary pressure, P CR
C , is usually a weak function of the size of the asymmetrical oil–
water–air ﬁlm. Additional analysis is needed, however, to understand how
the critical disjoining pressure, ⌸ CR
AS , depends on the ﬁlm size. In this section
we investigate this dependence and discuss it from the viewpoint of the
mechanism of rupture of the thin asymmetric ﬁlms.
(a) Disjoining Pressure for Spherical Films. The disjoining pressure, ⌸AS,
accounts for the interactions between the two ﬁlm surfaces (van der Waals,
electrostatic, steric, etc.) and is conventionally deﬁned as the surface force
per unit area [40–42]. Positive disjoining pressure corresponds to repulsive
surface forces (i.e., to ﬁlm stabilization) and vice versa. In the case of planar
ﬁlms, the condition for mechanical equilibrium requires that the capillary
sucking pressure be exactly counterbalanced by the disjoining pressure.
However, the thin ﬁlms in our experiments are curved and the condition for
mechanical equilibrium is more complex because it should account for the
capillary pressure jumps across the curved ﬁlm surfaces. The relevant theoretical approach to this conﬁguration was developed by Ivanov and coworkers [25,42,43], who showed that the disjoining pressure was related to
the capillary pressure across the water–air interface, PC = PA ⫺ PW , by the
expression
⌸AS = PF ⫺ PW = (PF ⫺ PA) ⫹ (PA ⫺ PW) =

2AW
⫹ PC
RF

(11)

where PF is the pressure in the asymmetric oil–water–air ﬁlm and RF is its
radius of curvature (Fig. 13a). The aqueous phase (from which the asymmetric ﬁlm is formed) is chosen as a reference phase for the deﬁnition of
the disjoining pressure as usual [42,43].
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For micrometer-sized drops RF is on the order of the drop size and 2AW/
RF > 104 Pa. In most of our systems PC ⬇ 102 Pa and its contribution can
be neglected in Eq. (11). Thus, only the radius of ﬁlm curvature, RF , would
be sufﬁcient to calculate ⌸AS because AW is a known quantity. Note, however, that RF depends on the drop deformation, which, in turn, is determined
by the applied capillary pressure, PC . For large drops or bubbles, one can
measure directly the radius of ﬁlm curvature, RF, by using the microscopic
method of differential interferometry [44]; however, this method cannot be
used for micrometer-sized drops. That is why an indirect method was used
in Ref. 17 to estimate the magnitude of ⌸AS from the accessible experimental
data and to study how the critical disjoining pressure for drop entry, ⌸ CR
AS ,
depended on the size of the asymmetric ﬁlm. We refrain from describing
here the exact numerical procedure because it would require too much space.
Brieﬂy, it consists of determining the shape of the trapped oil drop and of
the contiguous water–air meniscus from the accessible experimental data—
the capillary pressure PC , the equatorial drop radius RE , and the interfacial
and ⌸ CR
tensions, AW and OW . From the oil drop shape one ﬁnds R CR
F
AS at
the moment of ﬁlm rupture. For a detailed explanation of the numerical
procedure, the reader is referred to the original article [17].
(b) Numerical Results. The calculated dependence of ⌸ CR
AS on the inverse
radius of the asymmetric ﬁlm is shown in Fig. 13b for the system 3.2 mM
SDDBS, 12 mM NaCl, and hexadecane drops (no spread layer of oil). Because the asymmetric ﬁlm is curved, there are different possible deﬁnitions
of its size. For this plot we have chosen the ‘‘effective’’ ﬁlm radius to be
equal to the radius of a planar ﬁlm that has the same area as the real asymmetric ﬁlm
REFF =

冑

AF


(12)

where AF is the actual area of the asymmetric ﬁlm. As seen from Fig. 13b,
⌸ CR
AS is a linear function of 1/REFF . The calculations performed in Ref. 17
showed that for a given system, the drop entry occurred at approximately
the same relative deformation of the drops (independent of the drop size).
The observed dependence of ⌸ CR
AS on REFF is by no means a trivial fact.
The isotherm ⌸AS(h) is not expected to depend on either the ﬁlm size or the
ﬁlm curvature because the ﬁlm thickness h is much smaller than both REFF
and RF . Therefore, if the ﬁlm rupture were accomplished by surmounting
the maximum in the isotherm ⌸AS(h), the rupture event for a given system
MAX
would always be expected to occur at ⌸ CR
AS = 傽 AS , independent of the drop
size.
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FIG. 13 Determination of the disjoining pressure. ⌸AS , in the asymmetric oil–water–air ﬁlm [17]. (a) Schematic presentation of an oil drop trapped in a wetting ﬁlm;
PW ⫹ ⌸AS = PF is the pressure in the asymmetric ﬁlm. (b) Calculated critical disjoining pressure ⌸ CR
AS as a function of the inverse effective ﬁlm radius 1/REFF [see
Eq. (12)]; the circles show calculated values from experiments with different oil
drops and the line represents the respective linear ﬁt; the calculations are made for
1 mM SDDBS solution containing 12 mM NaCl and n-hexadecane drops. (c) Schematic presentation of the disjoining pressure isotherm ⌸AS(h). Two possible ways to
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One possible explanation of the observed dependence might be that the
ﬁlm rupture in our systems occurs by passing below the barrier ⌸ MAX
(Fig.
AS
13c). Indeed, Bergeron [45] showed with large planar foam ﬁlms (studied
by the porous plate method) that in some systems ⌸ CR
AS corresponded to an
actual maximum of the calculated curve ⌸AS(h), whereas in other systems
⌸ CR
AS was well below the maximum of the calculated ⌸AS(h) curves (for a
possible explanation see Ref. 45). Such a possibility is offered by different
theoretical models of ﬁlm rupture, in which the formation of unstable spots
in large liquid ﬁlms by various mechanisms is considered [40,45–47]. However, all these models are developed for large planar ﬁlms and cannot be
applied directly to our system without a careful analysis of the role of ﬁlm
curvature in the ﬁlm rupture process. Further experimental and theoretical
work is under way to reveal the actual mechanism of ﬁlm rupture, to develop
an adequate model of this process, and to explain the observed linear dependence of ⌸ CR
AS versus 1/REFF .

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A systematic experimental study was performed to clarify further the role
of the entry barrier in the foam destruction by oil-based antifoams. The
critical capillary pressure, P CR
C , which leads to rupture of the asymmetric
oil–water–air ﬁlm (formed between a pre-emulsiﬁed oil drop and the solution surface) and to subsequent drop entry, was measured by the ﬁlm
trapping technique (Fig. 2)—for brevity, P CR
C is denoted as the ‘‘entry barrier’’ throughout. The results obtained and the conclusions drawn can be
summarized as follows:
1.

The experiments reveal that P CR
C determines the boundary between two
different classes of antifoam (Figs. 3 and 4).
a. Fast antifoams (defoaming time < 5 s, no residual foam), which
have P CR
C < 20 Pa and break the foam ﬁlms (Figs. 7 and 8).
b. Slow antifoams (defoaming time > 5 min, stable residual foam),

overcome the barrier and possible ﬁlm rupture are indicated. (1) The ﬁlm surfaces
are compressed toward each other by a capillary pressure that drives the system to
CR
surmount the barrier ⌸ MAX
AS —in this case, the critical disjoining pressure ⌸ AS should
MAX
be equal to ⌸ AS independently of drop radius. (2) A local ﬂuctuation in the ﬁlm
leads to the formation of unstable spot and local ﬁlm rupture. In this case, the latter
MAX
CR
may occur at a critical disjoining pressure ⌸ CR
and hence ⌸ AS
could depend
AS < ⌸ AS
on the ﬁlm size.
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which have P CR
> 20 Pa and destroy the foam only after being
C
compressed inside the Gibbs–Plateau borders (Figs. 6 and 9).
A relation between P CR
C , the ﬁnal height of the foam, HF , and the radius
of the antifoam drops, RD , is found and explained theoretically for the
slow antifoams (Figs. 9 and 10).
The dependence of the entry barrier on the concentration of the anionic
surfactant sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDDBS) was studied for
hexadecane oil drops. A steep increase of the barrier is observed at a
concentration above 9 mM (effective volume fraction of the micelles ⬇
6%), which implies that the oscillatory structure forces, created by the
micelles, play a signiﬁcant role above this concentration (Fig. 12).
The presence of a prespread oil layer on the surface of the surfactant
solution is found to affect strongly the entry barrier for alkanes (Table
2). The barrier is reduced by the prespread layer for decane and dodecane, whereas the effect is the opposite for hexadecane (ﬁvefold increase).
There is a big difference between the numerical values of the critical
CR
capillary pressure, P CR
C , and the critical disjoining pressure ⌸ AS , for
micrometer-sized oil drops, such as those in real antifoams. The analysis
shows that P CR
C is a more convenient quantity for description of the entry
barriers because its magnitude correlates with the ﬁnal height of the
foam, whereas the magnitude of ⌸ CR
AS does not.
The experiments show that P CR
usually
depends only slightly on the oil
C
drop size and on the radius of the asymmetric ﬁlm, while ⌸ CR
AS scales
as (ﬁlm radius)⫺1 for all of the studied systems (Fig. 13b). The strong
dependence of ⌸ CR
AS on the ﬁlm radius shows that the rupture of the
asymmetric ﬁlm does not occur simply by surmounting the barrier in
the ⌸AS(h) curve. A possible explanation of this result is discussed
(Fig. 13c).

One can conclude that the FTT has provided valuable and nontrivial information about the role of the entry barrier in the antifoam activity of oils and
oil-based compounds.
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ABSTRACT
Emulsion properties depend mainly upon three kinds of variables: physicochemical formulation, composition, and manufacturing protocol. The current state of the art allows the interpretation of the effects of these variables
on such properties in the framework of a generalized phenomenology that
includes temporal changes, either instantaneous or delayed, as they take
place in manufacturing processes. The know-how can be readily translated
into guidelines and constraints concerning the process operation and equipment design. This approach is referred to as formulation engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Emulsions are encountered both in nature and in many man-made goods.
They are used in two-phase products such as foodstuff, paints, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, and many others. Alternatively, they provide some interfacial or operational property of interest such as a high contact area in liquid–liquid extraction and emulsion polymerization or a controlled mass
transfer rate in drug release and pollution remediation. They are increasingly
involved in industrial processes, from the small-scale batch preparation of
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ﬁne-tuned products such as cosmetics to the large-scale manufacturing of
millions of tons per year of emulsiﬁed fuel [1–4].
In many cases, emulsion speciﬁcations are stringent, and meeting them
is a challenge that requires not only the guidelines found in industrial chemical recipes but also a full engineering treatment of the involved phenomena.
The present chapter deals with the formulation engineering approach to
emulsion making.

II. ORGANIZING EMULSION SCIENCE INTO
KNOW-HOW
Emulsions are liquid-in-liquid dispersions that can occur as two simple
types, namely oil drops in water (O/W) or water drops in oil (W/O), and
some more complex morphologies such as double or multiple emulsions in
which the drops contain droplets.
The type of emulsion and other properties are known to depend on four
kinds of variables: (1) the physicochemical formulation variables, (2) the
composition variables, (3) the mixing conditions that prevail during emulsiﬁcation, and (4) the physical properties of components. This also includes
the way in which these variables are manipulated during emulsiﬁcation.
The effects of the physical properties of the components include, for
instance, the role of the external phase viscosity on emulsion stability. These
effects are well known or easy to ascertain in most cases and may be handled
in a corrective or complementary fashion. They will not be discussed in
detail in this chapter, which is dedicated to clarifying the coupled effects of
the three other types of variables.

A. Physicochemical Formulation
Physicochemical formulation refers to intensive variables, which are characteristics of the nature of the components, along with temperature and pressure. They determine the afﬁnity or negative of the standard chemical potential of the different species—particularly the surfactant—in all phases at
equilibrium. They determine the phase behavior, as well as interfacial properties such as tension or natural curvature.
Although emulsions are systems out of mechanical equilibrium because
they would ﬁnally end up in a separated two-phase system, the formulation
is of paramount importance during the formulation of the emulsion and its
useful lifetime. This is probably due to the fact that in many cases, the time
scale of the emulsion persistence is large enough to attain physicochemical
equilibrium between the phases.
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The main practical problem in formulation is the large number of components, often many more than the simplest ternary case that contains only
surfactant, oil, and water. In most cases there are other components or additives such as cosurfactants, electrolytes, or polymers. Moreover, the components are not usually pure substances. More often, they are mixtures that
could be as complex as a crude oil or that could contain many electrolytes
such as seawater. The surfactant is commonly a mixture either because of
cost or manufacturing constraints or by choice, in order to adjust some
property.
As a consequence, a typical emulsion could contain scores of different
chemical species, each of them able to inﬂuence the formulation in a way
not necessarily proportional to its concentration. Thus, even for a commonplace practical case, a systematic study could require thousands of research
hours to be completed. This is why formulation has been considered an art
rather than a science. This assessment has been changing with the growth
of surface science in the past half-century and the uncovering of an extraordinarily rich variety of phenomena and structures in surfactant, polymer, and
colloid chemistry [5].
However, most of the available knowledge is still too speciﬁc, simplistic,
or naive to be useful to deal with the intricacies of even very simple practical
cases. This is why a rational approach based on cause-and-effect trends has
been favored by formulators of emulsions and other systems involving surfactants, oils, and water when numerical relationships are not available.
As proposed 50 years ago by Grifﬁn [6], the empirical hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB) method has still its supporters because of its extreme
simplicity, although it falls short of taking into account many factors. At the
same time, Winsor [7] proposed a theoretical interpretation based on the
molecular interactions of the adsorbed surfactant molecules at the interface
and the neighboring oil and water molecules. This was an enlightening and
pedagogical contribution as far as the physicochemical understanding was
concerned, but no numerical value was attainable. In the 1960s Shinoda
introduced the phase inversion temperature (PIT), which is an experimentally attainable parameter [8–12]. It took into account all the variables because it could be measured even in extremely complex systems. Since then,
it has been used amply to deal with nonionic surfactants that are slightly
hydrophilic.
In the 1970s the enhanced oil recovery research effort promoted the development of a more complete description of the formulation effects, from
both theoretical and empirical points of view. Empirical correlations involving the effect of the oil type, electrolyte type and concentration in water,
surfactant type, alcohol type and concentration, as well as temperature and
even pressure were developed [13–21].
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More recently, these empirical equations were justiﬁed from a physicochemical point of view as representative of the surfactant afﬁnity difference
(SAD), i.e., the free energy of transfer of a surfactant molecule from the oil
phase to the water phase [22]. This free energy can be estimated from the
measurement of the surfactant partitioning coefﬁcient and from the way it
changes with the different formulation variables [23,24]. For simplicity, the
relationship has been written as the hydrophilic–lipophilic deviation (HLD),
which is the same concept as SAD but is related to a reference state [25].
In the simple case of an ethoxylated nonionic surfactant, an n-alcohol
cosurfactant, an n-alkane oil, and a sodium chloride brine, the HLD can be
written as
HLD =

(SAD ⫺ SADref)
RT

(1)

= ␣ ⫺ EON ⫺ kACN ⫹ bS ⫹ aCA ⫹ c(T ⫺ Tref)
where EON is the average number of ethylene oxide groups per nonionic
surfactant molecule, ACN is the alkane carbon number, S is the salinity as
wt% NaCl, CA is the alcohol concentration, T is the temperature, and ␣ is
a parameter that is characteristic of the surfactant lipophilic group type and
branching. It increases linearly with the number of carbon atoms in the alkyl
tail. The k, a, b, and c are numerical coefﬁcients; SADref equals RT ln Kref ,
where Kref is the partition coefﬁcient of the surfactant between oil and water
in the reference state at the optimum formulation; Kref is near unity for
systems containing ionic surfactants but could be different for those formulated with nonionics.
The HLD is equivalent to the Winsor R ratio in the sense that it gathers
all formulation effects in a single generalized formulation variable. When
the HLD is equal to, larger, or smaller than zero, R is equal to, larger, or
smaller than unity. However, and unlike R, the HLD can be calculated numerically when it is different from zero.
At HLD = 0, the temperature is equal to the PIT of the surfactant in the
corresponding state (oil, water, alcohol). Equation (1) at HLD = 0 then
makes it possible to determine the variation of the PIT with the system
variables, and therefore to evaluate PIT values extrapolated outside the 0–
100⬚ C experimental range.
The HLD could be considered as a numerical generalization of previous
concepts such as HLB but including the contribution of all variables involved. It is thus a parameter that describes the formulation state in all its
generality. Using HLD allows a ﬁne-tuning of formulation by changing the
most convenient variable(s) or by combining several changes at once because there are several degrees of freedom.
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An expression analogous to Eq. (1) for ionic surfactants, a listing of
typical parameter values, and the rules to calculate the parameter corresponding to different mixtures of surfactants, oils, and electrolytes are available
in the literature [14,16–22].

B. Phenomenological Approach
1.

Changes in Phase Behavior Along a Formulation Scan

The relationship between the formulation variables and the phase behavior
is exhibited through a formulation scan. This technique consists of preparing
a sequence of SOW systems with identical compositions (a few percent of
surfactant and equal amounts of oil and water) and the same formulation
with the exception of one formulation variable, which is the selected scanned
variable. In most cases the scanned variable is the aqueous phase salinity
for ionic surfactant systems and the temperature or the average EON for
nonionic ones. However, it may be any variable likely to change the value
of HLD in Eq. (1).
The purpose of a formulation scan is to switch from HLD < 0 to HLD
> 0, or vice versa, by changing a single formulation variable in a monotonous way. When the HLD < 0 the afﬁnity of the surfactant for the aqueous
phase dominates, and a so-called Winsor type I phase behavior is exhibited
in which a surfactant-rich aqueous phase (micellar solution or microemulsion) is in equilibrium with an essentially pure oil phase. When the HLD >
0, a Winsor type II phase behavior is exhibited, and this time it is the oil
phase that contains most of the surfactant. At the intermediate HLD = 0
formulation, the afﬁnity of the surfactant is the same for both phases, and a
very low minimum of interfacial tension is exhibited, which is the reason
why the researchers involved in enhanced oil recovery in the 1970s called
it the optimum formulation. This label has been conserved ever since even
for other applications [13].
An optimum formulation can be characterized in many cases by the occurrence of a three-phase behavior, i.e., the so-called Winsor type III as
described elsewhere [7,21]. Figure 1 gathers the results concerning the effect
of a formulation scan.

2.

Changes in Emulsion Properties Along a
Formulation Scan

When a formulation is scanned from HLD < 0 to HLD > 0, i.e., when the
surfactant afﬁnity switches from hydrophilic to lipophilic, several transitions
in emulsion properties are known to take place. Figure 2 summarizes some
of these transitions, as observed in a large number of experimental results
from different research groups [26–33].
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FIG. 1 Change in interfacial tension and phase behavior along a formulation scan.

The emulsion conductivity changes drastically near HLD = 0, indicating
that emulsion inversion takes place there, irrespectively of the variable used
to alter the HLD. According to the Bancroft rule, the wedge theory, and
more modern curvature conceptualizations, HLD < 0 is associated with O/
W emulsions and HLD > 0 with W/O emulsions. Near HLD = 0 an emulsion
of the microemulsion–oil–water (MOW) three-phase system could be occurring, but there is no clear-cut indication about what constitutes its external
phase.
The emulsion stability undergoes a very deep minimum in the vicinity of
HLD = 0, regardless of the variable that is scanned to change the formulation. Near HLD = 0, it seems that no surfactant is available to stabilize the
emulsion. This phenomenon has been interpreted in different ways [34–37].
Sometimes two maxima are observed on both sides of the optimum formulation, at some HLD distance from HLD = 0, usually within ⫾3 HLD
units according to Eq. (1).
The emulsion viscosity also shows a minimum at the optimum formulation. The value of this minimum is unexpectedly low because the low interfacial tension is likely to result in very small droplets. Actually, it seems
that the instability associated with HLD = 0 makes the droplets coalesce at

FIG. 2 Summary of emulsion property changes during a formulation scan.
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once. On the other hand, the extremely low tension allows easy elongation
of the droplets in some threadlike morphology. The real situation at HLD =
0 is not easy to analyze because of the extreme instability of the emulsions
formed, but the point is that the resistance to ﬂow is much lower than
expected from a common emulsion [38,39].
Emulsion drop size is the result of competing effects that take place
during emulsiﬁcation: the drop breakup and the drop coalescence processes.
Many properties and phenomena are likely to inﬂuence one or the other
effect, sometimes in a complex way. As the formulation approaches HLD =
0 the interfacial tension decreases, thus facilitating the drop breakup and the
formation of smaller drops. In a concomitant way, the emulsion stability
becomes extremely low, allowing rapid coalescence, which favors the occurrence of larger drops. As a consequence of these opposite effects, the
drop size exhibits a minimum for each type of emulsion, i.e., on each side
of HLD = 0. For each system, the location of the minimum depends not
only on the formulation (HLD value) but also on the stirring energy and
efﬁciency [40].

3.

Formulation–Composition Map

The formulation dominates the properties of SOW systems when the surfactant concentration is not too low and when the water-to-oil ratio is close
to unity. When this is not satisﬁed, then the composition, i.e., the relative
proportions of different substances, has to be taken into account. Provided
that the surfactant concentration is not high enough to produce a singlephase microemulsion, say less than 10 to 20%, the most critical composition
variable is the water-to-oil ratio, which is often expressed as the oil or water
fraction, because the surfactant amount is small.
The water-to-oil ratio is known to inﬂuence, often greatly, the emulsion
type, viscosity, and stability, sometimes counteracting the effect of formulation variables. A way to understand the combined or antagonist effects of
these variables is to draw a bidimensional map of emulsion properties [41].
Figure 3 shows such formulation–composition schematic maps, which
resemble those found experimentally. In these maps, the formulation is indicated in terms of HLD. The composition is expressed as water content in
the water–oil mixture, which is essentially the water fraction in the system
because the surfactant concentration is low in most practical cases. It is
worth noting that because temperature is a formulation variable, formulation–composition maps and temperature–composition maps can be interpreted analogously. This is particularly important for systems containing
nonionic surfactants.
The bold line that separates the O/W and W/O regions in Fig. 3 is called
the standard inversion line. It has been drawn from the emulsion conductiv-
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FIG. 3 Emulsion properties on a formulation–composition bidimensional map.

ity data. In most instances the aqueous phase contains some amount of
electrolyte and thus conducts electricity, while the oil phase is a nonconductor. Thus, it is straightforward to determine the emulsion types from a
conductivity measurement because O/W emulsions are conductors whereas
W/O ones are not.
In Fig. 3a, it is seen that the standard inversion line is formed with three
branches. First there is a ‘‘horizontal’’ branch, located at the optimum formulation (HLD = 0) in the central part of the map, i.e., when the relative
amounts of oil and water are similar. This region is labeled A, with a ⫹ or
⫺ superscript depending on the sign of HLD. In this A region, which typically spans 30 to 70% water, the emulsion type strictly depends on the
formulation, and the discussion presented in Section II.B.2 fully applies.
The other two branches of the standard inversion line are essentially vertical and are typically located at 30% water on the negative HLD side and
at 70% water on the positive side. These vertical branches deﬁne the low
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water and low oil content regions, B and C, respectively. At low water
content (respectively low oil content), the W/O (respectively O/W) emulsion
dominates whatever the formulation. In these extreme water-to-oil ratio
regions, the phase that is present in larger volume becomes the external
phase of the emulsion, as mentioned by Ostwald [42] almost a century ago.
Consequently, in these B and C regions, the composition dominates.
Nevertheless, a closer look at the conductivity value indicates the presence of multiple emulsions in B⫺ and C⫹, the so-called abnormal zones,
where there is a conﬂict between the composition and formulation effects.
For instance, in the C⫹ region a multiple w/O/W emulsion is found. In this
case, the composition determines what is the main or outer (O/W) emulsion,
whereas the formulation induces the secondary droplet-in-drop (w/O) inner
emulsion. A similar situation, but with o/W/O multiple emulsions, is found
in the B⫺ region. The relative amounts of these two emulsion types depend
on the emulsiﬁcation process, particularly on the way the formulation and
composition are varied during the stirring.
The interest in such a combined formulation–composition map is not only
because of its generality as far as the emulsion type is concerned but also
due to its adequacy for rendering the qualitative variations of emulsion stability, viscosity, and drop size, as indicated in the maps in Fig. 3b–d, which
summarize a large amount of experimental data [43–49].
Both A⫹ and A⫺ regions and adjacent B⫹ and C⫺ normal regions are
associated with stable emulsions. The maximum emulsion stability is often
attained in the corresponding A zone near the vertical branch of the inversion
line and at some distance from the optimum formulation, e.g., 3–4 HLD
units (shaded zone in map 3b). This is due to the fact that far away from
the optimum formulation the emulsion stability tends to decrease because
the surfactant is too hydrophilic or too lipophilic. The emulsion stability
often decreases as well when the internal phase ratio decreases because the
drops are often larger due to inefﬁcient stirring, and thus settling is quicker.
On the other hand, the strip near the optimum formulation, say 兩HLD兩 =
0–1, exhibits very unstable emulsions, in accordance with Section II.B.2.
Unstable emulsions are also found in abnormal B⫺ and C⫹ regions. However,
it is worth noting that multiple emulsions are often found in these regions
and that the low stability refers to the outer emulsion, e.g., the O/W emulsion
in a w/O/W multiple emulsion located in the C⫹ region and the W/O emulsion in a multiple o/W/O emulsion found in the B⫺ region. In both cases,
the inner emulsion is stable because it obeys the formulation requirement.
The emulsion relative viscosity increases in the A regions in the direction
of higher internal phase ratio (at constant formulation), so that the viscosity
maximum is located near the vertical branches of inversion line (see Fig.
3c). This high viscosity, which is due to a high internal phase content, is
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enhanced by the particularly efﬁcient stirring conditions in these (shaded)
regions, which result in small droplets. On the other hand, the viscosity
decreases when the formulation approaches HLD = 0 at constant composition, as discussed in Section II.B.2.
In most cases, multiple emulsions located in the B⫺ and C⫹ regions exhibit low relative viscosity because their external phase content is relatively
high. There is, however, an exception to this trend, e.g., when most of the
external phase has been transferred as droplets inside the drops. Such a
situation could happen either at once during the emulsiﬁcation process or
slowly as a consequence of osmotic migration from the most external to the
most internal one.
As discussed in Section II.B.2, the emulsion drop size is the result of
competing breakup and coalescence processes. As the formulation approaches HLD = 0, the concomitant decrease in interfacial tension and increase in coalescence rate result in a drop size minimum. As a consequence
of this effect, there is a minimum drop size region (shaded) on each side of
HLD = 0, parallel to the horizontal branch of the inversion line (Fig. 3d).
On the other hand, the slow shear mixing of high internal phase ratio
emulsions located in the shaded zones of Fig. 3c has been found to be very
efﬁcient in producing extremely small droplets, irrespective of the surfactant
concentration and stirring energy. There is thus another minimum drop size
(shaded) strip located in each of the A regions, near and parallel to the
vertical branch of the inversion line [3,50,51].

C. Shifting the Inversion Boundary
In no case was the horizontal branch of the inversion line displaced by the
effect of some variable. Contrariwise, the vertical branches may be shifted
in different ways by various means.

1.

Effect of Other Variables on the Inversion Line

Although the formulation and oil–water composition are certainly the most
important variables as far as the general phenomenology is concerned, it is
well known that many other variables are likely to affect the emulsion type
and properties. Some of these variables are the surfactant concentration, the
phase viscosity, the stirring energy, the nature of the surfactant, and the
emulsiﬁcation protocol. The effect of some of them on the formulation–
composition mapping has been identiﬁed [52–54]. In general, the enlargement of some regions and the shrinking of others are observed, but the
general phenomenology regarding changes in emulsion properties remains
unchanged.
An increase in oil viscosity tends to shift the A⫹/C⫹ vertical branch of
the inversion line to the left, thus shrinking the A⫹ region where the oil is
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the external phase [52]. In a similar way, the increase of the water phase
viscosity tends to reduce the extension of the A⫺ region.
An increase of surfactant concentration tends to widen the A region, on
both the ⫺ and ⫹ formulation sides. In other terms, it expands the zone
where the formulation dictates the emulsion type [53].
An increase in stirring energy seems to produce the opposite trend, i.e.,
to shrink the central A region and to expand both B and C regions [54].
However, this result is to be taken with caution because the effect of the
stirring could depend not only on the energy but also on the duration, and
there might be more intricate kinetic issues involved.
Consequently, these effects allow expansion or shrinkage of the regions
where some speciﬁc emulsion property, such as high stability, is found.
Sometimes, the placement of the branches of the inversion line could make
a region disappear, with concomitant vanishing of the feasibility to attain
some property such as a high-viscosity or small drop size emulsion. In other
cases some enhanced or new property could be made to appear instead.

2.

Dynamic Inversion and Memory

The emulsions discussed in the previous sections were prepared at ﬁxed
formulation and composition in the map. In practice, the formulation and
composition of a system can change as time elapses or as emulsiﬁcation
proceeds. For instance, one of the phases could be added little by little, such
as oil drops in a homemade mayonnaise preparation. In another case, the
formulation or temperature could be changed according to certain programming protocol as in emulsion polymerization.
Such changes may be taken into account by shifting the representative
point of the emulsion on the formulation–composition map. In some cases
this point could trespass on the standard inversion line and emulsion inversion could take place in a dynamic fashion. Recent studies have shown that
there are two kinds of dynamic inversions: (1) the vertical crossing of the
horizontal branch, which is produced by changing a formulation variable
from A⫺ to A⫹ region or vice versa, and (2) the horizontal crossing of one
of the vertical branches, which takes place by changing somehow the waterto-oil ratio. The ﬁrst type has been called transitional inversion because it
happens smoothly in some reversible way. The second one was termed catastrophic dynamic inversion because it develops as a sudden instability and
exhibits several characteristics of the cusp catastrophe model, such as hysteresis and metastability [55].
By the way, both the phase behavior at equilibrium and the emulsion
dynamic inversion features can be interpreted in a relatively simple way by
a sixth-order catastrophe, the so-called butterﬂy model [56].
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This coincidence corroborates the strong relationship between the phase
behavior (thus formulation and composition) and the emulsion properties
exhibited in the bidimensional map. A recent review describes the state of
the art relative to this matter, which is not yet settled [57].
As far as we are concerned here, it is enough to mention that the dynamic
transitional inversion along the vertical path in the A region of the map
always takes place at the crossing of the HLD = 0 horizontal branch of the
standard inversion line, whatever the direction of change, provided that the
change is not too quick. On the contrary, there is a delay in the catastrophic
inversion produced by the change in composition, i.e., along a horizontal
path crossing any of the vertical branches of the inversion line. Figure 4
indicates the typical shift of the inversion line according to the path of
change indicated by the arrows. The tip of the arrow is located at the position
where the dynamic inversion takes place. The dashed lines indicate the location of the vertical branches of the standard inversion. The triangular
shaded zones in Fig. 4 (center) are the hysteresis regions where the emulsion
can be one type or the other, depending on the direction of change
[29,45,57,58].
The triangular shape of the hysteresis regions is characteristic of the absence of delay at the optimum formulation and of an increasing delay as the
formulation departs from HLD = 0. As seen in Fig. 4, left and right, these
regions can be made to belong either to the O/W or W/O type depending
on the way the dynamic emulsiﬁcation is carried out. This memory feature
thus makes it possible to displace the inversion line to suit applications.
For instance, the home preparation of mayonnaise, a high internal phase
content emulsion, consists of adding drops of oil to egg yolk, which is the
water phase with a hydrophilic surfactant. The corresponding change follows
the horizontal bold arrow located in the lower part of zone A⫺ in Fig. 4, left
graph. It is worth noting that adding a teaspoon of mustard to the egg yolk

FIG. 4 Transitional and catastrophic dynamic inversions on a formulation–
composition map.
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shifts the formulation to an even more negative HLD value, thus producing
two effects. First, the dynamic inversion takes place more to the left because
the arrow is in a lower position. This means that a higher internal phase
content O/W mayonnaise can be attained, which is more viscous and has
smaller droplets because it is made in the favorable location according to
Fig. 3d. Second, the emulsion is more stable because it is in the shaded
zone in Fig. 3b, far enough from HLD = 0, and is thus probably less sensitive
to a change in temperature, which could move the HLD toward zero.
As with the standard inversion, the catastrophic branches of the dynamic
inversion can be shifted in different ways, and almost any situation is feasible provided that a proper path, sometimes very complex, is used. Although
some systematic trends have been reported [53,54], such as the effect of the
phase viscosity, the surfactant concentration, the stirring energy, the effect
of solids, or the inversion protocol, the matter is not yet completely settled
and considerable rationalization is required to obtain a clear-cut picture of
the optimum way to attain some speciﬁc requirement in practice.
The preceding phenomenology describes in a qualitative way how the
properties are expected to change in a general framework, where the minima
and the maxima are encountered, as well as where little change is likely to
take place. This allows the formulators to seek the desired property in the
right region of the diagram and to focus their trial on the most probable or
most feasible region in the formulation–composition–stirring space. It is
worth remarking that this phenomenology only indicates the location of the
maxima or minima. Whether the actual value of the maximum of a property
is higher or lower, or whether a region is more or less extended, depends
on more speciﬁc effects that can be seen as quantitative modiﬁers of the
general trends. For instance, any factor that tends to slow down the interdrop
ﬁlm drainage, such as an increase in external phase viscosity or stronger
electrostatic or steric repulsion, is likely to increase the emulsion stability
[59,60].
Some factors can exhibit a double effect, the ﬁrst one along the general
phenomenology and the other through a qualitative or secondary modiﬁcation. For instance, an increase in n-pentanol cosurfactant concentration will
in most cases drive a formulation transition from HLD < 0 to HLD > 0
because of an increase of the CA term in Eq. (1). As a consequence of the
general phenomenology indicated in Fig. 2, the emulsion stability will pass
through a minimum in the neighborhood of HLD = 0 and then will rise
again for positive values of HLD. However, such an alcohol concentration
increase will result in at least two other effects that could be of importance.
When the concentration of alcohol is augmented in the system, the interfacial adsorption of alcohol tends to increase, and the alcohol molecules
compete more and more with the surfactant to occupy the interface. Con-
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sequently, the surfactant density at the interface goes down as well as the
surfactant stabilizing ability. Thus, the increase in emulsion stability on the
positive HLD side will be less than expected from the symmetrical change
indicated in Fig. 2. On the other hand, the presence of alcohol suppresses
the formation of liquid crystals, which can have an inﬂuence on the emulsion
viscosity and stability as well.
In addition, the presence of a high concentration of alcohol is likely to
change the value of the interfacial tension between the oil and aqueous
phases, thus affecting the efﬁciency of the drop breaking mechanism. Finally, a lipophilic alcohol such as n-pentanol is a good candidate to favor
the so-called partitioning phenomenon, which alters the interfacial formulation in a way that depends on the concentration as well as the alcohol/
surfactant ratio. All these effects together are likely to modify the values of
the properties of the emulsion but not the general phenomenology described
previously.

III. CONVERTING KNOW-HOW INTO
FORMULATION ENGINEERING
The general phenomenology described in the previous section was independent of the particular system, i.e., whether it was with ionic or nonionic
surfactant, whether the oil phase was olive oil or petroleum, and whether
the formulation variable to be manipulated in the process was temperature
or salinity. This situation reminds us of the genesis of chemical engineering
when it evolved from industrial chemistry with the development of the concept of unit operation.
In the second part of this chapter, basic operations of formulation engineering dedicated to emulsion making are proposed, using the formulation–
composition framework discussed in the ﬁrst part.

A. Programming Changes Without Inversion
The maps shown in Fig. 3 indicate that on each side of the standard inversion
line, the properties of the emulsion depend on its formulation and composition and also in some way on the stirring energy as discussed previously.
If an emulsion made at some formulation–composition point is changed to
another location of the map, by modifying either the formulation (including
temperature) or the composition or both at the same time, the new representative point could be in a region of the map where the emulsion is expected to have different properties.
Does the emulsion exhibit the properties corresponding to its new location
or does it retain all or part of the properties exhibited by the original one?
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The answer to this question depends on the way the change is carried out.
It seems that there is a general response in two extreme cases, i.e., when
the formulation–composition change is applied in a very slow or a very
quick fashion, as discussed next.

1.

Slow Change

The slow change type corresponds to the situation in which the formulation
or composition or both are modiﬁed at a rate that allows the system to
equilibrate or to attain pseudoequilibrium from two points of view. First, the
surfactant partitioning between the phases and at the interface should be at
equilibrium or near equilibrium. This implies that the time scale of the
change is long enough for diffusional processes and adsorption to take place
signiﬁcantly when the formulation or composition is changed. Second, the
dynamic equilibrium between the breakup and coalescence mechanisms that
determine the drop size must be reached. This implies that stirring is maintained while the formulation–composition change is taking place.
In these conditions, the properties of the emulsion essentially change as
a function of the position on the bidimensional map and thus the characteristic features of each region of the map can be attained by slowly shifting
the representative point of the emulsion to this region. This basic operation
is referred to as slow formulation–composition programming without inversion.
The time scale depends upon the magnitude and nonequilibrium characteristic of the variation produced by the change. For instance, if an emulsion
of the O/W type located in the center of the A⫺ region is diluted with water,
the process reaches equilibrium very quickly because most of the surfactant
is already in water, and little diffusion will take place. On the contrary, if a
water phase containing some surfactant and alcohol is added to a W/O emulsion located in the A⫹ region, some time might be required for the surfactant
to migrate to the external oil phase. The location of the change in the map
is important as well. It has been found that near HLD = 0 both mass transfer
and equilibrium take place much more quickly than far away from it [61].

2.

Quick Change with Quench Effect

At the other extreme is the situation in which a change in formulation (including temperature), composition, or stirring is carried out rapidly so that
some characteristics have no time to change, such as those related to geometry and structures, in particular drop size and associated properties.
For instance, when an O/W emulsion containing a nonionic surfactant is
made in the center of the upper part of the A⫺ region, not far away from
HLD = 0, very small droplets are produced. However, this emulsion is not
very stable because it is too near HLD = 0. If it is cooled quickly after
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being made, the representative point is going to be shifted to a lower position
in the A⫺ region, where high stability is found. In such a quench, the emulsion drop size is conserved, so that the quenched emulsion exhibits a drop
size smaller than the one attainable directly in the same ﬁnal position (see
path P1 in Fig. 5). The programming thus allows memorizing the small drop
size feature.
In this case of rapid cooling, the operation deserves the name ‘‘quench.’’
This label could be used in a general fashion to refer to all quick changes
that move the representative point of the emulsion from one place of the
map to another in a quick way. For instance, a change in HLD equivalent
to a rapid cooling can be attained by adding a small amount of concentrated
hydrophilic surfactant solution followed by efﬁcient mixing to distribute it
throughout the system (see next example).

3.

Intermediate Programming Without Inversion

In many cases, the time scale of change could be halfway between slow and
quick and some additional action can be taken to move it in one or the other
way.
In the crude oil dehydration process, a water in crude oil emulsion coming
from the well is treated by adding a very hydrophilic surfactant [62,63]. The
original W/O emulsion is located at HLD >> 0 and at a high content of oil,
in the B⫹ region. The ﬁnal emulsion has essentially the same contents of oil
and water, but its formulation, attained by the mixture of the lipophilic
natural surfactants and the added chemical demulsiﬁer, is just at HLD = 0,
where the coalescence rate is highest (see path P2 in Fig. 5). In crude oil
dehydration, the limiting process from the kinetic point of view is the migration of the demulsiﬁer molecules to the water drop interface. This is

FIG. 5 Programming formulation and composition on the same side of the inversion line.
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accelerated by dissolving the emulsiﬁer in gasoil and mixing it with the
crude oil as early as possible in the production equipment. Such a case could
be considered a formulation quench.

B. Shifting or Pushing Boundaries
It has been seen that while the horizontal branch of the inversion line is
essentially immutable, the vertical branches can be displaced or pushed
around.
In the case of the standard inversion line, the phase viscosity, the surfactant concentration, and the stirring energy are the most convenient variables
for producing a shift. For instance, if a high internal phase ratio O/W emulsion is sought, say with 85% oil, and if the map indicates that in the current
conditions the B⫺/A⫺ branch of the inversion line is located at 75% oil (Fig.
6a), then a 10% shift to the left is required to extend the A⫺ zone to 85%
water. Using slower mixing or a higher surfactant concentration or a combination of the two could attain this (Fig. 6b).
If this is not sufﬁcient, a dynamic process could be applied, starting with
an emulsion containing a low internal phase ratio, say 50 or 60% oil, and
then adding oil little by little so that the hysteresis phenomenon discussed
previously pushes the A⫺/B⫺ dynamic inversion line beyond 85% oil (Fig.
6c). This is how homemade mayonnaise is prepared. As discussed before,
the dynamics of the change inﬂuences the result as well as the formulation
deviation from HLD = 0 (see arrows in Fig. 6c).
It is worth noting that such an inversion shifting or pushing process can
be combined with formulation–composition–stirring programming. For instance, in manufacturing an O/W emulsion containing 50% of a viscous oil
phase, it is often difﬁcult to attain a small drop size by direct stirring. The
answer to this problem is to emulsify the system in the A⫺ region at 70%
or more oil with a low-energy stirring device, which results in small drop
size (see Fig. 3d), and afterward to dilute it to the ﬁnal internal phase content

FIG. 6 Shifting and pushing the inversion boundary.
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by adding water (Fig. 6d). The dilution can be combined with cooling, for
instance, to take advantage of other effects such as the change of viscosity
with temperature or the inﬂuence of temperature on the formulation.

C. Trespassing the Inversion Boundary
Crossing the inversion boundary triggers an instability process that is not
yet fully understood in all cases, although it is often used in practice to make
paints, cosmetics, and other emulsiﬁed products. Several cases have been
clearly identiﬁed as follows.

1.

Transitional Inversion via Formulation or
Temperature Change

When a change in formulation (or temperature) shifts the representative
point of the emulsion from HLD > 0 to HLD < 0 or conversely, a so-called
transitional inversion takes place. The mechanism of this process seems to
depend partially upon the surfactant concentration and thus on the number
of phases exhibited by the system in the neighborhood of HLD = 0.
If the surfactant concentration is high enough, the system exhibits socalled Winsor IV monophasic behavior in the vicinity of HLD = 0. This
means that when the formulation is changed, the emulsiﬁed system starts as
a two-phase emulsion, then becomes a single-phase microemulsion, and ﬁnally ends up in the other type of two-phase emulsion.
Figure 7 depicts the case of a transition by cooling for a nonionic system,
the so-called PIT emulsiﬁcation method [64], because the formulation variable is temperature, and the HLD = 0 optimum formulation is attained at
the phase inversion temperature. In this case the emulsion at a temperature
above the PIT is W/O; then as temperature decreases the microemulsion oil
phase solubilizes more and more water and the water drops vanish.
Below the PIT, the microemulsion starts exuding oil droplets that grow
both in number and in size as the temperature keeps descending, to end up
in an O/W emulsion that becomes stable at 20 to 30⬚C below the PIT. The
sizes of the ﬁnal drops depend on the protocol, particularly on the way the
temperature is changed, and the eventual deposition of liquid crystal layers
at the water–oil interfaces of the forming drops [65–67].
If the surfactant concentration is not high enough, the system exhibits a
three-phase behavior at the PIT. The microemulsion middle phase evolves
as previously described, whereas the excess oil and water phases result in a
coarse emulsion upon stirring. In effect, the interfacial tension is extremely
low near the PIT and thus emulsiﬁcation is easy. However, the coalescence
rate is extremely high and the drops grow rapidly. The resulting emulsion
is often a bimodal type, with the small droplets exuding from the micro-
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FIG. 7 Phase behavior transition and emulsion transitional inversion due to a
change in physicochemical formulation.

emulsion and the coarse emulsion resulting from the stirring of oil and water
excess phases.
In any case, a good stirring and temperature programming strategy can
change the drop size in a very appreciable way [68–72] (this volume, chapter by Solans et al.).

2.

Catastrophic Inversion via Water-to-Oil Ratio Change

Catastrophic inversion takes place when the internal phase is added upon
stirring to an emulsion, irrespective of its type. In the direction from a normal emulsion (A region) to an abnormal one (B⫺ or C⫹), an extremely
viscous and very high internal phase ratio emulsion is often attained before
reaching the inversion. The emulsion sometimes becomes so viscous that
the stirring operation has to be interrupted at 95 or 98% internal phase ratio
with no evidence of inversion. The way the internal phase is added and the
stirring seem to be paramount in triggering the inversion sooner or later for
a given system [57,73].
The crossing of the catastrophic inversion line from an abnormal region
to the corresponding A region seems to involve even more complex mechanisms. In most cases the original emulsion is, or soon becomes, a multiple
emulsion and many intermediate morphologies can happen such as a mul-
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tiple emulsion with an extremely high inner phase content, which exhibits
a foamlike behavior [74].
Considerable research still has to be carried out to achieve a full picture
that obviously depends on both thermodynamics and kinetic phenomena.

3.

Catastrophic Inversion by Stirring

Increased stirring is known to trigger the inversion of a higher internal phase
ratio emulsion against the formulation inﬂuence in some practical cases, such
as heavy hydrocarbon emulsiﬁed fuels. This may be easily related to the
general phenomenology because increased stirring tends to shift the vertical
branch of the inversion line toward a lower internal phase ratio so that the
representative point of the emulsion changes sides [2,73].

4.

Spontaneous Emulsiﬁcation

Spontaneous emulsiﬁcation refers to the production of an emulsiﬁed system
in the absence of stirring. It is an instability mechanism in which a substance,
generally a surfactant and/or a cosurfactant, is transferred from one phase
to the other. There is no need to assume an unrealistic situation such as a
negative interfacial tension because the decrease in chemical potential of the
transferred substance is the energy source that induces the increase of surface
area. How spontaneous emulsiﬁcation takes place is not fully understood
yet, although the diffusion and stranding mechanism seems to offer a good
hypothesis [75].
In practice, spontaneous emulsiﬁcation can be combined with emulsion
inversion. For instance, if a water phase is poured little by little into an oil
phase containing a dissolved hydrophilic surfactant and/or alcohol, the ﬁrst
dispersion to occur is a W/O emulsion because there is very little water. As
the number of water drops increases, the surfactant migrates from the oil to
the water phase and the dynamic interfacial tension can be close to zero. A
multiple emulsion often occurs as an intermediate situation. Then an O/W
emulsion appears after some time when the kinetic phenomena ﬁnally prevail. This cannot be interpreted straightforwardly from the bidimensional
map unless the formulation is assumed to change as the surfactant migrates
from oil to water. In such a view, the trajectory of change moves from B⫹
to A⫺, crossing the inversion line somewhere.

D. Formulation Engineering Wrap-Up
All the basic operations mentioned in the previous sections that involve
changes in formulation, composition, and stirring and other emulsiﬁcation
protocol programming, e.g., heating, mixing, adding substances, and diluting, may be readily translated into process engineering speciﬁcations for
equipment design.
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IV. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the current state of the art in emulsion science, particularly the formulation–composition mapping of emulsion properties, is general know-how that may be segregated into basic operations for the formulation engineering approach to emulsion making.
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ABSTRACT
Nano-emulsions are deﬁned as a class of emulsions with uniform and extremely small droplet size (typically in the range 20–500 nm). The formation
of kinetically stable liquid/liquid dispersions of such small sizes is of great
interest from fundamental and applied viewpoints. In this review, nanoemulsion formation, with special emphasis on low-energy emulsiﬁcation
methods, is ﬁrst discussed. This is followed by a description of nano-emulsion properties, focusing on their kinetic stability. Finally, relevant industrial
applications of nano-emulsions in the preparation of latex particles, in personal-care formulations, and as drug delivery systems are reported.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nano-emulsions are a class of emulsions with uniform and extremely small
droplet size (typically in the range 20–500 nm). Because of their characteristic size, some nano-emulsions appear transparent or translucent to the
naked eye (resembling microemulsions) and possess stability against sedimentation or creaming. Nano-emulsions of the oil-in-water (O/W) type have
been investigated and used in practical applications for a long time [1–5].
However, they have experienced growing interest and very active development in recent years, as reﬂected by publications [6–16] and patents [17–
27] on this subject.
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Although nano-emulsions are thermodynamically unstable systems, they
may possess high kinetic stability. This property together with their transparent or translucent visual aspect and a viscosity similar to that of water
makes them of special interest for practical applications. Nano-emulsions
are used in the pharmaceutical ﬁeld as drug delivery systems [8,17,
18,25,28–33], in cosmetics as personal-care formulations [2,4,6,7,10,19–
21,23,24,27], in agrochemical applications for pesticide delivery [3,34,35],
in the chemical industry for the preparation of latex particles [9,22,26,36–
38], etc. In addition, the formation of kinetically stable liquid/liquid dispersions of such small sizes is of great interest from a fundamental viewpoint.
The terminology to designate this type of liquid/liquid dispersions is very
varied. They are often referred to in the literature as submicrometer-sized
emulsions [8], ﬁnely dispersed emulsions [2], ultraﬁne emulsions [4,39],
miniemulsions [1,5,9,11], nano-emulsions [39], etc. The term miniemulsion
was introduced in the early 1970s to describe kinetically stable oil-in-water
emulsions with average droplet sizes in the range 100–400 nm, containing
low concentrations of an emulsiﬁer mixture (1–3 wt% based on the oil
phase) and prepared under mechanical shear [1,5,40–43]. These miniemulsions were used to prepare polymer latexes either by polymerization of
monomer droplets [1] or by direct emulsiﬁcation of polymer solutions [44].
Submicrometer emulsion (SEM) is a term usually used to describe parenteral
and other types of pharmaceutical emulsions showing nano-emulsion characteristics. In the cosmetic ﬁeld, these formulations are often designated as
ﬁne, ultraﬁne, and ﬁnely dispersed emulsions. The term nano-emulsion has
been increasingly adopted because, in addition to being concise, it gives an
idea of the nanoscale size range of the droplets and it avoids misinterpretation with the term microemulsion.
Nano-emulsions, being nonequilibrium systems, cannot be formed spontaneously. Consequently, energy input, generally from mechanical devices
or from the chemical potential of the components, is required [45]. The
methods using mechanical energy are called dispersion or high-energy emulsiﬁcation methods, and those making use of the chemical energy stored in
the components are referred to as condensation, low-energy, or ‘‘spontaneous’’ emulsiﬁcation methods [46]. In practice, a combination of both methods has proved to be an efﬁcient way to obtain nano-emulsions with small
and very uniform droplets. The order of mixing the components is also
decisive in nano-emulsion formation and properties, as in conventional
emulsions. Although the preparation of nano-emulsions is more complex
than that of microemulsions, an important advantage of nano-emulsions from
a practical viewpoint is that they require lower amounts of surfactants for
their formation.
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Nano-emulsion droplets are generally stabilized by surfactants. Although
it is considered that surfactant molecules are adsorbed at the oil–water interface in the form of monolayers, other surfactant self-organizing structures such as multilayers may play an important role in nano-emulsion stability. In this context, the results of studies of the relation between
nano-emulsion formation, stability, and phase behavior are very illustrative
[14–16,47].
In this chapter, different methods for nano-emulsion formation, with special emphasis on low-energy emulsiﬁcation methods, are discussed in Section II. This is followed by a description of nano-emulsion stability (Section
III). Finally, the most relevant applications of nano-emulsions are reviewed
in Section IV.

II. NANO-EMULSION FORMATION
A. High-Energy Emulsiﬁcation Methods
Nano-emulsion formation using energy input is generally achieved by applying mechanical shear such as that produced by high-shear stirring, highpressure homogenizers, and ultrasound generators.
Various processes take place during emulsiﬁcation [45]: breakup of droplets, adsorption of surfactant molecules, and droplet collisions (which may
lead to coalescence and larger droplets). These processes may occur simultaneously during emulsiﬁcation, as the time scale for each step is very small
(microseconds). Breaking of drops is feasible if the deforming force exceeds
the Laplace pressure, pL (the difference between the pressure inside and
outside the droplet), which is the interfacial force that acts against droplet
deformation:
pL = ␥

冉

1
1
⫹
R1
R2

冊

(1)

where R1 and R2 are the smaller and the larger radii of curvature of a deformed emulsion drop and ␥ is the interfacial tension.
From Eq. (1) it can be readily inferred that the smaller the droplet size
for a given system, the more energy input and/or surfactant is required.
Consequently, nano-emulsion production would cost more than that for conventional emulsions (macroemulsions). The effect of energy input on droplet
size of nano-emulsions of the system water/C18E30/liquid parafﬁn, prepared
with a high-pressure homogenizer, is illustrated in Fig. 1 [10]. The droplet
size is reduced with decreasing oil/surfactant ratio (increasing surfactant concentration) or increasing pressure of homogenization. At high oil/surfactant
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FIG. 1 Effect of applied pressure on the droplet diameter of emulsions having
oil/surfactant weight ratios of 2, 4, and 10. (From Ref. 10, p 191.)

ratio, the droplet size is independent of the energy input because the surfactant concentration is insufﬁcient to stabilize smaller droplets [10].
It has been shown [45,48] that the apparatus supplying the available energy in the shortest time and having the most homogeneous ﬂow produces
the smallest sizes. High-pressure homogenizers meet these requirements. Because of this, they are the most widely used emulsifying machines to prepare
nano-emulsions. Although ultrasonic emulsiﬁcation is also very efﬁcient in
reducing droplet size, as shown in Fig. 2, it is appropriate only for small
batches [48].
Considering only mechanical energy aspects, nano-emulsion formation
should be considerably costly. However, it is well known that by taking
advantage of the physicochemical properties of the system, dispersions can
be produced almost ‘‘spontaneously’’ [3,6,14]. This is the case with the socalled low-energy emulsiﬁcation methods that are described next. In practice, the two types of methods are often combined.

B. Low-Energy Emulsiﬁcation Methods
These methods make use of the phase transitions that take place during the
emulsiﬁcation process. The so-called phase inversion temperature (PIT)
method is widely used in industry [49,50]. This method, introduced by Shi-
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FIG. 2 Average droplet diameters obtained in various emulsifying machines as a
function of the energy consumption p; us means ultrasonic generator. The numbers
near the curves denote the viscosity ratio . The results with the homogenizer are
for  = 0.04 (solid line) and  = 0.3 (dashed line). (From Ref. 48, by permission
of the Royal Society of Chemistry.)

noda and Saito [51], is based on the changes in solubility of polyoxyethylene-type nonionic surfactants with temperature.
These types of surfactants become lipophilic with increasing temperature
because of dehydration of the polyoxyethylene chains. At low temperature,
the surfactant monolayer has a large positive spontaneous curvature forming
oil-swollen micellar solution phases (or O/W microemulsions), which may
coexist with an excess oil phase. At high temperatures, the spontaneous
curvature becomes negative and water-swollen reverse micelles (or W/O
microemulsions) coexist with excess water phase. At intermediate temperatures, the hydrophile–lipophile balance (HLB) temperature, the spontaneous curvature becomes close to zero and a bicontinuous, D phase, micro-
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emulsion containing comparable amounts of water and oil phases coexists
with both excess water and oil phases. Because a transition from O/W to
W/O emulsions takes place at this intermediate temperature, it is also designated as the phase inversion temperature, PIT [51–53].
The PIT emulsiﬁcation method takes advantage of the extremely low
interfacial tensions achieved at the HLB temperature [54,55] to promote
emulsiﬁcation (droplet breakup is facilitated with a low energy input). The
interfacial tensions between the different phases are of the order of 10⫺2 –
10⫺5 mN m⫺1, and as a result emulsiﬁcation is greatly facilitated and very
small droplets can be formed [56]. However, coalescence is extremely fast.
Consequently, at the HLB temperature, although emulsiﬁcation is favored,
the emulsions are very unstable [57,58]. By rapidly cooling or heating (by
about 25–30⬚C) the emulsions prepared at the HLB temperature, kinetically
stable emulsions (O/W or W/O, respectively) can be produced with a very
small droplet size and narrow size distribution. If the cooling or heating
process is not fast, coalescence predominates and polydisperse coarse emulsions are formed [59,60].
The factors that affect the HLB temperature have been extensively studied
and are at present well known [53,61–63]. With decreasing alkyl chain
length of the surfactant, increasing ethylene oxide (EO) units, or increasing
alkyl chain length of the oil, the HLB temperature increases. Electrolytes
with a salting-out effect (NaCl, Na2SO4, etc.) decrease the HLB temperature.
This allows preparation of a wide variety of emulsions with different components and additives [11–13,49,50].
Other low-energy emulsiﬁcation methods take advantage of the phase
transitions that take place on changing the composition during emulsiﬁcation
at constant temperature [6,14–17,47]. As an example, a recent study of the
relation between nano-emulsion formation, phase behavior, and stability
[15,16] is described here.
In this study, the system water/Brij 30/decane was chosen as a model
system (Brij 30 is an industrial grade ethoxylated lauryl alcohol with an
average number of ethylene oxide units of 4). The surfactant concentration
was kept constant (5.0 wt%) and the oil weight fraction, R = O/(O ⫹ W),
varied between 0.2 and 0.8. Emulsiﬁcation was performed at 25⬚C by three
low-energy methods: (A) stepwise addition of oil to a water–surfactant mixture, (B) stepwise addition of water to a solution of the surfactant in oil, and
(C) mixing all the components in the ﬁnal composition and pre-equilibrating
the samples prior to emulsiﬁcation. A schematic representation of the experimental paths followed in methods A and B is shown in Fig. 3. The results
showed [15,16] that nano-emulsions were formed only at low R values when
water was added to mixtures of surfactant and oil (emulsiﬁcation method
B). The droplet size of the nano-emulsions obtained was of the order of 50
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FIG. 3 Schematic representation of emulsiﬁcation methods: A, B (at constant temperature) and PIT (phase inversion temperature). (From Ref. 16 by permission of
Langmuir, Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.)

nm (Fig. 4). In contrast, emulsiﬁcation methods A and C lead only to coarse
emulsions.
The phase diagram of the system at 25⬚C (Fig. 5) showed that nanoemulsions were obtained in compositions falling in the (Wm ⫹ L␣ ⫹ O)
region. These compositions, at equilibrium, consist of three phases: O/W
microemulsion, lamellar liquid crystal, and oil. Their HLB temperature is
close to 25⬚C and their equilibrium interfacial tensions reach very low values, of the order of 10⫺3 mN m⫺1 [15,16]. However, the equilibrium properties cannot explain nano-emulsion formation. Low interfacial tensions are
probably necessary but not sufﬁcient to form nano-emulsions. The key factor
is the kinetics of the emulsiﬁcation process. The change in the natural curvature of the surfactant during the emulsiﬁcation process may play a major
role in achieving emulsions with a small droplet size. In the emulsions obtained by method A, initially a dispersion of liquid crystals in water (vesicles) is formed. On adding decane to the system, O/W emulsions are obtained. In emulsiﬁcation method B, the natural curvature of the surfactant
during the emulsiﬁcation process changes from negative (W/O) to positive
(O/W): there is a transition from an isotropic oil-continuous phase (W/O
microemulsion) through a multiphase region including lamellar liquid crystal
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FIG. 4 Droplet size as a function of R for emulsions obtained in a water/Brij
30/decane system by emulsiﬁcation methods A, B, and C. (From Ref. 16 by permission of Langmuir, Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.)

(L␣) and a shear birefringent isotropic phase (D⬘) before the O/W emulsion
is formed.

III. NANO-EMULSION STABILITY
The main mechanisms of instability that are involved in leading to complete
phase separation of emulsions are creaming [64], ﬂocculation [65,66], coalescence [67], and Ostwald ripening [68,69]. However, nano-emulsions do
not cream (or sediment) because the Brownian motion is larger than the
small creaming rate induced by gravity. Practically, the creaming of droplets
smaller than 1 m is stopped by their faster diffusion rate.
With respect to ﬂocculation of nano-emulsion droplets, it is not clear
whether such droplets can adhere and form a thin ﬂat ﬁlm, as do large drops.
On the one hand, because of their small size, the curvature is very high and
the Laplace pressure opposes deformation. On the other hand, thermal agitation of small droplets (Brownian motion) can increase collisions and enhance deformation [70]. Anyway, ﬂocculation is achieved spontaneously if
the proﬁle of the interaction energy as a function of the separation distance
has a minimum deep enough to overcome the thermal energy of the droplets.
Two main interaction potentials are considered in systems stabilized by
nonionic surfactants. The emulsion droplets are attracted by van der Waals
interaction, which can be counteracted by an energy barrier because of steric
repulsion. These potentials are represented schematically in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 5 Phase behavior of water/Brij 30/decane system at 25⬚C. Om, isotropic liquid
phase; L␣, lamellar liquid crystalline phase; D⬘, shear birefringent liquid phase; Wm,
bluish liquid phase (O/W microemulsion); W, aqueous liquid phase; O, oil liquid
phase; MLC, multiphase region including lamellar liquid crystal. (From Ref. 16 by
permission of Langmuir, Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.)

The steric repulsion, Ws, has been studied in some detail [71]. The repulsion of emulsion droplets, highly covered with grafted polymer molecules
or head groups that attain a brushlike conformation in a good solvent, was
described by de Gennes [72,73]. It can be simpliﬁed as follows, according
to an overlap model;
Ws ⬀ kTe⫺D/L

(2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, D is the separation distance between
droplet surfaces, and L is the ﬁlm thickness of the grafted polymer. Nanoemulsions, with Brownian motion ⬇kT, stabilized by nonionic surfactants,
can remain unﬂocculated if the minimum in the total interaction energy as
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FIG. 6 Schematic representation of interaction potentials between two emulsion
droplets stabilized sterically. Wvdw, Ws, and WT indicate, respectively, van der Waals,
steric, and total interaction potentials.

presented schematically in Fig. 6 is smaller than kT. Therefore, the larger
the ﬁlm thickness L, the more stable the emulsions. Moreover, the van der
Waals attractive potential of two spherical particles depends on their radius
R and their separation distance D as follows [71]:
WvdW ⬇

⫺AR
12 D

(3)

where A is the Hamaker constant. Therefore, the smaller the radius, the
smaller the van der Waals potential. Emulsions with droplet size small
enough and with surfactant ﬁlm thick enough can be stable against ﬂocculation because the minimum in the total interaction potential is overcome
by the Brownian motion. In this sense, nano-emulsions may behave differently than conventional large drop emulsions (also called macroemulsions).
The stability of emulsions containing nonionic surfactants is minimum at
the HLB temperature where the interfacial tension reaches a minimum. The
coalescence is enhanced at low interfacial tensions because deformation of
the droplets can occur more easily. Thermal ﬂuctuations on the surfactant
monolayers may increase, producing a hole in the thin ﬁlm that separates
the drops. This hole may heal and the droplets will not coalesce, or it may
propagate in the ﬁlm, producing its ﬁnal rupture, as described by the
Kabalnov–Wennerström theory [67,74]. A linear dependence in the Arrhenius plot [logarithm of the macroemulsion lifetime, ln(1/2) as a function of
the inverse of temperature] is predicted. The activation energy of the ﬁlm
rupture can be calculated from the slope of such a plot [67,74].
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However, some nano-emulsions can be rather stable against coalescence
[75,76]. One mechanism could be stabilization by a thick multilamellar surfactant ﬁlm adsorbed on the interface [14,77]. The phase separation of nanoemulsions can result in three-phase systems containing liquid crystals [14–
16]. These liquid crystalline phases could form multilayer ﬁlm structures if
enough surfactant were available.
It has been reported that nano-emulsions can behave as hard spheres [78].
Oil-in-water nano-emulsions in the ternary system composed of water, hexadecane, and heptaethylene glycol dodecyl ether possess a hard sphere interaction potential between droplets, as deduced from the variation of the
scattered light intensity with varying dispersed phase volume fraction. Very
small droplets would not deform enough to form a thin ﬂat ﬁlm between
ﬂocculated droplets, which could lead to coalescence by thermal ﬂuctuations. In the same work, the thickness of bound water was also estimated.
The Kabalnov–Wennerström model assumes that ﬂocculation of deformable
drops must be present, as a transient stage, before coalescence occurs
[67,74]. Therefore, according to this theory, hard undeformable droplets
would be more stable than the deformable ones. A dense adsorbed surfactant
monolayer may prevent droplet deformation in nano-emulsions and thinning
of the liquid ﬁlm between the droplets and ﬁnally may avoid disruption of
the ﬁlm, thereby preventing coalescence.
Therefore, the only process that may produce coarsening of nano-emulsions is Ostwald ripening. It is described by the LSW theory, formulated by
Lifshitz and Slezov [68] and independently by Wagner [69]. Several authors
have indicated that this theory can be applied to macroemulsions with reasonable accuracy [79,80]. It has also been reported that the presence of
microemulsion droplets in the continuous phase accelerates the Ostwald ripening rate by increasing the diffusion coefﬁcient [80,81]. However, this effect is relatively small because microemulsion droplets have much smaller
diffusion coefﬁcients than molecules.
The LSW theory assumes that the droplets are separated by distances
much larger than their diameters, the transport of the dispersed component
is due to molecular diffusion, and the concentration of the dissolved species
is constant except when adjacent to the droplet boundaries. These assumptions may not be completely valid for nano-emulsions because the strong
Brownian motion may induce convective diffusion accelerating the diffusion
rate, which would be slower if it were due only to molecular diffusion.
However, it has been shown that convective contributions do not change the
fundamental nature of Ostwald ripening processes [82].
The Ostwald ripening rate, , as described by the LSW theory, is expressed as follows:
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dr 3c 8c(⬁)␥Vm D
=
dt
9RT

(4)

where rc is the critical radius of droplets that are neither growing nor decreasing in size, c(⬁) is the bulk phase solubility, ␥ is the interfacial tension,
Vm is the solute molar volume, D is the diffusion coefﬁcient, R is the gas
constant, and T is the temperature.
This equation shows that r 3 varies linearly with time. Therefore plotting
3
r versus time makes it possible to determine Ostwald ripening rates [83,84].
An example is shown in Fig. 7. The linear relationship indicates that the
emulsion instability is due to Ostwald ripening.
Several reports show that Ostwald ripening can play the main role in the
instability of nano-emulsions and that the LSW theory can also be applied
to such systems [75,76], despite the fact that nano-emulsion droplets are not
ﬁxed in space and that convective contributions can be very important in
the total diffusion coefﬁcient. Two different Ostwald ripening regimes have
been detected in nano-emulsions [76]. The ripening rate increased after an
induction period, and it was dependent on the volume fraction of the nanoemulsion droplets. Such behavior was not observed in macroemulsions
formed in the same system. The ripening rates were slower for nano-emulsions than for macroemulsions. It has been suggested that the Ostwald ripening rate is strongly affected by the initial state of the emulsion, for example, the polydispersity and the interaction between droplets [76]. The
nano-emulsions would have slower rates because of narrower polydispersity.
An example of the inﬂuence of the initial size distribution on Ostwald ripening rates is shown in Fig. 8. It compares the stability of emulsions obtained

FIG. 7 Cube of droplet radius as a function of time for the system H2O/C12E4/
C12E6/decane (3 wt% C12E4, 2 wt% C12E6, H2O/decane = 80:20, T = 25⬚C).
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FIG. 8 Stability of emulsions obtained by two low-energy emulsiﬁcation methods
(methods A and B, described in Section II). The composition of both emulsions is
the same (water/decane = 80:20, 5 wt% Brij 30). Vi and Vf are initial and ﬁnal
emulsion volumes, respectively. (From Ref. 16 by permission of Langmuir, Copyright 2001, American Chemical Society.)

by two low-energy emulsiﬁcation methods (methods A and B, described in
Section II). The composition of both emulsions is the same (water/decane =
80:20, 5 wt% Brij 30). The ratio Vf /V/i is represented as a function of time
(Vf and Vi are the ﬁnal and the initial emulsion volumes, respectively). The
emulsion obtained by emulsiﬁcation method A showed phase separation in
less than 1 h. In contrast, the nano-emulsion obtained by method B (with
the same composition) was kinetically stable and did not show phase separation within the measuring time (1 year). The difference in emulsion stability could be explained because the emulsions obtained by method B have
lower polydispersity than those obtained by method A [15,16].

IV. APPLICATIONS
Nano-emulsions have found increasing use in many different applications.
The advantages of nano-emulsions over conventional emulsions (or macroemulsions) are a consequence of their characteristic properties, namely small
droplet size, high kinetic stability, and optical transparency. In addition,
nano-emulsions offer the possibility of using microemulsion-like dispersions
without the need for high surfactant concentrations. In the following, the
most relevant applications of nano-emulsions in the chemical, pharmaceutical, and cosmetic ﬁelds are summarized.
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A. Chemical Applications: Polymerization
One of the earliest applications of nano-emulsions was in the preparation of
polymer latexes [1,5,9,36,40–43]. Ugelstad et al. [1], who introduced the
term miniemulsion to designate this type of emulsion, found that the mechanism involved in miniemulsion polymerization was quite different from that
of macroemulsion polymerization (Fig. 9). They suggested that the main
locus of nucleation was the monomer droplets instead of micelles [1]. The
so-called miniemulsion polymerization is a broad term that is used to designate all polymerization processes performed in nano-emulsion (miniemulsion) media. However, it is also used in a more restrictive sense referring
to the polymerization of nano-emulsion droplets giving the same number of
polymer particles with particle size distributions equal to those of the droplets [9a].
Several advantages of miniemulsion polymerization over conventional
emulsion polymerization have been reported [85]. It is considered to be a
process more insensitive to variations in the composition or to the presence
of impurities. The wide variations in the conversion rate and particle size
obtained in a continuous macroemulsion polymerization process are highly
reduced when performing continuous miniemulsion polymerization [85]. It

FIG. 9 Rate of polymerization versus time for (a) conventional styrene emulsion,
10 mM SLS; (b) homogenized styrene emulsion, 10 mM SLS; and (c) styrene miniemulsion, 10 mM SLS/30 mM CA. [KPS] = 1.33 mM, Tr = 70⬚C. (From Ref. 9b,
with permission from Elsevier Science.)
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also allows better control of the process as depicted in Fig. 10. Moreover,
the latexes are more stable under shear and allow higher solid contents.
Miniemulsion polymerization allows the encapsulation of many kinds of
substrates such as drugs, perfumes, and inorganic pigments in a polymeric
matrix [86–88]. Grafted polymers have been developed in these media, producing materials with more uniform composition. In so-called hybrid miniemulsion polymerization, acrylic monomers have been grafted with different
kinds of resins: polyester, alkyd, or urethane type. The materials obtained
exhibit better properties than those prepared by emulsion polymerization
[37,89–92].
Many kinds of polymerizable miniemulsion recipes have been described
[9,85]. In the majority of the described systems, the emulsiﬁcation is
achieved by high-energy methods. The emulsiﬁer in the earlier formulations
[1] consisted of ionic surfactant/fatty alcohol (cosurfactant) mixtures. It was
thought that the stabilizing mechanism was due to the presence of a protective interfacial complex. Later, it was shown that the replacement of the
fatty alcohol by a highly hydrophobic compound (e.g., hexadecane) decreased more effectively the Ostwald ripening without the existence of any
interfacial complex [9]. Different types of molecules such as reactive co-

FIG. 10 Continuous macroemulsion and miniemulsion polymerization of methyl
methacrylate. Continuous (stirred tank) macro- and miniemulsion polymerization of
methyl methacrylate at 40⬚C in a surfactant (SLS) concentration of 0.67 wt% (based
on monomer). Cosurfactant (miniemulsion only): 2 wt% (based on monomer). Initiator: potassium persulfate; 0.01 M. Total solids: 31 wt%. (From Ref. 85, with
permission from Elsevier Science.)
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monomers, e.g., alkylmethacrylates [93]; block and diblock copolymers
[94,95]; initiators, e.g., persulfates [96]; chain transfer agents, e.g., mercaptans [97]; or dyes, e.g., Blue 70 [98] have been used to reduce the monomer
diffusion through the continuous phase (Ostwald ripening).
The surfactants used in the preparation of miniemulsions can be very
varied. Formulations with anionic [9], single cationic and gemini [99], and
nonionic and polymeric surfactants [100] have been reported. The use of
one or other surfactant type depends on the ﬁnal use of the latex.
The most studied polymerization reactions were free radical polyadditions. Therefore, the vast majority of the monomers used in miniemulsion
polymerization are of vinylic type. However, polyaddition of expoxides to
various diamines, diols or bisphenols [38] and an anionic polymerization of
phenyl glycidyl ether [101] in nano-emulsion media have now been reported.
The initiator is another important component in a polymerization system.
In the early stages, the initiation was started by applying thermal energy to
a free radical generator of the persulfate type. Oil-soluble initiators such as
2,2⬘-azobis(2-methylbutyronitrile) (AMBN) have also been used and have
made it possible to explain thoroughly the kinetics of the process [102].
Nano-emulsion polymerization in the presence of stable radicals, so-called
‘‘living radical polymerization,’’ has been reported to reduce the polydispersity of the ﬁnal latex [103,104].
Other compounds such as chain transfer agents, retardants, or inhibitors
can also be included in order to control the molecular weight (MW) of the
ﬁnal latex [105]. In a seeded miniemulsion polymerization, a small amount
of latex particles is added and the system is then polymerized. It has been
shown that this process enhances the control of the number, size, and polydispersity of the ﬁnal latex particles [9].

B. Cosmetic Applications
The transparent visual aspect of nano-emulsions with droplet sizes below
200 nm makes them especially attractive for application in cosmetics. Apart
from the appearance, similar to that of microemulsions, other advantages of
nano-emulsions for cosmetic applications are their kinetic stability, a droplet
size that can be controlled, and the possibility to achieve improved active
delivery. For all these reasons, nano-emulsions have attracted increasing interest in the cosmetic ﬁeld, as reﬂected by the papers [8,10,106] and numerous patents [19–21,23,24,27,107–111] that have appeared in the last few
years. Oil-in-water nano-emulsions with a droplet size lower than 100 nm
have been described in patents as hair- and skin-care [19,21,23,24,107–109],
makeup [110], and sunscreen [20,111] formulations.
Cosmetic emulsions are generally formulated with water concentrations
higher than 70 wt%. The active ingredients are dissolved in the aqueous
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and/or the oil phase of the nano-emulsion. The aqueous phase usually contains components such as glycerol, urea, amino acids, ␣-hydroxy acids, and
water-soluble vitamins. The oil phase, apart from its functional role in preventing water loss from the skin, serves as the carrier for perfumes, oilsoluble vitamins, etc. [112]. A wide range of surfactants is used to stabilize
nano-emulsions. These include nonionic surfactants (alkyl polyoxyethylene
ethers, POE-POP-POE block copolymers, alkyl sugar derivatives, silicone
derivatives, etc.), as well as ionics surfactants (alkylsulfates, alkylsulfonates,
phospholipids, lipoamino acid derivatives, etc.).
Condensation (low-energy) and dispersion (high-energy) methods have
been used to prepare nano-emulsions for cosmetic applications. The former
are mainly based on Shinoda’s PIT method [51–53], and the latter generally
make use of high-pressure homogenization. Nano-emulsion formation by
cooling a single-phase W/O microemulsion to a temperature lower than the
HLB temperature, without shaking, is well established [10,39]. It was reported that the droplet sizes of nano-emulsions of systems with ethoxylated
nonionic surfactants and oils such as squalane, parafﬁn oil, hexadecane,
pentadecane, tetradecane, and dodecane were 10–100 nm [113,114]. Figure
11 shows the results corresponding to systems with the surfactant octa-ethyleneglycol n-hexadecyl ether (C16E8). Nano-emulsions with liquid parafﬁn
oil and squalane remained unchanged for more than 1 year at 25⬚C. However, this method is limited to nonionic surfactant systems that can form

FIG. 11 Effect of carbon number of the oil on the stability of alkane ultraﬁne
emulsions at 25⬚C. Lp, liquid paraﬁn; Sq, squalane. (From Ref. 10.)
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single-phase microemulsions at temperatures above the storage or use temperature.
Examples of different emulsiﬁcation routes based on the PIT method and
the corresponding droplet sizes obtained are shown in Fig. 12. In this example [7,115], the emulsiﬁcation of a polar oil, cetyl isononanoate, was
performed with a surfactant mixture consisting of a long-chain ethoxylated
alcohol (C16/18E2) and glyceryl monostearate (GMS) nonionic surfactants. It
was shown that in order to obtain nanometer-size droplets in the system
studied, either a liquid crystalline phase or a bicontinuous microemulsion
should be formed during emulsiﬁcation [7].
Concerning the use of dispersion (or high-energy) methods for nanoemulsion formation, it should be noted that nano-emulsions with sizes below
50 nm could not be prepared. The addition of water-soluble solvents, such
as glycerol or butanediol, etc. proved to be effective for the preparation of
ﬁne emulsions [2,39,116]. In this context, a method consisting of the homogenization of a coarse emulsion having large quantities of water-soluble
solvents (WSSs) in the aqueous phase has been developed [39].

FIG. 12 Water-phase map for O/W emulsions in the system water/C16/18E12: glyceryl
monostearate (GMS)/cetyl isononanoate. C16/18E12, GMS = 2:1; oil/mixed emulsiﬁer
= 4.5:1; W/O*, unstable emulsion; numbers refer to the emulsiﬁcation routes. (From
Refs. 7 and 115 with permission from Elsevier Science.)
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C. Pharmaceutical Applications
The use of traditional disperse systems, e.g., macroemulsions, in the pharmaceutical industry has been limited due to manufacturing complexity and
stability problems [117]. The characteristic properties of nano-emulsions (kinetic stability, small and controlled droplet size, etc.) make them interesting
systems for pharmaceutical applications. Indeed, nano-emulsions are used
as drug delivery systems for administration through various systemic routes.
There are numerous publications on nano-emulsions as drug delivery systems for parenteral [17,18,28,29,118–124], oral [25,125–129], and topical
administration, which includes the administration of formulations to the external surfaces of the body skin [32,130,131] and to the body cavities nasal
[30,132] as well as ocular administration [31,133–136]. Moreover, many
patents concerning pharmaceutical applications of nano-emulsions have been
registered [17,18,25,137–145]. An application of nano-emulsions in this
ﬁeld has been in the development of vaccines [33,146–147].
Parenteral (or injectable) administration can be performed intravenously,
intramuscularly, or subcutaneously. This administration route is employed
for a variety of purposes, namely nutrition (e.g., administration of fats, carbohydrates, vitamins), controlled drug release, and targeting of drugs to speciﬁc sites in the body [148,149]. There are strict requirements for emulsions
for their use in parenteral administration. Emulsions intended for this use
are required to be sterile, isotonic, nonpyrogenic, nontoxic, biodegradable,
and stable (physically and chemically) with a droplet size lower than 1 m
[149,150]. In practice, commercial formulations usually have a mean droplet
size of about 200–500 nm, with 90 wt% or more particles below 1 m.
Droplet sizes larger than 5 m could give rise to blockages in the ﬁne
capillaries (embolism) [151]. Therefore, using nano-emulsions with a narrow
size distribution for parenteral administration is advantageous.
The effect of oil and emulsiﬁers on the emulsion droplet size and stability
of parenteral emulsions has been widely studied. Different oils and their
mixtures have been studied in order to obtain emulsions with good longterm stability and small droplet size using a phospholipid surfactant. It has
been reported [118] that 20 wt% of a mixture of castor oil with either soybean oil or middle-chain triglycerides (MCTs) forms a very stable nanoemulsion, with a droplet size of about 130–140 nm. At a higher oil concentration (30 wt%), emulsions with a mixture of castor oil and MCT with
a weight ratio of 1:1 also have a very small droplet size, depending on the
homogenization pressure, as shown in Fig. 13. As for the emulsiﬁer, ultraﬁne
lipid emulsions for intravenous administration with soybean oil and lecithin
have been described [17,18]. It has also been reported that a mixture of a
nonionic surfactant and phospholipid (Tween 80威 and egg phosphatidylcholine, 0.3:0.4) leads to stable emulsions with a small droplet size [152].
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FIG. 13 Effect of the homogenization pressure on mean particle size and viscosity
of 30% emulsions containing castor oil and middle chain triglycerides (MCTs), 1:1.
(From Ref. 118 with permission from Elsevier Science.)

Self-emulsifying systems suitable for parenteral drug delivery have also
been described. One of them consists of a mixture of lecithin and Span 20威
as primary and secondary emulsiﬁers, respectively, which are mixed with
the oil phase containing soybean oil [119]. The addition of glycerol allowed
spontaneous emulsiﬁcation at a concentration of 30 wt%. The main emulsion
droplet size was 400 nm. A parenteral self-emulsifying drug delivery system
containing 0.5 wt% lidocaine as a model drug showed similar spontaneous
emulsiﬁcation with particle size of 390 nm.
The drugs incorporated in nano-emulsions for parenteral administration
are numerous. One representative example is paclitaxel (Taxol威; BristolMyers), a promising antineoplasic agent, poorly soluble in water and orally
inactive, that requires intravenous administration. It has been shown that
nano-emulsion droplets coated with a hydrophilic polymer (polyethylene
glycol–modiﬁed phosphatidylethanolamine) have a prolonged circulation
lifetime and accumulate in tumors (Fig. 14), resulting in an enhancement of
the antitumor activity [28,120]. Other examples of drugs incorporated in
nano-emulsions for parenteral administration include antimalaria drugs such
as meﬂoquine and halofantrine [29,121], the anxiolytic drug diazepam [122],
a free radical scavenger (tirilazad) [123], and the antifungal agent amphotericin B [124].
Among the various systemic drug delivery routes, oral administration is
considered to be the most popular. Oil-in-water emulsions are already considered very interesting formulations for oral drug administration of poorly
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FIG. 14 Uptake of [14C]paclitaxel into T-47D cells (breast cancer cells) from lipid
emulsions (䡩), liposomes (䉭) and Diluent 12 (▫). Time course curves obtained with
a drug concentration of 10 M. (From Ref. 28 with permission from the Royal
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.)

water-soluble drugs in terms of bioavailability [153–156] because of enhancement of intestinal absorption [157–160] and therefore enhanced activity. All the formulations that increase drug solubility and decrease enzymatic
attack in intestinal washings are appropriate for oral administration. The
absorption of the emulsion in the gastrointestinal tract after oral administration is correlated to the droplet size of the formulation. The smaller droplet
size of the emulsion causes greater absorption [161]. Thus, nano-emulsions
are good candidates for oral administration.
The hormone calcitonin has been formulated in a nano-emulsion containing Carbopol威 940 (BFGoodrich). This adhesive polymer, located on the
droplet surface, is thought to increase the time of emulsion adhesion to the
intestinal mucosa and, consequently, the absorption of the drug [125]. The
cationic polysaccharide chitosan has also been used in this context because
of its mucoadhesivity. It has been reported that nano-emulsions with chitosan
release drugs for a prolonged period of time (Fig. 15) [126].
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FIG. 15 Diazepam release proﬁles from uncoated and chitosan-coated submicrometer emulsion. (From Ref. 126 with permission from Springer Verlag.)

Self-emulsifying systems for oral administration have also been developed. Cyclosporin (an immunosuppressing agent) has been formulated in
a solution of a polar lipid self-emulsifying drug delivery system ﬁlled in
soft gelatin capsules [25]. A self-emulsifying system containing indomethacin has been shown to increase the bioavailability of the drug signiﬁcantly
[127]. It is thought that these mixtures of surfactant and oil form a ﬁne
emulsion with gentle agitation when exposed to aqueous media, and the
gastrointestinal motility can provide the agitating effect necessary for emulsiﬁcation.
Other examples of drugs incorporated in nano-emulsions for oral administration are the cephalosporin cefpodoxime proxetil [128] and the hormone
desmopressin acetate [129].
The oral route has certain limitations for some drugs, such as drug degradation in the gastrointestinal tract, gastrointestinal tissue irritation, and/or
gut wall and ﬁrst-pass metabolism. In this context, the nasal route has received a great deal of attention because of the many advantages of nasal
delivery over oral and parenteral administration.
A submicrometer emulsion with testosterone for nasal administration has
been formulated and tested in rabbits [132]. It is noteworthy that testoster-
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one, the male sex hormone, is ineffective when administered orally. Other
examples are human immunodeﬁciency virus (HIV) vaccines that have been
formulated as nano-emulsions for nasal administration [30]. A study of the
response of the immunological system after the nasal administration of a
proteosome-rgp 160 vaccine to which a bioadhesive nano-emulsion has been
added revealed an increase of speciﬁc immunoglobulin G (IgG) and IgA in
serum and secretions. These results are very promising for mucosal vaccine
development to help control the spread of HIV transmission and the acquired
immunodeﬁciency syndrome (AIDS).
Another application of nano-emulsions in the pharmaceutical ﬁeld is in
ocular administration (a topical administration). Nano-emulsions are used as
ocular delivery systems to sustain the pharmacological effect of drugs in
comparison with their respective aqueous solutions [133].
Pilocarpine, a drug used to produce miosis, has been widely studied in
order to increase its low bioavailability when applied topically, which is due
to its low lipophilicity and the rapid loss of the drug from the precorneal
area through drainage and conjunctival absorption. This drug is generally
used as an aqueous solution that leads to a formulation that must be administered three or four times per day. The administration of a submicrometer
emulsion containing a prodrug of pilocarpine that is enzymatically converted
to the active parent drug within the cornea, in a dose equivalent to 0.5 wt%
pilocarpine base, produces a prolonged miotic effect compared with the pilocarpine-containing aqueous solution (Fig. 16) [133]. However, the biovailability was not improved. The administration of pilocarpine as an ion
pair with monododecylphosphoric also did not increase the bioavailability
of the drug [134].
A better result was reported with indomethacin, an anti-inﬂammatory
agent used to reduce postoperative inﬂammation after cataract surgery. The
incorporation of this drug of low water solubility into a submicrometer emulsion stabilized by a combination of phospholipids and small amounts of
amphoteric surfactant resulted in higher bioavailability and higher corneal
permeability of the drug [31,135,136].
Nano-emulsions are also interesting candidates for the delivery of
drugs through the skin (topical administration). Positively and negatively
charged submicrometer emulsions containing antifungal drugs (econazole
nitrate and miconazole nitrate) have been described [32]. The positively
charged submicrometer emulsions were more effective in terms of skin
penetration of econazole or miconazole nitrate than negatively charged
emulsions. Other nano-emulsions described for topical administration contain diazepam [130] as well as steroidal and nonsteroidal anti-inﬂamatory
drugs [131].
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FIG. 16 Comparison of the miotic effect after ocular administration of a submicrometer emulsion containing 1.2% (w/v) pilocarpine prodrug or aqueous solutions
containing 0.5% (w/v) or 2.0% (w/v) pilocarpine HCl. (From Ref. 133 with permission from Elsevier Science.)

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the characteristic properties of nano-emulsions and relevant
applications have been described. A great deal of research effort in recent
years has been focused toward the conditions required for nano-emulsion
formation. Low interfacial tension values and the presence of lamellar liquid
crystalline phases are among the factors that have been shown to be important for their formation. However, it has also been shown that the kinetics
of the emulsiﬁcation process plays a key role. Comprehensive knowledge
of the fundamental aspects related to nano-emulsion formation and stability
will allow improvement of established applications, such as those described
in this chapter, and development of new ones.
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Surface Modiﬁcations of
Liposomes for Recognition and
Response to Environmental
Stimuli
JONG-DUK KIM, SOO KYOUNG BAE, JIN-CHUL KIM, and
EUN-OK LEE KAIST, Daejeon, Korea

ABSTRACT
Surface modiﬁcations of bilayers and preparations of liposomes are introduced for applications to stimuli-sensitive delivery systems. Modiﬁed or
intermediate liposomes can be obtained by direct mixing of lipids and receptor-modiﬁed lipids, by direct reaction of intermediate-modiﬁed liposomes
with receptor or ligands, or by insertion of modiﬁed receptors into the liposomal bilayer. Proteinaceous receptors can be modiﬁed with alkyl chains
or lipids positioned along the hydrophobic part of bilayers. The enhanced
release of poly(NIPAM)-coated liposomes is attributed to the collapse of
hydrogel on bilayers, destroying the order of lipids in the membrane. Targetsensitive immunoliposomes are designed to destabilize upon binding to the
target cell and to release their contents at the cell surface. The improved
efﬁcacy of liposome-associated adjuvants has been observed at hepatitis B
surface antigen (HbsAg) incorporated in negatively charged liposomes. The
synthetic peptides of epitopes in HbsAg have been used in the development
of the hepatitis B virus vaccine by incorporating poorly immunogenic peptides in lipid A.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many therapeutically active agents are limited in their clinical use because
of the obscure delivery processes and methods for the speciﬁc sites of action,
but there are many off-patent safe drugs whose usefulness and strength
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would be extended by a new type of formulation. Further, the efforts to
develop delivery systems would be much less than those involved in developing a new drug [1]. Therefore, there have been continuous attempts to
develop new delivery methods and to design special carriers that would
uniquely guide drugs speciﬁc to target cells and tissues as well.
Liposomes consist of concentric bilayers of fatty acids, predominantly
phospholipids, in the range of 50 nm to several micrometers in diameter.
The properties and preparation methods as well as their applications have
been widely reported [2–4], including cancer chemotherapy [5,6], antibiotic
and antifungal agents [7,8], gene transfer [9,10], immunological adjuvants
[11,12], and angiomarkers and diagnostic agents [13,14]. However, regardless of their compositions, sizes, and charges, liposomes are quantitatively
captured by cells of the reticuloendothelial system (RES) within the ﬁrst
hour after their intravenous administration.
The speciﬁc applications require different bulk and surface properties of
liposomes. Among others, for example, the unique properties of stealth, targeted, and cationic liposomes could be achieved by surface modiﬁcation.
Figure 1 illustrates examples of liposomal surface modiﬁcations for such
speciﬁc applications. The goals of these surface modiﬁcations are (1) to
increase liposome longevity and stability in the circulation, (2) to change
liposome biodistribution, (3) to achieve targeting effect, and (4) to impart
to liposomes some ‘‘unusual’’ properties such as pH or thermal sensitivity.
We have investigated the surface modiﬁcation of liposomes for functionally mediated delivery systems including the modiﬁcation of carbohydrates,
proteins, and polymers. The ﬂuidity and membrane state of liposomes will
be discussed in terms of promoting their recognition and response to environmental stimuli.

II. MEMBRANE STATES AND INTERACTIONS
WITH CELLS
The size and surface properties of liposomes vary with types of lipids, their
compositions, their modiﬁcation, and methods of preparation. For example,
multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) several hundred nanometers in size can be
produced by a reverse phase evaporation and extrusion, but smaller unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), whose size is less than 100 nm, can be produced
by a sonication process [15]. Further, the membrane state of a bilayer is of
primary interest not only for surface treatment but also for recognition of a
cell surface and delivery of active ingredients. We will brieﬂy review the
microﬂuidity of bilayers and the interaction of liposomes with a cell surface.
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FIG. 1 Surface-modiﬁed liposomes with polymer, protein, and ionic ligands for
speciﬁc applications to (a) stealth liposome, (b) targeted liposome, and (c) cationic
liposome.

A. Phase Transition and Fluidity
The functions of liposomes, such as interaction, incorporation, recognition,
and stabilization, are attributed to the microﬂuidity of a membrane and its
transitional state [2]. Lipids dispersed in water can form a variety of structures, for example, the liposome-type structure at low lipid/water ratios. As
temperature increases, the lipid phase shifts from a crystalline to a condensed
gel-like state and then to a ﬂuidic, expanded state, and such a transition state
at the corresponding temperature can be determined by various methods
[2,16].
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Bilayer membranes composed of pure phospholipids undergo a discrete
order–disorder transition involving primarily an increase in the rotational
freedom of fatty acid side chains and an increase in the area per lipid molecule in a bilayer. In differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements
[16], most lipids show two peaks, which indicates the transition of the membrane state. One is related to the melting of head groups, Tm1, and the other
to the melting of chains, Tm2. The former is broader and shows a smaller
enthalpy change than the latter. The chain melting usually occurs 5–10⬚C
higher than that of the head groups melting. Lipid molecules have higher
polarization in a gel-like structure than in a sol-like structure. Figure 2 shows
the polarization of lipid bilayers with respect to temperature, as determined
by the polarized ﬂuorescence method using diphenylhexatriene (DPH) as a
ﬂuorescent probe [17,18]. The membranes of egg phosphatidylcholine (PC)
are apparently in a sol-like state in the range of temperature, whereas those
of distearoylphosphatidylcholine (DSPC; Tm1 = 51.5⬚C, Tm2 = 54.9⬚C), are
in a crystalline or gel-like state. The polarities of dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-

FIG. 2 Polarization of DPH embedded in egg PC (⽧), DPPC/DMPC (5:5, wt/wt)
(䊱), DPPC (●), and DSPC (䊲) liposomal membranes with temperature.
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choline (DPPC; Tm1 = 35.3⬚C, Tm2 = 41.4⬚C) and 50:50 mixtures of DPPC
and dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC; Tm1 = 14.2⬚C, Tm2 = 23.9⬚C)
show the transition from a gel-like state to a sol-like state in the range of
temperature, and the polarities of the mixtures are reduced by the effect of
ﬂuidic DMPC.
Cholesterol in membrane bilayers has an important modulatory effect on
the bilayer phase of phospholipids [2,15]. The sterol interacts strongly with
phospholipids and keeps them in an ‘‘intermediate ﬂuid’’ condition. Thus,
above its transition temperature, the presence of cholesterol tends to increase
the packing and rigidity of bilayers [19], and below its transition temperature, it expands and ﬂuidizes the bilayers [20].
The ﬂuidity and packing of a bilayer greatly affect the bilayer–ligand
interaction as shown in Fig. 3 [18]. The coupling efﬁciency of liposomes
with peptides (dotted line) increases as the ﬂuidity of membrane (solid line)
increases. From monolayer studies [18,21,22], it is known that proteins and

FIG. 3 Polarization of mixed liposomal membrane as a function of PE/PC molar
ratio. Liposomes were composed of 2:1 phospholipid and cholesterol. Liposomes
were prepared by extrusion through a polycarbonate ﬁlter. Lipid concentration was
110  M and lipid/DPH molar ratio was 50:1. The dotted line represents the polarization of the membrane and the solid line is the coupling efﬁciency.
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other molecules penetrate most readily when the ﬁlm pressure is low. The
ﬂuid-to-solid phase transition increases the packing of lipid molecules, thus
tending to prevent ligands from penetrating the lipid ﬁlm.

B. Interaction Between Liposomes and Target Cells
Figure 4 shows that the interactions of liposomes with cells fall into four
categories [3,15,23]: (1) exchange of lipids or proteins with cell membranes,
(2) stable adsorption or binding of liposomes to the cell surface, (3) internalization such as by endocytosis or phagocytosis, or (4) fusion of bound
liposome bilayers with the cell membrane.
A number of lipid transfer proteins similar to liposomes have been detected in plasma, and lipid exchange can also occur in the absence of enzymatic activity and in liposome fusion with cells [3,15,24]. Lipid transfer
occurs by two separate processes associated with transfer proteins: either by
direct contact of solubilized molecules in the aqueous phase or upon liposome collisions with cells. During lipid exchange there is practically no
mixing of liposomes and cell contents.

FIG. 4 Interactions of liposomes with the cell membrane. (a) Exchange of lipids
or proteins with cell membranes. (b) Stable adsorption or binding of liposomes to a
cell surface. (c) Internalization by endocytosis or phagocytosis. (d) Fusion of bound
liposome bilayers with cell membrane.
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Endocytosis is the most common mechanism for delivery of liposome
contents into cells, but only a few types of cells, derived from bone marrow,
can effectively phagocytose, especially with large liposomes [3,15,25]. Liposomes can be absorbed on a cell surface, engulfed into phagosomes, or
transported to lysosomes. After the lipids are digested, the encapsulated molecules are released into the surrounding. If the molecules are not affected
by the pH or by an intercalation and enzymatic activity in lysosomes, the
molecules can be delivered into the cytoplasm.
The fusion of liposomes with cells is envisioned to deliver their contents
directly to the cytoplasm [15,26]. However, whereas the fusion is an essential cellular process in endocytosis, it appears that the liposome fusion with
the cells occurs very rarely and is enhanced by reconstitution of viral surface
proteins. Therefore, it is apparent that this process is largely controlled by
membrane protein of a cell or virus. This can be done not by a simple fusion
of bilayers with cells but by incorporating fusogenic proteins or, in vitro,
addition of fusogens.
It is observed that both endocytosis and adsorption are less affected in a
membrane state but that fusion with cells is signiﬁcantly affected in rigid
cells. Therefore, both the membrane state and the surface interaction with a
cell play a key role in engineering the liposomal transfer.

III. SURFACE MODIFICATION
A. Modiﬁcation Methods for Liposomes
The most evident approaches to modify the surface properties of liposomes
are (1) to vary liposome compositions (resulting in a variation of liposome
charges and phase states) and (2) to attach some nonphospholipid compounds to the liposome surface. Various modiﬁers have been suggested for
controlling the distribution and in vivo properties of liposomes [27–30]. The
most important and well-studied modiﬁers are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Antibodies and their fragments
Proteins
Mono-, oligo-, and polysaccharides
Chelating compounds (such as EDTA or DTPA)
Soluble synthetic polymers

Liposome modiﬁcation with antibodies or speciﬁc ligands leads to a drastic change in distribution, which is the result of speciﬁc recognition between
the liposome-immobilized substances and the appropriate target within the
body. In addition, it is known that the permeability of the liposomal membrane changes (reﬂecting intramembrane phase separation, variations of
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membrane components, lateral diffusion, and some other phenomena) when
a liposome interacts with polyelectrolytes [31,32].
Figure 5 shows three methods for the formation and surface modiﬁcation
of liposomes.
1.

2.

Direct mixing of lipids and receptor-modiﬁed lipids. Receptor- or ligandmodiﬁed lipids [33,34] are mixed with normal phospholipids in a small
portion (Fig. 5a). Because receptors are usually proteins that bind sugars
and proteins exposed on a cell surface, receptors can be covalently attached to phospholipids by a chemical reaction. A succinyl group or
glutaraldehyde [35,36] may be used as a cross-linking agent for the
covalent binding of a protein receptor, and some representative ligands
attached are oligo- and polysaccharides, gangliosides, immunoglobulins,
viral epitopes, and so on.
Direct reaction of intermediate-modiﬁed liposomes with receptors or
ligands. Lipids can also be modiﬁed with a variety of intermediates
[15,37], which bind to carbohydrates and proteins. After liposomes are

FIG. 5 Methods for surface modiﬁcations of liposomes. (a) Direct mixing of lipids
and receptor-modiﬁed lipids. (b) Direct reaction of intermediate-modiﬁed liposomes
and ligands. (c) Insertion of modiﬁed receptors into the liposomal bilayer.
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formed with a mixture of intermediate-modiﬁed lipids and normal lipids,
ligands or receptors are mixed with liposomes and attached to the intermediates covalently (Fig. 5b).
Insertion of modiﬁed receptors into liposomal bilayers. Bilayers of liposomes consist of phospholipid assemblies that hold individual lipid
molecules by weak van der Waals forces. Ligands or receptors with
surface-active groups can be inserted into liposomal bilayers (Fig. 5c).
Proteinaceous receptors are usually nonamphiphilic, and hence they can
be modiﬁed with alkyl chains or lipids that can be positioned along the
hydrophobic part of bilayers. Then the relatively hydrophilic receptor
part is exposed to the liposomal surface and can interact with ligands
of cell surfaces [37,38].

Described in the following are reported examples of compounds that have
been used in the surface modiﬁcation of liposomes.

B. Compounds Used for Surface Modiﬁcation
of Liposomes
1.

Carbohydrates

A liposome surface modiﬁed with carbohydrates attached either to proteins
or to small hydrophobic anchors can be used to recognize lectins and lectinlike receptors on mammalian cell membranes. The recognition of carbohydrate by lectin is highly dependent on the exposure of carbohydrate to the
aqueous region [39,40]. When sialoglycoproteins of mammalian erythrocytes
were incorporated into SUVs, the carbohydrate portion of glycoprotein was
exposed on the external surface of vesicles [39]. However, appropriate hapten sugars on liposome surfaces may inhibit the binding of lectin to liposomes or the attachment of liposomes to erythrocytes.
SUVs containing two different mannosyl-pyranoside derivatives can be
reversibly aggregated in the presence of concanavalin A [41]. The maximal
concentration of these glycolipids in a bilayer is about 14 mol%, and the
size, permeability to sucrose, and ﬂuidity of a bilayer are not affected by
their insertion, but its analogue with a longer spacer arm is more sensitive
to concanavalin A–mediated agglutination. It is suggested that steric constraints will be of major importance for recognition by lectinlike proteins.
Such protein-induced aggregation and fusion appear and undergo a maximum at the gel phase transition temperature of lipids.

2.

Polymers

Vesicles can interact with a variety of polymers, such as natural polysaccharides [42], poly(amino acid)s, or hydrophilic synthetic polymers. The
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interaction of a lipid membrane with polymers depends on membrane constituents; e.g., the insertion of cholesterol signiﬁcantly increases the interaction with dextran.
The interactions of poly(amino acid)s with liposomes have long been used
as models for lipid–protein interactions. Basic polypeptides [e.g., poly(Llysine), poly(L-ornithine)] form complexes with negatively charged liposomes such as phosphatidylserine [43] and undergo a conformational change
from a random to an ␣-helical conﬁguration [44]. Copolymers of lysine and
phenylalanine show a behavior similar to that of pure polylysine in the
presence of phosphatidylserine SUV but remain in the ‘‘random coil’’ conﬁguration and alter the distribution of liposomes in vivo.
While attempting to prepare biologically stable liposomes, an important
breakthrough was achieved by constructing long-circulating liposomes
[45,46] coated with poly(ethylene glycol), PEG [47–49]. The possible mechanisms of the PEG protective effect on liposomes involve the participation
of PEG in the repulsive interactions between PEG-grafted membranes and
other blood moieties [50], the role of surface charge and hydrophilicity of
PEG-coated liposomes [51], and the decreased rate of plasma protein (opsonin) adsorption on the hydrophilic surface of PEGylated liposomes [52].
The ﬂexibility of polymer molecules in solution causes a dense polymeric
‘‘cloud’’ over a liposome surface even at relatively low polymer concentrations [53,54].
To reduce the liposome afﬁnity for the reticuloendothelial system (RES),
ganglioside GM1, hydrogenated phosphatidylinositol (PI), or poly(ethylene
glycol) phosphatidylethanolamine (PEG-PE) was added to standard egg PC:
cholesterol liposomes. Such liposomes are not taken up so readily by macrophases of RES and hence stay in circulation streams longer. It may also
depend on the size of GM1-containing liposomes (diameter >300 nm) [55].
PEG-PE has a similar effect [56,57] because PEG-PE increases the hydrophilicity of a liposome surface. These PEGylated liposomes modiﬁed with
antibodies are efﬁcient in both long circulation and targeting and hence are
called third-generation liposomes.
In addition, amphiphilic poly(acrylamide) (PAA) and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) are considered candidates among others [58]. Their protective
activities are much lower than those of longer acyl anchors. A long-chain
anchor binds ﬁrmly to liposomes and thus sterically stabilizes the liposomes.

3.

Proteins

The attachment of proteins, particularly antibodies, to a liposome surface
has been an impetus for the development of target delivery. The earliest
attempts to insert antibodies into liposomes were based on the simple expedient of rehydrating dried lipid ﬁlms in the presence of antibody [59].
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Such noncovalently associated antibodies have not been successful in
achieving a measure of antibody targeting [60]. Anionic phospholipids such
as phosphatidylglycerol (PG) and phosphatidylserine (PS), but not cholesterol, enhance binding by about 50% over that obtained with a neutral
PC [57].
Covalent coupling methods have been attempted to bind proteins to functional groups on a liposome surface [56,62–70] or to attach a hydrophobic
residue covalently to proteins and allow it to intercalate noncovalently into
a bilayer during or after the liposome formation [71,72]. The earliest methods used various bifunctional cross-linking reagents, such as dimethyl
suberimidate, glutaraldehyde, and carbodiimide or periodate to oxidize carbohydrates to aldehyde. Protein conjugation can be achieved by the different
processes of carboxyl groups: (1) with amino groups to produce amide bonds
[35], (2) with a pyridyl-dithio derivative of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE)
to produce disulﬁde bonds [73], and (3) with maleimide derivatives to produce thioether bonds [74]. The thiol-reactive phospholipids are synthesized
using N-succinimidyl pyridyl dithio propionate (SPDP) and N-succinimidyl(4-[ p-maleimidophenyl]) butyrate (SMPB) as shown in Fig. 6. The former approach results in reversible coupling of protein via a disulﬁde bond;
the latter produces an irreversible thioether linkage.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF STIMULI OR
TARGET SENSITIVITY
The surface modiﬁcation of liposomes is a useful way to impart functionality, especially target sensitivity, to liposomes. In physical targeting, some
characteristic of the environment is used either to direct the liposomes to a
particular anatomical location or to cause a selective release of its contents
as shown in Table 1, but we limit the discussion here to temperature- and
pH-sensitive liposomes and immunoadjuvants.

A. Temperature-Sensitive Liposomes
A temperature-sensitive liposome can be produced in two ways: direct transition of lipid bilayers or incorporation of temperature-sensitive triggers. A
liposome applied to tumors [75,76] can be made to release its contents rapidly and almost completely at the phase transition temperature, Tm. Temperature-sensitive liposomes have achieved a selectivity greater than 10-fold
between heated and nonheated tumors in the delivery of methotrexate to
tumors implanted in mice [77–79] or with cisplatin [80]. Hyperthermal targeting [81,82] was used in combination with radiation or chemotherapy with
masked and temperature-sensitive liposomes [76,83–87].
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FIG. 6 Covalent coupling of Fab⬘ fragments to vesicles. (a) Synthesis route of N[3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionyl]phosphatidylethanolamine (PDP-PE) vesicle using Nsuccinimidyl 3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionate (SPDP) and coupling of Fab⬘. The Fab⬘
monomers are generated from F(ab⬘)2 dimers by reduction with dithiothreitol at low
pH and coupled by a disulﬁde exchange reaction between the thiol group on each
Fab⬘ fragment and the pyridyldithio moiety of PDP-PE molecules present in vesicle
membranes. (b) Synthesis route of N-[4-( p-maleimidophenyl)butyryl] phosphatidylethanolamine (MPB-PE) vesicle using N-succinimidyl 4-( p-maleimidophenyl) butyrate (SMPB) and coupling of Fab⬘. The Fab⬘ monomers are generated from F(ab⬘)2
dimers by reduction with dithiothreitol at low pH. Addition of the Fab⬘-SH to the
double bond of the maleimide moiety of MPB-PE molecules present in vesicle membranes results in a stable thioether cross-linkage.
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TABLE 1 Environmentally Sensitive Ligands
or Hydrogels
Stimulus
pH
Ionic strength
Chemical species
Enzyme/substrate
Magnetic
Thermal
Electrical
Ultrasonic

Ligand or hydrogel
Acidic or basic hydrogel
Ionic hydrogel
Electron-accepting groups
Immobilized enzymes
Particles in alginate
Thermoresponsive hydrogel
Polyelectrolyte hydrogel
Poly(vinyl alcohol)
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The surfaces of liposomes have been coated [17] with thermosensitive
polymers such as poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) [poly(NIPAM)] by taking advantage of the phase transition of polymers. The molecular structure of a
hydrophobically modiﬁed poly(NIPAM), which has been studied in the preparation of temperature-sensitive liposomes [17], is depicted in Fig. 7.
Poly(NIPAM) exhibits a low critical solution temperature (LCST) around
32⬚C, and the LCST can be altered toward the body temperature by copolymerization [56]. The polymer is in an expanded form at low temperature, but above the critical temperature it is in a contracted form. The interactions of SUVs and hydrophobically modiﬁed poly(NIPAM) were studied
by ﬂuorescence spectroscopy [88]. More recently, sonicated DPPC and egg
PC liposomes coated with a copolymer of NIPAM and octadecylacrylate in
a molar ratio of 100:1 were prepared [17,89]. It was shown that above the
LCST of the copolymer, the release of calcein and carboxyﬂuorescein from

FIG. 7 (a) Structure of hydrophobically modiﬁed poly(NIPAM) and (b) mechanism
of enhanced release of poly(NIPAM)-coated liposomes.
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coated liposomes was signiﬁcantly enhanced as temperature increased
[88,90] as illustrated in Fig. 8. The enhanced release is attributed to the
collapse of hydrogel on bilayers, resulting in destruction of the order of
lipids in the membrane.
As shown in Fig. 2, the polarization of lipid bilayers provides information
on membrane states, i.e., gel-like or ﬂuidlike. Therefore, if we match the
transition temperatures of both membrane and polymer, the release of a
ﬂuorescence dye, in fact of a delivered drug, can be maximized in the transition temperature [90].

B. pH-Sensitive Liposomes
Phosphatidylethanolamine bilayers with acidic head groups were utilized in
the pH-sensitive liposomes, which contained negatively charged head

FIG. 8 Release of calcein from liposomes coated with hydrophobically modiﬁed
poly(NIPAM). Alteration of the LCST of poly(NIPAM) by copolymerizing with
acrylic acid can be seen by the signiﬁcant increase of release efﬁciency.
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groups. Palmitoylhomocysteine (PHC), which possesses a titrable carboxyl
group, was combined with dioleoyl-PE (DOPE) to generate pH-sensitive
liposomes [91], and rapid fusion between these liposomes occurred when
the medium pH was lowered from 7 to 5. Intermixing of bilayer lipids
indicated the fusion activity of pH <7, with the maximum fusion occurring
at pH 4.4 or below [92]. Palmitic acid (PA) [93] and oleic acid (OA) [93–
96], each possessing a carboxylic head group, can also stabilize PE bilayers
under physiological conditions.
Another well-characterized pH-sensitive liposome includes cholesterol
hemisuccinate (CHEMS) as a stabilizer [97–100], and a carboxylated derivative of PE, N-succinyldioleoyl-PE, has been combined with DOPE to generate pH-sensitive liposomes [101]. pH-sensitive liposomes have been constructed using titrable double-chain glycerol-based amphiphiles as a PE
vesicle stabilizer [102]. The pH-sensitive liposomes are stable at neutral or
basic pH but are destabilized and become fusion competent at acidic pH.
Following the cellular uptake by an endocytic pathway, liposomes are exposed to a mildly acidic pH of endosomes, which is in the range of 5.0–
6.5 [103,104].
Therefore, pH-sensitive liposomes are more suitable for the functional
delivery of many drugs, including nucleoside analogues, DNA, and protein
delivery to the cytoplasm.

C. Target-Sensitive Liposomes
Unsaturated PE does not form stable liposomes under physiological conditions but forms stable ones on the addition of a second component to PE.
Several ‘‘stabilizers’’ for PE bilayers examined include fatty acids [93,94],
detergents [105], gangliosides [106,107], diacylphospholipids [108,109], lysolipids [105,109], haptenated lipids [110], diacylsuccinylglycerols [102,
111], cholesterol [112], cholesterol derivatives [97], membrane glycoproteins
[113,114], palmitylated amino acids [89], palmitylated enzyme [115] and
palmitylated antibody [116]. Many lipids stabilize PE bilayers at 20 mol%
or higher [108].
Ganglioside GM1 at a concentration of 5 mol% stabilizes liposomes composed of a mixture of DOPE and transphosphatidylated-PE (TPE) [101], but
GM2 , which differs from GM1 by lacking one galactose residue at the terminal
position, does not make it stable at 5 mol%. Rapid lysis occurs when GM1stabilized liposomes are treated with ␤-galactosidase, an enzyme that converts GM1 to GM2 . Palmitoyl-immunoglubulin G (p-IgG) also stabilizes
DOPE bilayers, where the hydrophilic Fab portion of a derivative antibody
increases the interfacial hydration and, further, prevents interbilayer contact
[115,117,118]. These PE immunoliposomes could be lysed by treatment with
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papain, which digested the hydrophilic Fab protein domains at a liposome
surface [119,120].
The stabilization of a PE bilayer phase also depends upon the hydrophobic portion of amphiphiles. The introduction of a double bond into a carbon
chain of diacylglycerol further decreased the transition temperature of saturated lipid. These results can be explained by the relationship v/al, where
v is the volume of the hydrophobic portion of the molecule, l is the effective
length of the hydrophobic portion, and a is the hydrophilic surface area
[121]. Molecules with a large v/al value have a high tendency to aggregate
into a hexagonal phase. Lysolecithin possesses a large head group (a) and
a small hydrophobic volume (v) and therefore stabilizes the bilayer phase
of PE [105,122].
It is thus apparent that the most efﬁcient stabilizers are molecules that
have bulky, polar, and/or highly charged head groups. Cholesterol, which
merely possesses a 3-␤-OH as a polar head group, begins to stabilize the
PE lamella only when included at higher than 30 mol% [112]. The dynamic
shape concept may be applicable in predicting the molecule’s ability to promote PE bilayer formation. Amphiphilic molecules that have large head
groups in comparison with the hydrophobic moiety, having the shape of an
inverted cone, would probably pack into a bilayer with a proper curvature
complementing the cone-shaped PE.
Target-sensitive immunoliposomes are designed to be unstable upon binding to the target cell and to release their contents in high concentrations at
the cell surface. Delivery by target-sensitive immunoliposomes may be applicable to a wide variety of target cells, which express sufﬁcient and speciﬁc
antigen from which antibodies can be generated. However, drug delivery is
limited to small molecules, which are rapidly transported into the cells or
macromolecules, and bind to cell surface receptors.

D. Liposomes as Immunological Adjuvants
The immunological carrier of protein antigens produces humoral or cellular
immunity in animals [123,124], for example, viral antigens, malarial antigens, and bacterial toxins [64,125,126]. In a formulation, the most popular
example of the conjugated phospholipid antigens is in series having dinitrophenyl (DNP) as a hapten, particularly DNP-aminocaproyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (DNP-Cap-PE) [64,127,128]. The importance of spacer groups
between liposome-associated hapten and phospholipid head groups of liposomes was recognized in the degree of the immune response to hapten.
The effect of bilayer ﬂuidity on the immunogenicity of membrane-soluble
antigens showed that liposomes made of phospholipids with a Tc higher than
ambient temperature (37⬚C) (solid liposomes) [129,130] provoked strong
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antibody responses to antigens. Although strong responses were seen with
ﬂuid liposomes (i.e., made of phospholipids with a low Tc), responses were
negligible when phospholipids were substituted [125].
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and lipid A or muramyl dipeptide (MDP)
strongly simulate immune responses [70,131]. Figure 9 shows the improved
efﬁcacy of liposome-associated adjuvants [18]. Hepatitis B surface antigen
(HbsAg) incorporated in negatively charged liposomes was greater than
those obtained with similar amounts of the free antigen [18,56,64–67]. The
synthetic peptides of T- and B-cell epitopes in HbsAg have been used in the
development of the hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccine [55,132,133]. Incorporation of poorly immunogenic peptides in lipid A–containing liposomes
was a successful adjuvant strategy in humans for including high levels of
speciﬁc antibody production [67]. The optimal conditions for component
proportions and spatial arrangement within the liposome structure are largely

FIG. 9 Effects of different adjuvants on immune response to hepatitis B surface
antigen (HbsAg). Antibody production was observed with maximum absorbance at
492 nm. Antigens injected were as follows: (●) 5  g of free HbsAg; (䡩) 5  g of
HbsAg in complete Freund adjuvant (CFA); (䊲) 1  g of liposomal HbsAg (L1); (䉮)
5  g of liposomal HbsAg (L5); (䡲) 5  g of alum adsorbing HbsAg (Alum); (▫) 5
 g of alum adsorbing liposomal HbsAg (AL).
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unknown and present a great challenge to those involved in this area of
vaccinology.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The surface modiﬁcations of bilayers were investigated for stimuli-sensitive
applications of liposomes. The preparations of temperature-, pH-, target-,
and immunosensitive liposomes and their results were discussed.
The membrane phase of the gel-like or ﬂuidic phase has been recognized
as important for liposome delivery and surface modiﬁcation. Both endocytosis and adsorption are less affected by the membrane state, but the fusion
with the cells is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced.
Modiﬁed or intermediate liposomes can be obtained by direct mixing of
lipids and receptor-modiﬁed lipids, by direct reaction of intermediatemodiﬁed liposomes with receptor or ligands, or by insertion of modiﬁed
receptors into the liposomal bilayer. Proteinaceous receptors may be modiﬁed with alkyl chains or lipids positioned along the hydrophobic part of the
bilayers. Covalent coupling methods have been attempted to bind proteins
to functional groups on a liposome surface or to attach a hydrophobic residue
covalently to the proteins and allow it to intercalate noncovalently into the
bilayer during or after the formation of the liposome.
The enhanced release of poly(NIPAM)-coated liposomes is attributed to
the collapse of the hydrogel on the bilayers, resulting in destruction of the
order of lipids in the membrane. The polarization of lipid bilayers provides
information on the membrane states, i.e., whether gel-like or ﬂuidlike. By
matching the transition temperatures of membranes and polymers, the maximum release of a ﬂuorescent dye was achieved.
Target-sensitive immunoliposomes are designed to destabilize upon binding to the target cell and to release their contents in high concentrations at
the cell surface. Target-sensitive delivery could be applicable to a wide variety of target cells but is limited to small molecules, which are rapidly
transported into the cells, and to macromolecules, which can bind to cell
surface receptors.
The improved efﬁcacy of liposome-associated adjuvants has been observed with hepatitis B surface antigen (HbsAg) incorporated in negatively
charged liposomes. The synthetic peptides of T- and B-cell epitopes in
HbsAg have been used in the development of the HBV vaccine by incorporating poorly immunogenic peptides in lipid A.
In summary, both the ﬂuidity and packing state of lipid bilayers play
signiﬁcant roles in increasing the coupling efﬁciency at the surface of and
the transport through a membrane.
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ABSTRACT
First, the partition of hydrophobized polysaccharide (HP)–coated liposomes
was investigated in aqueous two-phase systems such as poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO) (top phase)/pullulan (bottom phase) and poly(ethylene oxide) (top)/
dextran (bottom phase). HPs such as cholesterol-bearing pullulan, dextran,
and mannan nicely coated the liposomal surface. When conventional uncoated liposomes were added to the aqueous two-phase system, they mostly
located at the interface between the two polymer phases. The HP-coated
liposomes, on the other hand, were signiﬁcantly partitioned into the bottom
polysaccharide phase, depending on the structure of the HP on the liposomal
surface.
Second, the partition of ganglioside (GM3 , GD1a , GD1b , or GT1b )-reconstituted liposomes was investigated using the same system as that used for
the case of the HP-coated liposomes. The partition of the ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes was strongly affected by the buffer composition employed. In 10 mM sodium phosphate containing 150 mM sodium chloride,
for instance, the conventional liposome without ganglioside mostly stayed
at the interface between the two phases, whereas the ganglioside-reconstituted and negatively charged liposomes were signiﬁcantly partitioned into
the bottom polysaccharide phase. The extent of the partition increased with
increasing the ganglioside density on the liposomal surface. This partition
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to the polysaccharide-rich phase also depended on the chemical structure of
the ganglioside on the liposomal surface. However, these ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes hardly partitioned into the top PEO-rich phase and were
even insensitive to the buffer composition of the system.

I. INTRODUCTION
Aqueous two-phase systems have been widely used for separation and puriﬁcation of proteins, enzymes, and cells [1,2]. The partition of conventional
liposomes in the aqueous two-phase system of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)/
dextran has been investigated as a model of cell separation [3–6]. The partition is affected by the size [3,4] and lipid composition of the liposome
employed [5,6]. The surface property of the liposome was, of course, predominant in affecting the partition [7,8].
First, to understand carbohydrate–carbohydrate interaction in water, partition of hydrophobized polysaccharide (HP)–coated liposomes in an aqueous two-phase system [PEO (top phase)/pullulan (bottom phase) or PEO
(top)/dextran (bottom)] was investigated. HPs such as cholesterol-bearing
pullulan (CHP), dextran (CHD), and mannan (CHM) coat the liposomal
surface nicely. When the liposomes were added into the aqueous two-phase
system, the HP-coated liposomes were signiﬁcantly partitioned to the bottom
polysaccharide-rich phase. However, conventional liposomes without any
HP coating mostly stayed at the interface between the two polymer phases.
This speciﬁc partition depended on the chemical structure of the HP on the
liposomal surface. The afﬁnity between HP on the liposomal surface and
the phase-forming polysaccharide in the bulk bottom phase controls the partition efﬁciency. Second, the partition of ganglioside (GM3 , GD1b , GD1a , or
GT1b )-reconstituted liposomes was also investigated using the same aqueous
two-phase system. The partition of the ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes
was strongly affected by the composition of the buffer employed. With decreasing concentration of sodium phosphate, the partition of the negatively
charged liposomes largely increased in the bottom dextran-rich phase. This
partition to the dextran-rich phase also depended on the chemical structure
of ganglioside on the liposomal surface. The partition of the liposome to the
top PEO-rich phase was negligibly small.

II. PARTITION OF HP-COATED LIPOSOMES IN
AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS
A. Materials and Methods
The dl-␣-Dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) (purity, 99%; Sigma, St.
Louis, MO), cholesterol (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan), pullulan-50 [mo-
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lecular weight (MW) 50,000; Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratory, Okayama, Japan], dextran-40 (MW 40,000; Tokyo Kasei Kogyo Co. Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan), mannan (MW 85,000; Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan), PEO-20 (MW
20,000; Nacalai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, Japan), and 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH) (Wako Pure Chemicals Ltd., Osaka, Japan) were used without
further puriﬁcation. For CHP-108-1.3, 1.3 cholesteryl groups per 100 glucose units are substituted on the parent pullulan (MW 108,000); for CHP55-1.7 and CHP-55-2.5, 1.7 or 2.5 cholesteryl groups per 100 glucose units
are substituted on the parent pullulan (MW 55,000); for CHD-70-1.7, 1.7
cholesteryl groups per 100 glucose units are substituted on the parent dextran
(MW 70,000); for CHM-85-2.3, 2.3 cholesteryl groups per 100 mannose
units are substituted on the parent mannan (MW 85,000); for C16P-55-2.4,
2.4 hexadecyl groups per 100 glucose units are substituted on the parent
pullulan (MW 55,000); for 2C12P-55-2.3, 2.3 ␣,␣ ⬘-dodecyl diglyceryl diether
groups per 100 glucose units are substituted on the parent pullulan (MW
55,000); for FITC-0.55-pullulan-50, 0.55 ﬂuorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
groups per 100 glucose units are substituted on the parent pullulan (MW
50,000); and for FITC-0.49-CHP-50-1.6, 0.49 FITC groups per 100 glucose
units are substituted on the parent pullulan (MW 50,000). All HPs were
synthesized by a method previously reported [9]. The chemical structures of
HPs used in this work are given in Fig. 1.
A lipophilic ﬂuorescent (DPH) was employed as the lipid-soluble probe
for the investigation of liposome partitioning in aqueous two-phase systems
[10–12]. The DPH-loaded liposomes and the HP-coated liposomes were
prepared according to methods described previously [13,14]. The ﬁnal concentration of the liposomal suspension was adjusted to 1.0 ⫻ 10⫺3 M as the
total liposomal lipid concentration.
Based on the phase diagram, 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) pullulan50 and 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 systems were selected
for these partition experiments. An aqueous polymer stock solution (20.0
wt%) was prepared by dissolving 2.0 g of the polymer in 8.0 g of 20 mM
aqueous Tris-HCl buffer containing 200 mM NaCl (pH 7.0). An HP-coated
liposome solution (0.05 g) was added to a two-phase system of 0.30 g of
20.0% (w/w) PEO-20 and 0.4 g of 20.0% (w/w) pullulan-50 or 20.0% (w/
w) dextran-40. Tris-HCl buffer (0.25 g) was added to give a total sample
weight of 1.00 g. The resulting mixture was centrifuged at 2000 ⫻ g (Capsule HF-120, Tomy Seiko Co.) for 10 min. After reaching equilibrium, a
0.2-mL sample solution was pipetted out from both the PEO-rich top phase
and the polysaccharide-rich bottom phase, and each solution was diluted
with 0.8 mL of the same buffer. To determine partitioning of the DPH-loaded
liposome, the ﬂuorescence intensity at 430 nm (excited at 360 nm) was
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FIG. 1 Chemical structure of polysaccharide derivatives used in this work.
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measured for both the top and bottom phases on a ﬂuoroescence spectrophotometer (F-3010, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

B. Partition of HP-Coated Liposomes
The effects of coating the liposomes with HPs on the partition in two different aqueous two-phase systems are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 and
Fig. 2. The conventional liposomes without any HP coat locate mostly at
the interface between the two polymer phases as reported previously [5–7].
On the other hand, the HP-coated liposomes were signiﬁcantly partitioned
to the bottom polysaccharide-rich phase. The extent of the partition depended on the chemical structure and density of HP on the liposomal surface.
The interfacial adsorption of relatively large particles such as cells or
liposomes is a general phenomenon in aqueous two-phase systems of polymers. The higher the interfacial tension becomes, the less the particles present at the interface are partitioned to the two polymer phases [1,2]. The
phase diagram reﬂects the relationship between interfacial tension and the
tie-line length (TLL) in a two-phase system [14,15]. In higher TLL systems,
the interfacial adsorption of the particles increases. The interfacial tension
in the 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) pullulan-50 system (TLL = 21.9) is
higher than that in the 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 system
(TLL = 18.4). Therefore, the slight difference in adsorption of conventional
liposomes between these two different polysaccharide systems must be due
to the difference in interfacial tension.
The partition of the liposomes drastically changed on coating the surface
with HPs (Tables 1 and 2). Partition to the bottom phase increased with an
increase in the density of the HP on the liposomal surface; nevertheless,
partition to the top PEO-rich phase did not change at all. The partitioning
efﬁciency leveled off above the point where the weight ratio of polysaccharide to lipid was approximately 0.5 (Fig. 2).
Sharpe and Warren [7] have investigated the partition of glycolipid-containing liposomes in the PEO/dextran system. Surface modiﬁcation of the
liposome by carbohydrates markedly increased partition of the liposome to
the top PEO-rich phase. Considering the higher hydrophobicity of the top
PEO-rich phase compared with the bottom polysaccharide-rich phase, they
ascribed the larger partition of the glycolipid-containing liposomes into the
top phase to the hydrophobicity of the carbohydrates on the liposomal surface [7].
In contrast to the previous report, in this study partition of the HP-coated
liposomes to the bottom polysaccharide-rich phase occurred signiﬁcantly.
This suggests that a speciﬁc interaction takes place between the liposomal
polysaccharide and the phase-forming polysaccharide in the bulk bottom

TABLE 1 Partition Efﬁciency (%) of Hydrophobized Polysaccharide–Coated
Liposomes into an Aqueous 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) Pullulan-50 System
Liposomal
polysaccharide
None
CHP-55-1.7

CHP-55-2.5

CHP-108-1.3

CHD-70-1.7

CHM-85-2.3

2C12P-55-2.3

C16P-55-2.4

Partition (%)
R
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0

Top phase
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4

(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.3)
(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)

Interface
97.7
85.7
80.6
69.9
55.8
43.8
49.4
86.7
81.3
70.1
56.6
53.2
48.3
87.5
84.0
70.9
52.2
44.6
43.1
88.0
83.6
76.2
72.4
69.9
72.4
90.3
86.5
82.1
72.8
72.0
72.2
88.9
83.5
73.6
54.9
42.1
43.1
88.2
84.1
66.8
62.0
53.0
54.9

(1.1)
(4.8)
(2.8)
(1.0)
(5.1)
(4.0)
(6.4)
(3.4)
(2.1)
(3.8)
(6.3)
(4.6)
(4.6)
(2.2)
(1.7)
(3.8)
(8.8)
(7.3)
(6.6)
(2.0)
(1.6)
(0.7)
(7.3)
(2.8)
(3.4)
(1.1)
(2.8)
(1.7)
(1.4)
(3.3)
(1.9)
(0.7)
(3.2)
(3.5)
(5.3)
(1.1)
(4.7)
(3.1)
(4.8)
(1.9)
(1.7)
(2.5)
(2.0)

Bottom phase
1.8
13.9
19.0
29.7
43.8
55.8
50.2
12.9
18.2
29.5
40.0
46.4
51.4
12.1
15.6
28.8
47.4
55.0
56.5
11.7
16.1
23.5
27.3
29.8
27.3
9.0
12.7
17.2
26.5
27.2
27.1
10.7
16.1
26.0
44.7
57.5
56.5
11.2
15.1
32.6
37.4
46.6
44.7

(0.9)
(4.7)
(2.8)
(1.1)
(5.1)
(4.0)
(6.4)
(3.4)
(2.0)
(3.8)
(6.3)
(4.7)
(4.4)
(2.1)
(1.7)
(3.8)
(8.8)
(7.3)
(6.6)
(2.0)
(1.4)
(0.7)
(7.3)
(2.8)
(3.4)
(1.1)
(2.8)
(1.7)
(1.4)
(3.4)
(1.9)
(0.7)
(3.2)
(3.5)
(5.4)
(1.2)
(4.7)
(3.0)
(4.8)
(1.8)
(1.7)
(2.5)
(2.0)

All experiments were performed in triplicate. The values in parentheses are standard deviations. R indicates the weight ratio of hydrophobized polysaccharides to lipids (mg/mg).
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TABLE 2 Partition Efﬁciency (%) of Hydrophobized Polysaccharide–Coated
Liposomes into an Aqueous 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) Dextran-40 System
Liposomal
polysaccharide
None
CHP-55-1.7

CHP-55-2.5

CHP-108-1.3

CHD-70-1.7

CHM-85-2.3

2C12P-55-2.3

C16P-55-2.4

Partition (%)
R
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0

Top phase
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.3)
(0.2)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)
(0.1)

Interface
95.2
80.2
66.5
49.3
39.6
28.6
34.2
80.8
60.1
47.8
36.0
30.3
29.4
81.7
62.8
36.9
32.1
27.6
31.5
69.7
51.1
8.9
4.8
4.9
9.1
93.4
82.3
62.5
53.1
39.6
18.5
78.1
68.0
58.4
35.8
33.9
31.8
88.9
84.0
51.9
44.7
41.4
41.1

(0.2)
(4.3)
(3.1)
(1.0)
(6.3)
(6.2)
(6.2)
(1.0)
(3.4)
(3.8)
(4.8)
(2.8)
(9.8)
(1.3)
(2.2)
(7.0)
(5.9)
(9.4)
(5.7)
(1.3)
(6.3)
(5.5)
(4.7)
(4.9)
(5.8)
(0.6)
(1.9)
(1.2)
(6.5)
(4.0)
(3.1)
(3.7)
(2.4)
(2.3)
(7.0)
(7.9)
(6.4)
(3.0)
(2.3)
(6.7)
(4.0)
(1.7)
(1.6)

Bottom phase
4.3
19.2
32.9
50.1
59.8
70.8
65.2
18.6
39.3
51.6
63.4
69.1
70.1
17.8
36.8
62.7
67.4
71.8
67.9
29.7
48.4
90.6
94.7
94.6
90.4
5.9
17.0
36.8
46.2
59.7
80.8
21.5
31.6
41.2
63.8
65.7
67.8
10.4
15.2
47.6
54.8
58.1
58.4

(0.1)
(4.3)
(3.1)
(1.0)
(6.3)
(6.2)
(5.7)
(1.0)
(3.3)
(3.8)
(4.8)
(2.8)
(9.6)
(1.3)
(2.2)
(7.2)
(5.9)
(9.4)
(5.7)
(1.1)
(6.3)
(5.5)
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.7)
(0.6)
(1.9)
(1.2)
(6.5)
(4.0)
(3.1)
(3.7)
(2.4)
(2.3)
(7.0)
(7.9)
(6.4)
(2.7)
(2.2)
(6.7)
(4.0)
(1.7)
(1.6)

All experiments were performed in triplicate. The values in parentheses are standard deviations. R indicates the weight ratio of hydrophobized polysaccharides to lipids (mg/mg).
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FIG. 2 Partition of the polysaccharide-coated liposomes in (a) the 6.0% (w/w)
PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) pullulan-50 system and (b) the 6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0%
(w/w) dextran-40 system. The liposomes were coated with (●) CHP-55-1.7, (䡩) CHP55-2.5, (䊱) CHP-108-1.3, (䡲) CHD-70-1.7, (▫) CHM-85-2.3, (䉮) C16P-55-2.4, and
(䉭) 2C12P-55-2.3.

phase. This is a more important factor than the hydrophobicity of the polysaccharide. Even when the liposomes were coated with pullulans of different
molecular weights and substitution degrees of the cholesterol moiety, no
signiﬁcant differences were observed in the partition behavior. This was also
observed in the different two-phase systems using pullulan-50 or dextran40. Only the density of the polysaccharide on the liposomal surface seemed
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to be important. However, a more signiﬁcant difference was observed when
the liposomes were coated with structurally different polysaccharides.

C. Quantitative Analysis of Partition of Liposomes in
Aqueous Two-Phase Systems
The partition of the HP-coated liposomes from the interface into the bottom
polysaccharide-rich phase can be described by speciﬁc binding between the
two carbohydrates [Eq. (1)].
K

PS1(liposome) ⫹ PS2(bulk) S PS1(liposome)PS2(bulk)

(1)

where PS1 is the HP on the liposomal surface and PS2 is the polysaccharide
in the bottom phase of the two polymer phases. The binding constant (K),
or the partition coefﬁcient, is calculated based on a Langmuir-type adsorption equation:
K=

[PS1(liposome)PS2(bulk)]b
[PS1(liposome)] f [PS2(bulk)] f

(2)

where [PS1(liposome)PS2(bulk)]b is the amount of complex produced between the
liposomal polysaccharide and the polysaccharide in the bulk bottom phase,
[PS1(liposome)] f is the amount of liposomal polysaccharide remaining at the
interface, and [PS2(bulk)] f is the amount of free polysaccharide in the bulk
bottom phase. The following assumptions are made:
[PS1(liposome)] f = [PS1(liposome)]t ⫺ [PS1(liposome)]b
[PS1(liposome) ⭈PS2(bulk)]b = [PS1(liposome)]b
[PS2(bulk)] f = [PS2(bulk)]t ⫺ [PS2(bulk)] b
where subscripts b, f, and t represent bound, free, and total, respectively.
However, because [PS2(bulk)]t is much larger than [PS2(bulk)]b , [PS2(bulk) ]f is almost equal to [PS2(bulk)]t . Therefore, Eq. (2) can be converted to Eq. (3):
[PS1(liposome)]b =

[PS1(liposome)]t K[PS2(bulk)]t
(1 ⫹ K[PS2(blk)]t )

(3)

where [PS1(liposome)]b is the amount of liposomal polysaccharide partitioned to
the bottom phase, [PS1(liposome)]t is the initial amount of liposomal polysaccharide added, [PS2(bulk)]t is the total amount of polysaccharide in the bottom
phase, and [PS2(bulk)]b is the amount of polysaccharide interacting with the
liposomal polysaccharide in the bottom phase. A plot of [PS1(liposome)]b against
[PS1(liposome)]t yields a straight line (Fig. 3). The binding constant, K, is obtained from the slope of this straight line (Tables 3 and 4).
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FIG. 3 Plot of the amount of liposomal polysaccharide partitioned into the bottom
phase versus the total amount of liposomal polysaccharide initially added in (a) the
6.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) pullulan-50 system and (b) the 6.0% (w/w) PEO20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 system. The liposomes were coated with (●) CHP-55-1.7,
(䡩) CHP-55-2.5, (䊱) CHP-108-1.3, (䡲) CHD-70-1.7, (▫) CHM-85-2.3, (䉮) C16P-552.4, and (䉭) 2C12P-55-2.3.

The afﬁnity between the liposomal polysaccharide (PS1) and the polysaccharide in the bulk bottom phase (PS2) affects the partition efﬁciency.
The sequence of the strength of interaction between the two carbohydrates
was as follows: for the PEO/dextran two-phase system, dextran(liposome)dextranbulk > mannan(liposome)-dextranbulk > pullulan(liposome)-dextran(bulk) . For the
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TABLE 3 Binding Constant, K, for the Interaction
Between the Liposomal Polysaccharide and the Bulk
Polysaccharide (Pullulan-50) in the Aqueous 6.0%
(w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) Pullulan-50 System
K (mg⫺1)

Liposomal polysaccharide
CHP-55-1.7
CHP-55-2.5
CHP-108-1.3
CHD-70-1.7
CHM-85-2.3
2C12P-55-2.3
C16P-55-2.4

1.7
1.8
2.2
5.5
5.3
2.3
1.7

(⫾0.3)
(⫾0.2)
(⫾0.3)
(⫾0.3)
(⫾0.3)
(⫾0.4)
(⫾0.5)

⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

10⫺2
10⫺2
10⫺2
10⫺3
10⫺3
10⫺2
10⫺2

TABLE 4 Binding Constant, K, for the Interaction
Between the Liposomal Polysaccharide and the Bulk
Polysaccharide (Dextran-40) in the Aqueous 6.0%
(w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) Dextran-40 System
K (mg⫺1)

Liposomal polysaccharide
CHP-55-1.7
CHP-55-2.5
CHP-108-1.3
CHD-70-1.7
CHM-85-2.3
2C12P-55-2.3
C16P-55-2.4

3.8
4.5
4.1
5.6
1.3
4.0
2.7

(⫾0.6)
(⫾0.4)
(⫾0.5)
(⫾2.0)
(⫾0.6)
(⫾0.5)
(⫾0.4)

⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

10⫺2
10⫺2
10⫺2
10⫺1
10⫺1
10⫺2
10⫺2

PEO/pullulan system, the sequence of the strength of interaction was
pullulan(liposome)-pullulan(bulk) > dextran(liposome)-pullulan(bulk) ⬇ mannan(liposome)pullulan(bulk). The interaction between branched polysaccharides such as dextran or mannan seems to be stronger than that between more linear polysaccharides such as pullulan. At present, it is impossible to compare the two
polysaccharide systems directly. For this purpose, the two systems must be
normalized using a parameter such as the TLL or the interfacial tension.
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III. PARTITION OF GANGLIOSIDE-RECONSTITUTED
LIPOSOMES IN AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS
A. Materials and Methods
Gangliosides (GM3 , GD1b GD1a , and GT1b) (purity, 95%; Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) were used without further puriﬁcation. The chemical structures of gangliosides used in this work are given in Fig. 4.
Gangliosides were reconstituted in the liposomal membrane according to
a method previously established [16,17]. Both the diameter and the size
distribution of the liposomes were determined by the dynamic light scatter-

FIG. 4 Chemical structures of gangliosides.
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ing (DLS) method on a DLS-700 (Photal Otsuka Electronics, Hirakata, Japan) [17]. The mean diameter of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes so obtained was approximately 125 ⫾ 5 nm, and the size distribution was rather
monodisperse. The concentration of the liposomal phospholipid was determined using a Phospholipid Test Kit (Wako Pure Chemicals Ltd.). The ﬁnal
concentration of the liposomal lipids was adjusted to 1.0 ⫻ 10⫺3 M.
In this system, the actual amount of ganglioside on the outermost surface
of the liposome is a very important factor. Therefore, the surface density of
the ganglioside on the liposomal surface was determined precisely in advance.
For this purpose, the liposomal lipid concentration was adjusted to 3.0 ⫻
10⫺4 M, and the liposomal suspension was ﬁltered through a Millipore ﬁlter
(pore size, 0.45 m) prior to the DLS measurements to remove any dust.
The system of 4.0% (w/w) PEO-20 and 8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 was prepared in 110 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), in 60 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 7.0), in 20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), and in 10 mM sodium
phosphate containing 150 mM sodium chloride (pH 7.0). To a mixture of
0.2 g of 20.0% (w/w) PEO-20 and 0.4 g of 20.0% (w/w) dextran-40 was
added a ganglioside-reconstituted liposome suspension (50.0 mg) in a vial,
and then a given buffer solution (0.35 g) was added to give a total 1.0-g
sample. The sample was mixed well by inversion of the vial 30 times and
then centrifuged for 10 min at 2000 ⫻ g (Capsule HF-120, Tomy Seiko
Co.) at room temperature. After reaching equilibrium, a 0.2-mL sample solution was carefully taken out using a long needle-syringe from both the top
PEO-rich and the bottom dextran-rich phases and diluted with 0.8 mL of
the same buffer. The ﬂuorescence intensity was measured at 430 nm (excited
at 360 nm) for both the top and bottom phases on a ﬂuorescence spectrophotometer (F-3000, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).
Prior to the partition studies, the hydrodynamic diameter of various ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes was determined by DLS because the size
of liposomes affects the partition in the aqueous two-phase system. In general, the larger particles gather more at the interface than the smaller ones
[3]. However, the diameter of the liposomes did not change even when the
ganglioside/lipid ratio was changed. The difference in the diameter of the
ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes was hardly discernible.

B. Effects of Electrolytes and Ganglioside Density on
Liposomal Surface
The partition of liposomes was investigated using different compositions of
gangliosides in the system of 4.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40
as a function of sodium phosphate concentration. The PEO/dextran two-
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phase system containing sodium phosphate has a so-called positive potential;
that is, the top PEO phase is more positively charged than the bottom polysaccharide phase [2,3,5,18–21]. Figure 5 shows the partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes in the aqueous 4.0% (w/w) PEO-20/80%
(w/w) dextran-40 system (pH 7.0).
With the conventional liposomes without ganglioside, approximately 80%
of the liposomes located at the interface between the two phases. This was
irrespective of the sodium phosphate concentration. A liposome of neutral
surface potential generally locates at the interface of the two phases [3,5,22].
The partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes, which are negatively
charged, was drastically changed by changing the sodium phosphate concentration of the system. In the system of 110 mM sodium phosphate, the
partition of GM3-, GD1a-, and GT1b-reconstituted liposomes to the dextranrich bottom phase decreased while the interfacial adsorption increased. This
increase was related to an increase in the surface density of ganglioside on
the liposome. However, their partition to the PEO-rich top phase was not
affected much by the ganglioside density. For the system containing 20 mM
sodium phosphate, the partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes to the
dextran-rich bottom phase signiﬁcantly increased with an increase in the
surface density of ganglioside on the liposomes. On increasing the ganglioside density, their interfacial adsorption decreased considerably. However,
the partition to the PEO-rich top phase changed slightly (Fig. 5, column I).
In 60 mM sodium phosphate (Fig. 5, column II), the partition of the liposomes showed behavior in between the two cases of 20 mM and 110 mM
sodium phosphate.
Interestingly, the partition of the conventional liposomes without any ganglioside was not much affected by the sodium phosphate concentration.
However, the partition of the ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes was
largely affected by the buffer concentration. In addition, the more negatively
charged liposomes, the GT1b-reconstituted liposomes, were partitioned more
to the bottom dextran-rich phase. Another interesting ﬁnding is that this
effect of the buffer concentration was not observed at all in the partition to
the top PEO-rich phase. At the low buffer concentration, the ganglioside
bearing a large number of anionic moieties partitioned more to the bottom
phase, not to the top PEO-rich phase. When the sodium phosphate concentration was increased to 110 mM, even ganglioside-reconstituted and negatively charged liposomes mostly located at the interface (Fig. 6).
The system containing 150 mM sodium chloride, which is almost comparable to the physiological condition, does not lead to an electrostatic potential difference [2,3,5,18–21]. As previously reported [19–21], an increase
in sodium chloride concentration up to 150 mM in the PEO/dextran system
with 10 mM sodium phosphate decreased the electrostatic potential differ-
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FIG. 5 Partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes in aqueous 4.0% (w/w)
PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 system at pH 7.0: I, in 20 mM sodium phosphate;
II, in 60 mM sodium phosphate; and III, in 110 mM sodium phosphate. The liposomes were reconstituted with GM3 (●), GD1a (䡩), and GT1b (䊱).
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FIG. 6 Partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes as a function of the sodium
phosphate concentration in the top phase, at the interface, and in the bottom phase:
(䡩) GD1a-reconstituted liposome, (▫) GT1b-reconstituted liposome, and (䉭) conventional liposome. The amount of ganglioside initially added to the total lipid was 20
mol%.
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ence virtually to zero. Figure 7 shows the effect of 150 mM sodium chloride
in 10 mM sodium phosphate on the partition of GT1b-reconstituted liposomes. Figure 8 shows the effect of the ganglioside density and the differences in the structures of gangliosides on the partition of the liposomes. The
presence of sodium chloride signiﬁcantly affected the partition of the liposomes. Especially at the higher density of ganglioside, more liposomes were
partitioned into the bottom dextran-rich phase. In addition, the extent of the
partition was strongly related to the structure and the conformation of the
ganglioside (Fig. 8). Another interesting ﬁnding is that the partition of these
liposomes to the top PEO-rich phase was almost negligible and was not
affected at all by the density and the structure of the ganglioside. The conventional liposome locates mostly at the interface between the two phases.
This is certainly consistent with previous ﬁndings [3,5,18].

C. Partition of Liposomes to Top PEO Phase
An unequal distribution of the cationic and anionic species of the added salt
between the top and bottom phases causes a difference in the interfacial
potential between the two polymer phases. This largely affects the partition
behavior of charged substances present in the system. Tilcock et al. [3]
reported that the negatively charged liposomes were partitioned more to the
PEO-rich top phase when 110 mM sodium phosphate was present. Zaslavsky
et al. [20] studied the electrostatic potential difference between the two polymer phases of an aqueous PEO/dextran system when sodium phosphate was
employed and found that the PEO-rich top phase was more positively
charged than the dextran-rich bottom phase. An increase in the concentration
of sodium phosphate reduces the electrostatic potential difference between
the two phases. Ballard et al. [21] also reported that the potential difference
became optimal in the PEO/dextran system containing 22 mM sodium phosphate. The addition of more electrolytes presumably provides more mobile
ions, which may diminish this potential difference. Figure 6 shows the partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes as a function of the sodium
phosphate concentration in the PEO/dextran system. Increase in the sodium
phosphate concentration slightly decreased the partition of the liposomes to
the top PEO-rich phase.

D. Partition of Liposomes to Bottom
Polysaccharide Phase
Contrary to what would be expected, the partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes to the dextran-rich bottom phase largely increased in spite
of an increase in the electrostatic potential difference. Bamberger et al. [22]
investigated the partition of sodium phosphate in an aqueous PEO/dextran
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FIG. 7 Effect of the concentration of sodium chloride in the partition of liposomes
in an aqueous 4.0% (w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 system at pH 7.0. The
liposomal surface was reconstituted with (䡲, ▫) or without (䊱 , 䉭) GT1b. Open symbols
indicate the partition in the sodium phosphate without sodium chloride; closed symbols indicate those with 150 mM sodium chloride.
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FIG. 8 Partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes in an aqueous 4.0% (w/w)
PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) dextran-40 system with 10 mM sodium phosphate containing
150 mM sodium chloride (pH 7.0). The liposomes were reconstituted with GM3 (●),
GD1b (䉭), GD1a (䡩), or GT1b (䊱).
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two-phase system and found that more anionic phosphate ion was partitioned
to the dextran-rich bottom phase. Johansson [23] also reported a large partition of the phosphate ions to the dextran-rich bottom phase and proposed
speciﬁc binding of the phosphate ions to the hydroxyl groups of dextran
through hydrogen bonding. Watanabe et al. [24] studied the binding of saccharide molecules at the surface of organized phosphate-containing amphiphiles. They conﬁrmed that the hydroxy group of the saccharide bonded to
the phosphate group of the lipid at the air–water interface via speciﬁc hydrogen bonding. Considering these previous ﬁndings, the phosphate ion of
the buffer speciﬁcally binds to both saccharides of the liposomal surface and
the bottom phase–forming polysaccharides. This would bring about more
partition of the phosphate anion to the bottom phase. In addition, this causes
a weaker interaction between the ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes and
the phase-forming polysaccharide of the bottom phase. The phosphate ion
would interfere with the saccharide–saccharide interaction in this system.

E. Quantitative Analysis of Partition of
Ganglioside-Reconstituted Liposomes
The partition of ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes was also quantitatively
analyzed by the binding isotherm according to the method described earlier.
In this system PS1 is ganglioside on the liposomal surface and PS2 is polysaccharide in the bottom phase of the two polymer phases [refer to Eqs. (1)
and (2)]. The plot of [PS1(liposome)]b against [PS1(liposome)]t yields a straight line,
and the binding constant, K, is obtained from the slope of this straight line
[refer to Eq. (3)] (Table 5).
The afﬁnity between the ganglioside on the liposomal surface and the
dextran in the bulk bottom phase controls the partition efﬁciency. The sequence of the strength of the interaction between the two carbohydrates was
the following: GT1b(liposome) > GD1a(liposome) > GD1b(liposome) > GM3(liposome). Both

TABLE 5 Binding Constant, K, for the Interaction
Between the Liposomal Ganglioside and the Bulk
Polysaccharide (Dextran-40) in the Aqueous 4.0%
(w/w) PEO-20/8.0% (w/w) Dextran-40 System at 24⬚C
K (mg⫺1)

Liposomal ganglioside
GM3
GD1b
GD1a
GT1b

8.1
1.4
2.3
4.9

(⫾1.6)
(⫾0.3)
(⫾0.4)
(⫾1.3)

⫻
⫻
⫻
⫻

10⫺3
10⫺2
10⫺2
10⫺2
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GD1a and GD1b are digangliosides with structures in which only the positions
of sialic acid moieties are different. The chemical structure of ganglioside
on the liposomal surface seems to be dominant in determining the partition
of the liposomes. The chemical structure of the saccharide moiety of ganglioside should be important in the speciﬁc carbohydrate–carbohydrate interaction in water (Fig. 4).
Another interesting ﬁnding in this work is the more signiﬁcant partition
of GT1b- and GD1a-reconstituted liposomes to the bottom polysacchariderich phase compared with other liposomes. From the conformations of the
glycoparts of gangliosides on the liposomal surface, it is clear that the glycoparts of GT1b and GD1a are more extended to the bulk aqueous phase (Fig.
9). This may also affect the efﬁciency of the speciﬁc interaction with the
phase-forming polysaccharides of the bottom phase.
Gangliosides are prominent cell surface constituents of tumors, such as
melanoma. The monosialogangliosides (GM2 and GM3) and the disialogangliosides (GD2 and GD3) are of particular interest because of their potential
as targets for passive immunization with monoclonal antibodies and for ac-

FIG. 9 Schematic drawings of conformations of the glycoparts of gangliosides. The
three-dimensional structure was drawn computationally.
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tive immunization related to cancer vaccines [25,26]. Sunamoto and Shiku
[27,28] found that the growth of B16 melanoma in vivo was 100% suppressed when C57BL/6 mice were immunized by a GT- or GQ-containing
egg-phosphatidylcholine liposome. However, GM- or GD-containing liposomes showed no signiﬁcant immunogenicities. The results obtained in this
work are not inconsistent with these previous ﬁndings in in vitro studies
[27–29].

IV. SUMMARY
In this work, we revealed the existence of the speciﬁc carbohydrate–carbohydrate interaction in water using an aqueous two-phase system consisting
of poly(ethylene oxide) and polysaccharide.
First, the partition of hydrophobized polysaccharide (HP)–coated liposomes into the poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)/polysaccharide system was studied. The polysaccharides employed were pullulan, dextran, and mannan, and
the HPs used to coat the liposomes were cholesteryl pullulan, cholesteryl
dextran, and cholesteryl mannan. Conventional liposomes without any HP
coating mostly located at the interface between the two polymer phases, but
the HP-coated liposomes were signiﬁcantly partitioned into the bottom polysaccharide phase depending on the structure of the HP on the liposomal
surface. The sequence of the strength of interaction between the two
carbohydrates was as follows: for the PEO/dextran two-phase system,
dextran(liposome)-dextran(bulk) > mannan(liposome)-dextran(bulk) > pullulan(liposome)dextran(bulk). For the PEO/pullulan system, the sequence of the strength of
interaction was pullulan(liposome)-pullulan(bulk) > dextran(liposome)-pullulan(bulk) ⬇
mannan(liposome)-pullulan(bulk).
Second, the partition of ganglioside (GM3 , GD1a GD1b , or GT1b)-reconstituted liposomes was investigated using the PEO/dextran two-phase system. The ganglioside-reconstituted liposomes were largely partitioned into
the dextran-rich bottom phase. The speciﬁc carbohydrate–carbohydrate interaction was also found in this system even though the partition was
strongly affected by the buffer and salt. The sequence of the strength of the
interaction between the two carbohydrates was as follows: GT1b(liposome) >
GD1a(liposome) > GD1b(liposome) > GM3(liposome).
So even the weak interactions between polysaccharides in water could be
quantitatively and directly detected by using the partition of HP-coated liposomes in the aqueous two-phase system.
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ABSTRACT
A novel series of nontoxic and non–glycerol-based simple monocationic
transfection lipids containing one or two hydroxyethyl groups directly linked
to the positively charged nitrogen atom were synthesized. The in vitro transfection efﬁciencies of these new liposomal gene delivery reagents were better than that of lipofectamine, a transfection agent widely used in cationic
lipid-mediated gene transfer. The most efﬁcient transfection formulation was
observed to be a 1:1:0.3 mole ratio of DHDEAB (N, N-di-n-hexadecyl-N,Ndihydroxyethylammonium bromide)/cholesterol/HDEAB (N-n-hexadecyl-N,
N-dihydroxyethylammonium bromide) using a DHDEAB-to-DNA charge ratio (⫹/⫺) of 0.3:1. Observation of good transfection at charge ratios lower
than one suggests that the amphiphile/DNA complex may have a net negative charge. Our results reemphasize the important point that in cationic
lipid–mediated gene delivery, the overall charge of the lipid–DNA complex
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need not always be positive. In addition, our transfection results imply that
favorable hydrogen-bonding interactions between the lipid head groups and
the cell surface of biological membranes may have some role in improving
the transfection efﬁciency in cationic lipid–mediated gene delivery.

I. INTRODUCTION
In gene therapy, patients carrying identiﬁed defective genes are supplemented with copies of the corresponding normal genes [1]. Many gene delivery reagents (also known as transfection vectors) including retrovirus [2],
adenovirus [3], positively charged polymers and peptides [4–6], and cationic
amphiphilic compounds [7,8] are currently being used as carriers of genes
in combating hereditary diseases by gene therapy. Reproducibility, low cellular and immunological toxicities, and the ease of preparation and administration associated with cationic transfection lipids are increasingly making
them the transfection vector of choice in gene therapy.
Since the ﬁrst report [7] on cationic liposome–mediated gene delivery by
Felgner et al. in 1987, an upsurge of global interest has been witnessed in
synthesizing efﬁcient cationic transfection lipids [9–28]. Many of the reported liposomal transfection vectors, e.g., DOTMA [7], DMDHP [17],
DMRIE [24], and DOTAP [28], have a common element in their molecular
structures, namely the presence of a glycerol backbone. Interestingly, among
the glycerol-based cationic transfection lipids, the polar head group domains
of the most efﬁcient lipids, such as DMRIE [24] and DMDHP [17], contain
one or two hydroxyethyl groups directly linked to the positively charged
nitrogen atoms. The development of efﬁcient non–glycerol-based liposomal
transfection lipids has been reported, e.g., DC-Chol synthesized by Gao and
Huang [27] and the long chain alkyl acyl carnitine esters designed by Szoka
and colleagues [12]. These non–glycerol-based liposomal gene delivery reagents have no hydroxyethyl groups present in their polar head group
regions. Except for the patent report by Nantz et al. [20] on the development
of 1,4-diaminobutane–based dicationic transfection lipids, a detailed investigation of the transfection efﬁciencies of non–glycerol-based monocationic
liposomal transfection vectors containing hydroxyethyl groups directly attached to the positively charged nitrogen atoms has not been reported. Toward this end, we have developed [29] a highly efﬁcient novel series of
non–glycerol-based and nontoxic simple monocationic transfection lipids
containing a hydroxyethyl group(s) directly attached to the positively
charged quaternized nitrogen atom (lipids 1–5, Chart 1). The present chapter
reviews the design, synthesis, and transfection biology of these novel transfection lipids.
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CHART 1 Structures of new cationic lipids 1–5. (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J Med Chem 42:4292–4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical
Society.)

II. METHODS
The details of the synthetic procedures for all the novel transfection lipids
shown in Chart 1 have already been described [29].

A. Liposome Preparation
Mixtures of cationic amphiphiles and cholesterol in the appropriate ratio
were dissolved in chloroform in a glass vial. The chloroform was removed
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with a thin ﬂow of moisture-free nitrogen and the dried ﬁlm of lipid left in
the vial was then kept under high vacuum for 8 h. One milliliter of autoclaved sterile deionized water was added to the vacuum-dried lipid ﬁlm and
the mixture was allowed to swell for 15 h (overnight). The vial was then
vortexed for 2–3 min at room temperature and occasionally shaken in a
45⬚C water bath to produce multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were then prepared by sonicating the MLVs placed in
an ice bath for 3–4 min using a Branson 450 soniﬁer at 100% duty cycle
and 25 W output power until clarity.

B. Preparation of Plasmid DNA
The pRSV-␤-gal plasmid DNA was prepared by an alkaline lysis procedure
and puriﬁed by PEG-8000 precipitation according to the procedure of Maniatis and coworkers [30]. Plasmid preparations showing OD260/OD280 more
than 1.8 were used.

C. Transfection Assay
COS-1 cells were seeded at a density of 50,000 cells/well in a 24-well plate
18 h before the transfection. Plasmid (0.3 g) was complexed with varying
amounts of lipid (0.1–0.9 nmoles) in 25 L of plain DMEM medium for
30 min. The charge ratio varied from 0.1:1 to 9:1 (⫹/⫺) over this range of
the lipid. The complex was diluted to 200 L with plain DMEM and added
to the wells. After 3 h of incubation, 200 L of DMEM with 10% FCS was
added to the cells. The medium was changed after 24 h, and the reporter
gene activity was estimated after 48 h. The cells were washed twice with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and lysed in 100 L of lysis buffer (0.25
M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and 0.5% NP40). Care was taken to ensure complete
lysis. The ␤-galactosidase activity per well was estimated by adding 50 L
of 2⫻ substrate solution (1.33 mg/mL of ONPG, 0.2 M sodium phosphate,
pH 7.15 and 2 mM magnesium chloride) to 50 L of lysate in a 96-well
plate. Absorption at 405 nm was converted to ␤-galactosidase units by using
the calibration curve obtained each day using pure commercial ␤-galactosidase enzyme. The values of ␤-galactosidase units in replicate plates assayed on the same day varied by less than 20%. The transfection efﬁciency
values shown in Figs. 1–3 are the average values from two replicate transfection plates assayed on the same day. Each transfection experiment was
repeated three times on three different days and the day-to-day variation in
average transfection efﬁciency values for identically treated two-replicate
transfection plates was approximately twofold and was dependent on the
cell density and conditions of the cells.
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D. Toxicity Assay
Cytotoxicity of amphiphiles was assessed using a 3-(4,5-dimethyltthiazol-2yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) reduction assay as described
earlier [31]. The assay was performed in 96-well plates by maintaining the
ratio of the number of cells to the amount of cationic amphiphile constant
in cytotoxicity and transfection experiments. The MTT was added 3 h after
adding the cationic amphiphile to the cells. The results were expressed as
percent viability = [OD540(treated cells) ⫺ background]/[OD540(untreated
cells) ⫺ background] ⫻ 100.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Chemistry
The key structural elements common to all the transfection lipids 1–5 (Chart
1) described in the present investigation include (1) the presence of a hydrophobic group either directly linked to the positively charged nitrogen
atom or linked to the positively charged nitrogen via an ester group, (2) the
presence of at least one hydroxyethyl group directly linked to the positively
charged nitrogen atom, and (3) absence of glycerol backbone in the molecular architecture of the monocationic amphiphiles. As delineated in Schemes
1–3, the chemistries involved in preparing these new lipids are straightforward. Scheme 1 outlines the one-step synthetic procedure for preparing
DHDEAB and HDEAB. Diethanolamine was initially reﬂuxed with n-hexadecyl bromide in the presence of potassium carbonate in methanol. The
resulting intermediate tertiary amine (N-n-hexadecyldiethanolamine, not isolated) was then reﬂuxed in a mixed solvent containing 80:15:5 (v/v) aceto-

SCHEME 1 Synthesis of DHDEAB and HDEAB. (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J Med Chem 42:4292–4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)
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SCHEME 2 Synthesis of MOOHAC and DOMHAC. (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J Med Chem 42:4292–4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)

SCHEME 3 Synthesis of DOHEMAB. (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J
Med Chem 42:4292–4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)
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nitrile, ethyl acetate, and methanol. Finally, column chromatographic puriﬁcation of the product mixture afforded pure DHDEAB and HDEAB.
The steps used in synthesizing MOOHAC and DOMHAC (Scheme 2)
include (1) coupling the appropriate aliphatic saturated or unsaturated aldehyde with the appropriate long-chain aliphatic amine followed by reduction of the resulting imine to obtain the corresponding secondary amine, (2)
conversion of the secondary amine obtained in step (1) to N-hydroxyethylN,-N-dialkyl amine (tertiary amine) by reacting with the hydroxyl-protected
2-bromoethanol followed by removal of the hydroxyl protecting group, and
(3) quaternizing the tertiary amine obtained in step (2) with excess methyl
iodide followed by chloride ion-exchange chromatography on the resulting
intermediate quaternary amphiphilic iodide. Synthesis of DOHEMAB
(Scheme 3) essentially consists of (1) reacting n-hexadecanoyl chloride with
N-methyldiethanolamine to obtain the hydrochloride salt of the di-O-acylated intermediate, (2) neutralizing the hydrochloride salt obtained in step
1 with alkali, and (3) quaternizing the resulting tertiary amine obtained in
step (2) with 2-bromoethanol [32].

B. Transfection Biology
The transfection efﬁciencies of the cationic amphiphiles 1–5 (Chart 1) were
tested in COS-1 cells using pCH 110 plasmid carrying a ␤-galactosidase
reporter gene under the control of an RSV promoter. Initially, we tested the
transfection efﬁciencies of all the novel transfection lipids using the widely
used auxiliary lipid DOPE. All the amphiphiles with DOPE showed very
poor transfection. Interestingly, the amphiphiles 1 and 3–5 (Chart 1) showed
remarkable transfection efﬁciencies with varying amounts of cholesterol as
helper lipid (Fig. 1). Amphiphile 2 did not show any transfection even with
cholesterol as the helper lipid at any ratio, probably because of a single acyl
chain, which might interfere with the proper formation of a bilayer. Amphiphiles 4 and 5 showed the highest transfection efﬁciency in the presence
of 60 mol% cholesterol (with respect to the cationic lipid), whereas amphiphile 3 showed the highest efﬁciency in the presence of 40 mol% of cholesterol. The transfection efﬁciencies of amphiphiles 3–5 having a single
hydroxyethyl group in the head group regions were poorer than that of
amphiphile 1. Amphiphile 1 with two hydroxyethyl functionalities directly
linked to the positively charged nitrogen atom in combination with an equimolar amount of cholesterol was clearly the most efﬁcient transfection lipid
among all the lipids tested (Fig. 1). Among amphiphiles 3–5 with single
hydroxyethyl groups directly linked to the positively charged nitrogen atom,
amphiphile 3 was the most efﬁcient one (Fig. 1). The transfection efﬁciency
of the most efﬁcient amphiphile DHDEAB was observed to be two to three
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FIG. 1 Transfection efﬁciencies of (1) DOMHAC, (2) MOOHAC, (3) DOHEMAB,
and (4) DHDEAB on COS-1 cells. The transfection efﬁciencies of the four lipids
were tested by varying both the charge ratio (x-axis) and cholesterol (z-axis). The
following mole ratios of cholesterol to cationic lipids were used in the z-axis: 0.2:1
(A, E, I, M); 0.4:1 (B, F, J, N); 0.6:1 (C, G, K, O); 1:1 (D, H, L, P); 1.2:1 (Q);
1.5:1 (R). In each well of a 24-well plate, a ﬁxed amount of plasmid DNA (0.3 g)
was used to complex with 0.01 to 9 nmoles of cationic lipid to vary the charge ratio
(⫹/⫺) from 0.01 to 9. (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J Med Chem 42:
4292–4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)

times more in COS-1 cells than that of Lipofectamine, one of the most
widely used commercially available transfection lipids (Fig. 2).
An interesting observation with these non–glycerol-based hydroxyethyl
head group amphiphiles was that the optimal transfection efﬁciencies were
in most cases observed with formulations containing lipid-to-DNA charge
ratios (⫹/⫺) less than one (Fig. 1). Amphiphiles 1 and 3 were most efﬁcient
at lipid-to-DNA charge ratios of 0.3:1 and 0.1 to 1 respectively (Fig. 1).
Formulation with lipid-to-DNA charge ratios less than one for optimal transfection have previously been reported for cationic lipids with hydroxyethyl
groups directly attached to positively charged nitrogen atoms [20,24]. How-
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FIG. 2 Transfection efﬁciencies of DHDEAB and DDAB with cholesterol and
DOPE as helper lipids on COS-1 cells. The charge ratios and amount of DNA used
were as in Fig. 1. Lipofectamine (A) was used for comparison. DHDEAB (C, E)
and DDAB (B, D) were used in combination with DOPE (B, C) and cholesterol (D,
E) at a mole ratio of 1:1. The x-axis is given as a mole ratio ([cationic amphiphile]/
[DNA]) instead of charge ratio to compare the Lipofectamine with cationic amphiphiles on the same scale. The charge ratio and the mole ratio are the same for our
cationic amphiphiles (because they carry one charge per molecule), whereas Lipofectamine carries ﬁve positive charges on one molecule. (Reprinted, in part, with
permission from J Med Chem 42:4292–4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American
Chemical Society.)

ever, in cationic lipid–mediated gene delivery, it is generally believed that
the overall positive charge of the cationic lipid–DNA complex plays a key
role in their interaction with the negatively charged biological membranes.
Thus, the remarkable efﬁciencies of the presently described transfection
complexes prepared using lipid-to-DNA charge ratios signiﬁcantly less than
one (Figs. 1 and 2) convincingly indicate that the overall charge of the lipid–
DNA complex for efﬁcient gene delivery need not be positive. Such improved transfection efﬁciencies with lower lipid-to-DNA ratios have also
been previously observed for the 1,4-diaminobutane–based dicationic amphiphile, N,N,N⬘,N⬘-tetramethyl-N ,N⬘-bis(hydroxyethyl)-2,3-di(oleoyloxy)1,4-butanediammonium iodide [20]. The positive charge may be important
for condensation of DNA and/or it may reduce the electrostatic repulsion
between the negatively charged biological cell surface and the polyanionic
naked DNA, thereby improving the uptake efﬁciency of the cationic lipid–
DNA complex by the cells. Because the plasmid DNA has to interact with
a variety of environments and membranes before it is expressed in the nu-
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cleus, higher expression of plasmid complexed with the novel hydroxyethyl
group–containing amphiphiles outlined here suggests that the plasmid longevity is enhanced on its route to the nucleus. Thus, the function of the
positive charge on lipids in cationic lipid–mediated gene delivery is still
open to investigation. An important point deserves to be emphasized at this
stage of discussion. The charge ratios in the present work refer to the charge
ratios of the lipid to DNA used in preparing the transfection complexes, and
these may or may not be the net charge of the resulting complexes.
Amphiphils 2 with only one aliphatic chain in the hydrophobic tail did
not show any transfection either in pure form or in combination with any
helper lipids (data not shown). However, at 0.3 charge ratio of DHDEAB
to DNA, amphiphile 2 when used at 30 mol% with respect to DHDEAB
modestly enhanced the transfection efﬁciency of DHDEAB (Fig. 3). Use of
a higher mol% of 2 with respect to DHDEAB and higher charge ratios of
DHDEAB to DNA (i.e., >0.3) did not improve the transfection further (Fig.
3). Given that the single-chain micelle-forming surfactants are known to
destroy the bilayer structures of liposomes, the observed modest increase in
the transfection efﬁciency of DHDEAB in the presence of 30 mol% of
HDEAB is intriguing. Clearly, detailed investigations using a host of known

FIG. 3 Transfection efﬁciency of DHDEAB/cholesterol (1:1 mole ratio) with
HDEAB (2) on COS-1 cells. HDEAB, which carries a single hydrophobic chain,
was added at a mole ratio of zero (A); 0.15 (B); 0.20 (C); 0.30 (D); and 0.5 (E)
with respect to DHDEAB. The charge ratio on the x-axis is based on the charge of
DHDEAB only. (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J Med Chem 42:4292–
4299, 1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)
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transfection lipids and varying the mole percent of HDEAB need to be
carried out to ensure possible future use of HDEAB as a new helper lipid.
The cytotoxicities (Fig. 4) of the amphiphiles as 1:1 amphiphile–cholesterol preparations were tested in COS-1 cells by using reduction of MTT as
described previously [31]. The cytotoxicity assays were performed under
conditions identical to those in transfection experiments. In most cases, the
cell viabilities were more than 80% up to 9 nmoles of lipid, which is the
highest concentration of the lipid used in transfections. Low cytotoxicities
of the amphiphiles and good transfection efﬁciencies indicate that the formulations may be used in a variety of cell lines.
Toward understanding any key role played by the hydroxyethyl head
groups of the present transfection lipids, we compared the transfection efﬁciency of the most efﬁcient amphiphile DHDEAB with that of DDAB
having two methyl groups directly linked to nitrogen instead of two hydroxyethyl groups. Transfection results shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate that in
the presence of an equimolar amount of cholesterol as the auxiliary lipid,
DDAB was two to three times less efﬁcient than DHDEAB. Interestingly,
both DHDEAB and DDAB were also observed to show their optimal transfection efﬁciencies at the lipid-to-DNA charge ratio of 0.3:1 (Fig. 2). Such
modestly improved transfection efﬁciency of DHDEAB compared with
DDAB (Fig. 2) implies that the presence of hydroxyethyl functionalities in

FIG. 4 Cell viabilities of cationic amphiphiles on COS-1 cells. The amphiphiles
DOMHAC (ﬁlled circle), MOOHAC (open circles), DOHEMAB (ﬁlled square), and
DHDEAB (open square) were tested in combination with cholesterol at a 1:1 mole
ratio. The DHDEAB/cholesterol/HDEAB (1:1:0.5) mole ratio was also tested (ﬁlled
triangle). (Reprinted, in part, with permission from J Med Chem 42:4292–4299,
1999. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.)
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the head group regions of the monocationic non–glycerol-based amphiphiles
may have some role in enhancing the transfection efﬁciencies. Similar observations were made earlier with glycerol-based amphiphiles such as
DMRIE, DORIE, DORI, and DMDHP, with one or two hydroxyethyl groups
linked to the nitrogen atom [17,24], and in the case of 1,4-diaminobutane–
based dicationic transfection lipid [20]. Perhaps hydrogen-bonding interactions with the cell surface of biological membranes play some role in transfection lipids containing hydroxyethyl groups in their head group structures.
Previous reports have also indicated that the enhanced transfection efﬁciencies of glycerol-based cationic lipids containing polar hydroxyethyl head
groups might originate from improved interactions of such functionalized
cationic lipids or lipid–DNA complexes with cellular membranes via hydrogen bonding [17,24]. However, given the modestly (two- to threefold)
enhanced transfection efﬁciency of DHDEAB compared with DDAB with
no hydroxyalkyl functionalities in the head group regions (Fig. 2), the role
of hydrogen-bonding interactions between the lipid head groups and the cell
surface of biological membranes is not likely to be a key issue in cationic
lipid–mediated gene delivery. In sharp contrast to most other reported transfection results, transfection capabilities of both DHDEAB and DDAB were
observed to be virtually lost when used in combination with DOPE as the
helper lipid (Fig. 2). It is worth mentioning here that the commercially available DDAB-containing transfection reagent LipofectACE (manufactured by
Life Technologies Inc. USA) also contains DOPE as the auxiliary lipid.
However, to our knowledge, except for the present comparative study (Fig.
2), the relative transfection efﬁciencies of DDAB–cholesterol and DDAB–
DOPE combinations have not been reported so far.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have synthesized a novel series of nontoxic and non–glycerol-based
simple monocationic liposomal transfection lipids containing one or two
hydroxyethyl groups directly linked to the positively charged nitrogen atom.
The in vitro transfection efﬁciency of DHDEAB, the most efﬁcient transfection lipid described herein, is better than that of Lipofectamine, one of
the most widely used transfection vectors in cationic lipid–mediated gene
transfer. Unlike the ﬁndings in most of the reported liposomal transfection
studies, cholesterol instead of DOPE needs to be used as the helper lipid
with the presently described amphiphiles. Interestingly, the most efﬁcient
formulations contained cationic lipid-to-DNA charge ratio of 0.3:1. Thus,
our results reemphasize the important point that in cationic lipid–mediated
gene delivery, the overall charge of the lipid–DNA complex need not always
be positive. In addition, our transfection results imply that favorable hydro-
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gen-bonding interactions between the lipid head groups and the cell surface
of biological membranes may have some role in improving the transfection
efﬁciency in cationic lipid–mediated gene delivery. However, the transfection results delineated in the present investigation also indicate that such
hydrogen-bonding interactions are not likely to be a key controlling parameter in liposomal transfection.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH
The promising in vitro transfection efﬁciencies of the presently described
novel series of non–glycerol-based simple monocationic transfection lipids
containing one of two hydroxyethyl head groups justify the immediate
launching of systematic structure–activity investigations using a wide array
of structural analogues of these lead cationic lipids. Investigations using
novel cationic transfection lipids with multiple hydroxyl functionalities in
the head group regions will yield new insights on how important the number
of head group hydroxyl functionalities is in cationic liposome–mediated
gene delivery. The in vivo transfection efﬁciencies and in vivo cytotoxicities
of these new series of cationic lipids need to be evaluated in the near future
for their eventual use in nonviral gene therapy. Investigations toward these
ends are in progress in our laboratories.

ABBREVIATIONS
DOTMA, 1,2-dioleyl-3-N,N, N-trimethylaminopropane chloride; DC-Chol,
3-␤-[N-(N⬘,N⬘-dimethyl-ethane)carbamoyl]cholesterol; DMDHP, (⫾)-N, N[bis(2-hydroxyethyl)]-N-[2,3-bis(tetradecanoyloxy)propyl]ammonium chloride; DMRIE, 1,2-dimyristyloxypropyl-3-dimethyl-hydroxyethyl ammonium
bromide; DOTAP, 1,2-dioleoyloxy-3-(trimethylamino)propane; DHDEAB,
N,N-di-n-hexadecyl-N,N-dihydroxyethylammonium bromide; HDEAB, N-nhexadecyl-N,N-dihydroxyethylammonium bromide; MOOHAC, N-methylN-n-octadecyl-N-oleyl-N-hydroxyethylammonium chloride; DOMHAC, Nmethyl-N,N-di-n-octadecyl-N-hydroxyethylammonium chloride; DOHEMAB,
N,N-di[O-hexadecanoyl]hydroxyethyl-N-hydroxyethyl-N-methylammonium
bromide; DOSPA, 2,3-dioleoyloxy-N-[2-(sperminecarboxamido)ethyl]-N,Ndimethyl-1-propanaminium triﬂuoroacetate; DDAB, dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide; DOPE, 1,2-dioleoyl-propyl-3-phosphatidylethanolamine.
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ABSTRACT
In the recent past, combinatorial chemistry has revolutionized medicinal
chemistry and this approach has emerged as a powerful technique to discover
novel materials. For the ﬁrst time, we have attempted to combine Langmuir
monolayer and combinatorial chemistry techniques to create proteinlike supramolecular structures. We synthesized a peptide lipid library and three
sublibraries and studied their monolayer properties at the air–water interface. It was found that the peptide lipid libraries readily formed stable monolayers at the air–water interface and exhibited different binding activities
toward carbohydrate molecules from the aqueous subphase. Our study suggests that combinatorial surface chemistry is a possible novel technique in
the design and creation of artiﬁcial proteins.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Molecular Recognition in Langmuir Monolayer
Since the ﬁrst systematic study of monolayers of amphiphilic molecules at
the air–water interface published by Langmuir in 1917 [1], Langmuir monolayers have served mainly as model systems to mimic biological membranes. With the development of nanotechnology in the last two decades,
the Langmuir monolayer technique has become an efﬁcient tool to make
nanoscale materials, especially as thin ﬁlms for chemical and biosensor development [2–5].
619
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In a traditional concept of a Langmuir monolayer, amphiphilic molecules
are spread at the air–water interface. After the evaporation of organic solvent, the amphiphilic molecules stay at the interface. When compressed at
this interface, the amphiphilic molecules start to reorient themselves and
eventually form a compact monolayer with the hydrophilic moieties embedded in the water phase and the hydrophobic tails extruded into the air phase
[6]. During this orientation and organization process, the amphiphilic molecules have the freedom to move around at the interface. This freedom has
provided a unique opportunity for supramolecular chemists.
Supramolecular chemistry is a branch of chemical research aimed at developing molecular and supramolecular systems by using noncovalent bonding [7,8]. Generally, small molecular species are designed with binding elements carefully positioned in the appropriate parts of the molecules. When
mixed in solution, complementary molecular species are expected to bind
together to form larger supramolecular complexes. However, this remains a
signiﬁcant challenge to supramolecular and synthetic chemists. Even when
the binding mechanism of a protein toward its ligand is well known, it is
still a tremendous challenge for a synthetic chemist to synthesize a molecule
with all the binding units appropriately incorporated into the right parts of
the molecule. It is a very common situation that after a careful design and
synthesis, it turns out that the artiﬁcial receptors bind with the ligand with
a completely different mode than expected. This results from the inadequate
capability of chemists to control the complicated noncovalent binding.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, some pioneer work from Kunitake et
al. opened a new door in the creation of supramolecular species using the
Langmuir monolayer technique [9–11]. A multiple molecular recognition
system was designed based on the complementary binding of diaminotriazine (T), guanidinium (G), and orotate (O) moieties to the barbituric acid,
phosphate, and adenine functional groups, respectively, from guest molecules such as adenosine monophosphate (AMP), adenosine diphosphate
(ADP), ﬂavin mononucleotide (FMN), and ﬂavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD) (Fig. 1) [12–15]. The greatest signiﬁcance of this artiﬁcial molecular
recognition system can be found in the fact that with the right combination
of lipid molecules, these different lipids formed appropriate multiple binding
sites for different guest molecules. For example, diaminotriazine lipid T and
guanidinium lipid G were combined to form a multiple binding site for FMN
by using the complementary hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions
of triazine with barbituric acid and guanidine with phosphate groups of
FMN. Furthermore, if an orotate lipid O is added, the combination of these
three lipids can form a binding site for the FAD molecule, which is composed of one isoalloxazine unit, two phosphate units, and one adenine unit.
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FIG. 1 The combination of small lipid molecules in the Langmuir monolayers to
form multiple binding sites for different guest molecules from the aqueous subphase.

The aforementioned work provides an invaluable clue to the supramolecular chemist. Here, instead of incorporating all the necessary binding units
into one molecule, different binding units can exist in different molecules
and later assemble together to form the desired binding sites under an external force, as illustrated in a cartoon picture (Fig. 2). Compared with synthesizing one molecule with all the necessary binding units incorporated,
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FIG. 2 Cartoon illustrating the difference between the Langmuir monolayer and
traditional solution approaches for supramolecular chemistry study.

the synthesis of a few simple lipids is much more efﬁcient and convenient,
considering the popularity of combinatorial synthesis techniques. Furthermore, the compression process of the Langmuir monolayers functions as an
external force to drive the two lipid molecules to combine to form united
artiﬁcial receptors. As a result, the van der Waals interaction between the
hydrophobic moieties helps to stabilize the system. From this point of view,
the Langmuir monolayer approach for the design and creation of artiﬁcial
molecular receptors has an incomparable advantage compared with the solution approach.
Kunitake et al. [16–19] have further demonstrated the feasibility of this
novel idea by showing that small peptide lipids could also be combined in
Langmuir monolayers to form binding pockets for speciﬁc small peptide
guest molecules. Another example of this concept can be found in the study
of hydrogen bond direct self-assembly at the air–water interface. A few
research groups have shown that melamine and barbiturates form a hydrogen-bonding network at the air–water interface, as illustrated in Fig. 3 [20–
26]. This speciﬁc molecular recognition can be envisaged as the combination
of two molecules using their binding units to complex with one guest molecule. All these previous studies point to one fact that as a classical surface
chemistry technique, the Langmuir monolayer approach could be a very
useful assembly tool in supramolecular chemistry research.

B. Combinatorial Library Techniques
Since the early 1990s, the combinatorial library technique has revolutionized
medicinal chemistry and materials science [27–31]. In traditional synthetic
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FIG. 3 Hydrogen-bonding network formed at the air–water interface between complementary barbiturate and triaminotriazine lipid.

chemistry, one target molecule is synthesized each time followed by its
activity testing. This is a very lengthy procedure, and the cost of discovering
one drug molecule for a pharmaceutical company can be as high as millions
of dollars. In contrast to this classical approach, the combinatorial technique
allows the synthesis of large amounts of diverse molecules such as hundreds,
thousands, of even millions of compounds in a row. This technique largely
reduces the cost of drug discovery and has been welcomed by the pharmaceutical industry, research institutes, and university laboratories. Following the tremendous success in the medicinal area, the combinatorial library
technique has attracted increased interest from materials chemists [32–34].
Novel materials are continuously being discovered through combinatorial
library synthesis.

C. The Concept of Combinatorial Surface Chemistry
However, the basic essence of combinatorial chemistry has not yet been
completely employed. Nature is the best combinatorial chemist by showing
how the four deoxyribonucleotides and 20 amino acids make a whole biological world through the ‘‘combination’’ of these small molecular species.
Indeed, one may think a long polypeptide chain is a ‘‘combination’’ of different amino acids connected through amide bonds. The long polypeptide
chains then fold into the unique three-dimensional structures of proteins
through the noncovalent bonds between the amino acid residues. As a result,
the ‘‘active site’’ of a protein can be envisaged merely as a combination of
amino acids in the three-dimensional space. This fundamental feature of
proteins has provided a very interesting clue to creating protein mimics. If
a peptide lipid library sample with hundreds or even thousands of different
peptides is spread at the air–water interface and compressed into a Langmuir
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monolayer, the self-assembly of the peptides from different lipids may lead
to the formation of proteinlike supramolecular complex structures, as illustrated in Fig. 4 [35].
Compared with previous methodologies for the creation of artiﬁcial proteins and supramolecular systems, this idea provides an extremely simple
and convenient alternative approach. It is well known that the synthesis of
proteins itself is a huge task for chemists, and even after a protein is successfully synthesized according to the amino acid sequence of the natural
protein, the synthetic protein will not always maintain the same activity as
the natural protein. This is because the folding process of the synthetic long
peptides may lead to a three-dimensional structure completely different from
that of the natural protein. From this combinatorial surface chemistry approach, the proteinlike structure is created through the combination of different small peptides into a three-dimensional structure. We think that peptide lipids can be three to ﬁve amino acids long and these small peptides
can be easily synthesized by solid-phase combinatorial peptide synthesis
methods [27]. If this novel approach is proved to work, it could become an
extremely efﬁcient approach to making artiﬁcial proteins. The artiﬁcial proteins generated on the surface of the thin ﬁlms can be readily adapted for

FIG. 4 Illustration of the self-assembly of peptide lipid library components at the
air–water interface to form proteinlike supramolecular structures.
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biomimetic sensor development or as a novel coating technology for use in
many areas of chemistry and medical science, as discussed at the end of
this chapter. In the following we will present our results on using this method
to make Langmuir monolayers with binding activity for carbohydrate maltose [35].
It is known that the binding site of maltose binding protein (MBP) is
exceptionally rich in polar and aromatic amino acid residues [36,37]. The
polar charged side chains are involved in the hydrogen bonding with the
maltose hydroxyl group, and the stacking of the aromatic residues provides
a majority of the van der Waals contacts with maltose. On the basis of this
information, we designed and synthesized a peptide lipid library and three
sublibraries by including ﬁve amino acids, Gly, Glu, Ser, His, and Tyr, as
building blocks (Fig. 5). Because these amino acid residues are present in
different positions in the peptide lipid library components, we used the library
and sublibraries to examine whether the spatial combination of these amino
acid residues in the lipid library monolayers could lead to the formation of
speciﬁc binding sites for maltose, similar to the binding site of MBP.

II. METHODS
A. The Synthesis of Peptide Lipid Libraries
FMOC-protected amino acids and Wang resins were obtained from Advanced ChemTech (Louisville, KY). Other reagents, solvents, and stearic
acid for the synthesis of peptide lipids were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). The peptide lipid library and sublibraries were
constructed by using the splitting library synthesis technique. Solid-phase 9ﬂuorenylmethoxycarbonyl (FMOC) chemistry with the diisopropylcarbodiimide and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole in situ activation method was used for
amino acid coupling. The loading of the ﬁrst glycine to the resin followed
the literature procedure [38]. The coupling and deprotection cycle followed
the reported procedure [39–41]. FMOC-protected amino acids in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) with a concentration of 0.3 M were added to the
glycine-loaded resin in a ﬁvefold molar excess relative to the amino groups
on the resins. After the coupling of the last amino acid residues, the resins
were incubated overnight in a dichloromethane solution of succinamidyl
ester of stearic acid at a concentration of 0.1 M. After washing, the peptide
lipids were cleaved from the resin by incubating the resin in CF3COOH and
H2O (95:5, v/v) for 2 h. After ﬁltration, the ﬁltrate was concentrated en vacuo
into an oily residue. The product was precipitated out from cold deionized
water, washed with cold deionized water ﬁve to eight times, and centrifuged.
After lyophilization, the product was used for surface chemistry study without further puriﬁcation.
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FIG. 5 The structures and building blocks for the synthesis of the peptide lipid
library and sublibraries.

B. Experimental Conditions for Surface Chemistry
Studies
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-grade chloroform and
methanol were obtained from Fisher Scientiﬁc Co. Peptide lipid library samples were dissolved in a mixed solvent of chloroform, methanol and
CF3COOH (5:1:0.01, v/v/v) to a concentration of 1.0 mM. The injected
volume was 40 L for all samples. After spreading the sample, the solvent
was allowed to evaporate for 15 min. The water used for the monolayer
study was puriﬁed by a Modulab 2020 water puriﬁcation system (Continental Water Systems Corp., San Antonio, TX). The water had a resistance of
18 M⍀⭈cm and a surface tension of 72.6 mN/m at 20⬚C. The D-maltose, Dglucose, and sucrose used for subphase preparation were purchased from
Aldrich Chemical Co. and were dissolved in deionized water to a concentration of 10 mM. All these subphases had a pH of 5.8. The compression
rate was set at 4 Å2 molecule⫺1 min⫺1 for the surface pressure–area isotherm
measurements.
All the experiments were conducted in a Class 1000 cleanroom where
the temperature (20 ⫾ 1⬚C) and the humidity (50 ⫾ 1%) were controlled.
The Langmuir trough used for the surface pressure measurements was a
KSV minitrough, model 2000. The trough dimensions were 7.5 cm ⫻ 30
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cm. The surface pressure was measured by the Wilhelmy method, and the
sensitivity of the Wilhelmy plate was ⫾0.01 mN m⫺1. All the isotherm
measurements were repeated three times and the isotherms presented are the
average of three measurements. The difference between the average isotherm
and any of the three individual isotherms is within ⫾1 Å2 molecule⫺1. Ultraviolet–visible (UV-Vis) spectra of the monolayers at the air–water interface were measured using a modiﬁed Hewlett Packard 8452A diode array
spectrophotometer with a resolution of ⫾1 nm through the quartz window
in the center of the KSV minitrough.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The surface chemistry of the lipid libraries was studied using surface pressure–area isotherm measurements and spectroscopic techniques. In contrast
to traditional Langmuir monolayer studies, the present study used a lipid
library instead of one or a few lipids at the air–water interface. Surface
pressure–area isotherm measurements show that as a whole, these library
and sublibrary samples formed monolayers at the air–water interface (Fig.
6). A question was raised during the isotherm measurements of these lipid

FIG. 6 Surface pressure–area isotherms for the peptide lipid library LIB and sublibrary SUB1, SUB2, and SUB3 monolayers on pure water subphase (pH 5.8, 20⬚C).
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library and sublibrary samples. Because the library components are mixed
together through the mix-splitting synthesis, library components are inseparable and are not strictly puriﬁed. The exact molecular weight of a library
sample cannot be calculated. Therefore, when preparing the spreading solution, all the library and sublibrary samples were given a pseudomolecular
weight of 600 g mol⫺1 (a molecule with a C18 alkyl hydrocarbon chain and
a peptide chain with three to ﬁve amino acid residues has an average molecular weight of 600 g mol⫺1). The molecular areas in the isotherms may
not reﬂect the real average molecular areas of the library components. Therefore, it is not appropriate to compare the molecular areas of monolayers
from one library to another library. However, this will not affect the molecular recognition and binding studies of the peptide lipid library, as discussed
later, because only the molecular area changes upon binding of the substrates
are important.
Using surface pressure–area isotherm measurements, the binding activity
of lipid library monolayers toward maltose was then tested. It was found
that on a 10 mM D-maltose subphase, the molecular areas of the library and
sublibrary monolayers were all expanded (Fig. 7). The molecular area expansion indicates the binding of maltose to library monolayers. However,
the molecular area expansions caused by the presence of maltose in the
subphase are different from one library monolayer to the other. Whereas the
LIB monolayer exhibits only slight expansion on the maltose subphase at
the surface pressure lifting point (⬃4 Å2 molecule⫺1), SUB2 with Gly, Glu,
and Tyr as building blocks exhibits the largest expansion of molecular area
(⬃12 Å2 molecule⫺1) compared with the pure water subphase (Fig. 8). The
binding activity difference is attributed to the fact that only SUB2 contains
both polar charged (Glu) and aromatic (Tyr) amino acid residues, the necessary structural elements in the binding site of MBP. The spatial combination of these charged and aromatic amino acid residues in different positions of peptide lipids at the air–water interface leads to the formation of
more appropriate binding sites for maltose than other library and sublibrary
monolayers.
From the UV-Vis absorption spectroscopic study, we can clearly see the
intermolecular interaction between the SUB2 monolayer and maltose (Fig.
9). On the pure water subphase, the absorption band from the aromatic Tyr
residue of the monolayer appeared at 296 nm and remained at this wavelength during the whole compression process. In contrast, when maltose
existed in the subphase, this band signiﬁcantly blue shifted from 296 gradually to 280 nm (at a surface pressure of 30 mN m⫺1) upon continuous
compression, similar to the absorption spectral change observed from the
maltose–MBP complex [36,37].
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FIG. 7 Surface pressure–area isotherms for the peptide lipid library LIB and sublibrary SUB1, SUB2, and SUB3 monolayers on maltose (10 mM) subphase compared with pure water subphase (pH 5.8, 20⬚C).

Despite only a small library with only three variable amino acid building
blocks, the monolayer made by the SUB2 library already exhibits certain
speciﬁcity as an artiﬁcial receptor. Surface pressure–area isotherm measurements show that the presence of glucose or sucrose in the subphase caused
almost invisible expansion of the SUB2 monolayer (Fig. 10), indicating less
efﬁcient binding between glucose or sucrose and the monolayer. Furthermore, the UV-Vis absorption spectra of the SUB2 monolayer taken from the
10 mM sucrose subphase show that the absorption band arising from Tyr
residues appeared at 278 nm on this subphase and remained unchanged at
this wavelength during the whole compression period.
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FIG. 8 Increases of the molecular area (in Å2/molecule) of the library and sublibrary monolayers on maltose subphase (10 mM in water, pH 5.8) compared with
the pure water subphase. The area increases were calculated based on the molecular
area increases at the surface pressure lifting point of the isotherms.

FIG. 9 UV-Vis absorption spectra of SUB2 monolayer on 10 mM maltose subphase
compared with the pure water subphase. Spectra of the monolayer on the pure water
subphase at a surface pressure lower than 30 mN/m are not shown. The maximum
absorption of the monolayer on pure water subphase remains at 296 nm from the
beginning of the compression until the collapse.
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FIG. 10 Surface pressure–area isotherms for SUB2 monolayer on water, 10 mM
maltose, glucose, and sucrose subphases (pH 5.8).

IV. CONCLUSION
From the experimental studies presented here, we conclude that it is possible
to introduce the combinatorial technique in the Langmuir monolayer research. The application of lipid libraries instead of the traditional one or a
few lipids for monolayer formation provides a unique approach to generating
artiﬁcial proteins or other molecular receptors. The supramolecular species
with proteinlike structures located on the surface of the monolayer can be
readily used for biomimetic sensor development after the deposition of the
ﬁlm on a transducer such as an optic ﬁber. This combinatorial surface chemistry research may become a very important research area in Langmuir and
Langmuir–Blodgett ﬁlm studies.

V. FUTURE RESEARCH
This research is currently in a very early stage. Much deeper and further
investigation is needed. Above all, the feasibility of this novel combinatorial
surface chemistry technique needs further experimental evidence. The study
of Langmuir monolayers made from lipid library samples is unprecedented
in itself and, therefore, requires considerable work in this respect. For ex-
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ample, one technical problem involved in this study is the handling of samples for the reason discussed in Section III. Furthermore, although the solidphase combinatorial synthesis has shown signiﬁcant progress to ensure that
each synthetic step is as clean as possible, i.e., to produce a product with
the highest yield and to avoid as much as possible any by-product, the purity
of library samples is still a problem that cannot be ignored.
Second, because the proposed novel approach relies on assembling different peptide lipids to organize into desired proteinlike structures, the control and characterization of the assembly process and the aggregate structures
are critical steps of the study. More detailed characterizations through microscopic and spectroscopic techniques should be able to bring further important insights into this unique molecular assembly technique.
It should be mentioned that as a long-term goal of this study, we intend
to use these library thin ﬁlms for research related to cells. Fields and coworkers [42–46] have demonstrated that peptide amphiphiles can be very
attractive model systems to mimic biointerfaces and to study the cell adhesion and growth at these interfaces. The cell–surface interactions play a
crucial role in tissue engineering [47]. Our interest is in screening the peptide
lipid library thin ﬁlms for their biocompatibility and bioactivity toward stem
cells. Immobilized functional thin ﬁlms, which can promote cell growth and
organization into desired tissue structures, are expected to be discovered
through this approach. This biomimetic coating technology can also be used
for the study of cell receptors leading to disease diagnosis and drug discoveries.
Furthermore, this technique can lead to the development of a very efﬁcient system to model natural proteins. It is known that puriﬁcation and
characterization of membrane proteins are normally very difﬁcult because
of the conformational change of these proteins in the puriﬁcation process
[48]. The artiﬁcial proteins generated in this approach can be used to study
the ligand binding and signaling of bioactive molecules. One direction we
have started to pursue is to mimic the binding site of metalloproteins [49].
Metal–protein complexation plays a crucial role in the function and activity
of proteins and enzymes. Model systems that can mimic the structure and
function of metalloproteins are of primary interest to the bioinorganic chemist. A critical factor in determining the binding of metals within a speciﬁc
structure of a protein is the appropriate positioning of amino acid residues
in the three-dimensional space to form a speciﬁc pocket that the metal cations can enter and form an energy-minimized complex. We have attempted
to incorporate amino acids such as histidine, which is a well-known ligand
for transition metals such as copper and zinc, into different peptide lipids.
Our study has shown that when assembled at the air–water interface, these
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different peptide lipids can form structures exhibiting binding activity toward
copper cation with a binding constant comparable to that of natural proteins.
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Oscillating Structural Forces
Reﬂecting the Organization
of Bulk Solutions and
Surface Complexes
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VANCE BERGERON Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, France

ABSTRACT
This contribution focuses on structural forces in micellar solutions, in polyelectrolyte solutions, and between adsorbed layers consisting of polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes. The force measurements have been carried out
with different surface force techniques. We can distinguish between two
types of structural forces. The ﬁrst type is due to changes in the organization
in the bulk liquid separating the two interacting interfaces occurring as the
separating liquid ﬁlm is thinning. The second one is due to changes in
adsorbed layer structure occurring as a result of decreasing the ﬁlm thickness. The amplitude of the latter type of structural force is signiﬁcantly larger
than that of the former. For both types of structural forces, the periodicity
obtained from the force curve shows good agreement with correlation distances observed using scattering techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
A range of surface force methods have been used during the last 25 years
for accurate measurements of classical DLVO forces (electrostatic doublelayer and van der Waals forces), polymer-induced forces (steric, bridging,
depletion) under a range of solvency conditions, as well as short-range hydration/protrusion forces and long-range attractive forces between nonpolar
surfaces in polar solvents. In particular, the interferometric surface force
635
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apparatus has been successfully used to probe the liquid structure in the gap
between two molecularly smooth surfaces. It is found that the arrangement
of the solvent molecules in the gap between the surfaces changes as the
surface separation is reduced. Hence, the liquid density in the gap varies
and this results in a decaying oscillatory force proﬁle [1] that is detected up
to about 10 molecular diameters away from the surface in the case of rigid
and spherical solvent molecules. The range of the structural force is considerably less in liquids composed of more ﬂexible molecules [2,3].
In the same manner, the structures of liquid crystalline phases in the gap
between two surfaces can be probed by studying surface forces as ﬁrst demonstrated by Horn et al. [4]. Since then, the relation between the structural
forces in concentrated lyotropic liquid crystalline systems trapped between
two solid supports has been determined and the perturbing effect of the
surface has been clearly demonstrated [5]. The surface may induce a surfactant phase at the solid–liquid interface that is different than that found
in the bulk. Related phenomena, induced by the preferential interaction between the surface and one of the components in the environment, are capillary condensation [6], capillary evaporation [7] (an important mechanism
behind some of the reports concerned with long-range ‘‘hydrophobic interactions’’ [8]), and surface-induced phase separation in polymer mixtures [9].
In this chapter we focus on structural forces observed in aqueous systems
containing surfactants, or polyelectrolytes, or mixtures of surfactants and
polyelectrolytes. We will argue that two fundamentally different situations
should be distinguished. In some cases the oscillating forces reﬂect the organization in the bulk solution, whereas in others they reﬂect the internal
structure of the adsorbed layer. In both cases, neutron scattering experiments
provide information that facilitates the correct interpretation of the structural
forces.

II. SURFACE FORCE METHODS
In this chapter we review some data on the interactions between two solid–
liquid or two air–liquid interfaces obtained with a range of surface force
techniques. It is beyond the purpose of this chapter to describe the merits
and drawbacks of the various methods and the interested reader is referred
to the original articles describing the surface force apparatus (SFA) [10], the
atomic force microscope (AFM) colloidal probe [11], the thin ﬁlm balance
(TFB) [12] and total internal reﬂection microscopy (TIRM) [13] as well as
a more recent review [14]. It is, however, important to be aware that the
different techniques use different interaction geometries, and the results can
be compared only by using the Derjaguin approximation [15,16]:
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Fc(D) Fsf (D) Fss(D)
=
=
2R
2R
R

where the subscripts c, f, and s stand for crossed cylinder, ﬂat surface, and
sphere, respectively, and D is the separation, F the force, R the mean radius
of the interacting surfaces, and G the free energy of interaction per unit area.
Note that in TFB measurements one measures the pressure between ﬂat
interfaces, which according to the Derjaguin approximation is proportional
to the gradient of the force determined with the SFA or AFM. The Derjaguin
approximation is valid provided the range of the force is much smaller than
the radius of the surfaces and provided no surface deformation occurs.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Micellar Solutions
Although observations of mesoscopic layering in thin ﬁlms date back to the
turn of the 20th century, it was not until 1992 that force measurements
quantiﬁed the oscillatory interactions these layers produce when conﬁned
between surfaces [12,17]. These ﬁrst results were obtained from surfactant
solutions well above the critical micelle concentration (cmc) and were reported independently for thin-liquid foam ﬁlms [12] and between mica surfaces [17]. The former study used anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
and the latter investigated cationic cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (C16
TAB) solutions. In both cases oscillatory force curves were obtained (Fig.
1), which displayed oscillation periods, ⌬h, equal to the effective diameter
of the surfactant micelle:
Deff = dmic ⫹ 2d
where Deff is the effective diameter, dmic the molecular diameter of a micelle,
and d the solution Debye length. Figure 2 provides the measured oscillation
period, ⌬h, as a function of SDS micelle concentration, Cmic, from which
the following relation can be deduced:
⌬h ⬃ C⫺1/3
mic
The exponential dependence of ⫺1/3 is consistent with geometric scaling
arguments for close-packed spheres of diameter Deff [18,19]. Thus, models
used to describe these forces are based on the successive removal of spherical micelles as they are progressively conﬁned between approaching interfaces [17,20,21]. Later, the TIRM technique was utilized to study similar
oscillating force proﬁles at lower surfactant concentrations but, of course,
still above the cmc [22].
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FIG. 1 Oscillatory disjoining pressure isotherm for a 0.1 M solution of sodium
dodecyl sulfate.

FIG. 2 Oscillation period as a function of SDS concentration. The concentrations
are well above the cmc and the total SDS concentration is approximately equal to
the concentration of SDS in micelles.
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B. Polyelectrolytes
Another important year for the advancement of oscillatory structural forces
at mesoscopic length was 1996. Three independent studies emerged that year
which reported the observation of oscillatory force interactions involving
polyelectrolytes. Two of these studies dealt with polymer–surfactant
mixtures [23,24], and one used only polyelectrolyte solutions [25]. Also
noteworthy is that one study dealt with ﬂexible foam ﬁlms [23] and the
other two measured forces between rigid solid surfaces [24,25]. Two different phenomena were revealed: oscillatory force interactions originating from
bulk solution organization and from surface-speciﬁc complexation. What
follows is an overview of these different force–structure relationships.

1.

Bulk Solution Effects

Oscillatory force measurements involving polyelectrolytes were reported for
the ﬁrst time in foam ﬁlms made from surfactant solutions containing low
levels of polyelectrolyte and surfactant. At nearly the same time, a thorough
study by Milling [25] independently showed that oscillatory forces were also
present between repulsive silica surfaces in the presence of fully charged
polystyrenesulfonate (PSS) solutions with no added surfactant. By systematically investigating various polymer concentrations, Cp, Milling was able
to establish that the period of the force oscillations, ⌬h, followed the same
scaling law as the correlation length, , of the polymer solution, namely ⌬h
⬃ C⫺0.5
. Moreover, it was shown that the oscillatory forces were highly
p
dependent on the ionic strength. Milling’s ﬁndings suggested that the oscillatory forces were closely related to the macromolecular structuring of the
polyelectrolyte in the bulk. Subsequently, studies following up on the initial
foam ﬁlm observations showed that the same basic features as observed by
Milling occurred in foam ﬁlms, suggesting that although surfactant was present in the foam ﬁlm system, the phenomena had the same origin [26,27].
One complication that arises with thin-liquid foam ﬁlm studies is the need
to have surface-active components present in order to stabilize the ﬁlms.
Without adequate ﬁlm stability, measurement of the interactions between the
two air–water interfaces cannot be accomplished. These surface-active species provide ﬁlm stability via surface elasticity and repulsive force interactions between the interfaces (i.e., DLVO-type interactions). In addition, surfactants may interact with polymers added to the system, which can mediate
and change the polymer conﬁguration, surface adsorption, and thin-ﬁlm interactions. Therefore, to determine the role of a polyelectrolyte one must
understand independently the various interfacial and polymer–surfactant interactions. Theodoly and colleagues [18,19] have accomplished this through
a judicious choice of combined polymer–surfactant mixtures. Two systems
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for which the effects of the polymer–surfactant association and polymer
adsorption are negligible were chosen, thus allowing them to isolate the bulk
polyelectrolyte behavior from the possible effects of polyelectrolyte adsorption and complexation with surfactant. The more complex situation involving such interactions is addressed in Section III.B.2.
The two model systems studied by Theodoly and colleagues [18,19] included one nonionic surfactant–polyelectrolyte mixture and one anionic surfactant–polyelectrolyte mixture:
Nonionic surfactant:
Anionic surfactant:
Anionic polyelectrolyte:

hexaethylene glycol monododecyl ether
(C12E6)
sodium dodecyl sulfonate (C12SO3Na⫹)
poly (2-acrylamido-2-propane sulfonate)
(PAMPS)

The surfactant in both cases adsorbs at the air–water interface and provides
the interfacial properties required for ﬁlm stability, while the non–surfaceactive polymer remains dissolved in the solution. Thus, in thin-liquid foam
ﬁlms, under nonionic surfactant conditions the polyelectrolyte solution is
conﬁned between neutral ﬁlm walls, whereas conﬁnement between repulsive
charged walls is achieved using an anionic surfactant having the same charge
as the polyelectrolyte. In both cases, an oscillatory force interaction superimposed on the native thin-ﬁlm interactions seen when polymer is not present is observed. An example of each system is shown in Fig. 3. The force
oscillations show the same periodic behavior originally found by Milling,
⌬h ⬃ C ⫺0.5
, regardless of the condition at the surface. We also observe that
p
the magnitude of the forces is comparable and rather weak when both nonionic and anionic surfactants stabilize the ﬁlm (Fig. 3). The observed decrease in the force magnitude with increased polymer concentration is consistent with the electrostatic nature of the interactions involved and related
to the corresponding decrease in Debye length with increased polyelectrolyte
concentration. Similarly, the addition of salt can diminish the interaction to
such an extent that no force oscillations are observed above 0.1 M NaCl.
In addition to thin-ﬁlm measurements, solution properties of these mixed
polymer/surfactant systems were investigated. For the PAMPS/C12E6 and
PAMPS/C12SO3⫺Na⫹ solutions small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements provided a clear correspondence between the polymer bulk correlation length and polymer concentration,  ⬃ C⫺0.5
, in agreement with
p
standard polyelectrolyte studies. Previous observations of the similar dependence of  and ⌬h on polymer concentration led to the speculation that ⌬h
is related to the structure of the polymer network [25–27]. Most noteworthy
in the work of Theodoly and colleagues is that direct independent measure-
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FIG. 3 Oscillatory disjoining pressure isotherms for (a) PAMPS/C12E6 and (b)
⫹
PAMPS/C12SO⫺
solutions.
3 Na

ments of  and ⌬h show for the ﬁrst time that indeed  = ⌬h for the nonassociative polymer–surfactant systems tested; see Fig. 4.
As noted previously, spherical structures in the bulk such as micelles also
result in oscillatory force behavior in thin ﬁlms with a periodicity that can
be traced to a characteristic distance in the bulk solution ﬁlms leading to 
= ⌬h ⬃ C⫺1/3
mic [18]. By comparison, a simple geometric scaling argument for
close-packed cylindrical objects provides a scaling dependence of C⫺0.5, as
observed in the polyelectrolyte solutions in the semidilute concentration regime. Thus, these polyelectrolytes appear to be behaving as cylindrical rods,
which implies that the persistence length of the polymer is larger than the
distance between the chains. Hence, a close analogy between charged micellar and polyelectrolyte systems regarding their correspondence with bulk
correlation lengths and induced force oscillations exists. The major difference between these two systems arises from the spherical or cylindrical
symmetry of the structures involved. Common to both systems is a bulk
correlation length that upon a break in symmetry via the presence of an
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FIG. 4 Comparison between force oscillation period (䡩) and bulk correlation length
(䊱) of the PAMPS solution as a function of polymer concentration.

interface, produces density oscillations that subsequently generate oscillatory
force interactions in thin ﬁlms. This type of phenomenon is very similar to
the structural forces seen at the molecular level [1]. For nonassociating polyelectrolytes in the semidilute regime, this particular type of oscillatory force
behavior can be described in a broad way by these arguments and analogies;
however, the detailed nature of the forces remains elusive until a more comprehensive understanding of polyelectrolytes in general is developed.

2.

Surface Complexes of Polyelectrolytes and
Surfactants

Polyelectrolytes and oppositely charged surfactants associate in bulk aqueous solutions. The association process leads to formation of complexes that
can be used for, e.g., controlling rheology, creating gels, or solubilizing
hydrophobic molecules. The association process is conveniently characterized by measuring the binding isotherm of the surfactant to the polyelectrolyte; see, e.g., Ref. 28. For charged systems, the literature results convincingly demonstrate that the amount of bound surfactant is low until a critical
bulk surfactant concentration has been reached, the critical association concentration (cac), after which the amount of surfactant in the complex increases rapidly. This behavior can be understood by considering the two
most important driving forces for the association process: electrostatic and
hydrophobic. For example, in the case of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte–surfactant mixtures, the electrostatic force between the surfactant head
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group and the charged polyelectrolyte segment is attractive, whereas the
electrostatic interactions between two head groups and between two segments are repulsive. The attractive hydrophobic interaction, on the other
hand, is always present between the nonpolar tails of the surfactant and can
also be present between the polyelectrolyte and the surfactant provided the
polyelectrolyte contains some hydrophobic regions. Together, these interactions can lead to cooperative association that is sensitive to surfactant
concentration.
From the preceding discussion it can be easily understood why the cac
is lower than the cmc of the surfactant and increases with increasing salt
concentration. On the contrary, the cmc of ionic surfactants decreases with
increasing salt concentration. Thus, the difference between the cac and the
cmc decreases as more salt is added [29]. The cac in bulk solution also
decreases with increasing surfactant chain length and increasing polyelectrolyte charge density. Likewise, the cooperativity of the association process
increases with surfactant chain length and with the charge density and ﬂexibility of the polyelectrolyte. These effects can be understood by realizing
that any property of the polyelectrolyte that facilitates surfactant tail interactions between two bound surfactants will promote hydrophobic interactions and is, therefore, favorable
The cac concept is less useful when considering the association between
hydrophobically modiﬁed (HM) polyelectrolytes and surfactants. The reason
is that the HM polyelectrolytes themselves associate and form hydrophobic
microdomains into which added surfactants can be incorporated [30], a process akin to mixed micelle formation [31]. Hence, even at low concentrations
the surfactants added to the polymer solution can be incorporated in the
hydrophobic microdomains present. A consequence of this is that polymer–
surfactant complexation occurs over a broader range of surfactant concentration and it is difﬁcult to determine a critical concentration.
A question that naturally arises is how the presence of a surface inﬂuences
the association process. This has been discussed in a review [32]. One can
distinguish two broad cases. First, the complexes can be formed in bulk
solution and then be adsorbed onto surfaces. In this case it is of interest to
learn about the relation between the size of the aggregates present in solution
and the thickness of the adsorbed layer, as well as whether the chemical
composition of the aggregates changes upon adsorption. Only a few studies
devoted to these problems have been reported [33–35]. In a second approach
one may precoat the surfaces with a polyelectrolyte layer and then investigate how the addition of surfactants inﬂuences, e.g., the adsorbed amount
of polyelectrolyte and the layer structure. It is also of interest to learn how
the cac is affected by the presence of the surface. These questions have been
addressed in quite a few studies [24,36,37]. It has been shown that when a
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cationic polyelectrolyte is preadsorbed onto a negatively charged surface and
later an anionic surfactant is added, the cac at the surface is higher than that
in the bulk, particularly for highly charged polyelectrolytes [38]. We note
that as yet there is no systematic study of how the cac at the surface is
inﬂuenced by the nature of the adsorbing substrate.
Here we focus on one aspect of the association between polyelectrolytes
and surfactants at a solid surface, namely the structure of the adsorbed layer
and its relation to the internal structure of the aggregates formed in bulk
solution. The system we will discuss consists of a cationic polyelectrolyte,
PCMA (Fig. 5), having one charge per segment that is preadsorbed onto
negatively charged mica surfaces. The effect of addition of an anionic surfactant, SDS, was explored. It should be noted that no polyelectrolyte was
present in the solution during these experiments, whereas the surfactant was
present in bulk solution and was also incorporated in the adsorbed layer.
The forces measured between mica surfaces precoated with PCMA across
dilute SDS solutions [24] are illustrated in Fig. 6. The data were obtained
using the SFA. The addition of SDS to a concentration of 0.01 cmc or 0.02
cmc (cmc = 8.3 mM) does not result in any change in the long-range interaction or pull-off force (65 mN/m). The surfaces remain uncharged and a
bridging attraction [39] acts from a separation of about 15 nm. Hence, at
these low SDS concentrations the incorporation of surfactant into the layer
is very limited. However, as the SDS concentration is increased further to
0.1 cmc (8.3 ⫻ 10⫺4 M), a long-range repulsive double-layer force appears.
The repulsive force is overcome by an attraction at a separation of 11 nm.
This attraction pulls the surfaces inward to a separation of 4 nm. A further
increase in the compressive force hardly affects the surface separation, indicating a dense layer structure that contains both the polyelectrolyte and
SDS. The pull-off force in this case is 25–30 mN/m, i.e., signiﬁcantly lower
than at the lower SDS concentrations.
A further increase in SDS concentration to 0.2 cmc (1.7 ⫻ 10⫺3 M) results
in the appearance of pronounced oscillations in the force curve on both the

FIG. 5 The monomer structure of PCMA, poly[(3-methacrylamidopropyl)-trimethylammonium chloride].
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FIG. 6 Force normalized by radius as a function of surface separation between
mica surfaces precoated with PCMA. The forces were measured across an aqueous
10⫺4 M KBr solution. The SDS concentration was zero (▫), 0.01 cmc (䡲), 0.02 cmc
(〫), and 0.1 cmc (⽧). The arrows represent inward jumps and the vertical lines the
layer thicknesses.

ﬁrst and subsequent approaches (Fig. 7). It may be noted that the oscillations
are slightly more pronounced when the surfaces have been separated from
contact for the ﬁrst time. The innermost force barrier is located at a separation between 4 and 5 nm, i.e., at the same position as in 0.1 cmc SDS
solution. The next force barrier is observed at the distance interval 7–9 nm
and the outermost one at a separation of 12–13 nm. The oscillations thus
have a periodicity of about 4 nm, and it is observed that both the repulsive
and the attractive branches increase in magnitude as the surfaces are moved
from an outer to an inner oscillation. A repulsive double-layer force dominates the interaction at separations larger than 13 nm. It should be stressed
that these oscillating forces are determined without any polyelectrolyte in
the solution and well below the cmc of SDS in bulk solution. Hence, the
structural force responsible for the oscillating force proﬁle reﬂects the structure of the adsorbed layer rather than the organization of the bulk solution.
This is different compared with the situation discussed in previous sections.
The forces measured at higher surfactant concentration, up to 2 cmc (1.7
⫻ 10⫺2 M), also display oscillations with a periodicity of 4 nm (Fig. 8).
Clearly, the periodicity of the oscillations remains unchanged when the SDS
concentration is increased but the number of oscillations and their magni-
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FIG. 7 Force normalized by radius as a function of surface separation between
mica surfaces precoated with PCMA. The forces were measured across an aqueous
10⫺4 M KBr solution containing 0.2 cmc SDS. The arrows illustrate inward and
outward jumps.

tudes differ. The magnitude of the repulsive force branches increases up to
an SDS concentration of 0.5 cmc and decreases again at higher surfactant
concentrations. The reduction observed at these high SDS concentrations is
most likely due to some desorption of the polyelectrolyte. We also note that
the range of the force is somewhat larger at 2 cmc than at lower SDS
concentrations, which indicates an increased length of the longest tails.
The data displayed in Figs. 6–8 show that the preadsorbed PCMA layers
are strongly swelled by association with SDS when the SDS concentration
has reached 0.1 cmc. This indicates that a part of the polyelectrolyte chain
is desorbed from the surface. However, most of the polyelectrolytes remain
attached to the mica surface for a period of at least several days [35]. When
the swelled layers are pushed together, oscillating force curves are observed.
The reason is that the internal structure of the adsorbed layer changes in
order to minimize the free energy of the system. It is, however, not clear
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FIG. 8 Force normalized by radius as a function of surface separation between
mica surfaces precoated with PCMA. The forces were measured across an aqueous
10⫺4 M KBr solution containing SDS at the following concentrations: (䡩) 0.2 cmc,
(●) 0.5 cmc, (▫) 1 cmc, (䡲) 2 cmc.

how the material in the adsorbed layer is redistributed when going from an
outer to an inner oscillation. Is the whole complex deformed laterally along
the surface or are surfactants desorbed to the bulk solution? There are indications that the latter process occurs when complexes between a 10%
charged polyelectrolyte and SDS on negatively charged surfaces are compressed [40].
The structure of the adsorbed layer can also be visualized by AFM imaging. The images obtained for mica precoated with PCMA before the addition of surfactant are featureless [35], conﬁrming a ﬂat and homogeneous
coverage of the surfaces. However, after addition of SDS large features become visible. To obtain reproducible images some care should be taken not
to apply too high force. In fact, we noted that reproducible surface features
could be obtained only when scanning in the double-layer force mode (i.e.,
no direct tip–layer contact), whereas as soon as the tip came into contact with
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the layer irreproducible images were obtained. An AFM image obtained in
the double-layer force mode at an SDS concentration of 1 cmc is shown in
Fig. 9. The lateral dimensions of the features are typically about 200 ⫻ 200
nm, and the height difference between peaks and valleys is 4 nm. We note
that the height differences observed correspond to the periodicity of the
structural force observed by the SFA. The AFM scan is, as stated before,
carried out away from contact in the double-layer force mode and the image
does not provide any information on the total thickness of the coating. However, the force curve measured between the tip and the surface indicates the
presence of at least two oscillations, and the periodicity is again 40 nm [35].
We note that before the addition of SDS the polyelectrolyte coats the
surface homogeneously in a very thin layer. After the addition of SDS, the
material redistributes and large surface features are observed. This can be
viewed as a dewetting of the polyelectrolyte from the surface. The incorporation of an anionic surfactant reduces the afﬁnity between the complex
and the negatively charged surface. As a result, certain regions of the polyelectrolyte chain desorb and instead associate with the surfactant, forming
large complexes as seen in Fig. 9. We note that the polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes formed are poorly soluble in water, which may explain why
complete desorption does not occur.

FIG. 9 AFM image of preadsorbed PCMA layers swelled with a 1 cmc SDS solution. The image is taken in liquid using the double-layer repulsion between the tip
and the sample. The height scale is 10 nm/div.
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Let us now address the question concerning the similarity between the
internal structure of the aggregates formed at the solid–liquid interfaces and
the internal structure of the polyelectrolyte–surfactant aggregates formed in
bulk solution. In order to do so, we return to the complexes formed in bulk
solution and apply small-angle neutron scattering (SANS). The details of
the study can be found in Ref. 41, and here only some relevant ﬁndings are
recapitulated. The polyelectrolyte PCMA forms an isotropic and clear solution with water, and the scattering behavior of the samples containing pure
polyelectrolyte in D2O displays a clear peak that is displaced toward higher
scattering vector (q) values when the polyelectrolyte concentration is increased. The peak corresponds to a characteristic distance (⬃2/qmax) in the
polyelectrolyte solution. The peak is rather broad as a result of a comparatively large standard deviation in the distribution of distances between the
structural units. Figure 10 shows the characteristic distance as a function of
the inverse square root of the polyelectrolyte concentration. The points fall
on a straight line as expected for a semidilute polyelectrolyte solution. In
fact, it is this structural feature of polyelectrolyte solutions that has been

FIG. 10 Characteristic distance (=2/qmax) as a function of the inverse square root
of the PCMA concentration in D2O.
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probed by the AFM [25] and TFB [23,26,27] studies discussed in previous
sections. However, this structural feature has no relevance for the oscillating
forces observed between preadsorbed PCMA in the presence of SDS.
The SANS data after addition of deuterated SDS (d-SDS) to the PCMA
solution demonstrate the appearance of a new structural feature. The polyelectrolyte–surfactant mixture was obtained by adding a small amount of
a concentrated surfactant solution to the polyelectrolyte solution under stirring. When a sufﬁcient amount of d-SDS was added to the PCMA solution,
it became cloudy and large objects could be seen with the naked eye. Some
aggregates remained dispersed in the aqueous phase whereas others precipitated. Away from charge stoichiometry the dispersed aggregates were
quite stable (particularly at low polyelectrolyte concentrations), whereas
rapid sedimentation occurred when the ratio of SDS to charged segments
was close to one. Hence, the scattering data after the addition of sufﬁcient
d-SDS were obtained in a two-phase system consisting of aggregates with
a high concentration of polyelectrolyte and surfactant dispersed in an aqueous solution containing a low concentration of free surfactant. The amount
of precipitate under our measuring conditions was zero or small. Hence,
the scattering is due to the dispersed aggregates. The scattering length
density for d-SDS relative to the D2O solvent is negligible compared with
the corresponding quantity for the polyelectrolyte. Hence, only the PCMA,
and not the d-SDS, contributes to the scattering for samples in which pure
D2O is used as a solvent. Moreover, the sulfate head group has a scattering
length density very similar to D2O [42] so that both head and tail of dSDS are contrast matched in pure D2O. When a sufﬁcient amount of dSDS is added, a new sharp peak appears at q ⬇ 0.16–0.17 Å⫺1, whereas
the peak corresponding to the mesh size in the surfactant-free polyelectrolyte solution disappears. The intensity of the new peak, which is shown in
Fig. 11, increases with increasing surfactant concentration, but the position
remains unaltered. The position of the peak corresponds to a characteristic
distance of 3.7–3.9 nm.
In a mixture of 80% H2O and 20% D2O, the polyelectrolyte is contrast
matched so that only d-SDS contributes to the scattering intensity. The scattering data at high q values for d-SDS in 0.1 wt% solutions of PCMA in
the 80:20 H2O–D2O mixtures are provided in Fig. 12 for different concentrations of d-SDS. We note that as with the corresponding solutions where
pure D2O was used as a solvent, a peak located at q = 0.16–0.17 Å⫺1, the
intensity of which increases with increasing d-SDS concentration, is found
for all samples (Fig. 12). Hence, we may conclude that the d-SDS interacts
with parts of the polyelectrolyte chains to form a common structure that
contributes similarly to the behavior of the scattering data at high q values
for samples in which either the polyelectrolyte or the oppositely charged
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FIG. 11 Scattering intensity at high q values as a function of scattering vector for
a 0.1 wt% PCMA solution in D2O. The d-SDS concentration was 0 (䉭), 0.005 wt%
(r = 0.03, ⫻), 0.05 wt% (r = 0.3, ▫), and 0.5 wt% (r = 3, ⫹), where r is the ratio
of d-SDS to charged polyelectrolyte segments.

surfactant is contrast matched. The marked increase in scattering intensity
toward the low-q region observed in Fig. 12 for the highest d-SDS concentration is due to formation of free d-SDS micelles.
We note that the characteristic distance describing the PCMA–SDS complexes formed in solution is very similar to the periodicity of the forces
measured between mica surfaces precoated with PCMA and swollen by SDS.
Hence, it appears that both features are due to the same molecular arrangement. The SANS data are not consistent with a bead-and-necklace structure
(i.e., a polyelectrolyte chain decorated with adsorbed micelles). Hence, the
interpretation of the force data given in the original article [24] is not correct.
Instead, it appears that the structures responsible for the oscillating force
curve (Figs. 7 and 8) are similar to the mesomorphous phases characterized
by Antonietti and coworkers [43–47] as suggested in the later work by
Claesson and colleagues [35,41]. New small-angle X-ray scattering data that
are not yet published indicate that the internal arrangement for the PCMA–
SDS complex is hexagonal.
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FIG. 12 Scattering intensity as a function of scattering vector at high q values for
a 0.1 wt% PCMA solution in an H2O–D2O (80:20) mixture. The d-SDS concentration was 0.02 wt% (r = 0.12, 〫), 0.05 wt% (r = 0.3, 䉭), 0.1 wt% (r = 0.6, ▫), 0.2
wt% (r = 1.2, 䡩), 0.5 wt% (r = 3, ⫻), and 2 wt% (r = 12, ⫹), where r is the ratio
of d-SDS to charged polyelectrolyte segments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A range of surface force techniques has been utilized by several research
groups to probe the structures in thin ﬁlms separating two solid surfaces or
two air–water interfaces. Structural forces may arise from changes in packing of the solvent molecules, changes in packing of micelles in the gap
between the surfaces, or rearrangement in semidilute polyelectrolyte solutions. Oscillating forces may also appear as a result of disturbance of the
internal structure of polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes attached to the
solid surface. In several cases, nice agreement between bulk structures, as
probed by SAXS and SANS, and the periodicity of the oscillating forces
has been demonstrated. Hence, in some cases the organization in complex
solutions is reﬂected in the force proﬁle between two surfaces. In other cases
the internal structure of polymer–surfactant complexes is probed by the
force measuring techniques.
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ABSTRACT
The particles of inorganic polycrystalline materials, for example, the nitrates
of potassium, sodium, and ammonium in either their spherical or granular
forms, consist of aggregations of irregular forms of crystals, which provide
free variable space between the crystals. During the formation and growth
of crystals below the crystallization temperature, a progression of crystal
growth occurs during both cooling and drying stages. The study discussed
here relates to the effect of some sulfonated polymeric surfactants on the
changes of crystal growth pattern in ammonium nitrate particles. Atomic
force microscopy studies on the particles conﬁrm a unique associated migration of water-bound polymeric additives during crystallization, which
limits the growth of the individual crystals to almost unit cell dimensions
by controlling the overall crystallization pattern.

I. INTRODUCTION
Inorganic nitrates—sodium nitrate, potassium nitrate, and ammonium nitrate—play major roles in the fertilizer, explosives, and propellant industries.
Ammonium nitrate has been the material of prime interest for commercial
exploitation because of its favored chemical nature and cost-effectiveness.
The commercially available forms of these polycrystalline nitrates are gen655
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erally granular or spherical (popularly known as prill) consisting of aggregated irregular crystalline forms that provide free variable space between
the crystals. Depending upon the compactness of the crystallites or available
free variable space between the crystallites, the density of the prill differs.
The higher the free space, the lower the prill density. For their applications
in fertilizers, the prill density is probably of lesser signiﬁcance. However,
in explosives and propellants the size of the crystallites, prill density, and
resistance to thermally induced crystal growth due to interparticle bridging
are major considerations for their suitability [1,2].
Despite being most suitable, both chemically and economically, ammonium nitrate poses a major challenge for its wider usage in propellants, and
this is related to the material properties of the porous prill as opposed to the
problems associated with the compound itself. The material deformation and
the density changes under pressure and temperature, which are attributed to
the uncontrolled crystal growth and bridging, essentially affect the rate of
reaction of ammonium nitrate with the fuel binders, resulting in irregular
thrusts, inferior performance, and failure. There have been many attempts
in the past to reduce the magnitude of these problems associated with ammonium nitrate by using additives to improve its material property. The large
number of additives that have been used to inﬂuence the material property
of ammonium nitrate can be classiﬁed in ﬁve distinct categories: (1) crystal
habit modiﬁers, (2) desiccants, (3) solid solutions and double salts, (4) nucleating agents, and (5) anticaking agents. The previous work done on the
crystal habit modiﬁcation aided by various additive molecules indicated a
mechanistic relationship between the adsorption of the additive molecules
and lattice matching. Such a mechanistic relationship provides a predictive
tool for the selection of useful additives for ammonium nitrate. The speciﬁc
adsorption of additive molecules onto the crystal lattices and its effect on
overall crystallization (growth and shape) are the basis for invoking changes
in the material property of ammonium nitrate.
In this chapter the introduction of a polymeric anionic surfactant, polystyrene sulfonate, to bring about a marked effect on the crystallinity of
ammonium nitrate is discussed and the evidence for microcrystalline forms
of ammonium nitrate induced by polystyrene sulfonate is presented. There
are many additives documented in the literature that are claimed [1–4], with
some evidence, to produce porous ammonium nitrate prill with desirable
strength and internal stability. There is, however, very little understanding
of these systems, particularly in relation to crystallization. The possible
mechanisms of polystyrene sulfonate in relation to its water association as
well as drying properties in crystallizing ammonium nitrate are discussed in
the following sections.
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II. POLYMORPHISM
In a commercial manufacturing process, supersaturated solutions of nitrate
salts are showered through a porous plate in a tall tower and the droplets of
the supersaturated solutions crystallize during their ﬂight from the top of the
tower to the bottom as the droplets cool down below the crystallization
temperature. A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 1. Further drying
and cooling processes take away the remaining moisture to form dried pseudospherical bodies called granules or prill [3,4].
From the onset of crystallization to drying, ammonium nitrate undergoes
various crystal phase changes as shown in Fig. 2. Under ambient storage
conditions, the phenomena of interparticle bridging and crystal growth are
often related to IV↔III phase transition of ammonium nitrate. As a result,
the study of IV↔III transition kinetics has historically received a great deal
of attention [5–7] and various additives have been used to prevent interparticle bridging particularly due to such phase transitions. It must be noted
in this regard that during particle formation the additives can inﬂuence ammonium nitrate right from the initiation of the phase I (cubic) crystalline
form of ammonium nitrate. However, no systematic study has ever been
carried out to understand the effect of various additives (auxiliary host mol-

FIG. 1 Schematic diagram of showering supersaturated solutions of inorganic nitrates to produce spherical particles.
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FIG. 2 Polymorphism in ammonium nitrate (top) and effect of additives on crystal
habit modiﬁcations (bottom).

ecules) on the crystal growth pattern. However, the use of crystal morphology as a determinant of speciﬁc interaction between crystal surfaces and
auxiliary molecules has received considerable attention in last two decades.
Figure 2 demonstrates:
1.
2.

A crystal growing in a pure environment with faces B growing faster
than faces A
Speciﬁc adsorption of additive molecules onto B yielding a change in
the overall crystal shape

This phenomenon provides a basic understanding of the additive selection
principle as well as the basis for rational molecular design of the additive
molecules because, as shown here, if the morphology is characterized in
terms of the structure of the affected faces, then the nature of the surface
binding sites and the key parameters such as geometric, stereochemical,
electrostatic, and molecular recognition can be identiﬁed [8–14].
Depending upon the nature of additives, the process of crystal habit modiﬁcation can be initiated at various stages of crystal phase changes, e.g., I
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(cubic)–II (tetragonal)–III (rhombic)–IV (orthorhombic)–V (bipyramidal
tetragonal). Besides modifying the crystal structure by altering the preferences of certain growth planes, the habit modiﬁers are also known to limit
the size of crystals. In search of a suitable habit modiﬁer for ammonium
nitrate, a large number of additives have been tried during the last four
decades. On looking at the range of compounds studied, it appears that the
molecules containing large ionic groups—sulfates, sulfonates, phosphates,
phosphonates, etc.—are the most effective for habit modiﬁcation.
The action of an additive on phase IV of ammonium nitrate is yet another
example in this respect (Fig. 3). In the crystal structure of phase IV, the
(100), (001), (110), and (011) planes are classiﬁed according to the arrange⫺
ment of NH⫹
4 and NO3 ions. In the orthorhombic crystal structure of phase
IV, the (001) and (110) planes both consist of alternating layers of either
⫺
⫹
NH⫹
4 or NO3 ions, and the (100) and (011) planes comprise both NH4 and
⫺
NO3 ions. Some dyestuffs (well known as habit modiﬁers), e.g., Cu-phthalocyanine, bring about habit modiﬁcations as a result of their bipolar nature.
These molecules adsorb on the (100) and (011) planes via SO⫺
and
3
— NH⫹
groups.
Similarly,
additive
molecules
containing
anionic
groups
are
3
found to exert an effect via their adsorption on the (001) and (110) planes
containing only NH⫹
4.
In order to understand the effect of additives on the material properties
of crystals, the examples of crystallization that occur in nature are worth
citing. In nature, the structure–activity relationship and recognition factors
existing between the molecules, i.e., the crystallizing materials and the host
molecules, largely inﬂuence crystallization. For example, in animal physiology, crystallization of calcium carbonate occurs in different morphological
forms. A great deal of structure variation is observed in the formation of
bones, teeth, shells, etc. despite the fact that all of them are principally
constituted by the same calcium carbonate. Such variations in morphology
are principally guided by the nature of proteins and enzymes involved in
the metabolic processes in the growth of desired structural forms. Different
proteins inﬂuence the crystallization of calcium carbonate to occur in different manners. The nature of the association between an inorganic phase
(e.g., calcium carbonate) and an organic ﬁlm (proteins or enzymes) determines the overall crystal growth pattern, its morphology, and subsequent
material properties of the crystallizing materials [8].

III. EXPERIMENTAL
Polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) of molecular weight ⬃70,000 (Polyscience),
polyvinyl sulfonate (PVS) of molecular weight ⬃25,000 (Air Products), and
polyvinyl-co-styrene sulfonate (PVSS) of molecular weight ⬃50,000 (ob-
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FIG. 3 Phase IV orthorhombic crystal structure of ammonium nitrate and arrangement of the ionic groups in the lattice.

tained from the Department of Chemistry, McGill University, Montreal, Canada) were used as additives in ammonium nitrate to study their effect on
crystallinity. The PVSS was prepared by polymerizing styrene sulfonate and
vinyl sulfonate in a 1:1 molar ratio. The Na⫹, K⫹, and NH⫹
4 salts of the
polymers were prepared by neutralizing with corresponding alkalis. The concentration of these additives in ammonium nitrate solutions [containing 1.18
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moles of ammonium nitrate and 0.28 moles of water (approximately 237.5
molal solution of ammonium nitrate)] was maintained at 500 ppm [3,4].
Crystallization and drying were studied by employing the solutions on a
glass hot bed maintained at 70⬚C ﬁtted with a constant tangential cold air
ﬂow unit mounted over the glass bed delivering air at the rate of 0.5 cfm
at room temperature, approximately 20⬚C (Fig. 4). The moisture content of
the drying crystal layers on the glass bed was determined by Karl Fischer
titration and recorded upon subjecting the ammonium nitrate solution for a
certain period of time. These values were compared with those of pure
ammonium nitrate solutions of similar concentrations.
Atomic force microscope (AFM) images of the dried crystals of ammonium nitrate (courtesy of the Department of Chemistry, University of Miami,
Coral Gables, Florida) were obtained by scanning several samples (at least
six samples each) of ammonium nitrate and ammonium nitrate with polymeric additives. These AFM samples were prepared by depositing drops of
ammonium nitrate solution on the freshly cleaved mica and drying under
the same conditions mentioned before. The ﬁlms were scanned by the contact mode [15] AFM in a cleanroom of class 1000. The scanning force was
set between 5 and 10 nN. The average scanning rate used in this study was
8 Hz.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In all of our experiments the supersaturated solutions of ammonium nitrate,
with or without additives, were kept at 145⬚C prior to placing a constant
volume of the solution (0.5 mL per addition) on the glass hotbed. Figures
5 and 6 show the drying proﬁles of ammonium nitrate solutions. The proﬁles
in Fig. 5 clearly show that despite all being sulfonated polymers, the stereochemical features of the polymers certainly play a very important role in
the overall crystallization and drying. Among the three different types of
polymers studied, PVS certainly has the least effect on drying compared
with the systems without any additive. PSS and PVSS exhibited similar
drying trends; however, PSS showed superior results with respect to drying

FIG. 4 Schematic diagram of the drying device.
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FIG. 5 Drying proﬁles of ammonium nitrate solutions in the presence of Na salts
of the polymeric additives. The critical point, A, during drying of ammonium nitrate
in the presence of PSS indicates the rapid change in the rate of moisture loss.

efﬁciency. In Table 1, the results of the ﬁnal moisture content of the dried
ammonium nitrate in the presence of polymeric additives are given. In all
cases the samples were subjected to drying for 3 h. The ﬁnal moisture contents are indicative of the binding strength of water molecules with the
crystal planes and the inﬂuence of additives on the water binding energies.
The Na salt of PSS (Fig. 6) was found to be the most effective in removing
most of the water molecules in the shortest period of time. In a real-life
situation, in drying pseudoregular bodies (e.g., granules or prill) of polycrystalline materials, besides water removal from surfaces an understanding
of particle shrinkage, deformation, and generation of cracks and ﬂaws is also
required [12]. In this respect it is worth noting that the ease of drying ammonium nitrate particles containing polystyrene sulfonate additives is certainly one of the most important features [3].
The mechanism of drying involving different kinetic processes of water
removal from a hygroscopic ammonium nitrate body [16,17] is schemati-
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FIG. 6 Drying proﬁles of ammonium nitrate solutions in the presence of sodium,
potassium, and ammonium salts of polystyrene sulfonic acid.

cally represented in Fig. 7. In a regular drying process, when a hygroscopic
body with uniformly distributed water is dried under a steady air ﬂow, the
water on the outer layer begins to vaporize ﬁrst and then the internal water
moves to the surface. As the drying proceeds, evaporation shifts inward
because of the decreasing water transferability. Water vaporized inside the
drying body is transferred to the surface and then released to the environ-

TABLE 1 Retained Moisture in Dried Ammonium Nitrate in the Presence of
Various Salts of PSS, PVS, and PVSS Polymeric Additives
Additive
% Final moisture
Polymer counterions
Na⫹
K⫹
NH⫹
4

None

PSS

PVS

PVSS

0.2
—
—
—
—

—
—
0.02
0.05
0.04

—
—
0.25
0.3
0.32

—
—
0.18
0.2
0.2
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ment. The gradual inward shifting of the evaporation increases the inner
diffusion resistance, resulting in a steady decrease in the drying rate. This
explains the steadily falling drying rate of ammonium nitrate without any
polymeric additives (Fig. 5).
The water present in a partially crystallized body of ammonium nitrate
can be classiﬁed in three distinctly different categories [14]: (1) ﬁlm water
that surrounds the drying body, (2) pore water that ﬁlls the spaces between
crystallites, and (3) bound water that is held with the crystallites (Fig. 7).
Under a given condition of drying, the ﬁlm water is easiest to remove,
whereas crystal-bound water requires higher energy for its removal. At the
very ﬁrst stage of drying, which is a constant-rate period, the activation
energy of water evaporation from the drying ammonium nitrate body was
found to be approximately 42 kJ/mol. The activation energy during the ﬁrst
falling-rate stage of water removal was approximately 125 kJ/mol. A schematic representation of the drying kinetics is shown in Fig. 8. The difference
in the activation energy values indicates that the state of water involved in
the subsequent stages of drying, as shown in Fig. 7, is clearly different from
the ﬁlm water that is released during the constant-rate period. During the
ﬁrst falling-rate stage, the pore water moves to the surface by diffusion and
capillary mechanisms, and the pore spaces are subsequently ﬁlled with air
as the drying progresses, resulting in shrinkage of the drying body.
However, in contrast to the pure ammonium nitrate, ammonium nitrate
in the presence of PSS additives offers a completely different feature. The
initial drying phase was slower than for the pure ammonium nitrate, whereas
the second stage of drying occurred at a remarkably faster rate. The presence
of PSS additives probably induces several kinetic processes simultaneously,
namely initiation of crystallization, salting out of the polymers from the
crystalline phase, solvation of the polymer molecules, and migration of polymer molecules with water as the drying progresses. The PSS additives provide an efﬁcient vehicle to transport water molecules from the core to the
surface of a drying ammonium nitrate body. The function of the PSS is
shown schematically in Fig. 9. PSS in the form of an Na⫹, K⫹, or NH⫹
4 salt
is an anionic polyelectrolyte prepared under conditions that yield a high
degree of substitution of sulfonate groups in the polymer molecules (one
sulfonate group per styrene moiety). The high degree of substitution imparts
properties to the polymer that make it suitable for a variety of applications.
The salts of polystyrene sulfonate are highly soluble in water. The solubility
of these polymers decreases rapidly with an increase in the concentration of
ammonium nitrate. As a result, during crystallization of ammonium nitrate
from its aqueous supersaturated solutions, these polymers always remain
with the aqueous component of the crystallizing front and migrate as the
water leaves the drying body.
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FIG. 7 Mechanism of drying: pictorial description of a drying polycrystalline material featuring three different types of water present in a crystallizing body.

Beyond the critical point, A, as shown in Fig. 5, the loss of moisture
takes place with greater rapidity. The initial slow rate is probably due to the
capillary saturation of water that occurs near the outer surface of the drying
body. Faster crystallization in the presence of PSS keeps the size of the
crystallites smaller and the rate of release of the free water molecules is also
higher as the crystallization progresses. These water molecules evaporate
from the surface by capillary diffusion. The rapid release of water molecules
in the presence of PSS affects the steady-state condition of diffusion and
evaporation by causing overcrowding of the diffusible free water molecules
as opposed to the number of water molecules which can actually diffuse
through the capillaries and evaporate. This explains the initial slow rate of
moisture loss. As the threshold between the capillary saturation and the
internal vapor pressure of water crosses the critical point, A, the liquid initially held up in the capillaries erupts out almost instantaneously (Fig. 10a
and b). In this instant, the rate of moisture loss from the drying ammonium
nitrate body becomes invariant to the temperature. It appears that the water
association to PSS is energetically more favorable than to ammonium nitrate
alone. Thus, the water molecules initially bound to the ammonium nitrate
crystal lattices are favorably drawn by the PSS molecules, resulting in a
unique associated migration of water molecules. The dried forms of these
materials were further investigated over a period of 30 days to ﬁnd out if
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FIG. 8 Kinetics of drying of an irregular body containing water. Deformation and
shrinkage occur due to the formation of voids or pores as water leaves the matrix
during drying.

there had been any progressive changes in crystal growth. The optical micrographs of dried ammonium nitrate versus ammonium nitrate with PSS
additive showed a massive growth of long needlelike crystals in pure ammonium nitrate samples, whereas the sample of ammonium nitrate with PSS
additive retained smaller crystals of ammonium nitrate without any noticeable changes in size (Figs. 11 and 12). This motivated us to carry out further
studies on these systems by atomic force microscopy (A. K. Chattopadhyay,
S. Boussaad, and R. M. Leblanc, unpublished data).
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FIG. 9 Schematic description of the action of PSS polymers to enhance the rate of
crystallization by withdrawing water molecules from the crystallizing front to themselves.

FIG. 10 (a) Capillary saturation (rate of evaporation << rate of diffusion through
the capillary) slows down the initial rate of moisture loss in the presence of PSS.
(b) Interior liquid initially held up by capillary saturation erupts as soon as the inner
vapor pressure rises above the capillary pressure.
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FIG. 11 Optical micrograph (500⫻) showing the large growth of needle-shaped
crystals in pure ammonium nitrate.

In Fig. 13, the AFM images, a and b, show the surface structure of dried
ﬁlms of pure ammonium nitrate. In the image of Fig. 13a (15 ⫻ 15 m),
one can notice the plane surface formed by the crystals of ammonium nitrate.
Considering the image scan size (Z = 450 nm) and the dimensions of a unit
cell in ammonium nitrate crystals, one can assume that the surface observed
by the AFM results from the crystals of ammonium nitrate, indicating a
strong intercrystal bridging phenomenon. This has been further clariﬁed in
the image of Fig. 13b. This AFM image (6 ⫻ 6 m) represents a magniﬁed
view of a region of the image of Fig. 13a. In Fig. 13b there is no clear
indication of the presence of any intercrystal distinct boundaries.
However, the study of the ﬁlms of ammonium nitrate in the presence of
the Na salt of PSS showed a direct impact of the additive on the overall
crystallinity of ammonium nitrate. In Fig. 13c (15 ⫻ 15 m), the structure
of the ﬁlm clearly shows that the ﬁlm is composed of clusters of extremely
small crystals with distinct boundaries. The large difference in Z range (200
nm) between images 13a and 13c reveals the smoothness of the surface of
the ﬁlms containing the PSS additive. In the higher resolution image in Fig.
13d (4 ⫻ 4 m) the structure of ammonium nitrate crystals in the presence
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FIG. 12 Optical micrograph (500⫻) showing clusters of small crystals in ammonium nitrate with PSS additive.

of PSS additive is further revealed. The most important feature of the crystal
arrangements is that they are all oriented along the Y axis of the AFM
images, substantiating the effect of PSS additive on the associated migration
and showing the habits of crystal formation as discussed earlier. The orientation of the crystals of ammonium nitrate in the presence of PSS additive
is characteristic of the speciﬁc interaction between the polymer molecules
and the crystals of ammonium nitrate. It conﬁrms that PSS limits the growth
of the rhombic crystals to extremely small sizes. The dark canals that separate the upper and lower clusters of crystals are considered to be void
capillaries or pores carrying signatures of the loss of pore water as shown
in Fig. 7.
The AFM images presented in Fig. 14 show the crystal shapes and orientation at higher resolutions. In images 14a (2 ⫻ 2 m) and 14b (employing high-pass ﬁlters for the AFM images) the crystals appear with a shape
similar to the rhombic cells. Also, the AFM images 14c (1 ⫻ 1 m) and
14d (0.5 ⫻ 0.5 m) show the crystals with sharp edge features with their
end tips aligned along the Y axis of the AFM images. From the sizes of
these crystals determined from the available AFM data, it appears that on
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FIG. 13 (a) AFM image of pure ammonium nitrate with scanning area Sz = 15 ⫻
15 m, image scan size Zr = 450 nm, and scanning rate Sr = 2 Hz. (b) Magniﬁed
view of (a) with scanning area 6 ⫻ 6 m. (c) AFM image of ammonium nitrate
with PSS additive with image scan size Zr = 250 nm. (d) Magniﬁed view of (c)
with Sz = 4 ⫻ 4 m, Zr = 180 nm. (c) and (d) show the directional orientation of
the microcrystals of ammonium nitrate.

average these crystals are 340 nm long, 170 nm wide, and 65 nm thick (Fig.
15), which is surprisingly close to the unit cell dimensions of the rhombic
ammonium nitrate.
Why the anionic PSS performs most effectively compared with PVS and
PVSS can be explained further in terms of their sterochemical conﬁgura-

FIG. 14 (a) Magniﬁed view of ammonium nitrate crystals in the presence of PSS.
(b) Image of (a) employing high-pass ﬁltering. (c) and (d) Further magniﬁed views
to obtain the unit crystal dimensions.

FIG. 15 Average crystal dimensions of ammonium nitrate in the presence of PSS
additive as observed by AFM.
671
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tions. In a medium of very high dielectric constant (e.g., water, dielectric
constant 78), these polymer molecules remain in random coil forms. However, in a low dielectric situation such as supersaturated ammonium nitrate
solution (dielectric constant approximately 16), these polymers take up linear
conformations as shown in Fig. 16. Depending upon their sterochemical
conﬁgurations, the spacing between their sulfonated units varies. In a low
dielectric situation the linear conformation of PSS molecules comprises sulfonate groups with a geometric spacing ranging approximately between 6
and 8.5 Å. These values were approximated from the theoretical calculations
of minimum energy molecular models [18] (M. A. Whitehead, personal communication, 1995). This indicates that regardless of the crystallizing phases
of ammonium nitrate, the PSS, being a multifunctional molecule, is able to
interact with various sites on the crystallizing ammonium nitrate planes. For
example, in the cubic phase ammonium nitrate has a diagonal spacing of
6.22 Å, whereas in phase III, the a and b axes of the ammonium nitrate unit
cell are of 7.14 and 7.7 Å, respectively [5–7,10,19]. As mentioned before,

FIG. 16 Differences in stereochemical conﬁgurations between PSS, PVS, and
PVSS that inﬂuence the crystal morphology of ammonium nitrate.
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the use of an additive to modify crystal habit is essentially to create surface
defects and dislocations in crystals by altering their lattice energies. An additive that lowers the crystal lattice energy (which generally happens with
the organic surface-active agents) reduces the bond strength between the
crystals and crystal-bound water molecules [19,20]. The changes in the nature of crystal-bound water brought about by the PSS type of additives have
a stronger yet deﬁnitive inﬂuence on the water removal or drying properties
compared with any other known conventional additives. Such a property
ultimately determines the crystal size, intercrystal spacing, and compactness,
which further affect other related material properties such as deformability,
fracture, and overall particle strength.
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Surface Tension Measurements
with Top-Loading Balances
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ABSTRACT
The principles of operation of an inverted force-pull tensiometer are given.
The advantages and disadvantages versus other types of tensiometers designed to measure surface tensions are discussed. Some examples of the
measurement of surface tensions are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface tension is perhaps the most important parameter that describes the
interfacial properties of a liquid, and its measurement has been the subject
of a great many studies. An important subset of these techniques includes
methods that rely on measuring the vertical force on a plate, rod, or ring as
the surface tension ‘‘pulls’’ the object downward toward the liquid. Currently, the most common method to measure interfacial tension using these
pull techniques has the suspended object directly attached by means of a
wire to a suspended microbalance so that the force exerted can be measured
as the solid is moved in precise increments. Without question this experimental arrangement can give accurate and precise results; however, two
substantial problems exist. First, the attachment between the solid object and
the balance must not be rigid for accurate measurement of the force. This
lack of rigidity has meant that excessive weight cannot be tolerated, and
hence very fragile thin rings or plates are typically used. Further, nonzero
†

Deceased.
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contact angles will lead to substantial errors in the ring case, and in the
Wilhelmy plate case a zero contact angle is preferred to reduce draining
times, which can be quite long. Hence, very expensive platinum solids are
usually employed because high temperatures can be used to clean the surface
thoroughly and ensure a zero contact angle. Second, suspended microbalances are relatively expensive; microbalances must be used because of the
small forces involved.
A new principle has been described [1,2], a patent granted [3], and a new
product introduced into the market [4] that does not have these two disadvantages. The most signiﬁcant change has been the use of a top-loading
analytical balance, an innovation that has been termed an inverted force-pull
tensiometer. An inverted force-pull tensiometer measures the decrease in the
weight of a solution as the solid object is pulled out of the solution from
above. Because of Newton’s third law, the force measured by weighing the
solution can, in theory, be no different from that measured by weighing the
suspended object.
Determining the surface tension from a pull experiment requires the solution of the Young–Laplace equation:
⌬P = ␥

冉

冊

1
1
⫹
Rh
Rv

(1)

where P is pressure, ␥ is surface tension, and Rh and Rv are the two radii of
curvature for the curved surface that describes the suspended liquid. For a
circular rod, the Young–Laplace equation can be rewritten as
⌬gy
y⬙
y⬘
=
⫹
␥
(1 ⫹ y⬘2)3/2
x(1 ⫹ y⬘2)1/2

(2)

where y is the height of the liquid, ⌬ is the density difference between the
liquid and gas phases, g is the gravitational constant, and x is the width of
the suspended liquid. In order to solve this equation, knowledge of the appropriate contact angles (liquid–solid and liquid–vapor) is required. In theory, any object with arbitrary cross section could be used to measure surface
tension; at the very least a solution of the Young–Laplace equation can be
numerically generated. However, two geometries have been preferred because the solutions are comparatively straightforward: a circular ring (called
a du Noüy ring after the developer of this method) and a very thin plate
that is assumed to be inﬁnitely long (called a Wilhelmy plate or slide after
the developer of this method). These methods, along with a rod method, are
described in this chapter. The latter has not historically been as popular but
is well adapted for the inverted force-pull tensiometers described here.
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A. du Noüy Method
The du Noüy ring method is unchanged when using a top-loading balance
versus the suspended microbalance on most instruments. As with all of the
pull methods described in this chapter, to determine surface tension, the
general procedure is to move either the solid or liquid up or down to the
point of maximum pull, i.e., where the force is a maximum, and record that
force. In theory, this movement can be done using steps or continuously as
long as the system is at equilibrium when measurements are made. One
advantage of using a top-loading balance is that a cylindrical tube rather
than a ring can be used; using a tube on instruments with suspended microbalances would be a problem because of weight and possible torque.
If a ring or tube were inﬁnitely thin, a force balance would lead to the
following relationship:
Wbalance = 4R␥

(3)

where Wbalance is the measured weight, R the radius of the ring, and ␥ the
surface tension. Note that this equation assumes that the balance has been
tared with the weight of liquid plus holder and that the weight is deﬁned to
be positive. Using a ring or tube of ﬁnite thickness introduces substantial
deviations from ideality because of the ﬁnite difference between inner and
outer radii. This nonideality requires a correction in the form f [R/r, R 3/V]
that is given in Ref. 5. Here V is the meniscus volume and is given by
Wbalance/liquid, and r is half the thickness of the ring. This correction term is
valid only when the contact angle between the liquid and solid is zero; if
not, then the calculated surface tension will be lower than the actual surface
tension.

B. Wilhelmy Plate Method
The Wilhelmy plate method procedurally is identical to the du Noüy method
described earlier. Because an inﬁnitely long plate has the same plane of
symmetry as the suspended liquid, a correction factor is not necessary. The
equation to measure the surface tension is trivial and becomes
Wbalance = tw␥

(4)

where t is the thickness of the plate and w is the width. One advantage of
this method is that the contact angle can be any value as long as the meniscus is not broken before the maximum force is reached. Of course, one
must be sure that only the bottom is wetted with liquid, or else a correction
factor with the appropriate contact angle must be used.
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C. Rod-Pull Method
Although using a solid rod has a number of advantages over a ring or plate,
a rod has not been used very often in pull methods. The reason for this is
twofold. First, the calculations are involved and are most conveniently done
on a computer. Second, and more important, measuring the rod weight is
difﬁcult because excessive torque can easily ruin a microbalance. However,
measuring the weight of liquid means that this concern is eliminated, and a
rigid support can be used. By numerical integration of the Young–Laplace
equation, it is possible to calculate the mass proﬁle as a function of height.
A correction factor is not necessary because the rod has the same inﬁnite
rotation axis of symmetry as the suspended liquid proﬁle. Again, the only
parameter that must be measured to determine the surface tension is the
value of the mass at maximum pull.
Assuming that the vessel is much larger than the radius of the rod, an
empirical equation has been determined that relates the radius of the rod [X]
to the meniscus constant [k]:
X
= 2.48573
k

冋册
冋册
冋册
X3
V

1/2

⫹ 0.70985

⫺ 1.94468

X3
V

⫹ 1.65453

X3
V

2

5

冋册
冋册
冋册
X3
V

⫹ 2.30285

⫺ 0.420300

⫹ 4.21654

X3
V

X3
V

3

冋册
冋册
冋册
X3
V

⫺ 2.77894

6

3/2

X3
V

⫹ 0.0129372

4

X3
V

8

where V has been deﬁned previously and k = [␥/1g]1/2, where 1 is the
density of the liquid phase. As with the Wilhelmy plate, any value of the
contact angle can be accommodated with this method. Also as with the
Wilhelmy plate, adequate time must be allowed so that the system is at
equilibrium during the test, which typically means allowing enough time for
the solution to drain from the sides of the rod. The relative magnitude of
the error due to incomplete draining is less than for the Wilhelmy plate,
however. Both of these constraints mean that some trial and error with the
pulling speed or the frequency of movement steps is required.
A further modiﬁcation of this method is the use of a miniature container;
i.e., the radius X is only slightly smaller than the radius of a circular container. Because the object can be held rigid, it is simple to prevent the solid
from coming in contact with the sides of the vessel. A theoretical description
of this method is given elsewhere along with the relevant equations [6,7].
A numerical integration must be performed to determine the maximum force
because the maximum force depends on the contact angle between the liquid
and the walls of the container.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Equipment
Schematics of the two types of tensiometers are shown in Fig. 1. A ring,
tube, or rod was attached to the metal spindle of a micrometer to conduct
the measurement in one type of balance; for the other type, a converter arm
was used in conjunction with an electronically controlled stepper motor. A
platinum ring furnished by the Fisher Scientiﬁc Company was used for the
du Noüy ring experiments. The ring had a 9.5366 mm mean radius and a
thickness radius of 0.3558 mm. A stainless steel rod of 6.35 mm diameter
was used, and two stainless steel tubes with the same value of outside diameter (12.7000 mm) but different wall thicknesses (0.3175 and 0.2591 mm)
were used.

B. Materials
All surfactants were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company with purity
greater than 99% and were used as received. Sodium bromide (NaBr) was
supplied by EM Science with purity greater than 90%. The organic solvents
hexadecane (99% purity), ethylene glycol (99.9% purity), and formamide
(reagent grade) were supplied by Acros Organics. All the chemicals were
used as received. Water was deionized and double distilled. It was used for
cleaning and making surfactant solutions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 lists surface tensions for water measured at 23⬚C using the inverted
rod-pull, inverted tube-pull, and inverted du Noüy ring-pull methods. The
reported surface tension results are the average of 7 to 10 measurements.
The variance in the measurements was almost certainly due to the ⫾1⬚C
temperature ﬂuctuations in the experimental equipment because the magnitude of the variance is comparable to the change in surface tension over this
temperature range [8]. Although various surface tension values for water at
room temperature are reported in the literature [9,10] the commonly reported
value of 72.75 mN/m at 20⬚C compares favorably with our results [11]. To
facilitate this comparison, the measured surface tension values were used to
calculate values at 20⬚C using a temperature correlation [12].
A more quantitative assessment of the accuracy of these measurements
can be seen in Fig. 2, which represents measurements for water using the
rod. Clearly, numerically integrating the equations gives a result close to the
actual measured data, and a slight height correction can be applied (to account for buoyancy effects) that makes the results even closer to the actual

FIG. 1 Schematics of inverted force-pull tensiometers used in our laboratory. The schematic on the left shows
the case where a micrometer is directly mounted above a balance; for the machine on the right, a converter arm
was used in conjunction with an electronically controlled stepper motor.
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TABLE 1 Surface Tension of Water Measured by Using an Inverted Force-Pull
Tensiometer at Room Temperature and Value Corrected to 20⬚C

Measurement method
Inverted rod-pull
Inverted tube-pull
Wall thickness: 0.3175 mm
Wall thickness: 0.3175 mm
Inverted du Noüy ring-pull

Surface
tension (␥)
at 23⬚C
(mN/m)

Equivalent
␥ at 20⬚C
(mN/m)

Standard
deviation in ␥
(mN/m)

71.58

72.15

⫾0.21

72.33
72.56
72.13

72.91
73.07
72.65

⫾0.18
⫾0.16
⫾0.10

FIG. 2 Force (mass units) as a function of height for rod tensiometer. Corrected
measurements represent data adjusted for buoyancy forces.
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measured curve. The height corresponding to the maximum pull is clearly
smaller in the experimental than in the calculated case, which is presumably
due to wetting problems. However, the maximum force agrees almost exactly, which is fortunate because this value is used for surface tension calculations.
One extremely important parameter in the rod-pull measurements is the
shape of the end of the rod. Typically, a machinist rounds corners as shown
in Fig. 3; i.e., the actual outside diameter is greater than the diameter of the
circle at the end. This error in machining can lead to substantial errors in
the surface tension, as shown graphically in Fig. 3. Similar concerns apply
to the tube as well. In fact, the size of the rod should be checked using
water or some other known material before measuring unknown surface
tensions.
One important beneﬁt of choosing a container where the radius is only
slightly greater than the radius of the rod is that the maximum force measured is much greater. For example, for water and a rod of very similar

FIG. 3 Effect of rod radius on calculated surface tension. The inset represents common machining problems; corners must be sharp when the rod is manufactured.
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diameter (6.23 mm), the force increases by approximately 50% if a container
of 10.55 mm is used. This modiﬁcation also helps to alleviate a disadvantage
of the rod-pull method: for a given amount of wetted perimeter, the force
measured is roughly half that measured by the du Noüy or Wilhelmy plate
method. Because the rod is rigidly held, the liquid can be almost totally
encased to reduce evaporation dramatically.
Wetting issues are less important with this device than with the du Noüy
ring or Wilhelmy plate, but wetting can still affect results. Table 2 shows
the values of surface tension obtained from measurements for selected organic solvents and an aqueous surfactant (cetyl trimethylammonium bromide, CTAB) solution versus literature values at 20⬚C. Note that the results
obtained by using the inverted du Noüy ring-pull method agree better with
literature values (average difference of 0.27 mN/m from literature values)
than the results obtained by using the inverted tube-pull method (average
difference of 1.51 mN/m from literature values). Better precision (⫾0.03
mN/m) was found for the inverted du Noüy ring-pull method than the inverted tube-pull method (⫾0.12 mN/m). Lack of cleanliness is almost certainly not the source of the error; the most likely source is the poor wettability of the stainless steel tube by organic solvents, which would lower the
value of the experimental maximum-pull force because the contacting area
between the liquid and the bottom of the tube would be reduced.
Measuring the surface tension in order to determine the critical micelle
concentration (cmc) is also straightforward. Figure 4 shows plots of the
surface tension versus surfactant concentration for CTAB and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solutions. The cmc can be determined as the intersection
of the straight lines through the two linear portions of the semilogarithmic
plot; the values determined are close to literature values. The familiar dip
in surface tension at the cmc for SDS due to the presence of impurities is
also clearly apparent. Although the data are not shown, this method can also
be used effectively to measure the cmc in the presence of added electrolyte
[13].
Similarly to a Wilhelmy plate, the contact angle can easily be measured using a rod. The procedure is very similar except that the rod is
below the liquid level and a precise measurement of the relative height is
necessary. If the contact angle with a different solid is required, one advantage of this method is that the rod can often be coated with the appropriate material; a new rod is not necessary. The buoyancy effect must be
accounted for, and, as with methods for other measurements of contact
angle, surface smoothness is critical. Figure 5 shows the determination of
the advancing and receding contact angles on stainless steel for water. The
region for determination of the surface tension is shown as part of the
previous plot.

57.69
47.40
27.13
37.84

Surface
tension (␥)
(mN/m)
Equivalent
␥ at 20⬚C
(mN/m)
57.92
47.41
27.34
N/A

Standard
deviation
(mN/m)
⫾0.03
⫾0.03
⫾0.04
⫾0.04

Inverted du Noüy ring-pull

56.9
46.05
25.54
38.14

Surface
tension (␥)
(mN/m)
⫾0.11
⫾0.08
⫾0.13
⫾0.17

Standard
deviation in ␥
(mN/m)

Inverted tube-pull

57.13
46.06
25.75
N/A

Equivalent
␥ at 20⬚C
(mN/m)

Surface Tension of Various Substances Measured Using an Inverted Force-Pull Tensiometer

Formamide
Ethylene glycol
Hexadecane
[CTAB] = 0.9 mM

Substance

TABLE 2

58.00
48.00
27.47
N/A

Literature
value at 20⬚C
(mN/m)
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FIG. 4 Representative cmc measurements with inverted rod-pull tensiometer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In many situations, ‘‘pull’’ methods plus the use of a top-loading balance
simplify the measurement of surface tension. The largest advantages derive
from the ability to use a rigid support for the solid, which means that a
more mechanically robust object can be used. The measurements are essentially as accurate as those with more complicated and expensive instruments.
Further, measuring small volumes of liquids, which is difﬁcult in systems
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FIG. 5 Measurement of advancing and receding contact angles (q) using inverted
rod-pull tensiometer.

with suspended balances, becomes quite straightforward when a top-loading
balance is used.
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